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PREFACE
The need for describing precipitation on a multitude of time and space scales is fundamental to advancing the
state.of.the.art in weather and climate pre_ctability. Precipitation is both a cause and an effect of atmospheric
behavior since it involves thermodynamic changes of state that influence the energy available to atmosphenc c_rcu-
lation at virtually all scales of motion.
Scientific planning for the U.S. National Climate Program, and for its international counterpart, the World
Climate Research Program, has recognized precipitation as a critical climate parameter for diagnostic and processes
studies and as a basic indicator of the state of climate itself. Ourability to observe and characterize precipitation is
complicated by the irregularmanner in which it occurs in time and space, thus supporting the requirements for
global scale measurements from space.
The Workshop on Precipitation Measurements from Space, supported by both the NASA Global Weather and
Climate Research Programs, is an attempt to examine the broad scientific needs for precipitation measurements from
space and address the techniques already available or proposed for meeting these requirements. Accordingly it is
expected that the workshop conclusions and recommendations will play a major role in helping to shape the future
NASA Space Observations Program.
Robert A. Schiffer, Manager, NASA Climate Program
John S. Theon, Manager, NASA Global Weather Program
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WORKSHOP ON PRECIPITATION MEASUREMENTS FROM SPACE
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
INTRODUCTION
Precipitation is important in a myriad of practical and scientific ways throughout a multiplicity of disciplines.
These include weather, climate, hydrology, and oceanography in which precipitation is a key factor for analysis,
diagnosis, predictiov, and verification. Practical applications arise in many other fields including agriculture; forestry;
water resources; commerce which involves specialized uses for precipitation infomaation in communications, trans-
portation and industry; and a broad spectrum of other societal needs. More recently, the crucial role of precipitation
as a key element in the weather and climate system, both as a forcing function and a response variable, has been re-
emphasized. Precipitation must therefore be observed globally. Moreover, as one of the two fundamental descriptors
of climate, global observations of precipitation are, like temperature, essential as a means of correctly initializing
global circulation models (GCM) for extended range weather prediction.
These are but a few examples of many needs for global spaceborne measurements of precipitation. Obviously,
not all applications require global observations nor can all of the requirements (e.g., flood warning) be met with a
given spaceborne observing system. However, the needs are numerous and so important that they should no longer
be neglected.
This Workshop focused on identifying the needs for precipitation meaourements from space and then resolving
the various ways of meeting those needs. An attempt was made to specify observations in terms of accuracy, resolu-
tion, ete according to the application. Although a broad concensus usually exists in a particular user community, it
is not possible to specify the observational requirements alone because they are as diverse as the disciplines and ap-
plications previously mentioned would indicate.
Nevertheless, some focus o_. precipitation requirements emerged, particularly relating to global climate, in
which space observations can and must play a crucial role. A survey revealed that monthly averages of global pre-
cipitation with an accuracy of 25 percent over (100 km)2 areas and daily totals of continental precipitation with an
accuracy of 10 percent over (25 kin) 2 areas will satisfy in some way about 80 percent of reported requirements in-
volving both research and applications. A review of the state of the art indicates that these accuracies and resolutions
could be obtained through space technology supplemented by conventional methods.
At present, the most critical gap in global precipitation observations is over the oceans. Here It seems obvious
that measurement from space is the only logical approach, and we should proceed to fill this gap without delay.
VISIBLE AND IR METHODS
A variety of visible (VIS) and infrared (IR) methods have been developed for observing cloud properties and
using them as proxies for ground-level precipitation. These are by far the most simple and, indeed, the only space
techniques for which substantial prior records exist. They are also the only ones that can and have be,:n used with
existing satellites. Although none of the VIS/IR methods appear to be applicable to all precipitation types and
climatic regimes, even relatively simple schemes provide climatologicall)_ useful precipitation amounts for convective
storms up to subtropical latitudes for sufficiently large areas, (100 kin)z and time periods of days to weeks. However,
there is concern about the variability of any VIS/IR estimation scheme for particular precipitation types (e.g., strati-
form) and comparative evaluation of a variety of techniques is needed.
' I The application of VIS/IR methods for geosynchronous satellites to precipitation estimates in individual storms
is risky even though some success has been evidenced. We recommend that these methods be used with caution until1¢
, further evaluated and then only to specif_ broad classes of rain rates or amounts. This approach appears to be useful
g for flash-flood warnings because it indicates amounts above hazardous thresholds. Nevertheless, c_librated radars are
'" highly preferred for this purpose wherever they are available. ""
vi
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All VIS/IR methods would be improved through complementary measurements using spacebome passive micro-
wave radiometers over the ocean and suitable radarsystems over land or ocean. However, the latter can now be flown
only on low Earth orbitors (LEO's) which provide only two observations per day. Thus, in the near future, geosyn-
chronous VIS/IR cloud proxy measurements will have to be relied upon to measure at least the diurnal variability of
precipitation.
Recommendations for VIS/IR methods are as follows:
1. Continue the use of simple cloud-indexing schemes to produce climatolog:cally useful rainfall estimates over
land and the oceans.
2. Continue efforts to verify and automate the present National Earth Satellite Service (NESS) technique of esti-
mating rainfall in support of flash-flood forecasting with due regard for the cautionary remarks above.
3. Because island stations have generally been used to calibrate the latter methods, assess the representativeness
of the island data by calibrated radar (see ground truth). If improved shipbome rain gages or quantitative
shipbome radar can be developed, also use these.
4. Evaluate and compare current and proposed VIS/IR and other methods within a carefully designed "experi.
ment" in which ground rain-gage networks and/or weLl-calibratedradars are available (see ground truth)
5. Because hybrid methods involving VIS/IR and complementary systems appear to offer the greatest promise
for most purposes, make them the focus of a development and test effort.
6. Make the foUowing imp,ovements in current practices and future systems: (a) increase coverage of LEO's to
at least four observations per day; (b) maintain accurate absolute calibrations on all VIS/IR sensors; (c) in-
crease visible brightness resolution to 8 bits; and (d) improve GOES IR resolution to 1 kin.
7. Broaden the program for establishing a global cloud climatology (International Satellite Cloud Climatology
Project (ISCCP)) to include oceanic rainfall.
8. Continue to support efforts for developing and testing improved techniques in support of agricultural interests
(e.g., AgRISTARS*).
MICROWAVE RADIOMETRY
Microwave radiometry (MR) offers gr-ater promise than VIS/IR because of the more direct physical relation-
ship between the radiation and the precipitation. However, it is limited to oceanic regions in which background
brightness temperatures are nearly constant. MR also suffers from errorscaused by unfilled instantaneous fields of
views (IFOVs), variable effective height of the rainfall, unknown cloud-water content, and variations m hydrometeor
types, shapes, and phase in intense convective storms. The optimum wavelengths also have restricted dynamic range.
However, simulations indicate that the most serious error can be overcome by using smaller IFOVs. MR appears to
be especlaUy useful as a supplement to VIS/IR methods for measuring stratiform oceanic precipitation.
In the millimeter wavelength (_3-mm) band, MR appears to be sensitive mainly to the depth and intensity of
snow aloft and ts useful as an adjunct to other methods in mapping the areas (but not the intensity) of precipitation
over either ocean or land backgrounds. Because such wavelengths do not require inordinately large antennas, they
currently provide the only re,__lhope of mapping oceanic precipitation from geostationary satellites. (See the section
- on "sod moislure.")
" *Agriculture and resource inventory surveys through aerospace remote sensing
vii
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Recommendations for MR are as follows:
1. It is likely that future oceanic and polar missions will require improved high-resolution microwave radiometers
such as the large-aperture multichannel microwave radiometer (LAMMR) for measuring sea-surface tempera-
ture, surface winds, and sea ice. Because such measurements require corrections for precipitation, a future
LAMMR should also be optimized for measuring oceanic precipitation.
2. Over the oceans, a hybrid radar/microwave radiometer in the 1- to 2-era band appears to be a viable option that
should be explored in simulations and aircraft flight;.
SPACEBORNE RADAR
A variety of schemes for measuring precipitation from space were first proposed in a 1974 workshop on active
microwaves (NASA, 1975). Some of these schemes still deserve consideration. Because prior thinking has often led
to excessively sophisticated and costly systems, the present workshop has focused mainly on relatively simple concepts.
The most elementary system approach is to modify the Seasat-type (2.2-cm) radaraltimeter by adding a pre-
cipitation mode. A slightly more complex approach is a dual-wavelength radarradiometer in the I- to 3-cm band
such as that developed in Japan for aircraft t_als. This method combines the capacity of the radarto measure reflec-
tivity near the top of the rainfall where attenuation is negligible and deeper into the rain by using the radiometers to
correct for attenuation (over the oceans only).
The surface target attenuation radar (STAR) exploits the excellent relation between the attenuation coefficient
and rainrate in the 1- to 2-cm band. The method uses surface echo cross sections measured in rain-freeregions adja-
cent to storms or, in the caseof land, value_ recorded previously in the absence of rain. Attenuation and rainfall are
then deduced from the differences between actual and expected surface signal strengths. Two wavelengths are re-
quired for providing sufficient dynamic range m rain rate.
Another variant is the frequency agile rain radar (FARR), which uses the sensitive frequency.dependence of
rainfall reflectivity relative to the very weak frequency dependence on the surface targets to distinguish rain from
ground.
Finally, an adaptive pointing radar, which scans selectively and automatically only within the regions of clouds
and probable rain that have been identified on images of a forward-viewing IR radiometer, solves the long-standing
conflicts between the needs for high resolution, wide-swath width, and adequate signal.sampling time. Such an
adaptive pointer may be applied to any of the radar schemes. At the expense of a sophisticated onboard computer,
it overcomes the need for such brute force schemes as pushbroom antennas.
Recommendations for spaceborne radarare as follows:
1. A Seasat-type radaraltimeter in the 2-cm band will be one of the key instruments on the next ocean topography
and circulation mission• A simple modification would permit its use for precipitation measurements at nadir•
Although the sampling would be poor, such data would serve as calibrations for either passive VIS/IR or MR
schemes. Westrongly recommend that a precipitation mode be included in any future radaraltimeter.
2. A dual-wavelength STAR system should be subjected to a thorough feasibility study, developed, and aircraft
flight tested. The method can also be used as a precipitation estimator near the melting level either with or
without surface echoes as a reference.
3. The frequency agile rain radar (FARR) should be subjected to a thorough feasibility study, developed, and air-
craft flight tested.
• 4. See recommendation 2 under "Microwave Radiometry."
5. _madaptive pointing radar system that selectively samples probable precipitation areas as intricated by a
" forward-viewing passive IR imager deserves serious consideration. Adapting such a method to the STAR or
,)
viii
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gFARR appears to offe, the greatest hope for a global spaceborne precipitation measurement system. We
strongly recommend simulations and aircraft flight trials.
6. Over the continental United States the bistatic radar method of Nathanson (this report) wtth a single trans-
mitter m geosynchronous orbit and a multiplicity of ground-based scanning receivers warrants a thorough
feasibility study and preliminazy test.
SOIL MOISTURE
For many agncultural and climatological purposes, soil moisture is the ultimate goal of preopitauon measure-
ments. Passive microwave radiometry in the 20- to 50<m bands and active systems m the 5- to 8-cm band hold
promise for useful estimates of soil moisture in the future. In the near term, various features of the tune sequence
of IR surface temperatures from geosynchronous satellites appear to be well-related to soil moisture. Variants of
this method may also be used with IR observations from intercalibrated LEOs. Sod moisture is well correlated with
the antecedent precipitation index (API). Also, with soil moisture, precipitation may be estimated through the
moisture balance equation.
Recommendations for inferring soil moisture:
1. Precipitation and soil moisture should be considered in tandem.
2. On-going efforts for estimating soil moisture from geosynchronous IR observations and variants of this
method should be intensified.
3. If rmcrowave radiometric and radar methods result in useful estimation of soil moisture, they should also be
evaluated for esttmatmg antecedent precipitation.
GROUND TRUTH
The lack of accurate area-wide ground-truth precipitation calibration facilities (PCFs) has impeded the full
development and operation of a spaceborne precipttation measurement c_,pability. The GARPi Atlanttc Tropzcal
Experiment (GATE) radar rainfall data appear to be the first us"t'ul data set available on oceantc precipitation. At
present, rainfall data from slaps and tsland sta*ions are highly vanable and are believed to contain large biases.
The development of retrieval algorithms by any space method, as well as the evaluation and co,.lparison of
competttive techmques, requires faithful and accurate deptct_on of the four-dimensional distribution of precsplta-
tion by ground-truth systems. The accuracy and precmon of long.term measurements that involve either multiple
instruments or a sequence of satellites and probable changes in methodoloD requtre a precise and accurate ground.
based PCF that will continue in operation over the long term.
Recent developments in measuring rainfall by differential polarizauon radar/reflectivity methods (ZDR) and
other dual-parameter techniques have demonstrated potential for greatly unproved accuracy over standard radar
techniques. This capability is especially xmportant because coastal and island radars are required for gro,md truth
over the sea. The NASA lO-cm SPANDAR- radarat Wallops Island, Virginia, is ideally located and is well-suited
for these purposes. Any such ground-truth facility must also use rain.gage networks, disdro,neters, and remote
sensors such as mtcrowave and optical gttenuation links to ensure the best possible accuracy. A transportable trans-
fer standard radar ts also required for calibrations in a variety of climactic regimes.
Finally, considerable improvement and modernization is possible and is required m ram-gage technology
(especially for shipboard use) and in data collection and management.
.
,.
I IGIobal Atmospheric Research Program
: 2Space Range Radar
ix
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Recommendations for ground truth measurements are as follows:
1. We strongly recommend the estabhshment of a I_F consisting of a sensitive high-resolution 10<m radar with
differential polarization, substantial surface rain.gage networks, and microwave and optical lin_s. Th_ p_mar_
PCF should be at a convenient coastal statxon that experiences a variety of precipitation tylxs. The N/_ :,.
Wallops Island SPANDAR radaris a prime candidate for such a PCF. The NOAA National Severe S'. ,,,
Laboratory (NSSL) radarfacility is similarly useful for such a PCF in the midwest.
2. A similar but more modest PCF is needed for the long term in the tropical Pacific, perhaps at Joh_ ' .1 |_,.,
where land effects 3hould be minimal. A transportable transfer standard radaris also proposed for _. ,_t_-
duration ground-truth experiments in various climatic regimes. The ground-based NEXRAD radarsnov_ ,:'.,,,-
development should be s_ilarly equipped and ultimately become secondary precipitation standardswithin
the United States.
3. At the earliest opportunity, we should conduct an extended ocean expedition to obt;un accurate radarrainfall
data similar to but better than those gathered during GATE. Various land.based meteorological experiments
involving well-calibrated radarsand rain-gagenetworks that have been proposed for the future should be ex.
ploited as targets of opportunity for ground.truth evaluation of candidate spaceborne methods.
4. Promising new techniques for ground truth should be developed. Some candidate techniques are: path-
integrated microwave and optical extinction, electro-optical disdrometers (especially on ships), and low-cost
vertically pointing Doppler radar. Simple, reliable, rugged, and easily deployable data collection platf,--ns
communicating through satellites should also be developed.
Sarnphng
Theprecisemeasurementofprecipitationfromspaceisfraughtwithnumerousproblemsincludingthosere-
latingtosampling.Samplingproblems,canhowever,belessenedthroughconcurrentdevelopmentoftheobserving
strategydesignwiththeprecipitationmeasurementsystemdesign.Inthisregard,thegeneralprinciplesofproper
experimentation(e.g.,clearspecificationoftheobjectives,measurementsystem,estimators,anddatamanagement)
mustbegivencarefulattention.
Fivecategoriesofstatisticalproblemsthatderivefromtherequirementthatprecipitationbe properlysampled
are:
• An agreedupondefinitionofprecipitationrequirementsintermsofresolutionsand accuracies
• The determinationfthestochasticandhistoricalharacteristicsofprecipitationon spacescalesup toan
orbitalswathwidthofI000km to1500km andtimescalesrangingfromhourstomonthstobeusedfor
(a)selectingsensorscanningpatterns,revisittimes,andox_italcharacteristics;and(b)determiningthe
transferfunctionbetweenthe"true"precipitationand thatobservedbya remotesensor
• The developmentandmodificationfstatisticaltheorytohandlethemultivariatenatureoftheprec_pita.
tionprocess
• Theselectionfappropriatestatisticsforintercomparisonwithalternativesystemsfordelerminingpre.
cipitationandforcomparisonwithaccurate"groundtruth"
• Thespecialproblemsofdiurnalvariabilityand thepossibleelseofperiodicmeasurementsfromlowEarth
orbiterssupplementedby sequencesofnear<ontinuousIRproxymeasurementsfromgeosynchronous
earthorbiters.
Problems in ill of these categories need to be addressed for numerous precipitation types and climatic regnnes.
The establishment of precipitation models and their statistical properties is one of the primary motivations behind
the earlier ground truth recommendations. Furthermore, we believe that the time has come for a field comp_son
; of alternative satellite precipitation estimation systems to provide information and direction to future designers.
, It must beemphasizedthai the successof remotesensingtechniqueswill dependgreatlyuponthe integration
" of applicable sampling theory and the esrdc ishment of a firm foundation of statistical properties of area.wide
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precipitation. This is particularly true for an adaptiveor selectivescanningradarapproach. (Seespaceborneradar.)
Thedata reqmred to developsucha foundation canbe obtained from an adequatearea-wideground-truth system
(seeground truth) suchaswill be providedby the propos',dNEXRAD network Useful datasetsbasedon special
experimentssuch asGATE canbe exploited to conduct the necessarysimulauonsof samplingstrategiesand tile
expectedaccuracies.
Recomm-.ndatlonsfor samplingare asfollows:
1 Conduct a field evaluaUonof satellite techniquesthat are availablenow fo, estnnatingprecipttatsonwith ade-
quate ground.truth.
2. Improveo- further developsamplingtheory and estimation methods for univanate and muluvariate stochastic
processesto supportestimation of groundie:'elprecspitation.
3. Pursuethe characterizationof precipitation overa wide rangeof weatherand climate regimesand geographical
locations.
4. Further develop understanding of sampling requirements based on analysis of existing data and results from
the field evaluation experiment to provide the design critena for the sampling strategy of a future global pre.
ctpltauon expenment.
5. Improve the "adjustment schemes" for handling subscale preclpJtauon processes.
6. Develop phyucal and stochastic models for simulating precipitation processes associated with d. and e. above.
Conclusion
The measurement of precipitation from space on a global scale is a formidable problem because as yet there are
no guaranteed methods which can be relied upon to perfomi under all circumstances around the world. Nevertheless,
we already have some VIS and IR techniques that provide climatologlcally useful data in thc subtropical belt. Also,
over the oceans we are quite confident that these methods can be extended to extratropical regions by means of un.
proved m_crowave radiometers. The use of combinations of measurement systems should he most valuable m filling
the great gaps in our knowledge of oceanic preclpltatmn, and ,t would servea broad spectrum of users both m cli.
mate research and global weather predicuon.
Furthermore, for 'he first time, we now have a set of conceptual methods including spacebome radar, either by
itself or as part of a hybnd system, which show promise of operating over both land and ocean At the very least,
these approaches deserve serious feasibility studies and field tnals. In short, the needs have been well articulated and
the technology/is wttlun reach. Therefore, it ts time to proceed with a strong and well-ordered program of study and
developmentassummarizedhereand asdetailedm this report.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The workshop on "Precipitation Measurements from Space" was organized by the NASA/Goddard Laboratory
for Atmospheric Sciences with the joint participation of the Nanonal Oceanic and Atmospheric Admimstratlon's
(NOAA's) National Earth Satellite Service and the National Climate Program Office (NCPO) Thas workshop was a
follow-on activity associated with the Climate Observing System Study (COSS) initiated by NASA m 1980.
At the first COSS workshop (1980), it became clear that precipitation, one of the fundamental descnptors of
climate, was not being adequately measured on a global basis. Precipitation data over the o_'.ans are particularly
sparse. Furthermore, such global data requirements are not being addressed under other p'.anned earth and environ-
mental observati..jal programs. Subsequently, the importance of and need for space mer.surements of global precipi-
tation were reiterated and more strongly emphasized at the joint ICSU/COSPAR Con,r.,lssion A Study Conference
(1980) concerning space observations for climate r-sear h. Thus, the next logical step was to explore as a high-
priority item, ways to obtain more complete information on this key parameter.
There is a broad spectrum of needs for precipitation measurements, both for research and for applications.
Expenmental satellite techniques for rainfall m asurements have been tested but often with ambiguous results, par-
ticularly over land areas. Now, with the emergence of the National and World Climate Programs, precipitation meas.
urement has taken on added dimensions. Precipitatic.n is not only a key climatic index with a host of practical
implications, but it is a major component of both the glt bal energy and water budgets. For these reasons, precipita-
tion must be observed accurately and with reasonable uniformity over the globe, presumably by satellite methods.
Tlus does not imply that the sole driving force for improved precipitation measurements are the needs of the
climate program, or that satellites alone are likely to be able to do the job. To the extent possible, the observing
system should be capable of meeting the full range of needs, from local flood warnings on up. Also, where necessary
and possible, the observing system may be a composite of two or more techmques (e.g., satellites and ground radar
or gages).
With these ideas and views in mind, the precipitation workshop was planned with the following primary goals:
• To critically assess the various existing and propo_d methods for measuring precipitation from space
• To establish lesearch and development guidelines for realizing near-, intermediate-, and long-term objectives.
In connection with these goals, the following six key topics and related questions ",,'_retdentified for particular
attention at the workshop: '
• ,REQUIREMENTS FOR PRECIPITATION MEASUREMENTS
It was not the intention at this workshop to redevelop specific measurement requirements but ,ather to
survey and synthestze documented user needs for precipttatlon data, including the d_sciplines of climate, agricul-
tare, hydrology, severe storms, and global weather. For climate, requirements have been well documented by the
Global Atmospheric Research Program (GARP) (1975), the NASA Climate Progr,'tm (1977), the National Climate
Program 5-year Plan (1980), and the NOAA Climate Program Plan (1981). Other preclpitauon requirements are
identified m the more specialized plans of various agencies, by the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) in
a number of program plans (e.g., WMO, 1980) and by vanous re,earth disciplines and commerctal interests. To
obtain better insight on current thinking in all areas, however, a wide-ranging' survey was ct_,ducted before the
workshop. A summary of these results is included in the body of ttus repor_ under "Requirements."
• SAMPLING PROBLEMS
.._ Precipitation is intermtttent in space and time, and its statistical characteristics may depend upon precipitauon
type, geographical location, season, and time of day. Thus, one session of the workshop was devoted to evaluating
the impact of the statistical nature of precipitation on the choice of sampling strategies for both space and "ground.
• truth" measurements. Also, the determination of spatial and temporal sampling characteristics required by observa-
tional systems for meeting measurement requirements was an important workshop objective.
1-I
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@ GROUND.TRUTH MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS
Ground-truth measurements are a fundamental requirement for both designing the observing system and for
validating space precipitation measurements, therefore, the specific needs for various ground-based techniques and
combinations require carefifl study. There are important questions concerning the adequacy of rain-gages, density
of gage networks, use of radar as the ultimate tool, and the need for upward-looking microwave radiometers• The
selection of representative geographical locations for ground.truth measurements and/or benchmark sites is of ob-
vious importance.
• VISIBLE (VIS) AND INFRARED (IR) TECHNIQUES
The purpGse here is to address the basic VIS and IR Satellite methods for estimating rainfall, and the accuracies
achieved in various time/space domains. Significant limitations in terms of type of rain (convective/stratiform),
transportability of the method from one geographical region to another, satellite viewing conditions, diurnal effects,
types of orbit, etc. are key questions that must be answered•
• MICROWAVE RADIOMETRY AND HYBRID TECHNIQUES
The basic theory and performance of microwave radiometry for making precipitation measurements must be
reassessed for two purposes: (l) to see how the results of previous experiments (ESMR-5* and SMMR) may be
better understood and improved, and (2) to provide insights for optimizing future instruments. Furthermore, every
opportunity should be taken to compare microwave data against other ground-based information such as those
gathered during the GARP Atlantic Tropical Experiment (GATE). Also important is the comparison of microwave
radiometry precipitation measurement techniques with VIS and IR methods and exploring ways in which they can
be used in combination to provide improved data.
• SPACEBORNE RADAR
The potential of spacebome radar as the ultimate too for making direct precipitation measurements over the
entire globe must be seriously considered. A number of approaches can be taken that involve conventional pulsed
radar, coherent Doppler, dual wavelength, and/or polarization, etc. All these possibilities must be subjected to de-
tafled feasibility studies. An important consideration is the possible combination of active and passive microwave
techniques and hybrid schemes involving VIS and IR channels. The goal is to exploit advances in technology that
promise to overcome the long.standing obstacles to the effective use of spacebome meteorological radar.
,)
The findings of the working groups for these topics are reported in the next six sections• Additional details
are contained in the reprints (Appendix D) ol the papers presented at the workshop.
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2. REQUIREMENTS OF PG_',_ C,:,_,L_'('Y
2.1 SUMMARY OF REQUIREMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
2.1.1 Summary of Requirements
Although as much of the full spectrum of precipitation measurement requirements as can be identified is con-
sidered in the proceedings of this workshop, the focus here is on climate. It was recogmzed at the outset that, m
proceeding toward a global climate observing system, much (if not most) global climate information would result
from operational systems (both satellite and conventional), and, conversely, any space system or techmque that
might be proposed for climate measurements must meet as many operational weather and real-time applications re-
quirements as possible. It is already apparent that some precipitation requirements, in both operations and research,
have such stringent coverage, resolution, temporal, and accuracy constraints that they obviously cannot be completely
met through remote sensing from space within the foreseeable future. It is equally obvious that current ground-based
facilities (rain gages and radar) are also inadequate and would have to be augmented. Nevertheless, a large number of
climate applications, assessment, diagnostics, predictability and research problems can and must be addressed with
space data where conventional methods are clearly impractical.
The major gaps in the availability of useful global precipitation lnfomration are as follows:
a. Over the Oceans
b. Over *.,and,where rain gages and ground radar systems are few or nonexistent. Few continental areas of the
worlu other than North America and Europe even approach adequate ground-based measurement systems.
c. Detection and measurement (or estimation) of cyclonic (stratiform) precipitation by using space observations.
(The several visible (VIS) and infrared (IR) satellite techniques that are now in use and that have potentml
global capability are almost entirely restricted to convective precipitation detection.)
From a relatively detailed survey of precipitation requirements and through insights gained from the workshop
participants, it is apparent that about 20 percent of the requirements (i.e., spatial resolutions below 10 km with cor-
respondingly high temporal and accuracy requirements) are over land and will have to be met with ground-based sys-
tems in the foreseeable future. On the other hand, it is also apparent that about 80 percent of reported preopitation
requirements for a wide range of purposes can be met in some way through space technology supplemented by con-
ventional methods. The climate research and applications requirements falling into this 80 percent category can be
summarized as follows:
Spatial Temporal
Resolution Resolution Accuracy
Global 100 by 100 km Monthly averages 25%
10%
Continental 25 by 25 km Daily totals*
*With sufficient sampling to detect diurnal component.
Table l, which appears later, contains more detail about requirements for specific applications.
On the basis of current capabilities reported in other sessions of the proceedings, it is particularly encouraging
- to note that a large share of this comprehensive requirement could probably be met now by using exBting satellite
- techniques and conventional measurements. SeetLon 4 describes VIS and [R satellite methods. The "Requirements"
working group specifically recognized that data are now available for:
• providing useful information to climate-oriented users
• enabling the systematic evaluation of the data and identification of specific needs for further improvements,
i. and
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• promoting user familiarization and the development of user methodologies including satellite-derived data.
For long-term global climate research needs, and even for certain applications problems, the primary goal is to
obtain precipitation information over land and oceans in a representative way for unambiguous comparative analysis.
The measurements must also have long-term stability and reliability for effective analysis of monthly, seasonal, and
interannual fluctuations. Absolute accuracy is a secondary requirement.
_, 2.1.2 Summa_ of Recommendations
The following recommendations are based on the recognition that "requirements," though well-documented,
are so variable and dependent on so many factors that further refinements would not be realistic at this time. Ac-
cordingly, we should (1) continue to develop useful precipitation information from available sources and (2) plan for
new techniques where appropriate; specifically, we should:
• Develop stable records of indices of precipitation (even rain/no rain discriminators) until quantitative tech.
niques have been proven. All such records should be easily accessible by specific geographical location.
• Process the operational data to provide statistical distributions (within 2½-by-2½ grid square or l-by-1 de-
gree if possible) of cloud IR temperatures as a useful index of precipitation for diagnostic studies of the
tropics and continental summers. The data thus compacted would be in a form suitable for further time-
averaging for climate purposes.
• In view of the paucity of global oceanic rainfall information, develop a record of base-peri, d means for the
period (4 years) of ESMR.5 microwave data. This would involve the use of microwave data for middle lati-
tudes and use of the IR data supplemented by the highly reflective cloud (-tiRe) (Kilonsky and Ramage,
1976) data over the tropical Pacific to tune the microwave data for extension to the tropical Atlantic.
• Establish a precipitation climatology project, develop refined precipitation data products from the FGGE
data set as a starting point, and expand the data sets both forward and backward in time as available data
and verified new teclmiques permit.
• Because the proposed International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP) promises to compile and
archive extremely valuable global cloud information, the project should be aware of and include the needs
for precipitation in the design of the archive.
• Develop satellite precipitation estimation techniques in conjunction with improvements in terrestrial tech-
niques to enhance the validity of both approaches and to facilitate user acceptance. With user feed backs,
proceed with the development of long-term reliable precipitation records and tailored data sets that have
been specified and justified.
• Develop a space-based capability for ocean precipitation measurements. In the meantime, expand oceanic
precipitation data collection through improved techniques on ships of opportunity.
2.2 DISCIPLINE-ORIENTED REQUIREMENTS - GENERAL
The researchand operational communities have different points of view. Researchers must appreciate the lim-
itations and constraints on the data, but, to do so, they must receive adequate documentation regarding :he measure-
ment and data.base development. As techniques improve, researcherswill want to be able to reprocess the original
data on certain occasions. On the other hand, because operational users need a readily usable product, reliability and
timely communications are key factors. The following paragraphsdescribe significant operations and research
considerations.
"_ 2.2.1 Operations
• Reliab!lit)'. Operational users must be assured of a continuous flow of data that match or surpass the reli-
ability of existing systems. Thus, system design should avoid single points of failure (e.g., at a downlink
site) that threaten the entire system.
2-2
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• Cost. In the severe budget environment and the likelihood of spreading user charges, the space-acquired _[ "
dat---_'mustbe cost.competitive with existing data sources. The system might be designed to meet require- Y
merits at modest cost and stringent requirements (high spatial and temporal resolution) at higher cost.
• Timeliness. Most operational users provide their output at specific times. Therefore, the input data must
be available at specific intervals, This often becomes a communications problem for instance to commum.
care rainfall rates to hydrologists who make flash-flood forecasts.
• Compatibility with User Applications Techniques. The space-acquired information must be furnished in
usable amounts and in the proper form for insertion into user systems. Thus, the data-handling system
must convert satellite-sensed data (radiances) to geophysical data appropriately averaged and formatted.
• Operational climate users require a stable record. Therefore, if changes m the instrumentation or data-
handling process disturb the continuity of the record, climatological users must be able to adjust.
• In general, satellite techniques must show advantages over existing methods if they are to be adopted.
2.2.2 Research
, Many of the operational considerations also apply to researchers, but, in addition, researchers specifically want:
'- (at access to the raw data, (b) detailed calibration and registration mformation, and (c) documentation on algorithms,
programming, etc.
2.3 SPECIFIC DISCIPLINE CONSIDERATIONS
2.3.1 Global Chmate
2.3.1.1 Operations and Services. Climate diagnostics consists of the study of climate fluctuations whose time scales
are longer than the lifetime of typical weather systems bu_ shorter than the time scales of climate normals. Some
examples are blocking episodes, pronounced seasonal anomalies, global-scale atmospheric teleconnections, and
interannual-scale ocean-atmosphere oscillations (e.g., the Southern Oscillation). Diagnostic precipitation data are
required for evaluating surface hydrological parameters (e.g., precipitation, runoff, and soil moisture, the large.scale
atmospheric hydrologic cycle, and the latent heat contribution to the atmospheric heat balance).
Although the specific precipitation data requirements depend largely on the particular application, they tend
to cluster on the following scales:
• Spatial scale - Large regional to global
• Spatial resolution - 200 to 500 km
• Time scale - Few weeks to few years
• Time resolution - Week to month
Note that accurate averages for diagnostic time/space scales require a much Freertime/space network of basic
precipitation measurements. In thts regard, the basic data requirements may not be very different from applications
with more stringent time/space averaging requirements. The accuracy requirements are even more difficult to define.
In areas of low precipitation, the absolute accuracy requirements may be quite high, whereas, in regions of high pre.
cipitation, the requirements are usually less stringent. In general, the accuracy should be adequate for defining sig-
nificant year-to.year variations.
: Although highly accurate precipitation estimates on the time/space scales specified would be desirable, a great
deal of information can be obtained from simple but stable indices of precipitation or even a few levels of discnmi.
nation of precipitation amount. The requirement for precipitation estimates over much of the Earth's surface,
coupled with the requirement for a relatively coarse time/space resolution, points to the use of a statistical rather
--' than a detailed life-cycle approach for generating the long and stable time series required for diagnostic applications.
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Future research and developments in sensor systems will undoubtedly lead to improvement in the accuracy of
precipitation estimates from remote sensors. However, convincing evidence indicates that current operational IR and
VIS data, if properly processed, are adequate for esr.imatingprecipitation on dia_ostic time/space scales over the
areas of the Earth, including the tropics and the mid.latitude continents during the warm season, where precipitation
is primarily convective in nature. The key requirements for broadscale use of these data for operational and research
purposes is that the statistical summarization required for reducing the row pixel values to a more manageable data
set of frequency distributions of equivalent blackbody temperatures be incorporated into the basic processing
operation.
2.3.1.2 Model Development and Research. The combined use of precipitation measurements and numerical general
circulation models can greatly advance our understanding of the dynamics of climate and help in making short-period
(i.e., monthly and seasonal) climate predictions with such models (Mintz, 1981).
The interaction between the condensation heating field and the motion field is especially strong in the tropics.
However, we now have neither adequate information abou: .ae distribution of the condensation heating in space and
time nor about the motion field, which, within the tropics, cannot be adequately approximated from the pressure
field. We must know much more about at least one or the other of these two strongly coupled fields. Insofar as the
condensation heating is concerned, we must know the corresponding average daily precipitation, averaged for areas
of the order of (100 kin) 2, with an accuracy in this time and space averageof about 0.5 ram/day.
Although the precipitation itself is not a physical-state variable, precipitation over the continents can be used
to initialize one of the most important physical-state variables of a climate model (namely, the soil moisture). This
can be done by soil moisture budget calculations from daily (or weekly) amounts of precipitation at the resolutions
and accuracy previously indicated.
2.3.2 A_ri,:ultural Uses for Precipitation Information
Precipitation data required for meeting the needs of agriculture have very different time and spatial resolution
requirements. The major categories are strategic and tactical planning for on-farm decision.making, monitoring, and
real-time assessment for large-crop regions and research. Timeliness and cost of data acquisition are critical in the
first two categories, but accuracy needs are not as stringent (+20 percent). The last category, research, has very high
accuracy requirements, but it is generally not as tightly constrained by time and cost considerations.
Although data needs are limited primarily to the crop-growing season and regions, in cases where irrigation is
widely used, monitoring of data from outside water-sources regions is important. This would include current precip- "
itation and snowpack build up during the winter season to evaluate potential water supplies for meeting the next
season's irrigation needs. P_'ecipitation data may or may not be converted to an index, (i.e., soil moisture, etc. for
aiding users in decision-making). Agricultural users would not need precipitation information over the ocean. Most
agricultural users consider the satellite data as a potential source to incrementally add to the reformation obtained
from ground observations. In summary, precipitation is uscd in agriculture for:
a. Strategic (climate) planning and tactical (weather) operations on the basic production unit - the farm
b. Precipitation impact assessment on agricultural production on a state, regional, national, and inter-
national basis for planning
c. Research in support of a and b
d. Daily average precipitation for daily soil-moisture budgets for smaUareas (experimental plots) for irri-
_ gation planning and management decisions.
e. Daily end-of-day (weekly, monthly) averageprecipitation over "county" for crop-reporting of district-
size areas (20 to 100 km)2
f. Spectrum of hourly rates over small areas for soil erosion, nutrient, and runoff losses to larger areas
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Key points related to agricultural requirements and applications are
a. The most rapid payoff comes from immediate applications to daily problem-solving and decision-making.
b. The use of climate models would not provide an immediate payoff. These would be used in longer range
planning.
c. The state of the art of precipitation measurements from space is not as good as the e.xistir_gsurface network
for measuring precipitation in the United States and Europe, but, for requirement a, these measurements may
improve surface-derived means for other areas of the world, especially for verifying areas tha_ receive no
precipitauon.
d. Obtaining mean precipitation for county-size areas (40 by 40 kin) would go a long way toward fulfilJmg both
requirements a and b.
2.3.3 Hydrological Uses for Precipitation Information
Precipitation is one of the most important processes in the hydrologic cycle. It can be viewed as the "driving
force" in many hydrologic models. Proper location of rmnfall accumulations in time and space influences predictions
on which flood warning, reservoirmanagement, and water.supply deczsions must be made.
2.3.3.1 Data Exchange. A key concern is supporting better exchange of existing water-related data before requesting
support for new methods of acquiring the same kinds of data. The community of water resource data users should
attempt to support individual data procedures m making their products available to all interested parties in an ADP
usable form. For example, the precipitation and soil.morsture information routinely generated by the River Forecast
Centers of the National Weather Service (NWS) is of s_gnificant interest to agricultural and chmatoiog_cal data users.
2.3.3.2 Data-ErrorConsiderations. It is particularly important to determine the maximum allowable error for data
in hydrology and other related fields and to assess the temporal and spaual resolutzons associated with these maxunum
allowable errors. Data specifications submitted by users of rainfall data are often for the optimum resolunons. This
isnot surprising because, when asked for only one set of numbers, users request the best. Often specifications de-
veloped in this manner require more detail than can be used operauonally although they may be appropriate for re-
search studies. These specifications may impose requirements beyond the current state of the art and, lacking near- ,_
term benefits, discourage investment into any remote-sensing methods. Publishing the least-stringent beneficial
t
reqmrements would show greater opportunity for success and encourage the investment of time and capital into
acqumng practical data.
2.3.3.3 Data Requirements for Forecasting. Data required for hydrologic forecasts can best be discussed by dividing
the forecasts into three classes:
• Flash flooding
• River stage
• Water-supply forecasts
Flash.flood advisories are issued primarily to save lives. They alert the public, who must then determine where
dangerthreatens and make an immediate response. The detail in a forecast depends on the spatial and temporal reso.
lution available to the reporting system and the delay time from measurement of data to the dissemination of the
warning. Although optimal temporal resolution would be about 10 minutes with spatial resolutions of a few kilometers,
temporal resoluzions of I to 6 hours with spatial resolutions as coarse as 10 to 40 km would give beneficial information.
This is especially true in areas that do not have weather radars in which the rain-gage density is very low.
Rive,.stage forecasts are issued to aid in reducing property damage, as well as in preserving lives. These forecasts
; are issued to alert the public to the extent of flooding and, in some cases, the times that a river is expected to rise to
, critical points, such as flood stage. A flood forecast must be issued to give the public sectors that are prone to flood
• damagethemaximum possibleresponsetime to protect life and property. Becausethe expenseinvolvedin protecting
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or moving property may be large, it is importan,t that the forecast neither underestimate the flood, thus pennrttmg
excessive flood damage, nor overestimate inu,dation, resulting in unnecessary expenses in responding to the flood
warning. The degree of accuracy required for this forecast is relatively high for the data to be input to the forecast
model. Models used by the National Weather Service are generally run on areas at least as large as headwater basins
that are about (500 lcm)2. Although models are being adapted to run on an hourly ba.;is, they are ,:ow usually run
on a 6-hour basis. On the basis of these requirements, a satisfactory temporal resolution would be I to 6 hours with
a spatial resolution of about 20 kin. However, beneficial use can be made of data with a 24-hour temporal resolution
and spatial resolutions nearing 1 degree of latitude or longitude.
Water-supply forecasts are used to estimate water supplies for urban and agricultural uses from days to a few
• months into the future. A water-supply-forecast model generally estimates the rainfall or snowmelt that is expected
to flow into a reservoiror other collecting point from precipitation observed up to the time that the forecast is pro-
duced and from precipitation that can reasonably be expected to occur between the time the forecast is issued and
the projected time of the forecast flow. Desired spatial resolution for input data to this forecast model would vary
depending on the catchment, but could be about 20 to 200 icm. Although temporal resolutions as large as 1 month
would be useful, the shorter the iIAtervalbetween issuance of the forecast and the expected occurrence of the forecast
flows, and the more frequexJtl/the forecasts are to be issued, the smaller the temporal resolution would need to be.
2.3.3.4 New Techniques. The economics and logistics of new techniques should be discussed when the technique is
first publicly described. Published discussions of new techniques and systems for data acquisition should consider
the economical and logistical requirements for operational use, as well as the technical details of the measurement.
Developers of rainfall estimation systems should be aware of the most likely uses of their data, the expected initial
unit price of the data, and how it fits in with any existing systems. By considering the operational systems for which
remotely sensed data could be used, the researchercan do much to prevent data-processing problems from delaying
or preventing their method from going into operational use. By understanding the achievable accuracies with existing
versus proposed data systems and the corresponding unit data costs, the developer can compare the costs and the
advantages to be obtained by a new method with those of any current systems and thereby be better able to direct
his researchefforts and to portray his or her method in the best possible light.
2.3.4 Severe Thunderstorms and Local Weather
Because of the rapidly changing nature of intense mesoscale phenomena, the time and space resolutions of the
necessary observations probably have the most stringent requirements of any time/space scale. The spectrum of uses
and potential uses for rainfall information in the severe storm area ranges from the direct use of raln.faU.rate reforma-
tion in flash.flood detection and study, to tropical.cyclone rain.faU and its rel,.tion to storm energetics and intensifi-
cation, and to model initialization and verification with rainfall data.
The observational requirements vary from application to application. Although some of the requiremelits
could be met with low-orbit satellite observations, the high time frequency (down to tens of minu,,,s) of some of
the requirements dictates geosynchronous observations. This high altitude negates most ideas of a "direct" observa-
tion of rain rate with microwave techniques, but does not preclude a hybrid technique with a microwave rain/no ram
sensor to give coarse rain boundaries and magnitude to be estimated from cloud-top information derived from VIS
and IR channels.
For flash-flood detection, high time and space resolution information is needed for rainfall rate, especially at
higher rain rates. Although this information is usually obtained from radar data, recent attempts have been made to
obtain useful data on the necessary time and space scales from geosynchronous satellite VIS and IR (window) data
(Scofield and Oliver, 1977; Griffith et .al., 1978). These techniques depend on empirical relations between satellite
observation of cloud parameters and radaror rain-gage estimates of rainfall. Although clouds are correlated with
rainfall, the lack of a strong physical basis for the empirical relations make the tec_dques susceptible to errors when
_ applied to various geog2"aphical,seasonal, or synoptic situations.
. Observations of tropical-cyclone rainfall over water are important for: (a) studying and monitoring storm
latent-heat release and rain.all patterns in relation to storm energetics, (b) estimating rainfaUpotential and land fall,
and (c) model initialization of tropical.cyclone models. Using rainfall.rate information deduced from the EMSR.5,
Adler and Rodgers (1977) and Rodgers and Adler (1981) have shown that tl' data are useful in determining the
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rainfall characteristics of these storms and that the data appear to be potentially useful m monitoring and making
short-term prediction of their intensity. In additaon, knowledge of total storm ramfalJand rainfall distribution an
the storm just before land fail may be helpful in forecasting coastal flooding.
Regional.scale and mesoscale numerical models are important in forecasting and understanding precipitatton
events. However, precipitation information should also be important in initializing and verifying such models.
Numerical models of this type are typically initialized w,th temperature, pressure, moisture, and wind information
at synoptic scales. Information at smaller scales can be added through low-orbater sounding data, geosynchronous
sounding (VAS), and some "cloud-track" winds. However, ram-rate data would provide indirect evidence of diver.
gence and the ageostrophic component of the fiow on subsynoptic scales. Tarbell et al., (1981) used this approach
to indicate a forecast improvement when using observed (rain-gage) rainfall against no rainfall information. RaznfaJl.
rate informat_on may also be useful in initializing tropical-cyclone models.
Rainfall information is also important in verifying regional models because it asone of the most important
forecast variables on this scale and it is the only variable routinely observed at the mesoscale, even wath rain gages.
".3.5 Global Weather
Meteorologzsts appreciate the tact that moisture can play an important, if not dom/nant role, in supplying
energy to tropacal and extratroptcal weather systems. In the tropics, where the mr_salmost saturated, only the
slightest amount of uplift _srequired to anitiate the release of vast arnc,unts of latent heat to fuel systems as diverse
as convective cloud clusters and hurricanes. The role of latent heating on extratroptcaJ systems asmuch more subtle.
Although the primary energy source from synopttc.scale systems aso_ten the release of gravatat_onal potential energy
through the sinkangof cold air and the rising of warm, the latent heat that aseventually realized th,'ough slow uplift
of large masses of air appears to significantly modify the evolution of the system.
Midlatitude mesoscale systems are ,also fueled by latent-heat release but in a different manner. The dominant
mode of uplift is convectave, such as that associated with convective cells in a squalJ line. In many cases, after the
systems are i_tiated, they are driven mainly by the convective hea,z release, and larger scale baroclimc e,nergy con-
versions play only a minor role.
Through the use of conceptual models, such as convective instability of the second kdnd (CISK), dynamicists
have understood the consequences of latent-heat release on tropical systems, despate the pal,city of rainfall and mo_s-
ture data. The more subtle effects of latent hea.'ing on extratropacal systems wil.' require much more extensave oh.
servational coverage of moisture and precipitation for understanding its consequences. The flow chart in Figure l
wig help in understanding some of the effects of water on a synoptic-scale system. Horizontal and vertical mouons
both affect the distributaons of liqmd water and water vapor. When vapor condenses the resulting latent heating can
m turn create horizontal temperature gradients and vertical motions result to maintain a state o_"geostrophJc and
hydrostatic balance Thus, a complicated nonlinear interaction occurs between the moasture and liqmd-water distribu.
tions on one hand and the motion field on the other through the agency of latent heating. An mdicataon of how much
condensation, and thus latent heating, zsoccurnng as provided by the field of precipitation.
The conclusion is that precipitation measurements alone will not enable us to unravel the effects of latent heat.
ing on synoptic-scale systems or the general circulation of the atmosphere. Satellites, m conjunction with conventional
observations, must provide simultaneous distributions of water vapor, liquid water, and precipatat_on If the complex
interactions between the motion fields and the moisture fields are to be understood.
There are simple methods of discerning the immediate effects of latent heating on vertical motaon fields, de.
rived by solving the thermodynamic equation of the quasz.geostrophic omega equation, but tt as tmpossible to check
the accuracy of these techniques without the ground truth provzdedby reliable moisture, liqutd-water, and precipt-
ration measurements.
A frequent problem in analyzing precipitation data is that they tend to be very spotty. Local values of rainfall
rates are strongly influenced by orography, and thus a sinzJestation may not be representative of re_onal rainfall
rates. Furthermore, if convective precipitation is occurring in a system, the proximity of a statzon to a cell can com.
pletely influence the r.,,nfa[l rate and mean rates over an area are difficult to evaluate. Thus, zt zsoften essential to
measure preczpttation with a very demm network.
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Figure 1. The Role of Moisture and Liquid Water in a Synoptic System
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To develop a thoroagh understanding of motsture as it affects not only the general circulation but the synoptic
and mesoscale systems, we must be able to seraseprec_pitatlon over a fairly dense network of s,ations and stmultane.
ously sense vapor and liquid-water distributions. Unfortunately. prectpttatton measurements are lacking for oceanic
regmns where satellite microwave measurements of total liquid-water content of the atmosphere are apparently
straightforward. Making microwave measurements of liquid water over la,d is difficult because of the raptdly vary-
ing brighmeu temperature of the ground, but preciptta_on measurements are po_,sible.
Global requirements for precipitation measurements are 3-hourly measurements w,th an average sepaz:iuon be-
tween stations of no more than 100 kin, at least imtially The present network of stauons over North America could
probably be extended to sattsfy this requirement. However, coarsec scale measureme,ts of vapor and liqutd water
must also be available. The conventional radiosonde network could provide the vapor data, but technology does not
extst for providing the liq,ald-water data unless the NOA,_ radar network coc'ld be used for this purpose.
2.4 REQU[REMENTS ANALYSIS
In an attempt to develop a meaningful precipitation measurement specification for this workshop, a ,ather
exhausuve inqutry of "requirements" was made. The mtent was to form a reahstic basts for chmate observatxonal
system design considerations and for developing techniques and proce_ng strategies tot obtammng useful chmatlc
data from existing sources. Although the emphases was on climate, precipitation requirements for aU idenat'iable
disciplines and applications were reviewed.
Although a better recognttxon and descnpt_on of certain requtre_ents, including some refinements resulting
from the workshop deliberations, broad requirements as outlined m van.,,,s source documents (such as the Global
Atmosphenc Research Programme Pubhcation 16 (1975), Th,. Proposed NASA Contribution to the Chmate Program
(1977), the Role of Satellites m WMOProgrammes m the 1980's (1980), and the Climate D=ta Management Work-
shop Report (1979), remain euenually valid. For a number of operaaonal and special resear_.happlications, however,
more detailed reqmrements, usually in terms of htgher resolution and a_;curacy, are indicated, and some of these have
been reflected in the foregoing subsections Both the detatled and the broader needs for precipitauon measuremet_ts
indicate that the smectrum of '*requirements" ts almost lin_ltless. Thts became especially apparent when a survey wa:
conducted m preps.cation fo_ 'his workshop. The survey was wide.ranging to obtain as comprehensive a view of pre-
ctpttatton mformatton needs as pouible. Although climare wu the primary interest, it was necessary for practtcal
reasons to assess the extent to w.%ichother measurement requirements could be met The broad spectrum of the
usercommumty from which mfom, ation was sought included st,te climatolofosts, the academtc research commumty,
and gove_'nment and private organtzattons concerned with opera,ions, research, and applicauons tn t_.e fields of
chmate, weather, agriculture, hydrolo_, forestry, energy, and wa_er resources. From such a diverse group and
variety of interests (over I00 responses) one would expect untq_;eand highly speclahzed requirements for oreclpt-
tatton reformation. Measurement frequencies ranged from continuous to one per week, spatial resolutions from a
few meters to zonal, temporal averages; from 5 minutes to 1 year, and accuracies from O.5-mm/hr to ram/no rain
events. With this wade range, however, a par.tern did emerge which indicates that many of the requtrements, at least
at :.,e useful level, could be met w_th space techniques directly or m combmatton voth conventional measurements.
The resulting general specification was outlined earlier mth,. "Requirements" sumn.ary section. Somewhat more
detail relative to specific apptications ts included m Table 1.
The more stringent measurement requirements (i.e., less than !0 kin), with correspondingly high temporal an,i
accuracy requirements, must obviously be met w_th currently available or improved convenuonal systems or perhaps
_th specialized observauonal systems tailored to the particular need.
Some of the si_ificant comments contributed in the requirements survey (wb.ich are not inconsistent with the
. generalconclusions reached at the workshop m connection with spectfymg requtrements) are:
• Widely differing tolerances may be acceptable, depending on apphcations of the data. One should relate:
(a) intended data uses, (b) . r_alcoverage needed, (c) resolutions and accuracies, an_ {,t) tolerable costs
asaoctated with each requtrement.
• There is a wide variation m requtrements between research and operattons.
• Many requirements are ctependent on the time of year.
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Table 1 OF i'_OOt?, Q'_jAI...['t_.
Precipitation Data Requirements
Resolution
Application Accuracy
Horizontal
(km) Temporal
1. Global climate
Global 10-25% 200-500 I week-1 month
Continent 10 25 1 day
2. Global weather 10 100 1 day
3. Synoptic weather forecast 10 1O0 6-12 hr
4. GCM 0.5-2 ram/day 100 1 day
5. Tropical cyclone (over wa_er) 10-30% 2-20 0.5-6 hr
6. Thunderstorm/flash flood 10-30% 1-I 0 10-30 rain.
7. Mesoscale modeling 10-25% 25-100 15-60 min.
8. Crop-yield modeling 10-30% 50 1 day
9. Soil-moisture evaluation 20% 20-100 1 day
10. Water-supply forecast 10% 10 1 day
!1. ttydrological structure design 50% 10 1 week
(For the details of hydrological requirements, see Hudlow, et al. "Hydrological Forecasting Requirements for
Precipitation Data from Space Measurement," (Workshop Preprint). For practical reasons, requirements of
hydrological and agricultural applications for underdeveloped countries are substantially relaxed.)
• The unique characteristics of different regions dictate a variety of resolutions, accuracies, and sampling fre-
quencies e.g., coastal regions (sea and land-breeze precipitation), arctic/antarctic regions (few measure-
ments are necessary because average accumulation is only 3 to 5 cm/,cr), oceans (more detail are needed
over tropical oceans than over temperate oceans), island data (small island precipitation should be dis-
tmguishable from surrounding ocean rain).
• Precipitation data and information should be accessible according to geographical sectors.
• To have confidence in satellite measurements or estimates, they must be coirelated with ground-based
measurements, but there is also strong concern about large errors in rain.gage measurements.
• Long homogeneous series of internally consistent precipitation data are required.
• Although absolute caLibration is not particularly important, reliability is essential. Considerable accuracy
' could be traded for it.
• For real.time applications (i.e., flash f;oods, hurricanes), communications are more import, t than high
accuracy.
, : • Precipitation events should be distinguishable according to convective or stratiform origin.
¢
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• To be most useful, the spatial scale of space precipitation measurements should be better than that derived
by isohyets based on existing ground observations.
• A space measurement system should be able to distinguish between rain and snow.
• Correlative data for clouds, sea-surface temperature, and winds are needed with comparable accuracies.
• Negative departures of prectpitatlon are more critical than positive departures.
• Ocean precipitation data, especially more f'mely gridded data between 20°S and 20°N, 3re a major require-
ment for global heat-balance studies.
• For energy flux over oceans, the accuracy needed is about the same as that for ocean evaporation
[_1 cm/month over a (500-km) 2 grid].
• The difference between ocean evaporation and precipitation is proporttonal to heat and salt flux at the
surface (buoyancy flux), which are needed for ocean circulation modeling. It is especially important to
have rain rate in heavy rain over short periods for the vertical mixing parameter.
• Ocean precipitation must be measured reasonably well because it can affect the determination of ocean-
wind stress.
• Two.week averages over a (250.kin) 2 grid are useful for calculating soil moisture with models.
• Compatibility of space precipitation measurements with NWS station data is desirable.
• Strong interest was expressed in whether passive or active satellite rainfall estimates can be used to verify
daily rainfall reports made by thousands of cooperattve observers throughout the United States, (and soon
throughout the world) for AgRISTARS.
• Accumulated daily rainfall over land is now more important than intensity.
• For climate analysis, diagnostics, and empirical prediction, mean precipitation is needed over the entire
Earth (i.e., over land, weekly averages over (100-km) 2 areas; over oceans, monthly averages over (200 to
500.km)2 areas.
• GCM modeling requires global precipitation data on a suitable grid (100 to 250 km) 2 for model comparison
and general circulation diagnostics.
• For synoptic and mesoscale model initialization, precipitation rates are most importa.nt. In heavy rain,
accuracies are less important; even 20 percent is useful.
The results of the requirements investigation involving all known sources rather conclusively supports the
position that space measurements can and indeed must be used to provide a large share of precipitation information.
This is particularly true for global climate in connection with ocean areas and sparsely populated regions.
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p3. SAMPLING PROBLEMS
3.1 INTRODUCTION
Precipitation estimates from satellites are subject to a number of uncertainties involving design charactenstics,
satellite positioning, natural variability of precipitation, and the noncontinuous acquisition of data. The sources
and sizes of these uncertainties are in need of proper evaluation and estimation. The present sampling and estima-
theory seems to be adequate for some measurement problems (e.g., determining precipitation at a point), while
others require further theoretical work (e.g., determining the time history of precipitation over large areas).
3.2 RAINFALL ESTIMATION
The measurement of precipitation presents us with sampling and estimation problems on many spatial and
temporal scales. Even the adequacy of rain gages to measure "point" rainfall merits consideratior. (e.g., Gertzman
and Atlas, 1977). See Section 4, on "Ground Truth Measurement Systems."
Theory and observations indicate that the temporal rate of change of area-averaged ram rate depends upon the
size of the averaging area (Crane, 1981 ; Flueck, 1981 ; Laughlin, 1981). Statistical analysis of small scale features in
the precipitation field (cells) shows an average lifetime of the order of 15 minutes and an average areal extent of 5 km2
(Crane, 1981). The largercell clusters of interest _nflash-flood warnings have an average lifetime of the order of I hour
and an areal extent of the order of 100 km 2 (Cran_, 1981; Raschke and Ruprecht, 1981). GARP Atlantic tropical ex-
periment (GATE) radar data have b,,en analyzed by numerous researchers (e.g., Arkin, 1978; Austin, 1978; Laugl'din,
1981; Lovejoy and Austin. 1980) to determine the statistical characteristics of meteorological phenomena over the
tropical Atlantic. The correlation time for rain rate averaged ,_vera region of (280 kin)2 was of the order of 7 hours
(Laughlin, 1981).
!,
Conversely, spatial variability of rain accumulation depends on the accumulation interval (Vogel, 1981).
Mignogno et al. (1980) found significant variability of daily rainfall over distances smaller than 10 km.
A diurnal component in rainfall rate has been identified over many areas. For example, Wallace (1975) de-
scribed the component for rain gage stations over the continental United States. In some areas average rainfaU was
observed to vary by more than a factor of 2 during the day. Potential biases in rainfall estimates due to causes such
as diurnal variation in rainfall need to be investigated and considered when formulating sampling strategies. (See
Section 3.4.)
Satellite observations have been used to obtain information about the largerscale characteristics of precipita-
tion, from macroscale to global, and for time scales that range from months to years. For example, Rao et al. (1976)
using Nimbus-ESMR-5 data, show that global precipitation over the oceans is concentrated in the tropics, and at
approximately 45°N. More regionally, Kilonsky e t al. (1976) have exar,lined precipitation patterns in the tropical
Pacific using satellite visible (VIS) and infrared (IR) radiometry data. Their analysis indicates substantial interannual
variability in rainfall: the average rainfaU between latitudes 8° and 20°N increased significantly from May 1971 -
April 1972 to May 1972 - April 1973. In addition, satellite data are used in investigations of smaller time and space
scales as more information about rainfall characteristics is leamed from the various estimation techniques (Section 5)
that use high resolution satellite VIS and IR radiometry data.
It is evident from even a cursory review of observational data and analyses that precipitation is a very comp!ex
phenomenon. Further meteorological and statistical research _sneeded to gain a better understanding of global pre-
cipitation characteristics on all time and space scales, including vertical structure, if suitable sampling strategies for
useful precipitation estimation are to be designed. Although substantial amounts of precipitation data are available
over the United States from gage networks and radar, and some data are available over the ocean (e,g., GATE), ob-
servations are needed in other areas of the world for the various precipitation types and for all seasons. Additional
data sets from climatic regions identified by Crane (1981) might be used to make initial site selection for further
evaluation. Radar observations should be obtained over dense rain gage networks. The rain gage data can be used to
, obtain temporal statistics for long records and to evaluate the use of radaras a secondary standard for the evaluation
, of precipitation estimated from space observations. The radar, in turn, can be used to obtain more detailed and accu-
rate area statistics.
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The possibility of using satellite measurements (such as GOES IR data) to provide proxy space-time correlation
functions and information about possible diurnal variability, where ground-based observations may be unavailable,
should be investigated.
In addition, multivariate statistical data analysis techniques should be used for further examination of the de-
tailed structure of precipitation. These techniques (e.g., MosteLlerand Tukey, 1978) have already proved to be use-
ful in analyzing precipitation data (Flueck, 1981). Rodgers et al. (1979) found discriminant analysis useful for de-
lineating rainfall areas over land conditional on surface temperature. Other multivariate techniques such as principal
components, multivariate estimation, and canonical correlation should also be useful in examining the statistical
characteristics of precipitation. The end products of such research are plausible statistical models of precipitation in
time and space with realistic stochastic components (Flueck, 1981). With these models in hand, more satisfactory
sampling and estimation schemes can be developed.
3.3 SATELLITE SYSTEMS
The satellite systems that are currently used to estimate precipitation were not designed for that purpose. They
are limited by their spatial and temporal resolution and by the portions of the electromagnetic spectrum that they can
detect. Mo=tsatellite instruments have fields of view (FOV's) ranging from 1 km to 50 k.min diameter that provide
spatial average¢:timates for regions significantly larger than the small-scale features of the precipitation field. Further-
more, these averagesare for "proxy" variables(e.g., cloud-top temperature) which are not always easily related to the
variable of interest (e.g., rainfall rate).
When the transfer function relating rainrate to the proxy variable is linear, estimates of _ak rain rates require
information about the spatial distribution of rainactivity within the FOV (the "beam filling" problem), but estimates
of average rain rate do not require this additional information. On the other hand, when the transfer function is non-
linear, errors in the estimation of precipitation rate within the FOV depend (at least) on the number, intensity, verti-
cal extent, phase (ice/water), and spatial organization of the unresolved subscale features. These features are not
directly observable by current or planned satellite sensor systems. The size of the probable error in precipitation
estimates due to missing information about subscale features can be inferred using statistical models based on ground-
based data sources. A statistical bias can be corrected for, but an inherent uncertainty in the estimates will remain.
This uncertainty will place limits on our ability to distinguish the changes in area.averaged rain rate from chants due
to the effects of sampling.
Estimation of precipitation rate by a spacebome sensor may be improved and uncertainty reduced by including
information from other instruments such as microwave radiometers and VIS and IR sensors. Data at different wave.
lengths or spatial resolutions, measurements from satellites with different orbital characteristics, soil-moisture esl_'nates
from satellites, and, when available, data from surface sensors may be combined in a multivariate adjustment scheme
to provide the best possible estimates. Improvement is possible when the various sensors depend differently on the
subscale features, so that each sensor provides additional information for use in the inversion process required for
precipitation estimation.
To better understand the advantages and limitations of the current techniques used to estimate rainfall rate
and the proposed improvements of those techniques, a comparative field experiment should be conducted that is
designed to yield unambiguous answers (Flueck, 1981).
3.4 SAMPLING STRATEGY
Each attempt at precipitation sampling and estimation should follow the dictates of proper experimentation
- (Flueck, 1981b). In particular, careful attentio,_ should be given to the matching of the observing strategy (i.e., the
-- sample and measurement design) and the resolution and accuracy of the precipitation measurement desired.
Given the objectives, the precipitation variables, and the desired precision, the sampling design usually focuses
: on the following: (1) how best to select the observations (usually by minimizing mean square error); (2) how fre-
quently to sample; and (3) what estimator to use for the precipitation characteristic (parameter) of interest (Flueck,
. 1981). Each of these components contain inherent problems that must be properly considered.
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Satellite sensors usually take "snapshots" of the FOV. The sampling problems associated with determining
the instantaneous precipitation rate w_thm the FOV of the sensor were described earlier. In selecting a satisfactory
sampling strategy for a satellite system designed to estimate integrated quantities (e.g., accumulated rainfall for flood
warning, or mean precipltat)on rates for climate research) sampling problems of a different sort must be considered.
The sampling strategy chosen depends on the type of data required of the system. For instance, to determine daily
accumulated rainfall accurate to 10 percent may require hourly sampling times. Monthly average rainfall over an
area 280 krn in diameter determined with stmilar accuracy requires only twice-a-day sampling (Laughlin, 1981).
Sampling theory provides an analytical tool for answering quantitatively the question of how accurate a given sam-
piing strategy will be, when the underlying staustics of the measured quantity are known. Laughlin (1981 ) gives an
example of such a procedure applied to rainfall measurement in the GATE area. In general, as one relaxes the de-
mand for high-spatiai resolution, sampling frequency can be substantially reduced. Precipitation statisucs m other
areas and seasons should be obtained and a similar analysis repeated for them.
Although sampling twice daily may prove to be sufficient in many areas, the possibility of bias due to a diurnal
cycle in average rainfall must be considered. Unless such a bias can be convincingly accounted for on a statistical
basis, methods for inferring the amphtude and phase of the suspected cycle from auxiliary observations may have to
be developed. Possibilities include the following: (1) use of cloud data from geosynchronous satellites as proxy evi-
dence for diurnal variations; (2) for climatic purposes (e.g., l-month averages), design of an inclined orbit so as to
obtain a different local sampling time each day; or, (3) least economical, use of multiple satellites with sun synchro-
nous orbits sampling sufficiently frequently to measure the diurnal cycle directly. All of these approaches require
further research and more data on diurnal variability to establish how much additional sampling is needed to momtor
a diurnal effect.
Maxtmum use of the two-dimensional spatial correlauon of rainfall should be made to determine opumal spa.
tial sampling patterns. Where correlation lengths are large, lower spatial density of observations is required. In the
case of adaptive sensing schemes, such as proposed by Atlas (1981 ) where the sensor samples only at a selected num-
ber of points, it is especially critical that the spaUal autocorrelataon pattern be estimated and used to design a
sampling strategy which trades off observing time and accuracies.
Although there are a number of estimators in the sampling literature that use auxtliary information (e.g., ratio
and regression type estimators), _t ts likely that either improved versions of these estimators or new esttmators will
be needed for the satellite-based estimation of precipitation. In fact, it appears that satellite estimauon of precipita-
tion could have a major impact on the development of multivariate samphng theory. Finally, where analytical solu-
uons are not readily forthcoming, computer stmulation should be encouraged (Flueck, 1981 ).
3.5 RECOMMENDATIONS
We have attempted to highlight the statistical sampling and estimation problems assocmted with designing a
satelhte system for measuring precipitation. Some of the statisucal tools and precipitation data needed for design-
mg an effective system are already available, but further work is required in a number of areas. Our recommenda-
tions are as follows:
• Conduct a field evaluation of the satellite techniques that are presently available for estimating precipitation
with adequate ground truth.
• Improve or further develop sampling theory and estimation methods for univariate and multivariate sto-
chastic processes to support estimation of ground-level precipitation.
• Pursue the characterization of precipitation over a wide range of weather and climate regimes and
geographical locations.
• Further develop understanding of sampling requirements, based on analysis of exislang data and results
from the field evaluation experiment, to provtde the design criteria for the sampling strategy of a future
global precipitation experiment.
• Improve the "adjustment schemes" for handling subscale precipitation processes.
: • Develop physical and stochastic models for simulating precipitation processes to be used in studies of
sampling effects and in improving adjustment schemes.
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g4. GROUND.TRUTH MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS
4.1 INTRODUCTION
Ground.truth measurements of precipitation and related weather events are an essential component of any
satellite system designed for monitonng rainfall from space. Such measurements are required for testing, evaluaaon,
and o_rations; they provide detailed information on the actual weather events, which can then be compared with
satellite observations intended to provide both quantitative and qualitative information about them. Also, very com-
prehensive ground-truth observations should lead to a better understanding of precipitation fields and their relation.
ships to satellite data. This process serves two very important functions: (a) aiding in the development and interpre-
tation of schemes of analyzing satellite data, and (b) providing a continuing method for verifying satellite measurements.
4.2 SCOPE
4.2.1 Coverage
Several schemes are available for measuring rainfall ground truth. They range from single-site point measure.
merits with rain gages of all types, to networks of gages, to radars operating alone or in combination with gages. Water-
shed responses to rainfall may al;o be useful for this purpose. Although a number of rain.gage networks and radars
are available, most existing systems are inadequate for most ground.truth needs. "lids is particularly trae over the
oceans, where point measurements are often inaccurate, unavailable or maccessible.
Also, although important and extremely useful, the operation of sufficiently dense nun-gage networks on the
continents is often sporadic and desigrled for other purposes. These assessments lead to two major conclusions re-
garding the ground-truth system:
• Oceanic coverage must be available.
• A permanent continuously operating facility is required.
4.2.2 Resolution
The adequacy of any ground.truth system normally depends on the needs and applications envisioned for the
satellite observations. However, because of attendant problems in the satellite systems used for rainfall measurements
and the need to improve our understanding of how satellite observations relate to precipttatlon, a specialized ground-
truth facility is required. Tlus _mplies that:
• The permanent facility must be capable of spatial and temporal resolutions that are better by a factor of It"
than are pouible or contemplated with satellites.
• Observations must include detailed information on related meteorological phenomena, and these must be
availableinthreedimensions.
4 2.3 Global Extent
Geographical and seasonal differences in meteorology and climate response add another requirement to ground-
truth observations. Thus, consideration must be given to occasional deployment of a ground.truth system m different
selected regions of the world. Also, existing high-resolutton rainfall monitoring systems should be used when possible
for grotmd-t_th data. Thts implies that:
• A portable ground-truth observational system should be available for deployment at selected site locations
throughoutthe world.
• Exating ground.truth facilities should be identical and should be used when feas/ble.
• i:)'ttaaccumulated during national or international observational field programs, such as in GATE, should be
employed for ground-truth purposes.
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4.2.4 MeasurementofRainfall
The usualmethodofmeasunngrainfallisthecollectingraingages.The utilityofarraysofsuchgagestswell
known andtraditionallyhasprovidedthestandardforcomparisonwithothermethods,such_sradar.Otherdevlces
forpJintmeasurementsareavailable,however,andmay offeradvantagesoverthestandardramgages.Forexample,
thedisdrometergive_,fast-responserainfallratestimates,aswellasthemeasureofdropsizedistribution.Of allthe
availabler motesensingmethodologies,radaristhemostusefulandhighlydevelopedtechnique.Itsadvantagesin.
dudelargespatialcoverage,real-time,dataprocessing,continuousmonitoring,thepossibilityofoceanicoverage,
andthree.dimensionalbservations.Furthermore,thedual-polarizationanddual-wavelengthmeasurementschemes
for measuring rainfall should lead to sig_.ificant improvement in radar-derivedestimates of rainfall rate compared with
conventional Z-R relationship methods. This means that for the tmmediate future:
• Rain gage networks must be used as the standard method for ground-truth observations of rainfall.
• The advantages and potential of radar m monitoring the extent and amount of rainfall are of great value to
any ground-truth system and must be incorporated.
4.3 GROUND-TRUTH MEASUREMENT P_RAMETERS AND TECHNIQUES
4.3.1 MeasurementParameters
At the Earth'ssurface,the most important parameter to be measuredis the rain (or snow)intensity and .ts
assoczatedpanicle-sizedistribution. Theinterpretation of satellitemicrowave(and IR) observationsin termsof the
radiattvetransferequationsrequiresthat theground-basedtruth measurementsbeextendedto verticaJprof'Llesof
air temperatureandof liquid-water e.Jntent,whichcould be derivedfrom radiosondedata. Over the ccean,measure.
mentsof sea-surfacetemperature,_eastate (including foamcoverage)andwind speedat the seasurfaceareneededin
addition to the requirementspreviouslymentioned.
4.3.2 Meast._rementTechni u_
A rah'_gage is the traditional instrument for measuring rain intensity and is normally included in the prototype
standard meteorological station required both here and elsewhere. This standard station would include wind speed
t
and directiun, temperature, humidity, and l_ressurem, asurements and would provtde data in a standard and conven.
lent form.
Doviak (1981) examined seve '."methods for estimating rainfall with radar. Among these are differential reflec-
tivity, dual.wavelength measurement of reflectivity only, measurement of refl, ctivity aul_nented with surface gages,
and microwave absorption. Doviak concluded that no "perfect" method exists for measuring high-resolution rainfall
rate but that d"_.l-parameter methods appear to be most promising.
Sellga (1981) presented results of the differential reflectivity technique whereby the reflectivity factor ts me_-
ured for horizontal and vertical polarizations. This dual.parameter measurement technique permits unambiguous
measurement of rainfall if the drop size distribution is exponential (an assumption that is generally accepted) and if
other influences such as canting and oscillation of raindrops are negligible. The results are quite persu_tve. This
techntque is parttcultrly attractive because, tf implemented properly, the statistical uncertainty tn instantaneous
measurement is effecUvely eliminated.
- A conventionaJmeteorologicalradarwith a maximum rangethat exceeds100 krn shouldthereforebe partof
a networkof stationsor evenbe u_d alone for precipita,ionintensitymeasurements.The processingof the radar
datashouldgo beyondthe conventionalumor the Z-R relation_Mpandinclude dual.wavelength,dual-polarization,
three.dimensionaldataanalysis,etc. New methodologiesbasedon the availabilityof a Doppler radarusedin avariable.
azimuth.display(VAD) mode alsooffer promisingwaysto evaluatemeanprecipitationintensity over( 100 to 500 kzn)2.
• However,thistechniqueisonlyapplicableto widespreadprecipitationsystems.
"- Twonew instrumenttechiuqueswere propotedfor lp'ound-b_d precipitationn_asurements,and their feasihihty
should beinvestigated. The first instrument ist low.powerinexpen_veCW Dopplerradarusedin a vertically pointing
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mode,essentiallyobservingverticalvelocitydistributlonoftheparticles,whJchcanberelated_nambiguouslytot_e
dropsizedistributionandprecipitationintensity.Thesecondmstrument,whJchmeasuresrainfalloverthewater,
sensestheunderwaternoi__.andnoisespectrumproducedby theram fallingon thewatersurface.Nystuen(1981)
suggestshatitispossibletomeasurerainfsllrateon thesurfaceoftheoceanby "hstenmg"totheaudionorsewlth
a hydrophone below the surface Both the noise power and the spectral power densny appear to be proportlonaJ to
rainintenmy,whichindicatesthattheinstrumentcaneasilyaccommodatea wKlerangeofprecipttatlonmtensity.
The resultsarepromising,mdicatingthatasignificantrainsignal.to-backgroundnoisemarginexistsinwindspeeds
asgreatas14knotsandthatrainfallratesassmallas0.5mm/hr canbedetected.Nystuensuggestshatsimple
tetheredbuoyscouJdbeusedtoplacehydrophoneswellbelowthesurface,therebyobtamingalargecatchment
area.Measurementsoftheaudionoisespectrumwouldbeusedtodeducethedropslzedistributionandramfallrate.
Althoughthistechmqueisnotprovedandisinitsearlyresearchstages,theurgentneedforgoodsurfacemeasure-
mentsovertheoceandictatesthatthemethodbepursuedfurther.
Land-basedverticallypointingmicrowaveradiometersshouldalsobeimplementedatselected"ground-truth"
ruesthatoperateon thesamesatellitefr quencychannelstoprovideclimatologicalinsighton datasunilartothose
collectedby the satellite.
4.3.3 Platform or Geograpl'ucalLocations
It is highly desirable to assemble a land.based sopMsticated measuring system, including an up-to-date h_gh-
sens;tivltyradarwithDopplerdual-wavelength,dual-polarizationcapabimies,andassistedby anetworkofwell.
instrumentedstatlons.Thiswouldprovideforathoroughanalysisofthesatelliteobservationsthroughthelrcom-
parisonwlththisophisticatedground.truthsystem [tmu_tberemen_bered,however,thatthesatellitev_llobserve
rainintensityovervariouspartsoftheglobe,andgeographicalbiasesr,fweatherorpreclplta_1onc ditionsshould
therefore be considered.
Theseconsideratio,xsarepar,_cularlycru:ialfor._teUiteob_rvationsovertheocean_,anditisrecommended
thatfulladvantagebetakenofanyexisting,et,,_,orkorplatformsformstallingordep[oymgame_ur.ng.,.ystem
specificallydesi_edasagroundtruthforsatellitedata.TMs includescommercial,researchornavalvessels,instru-
mentedbuoys,oildrillingrigs,commercialandmiJi_aryaircraft,e c.Thisconceptmay callforthe,Jesl_ofa
standardmeteorologicalstationthatwouldincludestandardre,:ordingcavabilltyandthatcouldeitherbemstalled ?_7
temporarilyaboardamovmg platformorbepartofafixednetwork.The ground-trk,thdatapro',ndedby thistatlor..
m associatlonw_thotherex.istmgstrL'ments,wouldbeusedforcompansot_withandmterpretatlonofsate]l;tedata
collectedatalocaoonselectedforitsmeteorologicalinteres,orrepresentatlveness "
4.4 RECOMMENDATIONS
The recommendationsoftheGround-Tn,hWorkingGrouparebasedupot_perceptlonsofthe,'urrentdeficienclcs
inherentinmeasurementofprecipitationfromspaceandrept.-senttheresultsofdtsr:usslonswithmthegroup.The
approachiscomprehensive.However,the numberof recommendauonsnac:beenkept to a mmunum to focuson the
most important needs:
• The NEXRAD system,associatedwith the NWSnetwork of surfacemeasurements,off:"s an unprecedented
opportunity for obtainings,,?erb_ound-truth measurememsovervirtual.i_,theentire l_nd massof the
United Statesandits offshoreregion,extendingperhaps20G_km beyond thecoast. It is recommendedthat
dual-parametermeasurementsbe madeap_rt of eachNEXRAD radar. Adding dffferenttal reflectivity
measurementsto NEXRAD shouldnot resultm a largeincrementalcost, bu, shouldprovidesubstantial
benefitsin tmprovedprecipitattonmeasurements.
• Thoseengagedinevaluatingand usingsatellitemeasurememsof precipitzttonmustplan to makebetter use
of the comprehen_veha_,.resolutionarraysof instrumentsthat will be deployedin a varietyof mesoscal:
field researchprogramsto _'econductedm the comingdecade. CCOPE.SESAME._'PP. CDMP,anauonal
wmtercycluncstudy,TRIP, and othersoffer unique opportunitiesfor completethtee.din_enssonaltmos-
' phencandsurfacemeasurements.The usersof satellitedata should,:oncentnte muchof thetr effort on
a_lyzanl_datacollectedduringthesefield experimentsandshouldinclude their objectiveswvhJnthe
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framework of the program pla_ming documents. This will ensure that the observational networks are de-
signed to meet the ground-truth needs for satellite observations.
• The equivalent of a national standards laboratory for evaluating precipitation estimation techniques is
needed. Such a laboratory would make use of the best in situ and remote-sensing instruments available and
would provide accurate three-dimensional measurements of precipitation and clouds during all seasons, over
land and water, with resolution at least one order of magnitude better than that expected from spacebome
measurements. It is recommended that Wallops Island be considered for this laboratory because of its loca-
tion and its sophisticated radar facilities capable of very high resolution observations.
• The development of promising new techniques for ground-truth measurements should be encouraged and
._apported. Microwave attenuation and simple vertically pointing CW Doppler radar _ould be considered as
_tematives to conventional gages. Doppler radar measurements that penetrate o_'iy tens of meters above
the surface would be uncontaminated by eertical air motion and would permit complete description of the
drop raze distribution. Because single-pulsed Doppler radar techniques can Frovide accurate measurements
of precipitation in stratiform rain and in snow, they should be considered as well.
• Ground-truth surface "benchmark" measurements over the ocean, where a substantial fraction of the global
rainfall occurs, are essential. The feasibility of hydrophone monitoring of ocean rainfall, as proposed by
Nystuen (I 981), should be investigated. Ships of opportunity with improved rain gages and possibly peri-
odic recordings (approximately 15.minute intervals) of ship-surface radar returns should be useo.
• Despite the many opportunities that exist for evaluation and testing in the United States, many important
typical weather systems occur in other parts of the world. It is therefore recommended that a transportable
"transfer standard" precipitation measurement system be developed. This system would consist of a radar,
other remote sensors, instrumented buoys, and surface stations. Most, if not all, of these sensors would be
capable of communicating by sateUites to a US. or field.based ground station. Data-collection platforms -
simple, reliable, rugged, and inexpensive - that can be moved and deployed around the globe, on land, or
on ships should be developed. An instrumented aircraft with upward, downward, and side-view windows
should be considered as part of this network to permit comprehensive atmospheric truth for evaluation of
satellite techniques in locations around the globe.
The foregoing recommendations encourage the essential ingredients needed for ground truth. Their implementa-
tion will fill the serious gaps that now exist in accurate and reliable atmospheric truth data sets and will ensure that
satellite data coUected in the future will be used ,here effectively for precipitation and weather and climate monitoring.
REFERENCES
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5. VISIBLE (VIS) AND INFRARED (IR), TECHNIQUES
5.1 SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
A number of techniques for inferring precipitation information from satellite VIS and/or IR cloud data have
been developed during the past I0 years. The methods divide into two general classes. Indexing techniques, which
are not time.dependent, attempt to identify rain clouds and count their occurrence or measure the area of rain. Life
history methods measure rate of change parameters of individual convective clouds or clusters of convective clouds
m addition to other characteristics. Both techniques calculate rainfall by means of statistical coefficients based on
earlier cloud/rain comparisons.
On the scale of climate (250 km and larger, one month and longer), simple indexing schemes (e.g,, Hawaii
method) give useful results over tropical oceans. Except where diurnal cycles may be large in predominantly con-
vective rainfall, the more complicated life history techniques are not t,eeded for this application. Over remote or
unsettled land areas, indexing schemes have demonstrated skill in estimating rainfall if they are carefully tuned to
local conditions. Serious problems arise when techniques (including life history) are transferred from one climato-
logical regime to another and from one storm type to another. No technlque has demonstrated skill over midlatitude
oceans and polar regions.
On the scale of weather (hours to days, tens to hundreds of kilometers) gages and radars may not be adequate
even in settled land areas. There bispectral techniques (e.g., Montreal method) can provide a useful depiction of rain
area. Indexing techniques are used almost daily for assessing crop conditions. Although life-history tecbniques now
apply only to convective rains, they have demonstrated skill both in locating rain in stronger storms and in indicating
at least major categories of intensity. This capability ha led to the use of the Natlonal Earth Satellite Service (NESS)
technique in flash-flood forecasting.
The initial objective in attempting to meet even the most basic set of reqmrements for global rainfall climate
statistlcs with a current and near-historical satellite data base should be to produce estimates of monthly mean rain.
fall over the oceans and remote [ands. Therefore, we recommend that existing indexing techniques be applied as they
have been over the tropical oceans', that new indexing techniques be developed, tested, and applied over the mtdlati-
tude oceans; and that present indexing techniques be extended to remainin_ remote [ands.
The long-term objective in attempting to meet needs for rainfall climate statistics should be to produce uniform
estimates of global monthly rainfall. To accomplish this, we recommend support for efforts to devise a global tech-
nique This could be a pure VIS/IR indexing technique or (more likely), one that includes active or passive satellite
microwave observations to calibrate the cloud statistics available (usually more frequently) from VIS/IR data. For
the benefit of all techniques, we recommend support for research aimed at a better understanding of the relationship
of precipitation processes to cloud brightne¢_ and temperature and changes of these m time; that experiments for
systematically comparing competing techniques be conducted; and that adequate gage and calibrated radar ground-
truth systems be established for one or two tropical and midlatitude ocean areas.
5.2 SATELLITE DATA SOURCES
For climatic studies, the best record of satellite data is the series of ESSA/NOAA mercator and polar stere-
graphic mosaics. Except for a 9-month period in 1978, these continue back to 1971 and are available from Environ-
mental Data and Information Service (EDIS), NOAA. A few collections (e.g., that of the Space Science and Engi-
neering Center, University of Wisconsin-Madison)extend (in VIS imagery only)back to 1966).
A second noteworthy series from low-orbiting satellites ts the EDIS archive of digital VIS/IR data. Except for
the 1978 hiatus, this record extends back to 1972
Of much potential value are the three-dimensional nephanalyses produced by the U. S. Air Force (USAF)
Global Weather Central automated cloud.analysis model. These cloud analyses have been archived on magnetic
tape since 1971 for the Northern Hemisphere (since 1974 for the globe) by the USAF Environmental Technical
Applications Center (ETAC) and are available from the World Data Center.A, Asheville, North Carolina.
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Several agencies maintain archives of digital data from geostationary satellites. The Japan Meteorological
Agency Meteorological Satellite Center has a 2-year archive of data from the Geostationary Meteorological Satellite
(Himawari), which was launched in 1977. Digital data for the period November 30, 1978, through November 30,
1979, also are archived at the University of Wisconsin. Meteosat data for the period between satellite launch in
November 1977 and failure 2 years later are archived by the European Space Agency's Space Operations Centre
although the Centre is not presently providing data services. Archives for the Geostationary Operational Environ-
mental Satellite (GOES) series are maintained by EDIS, NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC), Colorado
State University, and the University of Wisconsin-Madison. The archive at Wisconsin includes both East and West
satellites, beginning in February 1978 (with some breaks before November 1978) and November 1979, respectively.
The Indian Ocean GOES is archived at Wisconsin for 1 year, beginning in November 1978. Of special interest are the
archives of data from Synchronous Meteorological Satellite-I (SMS.I) covering the 1974 Global Atmospheric Research
Program Atlantic Tropical Experiment, which are maintained as complete archives at both GSFC and at Wisconsin and
asa compacted archive at World Data Center-A, Asheville, North Carolina.
5.3 SUMMARY OF TECHNIQUES
This section summarizes in concise, functional form the major schemes that use VIS/IR satellite data to derive
estimates of rainfall. The schemes generally are of the form:
R = ao + f(l, AI, oi, A(Io), AA/At .... )
where
R = rainfall
I = intensity parameter (temperature, brightness)
A = area
02 = variance
They can often be expressed assome form of the relation:
N
R = ao + g_ iaifi/_._._.a
i=l
where g is derived from other sources, ai are constant coefficients, and fi are independent variables.
5.3.1 Time-Independent Indexin$ Schemes
5.3.1.1 Montreal/McGill (Bellon et al., 1980) -To serve the objective of precipitaqon forecasting, this method ex.
tends statistical relatiom between VIS/IR ,lata and radar echo area over 105 km 2 to larger regions.
The functional form is:
- Rv=alA
where
• Rv = volumetric rainrate
a1 = climatological rainrate
,s
A = derivedrain areawhenbrightness B ;= Bo(T_and temperatureT _ To(B) ,,-
This schemeisautomated.
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5.3.1.2 CEDDA (Arkin_ 1979)- This scheme describes the relationship between 6h averages of fractional cloud cover
at various IR thresholds and accumulated rainfall derived from GATE C.band radars.
The functional form is:
[RI=a17'/Q
where
A = area of cloud above 10 km
Q = area ofa ppi scan over which A is measured ("- 105 km2)
The brackets indicate an areaaverage,and the overbar indicates a time average.
5.3.1.3 Hawaii (Kiionsky and Ramage, !976) -This technique produces rainfall estimates over large areas and time
periods by relating the incidence of highly reflective cloud (HRC) on daily satellite mosaics to coral island stataon
rainfall.
The functional form is:
Rij = ao + alN
where
Ri,j = mean monthly rainfall at point (i j)
N = number of days/month with HRC at point (id)
5.3.1.4 NESS/CEA S (Follansbee, 1973) - This scheme is designed for estimating rains over catchments using once-
daily direct-readout visible pictures. For each of three main rain.producing cloud types, the ratio of cloud to total
area is multiplied by a constant coefficient. The daily area average rainrate is then given by:
3
[R] = l/Q) 'a i A i
i=l
where Q is the area of the catchment. Follansbee and Oliver(1975) have modified this technique to accept both
VIS and IR pictures. D. LeCompte (CEAS, NOAA) uses a slightly refined version of this technique with twace-daily
low-orbiter pictures to monitor drought conditions in poorer countries of the tropics.
5.3.1.5 Bristol (Barrett, 1981) - This Bristol method evaluates a satellite.v_ewed cloud in terms of area and type, in-
eludes gage rainfall, and adjusts coefficients by morphoclimatic weighting.
The functional form is:
6
[R] =_._ ai c i
i=l
where ci is the fractional cloud cover of type i, as determined by VIS or IR images or both...7.
, 5.3.1.6 NESS (FoUansbee, 1976) -This technique concentrates on precipitation from synoptic rain systems of higher
. _ htitudes,t--Ii-_s simple interpolation to estimate the positions of these systems between twice-daily VIS/IR satellite
views and the length of time a system will bring precipitation to a station on the ground.
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The functional form is:
)
PI/2 = 0.09 rl/2 E(P30)
where
r = fraction of the estimation period that a point is covered by precipitating clouds
E(P) = climatic normal precipitation for the point
Subscripts are periods in days.
5.3.1.7 Cropcast (Merritt, 1976) - This model provides daily estimates of precipitation for agricultural use on a 54-
km-gdd scale, using ground observations complemented by satellite VIS/IR analysis and nephanalysls:
I) 2-'n _ 4 B_
[P]= ai(t )c ib l+ ..Aj(t) Cj D(r)
l=l j=l
where
[P] =area averaged precipitation
a, A = coefficients based on time of day
b, B = cloud type
c, C = fractional cloud cover
D = growth/decay factor (synoptic or cloud)
r = synoptic or cloud related condition
Indices i and j represent cloud temperature and cloud type, respectively.
5.3.1.8 NESS (Whitney and Herman, 1979) - This scheme produces estimates of convective rainfall by a statistical
model obtained through screening regression. The estimates are intended to be 6-hour, area-averaged ramfall for
riverflow purposes. Among the 28 satellite and conventional variables tested are IR temperature and its various
directional components and Laplacian, low-level moisture, equivalent potential temperature, moisture advection,
and terrain.
The functional form is:
"R= ao + alX+a2Y + a3Z +...
where X, Y, and Z identify selected variables (which rarely exceed 3 or 4 in number). Statistical stability has not
been realized from time to time or area to area even in the same situation.
- 5.3.2 Time.Dependent Life-History Techniques
5....._ "_1 Wisconsin (Stout et al., 1979) - This technique relates volumetric rain rate to cumulonimbus cloud area and
areal change for estimation of tropical oceanic convective rainfall.
The funcuonal form is:
", Rv=a I A+a 2AA/At
54
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A = cloud area defined by B > Bo (or T < To)
t -- time (typically 30 min)
VIS or IR images may be used.
In a modificauon to Stout et al. (Wylie, 1971), the areal change term is dropped, and a cloud model is intro-
duced to account for different cloud environments.
The functional form is:
Rv=ma I A
where m is the ratio (Montreal/GATE) derived from environmental soundings input to a one-dimensional cloud model.
5.3.2.2 ERL (Griffith et al., 1981) - This technique, derived in Florida for convective rainfall, uses cloud-top tem-
perature structure and cloud areal expansion to produce rain estimates that may be adjusted for environmental con.
ditions by one-dimensional model output.
The functional form is:
Rv=a(t) ' b(T) • Ae and Ae =c(t, Amax) • A
where
a(t),c(t) = growth or decay coefficients
b(T) = coefficient for apportionment of rain by cloud-top temperature structure
Ae = equivalent echo area
Areax = maximum (satellite) cloud area
Th_s scheme is automated and uses IR data.
5.3.2.3 NESS (Scofield and Oliver, 1977) - This operationally oriented scheme uses a decision-tree technlq,."e based
on commonly observed satellite-radar characteristics of thunderstorms to produce rmn estimates in near-real ttme
specifically for flash-flood storms.
The functional form is:
R = [a I (T AA/At) + a2 (tower) + a3 (merger) + a4 (duration)] • a5 (AW)
where
AA/At = expansion of coldest contour in the enhanced IR images
T = cloud.top temperature
AW = departure of precipitable water from a summert,me normal
Other parameters relate to the occurrence of overshooting tops, merging cells or lines, and the persmtence of the
storm. These may be deduced from VIS as well as IR data.
11
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5.3.2.4 NASA/GLAS (Nesri and Adlerr 1981) - Although it is more a case study than a technique, this approach
demonstrates several relationships between the cloud-top ascent rate and minimum blackbody temperature of sateUite.
viewed storms to radar measured rain rates and area.
The functionalform is:
Rv = f(AT/At, TMIN, r)
where
AT/At = cloud-top ascent rate observed in 5-minute interval infrared
TMIN = minimum blackbody temperature achieved by the storm
r = parameter which identifies active convective storms in the satellite data
5.4 APPLICATIONS
VIS and IR techniques are being used to estimate precipitation in support of climatology, agnculture, hydrology,
flash-flood forecasting, and weather modification experiments. Several of these techniques are used in real time or
near-real time. Forexample, the Bristol technique is employed by meteorologists in North Africa to help locate locust
breeding areas. The Earth Satellite Corporation and the Center for Environmental Assessment Service of NOAA's
Environmental Data and Information Service (EDIS/CEAS) compute estimates of rainfall for crop forecasting and
drought relief, respectively. NOAA's Environmental Research Laboratories (ERL) estimate rainfall from landfalling
hulricanes. Rainfall estimates from NESS's technique are used by Weather Service Forecast Offices and River Fore-
cast Centers to help in evaluating flood potential and in issuing flash.flood warnings. McGill University u_es Its tech-
nique as an aid for forecasting predpitatlon in the Southern Canadian Provinces.
These techniques, and others not necessarily used in real time, are listed here according to the particular appli-
cation or applications for which each was devised, together with the principal investigators involved:
• Rainfall climatology, water resource, and streamflow
- Cloud indexing modified for different environments - E. Barrett (University of Bristol, U. K.)
- Cloud indexing (highly reflective cloud) - B. J. Kilonsky and C. S. Ramage (University of Hawaii)
- Cloud indexing (cold cloud) - P. Arkin (Climate Analysis Center, NWS/_,OAA)
- Life history modified for different environments - C. Griffith and W. Woodley (NOAA/ERL)
- Life history modified for dry environments - R. Scofield and V. Oliver {NOAA/NESS)
- Statistical association of rainfall with satellite and synoptic variables - L. Whitney and L. Herman
(NOAA/NESS)
• Crop survey and forecasting, locust control, and drought assessment
- Cloud indexing modified for different environments - E. Barrett (University of Bristol, U. K.)
- Cloud indexing -W. Follansbee and V. Oliver (NO4,A/NESS)
- Cloud indexing - E. Merritt (Earth Satellite Corporation)
- Cloud indexing - D. LeComte (NOAA/EDIS/CEAS)
• Mesoscale analysis of precipitation and flood forecasting
- Life history modified for dry environments - R. Scofield and V. Oliver (NOAA/NESS)
- Life history modified for different environments - C. Griffith and W. Woodley (NOAA/ERL)
- Cloud indexing with cloud model - D. Wylie (University of Wisconsin)
- Life history - D. Martin, D. Sikdar, and J. Stout (University of Wisconsin)
- Rapid-scan life history - R. Adler and A. Negri (NASA) ,,-
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p• Precipitation Forecasting
- Bispectral with radar - S. Lovejoy and G. Austin 0dcGill University)
- Life history ¢_hurricanes)- C. Griffith and W. Woodley (NOAA/ERL)
• Effects of Weather Modifications
- Life history modified for different environments - C. Griffith and W. Woodley (NOAA/ERL)
5.5 ASSESSMENT OF TECHNIQUES
PinpointLng strengths and weaknesses of techniques was one of the most difficult and controversial parts of our
deliberation, partly because there seemed to be at least one exception to almost every generalization. Nonetheless,
we believe that VIS/IR techmques hold an advantage over other techniques m that:
• These techniques have a considerable history of scienti_c and practical experience
• The satellite data sets are global in coverage and are readily available
• Current techmques are applicable to most climatic regions except for the poles
• They have demonstrated capability over a considerable range of time and space scales
• They can be used with real.time, quick-look satellite data
• Most are designed to take advanta _- of the interpretive sloll of the analyst
• They are inexpens;.ve by-pr, _of existing satellite systems
They are at a .'lxsadvantagecompared with other techniques in that:
• Information on precipitation must be inferred from characteristics of the clouds because VIS and IR sensors
"_e" clouds, not the precipitation that may be embedded within them.
• Geos3'nch_onous tec'__iques are not applicable in high latitudes, low-orbit techmques have poor time resolu-
uon, ant IR d_ta ,,._ _*aflat_leonly for mghttime.
• The accuracy of these tecluuques is not adequately specified.
• They are not readily transferzabl¢ to different areas.
• Life-h_'_'ry techmques are d_]gned for convective ram estimauon only.
Our general conclusion in the light of these advantages and disadvantages is that no present single VIS/IR tech.
nique can perform adequately for climatic purposes in all regions all of the time. However, no concerted effort has
been made to establish. :h a technique.
5.6 IMPROVEMENTS
Improvements to the VIS/IR techniques follow from the foregoing linutations, although other factors enter as
well. In terms of methodology, improvements are Likelyif, for each technique, the researcher:
• Expresses functional relationships in concise mathematical form
• Explains the underlying physical basts and points out the aspects that are not well.understood
• Specifies at least the mean square error
• Gives the range of the independent vanabits used for deriving the coefficients
• Evaluates the significance of each term or factor
• Gives an account of data processing in sufficient detail to permit repeatable testing by other sczenttsts
• Automates the simple routine measurements.
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In addition, the accuracy of all techniques depends on stable performance of satellite sensors, a dynamic range
sufficient to resolve the range of contrasts implicit in bnght, cold clouds viewed against dark, warm land or water sur.
faces, a field of view sufficient for resolving all significant precipitation systems, and sampling sufficient for resolving
diurnal variations of precipitation. All techniques depend critically on the accuracy of pixel location.
5.7 RECOMMENDATIONS
• Continue to support efforts for producing climatologically useful estimates of rainfall over tropical oceans
by simple indexing schemes.
• By rigorous statistical methods, test, evaluate and, when appropriate, compare current and proposed VIS
and IR techniques. This might be done in a series of land and sea satellite precipitation ground-truth
experiments.
• Develop and test simulated hybrid (active or passive VIS/IR/microwave) techniques that could be used
over water and/or land.
• Increase resolution in the global digital archive to 1 to 2 kin. Increase the effective coverage of low-orbiting
satellites to at least four observations per day.
• Test the viability of inferring global rainfall for climatic purposes from one VIS/IR technique or a small set
of VIS/IR techniques.
• Continue efforts for producing estimates of rainfall in support of flash-flood forecasting and for verifying
and automating the present NESS technique. Such estimates, however, should be used with caution until
further evaluated and then only to specify broad classes of rain rates or amounts.
• Continue efforts for developing, testing, and improving techniques of use in forecasting crop yields.
• Support research into convective precipitation processes and their relation to cloud-top observations for
understanding the basis for statistical relations and as a basis for better applying VIS/IR techniques on
shorter (l-h) time scales.
• Increase IR resolution on future geosynchronous satellites to "1 kr,; increase VIS brightness resolution to
8 bits.
• Establish and maintain accurate absolute calibrations on all VIS and IR sensors, and record these with the
data.
• Improve location accuracy to 2 km (absolute). Store location information with the data.
• Process data uniformly over long periods, espectally in regard to navigation and photo reproduction.
• Maintain adequate ground-truth systems, including calibrated digital radar, and archive the data collected
by these systems.
• Explore the feasibility of estimating global precipitation as part of the International Satellite Cloud
Climatology Project.
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6. MICROWA, E RADIOMETRY AND HYBRID PREC_ITATION MEASUREMENTS If
6.1 INTRODUCTION
One objective of the workshop was to define a system for measuring global precipitation with an accuracy and
resolution consistent with a wide variety of potential aoplications. To accomplish this, it was first necessary to identify
the most promising measurement techniques and strategies and to understand those candidate systems m detail. The
emphasis of this working group was on passive microwave remote-sensing techniques. To that end, this section: (1)
provides a brief background in passive microwave and hybrid techmques for measuring precipitation, (2) discusses key
problem areas and strategies for dealing with those problems, (3) proposes a precipitation measurement system, and
(4) summarizes specific recommendations.
6.2 BACKGROUND
6.2.I Theory
Because of the validity of the Rayleigh.Jeans approximation in the microwave region, the law of radiative trans-
fer may be expressed simply as:
dTB
=a(T B-to) (I)dx
where TB is the microwave radiance expressed as an equivalent blackbody temperature, a is the absorption coefficient
at the point x, and to is the thermodyna:rtic temperature of the medium at that point. The derivative is along the
direcuon of propagation. Note that a is only the attenuation attributable to loss mechanisms; scattering and reflec-
tion must be accounted for by appropriate redistribution of radiation among the directions of propagation,
Figure 2 shows a typical Earth-viewing geometry to calculate the brightness temperature expected for such a
situation, one first divides the atmosphere into a number of layers, each of wE :h may be characterized by a uniform
temperature and absorption coefficient. Beginning with the 3-K cosmic background, radiation is propagated from the
top downwards through each layer according to equation 1. A fraction, r(the reflectivity of the radiation reaching
the earth), is reflected from the surface. The surface also radiates an amount, eTs, where _ (the emissivity) is a quantity
characteristic of the surface, and Ts is the thermodynamic temperature of the surface. Arguments based on thermo-
dynamic equilibrium show that e and r are related by:
)
e+r=l
Since water is a polar molecule, it has a very large dielectric constant a_ microwave frequencies. This results in
a large reflectivity (low emissivity) for a liquid.water surface such as the ocean.
For present purposes, the atmosphere consists of three constituents: molecular oxygen, water vapor, and liquid-
water droplets. Ice, a.sin cirrus clouds, is not a significant factor at frequencies below 40 GHz, Molecular 3xygen has
a ser:es of resonances in the 50- to 70-GHz range that merge at sea-level pressure to form a band of absorption that
makes quantitative determination of surface properties difficult or impossible between 40 to 80 GHz. Water vapor
has a rather weak resonance at 22.235 GHz and a sequence of very strong lines at 183 GHz and higher. The tails of
these lines cause the absorption attributable to water vapor to increase with frequency above 31 GHz (at sea-level
pressure),
Two cases must be considered for water droplets: raining and nonraining. In Lhenonraining case, the small
droplet (Rayleigh) limit is applicable (Gunn and East, 1954). The net absorption coefficient is then proportional to
the density of liquid water and is independent of the droplet-size distribution (as long as no particles are larger than
;' 100 m). A typical stratus cloud containing 20 mg cm -2 of liquid watec would have an optical depth of about 10-3
at 5 GHz. The optical depth increases approximately as the square of the frequency.
:[,
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Figure 2. Typical Viewing Geometry for Microwave Remote.Sensing
of Ocean Surface and Atmosphere
As largerand largerdrops are considered, the absorption coefficients at first increases over the Rayleigh approx-
imation as the drop size becomes comparable to the wavelength and then decreases below the Rayleigh approximation
because of .he screening of the interior of the drop. Because a raincloud contains more water and largerdrops than a
nonraining cloud, it has a greatly enhanced microwave absorption. Also, as the drop size increases, scattering becomes
significant.
6.2.2 Previous Microwave Work
Figure 3 shows the total extinction (scattering plus absorption) and the scattering coefficients calculated for a
frequency of 19.35 GHz as a function of rainfall rate for a MarshaU-Palmerdrop size distribution ('Wilheitet al., 19T/).
At rainfall rates greaterthan a few mm hx-l , the scattering becomes significant, greatly complicating the transfer
computations. Wilheit et al., (1977) discusses a method for handling l_gher rainfall rates by using a radiative transfer
model. The model relates brightness temperature (TB) measured at 19.35 GHz as a function of rainrate for a 4-kin
freezing level over an ocean background. Figure 4 shows the model results as a solid line. As a model validation ex-
periment, simultaneous measurements of rain rate observed by the WSR-57 meteorological radarat Miami, Florida,
and ESMR-5 TB were used. These data are plotted as dots in Figure 4. [n addition, ground-based data consisting of
measurements from an up-looking radioraeter (also measuring 19.35 GHz) and two rain-rategages are plotted as
crosses in Figure 4. It is seen that the majority of the confirmation points lie between the dashed curves, which
represent an envelope of a factor of 2 in rainfall rate, or 2 mm hr-1 , whichever is greater, about the solid line.
Although this model contains uncertainties, it agrees with both the space- and ground-based data. The relationship
between brightness temperature and rain rates depends on the thickness of the rainlayer, which is taken to extend
from the surface to the freezing level. A freezing level of 4 km provided a good approximation for both validation
_ experiments. (See Figure 5.)
_. This technique of measuring rainfall intensity from ESMR-5 data was used to produce weekly, monthly, sea-
sonally, and annually averaged rainfall maps for the world's major ocean areas for the period from December 1972
; , through February 1975. When the freezing level was 3 km or greater, the use of a clLmatological freezing level yielded
reasonable results, but the results were not realistic for colder atmospheres. An ad hoc correction was therefore ap-
', plied by using a freezing level of 3 km for climatologJcally colder atmospheres.
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Figure3. Scatteringand Extinction (Absorption plus Scattering) by
Rain at 18.35 GHz (the solid and dashed lines represent temperatures
of 20° and 0°C, respectively)
TheESMR-5technique formeasuringrain rate has alsobeen used to monitor latent heat release in tropical
cyclones (Rodgersand Adler, 1981). It was found that ESMR-5measurementscould be used to monitor storm-
intensity changes. Blacket al., (1981 unpublished manuscript)developeda similar technique, usingmuch lower fre-
quencies(4 to 6 GHz), which may be applicable for airborne use in intense rain over the oceans.
Meneely(1975) demonstratedthat rainfallrate and coveragecannot be delineatedby using ESMR-5measure.
ments (19.35 GHz)overland areasbecauseram has only a weakeffect on the upwellingTB from the land. The
effect is comparableto that of soil moisture. Thus, although rain-likepatterns can be discemed in the data, they
agreewith both activerain areasand areaswith moist soil.
However,Savageand Weinman(1975) andSavageet ai. (1975) demonstratedthat, at 37.0 GHz(i.e., the fre-
quencyat whichthe ESMR-6measuresupwellingradiance),the scatteringby hydrometeorsis strongenough to pro-
._ videa qualitativeestimate of ram coverageoverland. Furthermore,Weinmanand Guetter (1977) demonstrated
from theoretical considerationsthat the upwelling radiationat 37.0 GHI"emergingfrom rain clouds ts essentially
unpolarizedand therefore contrasts with the radiationemanating fromwet-surfacebackground. (According to the
electromagnetic theory, the addition of moisture to a surfacereduces the emissivityby increasing its dielectriccon-
stant. The emissivitywill then be highly polarizedwhen the surface is viewedobliquely.) These resultsare demon-
strated in Figure5 which _isplaystheoretically calculated bipolarized37.0 GHz TB at a 50 degreeincidence angle
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with the Earth's surface for a given rain rate. These TB'Swere derived from a radiative transfer model with Lamber-
tian reflection (Born and Wolf, 1975} from land surfaces at a thermodynamic temperature of 299 K and with a fLxed
dielectric constant and an atmospheric freezing level at 4 Fan(Wilheit et al., 1977). Figure 5 shows that, as rain rate
increases (beyond 4 nun h"1), TB decreases because of strong backscattering by the large raindrops. Also, the polar-
ization difference becomes smaller. Moreover, Hall et al. (1978) inferred theoretically that information analogous to
that provided by the NWS radar summary charts can be produced when both the ESMR and the temperature humid-
ity infrared radiometer (THIR) 11.5 M TR channel on board Nimbus 6 are used.
Thus, the sum and substance of these theoretical investigations is that the obliquely viewed 37.GHz radiation
emitted by wet-soil surfaces is polarized (Tv > TH), whereas radiation emanating from dry land or heavy rainfall
areas is essentially unpolarized (Tv _ TH). Moreover, TB'S upwelling from dry-land areas are distinguishably higher
than. those from heavy rainfall areas or wet land surfaces. Hence, according to these theoretical conclusions, rainfall
over land can be at least qualitatively delineated, and its coverage and movement can therefore be monitored irre-
spective of the land background by employing 37-GHz measurements from the ESMR on board Nimbus 6.
Rodgers et al. (1979) analyzed several cases by using the dual-polarized 37-GHz data from ESMR-6 and statisti.
ca/classification techniques. They found that the data could be classified into rain, dry ground, and wet ground, but
with substantial misclassification. If the surface temperature was lower than 15°C_as would be the case with dew
present, the technique broke down altogether. The use of infrared (IR) data to determine the presence of a cold
cloud improved the performance. (At the workshop, Weinman presented data that suggested that quantitative rain
measurements over land may be possible by using 37 GHz with IR observations.)
Observations from aircraft platforms have shown that, at frequencies near and above 90 GHz, the ice associ-
ated with convective rainfall scatters microwave radiation, resulting in brightness temperatures much lower than
land or ocean backgrounds. Therefore, areas of active convection over land could be delineated by using these higher
frequencies.
Measurements of surface soil moisture can be used as a surrogate detector of recent precipitation because, for
most land surfaces, rainfall is the only mechanism for increasing surface soil moisture. The microwave emissivity of
the surface soil ranges from 0.95 for dry soils to less than 0.7 for wet soils. This produces a T B range of 80 K or
more. This dynamic range has been observed by microwave radiometers operating from towers, aircraft, and space-
craft platforms. Vegetation will increase the emissivity of wet surfaces with the increase being a function of biomass
and wavelength. For example, at a wavelength of 21 cm, a 2-m corn crop will decrease the dynamic range to about
40 K or less, whereas, at the 1.55-cm wavelength, pasture grass will obscure the signal from the soil.
In spite of this vegetation effect, strong correlations have been obtained between satellite observations at these
two wavelengths and an antecedent precipitation index (API). Data from the 21-cm S-194 radiometer on Skylab ob-
tained over the central United States has shown a strong correlation with API. For a pair of passes over the same
track 5 days apart in June 1973, there was a 30- to 50-K increase in TB as the soil dried following heavy rains in
early June. An analysis of a set of five passes yielded an r2 = 0.7 between TB and _,PI for the Great Plains re[cons
of the United States, where a is the correlation coefficient. Analysis of 2 years of ESMR-5 data for the southern
Great Plains has also shown high correlation with API under suitable conditions. The best correlations were obtained
for the areas where a large part of the area was devoted to the production of winter wheat during the early spring and
fall. These areas, which are relatively flat, have limited vegetative cover during these periods. Areas with more rugged
terrain or more vegetative cover show a poor correlation between TB and API. These results indicate that spacebome
radiometers can respond to surface-moisture changes and can be related semiquantitatively to the antecedent
precipitation.
Based on the foregoing results and on modeling, the U.S. Department of Defense is building a multifrequency
microwave imrger called the SSMI for the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP), (Savage, 1981). This
sensor will measure radiation at 19.35, 22.235, 37, and 85 GHz with resolutions ranging from 50 kanat 19.35 GHz
- to 12.5 km at 85 GHz. The first flight of this instrument is planned for 1984.
An instrument that was planned for the now.cancelled National Oceanic Satellite System (NOSS), the large-
antenna multifrequency microwave radiometer (LAMMR), would have had radiometer channels at 18, 21, and 36.5
GHz, among others, with spatial resolutions in the 7- to 8-kin range. Either this or a similar instrument would pro-
vide a valuable opportunity for oceanic rainfall mapping.
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Because of resoluuon limitations, the use of passive microwave techniques for mapping rain from geostationary
orbit must be limited to the use of frequencies above 90 GHz.
The present state of the art on which all workshop participants agree is summarized as follows:
• Passive measurements in the 10- to 40-GHz region represent a viable technique for measuring rain over the
ocean. This measurement is based on a sound theoretical model in which all uncertain elements are physically
measurable parameters. The problems associated with this technique are matters of detail in determining the
calibration transfer function and are not fundamental limitations.
• Rain over land presents a more difficult problem. Hybrid techniques using IR and high-frequency microwave
measurements (90 GHz) offer some promise, but there are no clear-cut approaches which can assure success,
6.3 MICROWAVE MEASUREMENT PROBLEMS
For microwave instruments, the effect of the inhomogeniety of the rain rate within the field of view (FOV)
must be addressed. Because the effect is nonlinear, it is doubtful that it can be removed by using only the microwave
data.
Suppose that we had the ability to obtain microwave observations of rain with unlimited spatial resolution. At
any frequency, a nonlinear relationship exists between the column density of rain and the TB. Also, there is some
column density at which the T Bsaturates. Above this column density, the TB decreases because of the effects of
scattering. Since the observed TB depends on the column density of particles, the rain rate cannot be inferred unless
the height of the rain column is known. Again, the effect is nonlinear.
Other problems are the effect of cloud liquid water and water vapor on the T B and the ability to develop a tech-
nique to separate these effects from the precipitation information.
The following sections address the problems of beam-filling, rain column height, and cloud liquid water and
offer some suggestions for resolving these problems.
6.3.1 Beam-Fillin_
Because a considerable spatial variation occurs in the rain rate within the FOV of a micr_ rave sounder, it is
necessary to evaluate the effects of beam-filling. Nonuniform filling of the beam causes a bias in the rainfall estimates
so that it is necessary to evaluate the magnitude of this bias. In this connection, the following steps should be taken:
a. Statistical data must be developed concerning the size distribution of rain cells (i.e., a probability distribution
function (PDF) for rainfall rates within the FOV'). It would be desirable to compare the PDF's over land and
ocean. The aim is to determine if there is a small enough set of parameters that describe the PDFs so that
they can be determined either from the microwave data or from conventional sources. Additional experi-
ments will be needed to expand the understanding of the statistics of rainfall distribution.
b. Given the statistics of rainfall distribution on a scale smaller than the FOV, radiative transfer mo_.is must
be used to evaluate the error in the rain-rate determination. It will be necessary to find the bias in the rain-
rate estimate and the variability of the bias.
c. IR information may be available on a much smaller spatial scale than is possible with microwave. Investiga-
tion is needed to determine how IR data can be used to estimate the beam-filling factor. This would be
straightforward if the precipitation area could be defined unambiguously by IR temperature but, unfortu-
nately, it cannot.
Data from two radar eXl:eriments, GATE and CCOPE (over ocean and land, respectively), and additional data
from Kwajalein Radar and other experiments are potentially available. Analysis of these data will show the PDF's
for rain-rate distribution and rain height for two climatological regimes. To the extent that the resultant PDFs are
similar, the statistical approach to the beam-filling problem will work globally.
6-6
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6.3.2 Effective Rain-La_'erHeight
A physical parameter essential to estimating rain from microwave radiances is the thickness of the rain column.
Because the radiometer responds to the path-integrated rainfall, this thickness is best characterized by the effective
rain-layer height (heft), which is defined as the path-integrated attenuation divided by the surface attenuation
coefficient.
Although radar data in GATE indicate RMS variations in heft of approximately ±00 percent on a 1 by 1 scale,
variations are considerably smoothed (± 15 percent) when averaged over (200 km)2. Furthermore, no systematic
variation of the mean height was observed in the GATE phase III. This fact points to the probable climatological
relationship of the mean heft to the mean freezing layer, which varied by ±5 percent over the same period. The
existence of such a relationship is extremely important because there is no known way of directly estimating heft
- by satellite.
Since nothing is known about the seasonal or geographical variation of this quantity, an intensive investigation
is urgently required. Such a study could be performed by examining three-dimensional radar scans from different
locations and seasons, covering as many different climates as possible. Although radar data over the oceans are
clearly the most appropriate and should be used as much as possible, much could be learned from land-based obser-
vations. Observations from mldlatitude radar records would be especially valuable because the freezing layer height
varies considerably during the year.
A relationship may exist between hcft and freezing level in stratiforrn and convective rain and this could be
easdy evaluated (particularly stratiform rain). However, meteorological parameters other than freezing-layer height
should also be correlated with heft since the ultrmate accuracy of the rain estimates is related to the uncertainty in
heft.
An tmportant problem related to the heft determination is the estimation of the vertically integrated water
vapor. Knowledge of this quantity is important because the contribution of the water vapor to the microwave radi-
ance must be removed so that the rain contribution can be determined. Water vapor can probably be measured by
using radiances at two frequencies and by taking advantage of the extreme frequency dependence of water vapor in
the 1.35-cm abso,ption line. This has been demonstrated by several investigators using ground-based radiometry at
several frequencies.
6.3.3 Cloud Liquid Water
Nonprecipitating cloud liquid water (CLW) is spectrally similar to rain; it will be necessary to see how well the
two can be separated. The presence of CLW will place a lower limit on the rain rate that can be detected. Steps that
should be taker_ to minimize the problem are as follows:
a. Experiments should be done to determine how much CLW can exist m a cloud before it begins to rain.
Such experiments would consist of upward-lool_ng radiometers in the 10- to 37-GHz range, used either
alone or in conjuncuon with digital three-dimensional radar. Because radar and microwave radiometers
measure very different moments of the drop _izedistribution, it is possible to simultaneously measure the
amounts of rain and CI,W when radar data are available.
b. Although the spectral response of CLW is similar to that of rain, they are not identical. First, a modeling
study should be performed to determine if smaultaneous observations at different frequencies can be used
to separate ram and CLW. If the modeling suggests that this can be done, experiments will be needed to
verify this method of separating rain and CLW.
c. The presence of variable amounts of water vapor (WV) confuses the rain determination. It has already been
demonstrated that WV can be measured with microwave observation in the absence of rain. The same com.
meats as in b apply to the problem of separating ram effect: from WV (except that water vapor is spectrally
very different from rain and CLW, which makes the problem somewhat easier.
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d. Much of the modeling effort depends on knowing reasonable values for the drop.size distribution of CLW
and rain. In situ measurements should be made by flying aircraft into a variety of cloud types to measure
particle-size distributions directly and to measure the microwave emission at the relevant frequencies in dif-
ferent directions.
Simultaneous data on particle size and brightness temperatures will be necessary for calibrating the radiative
transfer models and for ensuring the correcmess of the models.
6.3.4 Rain Over Land
The use of passive microwave techniques over land, even in combination with visible (VIS) and IR data, is an
extremely difficult undertaking. The largeand variable emissivity of land background results in a very poor signal-
to-noise ratio. Nevertheless, all the passive microwave techniques discussed in Section 6.2 involve the direct detec-
tion of precipitation-sized hydrometeors, either liquid or ice, and thus have a more direct physical connection to the
rain than VIS and IR techniques.
Technique development in this area is just getting under way. A few investigators have been examining only
small amounts of data for a short time as compared with other techniques under discussion. However, more data
are now available, and future data will result from the DMSP/SSMI sensor. More investigators are needed in this
field, and the only requirement is that they be able to f'md funding and select reliable data for their analysis programs.
These programs are iaexpen.;ive compared to hardware or even modeling. Some specific problems and potential solu-
tions in connection with microwave rain.fall measurements over land are:
a. Dew Formation - Dew on the surface of the ground and on vegetation provides large droplets ti:at can
scatter radiation in a manner similar to the scattering caused by hydrometeors. However, because _ew
formation is most common on cloud-free nights, the use of an IR aleasurement for checking the existence
of clouds greatly reduces the false-rain probabilities. In fact, false-rain dete,'tion can be greatly reduced by
using VIS and/or IR to check for the existence of clouds. Spatial consistency provides another filter for
reducing false.rain detection.
b. Cool Surfaces - Surface temperatures greater than 15°C a:e necessary for any useful rain signal in the micro-
wave measurements. This may prove to be a fundamental limitation that will restrict the range of applicabil-
ity of the passive microwave techniques to subtropical and tropical regions and to midlatitude regions during
the warm months. The warm months are, of course, the most important for crop estimation purposes.
c. Phase of Hydrometeors - When the use of higher frequencies (greater than about 85 GHz) for rain.mapping
is explored, the TB observed is determined primarily by the phase rather than the size or number of hydro-
meteors. Although this information is interesting, it is not directly related to rain rate. Because these high
frequencies provide the only realistic hope of microwave rain-mapping from geostationary altitude, the re.
lationship between the ice phase and rain must be better understood.
d. Horizontal Homogeneity - The assumption of horizontal homogeniety in most radiative transfer models may
be inadequate for typical convective systems. Thus, more effort is peeded in the development of a finite-cell
model.
6.4 RECOMMENDED MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
It is premature to attempt to specify in detail what the ultimate precipitation system should be. It will be
several years before any new space segment for such a system is likely to be approved; during this time, much home.
_ work must be done. However, some general conclusions can be made at this time.
-. Microwave radiometers offer an extremely good method of measuring rain over the ocean. Unfortunately it is
only p,'actical from a low Earth orbit. We therefore recommend a scanning multifrequency passive radiometer and a
: 4 nadir-riewing radar payload for a low-Earth orbiter to complement existing instruments on geostationar_ s:_er':_.
As now envisioned, the microwa,'e radiometer would have frequencies at approximately 18, 21 _.aj ._, Gi_z. The
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necessary ground resolution is an open issue. The radar should have as high a resolution as possible in all three dimen-
sions. The space system must be complemented by a ground-truth benchmark system so that all measurements vail
ultimately be referenced to a measured volume of water.
The interaction of the components of the system would be as follows;
a. Overocean areas, the radiometer would provide infrequent but reliable rain measurements. On the other
hand, the geostationary instrument would provide less reliable measurements almost continually. The
radionieter could then be used to calibrate the geostationary instrument on a twice-daily basis. The radar
would provide a limited set of high-reliability measurements with error sources independent of the radiom-
eter errors. Further, by having high three-dimensional (x, y, z) resolution, the radarwould serve as a con-
tinual check on many of the physical assumptions in the radiometer model.
b. Over land, the radar alone would have to serveas the calibratiorAsource and the geostationary component
would have to interpolate in both space and time. With the addition of the appropriate channels, the micro.
wave measurements could possibly augment the geostationary measurements over land. It is not possible at
this time to base a channel-selection recommendation on any solid result in this area.
6.5 RECOMMENDATIONS
Recommended activities are:
• Further study to understand rain-layer thickness effects, including airborne experiments, radar experiments,
and theoretical studies.
• Statistical studies using radar data from many locations to investigate possible solutions to the beam-f'dling
problem and to estim_,te requirements for future LAMMR.like instruments.
• Airborne and ground-based radiometer experiments to estim_.te typical nonprecipitating CLW content for
both raining and noaraining situations.
• Aircraft observations at frequencies of 85 GHz and higher for various precipitation events to compare with
ground-truth information.
• Cleanup of Nimbus 7 SMMR data.
• Archival of the DMSP/SSMI data 4th complete documentation.
• Identification of factors that affect the accuracy of hybrid n,ethods and simulation of error budgets.
• Investigation of methods for using passive microwave tecl.,4ques to estimate soil moisture and to determine
if these measurements can imply rain rate over land.
• Microwave instrumentation technology studies for an advanced LAMMR.like instrument for a potential
shuttle rain radar mission.
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7. SPACEBORNE RADAR y
7.1 INTRODUCTION
The spacebome radar panel considered how radar could be used to measure preopttation t")m satellites. The
emphasis was on how radar could be used wath radiometry (at microwave, vasible IVIS), and infrared (IR) wavelengths)
to reduce the uncertainttes of measuring precipitation with radiometry alone. In addition, the fundamental electro.
magnetic interactions involved in the measurement_ were discussed to determine the key work areas for research and
development to produce effective instruments. Vanous approaches to tmplementing radar systems on satellites were
considered for both shared and dedicated instruments. Finally, a research and development strategy was proposed
for establiahmg the parametric relations and retrieval algorithms required for extracting precipttatlon informaraon from
the radarand associated ra,_iometric data.
Rayleigh is the scattering process involved with centimetric radars that observe rain clouds; (i.e., the greater
cross section is proportional to D6/X4 where D is particle diameter and ), ts wavelength.) R_androps thu_ pr,_duce
radarreturns many ord,.'r.xof magnitude greater than those from nonprecipitating clouds. In short, radar interacts
primarily with rain anti, un.like radiometry, can directly identify the presence of rain below rain clouds, it is thi.,
interaction with the rain that ,_ves radar a good chance of measuring precipitation rates without the need for tenuous
assumptions. Radar, can therelt_re aid substantially in measuring precipitatton from space.
Nonetheless, radarmeasurements wall be subject to certain errors involving beam-filling, propagation effects,
and uncertainties in the drop-size distribauon of the precipitatmg particles. To help reduce these errors, radzometry
may be used to estimate propagation effects or to identify cloud structures that may affect the interpretauon of the
radar data. Combining radar and radiometry techniques (Section 6) should optimize the usefulness of prectpttataon
measurements from space.
The relatively long wavelength of radar systems as compared with VIS and IR techniques dramatically degrades
the spatial resolution. This is particularly severe if operation from geostataonary satellites is to be considered. Con.
versely, if the radar is to image with high resolution over a large area, complex radarsystems wall be requtred. In
esther case, extreme demands of size and power will be placed on the carrymg satellite. Therefore, the tmprovement
m the accuracy of rainfall measurements by radar will have to be weighed against the extra complexaty and cost.
7.2 COMBINED MEASUREMENTS
Hybrid measurements, which combine ',he use of radar and radiometers, have a variety of advantages For ex-
ample, the mtcrowave radiometer when used over tl,.eocean, can provtde a measure of the path-mtegrated attenuatton;
the radar, on the other hand, can pro_ade measurements of both the top of the prectpttauon and the height of the
melting level. These measurements allow the radiometer-determmed attenuatton to be attributed to spectfied ram
rates that are below the melting level. In addition, the prof'deof radar reflectivitlex appears to make it posstble to
obtain a vertical profde of rain rates. Should a radar back,scattering from the sea occur, the combmaUon of radar and
radiometry can provide both the radar cross-section of the sea and the intervening attenuauon requtred to estmaate
the rainfall from the attenuauon.
Combinations of radar and IR/VIS measurements also appear to be useful. In one such applicauon, the more
accurate radar measurements could be used for calibrating and checking _he IR/V1S precipitation maps.
Anotl application uses IR/VIS instruments as look-ahead sensors so that the radar could be directed toward
the regton: ._ prectpitation. (See paragraph 7.4.2.5.)
-" 7.3 CANDIDATE SYSTEMS CONCEPTS
7.3.1 Generic S_'stems
Among the advantages of radar, in comparison to other systems, for measuring meteorological parameters is the
,. diverstty of data acquisition techniques. Many of these techmqucs have been fully tested and are being used m measur.
ing precipitation parameters wtth ground.based instrumentauon. For example, the National _eather Sen'tee network
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or weatherradarscombinesmeasurementsof radar back.,,ca:teredpower,azimuth angle,elevaUonang/e,and rangeto
constructa three-dimensionalmodelof the precLpitatior,field. Similarmeasurementsare combinedwith Deppler
processingin radarslike thoseoperatedby the NattonaiSevereStormsLaboratory to deduceinformation aL.,,:t the
motion of the hydrometeors. Theseare only twe examplesof thelargevariety of measuremen:platforms t_._,._re
posublewhencombinationsof coordinategeometry,amplitudemeasurement,and frequencyandpolarization dryer-
_ty areconsidered. All of theseare possibleon satellite.bornemeteorologicalradar. Somee.-.arnplesaredescril_,_
,ater in thissection.
7.3.2 Orbit Considerations
A low Earth orbit (LEO) permits fme-_ale spatialresolutionwith a radarsystemof modestsizeand powerre-
quirements. However,thegeographicalcoverageof the radarfootpr_atisLimitedso that a givenlocation is covered
only infrequently. Eroadeningthe footprint pro,,ldesgrea,ergeographicalcoveragebut at the expenseof resolution,
increasedpower requirement, and accuracy. A geosynchronousorbit (GEO) permits increasedtemporal resolution
but with lessspatialresolutionand poweroptions. A highlyellipticalorbit of the Molniya type combinesthe advan-
tagesand disadvantag_of both LEO and GEO andmay requirea morecomplexmeasurementsystem. The systems
consideredin this reportare bestsuitedfor LEO satellites. An exceptionis the bistaticspacebomeradar(paragraph
7.4.2.7) that is specifically designed for satellites in geostationary orbit.
7.4 CANDIDATE SPACEBORNE RADAR SYSTEMS
In describing the following systems, a few general assumptions about the kinds of measurements that are opti-
mal were adopted. For example, it is assumed that the prof'flingof precipitation fields is best accomplished by using
pulsed microwave frequencies in the X- and K-bands, either alone or in combination, Integration with respect to area
and altitude is aJsopossible in these bands. Multiple.frequency methods will pemlit discrimination of land surfaces
from precipitation in the K., X-, and C.bands. Introducing polarization methods shovld permit discrimination of ram
from ice (e.g., in the id_tification of the bright band) and might permit discrimination of the ground echo from ram.
Therefore, combinations of measurables are considered that involve coherent and incoherent polarized freouency-
diversity microwave instrumentation in the aforementioned frequency bands. There are two categories of specific
radarsystems: (1) shared syste__sand (2) dedicated sy_tenu that are Listedas fo;_,_ws:
• Shared Primary Sensor Systems Modifications for Precipitatio_
¢
- Altimeter Early rangegates
- Scatterometer &f Scatrad
Range-resolution Scatrad
- Multifrequency microwave Doppler adaptive pointable radar
radiometer OdFMR) Fixed simulta'_eousmultibearn
• Dedicated
- Intermediate resolution Muir;beam
(5 to 10 kin) Nadar
Surface reference
Af Scatrad and range resolution
- Fine resolution Doppler adaptive pointable radar
(1 to 3 kin) Fixed tim'.dtaneous multibcam
The sharedsystemsaremicrowavesensorsdevelopedprimarily fordetermining_ophy;ical parametersother
than rain. Mod_cations of there instruments ate suggested that could add a Frecipitation _ensingmode without
seriouslydegradL,tg the primary performanc_of the semor. However,sharedprecipitationsensingis not optimum
for all model. Parametersof dedicatedsystetmareselectedto improvesomeaspectsof thesensorperformance.
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7.4.1 SharedS_/stems
Severalactive and passive microwave sensors have been developed and flown in space for determining specific
ge.ophysical parameters:
• Altimeter - Ocean geodesy and wave height
• Scatterometer - Ocean wind speed and direction
• Multifrequency radiometer - Sea-surface temperature, ocean wind speed, water content, ice, sea, and snow
Conventional synthetic aperture radar (SAR) does not lend itself to a shared mode because the elevation beam
widths needed for _wath width are impediments to use of "early" precipitation gates. "Early" gates are those range
gates that occur abov.- the Earth's surface and can capture any precipitation echoes present.
In principle, it is feasible to modify each of these sensors while sharing the same antenna and obtaining addi.
tional information on precipttation. The following paragraphs describe the proposed sensor combinations.
7.4.1.1 Nadir Altimeter for Rain (NADAR) - Before the NOSS program was terminated, the incorporation of a rain
mode on the radar altimeter was planned (Walsh, 1981), with the likelihood that future satellite.borne radar altimeters
will also contain similar rain.measurement capabilities. Such a mode may be considered as a piggyback to an already
existing radar system, and its implementation would require minimal cost because only minor modifications are re-
quired (Goldhirsh and Walsh, 198 0. The rain altimeter would serve two purpo' es. First, it would provide the exper-
imenters who are interested in establishing mean sea height and wave height wi h absolute levels of rain rates that
degrade their measurem,nts. Second, this piggyback scheme would pro'ride vamable data to experimenters who are
interested in precipitation and would lead to an improved design of the next generation probe which might be dedi-
cated to measuring precipitation. The 13.5-GHz altimeter freqt,ency enables two independent types of measurement,
i.e., a relatively unattenuated power measurement at the top of the rain cell and a power difference between the top
of the ceil and the bottom (near ground) giving rise to the attenuation. Both measurements may be used independently
to give estimates of the rain rate or may be combined to improve these estimates (Atlas and Ulbrich, 1974; Goldhirsh
and Katz, 1974).
Through a preliminary analy:is the ability to extract rain rate and average rain drop-size distribution using
simplified assumptions has been demonstrated. Although the *echnique using a combination of power measurements
at the storm top and _ttenuatlon measurements results in a random component of 3 to 4 mm/hr, it is superimposed
on a system bias erro_ ff approximately 15 percent (Goldhirsh and Walsh, 1981). Therefore, the system should be
able to be calibrated to at least this accuracy.
7.4.1.2 Scatterometer (Scatrad) - The scatterometer is a sensor which is based on the Scatrad S-193 principle demon-
strated on the Skylah Ku-band (14.GHz) mechanically scanned parabolic reflector scatterometer-radiometer. The
Scatrad is capable ot' viewing the ocean surface in two directions 90 degrees apart. The average scattering coefficient
varies ruth wind spee .Iand wind direction. The radiometer provides the precipitation loss (total attenuation) in the
Scatrad beam, which is used to correct the radar signal. This wind,speed estimate is then used to tmprove the bright-
ness temperature so :hat the iterated attenuation value is improved over the first estimate. Modifications could be
made to the scatterometer to enhance precipitation measurements. Two examples are:
a. &f Scatrad - In this modification of the scatterometer radiometer, the radar signal is either stepped over a
srnaUfrequency interval, Af, or several narrowband channels are used at fixed frequencies. The ocean radar
reflectivity is relatively constant whereas the rain attenuation changes significantly with frequency; the
latter dependence would yield the rain rate.
b. Ran6,,-Resolution Scatrad - The use of additional modulation of the Scatrad waveform (chirp, short pulse,
or FM/CW) offers me capability of range-gating the precipitation-scattered signal.
7.4.1.3 Multif:equenc_' Microwave Radiometer (MFMR) - The first MFMR flown on Nimbus 7 and Seasat (SMMR -
6, 10, 18, 21,37 GHz dual.polarized channels) had a 1.meter diameter antenna with a 25.deg_'-.escan. Operational
versions under consideration (e.g., large-antenna multichannel microwave radiometer) would have apertures of 2 to
4 meters in diameter and a 360-degree scan. Because the passive application of an MFMR needs only 180 degrees of
L
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)scan, it is feasible to include active channels that would use the other 180 degrees of scan. With careful RFI desig:L
the active and passive sensors could also share the same scan directions.
Several radar configurations appear to be feasible for augmenting an MFMR. The two modifications for en-
hanced precipitation sensing that were outlined in the previous section could be used here also: Af scatterometer
channels with range resolution capabilities.
7.4.2 Dedicated Systems
The shared-sensor approaches discucsed in Section 7.4.1 can result in compromising some sensor performance.
Dedicated sensors which are optimized for precipitation retrieval offer more accurate rain characterization. The fol-
lowing paragraphs briefly discuss several representative systems that have most features of the generic radar systems.
These systems progress from moderate to fine spatial resolution and are accompanied by a progression in antenna
size, complexity, and cost.
7.4.2.1 Surface TargetAttenuation Radar(STAR) - The surface target radar determines the precipitation rates from
radar beam attenuation. The backscattered power is directly proportional to the product of the surface scattering co-
efficient and the two-way attenuation through the rain to the surface. The scattering coefficient of terrain o -- -I0
db + 2 db when the instantaneous field of view (IFOV) is large (10 kin) at incidence angles greater than 30 degrees.
In the ground comparison approach, a° can be determined from either measurements of nearby fields of view around
the storm or average values obtained previously. The attenuation coefficient, k db/km, is calculated from the ratio of
the total attenuation to the radar-measured storm height, In the 1 to 2 cm wavelength region rain rate is linearly pro-
portional to the attenuation coefficient (Atlas and Ulbrich 1977). The surface reference target scheme can be imple-
mented in scanning.beam and fixed-beam geometries with resolutions from I to 5 kin. Statistical modeling results
indicate that random errors of 20 percent of _he true rain rate are obtained at frequencies ot 36 GHz with beam widths
of 4 and 1 km (Eckerman et el., 1978). This ,,hould be classified then as intermediate or high resolution.
7.4.2.2 Frequency A_ile Rain Radar (FARR) .- In the FARR approach, the radar is switched between two nearby
frequencies. Ocean and land radar scattering coefficients are relatively constant in a small frequency interval. There.
fore, the ratio of received power in the two channels is proportional to the differential attenuation at the two fre-
quencies. The differential attenuation, in turn, can be related to the rain rate by mean,, of an attenuation (k) - rain-
fall (R), or the k-R law.
7.4.2.3 Scatterometer (Scatrad) - The concept of precipitation determination using the frequency agile approach
was discussed briefly in ,..hesection on shared systems. In the shared mode, the primary observation of ocean wind
speed determined the scan method, In a dedicated scatterometer-baseu system, the beamwidth, scan modes, and
frequencies can all be optimized for observing precipitation. For example, a single-beam conically scanned instru.
ment would be adequate for the precipitation mode. The ground comparison and frequency agile surface reference
techniques can be complemented at frequencies near 15 and 35 GHz.
7.4.2.4 Fixed Simultaneous Multibeam Radar (FSMR) - For spatial resolution on the order of I kin, scanning-beam
optics do not provide a sufficient number of independent samples to obtain accurate echo power and rainfall measure-
ments. Broadband waveforms (Frehbiel and Brook, 1980) offer one solution to this problem but at the expense of
signal-to-noise ratio, which raises the minimum detectable rain rate to higher levels. Frequency diversity also offers
a possible solu'5on. However, this method required a mechanically rotated antenna that is 1000 wavelengths in
diameter. When the need for multiple beaming in elevation is factored in (to ke_.p the rotational rate low), it is clear
that a mechanically scanned l-kin IFOV precipitation radar would result in a complex system. Electronic scanning
is impractical for similar reasons. One possible full-swath coverage system is the fixed simultaneous multibeam con-
cept proposed by Technology Service Corporation (1975). This antenna system uses vertical boom array transmit
and receive antennas to give conical illumination. The receive antenna is made up of many vertical sticks (or booms)
with a beam-forming network forming the simultaneous azimuthal receive beams. Doppler azimuth beam-sharpening
further reduces to 1 km the width of these real apertures. This configuration minimizes the antenna dimensions be-
1 causesyntheticaperturetechniquesare used. Thegreatestdisadvantageis that two unique radarsareneededto irn.plement dual frequency,whereas,with reflector antennas,severalfrequenciescanbe integrated into a singlemicrowave
optical system.
i
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7,4.2.5 _AdaptivePointable Multibeam Radar(APMR) - A variant of the fixed multibeam radar is a pointable approach
that is in a much earlier stage of development than the fixed simultaneous mu!tibeam. The proposed xdea is to use two
systems (Atlas, 1981). The first is a look-ahead radiometric system that detects and acqmres storm systems ahead of
the spacecraft and the second is a storm mapping radar. This latter radar has an adaptive beam which squints cross-
track at selectable elevation angles that are programmed to pomions of the storms as observed in the detection/acqm-
sition system. The system's advantages are twofold because it can obtain a large sample of independent pulses and
cover a wide swath. In addition, the system requires less energy and commumcat_ons bandwidth because it operates
only when rain events are present.
7.4.2.6 Bistatic Spacebome Radar - A spaceborne meteorological radar in low Earth orbit is able to observe meteor-
ologlcal events such as hurricanes, typhoons, or specific storm fronts, but is limited as a general meteorological tool
because a single satellite monitors a given area only twice a day Coverage for these meteorological events are usually
desired 5 to I0 times more frequently. Such coverage can be accomplished with a bistatic radar (Nathanson, 1981)
on a single geosynchronous spacecraft.
A coherent radar transmitter with a medium-sized antenna can be placed in a geosynchronous orbit, preferably
with a beam that scans the United States in a "raster" pattern with about 0.9-degree beamwidth. This scanning can
be accomplished either mechanically, which is slow, electronically using multiple feeds, or by frequency-scanning
techniques. The receivers are ground-based and may have Doppler capability.
Two factors make the meteorological application attractive. First, the bistatic reflections of radar signals from
precipitation are omnidirectional, and the rela,ionship of the reflectmty of the rain-to-rainfall rate can be easily de-
rived. Second, the ram echo signal level is independent of range from a receive-only radar, and the system will work
at long ranges.
The bistatic approach has the potential to provide finer resolution and more information about precipitation
than other spaceborne radar techniques. Of particular significance is the low-data rate and simplicity of the blstatic
system output, which lends itself to unattended receivers that are connected by telephone lines to central processors.
However, this technique is limited to parts of continental areas that are within view of the receivers.
7.5 REQUIRED RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT STEPS
Several of the necessary research and development steps which will lead to the definition and implementation
of a spaceborne radar are outlined here. Some of the preliminary work should focus on a detailed study of radar
methods and algorithms in the context of spaceborne radars, delineating the major sources of error and determining
their estimated accuracies, dynamic range, and spatial and temporal resolution. The next stage is to develop a space-
borne simulation by which the various systems and associated methods can be compared in a consistent fashion The
results of such studies will help to identify some of the most promising systems that satisfy the accuracy and sampling
requirements of the major user groups. The valida,ion of these concepts can be accomplished by means of an experi.
mental program involving side by side flight of multiwavelength radars, radiometers, and IR/VIS instruments. Along
with experimental efforts, there must be an identification of analyses and simulations which can be done with exist-
ing data bases,
7.5.1 Initial System Studies
A major effort is the identification of potential methods and instruments which are appropriate as spacebome
sensors. A number of systems and techmqu-s are described in detail in Section 7.4. Nevertheless, the various methods
are summarized here, emphasizing their advantages and weaknesses, to indicate studies that are needed for developing
realistic options.
For spacebome meteorological applications, the use of attenuatiug wavelengths is preferable because: (1) higher
resolution can be attained, thereby reducing errors caused by partial bearn-fdling and reflectivity gradients within the
resolution cell, (2) most of the attenuating-wavelength methods do not rely on the drop-size distribution dependent
Z.R law, but rather use a k-R law that is less sensitive to fluctuations in DSD, and (3) several of the methods are in,de-
' pendent of the radar calibration constant, which reduces the possibility of large offset errors in the rain-rate estimate.7.
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The disadvantage most of these techniques have is the limited dynamic rangeachievable w_th a single attenuating r
wavelength. One possibility for alleviating this problem is the use of additional radarwavelengths (i.e., shorter wave-
lengths for estimating low rainrates and longer ones for more intense rain rates). Another possibility is the supple-
mental use of the conventional Z-R method. For low rain rates, this would approximate the performance of a non-
attenuating wavelength radar;for high rain rates, ',he return from the rangecell below or above the bright band (where
attenuation effects would be slight) could be used to approximate the averagerain rate in the vertical column just
below.
Note that the attenuating-wavelength methods (dual-wavelength, attenuating-wavelength methods, and alttmeters
such as NADAR, STAR, and FARR) are generically the same (i.e., they depend on the assumption that over the meas.
urement set there exists a quantity that remains essentially constant and that provides a calibration point for the total
or differential attenuation). For the dual-wavelength method, this quantity is the rain reflectivity (i.e., the reflectivity
of a fixed-range cell varies slowly with frequency). For NADAR, this quantity is taken to be the rain rate, in range,
along a vertical column. The surface target methods depend on the invariance of the backscattering coefficient of the
surface, o°. In particular,STAR relies on the small temporal or spatial fluctuations in o° (at K-band and incidence
angles greater than 30 degrees), whereas FARR exploits the nearly constant nature of o° with small frequency changes.
An assessment of the validity of these various assumptions should aid in assessing the accuracy and applicability of the
methods.
Although combined instrument methods such as radarand radiometry are not discussed here, the contribution
of passive channels to various radar techniques should form part of any feasibility study of the various spaceborne
radaroptions.
7.5.2 Modelin8 and Simulation
Although little active microwave data from space exists by comparison to that from microwave and VIS/IR
radiometric systems, the proposed radar systems and techniques must be examined and simulated with a consistent
space-oriented model. Some of the major effects to be considered with such a model are: (1) the horizontal and
vertical scales of precipitation (i.e., the model must include actual three-dimensional reflectivity data or adequate
models of such); (2) the effec,s of ground clutter and ptrtlal beam-filling; (3) the effects of ice and the bright band;
(4) the effects of gain pattern, range resolution, frequency of operation, etc. so that a fairly broad parametric study
can be conducted; and (5) other error sources such as c,-_librationconstant errors, receiver noise, and fluctuations in
drop size distribution. The effects associated with the horizontal and vertical scales of precipitation and the effects
of ice and the bright band can also be usefully investigated with ground-based and aircraft-based radar data sets.
Clearly, with these kinds of data and the long history of precipitation radar development and use, we should be able
to develop a space-oriented model that will provide the understanding necessary for defining realistic options for a
spaceborne predpitation radar system. With such a model, it is envisioned that a comparison of the different systems
and methods could be accomplished.
7.5.3 Experimental Program
The development of an experimental program should be pursued in parallel with systems and modeling studies.
Ground-based and airborne experiments can be used to verify, in part, the accuracies of the various measurement sys-
tems (radar design and technique) and to identify any additional problems not accounted for in the supporting model-
mg and analysis ac..vities. Several sessions of the workshop emphasized the need for high-quality ground truth for
assessing the accuracy of their measurements. This requirement is no less true for airborne radar experiments. The
possibility of the NASA WaLlopsSpandar radarwas suggested as a possible ground.truth site. Its advantages include
high resolution and sensitivity and the existence of a supportive system of disdrometers, rain gages, and space/Earth
- communications links. Another advantage is that, because of its location, the Spandar can retrieve three-dimensional
.a refiectivity profiles above both land and ocean regions.
Although little was said about the specific design requirements of an airborne radar experiment, there appears
to be agreement in the basic system outline: a microwave radiometer, as well as IR/VIS instruments, should be in.
eluded with any radar flight whether airborne or by shuttle. Furthermore, multiwavelength radars should be seriously
considered because they will enable a verification of some of the most promising techniques and will provide a means
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of selecting the near.optimum wavelengths. If an experimental program can be established early, a meaningful pre- Y
cipitation radar mission could be flown on the Space Shuttle wltlun the 1985-87 timeframe.
7 5.4 Algorithm Development
A strong algorithm development program should be conducted concurrently with the foregoing activities. Al-
though such a_,:ivities are inherent in modeling and simulations studies, It is important that this high.priority item
receive special attention for several reasons:
a. there is the possibility of improving precipitation data from existing passive microwave sources.
b. in attempting to improve current algorithms, better understanding will be gained for developing a DMSP
nucrowave precipitation algorithm and for future passive systems such as LAMMR or passive microwave
channels associated with other instruments.
c. algorithm development for passive systems should lead to better physical insights concerning corresponding
algorithms for spaceborne radar, and conversely.
d. algorithm development will be necessary for the expenmental program.
e. although f'me tuning would undoubtedly be needed later, the fundamental algonthm principle for space-
borne radar must be understood early for simulations to be effective.
It is beyond the scope of this section to assess or describe current status of related algorithm development, The
point here is to emphasize that this activity must be considered of equal importance and inittated at the outset of any
future spaceborne radar/radiometer development studies.
7.6 RECOMMENDATIONS
The Radar Working Group has considered several shared and dedicated sensors for implementing spacebome
precipitation radar. Several systems were proposed that were based on either modulated or CW systems and real- or
synthetic-aperture radar modes. They all operate at rain-attenuated wavelengths. The Radar Working Group recom-
mended precipitation science studies, experiments, and fli_ts of these systems.
• System Studies. It _s important that the shared precipitation radar/radiometer sensor be studied because
these measurements can complement each other, The combined precipitation radarscatterometer would
be valuable because the scatterometer is needed for both research and operational ocean missions.
• Modeling. An assessment of the accuracy, dynamic range, and applicability (over ocean and land) of the
proposed techniques should be performed to identify their relative merits. Actual data or realistic models
should be used m the simulations.
• Algorithm Development. There is a need to survey the algorithms that correspond to the foregoing methods
and to determine whether alternative retrieval methods are possible. Studies are also required to invesugate
dual-polarization algorithms from space and those for combined radar/radiometer sensors.
• Measurement Techniques. To increase the ratio of dwell time to beamwidth, several strategies are available:
(1) pulse compression. (2) multiple beamwidths, (3) wide-band radar, and (4) adaptive.pointing radar.These
should be evaluated in terms of signal-to-noise considerations, cost, and ease of implementation. Technical
and cost trade-o rf studies should be performed on the proposed techniques, and performance should be
analyzed for the list of potential spaceborne systems outlined m Section 7.3, foUowed by a more detailed
design of the best concepts.
, . • Experiments/Demonstrations. Airborne experiments are required for demonstrating the performance of the
best concepts identified in this report. The majority of spacebome precipitation radar systems operate at
attenuating wavelengths. Implementation of a multifrequency airborne precipitation radar is recommended
because it will provide the desired channels for an evaluation of most of the spaceborne radar methods. One
•_ of the channels should be modified to test the frequency agility mode.
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- Flights should be conducted in conjunction with precision ram truth. One possibility is to develop the Spandar
radar at Wallops Island, Virginia, with a facility to measure differential reflectivlty at both polarization.
- Experiments must be conducted m a representative spectrum of storm types to assess the effects of variations
m physical composiuon and structure on the accuracy of precipitation retrieval. To the greatest extent possible, these
experiments should include in-situ aircraft measurements of particTe types, phase, and s,ze dtstribution.
- Preliminary planning should begin for a shuttle rain radar mission.
- All airborne and shuttle experiments should include selected microwave and VIS/IR channels. As a result of
this workshop, several members of the Spaceborne Radar Group (Atlas, Exkerman, Meneghim, and Moore) prepared
a more comprehensive paper entitled "The Outlook for Precipitation Measurements from Space " The paper, wtuch
elaborated upon many of the ideas presented here, was prepared for the Preprints of the AMS 20th Radar Meteorology
Conference, but was reprinted in the present proceedings because of its relevance. (Appendix D.)
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APPENDIX A
AGENDA
WORKSHOP
ON
"PRECIPITATION MEASUREMENTS FROM SPACE"
APRIL 28-MAY l, 1981
NASA/GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
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OF pOOR O.bAL_"i"f
A BRIEF REVIEW OF THE
PRESENT STATUS OF GLOBAL PRECIPITATIOI_ ESTIMATES
Yale Mintz
Department of Meteorology, Un,verstty of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742
and
Lab. Atmospheric Sciences, NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, MD 20771
Introduction Over the ocean,, Jaeger s:mply took the annual precipi-
tation, as given m the map by Getger (1965), and dmstnbuted
This ts a brief review of what ts now known about the that precipitation over the twelve months of the year m pro-
global d:stnbutton of precipitation both the "normal" dtstn- portion to the monthly percentage frequency of observations
button (i.e., the precipitation averagedover a number of years) reporting prectpmtation,as given, for each 5° by 5° square, in
and time_,_riesof the precipitation. Only the most recent the Manna Chmat:c Atlas of the World (U.S. Navy, 1953-65).
,tudmesare explicitly covered An historical account cf earlier Thus, over the oceans, the annual prectpttat:oa ts the same as
studies can be found tn Jaeger (19761. the one given by Getger (with the exception of some small
reiponsof the oceansadjacent to Indonesia, where Jaeger m-
creasedthe annual precipttahon from about 2000 to 3000
I Jaeger (1976) produced global maps, and a core=s- ram/year.)
pondmg machine-readablegradeddata set, which Is the only
estimate we have of the normal monthly precipitation over Getger's distribution of the annual precipttahon over the
the entire globe, oceans can be traced back to Schott For the Atlantic Ocean.
_:hott (1926) reworked the earlier analystsof Supan (1898)
Over the contments, the mputs were the pubhshedna- m whmh the annual frequency of precipitation (the number
tlonal and regional maps of normal monthly precipitation of days tn the year with prec:p:tat:on), as reported tn the
(Jaeger, 1976, Table 3); supplemented, where there were no logs of a large number of ships eros,rag the North and South
maps,by station data from the World Weather Records (U.S. Atlantic ard the Indian oceans,was mulhphed by an average
Dept Commerce) and other sources. In so far as the data at- precipitation intensity (the averageamount of prectp0tation
lowed, the thirty-year p_,nod, 1931-1960, was used but per rainy day) as a fun:tion of latitude, as obtamed from
where this was not possible,other time intervals were _ measurements of nunfall made on a small number of *h:ps.
The globe was divided mto grid areas of 5° longitude by 5°
latitude and, readmg from the various sources,the monthly For the annual precipitation in the Pacific and Indian
valuesof the contmental precipitation, averaged over the #td Oceans, Schott (1933, 1935) used not only the above des-
areas, were recorded From these averagedvalues, plotted m cnbed frequency of precipitatmn multiplied by the lat:tude-
the centers of the squares, the global maps of prectpttat:on dependent mtensity of prectpttatton, but also er;rapolated
were drawn by hand (Jaeger, 1976, Figs 9-21). directly to the oceans the observed annual amount of precipi-
tation at the nearest coastJd and island stations.
Table I
PresentStatusof GlobalPrecipitationEstimates
Monthly ,_glllOnll Annual Weekly Monthly _asonal Annual
I I
I JNlet ¢ontmenta tl(1976) ,I _ ,,: I
Fnttre oceans
GloW: ] _au_tner
I R¢lchal (1975) !
_J gortun, _
4 gor=on,ed] (19,74)
I I
(19'74) J F_e Unlv
Contmentl $ [ B=rlin
only, Hsu & Wall_ct [ [196,]-19111 I
- (1976) [I i
"_ 6 Reed& ,, _ _* _,Elhott I R_Ott al li_ .i __
Ocein! (1979) J (1976)(i972-i97_
" only !? D_rm_ •
Boudte ]11979,19|I)
L
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OF POOR QUALITY
[Jaqer used the ume method to divide the annual ocean- of the spati*1 variation of the a,r temperature, but also the er-
ic precipitation into monthly amounts that MOiler (1951) had feet of the different predommant weather types: givinsdiffer.
earlier used to obtain the seasonal(three-monthly) precipitation ent weights to the conve_ive lhowerl in the intertrop,cad con.
amounts. Moiler had avalJabla,at that time, only the seasonal variance zone and the western subtroptcal oceans, drizzle in
f,_,quenciesof oceanic precipitation, as l;/ven in the Atlas of the eastern subtropical oceans, aM rain from the cyclones that
Clunatzc Chute of the Oceans, by MaeDorudd (1938).] move across the middle and high latitude oceans.J In addil,on
to this prod.,ct of precipitation frequency and precipitation in-
tenszty, Konun ted. 1974) extrapolated to the ocean directly
2. _lum_ner and Reichel (lg`75)show only the normal the me.Muted (and corrected) precipitation amounts at 173
annuadprecipitation over the giohe. Over the continents they stationl on small, low i,dands. (See, abo, Samodenko, 1966).
used about the same mput data sourcesas Jaeger(1976), but
they retained in their map much more of the spac_l detail of
the orilmal sources. 4. Korzun ted. 1974, Flip. 26, 35, ,¢4, 66, 79, $8), us-
inl only 523 stations for all of the continents (mostly stations
Over the oceans some unspecified combination of the with Ionl<er.,n records), constructed maps of the percentules
IJobal maps of Albrecht (1960), Knoch (1961) and Dro_lov of the normal annual continental precipitation that occur in
(1964) was used; with an adjustment of the total ocean pre- the four seasonsof the year. Because of" the smaU number of"
capitation to 385 X 103 km3/year. This adjustment wu stations used (65 for North Amer/ca, 133 for As/a), or_'y lar|e
made on the auumption that the total continental precipita- scale space variations are shown. Thus, whether it ,s so m
tion is correct, and the further assumption that the estimate nature or not, according to this analysis the small scale feature_
they Pad made of the total IJob_devaporation is wore rail- wldch are seen on the annuaJprecipitation map ere features
able than any eatunate that can be made of the total oceamc that persist th,'oughout the yeaz.
precipitation.
3. HIU and W, Ilaca (1976) have produced an analyml of
3. Korzun {ed._ 1974_ presentsthe normal annual pre- the normal precipitaUon over the continents (and many islands
capitation over the continents after correcting for three Ws- of the _obe), which shows the normalized amplitude and phase
tematic measurement crron: wind-effect error (which entaib of. the first two annual ha.,,moruclm the precipitation. They
the istlgestcorrection), r',Linpule wetti_ql error, and ram used the precipltaUon data, for the period 1951-70, at about
gauge evaporation error. (See, also, Rodda, 1971.) The toUd 700 of the 2000 stations in the World Mont;dy Surface Clima-
correction veries with location, from about 10 mm to 200 ram/ tologicad Data Set (which they obtained on tape from the Na-
yearinabsolutevalue,and fromabout3% to 70% inrelativeval- tionalCenterforAtmosphericRe_&ch, BGulder.)
u¢ (Konun, ed., 1974, Figs. 19a, 19b.) The mean continental
pre_pdabon without the correction wu 7_$ ram/year; and No information is given by the maps of the two annual
with the correction 800 am/year. The input data sources hasmoRicswhich zs not tmplicJt m the maps of monthly pre-
were national and regionaJmaps, derived from observations at cipitation, as given, for example, by Jaeler (19`76). But some
about42,000stations;upplementedby about 18,000addi- characteristicsof.the tune-spacevariationof.the prec'zpitatlon
tiomd stations. Thus, data from about 60,000 land statsons are easterto see (zJthoulh othen axe more difficult to see)
entered into the comp_ttion of the IgJobalmap. Where POs- when the nonnafized harmomcs are d,,played m this way.
Idble, the data wu taken from, or reduced to the 80..yeaz
pe_od 1891-1970. The continentld prectpitation ,, shown
with somewhat leesdetail than that given by Baumlpu'tnerand 6. Reed and Ellimt (1979) produced maps of the normal
Reichel (1975). [At the present time, precipitation I.I mea- seasonaland annmd preczp,tation for the Atlantic and Pacific
_ued a; _bout 120,000 (unevenly distributed) land statzons Oceans north of the equator, ,-,_$ as thetr input data the
over the _.k,be.] monOdy precipitation trequenczesI_ven in the revulad volumes
of the MarineC'timati¢Atlasof the World (U.S.Navy, 19"74,
Over the oceans, the annual precipitation wu calculated 1977). They divided the two oceansinto tPopical and eatra-
from a new compLlation of mean monthly prec;pitation fre- tropical domains, with the diyldinll Line ut 20*N in the eastern
quencies, m $" latitude by $* Ionlptuda sqmures,taken ,tom two-thuds, and at 30"N m the western one-thud of each ocean.
rucords in Ihips IolP (for the perkgl 1900-19,_4 in the Pacific North of this boui,Jary (in the extratropical domain) they used
Ocean, and 1900-1969 in the Athmtic and Indian oceans), e converalon from monthly precspitation frequency to monthly
multiplied by the mean ann,,,,I intemuty of. precipitation (the preczpttation :anount that chanled from 0.31 (cm month't% "_)
- mUo of. the total amount of. precipitation to the total dura- in July and Au4p_t to 0.36 (cm month'l% "| ) in December
-._ tton of precipitation. This field of _he mzan precipitation and January; and south oi th_ boundary (in the troplcaJ do-
inten,_ty, which a shown on a global map (Korzun, ed., 19"74, main) they used a constant _nvenion of 1.0 (cm month'| %'t ).
Fill. 121), wu made by extmpolatinl to the o_'ean from the Theea conve_ion factors were derived by Reed and E]Jiott
meamued dunltion and measured (and corrected) amount of (19"77) and by Reed (1979) mainly from the work of Tucker
predpitation at the nelu_lt of 426 _ and coastalstations. (1961)on rlunfall at land ,*_tions in Great Britain, and from
[Thiz is e_enUal]y the tame mettmd that was _sed by Supan measurements of precipttatz_n that were nu_le m the eastern
"- (1898). It tmplictUy takes into account not only the effect Pacific, between 60"N and 40*N and between 20"N and 2"$, ,-
L_.2
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in 1975-1976. by the ship "Oceanolrapher". Because of the 8. The F,ee University 9f _rUn (1963-1981L Institute of
dtgonttnuity in the convmion factor, the precipitation maps Meteorolow, has published an analysis of the precioitatton dl,tri-
show Largedlgontlnuities at the boundaries that scpsrate the butlon over the northern hem/sphere continents (and extending,
two domains, over Africa, to about iS*S) for each month linoe the summer
of 1963. The field is represented by molines for seven case-
[When , Jmpated with the measured precipitatton on ships gories of precipitation derived from a 30-year hen period,
during GAT, _, in the summer of 1974. the calcuiMed intertrop- 1931-1960. (Category 1 d_,notes that the precipitation for the
tcal precipits ton nmxtmum an the _astern Atlantic ts about month is within the range of the amount that fell m the six
half as large as the measured maxJmum.] dnest yem of the base period; and $ denotes that tt us within
the range of the ux wettest years of the base period. 0 de-
notes that tt m lets, and 6 that tt us more than any prectptta-
7. Dorman and Bourke (1979. 1981) give the normal tton that fell during the 30.yeat base period.)
seasonal and annual distnbutiorm of precip]tatton over the At-
bmtzc and Pacific Oceans, from 30"S to 60/70"N, as obtamed
by the method of Tucker (1961) and a latitude.derived co,'. 9. Ran et el. _1976) derived weekly (and also monthly,
rection for the air temperature, seasonally and annually) averqed maps of p_pttation over
the oceans, for the period II Dec. 1972 to 28 Feb. 1975,
Tucker's method consists of asailninj a given amount of from measurements with the Eiec;rdcaJly Scannml Microwave
precipttation to the different present weather types (clear sky. Radiometer on the polat-orbitm8 Nimbus-5 satellite. The theo-
dnzzle, showers, heavy oo_tinuous r_, etc.) that ate listed in reucaUy drayed calibration of the prectpttatson rate as a func-
the synopbc weather code. T,,-ker derived the preapitat_on tton of the measu.'_ nuc=owave bnjhtnmm temperature, for
amo._nt, for each cateaory of the synoptic code that t= assoc- dtfferent freezing levels, wu verified m a ground-bund expen-
iated with precipitation occurrin$ at the time of observation, ment m which upwan:l-vlewmll microwave bnlPhtnem tempera-
by correlatm8 that synoptic code report with the measured auras were competed wtth meamued rainfall rates. In calculat-
precipitation at some statsons on the periphery of the British sn8 the precipiUtUon from the measured bnlhtmnm temperatures,
hiu. Dorman and Boutke (19781) examined the universal, they used one of three prescribed hetlghts of the 273"K ao-
ity of Tu_er's coeffietents by using also coastal station data therm over the globe.
along the periphery of the Atlanuc and Pacific Oceans, from
south of the equator to 8bout 741"N. They found that there [The overall pattern and general malnitudes of the asasomd
was a latttudmal buts related to the local au"temperature: and annual precipitatton, u shown in throe n_lm, conform
i,e., rainfafi was mcreamnllJY underestunated as 8it temperature fasrly wee with the normal sauomd and annual precipitation
increased. They found that this effect was systematic and distributions wen by Dcrman and Bourke (1979, 1981).J
coukl be corRcted by empificaJ form ,,t-- for the annu_, sea-
tomd and monthly aferelm. Dorman and Bou.,ke (1979,
1981) uas the Tucker method and those comction coefflc-
tents to obtain the seasonal and annual precipttation, for 2"
latitude by 5" ionlptude rectangies, over the Pac_¢ and Atian- gefefenc_ '
tic oceans. The mvut asia,for"prasent weather" and ur
temperature, were the synoptic observzticns taken by a wide
vmety of shill of opportumty, for the period 1950-72 m the Albrecht, F, 1960: Jahteskat_en des Wkme- und Womm_utu-
hcific and 1_$O-74 in the AtlanUc, as provtded by the nu_- shaltes der Ozeane. liar. Dt. Wetterd.. Nr. 66, Offenbach,
p_tic tape data Ide maintained by the North _ctfic Expert-
meat (NORPAX) group at Scripps Institution of oce_nolgrephy, Baumpnner, A., and E. Rmchel. 1975: The World Watey B84-
La JoUa, They also prment mapeof th_ normalized amptituoe ante, Mean Annual Global. Continant_ and MaJ_tima
and plume of the first two annmd hatmomcs of the preapita- ci_iUttion r Evaporation and Runoff. Elsevier PabUshing
tion, as derived from monthly mean predp4taUon esUmates Co,, Amltardam/Oxf,_rd/New York, 179 pp and plates.
(which am Ipven, for the Pacifl,, ocean, in Dorman a_, Bourke,
1978b.) For the Pacific Ocean, some informs.on ul also lUven Domum, C. E., and R. H. Bourke, 1978a: A Temperature Cot-
about the diunud v_riaUon of precipttation, recUon for Tucker's Ocean Rainfall EsUmetes, I_J_. J.
go_t Meteor. So(:., 104, pp 765-773.
A detailed intercompm'_Jon and _tio_ evaluatt_n of these Domum. C E., and R. H. Bo_rke, 1978b. Ma_J of Pacific
vm'tous estimates of the normal atmuad and _monal prectpita- 1_ Rep. No, 78-2, Center for Marine Studies,San
:_,ndtltKo_tiom, though des=tibia. ,tl beyond the asmlp_.d DiellO State University, 14 pp + 34 Fip.
gope of th_ rmqew. We should, nonethelmm, note that there
an _ differences in _ esttnmtes, over the continents as Dornum, C. E., and R. H. Bourite, 1979: Preci_tation over
vmll es owr the oomns. Over lease arm of the o_atm _ome the hch'ic ocean, 30"S to 60"N. Hoq. Wes, Rer., 107,
of the estimates differ by a factor of two, pp 896-910.
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PRECIPITATION MEASUREMENT REQUIREMENTS FOR
GENERAL CIRCULAT_N CLIMATE MODEL DEVELOPMENT .AND APPLICATIONS
Yale Mintz
Dei_artment of Meteorololgy,Umvemty of Maryland, Collele Park, MD 20742
aria
Lab. Atmosphanc S_Jnces, NASA Goddard SpaceFlqlht Center, Greenbelt, MD 20771
Introduction panel _ho._,.sthe heatmlt by all of thesepro_e_s, toFethex wnth the
Ignoble heat.transfer from the underlytnll landand ocean.
A |enend circulation madel is a xt of finite-difference ana-
IOllUeSof the _uatnons that Ilovern the ch_rqlesanthe st_.e of the We _e that radiation producesmutt, smallerhonzontai I_t-
atmosphereover the IlJoblddomain With liven mltUdstate and d_nts of neat,hi than t'.,etwo kinds of condentation heatm&
boundary ¢ond_tmns,theseconse_atton equations(for mace, It _sespectaUy'he stmnll horizontal igadlent of the h=atml by
momentum, enerly and water substance)are ,qte_ated numer- cumuluscondensationand convection In the tropics that forcesa
Icafiy to obtain the fields of the phyttc-I state vatutbles" pgeuure, stronl dlverlent motion f'mldwithin the tropicsand subtropics.
velocity, temperature, water vapor and clouds. Whde dora4 an,*, ThL_motion field, by subtKlenceand horizontal advecttonof heat
the caJculaOonsrereadthe matt and mome_Jtumtransfers,the Into the _bttopics, producesthe mld-lautude barochmc zones.
enetllyproductionsand enerl_ convemon_, and the compositional and. m turn, these baroclmtczonessupp',ythe avadable potential
chanlgeprocemesthat control the dntnbutlons of the state van- energy for Igeneratln| the extratmpIcaJ wave-cyclones. (What the
ables. [For exaur_pleso[ suchgenera] cLrculltion climate models, fqluredoes not show is the very I_lge longitudinal vanaoon of the
and of clunate stmulatJonsmade wtth these models,v,e, respec- cumulusconde.satJon hea_mllm the tropics, which a_ affects the
tsvely. Chanl (ed.). 1977. and WMO/ICSU, 19791 cucul_tton.)
Preclpltatmn ts not one of the ph, _ac_lstate vmables of the The abdity of a Igenend circulation model to sunul_te (and
atmosphere Unh_e ware: vapor and cL,vds (or snow on the _..'edlct) climate w,ll, therefore, Itutly depend on how weU the
ground and motatuteu, ',e so_), ttts not art of the atmosph_flc model sunuiatu the heatml of the atmosphere;and cs_ct_ly, on
(or IltOund) compouttor fled. Precipitation ta a proc_ that how we_ it _amulates the heatml by cumulus condenmt_on and
than|Is the compo._tion r_:ld, convection.
There are two waysm which ItJobadprectp;tation meamue- It would b¢ tdell if measurementscould re_lJ how the hon-
mints _ a_d m the development and u_ of IleneraUcUrcu_',,on zontal dittributmn of the _laasg of d,e latent ,_.mtof condenmtion
cl._..ate models, vanes wqth e_vation. But avcgt_if we can only meuum the hori-
zontal dultnbution of the total latent heat release, as ev_dencad by
(I) prgcipttaUon mealt_ements can verify the ca_cu_ted the precipt_t_on that mlC,_¢l the earth's mtface, that wo_dd he ,
precipitation and. thereby, help im_ the _dculatmn of the very u_ful. It wocdd he suffic_nt to kno_ the pratt _t_tion aver-
therm-t forcmll thai producesthe I_tle scadeatmosphenc_rcu- ailed over a day, averagedov_r _u_ companbk_ ;,_ t : Irld-lr_u
lauon, and of the vner_ curcul_tmn modeb [which pre--nUy a_'_ahou_ (200
kin) 2 to (400 kin) 2, but by the end of thai decac_ wdl probably be
(2) precipitation rm ,sun_mgntt can he used to ilutialLze one (50 kin) 2 to ( IOOkin) 2 ], and wi:h an ,--curacy, tr this time- and
of ella very i,_l_olXa_ttphy..w._ _tlte _,l'_k_s of a climate model, spac_l-averalle, of about 0.3 nun/day (which, for the raisons of
the sodmou_tu_e, aboveav_nql_precipitation,ulan accuracy of about I0_). "
It would b_ helpful it, concurrent with the precipitation mea-
l. Global Meaumt_mants of P_ctl_ltation for Verffyi_l and surements, theie we_ alto meaausments of the diatrtl_ution of the
Imwo_u_ the Therm_d Forc_L4 of the Atmo_phare ciood top hegl_tl,_(,,_d, especud]y,of the cumul_orm clouds,
w_uch convict t_a mleatml heat upws_ds.)
The _ m mot_l_ of the atmo_here _ pmdueaM by
homont_ differenc_ m the heatmll of the atn_re. It ta the
horutom ,u i_'_lient of huttnll that Ilenerater '_v_u_b_epotentu_ 2. Gloha! Meuutem_nts o( rm_pttatton for the lmti,tlLtatmn
el_', which IdJ, lthetg plNM_II_I o0flve_gt u_to the It_altlc enal'l_ of 3oi_ _|o_udre
of the latllW_,,_ motions (I..o_nz, 1955).
A _ and mtln'comgmllon of a numhef of ¢llm_te'lenSl-
• Filute I shows an eamnpk of the ttme-av_ and rankly- tmty experunantL made with diffe_nt i_mnd citcu_tion read, b,
everaffld hmlt_q_ m a affiliate _mui_tion with a Fn_'tM circulation _s that the ttmulatecl fields of temr'm,_tum, motion and We-
modal. The lop thn_ pm_ls _w, re_pectrmly, the heatml pro- c_pltatton Ig_atly depend on the sod mo_ture, u_ that this de-
duceclby mi_ramd IoMw_ve radiation, by la_ scaie,_nd,.-n_ pendence h_a ttm_ gat_o(_ montha(Mintz, 1981.) It_
lion, and by c_:mulu_condemmtion and convecUon. The botttm therefor,, of utmost um.'7"xt_ce for clim_ umu_tiont and
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FiE. | Zonally-averaKedheating o(`the atmosphere,in January, ascalculated
in a numer/¢=ls/mulation experiment (Scldes/ngerand Mintz, 1979). Sohd
line contour interval is 0._=C day"1. Top panel: Solarplus Iont_waverad=a-
tional heatma. Secondpanel: Large scaleconden-.,atmnheatm$. Thud panel '
Heatinllby cumuluscondensationandconvection. Bottom panel" Total heat-
mg (sum of the t"u'stthree panels,plus sensibleheat transfer ('tom the under°
lyinl land and ocean.)
climatepredictionsto know the amount of moisturein the _ = _(W.W*) (3)
soil.
and
One way of determinm8 the amout,t of moisture in the ,,od
is by intellxztionor the sod mozsturecontinuity equation. In zts Ep = Ep (1"). (4)
most dmple, but non-trivial form, this canbe written
dw
dt = P - E, Wmax = W" (I) Here, W isthe amount of cvapotranspwation-avadablemoisture m
the soil, W* is the maxzmum availablemotsturethat the sodcan
where hold, P isthe prec_pitatzonrate, E _sthe rate of evapotranspiration,
is the evapotranspiration coefficient, Ep is the rate of potential
E • _ Ep (_) evapotranspiration,andT is the temperature o(`air nearthe surface.
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Figure 2 shews an example of the calculated soil moisture Zo, together with any water that Json the surface; P ,s the rate of
obtained by cyclic integration of equatzon (1) over the year, when preclpitaUon, lzo zs the rate of inrdtration at the level Zo; R> 7.o
P zs the normal observed precipitation; W* zs 15 |m/cm 2 , _ • zs the rate of runoff above the level 7.o, and F_.>7.o is the rate of
I - exp "6"8OV/W') when P < Ep, and _ • 1 when P _ Ep; and evaporaUon of the sod moisture and water that ape above the level
Ep is obtained from the empmca| formula of Thornthwatte, using :o. _E_z o zs the rate ofevapotranspzration of the sod monture
the normal observed surface _ temper, tture. (See Mmtz and Sara- that zs below the level Zo, and which, for the most part, zs removed
tint, 198 l). by the vegetauon.) P>zo is the surface runoff mto rills whose
horizontal spacing ts several tames larger than the depth of the
One can also use tlus method to mttiahze the soil moisture plant root zone. Thts _swater whzch will not be avadable for eva-
distribution in real time. (See, for example, Lome and Pugsley, potransptratJon.
1981.] The giobalprecipitationmeasurements thatare reo,_tred
are.a continuous tune series of the measured dazly (or weekly) We will call W>z o the "detained surface water" (lt ,s the
prectp_tatzun, averaged over the computational grid areas, and water that gets your shoes wet when you walk across a field after
with about 10% accuracy in the tzme and space averages. Thzs the ram has stopped.) It as, perhaps, the water that can be mea-
precipztation, together wzth the calculated potentzal evapotrans- sured from space by microwave radiometry (Scl'unugge, 1980).
pirahon, will produce a re,-tune dismbution of the soil moisture.
Although R>z o and E>z o are functions of W>z o, for the
purpose at hand we need only be concerned wtth the dependence
3. Global Measurements of Detained Surface Water, for the of 17.o on W> zo" For example, if the measured W> Zo is less than
l.nmt/alization of ,Soil Moisture the field capacity of the sod above level zo, there will be no infil-
tration. If the ,_easured W>z o is larger than field capaczty, there
[n th _- preceding section, the measured precipitation was will be mriltration. The task will be to measure W>z.o and to
used to ootam the mriltratzon of water into the soft. But there know the functton
may be a better way of determininJ the infiltration.
I7.0 • 17.o (W>70 .... ) , (5)
Conszder the water balance for the sm_ horizontal region
shown in Figure 3, where zo denotes a level that.is a few centt- as I7.0 will depend not only on W>z o but also on the propertzes
meters below the surface of the soil. Then we can write, of the soil and its antecedent wetting,
d
d"_ (W>zo) • p - I7o - g>zo - E_>zo ' (4) In other words, the surface of the earth and the top few centz-
meters of the soil would be used as a remotely4enseo "leaky run
puke" There wdJ be a di.,conttn_ity m the "leakage rate" when
where W>z o is the amount of moisture m the soil above the level W>70 changes from being less than to being greater than the field
I
FiE. 2 Soil moisture available for evapotnmsptratinn, in mid-July, as calculated from the observed antecedent rainfall and
estimated potential evapotransptretion (Mintz and Serarmi, 198 1). Untts: gin/;m 2 . Mtxtmum = 151m/cm 2 (=1 $Omm depth
of water.)
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/ about the horizontal distribution of the condensation heating,
// may make it possible to use the method of nonlinear normal
mode initialization to obtain the motion field in the tropics,
_,f lie Jp / where there is a strong interaction between the low level veio-
l J city convergence and the heating by cumulus condensation and[ convection. This, in turn, will influence the prediction of the_/_ motioP, and weather fields in the extratropics,I
' It may abo be possibleto do this when the initialization
I // method is four-dimensional data aslimilation. (See, for exam-i
/_ pie, Miyakoda et al., 1976; Ghil, et al,, 1979). At present,
O because of in_lequate wind observations in the tropic-,, it is
• largely the model predicted heat of condensation that forces
" --_-'"-'_o the circulation and is the main factor in initializing the motion
_ field m the tropics. With measurements of precipitation, we
would replace the model produced condensation heating with
the true condensation heating and, thereby, obtain a better
initialization of the tropical motion field.
Whichever initiaffzatlon method is used, the requirements
are not less than 12-hourly (and preferzEly 3-hourly) measure-
ments of the precipitation, averaged over the computanonal
grid areas, and with an accuracy of about !0%. If there must
be s choice (as in the satellite orbit) between 12-hourly global
coverageand 3-.hourly tropical coverage, it is the latter that 1.1
to be preferred for the motion field initialLzation.
Fig. 3 Concept of the remote sensingof the earth's surface,
treated asa "leaky rain gaul". Measurementof the transient
water within the top few centimeters of the soil is used to calcu-
late the inFdtration into theunderlying soil. References
capacity of the soll above level zo. In addition, if we measure the
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"_ gallons and climate predictions. It was not addreued to the use Experiments. Land-Surface Proce,.aes in Atmosphenc Gnn-
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Precipitation Data for Climate Diagnostics
by
Eugene M. Rasmusson and Philllp A. Arkin
Climate Analysis Center
NMC, NWS, NOAA
Washington, D.C. 20233
I. Introduction
Climate diagnostics is concerned with climate fluctuations whose time
scales are longer than the lifetime of typical weather systems, but shorter than
the time scales of the "climate normals" used to define climate change. Examples
of the phenomena of interest are slow moving weather systems such as "blocking
highs" (Shukla and Mo, 1981), which may produce large regional anomalies lasting
for a few weeks, pronounced seasonal anomalies, such as the abnormal winter of
1976-77 over the United States (Edmon, 1980), global scale systems of atmospheric
"teleconnectlons" (Wallace and Gutzler_ 1981) and large-scale, long period
ocean/atmosphere fluctuations such as the Southern Oscillation (Rasmusson and
Carpenter, 1981; Horel and Wallace, 1981).
Although initial diagnostic studies may be descriptive in nature, their
ultimate goals are an understanding of the physical processes responsible for
the climate fluctuations, and information on the potential predictability of
the system•
Precipitation data are required in studies of both the heat and water
balance of the earth-atmosphere system. Diagnostic requirements for preclpita-
tion data most frequently fall in the following range:
Temporal resolution - 1/2 - 1 month
Spatial resolution - 250 - 500 km
Accuracy - ability to identify significant year-to-year fluctuations
in precipitation
Coverage - large regional to global
Diagnostic data requirements typically range around averages for spatial scales
o_ a few hundred kilometers and time scales of a few weeks• However, both the
averaging period and degree of quantification largely depends on the specific
diagnostic questions being asked. In any case, the basic sampling density
_ in time and space must greatly exceed the time/space averaging element if the
_ episodic, small scale character of precipitation events is to be adequately
resolved.
; The requirement for a stable method of estimation that is accurate enough
• to identify significant year-to-year fluctuations is of central importance to
: climate diagnostics. Observations need not exceed this basic requirement to be
of significant value in diagnostic studies. This fact is recognized in the GARP %L
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16 requirement for a quantitative resolution of four levels of discrlmlnation
of precipitation intensity over the sea. Even "precipitation indices" whlch
are stable but lack absolute calibration are very useful for a broad range of
studies.
2. Global Scale Diagnostics
Precipitation data are required for global scale diagnostics to evaluate
variations of the major latent energy source regions of the earth. The strongest
of these regions are located in the tropics, and are clearly shown by maps of
satellite observed outgoing longwave radiation (Winston et al., 1979). They
consist of (i) the South American Topics, (2) the African Tropics, (3) the
Indonesian - Tropical Pacific area, and (4) the summer Asiatic Monsoon.
The Indonesian-Tropical Pacific area includes the "maritime continent"
region of Indonesia, the Intertroplcal Convergence Zone (ITCZ) and the South Pa-
cific Convergence Zone (SPCZ), which extends southeastward from the New Guinea-
Solomon Island region. All four major latent energy source regions show a
seasonal variation in location and intensity, but only the Indonesian-troplcal
Pacific region exhibits significant interannual variability in both intensity
and location. These variations are associated with the Southern Oscillation/E1
Nino phenomenon (Rasmusson and Carpenter, 1981) and are linked to winter circu-
lation anomalies in the Northern Hemisphere extratroplcs (Hotel and Wallace,
1981). Consequently, this region, which Is located largely over ocean areas
almost completely devoid of conventional precipitation observations, is of major
importance in the diagnosis of North American climate fluctuations.
3. Regional Diagnostics
Under this category we include the more detailed analysis of tropical pre-
cipitation, as well as regional precipitation fluctuations outside the tropics.
Within this context we note two sampling problems which are sometimes given
inadequate attention; terr in effects and dlurna] variability•
Examination of a map of mean annual precipitation over the United States
(e.g. Geraghty et al., 1973), clearly shows the major influence of terrain on
the climatological distribution of precipitation. There is a fairly regular
west to east increase in precipitation across the central part of the nation.
However, over the rougher terrain of the west, and over the Appalachians and
Ozark Plateau, the major spatial variance is on scales of 100-200 km or less.
This small-scale variance must be adequately resolved if unbiased averages are
to be obtained foc larger areas. This often requires a density of surface obser-
vations beyond what is available. In such cases, the observational requirements
can probably best be satisfied using a mix of surface and satellite data•
Diurnal variations of precipitation are most pronounced over land areas
(Wallace, 1975). However, studies such as those of Gray and Jacobson (1977)
and Short and Wallace (1980) indicate that significant diurnal variations may
also be present over many low latitude ocean areas.
Rasmusson (1971) described the complex diurnal variation of summertime thun-
derstorm activity over the United States. Fig. 1 (from his report) shows a
maximum of activity at some pefnt in the nation at most hours of the day.
: Wallace (1975) made an extensive analysis of diurnal variations in precipitation
%-
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over the United States and found areas of significant diurnal variability even
during the winter season.
.ou.o_M,x,Mu._._ouENcY L/_.
OF THUNDERSTO'MS /( _/I(LSTI
rx 9. 1. Ilour (Local standard t_mc) ot _xLmum frequency of
thunderstorms, 3u_e-&uqu/t.
From these and many other studies, it seems apparent that frequent obser-
vations are required throughout the day to adequately resolve the diurnal cycle,
particularly over regions of convective precipitation. The 12-hour resolution
available from a single polar orbiter satellite may provide useful data for
evaluating year-to-year variations in precipitation, particularly for averaging
periods of a month or more, but is unlikely to provide reliable quantitative
resolution of the diurnal cycle.
4. Use of Satellite IR Data
p
There is at present no general technique for obtainlng routine global
estimates of precipitation on diagnostic time and space scales. However, a
number of techniques have been developed to indirectly estimate convective
rainfall using visible and/or infrared (IR) imagery from satellites. Most of
these methods are based on the notion that deeper convective clouds might
produce more rain and on observational findings which show that regions of
rainfall tend to be correlated wlth bright (in visible imagery), cold (In IR),
clouds (Slkdar, 1972; Griffith and Woodley, 1975; Reynolds and Von der Haar,
1975). We will not discuss these techniques here, but will briefly describe
some statistical results which suggest a practical approach for estimating
convective precipitation on diagnostic time and space scales.
Woodley et al. (1980) provides an example of automated rainfall estima-
- tion using IR satellite imagery• Their method estimates the instantaneous
rain rate of a convective cloud by converting cloud area, which is determined
by the contlnguous area above (colder than) an empirically determined radiating
temperature of 253K, to echo area. The conversion requires knowledge of the
maximum cloud area and the cloud size and sign of change (increasing or de-
creasing) of the ares. These are used with a set of empirically generated
functions to determine echo area. Another empirical function of the cloud's
llfe cycle is then used to convert echo area to rainfall ....
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A model such as this requires identification and tracking of individual
' cloud entities throughout their lifetimes in order to determine surface rainfall
amounts. While this process Is not necessarliy too burdensome, given an appro-
priate interactive computer graphics system and an experienced satellite meteo-
rologist, it is quite difficult to automate. An algorithm for automatically
identifying and tracking clouds has been developed (Grifflth, et al. 1978),
but it is expensive to use on a large scale. Routine global application of
techniques such as those of Woodley et al. might well prove impractical.
Arkin (1979) and Richards and Arkin (1981) (hereafter referred to as RA)
have examined the statistical relationship between fractional cloud cover and
rainfall for a variety of time and space scales during the thr_c phases of the
CARP (Global Atmospheric Research Program) Atlantic Tropical Experiment (GATE),
which took place from late June through mld-September 1974. The rainfall data
used in these studies were hourly accumulations In 4 km 2 areas derived from
digital C-band radar measurements complemented by shipboard rain gage data. A
full description may be found in Hudlow and Patterson (1979). Fractional cloud
cover was obtained by applying various thresholds to the frequency distributions
compiled for each 0.5 ° x 0.5 ° area in the GATE A/B array by Pollfka and Cox
(1977).
In the first study, Arkin (1979) approximated the B scale hexagon with the
0.5 ° boxes and compared 6-hour averages of the fractional cloud cover above
(.colder than) various thresholds with 6-hour rainfall accumulations in the same
area for each phase. Figure 2 (his Fig. I) shows that correlations >0.8 are
Eound in each phase for a range of thresholds centered near I0 km (237K). A
linear function of fractional cloud above I0 km was capable of explaining 75%
of the variance in 6-hourly rainfall accumulations during GATE. The regression
coefficients showed little variation when each phase was analyzed separately.
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CLOUD HEIGH? THRESHOLD (kin)
FIo 2 Co.elation _tween rainbll accumulalson and _action of B.scale area
covered by clouds a_ve vinous height thresholds.
RA computed ra/nfall and cloud area above several dlf_erent thresholds
for three regions of different sizes (3140, 28225 and 78400 _m2) for each phase
of GATE. Since not all satellite observations fell on the hour, the fractional
coverages were linearly interpolated in time to give hourly values. This
procedure resulted In comparing instantaneous fractional coverages to rainfall
accumulations during the preceding hour.
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RA computed optimal (least squares) linear models for each combination
i of temporal and spatial averaging scale and several different threshold tempera-
tures. Their results indicate that a practical trade-off exists between the
spatial and temporal averaging scales. For the largest spatial scales, there
is little variation of the model coefficients wlth temporal scale, indicating
that the time averaging is relatively unimportant. For a smaller spatial
averaging scale, a longer time .-_-erage is required before the coefficients
approach a stable value. For the hourly data, the coefficients change consider-
ably with increasing spatial scale. They appear to be approaching constant
values at the largest spatial scales examined. The phase-to-phase variation
in the regression coefficients is relatively small.
The variation with threshold temperature and temporal scale for each phase
and spatial scale of the linear correlation coefficient Is shown In Figure 3.
The patterns of the correlations for the two largest spatial scales resemble
each other and the values are considerably larger than those for the smallest
spatial scale. For both the 1.5 ° and 2.5 ° scales, the correlations approach or
exceed 0.8 during all three phases for broad regions of the temporal scale -
threshold temperature plane. The correlations generally increase wlth temporal
scale for all three phases, but the increase becomes smaller as the spatial
scale increases. It appears that averaging spatlally is effectively equivalent
to averaging in tlme. When a larger spatial average is used, a smaller time
interval is generally sufficient to yield equally large correlations.
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Time series of rainfalI estimates obtained from these optimized one-para-
meter linear models were compared with observed rainfall values. The estimated
values generally reflected the major preclpitatlon events. This Is simply an
indication that these events correspond to increases in fractional covezago at
a given IR threshold. The success of the simple linear model implies that
most major rain producing cloud systems in GATE, when viewed over a faro,
enough area, had an effective mean rainfall rate that did not vary _re _,
from event to event. For individual convective elements, the rainfall _
change throughout the elements' llfecycles and probably vary somewhat iron ,_:e
cloud to another. However, when the area sampled is large enough to conta.
number of individual elements at various stages of their llfecycles, thes_
variations must approximately cancel one another.
RA also compared the estimates of the one parameter model with other
results for the GATE area by Stout et al. (1979) and Woodley et al. (1980).
These methods use a more sophisticated approach of tracking the clouds through
their lifecycles to more accurately relate smaller scale spatial and temporal
variations to tlme-varylng rainfall rates. In these studies, estimates were
made for slightly different areas that that used in RA. Stout et al. made
hourly estimates for the "master array" for several rainfall events, and Grlffith
et al. made 6-hour estimates for a 3° square, centered on the GATE array. R_
found that during the major rainfall events there was a tendency for all three
methods to produce deviations from the radar estimates that were of the same
sign. That is, they either over or under-estimate for the same periods.
This comparison indicates that while Noodle? et al. (1980) and Stout et
al. (1979) showed that the lifecycle effect, which is ignored in RA's model,
is closely related to the smaller scale instantaneous convective rainfall
rates, its importance is reduced for larger spatial and temporal averaging
scales. When the Woodley et al., and Stout et al. GATE rainfall estimates
were averaged over large areas (scales on the order of 2-3" of latitude), they
are comparable to those of the one parameter model.
Indirect estimation of rainfall using visible or IR imagery requires
that satellite derived parameters be empirically related to ground truth.
Because of the complexity of convective precipitation, the relationship will
depend on the statistical characteristics of the fields involved. Any derived
relationship is strictly applicable only to the time and location for which it
has been determined. The degree to which it may be applicable to other areas
and times depend, on the similarity of the meteorological conditions between
th_ two locations. Whatever the relationship may be, it can ultimately be
interpreted aa one relating an effective mean rainfall rate to the fractional
cloud cover. In this light, the results of Woodley et _I. (1980) who based
their estimates for the GATE area on relationships derived from observations of
convective rainfall over Florida, seem to indicate that the effective rainfall
rate for both areas is similar. This seems to indicate that a s_mple approach
along the tines envisaged by Barrett (1970), who proposed assigning a mean
rainfall race to various types of cloud, may be usef_l for time scales of a day
or more and spatlal scales on the order of several degrees of latitude (200-300
km).
' For applicatlons such as climate diagnostics, where short time scales and
small space scales are relatively unimportant, the results of RA suggest that
D-15
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it may be possible to devise a useful rainfall estimation scheme in areas of
predomlnately convective precipitation from satellite IR data based on a linear
relation using a single parameter such as fractional cloud cover, Operational
use of such a _rocedure depends on three things: an accurate IR digital counts
to temperature conversion algorithm; an efficient satellite coordinate to
lat/long transformation: and a trnnsfer function for converting fractional
cloud cover to rainfall estimates or indices,
Considering the broad range of threshold _emperatures for which high cor-
relations exist (Fig. 2), an error of 5K in the digital count to temperature
algorithm would not pose a problem and larger errors could be tolerated. Satel-
lite coordinate to lat/long transformatlons (usually referred to as navigation
of the satellite image) exist (see Arkln, 1979 for a brief discussion). The
navigation required to obtain cloud tracked winds (used in NMC analyses) is
more a_curate than would be required for climate diagnostics precipitation
estimates.
The transfer function for converting from fractJ.onal cloudiness to rainfall
is undoubtedly a function of position and time, For our purposes, we wish to
determine long period (monthly) averages of rainfall tn the tropics on large
(250-500 km) space scales. The only work of which we are aware which addresses
the spatial variation of such a transfer function is that of Woodley et al.
(1980) who applied functions developed from data over South Florida to the
entire tropical Atlantic without any modification so far as we know. Arkln
(1979) and RA found little variation in transfer function from late June through
mld-September in the GATE area. These results suggest that the transfer function
may be a weak fun:lion of space and time, A further indication is found in
the work of Hedd_nghaus and Krueger (1981), who examined time series of emitted
IR obtained from polar orbiting 8atelli:es. They found that on monthly and
longer time scales the variations in emltCed IR were representative of large-
scale variations in precipitation throughout the tropics.
While much more work is needed to firmly establish an appropriate form for
the transfer function, a useful preliminary step for obtaining an index of
rainfall variability over the tropics might be to simply assume an unvarying
transfer function of the form outlined here, where rainfall is assumed a linear
function of fractional cloud cover. It appears, therefore, that all the requi-
site elements are available for obtaining useful diagnostic precipitation
indices for the convective regions of the tropics. The relative simplicity of
the method which has been outlined makes it an attractive candidate for routine
operational use.
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Agricultural Requirements for Precipitation Measurements;
Norton D. Strommen- Robert F. Dale _ Raymond P. Hotha-
Agriculture is a major user of meteorological data. Precipitation data
required to meet the needs of agriculture can be divided into three basic
categories with very different time and spacial resolution requirements.
These are strategic and tactical planning programs in support of the basic
farm production unit, real time impact assessment and research programs.
Real time impact assessraent requires that input data meet stringent time
and cost constraints, but has a more liberal spacial resolution requirement.
Strategic and tactical planning and research requirements for precipitation
data include much higher spacial and time resolution at a reasonable cost.
The suggested orientation for this workshop is to consider a spacial
resolution from satellite-derived data of 250 km by 250 km with a time of
from 2 to 4 weeks as a most likely achievable goal. This resolution will
only marginally meet agriculture's real time crop impact assessment needs and
will give the U.S. farmers and researchers no additional information.
Because of the proposed spatial coverage and time constraints, additional
discussion in this paper will focus on the potential use for the real time
crop condition impact assessment.
The Joint Agricultural Weather Facility (JAWF), staffed by NOAA
meteorologists and USDA agricultural meteorologists, and the Crop Condition
Assessment Division (CCAD) of the FAS are both primary agricultural users of
meteorological information. JAWF is continually looking for and greatly
interested in adaptation of potential new products for crop assessment.
USDA_s initial real time crop condition impact assessment uses soll moisture
analysis where available and otherwise cumulative precipitation data to
determine the likely impacts of a given series of weather events on crop
condition (vigor) and for making estimates of potential yield levels. To
supplement USDA's needs for surveillance of crop conditions, the CCAD is
operationally using spectral-digital data from both NASA and NOAA satellite
sources in its crop condition assessment work. However, both programs (i.e.,
JAWF and CCAD) cur-ently heavily rely on the timely (within 24 hours of
collection) flow of surface synoptic data collected from the WMO-GTS at
NOAA's National Meteorological Center in Camp Springs, Maryland.
In many regions of the world, the ground observations are considered
spaclally too sparse to get a good indication of areal coverage _or
precipitation occurrences. This is particularly true in the tropics and in
higher latitudes where most summer precipitation falls in the form of
showers. To extend the limited ground truth data, environmental satellite
photos are now used to sketch out the probable areal extent likely to have
received precipitation from a storm or series of storm systems. This
qualitative extension of precipitation coverage is highly subjective and the
associated accuracy is sometimes less than desirable. The satellite data
has, however, been extremely useful for identifying large areas that receive
no precipitation, i.e. locations of regions having no cloud cover for
extended periods. This is only one important application now used on an
operational basis at JAWF for monitoring developing drought potential for
large regions around the globe.
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Another application, already implemented in operational worK, is that of
extending surface data reports into representative area coverage of
significant _eather events. This is particularly important when surface
reports are very sparse. Such an application enhances the area estimates of
precipitation ?or input as needed to regional type yield models and/or in the
calculation of regional crop yield indices. In these cases no attempt is
made t,) identify local conditions which may vary significantly from those of
the region as a whole.
A third application used at JAWF is the verification of the extent of
possible severe weather events. The NMC cooperates by scanning incoming
synoptic repo_ts for events which exceed a given list of agriculturally
sensitive criteria, i.e., precipitation greater than 75 mm in 24 hours or
winds in excess of 50 knots. The satellite cloud formations can often be
used to help verify whether the reported event is likely to have occurred as
well as the probable extent of the area covered by the event.
A fourth JAWF application involves use of satellite data to monitor the
seasonal shift of the major synoptic features and their associated rainfall.
The progress of the monsoons over the oceanic areas of the Pacific and Indian
Oceans can be easily foll_wed with satellite imagery.
These examples are all qualitative techniques that employ the integration
of satellite cloud images to enhance available ground truth data. The next
step is to provide quantification of precipitation amounts for crop growing
regions f-am satellite imagery. The accuracy requirements of agriculture are
variable. The use of the new products will, however, require that the
satellite estimates show an improvement over the estimates that can be
derived from aggregation of the ground data network. The satellite
precipitation estimates need not be restricted from using ground derived data
wherever they are available. In fact, it is encouraged that adaptation of
satellite imagery for estimating area precipitation be developed and tested
using both the combination of surface and satellite data and using satellite
data alone. This work, however, should be done in regions where an
adequately dense ground truth network exists for verification of the
satellite derived precipitation estimates. To date, evaluation of efforts to
use satellite data alone indicate this work generally results in
over-estimation of lighter precipitation amounts and an underestimation of
the heavier rainfall totals. However, the estimates between the extremes
were generally clustered closer to the ground truth data network.
Agriculture users often prefer to convert precipitation data into
estimates of soil moisture (SM) or plant available moisture (PAV) where PAV
reflects only moisture in the root zone of the growing crop. Dale 1981,
reported on work completed in Indiana using the Purdue Soil Moisture
Simulator (PSMS) to predict PAV and compared these results with measured PAV
using two different density precipitation data networks. The results (figure
i) show that the dep_-tures from the measured PAV in the top 105 cm of the
soil generally increased with the decreasing density of ground observations.
This clearly demonstrates that the research community must approach the
potential use of the large region precipitation estimates with great caution.
Certainly, the only potential agricultural user of the large region
precipitation estimates would be for large area operational crop condition
assessment, where localized departures are not critical to a successful
product.
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Additional consideration from the agricultural user's viewpoint is
timeliness. To be useful, the products should be available to the user
within 24 hours after the end of the production period in question, be it
daily, every two weeks or on a morthly time schedule, and at a cost that is
competitive with the current systems, especially for the basic product. These
latter points are -aised to ensure that the research planning leading to the
eventual satellite-derived precipitation products can be cognizant of the
constraints in the three basic categories. The operational agricultural
users consider precipitation data as a perishable input, and unlike the
researcher, they will put timeliness and cost as well as accuracy very high
in the requirements to be considered.
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Figure I. Measured vs. predicted soil moisture in top 105 cm using Purdue Soil Moisture Simulator (PSMS) and
"county-average precipitation" interpolating linearly from first and second order station networks (o) and with
precipitat:on measured at station within 2 km of soil moisture observation site (m).
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HydroLogic _oreceetLnS Requirements for qPrecipitation Dat• from Space Heaeurement,
Hich••l O. Hud[ov, Richard K. Psrnsvorth, end Douglas R. _reene
Hydrologic R•search Laboratory
National Weather service, NOAA
S_Lver Spring, Maryland
ABSTRACT
The r•quirements for precipitation me•sure,ants from space for hydrologic
forecastle S •ppllcstions ere discussed. The structure of the hydrolosic fort-
castlnS service of the National Weather Service (MIJS)is described, and an
attempt is --d• to estimate the s•npling end accuracy requiracmnts for a range of
spatial and temporal avers|in S scales corresponding to various NWShydrologic
applications. Pin•lip, the d•t• base requirmnts are •ddressed. The critical
point Ls -_,de that for the date sourc•s to be 1oat useful op•ration•Lly at the
NWSRiver Peter•st Centers, the data must be available on-line in a forint
compatible with coaputer proc•seins. 5•repel data base systems are illustrated
in • scenario for a smlti-seneor rainfall analysis system (HSRAHS). Actually,
HSRAHS is the loft•re exlstln I vithLn the various colnpUtlr environments required
to preptocess, process, and analyse rainfall infot_atlon from multiple sources.
1. IRTRODUCTIOHA_ BAOCGROUHD Roy•vet, -any other Federal end non-
Federal or|antsations do becom involved in
_ydrolosic forecastin$ in its broadest various aspects of hydrologic forecaetlns. For
sense covers the prediction o_ the quality and ex,--ple, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (1
quantity of all components of the hydrolosic Federal agency) and the Salt River Project (a
cycle (S]mposlul on Hydrologic Forecasting, non-proflt organisation -•naiad by landowners
1980). For the purposes of this paper, however, located in Central Arizona) produce their ov_
the scope viii be restricted to the _nquirmnt, specially-tailored river forecasts, which are
for prncipttstion m•aurexmnts frol space as used to supple-ant the _ forecasts. These
inputs to the forecasting of quantitative sHcial forecasts are used in s•kin S decisions
streemflow enmunte for scales rinsing from those pertalnins to the operation of their reservoirs
required to diagnose flash floods to those and other ripari•n structures, but the forecasts
needed for derlvlns seasonal rater supply fore- are not dissemin•ted directly to the public.
casts. So--- of the mterial presented also my
be relevant to water quality forecastin|, since The hydrolosic colponents of the Rat3 con-
water quantities have s direct effect on psi- sist of headquarters elements and • research
Intent concentrations and thus knowledge of the laboratory located in Silver Spring, Naryland;
quantity of water end its transport Ls often • 13 Riv•r Forecast Centers (RFC's) located across
prerequisite to the diasnosis or prediction oE the United States (PlEura I); and service
etreamflov quality, hydroto$1ets located in -any of the Weather ,
Service Forecast Offices (MaPs',). There are
Specifically, subsequent sections of this appronl-ately $0 WSI_)'s Located across the
paper rill briefly cover the structure of the
country vlth at least one in most elates. For a
hydroLo|ic forecasting service of this country further description of the relationships and
and vii1 discuss the spatial and temporal interactions between the hydrologic and -ateoro-
requtrmnts for prec_pitetion data to support lo8ical components of the INS, see Clark (1977).
the various hydrololic force••tin8 procedures.
_cur•cy and date-base structure require-ants The current and future hydrolostc pro-
also ere discussed, endures used by the BFC'e are discussed by
Oetroveki (1979). Several types of hydrolosic
2. S_IUCTIJILE0P U.$. HYOItOLOGICFOUCASTXHG Iodels are currently used (Schaake, |976).
SBEVX(Z These include Antecedent _aclpit•tion tndex
runoff waels; conceptual nydrolojic etreamflov
The Congressional OTsa_tc Act of w)dele, vhich use r•tnfall, and/or sn_._fall, end
October l, |490 end subsequent reorinnisattons potential evapotranspir_tion as inputs to a soil
aeeilrned to the Meather Bureau [nov the Bltion41 moisture eccountln g system; errs--flay routin S
_eather Service (INS)| the duties of the fore- models; reservoir operations aodels; end water
canton| of we•that, the issuing of steel yarn- supply forecast -*,dale. The total eyete_ of
tess, _he display of weather and flood signals _odels, together with the date collection and
for the benefit of a|_-'lc--_u"_uure,commrce, and data processing mdulee, is called the _ River
n•VtE•tion, the EaRing and reporttn| of Forecast SyeCe_ (lrdSRl_). Oetroveki (1_79) also
; rivers..." The INS is the o_ly federal discusses the current types of data inputs that
. ore--'_'_'|itton 1rEaLly authorised to disseminate ire available to _SRI_. In the case of pre-
t_ver and flood forecasts and v•rninse directly cipLtation, sources ranl_ fro_ -anualLy read
to the poblLc, rain 8sEes to ru_tely sensed maeurmnts frou
l•nd-b•eed dilLteL radars. _n the future, the
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Figure I. The 13 MS River Forecast. Centers and their respective forecast areas.
role of satellites potentially can becole In the short-re•Ha cateHory, the flash-
increasingly important if the requirements flood fells at the shortest end of the tin
dlscussad in the subsequent eve sections can be scale, occurring in periods me•sured in minutes
uet. up to i fin, hours. At the ocher end of the tim
spectrum, it is feaslbLe to predict vLth a f•ir
3. SA_LIHG AND ACCURACYREQUIRZHEKTS degree of accuracy seasonal water supplies in
Chose areal vhare • Ierse fraction of the runoff
is produced frol snovmlc; for enanple, raterks described by KohLer (1958), the opera-
tional problems confronted by the hydrologic stored in snovpecke provides as mch ee
forecaster can be partitioned sccordlns Co the 70 parcan_ of the water supply for the vestern
lead time of the forecaet,vhich is related to states of the O.8. (Chang at el., 1981).
the Ciue scale for vhlch the forecast applies.
EohXar Hives sow of the purposes to be served Hoot of the etremtf._ov forecast uadeL4
by short-ranKs hydrologic forecasts (referred to used by the RdS IFC'I require precipLtation
by Eohiar as Less than 10 days) and by forecasts ever•Hod over a basin or sub-basin area ae
for uonchly or Is•sat tim periods. These input, rne else of the area, as veil an the
include: teuporal period over vhich the precipiteti_ is
averaged,depend on the hydrologic application
Short ran|e forecasts -- ueu•ll_, less than end oct data evailabillty. Quicker data avail•-
t0 days bailey can lead to improveltnts in the Heart ,|vacuatin s people 8nd vithdrevln8 ,'oveble Forecast Lead Time (NFLT) for • Siyen eise
property from the pith of a,1 oncou/ng vetarehad; but, If the quicker dace are lees
flood, reliable, then the reliable I(I_T can even
Fight/aS floods -- sand-bagging, closing of decrease (Jectsar ata---a-_-.,'_'979).
sates in levees and flood veils, planning
for operation of pumps. The frequency of samples required to
Operetin8 dam. Particularly valuable for achieve s desired accuracy for • liven averaging
flood control, Mvi8•tion, end mlciple- do 4in rill depend on the veriebigiCy of the
purpose structures, precipitation ie time and, since rainfall Hen-
Pl•nnins for lov-flov navies•ion, eralIy is I none•erie•sty process, the yetis-
Scheduling diversion end distribution of biLity in space Le related to the variability in
irrigation rater, tiN. Furthermore, the precipitation veriw-
Scheduling .lover production, bility is related to the type of preclpiCetLon
Plan•ins construction york in or near vhich, in turn, Jury be related to seeecm for •
stremw, given locality. Figure 2 LlluotraCes hey the
relative variability of ev_rqe scorn precipi-
tation varies for a 400 ILL" network in centralNon•hi 7 end lon|er forecasts
Establishing LonK'rahse flood prevention _LLinoie (ChenHnon and Huff, 1980) for several
amd control operations, different precipitation types. The relative
- Planning for agricultural operations in variability vouLd incraale for ell precipitation
irrigated areas, types for aver•SinS increments Less than those
getabLiehLn 8 schedules of pomlr operation, of the total stem periods.
Plannings mJnicipaL rater supplies.
Planning for long-range navigation Because the variability of rainfall varies
actlvltiee, rich type and location, Lt Is difficult to
8anernLLsa the esuplLn| requirements. _ver,
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hydrololists in the mS Office of Hydrololy
10_I i l 1 1 1"_ i 1 I (Pigure _). The mean percent errors given in
_ 60 F/gure _* were arrived st by _zrs¢ considerinl
the qesnitude of errors tolerable for current
i 601 operational techniques using conventional datafrom lend-based precipitation systems. These
i _0| r_ initial error values vere then relaxed further
after considering soml of the practice] and
technical limitations likely to be encountered
in estimating precipitation frown satellite
information muet be realistic in specifying
accuracies; the "botrom line" to keep in mind is
10 I l 1 I I I _ ' t that the hydrologic forecaster viii use the best
0 I O.Z 0 5 L 0 0 quantitative precipitation infomation avail-
NIt,OREAVEIUt_$TO_qIHtECIPITATIOll,tncMS able. Currently, the svailability of such
information for computer compulstions often il
Figure 2. Relations between relative variability
end precipitation type on • 400 mi2 network in very limited, especially in real or near-reelt[_. Precipitation masureQents frol space
central Illinois (from Chaninon end Ituff, 1980,
p.40). TI_A - thunderstorm cases; RI( - rain shover offer the potential of significantly increasingthe availability of rainfall infortstlon for
cases; R,S = continuous rain and easy cases. operstional hydrologic forecasting applicstione.
With the above philosophy in mind, the
for short-terl forecasting spp|icatLons, it is mean percent errors given in Figure 4 ere those
infometive to examine ecqe results presented in vhich _ reflect the mexinmm acceptable
Figure 3 from Rudlov and _rkeLl (L978). Figure 3 error (vhich ve can expect to achieve once
lives estiietee of the mean percent error that satellite techniques have been calibrered for a
can be attributed to incmnplete smtplLn8 (i.e., specific 8eolraphic area and precipitation type)
temporal sampling error) for various smeplin8 from satellite estimates alone over the rm, ge of
intervals and Sial areas and for l-hr, 2-hr, spatial end temporal averaging scales indicated.
3-hr, and 6-hr everelin8 intervals. The results The forecaster obviously vould prefer the
shove in Figure 3 are based on digital radar highest accuracy achievable. Conversely, pre-
date collected over the lectern tropical capitation egtilates frol satellite date rich
Atlantic Ocean during the GAJLP Atlantic Tropical accompanying errors larger then those given in
Experiment (GATE). To consider these results is Figure & vQuld still be quite useful if the
of value because the eamplin8 requirements for errors in the eetellite patterns are let|ely due
tropical convection in the [ntaktropicel to systmtic biases and if other independent
Convergence Zone, v_ere the GAI_ data vsre date are available for coaparison end melding
collected, may not be that dLseL_tla¢ from those vith the lateLlite dais. An example of • am|ti-
ler thundersto_ convection In nLtd-latitudee end sensor prscipitation analysis system is pre-
probably represent the li-,itiog case to be met seoted in Settles 4.
for precipitation smsplin8 from space. Also included Ln Figure 4 ere estinates of
As mentioned above, the sampling frequency miniBuR temporal lamplin 8 frequencies required
requ{red depends on the application. For to achieve the corresponding m=curacies These
example, the detection of excessive rainfall at sampling frequency requirmnCe are rough es¢i-
the tallest spatial scales that can produce metes taken from Pilate 3 (for the scales
flash floods viLL require s,,nples spiced c,n the covered in filure 3). The sapling frequency
order of -.;nulls v(liLe, ac liven by Johoeon and selenites for the larger scales, felling outside
Verier (L977), veebly observatlono ere surfS- the domain represented in Figure 3, vere
¢ientLy frequent for -.*ppin8 easy cover for --,st obtained by extrapolating the results of
eppLi¢gtLons. Also. the vevelenlth and tech o PlEura 3 and by referrin8 to data from other
nique employed to ee¢i-_,te the precipitation may authors (for example, Johnson and Verier, 1977).
dictate even shorter eam?liq intervals than
vouLd be required to achieve the sdme accuracy &. DATA BASK UQUIILEJtRT$
frm direct precLpiCetLoe meanureuents, llegrL
end Adler (1980), for emil, suggest that Lc The Nations! R-search Council's Space
may be n,eceseary to collect infrared sateLLits Application Soerd (1980) recently concLoded
data at high tim resolutions (every $ .,;nulls) chat recoemandetions uncle in 197& to the
if thunderetoru-<op ascent rates, estie_ted from National Academy of Sciences ms remote sensing
the hri8htneee temperatures, ere _Jod to infer applications to hydrology "remain valid but
rainfaL'L rates. _'he reaeoa for this is that the _oetly umst.*' The Pseel o_ rater Resources,
tope M¢end rapidly emer s short tim period under the Space Applications Ioard, optinLe-
durLq the rapid grovth phua of the developing ticnLLy viers the use of rtmote|y sensed datefor resource prediction. Ilmmver. the pmsel
stage of the stem. states that "to be useful for prediction,
ALthcmgh thole is very limited infornacioe tetotely sensed data mat be compatible vith
available oe sampling requirements for _chievin8 nultheltattceL modeling of hydrologic systema."
seeeee,_ry a_cureciae for various hydroLoji¢ 'L'hie ie In extremely critical /mint to beet in
forecastle8 epplLrstiose, se have compoeLtod • _Led for hydrologic forecactin8 applications.
ALL of the M liver Forecast Csetere rely
. heavily on oug_rLcaL models _nd auto.IlLs date
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Figure 3. Upper tw pinele: _tJn absolute percent difference be:yeas rainfall eetluates usin I g-sin
base unpile I intervals end those using coa:sez eanplLnl Lntervele for a range of spatial everelin I end
temporal lettErS=los scales. Lover two panels: Sat so upper two, except a 1S-ale base seepllnl
lnCsrval yes used an,4 longer integration periods were included. Eased on analysis by Hudlow and Arks11
(1978), who used digital radar data collected over ths eastern tropical Atlantic Ocean d_rlng the GAJUP
Atlamttc Tropic81 F,xporlmemt (GATE).
processing proceduree. For data sources to be infrared 8aoeynchroooue eatsl|ltse. Also.
noes useful operationally, the date must be Vilhsit at el. (1977) hive developed a technique
available on-line in a fames compatible vith for uppLn I rainfall rates over the oceans using
computer prate:linE. This becomes [ncreeeinlLy nicrovsve date frol the Ninb_e polar orbiting
Lnportsnt as the scale of the phase,Neon being satellite. However, none of thee: procedures
forecast decreueo end, correepondiniLy, the ere currently available on-line for hydrololic
Lead tiil hetvQen the occurrence of the precipi- for:ca:sial. The Oliver/ScofieLd technique his
titles and the hydrologic event dscrealse. Even been used on I eetected belie to provide accuse-
for easy u_ppin I for water supply forecasting, lated rainfall u_pe to fisld offices during
which UlUelly pertains to relatively large critical rain{all events, _ plane axle: to
scales (Fia_re 4), the large data volume free partially _tlto_t,! this technique using • in-
the satellite sen:ore, 4rodthe infonJational uchino intsractiv_ eyetm (Hesse, 1900), This
flay that results, tim be asia effectively nail- eyeS:l, called lit, Interactive Plash Flood
lied only if ve turn lore to sure.tic (,ethane) Analyser (Ii_A) _*ill be used Ln support of the
pro_essLog of the ina|sry (Meisr, 1900). INS Plash Ylood warninl PrOlram.
Progress hu bean lode in recent years tscolniui_ I the need to 8utollatl the use
_- toward the ¢ouputartead derivation of estsllite of infOnUltLOn from mLtLpLe reinfmll sen:ors
rainfall eetL,L, tee. For example, Grif|ith for hydrologic ep#licstions, the _ Office of
st el. (19lL); LovoJoy end AuetLn (1979); Stout Hydrology, through its Ryd_oLolL- Research
et el. (1979); lcofield mul OlLver (1977); end Laboratory (RltL), LnLtLstsd the as|sing Hydro-
Noose (1900) h,ve developed proceduree for seal- loll: ILainfsll Anely_.e Project (gqL_P). RRAP ie
utLn I raLnfaL1 uaLq data from vilLhls and/or aimed st LoprovLnr .ha scquieLtLon, preproceeein8,
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F£iur4 4. H4x_ iccepcibll uan perc•nt •rror (f£rsc valu• In oh• parenth•e•e) is • function of
te_porI1 and special averallnl scales. Also satiates of the m_ntuum temporal ,empties freciuencle•
(samples per dsy) raqu:red to achieve the accuracies era liven as the second value in the parentheses.
Lsrier error• vould be acceptable £f the •trots in the sate111re patterns are prLur1.1y due ro
systematic b_ee• •n..._dd£f other independert data are available for comparison and amldln S v_th the
qte11£te data,
SPATT.&L AV_P,AG_NG INTERVAL
1 kal2 10 ka2 100 ka 2 1,000 ks 2 10,000 k_ 2 lOO,000 tm2
9 I I -, I , I • I
Flesh F1 oo d Advisories
0.5 hr- (100, 144) (75, 144) (40, 24) (15. 24)
I hr- ( 75, 96) (60, 48)
2 hr- ( 50, 48) (60, 24) Flash flood advisories, river forecast,
oo11 moisture cond/cion evaluation• e**
> (20, 24) (20, 24)
So11 molatur.* cond_.t:ion evaluations, P.J.ver forece•c_.n l, vicar structures
" reservoir operation• desisn s, asuresenrs***
.m 6 hr- ( 50, 24) (_5, 18) (15, 48) (15, 18)
_EO_NCHRONOUSDATA
..... P_D_i-_i'_X .........
> 1 day- ( 45, 24) (40, 8) (15, 24) (15, 2)*<
Sot1 moisture condition evaluation, C_op' yield, rarer supply forecelrs,
reservoir operatione and hydroclJJ_Cololy ,hydrocl/,L, cololy, rater structure•|
j Idsoilp_ nGesureunt s***I re•k- ( 30, 4) (15, 2)*I
GZOSY_QUROUOUSDATA
I month- Soil moisture, hydrocl_¢ololy and vicar (10, 2)*
structures de•tln moaeurmwents
( 20, 2)** (15, 2)*'
I year-
• Ll,,_.ted dally sens£nle (lees than 4) can result /n sLl_nXftcan¢ biases when diurnal effects
ere introduced either by moteorololicel or sensor effects.
e•
Tf iilnLftcsnt diurnal effects do not" •x1•¢, dell from his h •patti1 resolution satellite•
such Is LA/_SAT could b( useful even vlrh lonler lncereemplin I Intervals.
• **[•rLmRCes for chess applications and correepondtnl scales require relatively an•liar acceptable
errors because they Ira more hLlhly processed end ere of a sore quenrlrar.Lve nature.
qu•lity coetrollinmo and optimll morlin! of Fisurt 5 illustretee _he various dice
mulCi-,eneor data bases for input to hydrolosic coeJp_nente and _oupuCer facilities currently
forecan¢inl models (Greens er it., 1979). In envieto.ed to cmq_riss • lqul¢isensor Rainfall
the forlelelble future, it eeeslo Likely that ir Analysis System (HSRANS). Actually, HSltA_J is
vLl! re,sin necessary to cm_ere end combine the the software that esiste within the vlriou•
remotely sensed elteLlite data with data avail- ¢C_LSpqtarsnvtro_nre Some of the individual
able from lend-based remora lena•re and/or in components of HSRANSere on-line _Jov (for
• iru sensors (rain Sail|) in order to achieve example, the Henri DiSLcised Rider (HDR) file
the quantltstive _ccurecit• required for hydro- end the Vinible/Infrered Spin Scan Itad_oum_er
lollc forecsetin 8. Also, role-isle data ire (VISSR) file}. For an eaplenetioe of the data
• , probably sue of the better "It•end truth" acquisition end the Sanitation of the VISSR dice
sources for eviluetxnS the merits of various bees from th• G•oetationery Operational
" satellite rainfall estimatiol procedures. Enviromnrel Satellite (GO_S), see _k:Clein
Fernevortn end Centerford (LgSO) prop•s• the usa (19so) end Vlters end Green (l_Tq). Other
of an "equivalent rnin-iqe density" for lilies- qSItA/(5 componnnCe Ire nO_ nov on-line (for
Ln8 the accuracy of s_vl|Lce rainfall eerier•tea exmt_le, the RFC G4tevJy Coiputerl), but ell, or
as indicated by the sale density required ro it Least the essential, come•neat• should be in
8LYe equivalent accuracies, esietence vichin I year or _0. _[ will be •
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considerably tonIer period, hovever, before the 7. ItJEFEI_N(_S
total system rill be functioning in an optima!
lu|tiie.eor analysis mode. &chieving this goal Changrmn, S.A. 8nd P.A. Huff, 1980: bvLev of
fIqulres ongoing reeearc_ and development over Illinois 5ummbr Precipitation Conditions.
the nest severs| years to iaqslm_nt multivariate [SWS/DuL-64/80, Urbana,_llinote, 160 p.
objecti.ve sneIysLe procedures such as those
described by C'rawford (1978). This Ls one of Chang, A.T.C , J.L. Foster, D.It. Halt, A. Eanlo,
the objectives of HEAP (Greene et el., 1980). A and B.K. Hartline, 1981. DvteniinatLon of
sis/Lsr project is under ray in the United Snovl)ack Properties by Hicroveve
I[Lo8dom (Collier, 1900). Satellite data base Radiouetry: Theoretical Nodel and
structures in the tut,._re should be planned to Experimental Evaluation. Earth Survey
• ccomwdate the LyNn of numerical uultivariate Applications Division Research Iteport-
soalyeea being developed Is part of these 1980, NASA Technical ,qemorandun _;071, 10-
projects. 14, 19.
_. CONCLUDING UKAJUCS Clark, I.A., 1977: Adaptatioo of _Seteorotogicet
Services to Rydrology Lo the United
In the planoiog for future s,etellite States. Prerrint Volume, 2.d Confereoce
sensors L_d data _)asee, it ts important to keep on Hydroleteorology (Toronto), AJqS,
foremost in mind the ultimate applications for Boston, Massachusetts, 2S-]3.
the data. In the case of meet hydroLoEic fore-
casting eppLicst;.one, it is critical that the Collier, C.C., 1910: D_ta Processing Ln the
data bases be undo available on-line in the Meteorological Office Short-Period Veether
computer snvLronmot boiSE used by the hydro- Porecaetio 8 Pilot Project. Meteorological
loItc forecesters co perform theLr hydrologic H_t_uine, Vol 109. 1980, 161-177.
computerises. &cheerios this viii slier the
strengths of the remotely sensed date to be most Crevford I[. C., 1978. On the Iivariate
effectively utilisad_ sit.co they c_t be used Objective ksalysie of Surface ItsiofalL
vith data from in eitu sensors in • multivariate UeLn 8 0;t/nee Interpolation. PreprLnt
analysis mode. ks indicated in Boctic,_ 3, this Volume, 18th Coolers,nee oa Itad'a'_-
approach should significantly roles the 4,ccurecy NetaoroLol_r (&tlent-), A_IS, Boston,
requirements for the satellite precipitation :i_seochueatta, 336-341.
estimates if the errors in the satellite pet-
terns ere Largely due to systematic biases. Yaresvorth t.L and t.P. Canterford, 1980:
EatsllLte I,aiafaLl Es'.iumtioa for
6. ACROnY_ Ilydrolooic Forec_ntia I. Yocheicml Pepore
of the &nor/can Society of PhotoIraimetry
APeS -- Autouatioo o_ PisLd Ol_tratione and ACSN-AJI_ ConvsntLoe (St. Louis), March
Serviceq 1980, AJJP. PsL_e Church, Vs., _?-LOS.
CO& -- COland • d Data A_uieLtLoo
Etetio_ Greene, D.I., N.D. RudL_, mid I.E. Parnl_o_th,
DO -- Data Collection Plett_ru 1_79: A Multiple Sensor Rainfall ksalyeis
DCS/0PE _ Date Collscticm System/nets Pro- gystm. PreFrin_ Velum, Third Coeference
caseins System so ItydromteoroIolY (Joists), A_8, Bootes,
GAJUP -- _Lobal Atmospheric Research Program Naes_husetce, _-53.
GATE _ _ULP Atlmttic _ropical Experiment
GOEI _ Geootatioear70porstiottmL Grease, D I., M.D. RudL_, end I.E. Johaeoo,
Enviroamentel SatelLite 1900: A Test of Ecme Objective _u_lyoie
-- Rydrololic IainfaL| A_alyeie Procedures for Merlin I ILndsr aid Rain-laBS
Project Data. Pro, prise Volume v 19th 16dar
IIRL 0- Iydr-lojLc Research L_-Boratory Noteoro[oly Conference, April 1980
I_TA _ Interact,re Ptuh Flood ksalyeer (Niamt), AJIS, goatee, N-_.eeghueatte. db?0-
|TLOM8 -- latalrated FLood 0bnervLn 8 msd h78.
Varniq System
NO| -- Nlnual OiEitised Bodef GfLffith C._.,, J.&. AujustL_e , md M.L. k_odley,
N_LT _ Neea Forecast Lead Time 1901: Satellite Reia EstLuatimt la the
H_RAJ_ -- Nultieauor Rainfall AnaLyoie U.S. Iltl_ Plains. J. _ppl. Nurser., VoL.
Syeten 10, me. 1, J_uary 1911, 53-66.
INS _ llaticmsL Weather krvLca
MILl5 -- Ilatio_el Momtkar Service SLyer ludlov) M.D. end I.E. &rkall, 1970: Effect of
Porecaet System Ye_porel _ Spatial lwliq Errors eM
ItFC • _ ItLver Foresee Coatsr Z/E Variability o_ _e_recy of GA2_E Radar
YIIGI - VIlli tnter_tLve RajietretLon sad IaLsfall htLmatss, qfeFfiu VnL--% l$th
GfiddLq System _fefe_ee 0(8 Radar WetoernLojy, AN0,
VIIllt _ VieLblollafrared 8pia k_ Boeto_, Nd"Je_chuaette, Ketch 28-31, 1970,
- Itediomter 34203_9.
._ MDPO -- Uenthef hfvLce hrec.t Office
WOO _ Melthsr Bofv_ce Office Jetti_r, |.O., G.K. Toss.B, I.I. Farm)rtk, mid
J.C. Jckeab't, 1979: Oeel_t of OpefetioesL
PfaeipitltLo_ Id |t:soof|ov wetvorke fH
|Lver Forecastle I. Meter teaovfces
l_ZJ-_g3|
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Severe Storms Requirements
for Precipitation Information
OF PCJO__P_'rf by
Robert F. Adler
Laboratory for Atmospheric Sciences (GLAS)
_oddard Space Flight Center
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Greenbelt, MO Z0771
I. Introduction the techniquessusceptibleto errorswhen
appliedto variousgeographic,seasonal,or
The object(reof this paper is todescribe Synopticsituations.There Is someevidence
the needsfor precipitationinformationin severe (Negrland Adler,Ig81)thatby usingshort
stor_sresearchand in the operationaldetection interva)(5 mln) GOES infrared(IR and visible
and forecastingof such phenomena, For the data to followthe evolutionof individual
purposesof this paper,the discussionwill in- thunderstorms,one coulddeterminethe
eludethunderstorms,tropicalcyclones,and relativeupdraftintensityof the stormand
regionaland mesoscalenumericalmodelsused to relatethisParameterto stormmaximum
analyzeand forecastthese and other reglonal rain?allrate and maximumvolumerainfallrate.
scalephenomena. Fig. I shows TMyn, the minimumTa_ (maximumheight)achlev_ duringth_ life_Tmeof the
This articlewill not cover generalcon- storm,and stormmaximumrainfallrate. TMtN is
vectlveactivityand the cccompanyingrequire- a proxy variablefor sto_ updraftintensTty,
meritsfor hydrologicaldata. Instead,it will A simplephysicalbasis for such relationsand
focus_n the requirementsf_r oDservatlonsof the use of a one-dimenslonalmodel to study
two intensephenonema(flashfloodsand tropical the relationsamongTMt_,updraftintensity,and
cyclones)and the the requirementsfor numerlca) rainfallrate are bei_"e_p_red (Adler,et el.,
models, lgBl). Althoughthe conclusionsof Negrland
Adler {IgBl)supportthe effortto use satell_te
Becauseof the rapidlychangingnatureof data to detectheavy convectiveprecipitation
Intensemesoscalephenomena,the timeand space and estimateits magnitude,theyemphasize
resolutlonsof the necessaryobservations the need for high time resolution(3-5minutes)
probablyh,ve the most stringentrequirementsof data. The sho_t i,,tervaldata are necessary
any tlme/spacescale. The followingsections inorder to: (I) accuratelydefineand
describeparticularphen_na and presenta followindividualthunderstormsunambiguously;
tentativelist of observationalrequirement_for (2) accurately'measurerate of changeparameters
each phenomena. The potentialand limitationsof on a timescaleappropriatefor thunderstorms;
currentard possiblefuturetypesof satellite and (3) accuratelydeterminethe minimumTar
instrumentsand techniquesare brieflydlscussed, achievedduringthe thunderstorm'slifetimes
It must also be emphasizedthat the derived
Z FlaShflood--Oetectionof HeavyConvective empiricalrelationsbetweenTB_ parametersand
• Raln rainfallratedo not apply to _11 data points
on an IR image,but only to the'-Tocationsof
a. Background definedthunderstormsin that image.
The oOservatlonand studyof thunderstorms, b. FlashFlood (Thunderstorm)Ra}nfall
especiallyintensethunderstormsassociatedwith Requirements
flashfloods(includingthoseassociated with
landedhurricanes)and othersevereweather Ta_leI containsa tentativerainfallre-
(tornadoes,hail,damagingstraightllne winds), gulrementlistingfor thunderstormobservation
requirehig_ spatiala_O to,oral resolutiondat_. and researchwith the primaryemphasison
For flash flooddetection,thishigh resolutlon flash flood/heavyrain ana_ysls. The numbers
is needed for ra_nfal; rate, especially at the Should be considered "soft", and are _ased on
higherrain rates. This informationis usually the author'sexperience,discussionswith a
obtainedfrom radar data,but there havebeen few individuals,and a perusalof the results
recentattemptsto obtainusefuldata on the of the questionnairesentOut beforethis
necessarytime and Spacescalesfrom geosynchro- conference. Althoughoriginallythe numbers
nOdS satellite visibleand infrared(window) were to representobservationalrequlrements
- data (Scofieldand Oliver,1977;Griff_th,et el., irrespectiveof the methodof observation,the
-_ Ig78). Thesetechniquesdependon empirical valuesinTable I and the followingtablesare
- relationsbetweensatelliteobservationof cloud observationalrequirementsfor a positive
parametersand radaror ralngaugeestimatesof satellitecontribution.
rainfall, Althoughcloudsare correlatedwith
ralnfaI1,the lackof a strongphyslcal The tableIs dividedinto threegroups
basis for the empiricalrelationsmake
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(precipitationrate,precipitation/nopreclpita- also is a tendencyfor the rainfallto conten-
tion,precipitationtype). Desiredrequirements tratetowardthe centerduringintensification.
are listed,alongwith minlmumrequirements It also appearsthatthese ESMR-5derived
neededto obtainusefulinformation, rainfallparameterscan be used to detectthe
beginningof tropicalcycloneIntensification.
The desiredrequirements_lastcolumn)in By monitoring the trendof _ncreasingLHR,
the precipitationrate clearlyindicatethe the firstindicationof tropicalcycloneinten-
need for high time and spaceresolutions.The sificatlonmay be obtainedI-2 days priorto the
rain/norain requirementsare less stringent tropicalcyclonebeingnamedand oftenprior
becausewe are tryingto observeon the scaleof to the firstreconnaissanceaircraftobservation.
whole rain cellsor areas and not the scalesof Further,the timeof maximumintensitymay be
rainfallratemaximaor variations.Although estimatedby observingthe timeof maximumLHR.
rain/norain informationhas no directbearing Thereappearsto be a I-2 day lag relationship
on flash floodanalysis,it may be a'valuabie betweenmaximumLHR and maximumtropicalcyclone
contributorto a largerscheme, intensity.
Althoughhail detectionis obviouslynot In addition,knowledgeof totalstorm
a part of flashfloodanalysisdirectly,it is ralnfall,and rainfalldistributionin the
includedin this thunderstormsection. High stormjuSt beforelandfa11,may be helpfulin
time resolutionis the key factorhere. forecastingcoastalfloodi.ng.Use of rainfall
informationin model initializationefforts
Froma satelliteobservationstandpoint, will be discussedin Section4.
the time resolutionrequirementsin this section
precludeanythingexcepta geosynchronousorbit, b. TropicalCycloneqequirements
Basedon presentknowledge,no directestimate
or rainfallrate can be made fromthat altitude, Table2 presentstentativerequirementsfor
althoughthereare possibilitiesfor rain/no rain informationin tropicalcyclones. Although
rain determinationusingpassivemicrowave high spatialresolutionis desirablefor good
sensors. Rainfallrate informationwould then definitionof rain cells,averagerain rateover
be dependenton inferencesdrawn fromcloud data a largerarea ( 20 km) wouldbe usefulinmaking
deducedfrom visibleand/orinfraredobservations, many calculations.Duringthe developingstage
For intenserainfallsituations,thismay be of a tropicalcyclone,rainfallundergoes
possible, dramaticchangesover 12 or 24 hours. To
accuratelymonitorthesechangesrequirestime
3. TropicalCycloneRainfallOver Water resolutionof at least6 hours. With a much
highertime resolution(JO min) largecells
a. Background couldbe trackedand theirmotionand evoluton
followed.
Observationsof tropicalcyclonerainfall
over waterare importantfor threereasons: Althoughrain/norain informationwouldbe
l) studyingand monitoringstorm latentheat much less valuablethen rain rate,it wouldbe
releaseand rainfallpatternsin relationto usefulin the developlngstageof the storm
stormenergetics;2) estimatingrainfallpo- where the area of rainfallexpandsrapidlyand
tentialat landfall;and 3) model initializa- would alsobe usefulin observingthe motionof
tion of tropicaldcyclonemodels, rainfallfeatures,includingspiralbands.
Adlerand Rodgers(1977)and Rodgers_nd Froma satelliteobservationstandpoint,
Adler (Ig81),usingrainfallrate information the minimumrequirementsare obtainable.
deducedfrom the Nimbus-SE1ectricallyScanning Passivemicrowavesensorson low orbiting
MicrowaveRadiometer(ESMR),have shown the data satellitescan providethe time and spacereso-
to be usefulin determiningthe rainfall lutionslisted. The highertime resolutionin
characteristicsof thesestormsand the data the "desired"columncallsfor geosynchronous
appearto be potentiallyusefulinmonitoring orbit,but this eliminatesrain rate informa-
and makingshort-termpredictionof their tion at reasonableresolutions.Itmay be
intensity, possibleto providerain/norain informationat
40 km and 30 min resolutions.The high time
Comparisonof the ESMR-Sderivedtotalstorm resolutionmay be achievedby a hybridapproach
rainfallcalculatlonswith previousestimates usingoccasional(6-12hr) passivemicrowave/
basedon moisturebudgetcomputationsor low orbitdata and hiqh tin_ resolutlonvisible/
compositedrainfallstatisticsindicategood IRor rain/noraindata from geosynchronous
agreementfor both maturesystems(typhoons)and orbit. Whateverapproachis used,only satellite
disturbances,exceptin the innercarewhere datahave the potentialto provideobservations
ESMR-5measureCantseem to underes¢Imaterainfall of tropicalcycloneralnfallover open ocean.
_ rate. The calculationsconfirmthat totaltyphoon
ralnfallis approximatelytwicethat foundin 4. Model Initializationand Verification
"_ disturbances.
- a. Background
Case stt_dies as well as composite studies in-
dicate that the increasein uhe ESMR-SderivedLHR Reglonalscaleand mesoscalenumerical
correspondsto stormintensification.In modelsare importantin the forecastingand
addition,the relatlvecontributionof the heavier understandingof precipitationevents. However,
ralnfallratesto the totalstormrainfallalso precipitationinformationmay also be important
= Increasesas tropicalcyclonesintensify. There in the Inltiallzationand verificationof such
models. ,,
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Nu_w_ricalmodelsof this typeare typically REFERENCES r
: initializedwith temperature,pressure,moisture
and wind informationat synopticscales. Adler,R. F., A. J. Negri,and D. Atlas,198l:
Informationat smallerscalescan be added Satellitemeasurementsof thunderstorm
throughlow orbitersoundingdata, geosynchronous rainfall: possiblephysicalfoundatlons.
sounding(VAS)and some "cloud-track"winds. To appear in PreprintsFourthConference
However,rain ratedata wouloprovideindirect on Hydrometeorology,Oct. IgSl.
evidenceof divergenceand the ageostrophic
componentof the flowon sub-synopticscales. Adler,R. F. and E. B. Rodgers,1977:
This approachhas been used by Tarbell, Satellite-observedlatentheat release
et el. (19811to indicatea forecastimprove- in a tropicalcyclone. Mon. Wee. Rev.
meritwhen usingobserved(raingauge)rainfall 105,957-963.
againstno rainfallinformatlon.Rainfallrate
informationmay also be usefulin initializing kh'iffith,C. G., W. L. Woodley,P. G. Grube,
tropicalcyclonemodels. D.W. Martin,J. Stout,and D. N. Sikdar,
1978: Rain estimationfrom geosynchronous
Rainfallinformationis also importantin satelliteimagery-visibleand infrared
verifyingregionalmodels. This is because studies. Mon. Wee. Rev., 106,l153-
it is nne of the most importantforecast llll.
variableson thisscale,and is the only
variableroutinelyobservedat the mesoscale, Negrl,. J. and R. F. Adler,1981: Relationof
even with rain gauges, satellite-basedthunderstormintensityto
radar-estimatedrainfall. To appearin
b. RegionalScaleNumericalModelRequire- J. AppI.Met., March 1981.
ments
Rodgers,E. B. and R. F.Adler,1981: Tropical
Table 3 presentsthe precipitationrate cyclonerainfallcharacteristicsas
requirementsfor modeling. Besically,what is determinedfrom a satellitepcssive
neededfor initializationis informationat microwaveradiometer. To appearin
everythree-dimensionalgrid volumein the model, Mon. Wee. Rev.,March lgSl_
althoughthe verticaldistributionof latent
heat releasecan be parameterized.Emphasis Scofield,R. A. and V. J. Oliver,1977: A
shouldbe on the higherrainfallrates,since schemefor estlmatingconvectiverainfall
thesewill be relatedto significantdivergences from satelliteimagery. NOAA Technical
and ageostrophiccomponents.For initialization, MemorandumNESS 86, 47 pp.
informtion is requiredover the modeldomain
at one time,preferablythe initialtime. For Tarbell,T C., T. T. Warner,and R. A. Anthes,
model verification,observationsare required 1981: An exampleof the initializationof
with a frequencyof approximatelyone hour. the oivergentwind componentin a mesoscale
numericalweatherpredictio,wmodel. To
5. Conrluslons appearin Mon. Wee. Rev.
?here is a spectrumcf uses and potential
uses for rainfallinformationin the severe
stormsarea. The spectrumrangesfrom the
directuse of rainfallrate informationin flash
flooddetectionand study,to tropicalcyclone
rainfalland its relationto stormenergetics
and intensification,and to model initialization
and verificationwith rainfalldata.
?he observationalrequirementsvary from
applicationto application.Althoughsomeof
the requirementscould be met with low-orbit
satelliteobservations,the high time
frequency(downto tensof minutes)of some of
the requirementsrequiresgeosynchronous
observations.This hlgh altitudenegatesmost
ideasof a "direct"observationof rain rate
with microwavetechniques,but does not pre-
cludem hybridtechniquewith a microwave
rain/norain sensorto givecoarserain bounda-
ries and rainmagnitudeto be estimatedfrom
cloud top informationderivedfrom visibleand
infraredchannels.
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Table 1
Thunderstorm Rainfall/Flash Flood O_IG_['_t _k_ _t)
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PrecipitationRate Minimum Desired
HorizontalRes. 10 km I km
Vertical Res. 3 km
Time Res. 30 min 10 mln
Area Coverage 500 km 1000 km _ _
Accuracy 30% 10% ' " -.'"
Precipitation/NoPrecipitation ;_;1" ' '
HorizontalRes 40 km 10 km
VerticalRes. _ _ . ,b,,,.
Area Coverage 500 km 1000 km ,i.'/ . -,,
PrecipitationType (hail/rain) t ;
-- ) i
HorizontalRes. I0 km 1 km _ . _ " ,,! ;
VerticalRes. _ 3 km "
Time Res. 15rain 5rain _ ) / ' '"_Area Coverage 500 km 1000 Km I I ;
' ./ ,. r, l
Table2 -/F , Zl II(/ =$
TropicalCycloneRainfall(overwater) ...........,..... il-i (
............II
PrecipitationRate Minimum Desired -j ,
l
HorizontalRes. 20 km 2 km '"---_ _,- ......,- ,,,--J ,,,_"-,m
Vertlcal Res. _ 3 km .......,,,.,,,,,,,.,.,.._
TimeRes. 6 hr 30 Gin
Area Coverage lO00 km 1500 km
_Jcuracy 30% 10% Fig. l Maximumobserved reflectivityof 24
min duration(dbZ) vs. minimum
Precipitation/NoPrecipitation blackbodytemperature.Note high
..... reflectlvitiesassociatedwith tropopause
HorizontalRes. 40 km 20 km penetratingstorms(fromNegriand Adler,
VerticalRes. 1981).
Time Res. 6 hr 30 mln
Area Coverage 1000 km 1500km
Table 3
Model (Regional and Mesoscale)
Inltialization_hd _eriffcation
PrecipltationRate Minimum Desired
HorizontalRes. 100 km 25 km
Vertical Res. 4 km 2 km
Time Res. 1 hr 15 mln
Area Coverage 3000 km 5000 km
Accuracy 25% 10%
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GLOBALWEATHERREQUIREMENTSFOR PRECIPITATIONMEASUREMENTS
by
John H.E. Clark
PennsylvaniaState University
Meteorologistshave for a longtime appreciatedthe fact thatmoisturecan
play an importantif not dominantrole in supplyingenergyto tropicaland
extra-tropicalweathersystems. In the tropics where the air is almost
saturatedonly the slightestamountof uplift is requiredto initiatethe
releaseof vast amountsof latentheat to fuel systemsas diverseas con-
vective cloud clusters and hurricanes. The role of latent heating on
extra-tropicalsystems is much more subtle. While the primary energy
source for synoptic-scalesystems is often the release of gravitational
potentialenergythroughthe sinkingof coldair and the risingof warm, it
seems that the latentheatthat is eventuallyrealizedthroughslow uplift
of large masses of air can significantlymodify the evolution of the
system. We are currentlyperformingan analysisof the energeticsof the
storm of March 25 to 27, 1978 aver the easternUSA to understandthe impli-
cationsof the heat releaseddue to the vast cloudy area associatedwith
warm frontaloverrunning. Figs. (1) and (2) illustratethe energeticsof
the storm with and without the effect of latent heatingon the vertical
motionfield and thusthe horizontalconvergencefield accountedfor. Note
the large changes in the transformationbetweenavailablepotentialand
kineticenergy. For instance,the conversionbetweenzonalmean potential
and kineticenergy has reversedsign and almost increasedby a factor of
twenty in magnitudedue to the latent heating. Clearly the latentheat
. will play an importantrole in determingthe evolution of this mature
system.
Mid-latitudemesa-scalesystemsare alsofueledby latentheat releasebut
in a differentmanner. The dominantmode of uplift is convectivesuch as
that associatedwith convectivecells in a squall line. In many cases the
systems, once initiated,are mainly drivenby the convectiveheat release
and largerscale baroclinicenergyconversionsplay only a minor role.
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Through the use of conceptual models such as CISK, dynamicists have been
able to understand the consequences of latent heat release on tropical
systems despite the paucity of rainfall and moisture data. The more subtle
effects of latent heating on extra-tropical systems will require much more
extensive observational coverage of moisture and precipitation to help us
understand it's consequences. Consider the flow chart in
SOLAR HEATING
i
INFRARED COOLING
1
TEMPERATURE
GRADIENTS I --'- |
J MORIZOflTAL
I"rHERgAL PRESSUREaDYECTION GRADIENTS
l ADIABATIC
' HEAT] NG
HORIZONTAL
MOTION
1
VERTICAL t LATENTMOTION _- HEATING DRECIIPITATION
I , )..,<.< .o,_..,I- '°1
'O.:T'ON--OIST.,.T:_|:_OENSAT,O_[O_STRZ_UTrONI
c-.- t t_lnORIZONTAL
AOVECTION
Figure3. Schematicillustrationof theroleof moistureandUquid
wateri_na synoptic system.
Fig. (3) that will help us in understanding some of the effects of water on
a synoptic scale system. Horizontal and vertical motions both affect the
distributions of liquid water and water vapor. When vapor condenses the
resulting latent heating can in turn create horizontal temperature
gradients and vertical motions result to maintain a state of geostrophic
and hydrostatic balance. Thus there is a complicated nonlinear inter-
action between the moisture and liquid water distributions on one hand and
the motion field on the other via the agency of latent heating. An indica-
tion of how much condensation and thus latent heating is occuring is ,,
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°providedby the field of precipitation.This is more clearlyillustrated
by consideringthe total mass of liquidwater (Mw) and vapor (My) in a
verticalcolumn. We can write the followingequations:
dMw Horizontal Advection ._as pdz
of LiquidWater " cloud
(Evaporationof Rain) - (Precipitation) (1)
dMv HorizontalAdvection _ pdz
" of Vapor + cloud
+ (Evaporationof Rain) (2)
where the evaporationfrom the ground has been neglected. The integral
term measures the condensationassociated with the cooling of rising
saturtedair in the clouds. From Eq. (1) we see that if steady state is
assumed and the horizontal advection and evaporationof rainfall is
neglected,the precipitationis a measureof condensationin the cloud. On
the other hand if Eqs. (i) and (2) are added and the less restrictive
assumptionmode that the total storageof water substancein the column is
small,we see that the precipitationreflectsthe total advectionof vapor
and liquidwater into the column. The conclusionis that precipitation
measurementsby themselveswill not be adequateto enableus to unravelthe
effectsof latentheatingon synopticscale systemsor for that matterthe
general circulation of the atmosphere. Satellites in conjunction
conventionalobservationsmust provideus with simultaneousdistributions
of water vapor, liquidwater, and precipitationif the complex interac-
tions between the motion fields and the moisture fields are to be
understood.
There are simple methods of discerningthe immediateeffectsof latent
- heatingon verticalmotion fields derived by solvlng the thermodynamic
equationor the quasl-geostrophlcomega equation,but it is imposslbleto
checkthe accuracyof thesetechniqueswithoutthe groundtruth provideaby
reliablemoisture,liquidwater, and precipitationmeasurements.
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A problemthat frequentlyarises in the analysisof precipitationdata is
that they tend to be very spotty. Local values of rainfall rates are
strongly influencedby orography and thus a single stationcan be very
unrepresentativeof regional rainfallrates. Furthermoreif c^nvect_ve
precipitationis occuringin a system,the proximityof a stationto a cell
can completelyinfluencethe rainfallrate and mean rates over an area are
difficultto evaluate. Thus :t isoftenessentialtomeasureprecipitation
with a very dense network.
If we are going to develop a thoroughunderstandingof moisture as it
affects not only the general circulationbut synoptic and meso-scale
systems,we musthavethe capabilityof sensingprecipitationovera fairly
dense networkof stationand simultaneouslysense vapor and liquidwater
distributions.Unfortunatelyover oceanicregionswhere satellitemicro-
wave measurementsof total liquid water content of the atmosphere are
apparentlystraightforward,precipitationmeasurementsare lacking. Over
land microwavemeasurementsof liquidwater are difficultbecauseof the
rapidly varyingbrightnesstemperatureof the ground,but precipitation
measurementsare possible.
Global requirementsfor precipitationmeasurementsare 3-hourlymeasure-
mentswith an averageseparationbetweenstationsof no m_re than 100 km at
least initially. The presentnetworkof stationsoverNorth Americacould
probablybe beefedup to satisfythis requirement.Coarserscale measure-
ments of vapor and liquidw_ter must also be availablehowever. The con-
ventional radiosonde network could provide the vapor data but the
technologydo_s not exist to providethe liquidwater data unlessthe NOAA
radar networkcould be utilizedfor this purpose.
D_W_
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SAMPLINGPROBLEMS: THE SMALL SCALE STRUCTURE
OF PRECIPITATION
R. K. Crane
ThayerSchoolof Engineering
DartmouthCollege
Hanover,New Hampshire03755
ABSTRACT
Resultsof a radar study of summertimeconvectionin the high
plainsof Kansasare presentedwhich demonstratethe importanceof
the small scale strbctureof precipitationto the overall
productionof precipitationin a storm. The smallerscale structure
must be modeledto developvalid relationshipsbetweensatellite
ob%ervablesand precipitationa_}unt. The Kansasresultssuggest
that just the observationof the numberand spacingsof the active
regionsof convection(thunderstorms)is sufficientto providean
estimateof water fluxwith an uncertaintyof less than a factorof
_0.
INTRODUCTION
Satellitesystemsproposedfor precipitationmeasurementsuffer
froma varietyof defects. Observables,such as reflectivityor
attenuationfor satelliteborne radar systems,brightness
temperaturefor microwaveradiometers,or radiencefor infrared
radiometers,are not linearlyrelatedto rainfallrate and the areal
integrationof the observableover the field-of-viewof the satellite
systemis not proportionaltc water flux (area integratedrain rate).
Due to the non-lineardependenceof an observationparameteron rain
rate, or single valueof the parametercan correspondto a numberof
differentvaluesof water flux. As a result,the water flux value
: can be estimatedonly statistically.The smaller-than-the-field-of-
. view scale rain ratevariationsmust be taken into accountbeforea
= water flux estimatecan be made and, lackingobservationson the
, w
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smallerscale,a statisticalguessmust be made to transforman
observationinto a water flux estimate.
Precipitacionamount,not water flux, is the goal of most
precipitationmeasurementsystems. Precipitationamount can be
obtainedby integratinga time seriesof water fluxmeasurementsbut,
with the exceptionof observationsfrom a geostationarysatellite,
satelliteobservationsare made only infrequently.The estimateof
precipitationamount from infrequentsamplesof water flux must be made
statistically.
The statisticalestimationof water flux from satelliteobservations
and precipitationamountfrom a sparseset of water flux estimatesre-
quires the use of models developedfrom an understandingof the small
scale structureof precipitationand from an understandingof the
diurnal,seasonaland geographicalvariationof the precipitation
process. In this paper,informationis presentedon the small scale
structureof precipitation.The datawere obtainedin the high plains
of Kansasduringthe afternoonand eveninghours of three consecutive
summerobservationperiods. Similardata are not currentlyavailable
from other times of day, seasons,or geographicallocationsto providethe
completeset of data requiredto generatethe models necessaryfor
the extractionof precipitationamountsfrom satelliteobservations.
SMALL SCALE STRUCTURE
A C-bandweatherradarwas employedto routinelyobservethe
small scale structureof precipitationduringthe 1976-1978
measurementseasonsof the Kansas HIPLEXProgram(Craneand Hardy,
1981). The radardata were processedto providestatisticaldata on
the small,three dimensionalradar cellsevidentin the radar
observations. Radar volumecells were automaticallydetectedusing a
_ half scatteringvalue to define the cell boundaries(Crane,Ig7g).
= The small regionsof higherreflectivity,and thereforerain rate, are
the regionsthat contributeto the uncertaintyin the estimationof
water flux averagedover the field-of-viewof the satellite.
%
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CELL LIFETIME
GOODLAND, KANSAS
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AVERAGE NO. SAMPLES
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FigureI. Numberdensitydistributionof volumecells andsignificant
volumecellsoverthe rangeof Lifetimevalues,Day 7144
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Figure 2. Number density distribution of volume cells _d significant volurne cells
over the rangeof peak reflectivity values, Day 7144
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I/OLIIIE CI.LL
IIADAR DATA ATTI_IIIUTI S
No of Total First Avg.
Year Start Stop N_ of NO o( Fixed Hater Echo AVg. Life- Avg.
and Tiae Tiau Vol. Cell Cluster Contour Mass Ilelilht Area tim Z
Uay UT(h) LrTih) Tracks Tracks Tracks (liT) 1 (ka) (km 2) (lain) (dSZl
b140 2130 06$S 1087 239 ]06 2.6 4,b S.O 14.9 21.6
hi41 • 2245 0633 $078 606 371 16 4.2 3.6 13.1 24.8
6162 2U43 2333 1409 432 $7 34.S S,6 4.1 12.3 29.9
6169* 2ISO 0750 10000" 1240 234 43 3.6 S.9 13,0 21.7
b22b 1740 U330 IOOUO' 2484 2562 $8 3.6 5.1 11.4 23.2
7144" 1930 O_12S 10000" 1757 177 150 3.$ 4,7 12.8 27,4
7161 ° ll20 2040 64 4 18 0.04 - 5.7 13.9 10 1
7173 2100 0655 10000 _' 1861 1170 44 4.9 4.4 10.5 21.9
7174 1930 0825 !00_)0" 2623 2293 13 4.0 3.9 14.8 22.4
7194 2310 0725 1776 166 407 8 4,3 7.0 11.7 20.5
7196 2225 1025 IOUO0" 1152 1162 78 3.1 3.4 IS.I 23.S
7208 71210 0720 487 42 S$ 2.S 3.S 4.7 IS.9 21.6
7209 1415 2330 5377 $46 303 17 3.7 4.7 11.3 23.8
7216' 2300 0305 6896 706 66 44 3.9 6,1 10.9 25.S
7220 1650 0520 4349 $79 205 6.0 4.4 S.3 14.9 II.S
7236P 1425 0730 lOGO0" 1702 268 106 4.8 4.7 12.5 21..i
7237 1925 2210 125 8 20 0,68 4.6 14.3 20.9
8124 1640 OSSO .144,1 SO7 93 I.O 2,1 5.5 IS.2 10.16
8143" 205S 0135 5874 830 158 24 4.3 3.1 12.3 20.6 A
0144 2000 OSIO 9734 1418 382 42 N 4.0 13.1 22.7 a
ll4S 1940 0335 6441 SO7 13 32 S.9 6.9 11.5 20.66
8146 2120 OSSS i0000" 1060 334 49 4.3 S.I II.S 22.06
0170 193._ 0310 lOGO0 e liMbS 513 74 4.3 5.4 il.4 21.2 l
8177 2340 OISS 191_ 230 18 20 N 6.2 11.2 24.14
8181 1855 0555 _1897 I111 791 II l 3.1 4.1 13.2 18,66
bUN 5,240,000 23.675 12,033 943
AVll4AIiL 37 5,0"" 12.9 22.0ii
b'l ^NIIAIIll lq _,IA IIi N 0.9 i,6 4.2
Duration lfmtted by length of observation
+ 10000 - Greater than ]0 _
_ 7 Adjusted 5.3 dB to correct calibration error
%
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Empiricaldensityfunctionsfor the volumecell descriptors,
reflectivity,area at the heightof peak reflectivity,and lifetime
are presentedin Figuresl through3 respectivelyfor one of the
observationdays are presentedin Table I. Two types of cells are
describedin the figures,significantcells and all cells. The all
categoryincludesall the observedcellswith lifetimesof lO or more
minutes. Significantcells are cells with a pronouncedvertical
developmentor a high reflectivity(seeCrane, 1979 for a detailed
description).
The volume cellswere not uniformlydistributedthroughoutthe
rain (radarecho) region. Cell clusteringwas evidentwith clustersof
3 or more cells correspondingto regionsof active convection(thunder-
storms). The number and spacingsof the clusterswas found to be an
importantindicatorof the water flux producedby a storm during its
most activeperiod of productionas observedby a single radar.
OBSERVEDWATER FLUX
Water flux estimateswere obtainedfrom the radar data using a
singlefixed reflectivityvs. rain rate relationshipfor all the data.
The time integralof the water flux, the water mass, was calculatedfor
each of the storm days and is presentedin Table I. The water flux at
the time of maximumproductionas observedby the radarwas used to
explorepossiblerelationshipsbetweenthe numbersof cells,their
spacings,and the water flux. The water flux normalizedby the
numberof cluster(isolatedsignificantcells and clusters-SC-
see Crane and Hardy, 1981 for a detailedanalysis)was found to display
littleday-to-dayvariation. The observeddistributionof water flux
per SC valuescould be approximatedby a log-normaldistributionas
shown in Figure4. The observedvariancewas about the same as the
= day-to-dayvarianceexpectedfor radar calibration. To first order.
a count of the numberof SC (thunderstorms)could be used to estimate
the water flux.
A more detailedanalysisof the variationin water flux per SC
= showedthat it dependedon the observednea,'est-neighborspacing
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betweenSCs. The data indicatethat if the nearestneighbordistance
to mixed layerdepth ratio approximatedthe width-to-depthratio
expectedfor Rayleigh-Benardconvectionthe water flux per SC values
were higher than for otherwidth-to-depthvalues. This observationis
consistantwith the expectationthat Rayleigh-Benardconvectionoperates
to maximizeverticaltransportand thereforeto maximizewater flux.
CONCLUSIONS
The radar data from Kansasindicatethat the small scale
organizationof the convectiveelements (volumecell clusters)is
importantto the amountof precipitationproducedby a storm. In
Kansassummertimeprecipitation,a count of the numberof thunderstorms
(SCs)and a measureof their spacingis sufficientto obtainan estimate
of water flux withina factorof 2. The water flux estimatefromjust
countingthe thunderstormsis of comparableaccuracyto the estimate
obtainablefrom a well calibratedradar. This resultsuggeststhat
furtherwork be done on the countingand classificationof active
regionsof convectionwithin a storm systemto see if the numberof
countableentitiescould be used as a proxy variablefor water flux
and, by an appropriatesamplingstrategy,for precipitationamount.
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SOME STATISTICAL PROBLEMS INHERENT IN MEASURING PRECIPITATION
John A. Flueck
Department of Statistics
Temple University
Philadelphia, Pa. 19122
I. Introduction
The quantitative measurement of precipitation characteristics for any area on the surface of the earth is not an
easy task. First, precipitation is rather variable in both space and time, and the distribution of surface rainfall at a
given location typically is substantially skewed. Second, it now appears that there are a number of precipitation
processes at work in the atmosphere, and even today few of them appear to be well understood. Third, the formal
theory on sampling and estimating precipitation appears to be considerably deficient. Convenience sampling and
simple means or totals seems to have been the norm. Also, it appears that little systematic attention is given to non-
sampling errors (e.g. sample point location errors, instrument errors, data storage errors, data reduction errors, etc.)
that always arise in utilizing any measurement system. In short, although the precipitation measurement problem is
an old one, it continues today to be one that is in need of systematic and careful attention. A brief history of the
presently competing measurement technologies should aid us in understanding the problems inherent in this measure.
merit task.
I.A. Gages
The earliest attempts at measuring surface precipitation were by rain gages and it is reported that in India in
about 400 B.C. bowls of about 46 cm in diameter apparendy were regularly used to collect rainfall measurements
for 4etem_ning the annual crop to be sown. By the 13th century the Chinese (and !ater the Koreans, 15th century)
apparently were using bronze cylinders of about 14 cm diameter and 30 cm depth, with an attendant scale, to meas-
ure rainfall in numerous provinces and cantons (Needham and Ting, 1959; Frisinger, 1977). The first English rain
gage reportedly was designed by Sir Christopher Wrenin 1662, but it was Richard Townley who initiated the idea of
the weighing rain gage in 1677. He also apparently assembled the first extensive rainfall record for England, 1677 to
1703. However, it was not until Rev. Horsley in 1722 related the diameter of the catch to the diameter of the con-
tamer, and scaled the container accordingly, that a rain gage similar to our present non-recording one was achieved.
FinalJy, it should be noted that the remarkable weather clock, presumably designed by Sir Christopher Wrenabout
1663 and implemented by Robert Hooke in about 1673, clearly was the forerunner to our present recording rain
gage (Middleton, 1969) and its more recent digitized output.
I.B. Radar
The next technology that was brought to bear on the precipitation measurement problem was radar. Its start
apparently is traceable to February 20, 1941 when a small shower was tracked by radar, up to a distance of seven
•"qes, off the English coast. This and other related meteorological uses of radar in the period of 1935 to 1945 led to
the development of the field of radarmeteorology (Battan, 1973). An important topic in this discipline is the quart.
titative measurement of rainfall.
In the late 40's a theoretical relation between backscatter energy (i.e. radar refiectivity factor, Z) and rainfall
- rate (R), Z = aRb, was developed. However, this sLmple polymomial function assumed that; (1) the drop size distribu.
tion was of the exponential family, unchanging and known, and (2) the vertical air motions were zero. Subsequent
- ' experimentation showed that neither of these assumptions were upheld in the atmosphere, and thus the so-called
"Z-R" relation is at best, a crude approximation to the actual relation. At present, researchers either rely on a popu.
lar version of this crude approximation (e.g. Z • 200 R1"6)or attempt to estimate the values of a and b for their
, particular conditions (see Battan, 1973, for an extended list of utilized Z.R relations).
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The comparison of radarand gage e-_timated precipitation in the 1960's and early 70's indicated that the radar
estimates tended to havesystematic errors (e.g. Wilson, 1964; Woodley et al, 1975). For example, radarappears to
overestimate "light" rain and underestimate "heavy" rain. Also, it became apparent that the variability both bet een
and within storms was sizeable, and hence conditional Z-R relations were needed. However, useful conditioning events
proved difficult to fiad (e.g. Wilson, 1966). Clearly a new approach wu needed.
The "new approach" was to follow an old suggestion of Hitschfeld and Borden (1954) and adjust the radar esti.
mated rainfall solely by rain gages. Th_ method allows the radarto define the distribution of precipitation over an
area and the gages to define the magnituae. The evidence to date suggests that this method is a clear _nprovement
over unadjusted radar estimated rainfall (e .g. Wilson, 1970; Woodley et al, 1975, Thomas et al., 1981). In fact, this
method hu developed to the point where today a number of rese'_xchersbelieve radarestimated rainfall _sthe pre-
ferred method for assessing rainfall over large areas which are not ifmrumented with a high den_ty C_I gage per 250
to 400 km2) gage network (Wilson and Brandes, 1979). It also should be noted that more recent radardevelopments
(e.g. digitized doppler) appear to offer further advances.
I.C. Satellite
The third and most recent technology to be applied to the precipitation measurement problem is that of satel-
rite data. One of the first efforts with this technology wu to estimate the probability of precipitation as a function
of the "window temperature" (i.e. 8-121am or .55 to .75 grn or both) using TIROS IV :lats (Lethbt/dge, 1967). Rain.
bird (1969) apparently had leu succeu extending this approach to estimating 24 hour surface rainfall in the Mekong
Riverbasin using TlPgS III "window temperature." By the 1970's a number of researchers were investigating the
possibilities of estimating areal mean surface rainfalJdepths by establishing relations with infrared and/or visible radi-
ances coUected by satellites, and many of these pioneers are attending this conference. Martin and Scherer (1973)
present a useful review of this early work and its attendant problems.
In the mid 70's another satellite estimation method appeared, the microwave technique. This technique related
the Nimbus 5 electronically scanning microwave radiometer (ESMR) brightneu temperatures (a measure of upwelhng
radiation emitted by the earth and its atmosphere) with hourly rain rates. Wilheit et al. (1977) presented a technique
for estimating rainfall rates over the oceans and more recently others (e.g. Rodgers et al, 1979) are attempting to ex-
tend this technique to measuring over land. Today, useful qualitative results (i.e. probability of zain) seem probable,
but the quantitative picture stRl is rather uncertain.
11. Some Sampling Problems
The sampling problems that inherently arise in attempting to measure surface precipitatmn stem fcom three
principal causes:
(I) thevariabilityofthenaturalprocess,
(2) the lack of understanding of this process, and
(3) the lack of a comprehensive formal theory of precipitation measurements.
Let us briefly indicate some of these problems.
II.A
_ For many years it has been believed that precipitation events have substantial spatial and temporal variability.
,_ However, it only is more recently that quantitative measures have been offered for these two types of variability (¢.g.
Huff, 1971; Longley 1974; Woodley et al; 1975; Osbom et al., 1979). As an example, Woodley et a_, (1975) indicate
a spatialprecipitation g_dient of approx/mat¢ly 330 nun in 10 lan for two montlu of south Florida summer-Ume
(14 June to 14 August, 1973) ra/nfall within the FACE-1 target area. For a s/nile day (22 July 1973) the spatiau
gradientisevensteeperbecoming94 mm in 1 kin.
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Peck(1980) hassub-dividedboth spatialand temporalvariabilityinto long and short.termcategories,and he
providesa usefulgeneralsummaryof workin each of the categories. The indication is that all fourcategoriescontain
substantialprecipitationvariability. Furthermore,Vogeland Huff (1978) and othershaveshown that precipitation
alsovarieswith :torm or synoptic type.
Those whohaveattemptedto model o, ,it s:atistical distributionsto temporalor spatialprecipitetionalsoare
muchawareof the rathersubstantialinherentvariability. One quickly learns that most precipitation data sets are
.highlyskewedtowardthe largervalues,and distributionssuchas the Gamma, Log-normal,andWeibullbeocme the
candidatesof choice (e.g.Flueckand Boric,1980). Furthermore,it is not unusual to find ene or moreextremeevents
("outliers") in the data. Figure1 presentsan example of both of these points usinga hack-to-backstem andleaf plot
(Tukey, 1977) of the FloridaAreaCumulusExperimeat(FACE-I) 6 hour rainfall(Note that in spite of substantial
efforts to preventskewnessin thisexperimentit still occurred).These resultsbegin to well explain the often heard
statement that only a small portion of the storms or rainfallevents(e.g. !0 to 15%)providethe majorityof the total
ral_f,-li(e.g. Riehl, 1954;Garstang, 1972;Woodleyet al, 1975). Huff(1970) has madean Lmportantstarton model-
ing this samplingvariabilityas a function of nther factors.
No. No Seed Days Seed Day__s. No.
(4) 89,53,45,33 0 O0 24,60,72 (3)
(2) 78,49 1 ()-0 02,21 ,41 ,80,L4 (5)
(7) 87,65,65,45,28,28,16 2 0-0 03,32,37,83,_I (5)
(6) (32,84,64,45,37,36 3 0--0" 05,12,38,78 (4)
(7) 95,78,76,70,46,19,09 4 0-0- 05,18,21,42,.34 (5)
(I) 83 5 0-0- 83,87 (2)
{4} 58,58,21,06 6 _0 48,52,66,74 (4)
(3) 98,13,12 7 0-0 18,18,60,79,97 (5)
(0) 8,0_ 14 (I)
(i) 18 9 O0 13,98 (2)
(o) 1o o--6 (o)
(l) 14 II 0--0 13 (1)
(0) 12 00- (0)
(.0_ 13 06 3] (1)
]4o--C (o)
, ) 15 0_.0_0 92 (_l._..
--_ .39
Figure1. A back-to-backstem-and4eafplot of the FACE.I total target radar.estimated,
gageadjustedrainfallfor allno-seed type B days, 1970-76. All unitsare mm per 6 h.
The impactof the above findingson the estimation of surfaceprecipitationis five-fold;
(1) one must _ample rather than talcea complete count,
(2) the samplemust be inboth spaceand time,
(3) the sharpprecipitationgradientsdemandmore frequent samplingboth in space and time,
(4) some form of stratificationappearsto be needed to handle thechangesin precipitation due to synoptic
andotherfactors,and
(5) the substantialskewnessand presenceof "extremeevents" requiresgreatcareand thought (posgMy
_me new theory) in cktil_nll andimplementinl thesamplingandestimationplansfor precipitation
meuuremcnt.
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Given the substantial natural variability of surface precipitation, one might attempt to "control" this variability
by utilization of one of the following four techniques (Flueck, 1978);
(1) prescreening,
(2) blocking,
(3) covariating, or
(4) replication
in thissituation, only (2), (3), and(4) appearuseable:(1) requirestheselectionandmeasurementof only asubset
of events. However,blockingwouldrequirea prioriclassificationof eachprecipitationevent into a k_.owncategory.
Different categoriescouldtheninvokedifferent precipitationmeum_m¢nt schemes.Unfortunately, the ability :o
l_redictthe type andother characteristicsof a precipitationeven_with enoughcertainty andlead-timeisminimal.
Trustworthymodelspresendyare not available.Covariating,or the useof auxiliary information, alsohasitsmodeling
problems. There is very little evidence that validated models of the precipitation processes currently exist. It is rater.
esting to note that in the late 40's and early 50's at least one statistician (Le Cam, 1961) began attempts to stochas-
ticaliy model precipitation. One use of such models Is to identify useful predictor or auxiliary variables that could be
used in estimation to dampen the sampling vanability. Thus, althoL,_ there have been numerous searches for ,'_eful
covariates, very little success has r-suited from these efforts. As Peck (1980) and others have well stated the relations
between surface precipitation and synoptic meteorology is very lirmted (null set?).
This leaves us with the final technique, that of replicating or increasing the spatial and temporal sampling points.
Although this may be the only alternative at t_usstage in the develonment of the theory and methods of precipitation
measurement, it typically is not an easy solution and certainly is an expensive one. In short, one attempts to overcome
the ,ampling variability by "brute force" (large numbers).
II.C, Lack of Formal Theory
All three previously mentioned surface precipitation measurement systems (i.e. network of rzmgages, radar,and
satellite) explicitly utilize some form of systematic sampling. All three techniques sample precipitation systematically
in either space or time or both. However, 1 am unaware of my formal stalastical theory on space-time systematic
sampling. Nor am I aware of any formal wo,:k on comparisons of altemauve sampling techniques for precipitation.
Weseemto haveadoptedthe "convenient"without much thougi_tasto why.
In the interestof sumulatmga formal theory of precipitationsamplingandestimation, let me bnefly pose
simplesamplingproblem. Figure2, panel(a), presentsasystematicor squaregrid(aligned)samplingpoint designof
d units betweensamplingpoints. Note how thissimpledesiE'.,provides"alleys" of width d through wtuchweft-east
or north-soud_movingcellsof diameter< d canpau completelyundet¢:ted. Panel(b) presentsan unalignedsyste-
matic samplingpoint designin whichthe X, Y coordinatesin eachrow andeach columnaresystematicalJy(but sepa-
rately)selected. Now the "systematicalleys" havedisappearedand the stdct west.cut or north-south cellswill not
escape detection or sampling. Which of the two designs is preferred and when? S_e Cochran (1977) for some pzrual
theoretlcalanswersandSilverman,et_r(198I),forsomeinterestingsimulationresults.
Nov,,let'saddtheelevationa dtimedimensionstotheaboveproblem.Veryquicklywe seethatwe havecon.
structedacomplexsamplingprobleminneedofformaltheory.At theveryleast,hisamplingproblemisfivedLmen-
onal, i.e. (x,y,z,t,r) where x,y, and z are surface location, t is time, and r is some rainfall characteristic of interest.
FurO,ermc_¢,rainfall is correlated over a number of these dimensions. Now the fun begins! We may need to rely cn
s_mulation derived results when the formal theory is intractable or advances slowly. However, ;: is time to get
-" "mtrch/ng."
111. Estimation Problems
A number of estimation problems also arise in the meuu_! of surface precipitation. Some of them are system
" relatedandothersaremore general.Wewill bnefly reviewboth type_.
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Figure2. Two examplesof systematicsamplingin two dimensions.
III.A. Estimators
A numberof precipitationcharacteristicsareavailableforpointrainfall,andtheyincludetotal amount,rate,
duration, frequency,and others. Usuallythe context isJdicatesthe demed characteristic(e.g. total rainfallin 24 hours
orrainrate perhour),but if not, anappropriatecharacteristicmust beselected. Clearlyit shouldbe that characteris-
tic whichis mos_"closely-tied"to the problemof interest.
However,evengiventhatpoint rainfaLlcharacteristicsareof interest, theretypicallyarea numberof estimators
available.A_anexample,hourlyrainfallratecanbeestimatedby the time.honoredmean, the morestablemedian, a
trimmedmean,or oneof the newerso-calledrobustestimators. Thesedifferentestimatorscan giveverydifferent
estimates(Stigler, 1977). Certainlythe two guardiansof useful measurement,accuracyandprecision,must beheard.
Thusfarwe ordyhavementionedtheestimationof pointrainfall. However,formany situations(e.g. hydrology),
it is arealprecipitationthatis desired. Howshould thischaracteristicbe estimated? Whensamplingin spaceor time,
sometype of weightingand/orinterpolationschemeis needed. Many techniqueshavebeenadvancedforestimating
arealprecipitationunderspatialsampling(e.g. Thiessen,1911;Cressman,1959;Hatch,1976; BrasandRodriguez-
Iturbe,1976). However,I am unawareof any formalstudy whichsystematicallyexaminedthe theory andresultsof
these differenttechniques.Clearlysomecareful comprehensivecomparativestudiesareneeded.
III.B. MeasurementErrors
Finally,we must facethe problemof measurementerrorsin both the samplingand estimation stages. Although
anumberof the well.knownmeasurementerrorsshouldbe dealt with in the sampledesign(e.g. shieldingraingagesto
lessenwindeffects), it is theestimationstage that mustsystematicallycorrector adjustfor thedetectederrorsthat
werenot eliminatedin the design.
Ratioand regre_on type estimatorsarestandardstatisticalapproachesto these estimationproblems,and hence
localor regionalauxiliaryinformationbecomesimportant(e.g. windspeedanddirectionat eachgagesite - particu-
lady forsnow whichindicatesan efficiencyof only 50%foran unshieldedgageat a windspeed of only l0 mph- or
foreachsectorof the network). Hereagain,validatedrelationsor modelsbetween thesurfaceprecipitationand inter-
_ veningvariablesare needed. Thegagecatchefficiencyversuswindspeedwork of I.arsonandPeck (1974) is an example
._ of the typeof resultsthatareurgentlyneededin allprecipitationmeasurementsystems.
Obviouslyerrorscan and do arisein any stageof the measurementprocess. The three most importantantidotes
: forthisproblemarechecking,checking,and ch,-.cking.Inshort, thereis no substitute forcareful attention to all
stages(i.e. measurement,collection,reduction,handling,estimation,etc.) of the measurement(estimation)process.
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I11.C.LinkageFunction
Wementioned above the problemof raingageefficiency orhow wella gagecaptures the trueprecipitation
occurringat the site. In truth, the observedprecipitation is some function (typica/Jyunknown) of the actual precipi-
tat/on. }lence the precipitationestimateis linked by some function to the actual precipitation. The type and char-
acteristicsof this "linkage"(sometimes termedtransfer)function areimportant.
Ia _ radarandvisible/IRsatellitemeasurementsytems the linkagefs lessdirect. Both of these systemsmeasure
a proxy variablewhichthen must be functionally relatedto rainfall. The standardradarmeasurementtecrmiqueis to
measureZ (a reflectivityfactor) and then attempt to linkit to R (the rainfallrate) through the popular physically
based"Z-R" function. Needlessto say, this approachhasnot alwaysbeen wellreceivedand presentevidenceappears
to suggest that the currentpopular "Z-R" function is too crude and in need of further work.
Thecurrent operationalsatellitemeasuresof precipitation typicallyuse enhanced brightnessand/orinfrared
radiationas their "starting"variables. Then through variousspecializedempirical linkagefunctions one ultimately
arrivesat estimatesof rainfallrates. It appears that at times the linkageis rather"ad hoc" andnot physicallybased.
The approachof Gruber(1973) appearsto be an exception to th_ generalpicture. Hedoesattempt to estimate and
use well.knownphysical processesand relationsin his linkage function.
IV. Comparative Experiments
Three types of potentialiy competing precipitationmeasurementsystems(i.e. raingagenetwork,radar,and
satellite) havebeenpresented. Furthermore,withineach type there arecompetingdesignsand techniques. Eachof
the candidateshas its own measurement,sampling,collection, retrieval,equipment and servicingconstraints with the
resultthat it is difficultto determinewhichsystemperforms best in generaland specificsituations.
The only scientificallyacceptableapproach to the abovedilemmais to performsome comparativeexperiments.
Weneed to allow me variousmeasurementsystemsa chance to compete fairlyin field trialsin orderto evaluateprop-
erly theircurrentperformancesand to plan for future improvements. Thiscomparativeapproachrequires that useful,
unambiguousand comprehensive"ground-roles"be establishedprior to any comparativeexperimentand that the
tenants of propercomparativeexperimentation (Flueck, 1981) be followed.
IV.A. GreatPrecipitationEvaluationExperiment
Anumberof methodshave recently been advancedforestimatingsurfaceprecipitation basedon satellite data.
Furthermore,numerousclaims typicallyhavebeen madeforeachmethod. The time has come fora comparativefield
experimentof the vanous competitors. It seems that the scienceof precipitation measurementwouldbe well served
by an assessmentof the comparativestrengthsand weaknessesof the variouscompetitors. Hence,I propose that we
undertake the GreatPrecipitationEvaluationExperiment(GPEE).
This experimentshould belimited to those methods that presentlyare able to presenta comprehensivedetailed
documenton their designand implementation. This designdocumentwouldhave to be presentedto the GPEEcom-
mittee priorto the experimentand followedin everydetail. Thus an entrant wouldhave to present the details of how
themethod estimatedsurface precipitationand exactly follow thismethod in the experiment.
Theexperimentshould becondacted in a "blind" mannerin that the daysand locations selected for precipit._-
tion evaluationshould be unknown to the experimenters. Furthermore,the actual surface rainfallvalues(probably
basedon a dense rain gagenetwork) for the daysof the experimentwould be withheld eromall participants.
I would tentatively proposethat two or three areasof varyingsize (e.g. 200, 2000 & 10,000 km2) be selected
as the "playing fields" of the experiment,and the goalwould be to estimate 24 h total precipitation foreach of the
areas. It would seem useful to selectabout sevendays in the 1981 growingseason for this task. O_e sould statify
the dayssuch that light, medium,andheavy rainfalldaysare presentin the experiment. One mightalso includea
zerorainfallday.
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Following their design document, each research team should perform the required precipitation estimations
based on the satellite data received from the GPEE committee. At the end of the experimental period (probably
6 months to 1 year), each team should submit their daily estimates to the GPEE committee for evaluation. Any
missing days (days with no estimate) should be assigned the value of zero. In addition, I would recommend that one
randomly selected day be fully checked by the committee for compliance with the submitted design document.
The question of what statistic should be used to evaluate the overall performance of the competing methods
should be settled prior to the experiment. My current preference would be to use mean square error (MSE = Variance
+ Bias2) with the raingagenetwork value as the standard or population value. This would allow both the precision and
accuracy of competing methods to be assessed. The other often mentioned evaluation statistics (i.e. p, a + bx, and R2)
appear to have clear deficiencies.
IV.B. Further Experiments
Once we have succeeded in selecting the best performing satellite based precipitation estimation methods (we
may not find a uniformly best one), we should be able to more effectively develop the new competitors. 1would
propose that new methods also be theoretically and experimentally compared with the present "King or Kings of the
Hill." This should be done by subsequent GPEE's (1,2 ..... ,k).
It also would seem useful to empirically compare various radar based precipitation estimation methods via an
experiment. A few selected comparison case studies are not a substitute for a GPEE.
Lastly, the opportunity for comparison within an experiment of all three general types of precipitation m_as-
urement systems should not be overlooked.
V. Concluding Comments
The opportunities for substantial advancement in precipitation measurement and es,_.nation appear to be at
hand. The uses for improved estimates appear to be many and extend from flash flood and severe storm warnings
to weather modification results and water and energy budgets.
This paper has advocated a systematic and scientific approach to improving surface precipitation measurements.
In truth, all present surface precipitation measurements are really estimates. We need to recognize this fact and strive
for improved estimators.
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ABSTRACT autocovanance functions needed to evaluate sampling enors
for mean rainfall dunng GATE are examined m Section 4. and
A formula permitting calculation of the mean-square esttrnates of the sampling error for mean rainfall are given m
error of the mean value of a random varmble due to penochc Sectton 5. Sectton b contams a discussion and conclusions of
sampling is denved and applied to estimating the sampling this paper.
error for satellite observation of the mean rainfall during the
GARP Atlantic Tropical Experiment (GATE). The effects of
both spatial resolution and frequency of observation on the 2.0 SAMPLING ERROR ESTIMATION
sampling error are summartzed i. graphs. It is found that four
observations per day are sufficient to dete-nune the monthly In order to derive an estunateof the variance of the mean
mean rainfall over an areaof 2.5° square (280kin X 280kin) value of a random variable due to discrete uniform samphng
to witlun a standard devianon of 5 percent of its mean value, the sampling problem ts formahzed as follows. For a fixed
two samples per day would yteld an error with a standard interval of hme. beginmng at some arbitrary time at, and ex-
deviation slightly less than I0 percent of the mean. A satel- tending to tz, the mean value, M(T), for a random variable
lite instrument with less frequent sampling may produce X(t), over a time interval, T = t2 - tt m
sqgnificantly greater error in the estimate of monthly mean.
rainfall, [ ft,2MCI') - _ X(t) dt. (I)i
1.0 INTRODUCTION
In practice, a continuous record of Xft) ,, seldom zvadable.
Satellite borne instlxlments offer the opportunity to In particular, for satellite observations, we can at best only
globally measure meteorological parameters. Such instruments estimate M(T) from the average of a sequence of measurements.
on neat earth satellites are however intrinsically constrained by Specifically, we may have only samples taken at say, times
their orbits on non-continuous observations. This observa- t t t t  2to,., t t + Nto, where N represents the num-
ttonal constraint introduces an error, called sampling e-or, ber of samples taken at tames separated by intervals of length
into the mean value of meteorological parameters calculated to w_th Nt_ ,_ T. The mean, M(T, to), of such a sample
from satellite observations. For example, mean rainfall estP sequence as,
mates obtzmed from surface radars during the GATE I and the
Electronically Scanned Microwave Radiometer (ESMR), have N
shown substantml differences (Austm, 1978) 2 wluch m part M(T, to) ,, 1 E
may be due to inadequate sampling. A method of estimating _ X(t! + kto). (2)k,,t
the bum introduced by inadequate sampling of ESMR and
other satellite instruments used to obtain meteorological With measurements taken by an ideal instrument every to
averales would be useful, hours, the expected value of the square of the difference be-
tween the M(T, to) and MfT), E[M(T, to) - M(T)] 2, may be
Formulas which permit evaluation of the error in the taken as a measure of sampling error.
mean value of a parameter due to periodic as opposed to con-
tinuoussamplinll are developed here. They are applied to The expected value of a random variable Q, E[Q}, may
estimatixql the samplinll required to obtain an accurate estt- be calculated by means of the ergodic theorem (Margenau and
mate of the mean rainfall over tropical oceans, and assess the Murphy, 1964) by
potential magnitude of sampling error on mean rainfall esti-
mates derived from the ESMR during the GATE. fL
E[Q] ', LLm L
The statistical relationships needed to obtain the mean- L'-" _ -]o Q dt (3)
square error of the mean value of a random variable due to
periodic sampling are presented in Section 2. In Sectton 3 if the limit exmts. In Appendut A it is shown that the mean
the Gate radar data used in this study are described. The square sampling error o2 it given by
o 2 = _ I- R(r) draGATE(G_olxdAtmoqphari,"l_lmu'ch Program)Athmtg Tmptzd (4)
_ ,,._. s.",fo'2AuXin,P. M. md S. G.C,eoUa.197g: E_d_tlon of Qmdltyof Pr_:_p- -- - R(r - kto)dt"ItationData from s Sat_lit_.Borns Racliom,tsr, I_latrtrnGntof Meteor. _'_
oiolD,,Mmmchtm,ttlImaitutl of TechnolelD',77 MareAve., CambddlP,
MA 02139. provtded _, the true mean, and R, the autocovanance funcuon
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given by radarswhich measuredram--echointensities. Pattersonet al.
(1979) l calculated ramfall rates from these observations, and
I /,L presented them m the form of cartesian scansover the B-
= Lira "L Jo X(L)dL (5) scalearea w_th mean eCluwalentramfall gwen m 4km X 4km--,oo data bms The processmgmcluded ehmmat=onof quest=on-
and able data, interpolation to fill m=ssmgdata. and apphcat=onol
I /-L corrections that mcluded those for atmospheric attenuation
R(r) = J.im "_"Jo X(L) X(L + r)dL (6) and antenna elevation.L-_oo
exist. Table I Three Phases of GATE
•
It is recogmzed that _, and R(r) may not exist in a Phase Dates Total Time
climatological sense(Brooks, 1929), however it _ill be as-
sumed that these limits are sufficiently well sat_st'iedto per- I 28 Jun - 16 Iul 1074 450 hrs.
mit the use of the derived expressionfor the mean square (Julian Day 179-197) (19 days)
samplingerror (Yaillom, 1962), (Le=th, 1973).
11 28 Jul- 15 Aug 1974 455 hrs.
Application of the expression for mean squ_.reerror to (Julian Day 209-227) (19 days)
the GATE radar derived rainfall measurementspermits an esti-
mate of sampling error on ESMR denved mean n_mfall, and Ill 30 AUg - 19 Sep 1974 499 hrs.
provides a meansof estimating samplingrequirements for (Julian Day 242-262) (21 days)
measurements of tropical oceamc "amfail. The G; te data wdl
be briefly described.
Only data from PhasesI and II were utilized in this study.
Both degradation of PhaseIll data resultm| from antenna
3.0 THE GATE AREA RADAR DATA stabilization problems on the Oceanographer,and its incom-
patibility wtth Phases[ and l[ precluded the useof the Phase
The GATE experiment conducted during the sutnmer of II data. GATE radar data at its orig]rmi 15-minute intervals
1974 provided detailed measurementsof rainfall from both was made availableby the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
gaugesand radarson an array of ships(Oceanographer,Re- Administration (NOAh.) for use in this study.
searcher,Gillis, and Quadra) over an area called the B-scale,
located approximately 1000km off the West Coastof Africa. Though. the derivation of the rainfall amounts m GATE.
Stationed witkin thm area (centered at 8° 30' N latztude and was precededby very careful calibration of the radars and by
23° 30' W longitude), theseships collected rainfall data over intercompansons between radars and between radar and guage
three .,pproximately tri-weeldy, periods called phases. Figure measurements, it is recognized that radar measurements of
1 illustntes the expenment area and Table I describesthe ramfall are subject to uncertainties (Hudlow and Patterson,
tILreephasesof the GATE experiment. The shipscarried 5cm 1979)2. These uncertaint,es may arise, for example, in the
relationship between radar reflectivity and rainfall rate or in
the difference between radar observed precipttation and that
which actually reaches the surface. The GATE rainfall data is
assumed to be typical of rain in the Eq,,=tor_l Atlantic and
'* _' ' i ' l _ TI_ to posse.u its statistical properties.
-"* I=" * fl 4.0 AUTOCOVARIANCE FUNCTIONS
GATE rain-rate time sales data, at 15 minute intervals
,4 _ a _m_, _.f "_ provided the mean values and autocovarmnce functions. Means
v OA_m
" NOmT.,r,.ANr,coC_, o*_m and autocovariances were computed for tire of the 4 X 4km _" time series with one in tl,e center of the GATE area and one
in each of the four quadrants. Areal estimateswere obtmmed
by averagingthe five values. Similarly, in order to study the
dependenceof autocovariance on area size, means and auto*
q" -I covariance valueswere computed for time series for other
area sizes: 8 X 8km z, 16 X 16km z,32 X 32km z,64 X
64km z, 96 X 96km z, 128 X 128kmz, 176 X 176kanz, 224 X
each area size beyond 64 X 64km 2, the mean and autocovan-
ance were computed on17 from time seriescorrespondin8 to
the center of the GATE are=, sincethe qu_lrants in all such
,. _ses are smaller than the area size under consideration.
I*
lhtmlat, V. et ,,J.,1979. GATE I_,*,,t RadM_l_ Symm,
•' - NOAAT_J.=_al Jdmno.El)IS 26, F,d=ml like, SI]ved_l PAL,gust,
_,, , , _. , . I , , I ,=,. ,,. land,MD 202M.
2Hudlow,M. md V, htmnm, 1979: C,ats P.ad_Ihu_'all Aria, NOAA
Ft_ue 1. The GATE Olnervaflon Network Showing the Spsctsi Paport,Ceamr for Envtmmmn_ Amman.s Smte_ '<_.,._,
I_httionsNp with the B-Sade/Urea 6010 ExL-utM Blvd.. Rocln,I]b. bid 208S2.
3
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T_e autocovanance functions calculated for Phasesi and commensurate with GATE radar data, is entirely practical
[1 are presented in Fqp_res2 and 3, respectively. The emptn- from a samphn8 point of view. Still, comparisons that have
cally derived curvesall appear to be examplesof exponential been made between ESMR-5 measurementsand GATE data
decay. Each wasleast squaresfitted to a function of the show a dtsappolntmll difference. Tills can be explained in
form Bexp(--QIri). In all cases,thegoodnessof fit (measured part hy recognlzin$ that ESMR-5 scanangle was limited to
asthe mean squareerror) between the emplncai data and the "e30"from nadir asopposed to its nominal iS0" Thus, the
analytic form was found to be better than 2.5 percent. The ground coverage was reduced by almost one-half in the equa-
parameters of the exponential forms Jnd other statlstic_ of tonal regions and operational iunltattons resulted m further
the rainfall are tabulated in Table 2. The analytic form oh- lilacs of data over the GATE area. The net result was that
tamed for the autocovanance functions allows a closed form during the GATE, the averaging tune between ESMR-5 oh-
evaluation of the sampling error servatlons was on the order of once every 36 hours, to that
we should expect about 24 percent samphng error on the
average, and not be particularly surprised by considerably
5.0 RAINFALL SAMPLING ERRORS larger errors for any one particular such experiment.
The mean square samphnl area for the GATE rainfall
observations is shown in Appendix B to be ipven by Equation (7) was alto used to compute the sampling
error as a function of to with T - one month for area sizes
2B f to (et°h'°+l_ 32X32km"64X64'km" 128X I28km2tnd280X280kn_%Z , T/to I + \_1 The remits for Phases! and II are plotted in Fiilures 6 and 7,2To retpectlvely. From these filures and Table 2 it is clear that
for fo _tmpliag errors are relatively msermtlve to averaltng
(7) area size and that the senuuvity, however small, decreases u
.(,,,,o.,i[' g:o.
, T/to, ,okeO-,) k,:)
6.0 CONCLUSIONS
The sampling error can be computed as a function of to, the
• tmplinll interval, once the measurement interval, T, and the From a utmplml point of view, a single earth orbitmll
area size over which the rainfall ,* averaled are *elected. This satellite sy,ttem capable of meuurml rainfall thould not be
was done for Phases 1 and Ii (for the entire GATE area) with expected to provide useful estimate, of the monthly mean
results shown m Figures 4 and 5. rainfall on a simtml tcale of less than 100 X 100kin in trip
ical oceanic relpons if the GATE ob_ervatmns are contidered
The Ilraph_ in Filures 4 and 5 indicate that measurements typical. A practical tttellite u_trument that is sqlnificantly
of temporal rainfall, when spatudly averaged over an area limited in scan tnlle (and hence whose revmt time tt
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Table2. Best Fit AutocovattanceFunctions
Phaw 1-450 Hrs. PhaseII=455 Hrs.
Area Size
(kin 2) Autooovatiance Mean ro Autooovatmnce Mean _'o
Function mm/hr hrs Function mm/hr
4 X 4 8.85 eXl:K-I.55 Irl) 0.46 0.65 10.63 ¢xp(-2.13 Irl) 0.40 0.4"I
8 X 8 6.17 exp(-1.06 ITI) 0.45 0.95 5.92 exp(-I.67 Irl) 0.38 0.60
16 X 16 3.3? exp(-0.49 h,I) 0.44 2.06 3.76 exp(-0.96 Irl) 0 38 1.03
32 X 32 2.25 exit-0.42 ITI) 0,44 2.36 1.84 exit-0.55 Irl) 0.36 1.80
64 X 64 1.37 exp(-0.32 h.I) 0.43 3.10 1.01 exp(-0.34 hrl) 0.34 2.94
96 X 96 0.87 exp(..O.20 I1"1) 0.51 5.13 0.20 exp(-0.31 I.rl) 0.21 3.23
1"28X 128 0.87 exlX-.O.15 I1"1) 0.55 6.63 0.21 exp(.-0.22 I'rl) 0.27 4.59
176 X 176 0.73 exp(.-O. 15 h'l) 0.52 6.68 0.24 exp(-O.21 Ill) 0.32 4.82
"; 224 X 224 0.63 exp(,..O.I5 l_l) 0..,0 6.72 0.25 exp(.-O.16 Ill) 0.36 6.23
280 X 280 0.51 exp(-0.14 I1,I) 0.49 7.16 0.24 exp,-.0 16 lily 0.39 6,37
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sqpt_cantly increasedbeyond 12 hours) should be Flown with L representin| time. The true mean of X(t), denoted by
simultaneouslyon more than one satellite to obtain accurate _, my be calculated as
monthly recant.
'f"|n any eyent, the results presentedhere provided a quan- _ = Lun _- Xlt)dt, 1A-71titstive hasmfor suchjud|ements, mmfar as the GATE radar L---i=
data permits. It ,4 emphasized that the methods usedweTe
_sad on tbe actual data in a way that assuredanydmmal 1"haautocovananc¢functmn, R(r), may be calculated as
variation that may have exmteddUnnl the GATE period was
included wtthJ.qthe samphnserror estimates. Therefore, it I /-L
,'an be concluded that any diurnal variation that may have R(r) " Lint L -Io (X(t) - _) (X(t * T) - _)dt.(A-8)been present in the GATE ata cert inly was n saamficsnt -+=.
factor.
Upon exlxmdinl the te_msin the inteqlnnd, the follow-
Since the frequency of the samplinl by an earth orbttinl inl relatiomzhips axe demonstratabl¢.
satellite system i_ for latitudes away .+- m the equator,
it seemslikely that a pn_tical satellite system pmvidin8 ==dr ! _'L
quate samplingover equatorial rqpons would also be adequate R(r) " I._m "L Jo X(t)X(t + r)dt - _Z. (A-O)for other areas. However, the statistical model presente L
• ouM be ,--ful for any compm'bons derived with rainfall
processesat other axeasof the 81ohe, With the a.saumptlonof the exmtanceof _, and R(y) the
txpected val_ of each of the exprelmons in equations A-3,
A-4, and A-$ ue mluated in turn.
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APPENDIX A
or
DERIVATION OF SAMPLING ERROR
_'///o*The sempiml enor siren by E[Mz(T)] -'_ (R(s - t)  _Zld=dt.
• z ,, E[(M(T, to) - M(T)) 2] (A-I)
or. upon explmslon, Titreequal)on may be sunpltfwd ftu(her thzou_ mspe¢-
.on of the auru in the s, t plane over whJch the mtqprttmn m
o 2 " ElMS(T)]  ElMS(T,to)l - 2ElM(T, to) k((T)] (A-2) i:_rformed. R(s - t) m oon_ant aloha hne=of the form s -
t + c. _ line=havea dope of I and an intercept of c,
wher_ Choo_ 8 co<)rdi_tt system with one ax;z parallel to them
line= simplif'm evaluatmn of the mtesnd, forR wdl he con-
EIMZ(T)I - ELT_Jt, X(t)dt.tt| X(s)d , (A-3) _[. y " (r - t)/_,/2,
1 fT/V_"fx-,,_-,N E[M= (T')] ""_ - • _x--_/=+r [R(v/_y) + _z ]dxdyEIMZ(T, to)l ." E X(t + Kto) X(I + ito (A-4)
md
EIM(T to) MIT)] - E " (t + lto) X(t)d (A-._)
EIMZ(T)I . 2 U
withT" tz-tt and Nto " T. "_ * _- (R(U)  _Z)dU.(A-12)
Aa ummpUon or e_ledidty pm'm_| the cvelu=Uon of
EIQImtl= _ or, t.m =verq,orQ,if thelimitt.ns; It=o_lmqthe = UI eqU4UOnA-4 yMdd,
tMt is
! ,_oL mM=(I",l.l_ I I"_ | _,_, (A-IS)
• i=.
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and upon interchanlPnl the order of intelration and sum- /-T e"TIt° e"TIre ]mat/on, |etbn$ U - L + Kto. andu_n| equauonA-9. rR(_)dr - B[ro2 * to2 - TroJo
'±f:" (R((L - K) to) + _l. (A-14) and,
E[M2(T' t°)J N'_ x-, i,.,
_o T f l_t°
Evalua.on o( the double sum umnllthe relationship R(r - Kto)dr - R(sKI$
R(r) = R(-_') yields .. _t.
.o io f,.. ._ + _ . (R(Jto) + _2) (A-I $) R(s)d$ + R(s)dsE[M2(T' to)] N . _t ° -,_
Equation A-$ may be evaluatedwith the ame techniques
as used m evsluatlon of equationsA-3 and A-4 to obta.n. ,. 2Bro - Bro e"4''Ire - B'r,) e"T/re eKt°l%
" (R(t - Kto) + _[=)dt (A-16)
E[M(T. to) M(T)] _ [4 In addition, note that
Substitutmn of equat,o_ A-I 2. A-I 4, end Aol 5 into _N A(I - AN)
equation A-2 y_lds ). A t .
i-t (I - A)
o2 •- - R(r)dl" + _   -R(Kto)
T N Nic. l Substttufion of theae relationdupa into equation A-I 7
after simpUfi,'_tton ytelds
- _ Rlr - Kto)df. (A-17)Ig. I
(T/to'2BI r° _/(et*dr°+ '_
o.2._ I ,, --
2'roAJPPENDIX B
Th, "-ami_i_ rrror for an exponentml ,ummvlnt.nce e'T/', . I ( to (.tvJ'. + I _function of tlw form R(r) - Bexp(-h,/% I) may _ evaluated - I - -- \_uXinllthe foUowml rehtt_n_- (T/%) _o "
-T }]
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RAINGAGE NETWORK S_MPLING STATISTICS
John L. Vogel
Illinois State Water Survey
Champaign, Illinois 61820
1. INTRODUCTION
Studies of rainfall characteristics using data from dense recording
raingage networks will be reviewed. Data from such networks have quantified
temporal and spatial rainfall distributions, and have supplied specialized
information about local and orographic effects. The natural variability,
temporally and spatially, for annu_l. _ea,_onal, monthly, and individual
events will be treated. Especially important are the spatial variations
of precipitation as a function of synoptic type, precipitation type, amount,
and duration. Much of this review will concentrate on results from dense
raingage networks in Illinois, but some data from other climatic regions
will also be treated.
A major portion of the data analysis of the dense raingage networks
in Illinois has defined the natural variability of annual, seasonal, and
individual rain events. Early in the analysis of network data in the 1950s,
the Water Survey coined the term 'storm' to describe a discrete period of
rainfall within a fixed network area. Huff (1966), in a study of rainfall
on a dense raingage network of I000 km2, developed an objective definition
of storm as "any rain period separated by more than 6 hours without rain on
the network." This definition of 'storm' allowed discrete rain periods to
be identified with specific weather systems. The operation of larger
net,_orks with areas greater than 5000 km2 necessitated an altered stormt
%..
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definition (Vogel and Huff, 1978), consisting of time-space delineations
for individual rain events. For these larger networks a storm was considere,
to be a rain period identified with a specific synoptic weather event and
separated from other rain areas by 52 km and more than 1 hr between rain
events at any gage.
2. RAINFALL VARIABILITY
An important measure of rainstorm climatology is the natural
variability of rainfall with duration. Table 1 from Huff (1969) shows how
the climatological distribution of storm mean precipitation is related to
storm duration based on an assessment of 12-years of data from a i000 km2
network in east central Illinois. For example, reading horizontally in the
upper portion of the table it is seen that with durations of 5 hr or less
on the network, 28% of the total precipitation, on the average, will result
from a network mean exceeding 12.7 mR, whereas this percentage increases
gradually to 95% with durations in excess of 24 hr. Reading vertically
in the upper portion of Table I an estimate of the distribution of storm
mean rainfall in each duration category is obtained. Thus, for storms with
durations of 5 hr or less, 80% of the rainfall, on the average, results
from a network means exceeding 2.5 mR compared with 7% in storms exceeding
25.4 mm. The lower part of Table I shows how storm duration affects the
relation between storm mean rainfall and the frequency distribution of storm
occurrences. For example, it indicates that for a duration of 3 hr or less
that only 26% of the storms, on the average, have an areal mean rainfall
greater than 2.5 mm, and that only 26% of the storms with durations less
than 5 hr account for 80% of the rain associated with these storms. This
I
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table stresses the importance of the storm duration factor in the
establishment of the distribution characteristics of storm precipitation
in this climatic region.
TABLE i. Average 12-yr Distribution of Network Storm
Precipitation Grouped by Storm Duration
Network Cumulative
Cumulative percent of total precipitation
mean storm for given duration (hrs) percent,
precipitation all storms
(mm) exceeded _5 5.1-6.0 6.1-12.0 12.1-24.0 24.1-48.0 combined
25.4 7 22 29 54 80 41
12.7 28 52 61 85 95 70
6.3 52 79 87 96 99 86
2.5 80 93 96 99 >99 95
Cumulative percent of total storm
occurrences for given duration (hrs)
25.4 <i 4 8 26 53 7
12.7 2 15 26 56 78 19
6.3 9 3_ 52 80 89 33
2.5 26 60 80 95 96 50
The last column in Table 1 indicates that 7% of the storm accounted
for 41% of all precipitation, and that only half of all storms account for
95% of the total rainfall. Garstang (1972) notes that in the Tropics, 10%
of the time duTing which precipitation falls produces 50% or more of the
total precipitation. Thus, even though there are many storms associated
with precipitation, a small number of these storms are responsible for most
of the precipitation.
Equally important is the distribution of total precipitation by warm
and cold-seasons. Warm-season (May to September) rainfall is characterized
synoptically by scattered showers, semi-organized to organized mesoscale
systems, and a few large-scale cyclonic storms (Vogel and Huff, 1978). The
t
cold season (0ctober-April) precipitation typically is dominated by ,.
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organized large-scale cyclonic motions and well-organized mesoscale systems,
such as squall lines (Huff and Schickedarz, 1970). In Table 2, the percent
of total precipitation and percent of total storm occurrences for the warm
and cold seasons are given fox"various storm durations (Huff, 1971). During
both seasons, storm durations of 3 hr or less we;e most frequent. However,
over 20% of all precipitation falls from these storms during the warm season
and less than 10% of the precipitation occurs within these storms during the
cold season. In the warm season 63% of the precipitation occurs with storms
of less than 12-hr duration, whereas S9% of the precipitation during the
cold season occurs with storms greater than 12-hr. This reflects the
difference in the synoptic weather regimes from the warm to the cold season.
The warm season rains are mainly convective and often occur within a
tropical air mass; during the cold season the precipitation occurs in cyclonic
storms near or in the boundaries of cold air masses. Thus, there are major
differences between the durations of warm- and cold-season precipitation.
TABLE 2. Average Distribution of Precipitation on a I000 km2
Raingage Network in East-Central Illinois Grouped
by Storm Duration.
Percent of total
precipitation Percent of storms
Storm Duration May-Sept Oct-April May-S£__ 0ct-April
53 22 9 57 35
3.1- 6.0 21 Ii 20 19
6.1-12.0 20 21 12 22
12.1-24.0 23 40 8 19
24.1-48.0 13 16 3 5
- >48 1 3 0+ 0+
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Precipitation type helps to define the spatial and temporal
ch_racteristics of precipitation. Thtmderstorms dominate summertime
warm-season precipitation, frequently being the major producer of rainfall
intermingled with light rainshowers. During a 12-yr period (1955-1966)
over a 1000-km 2 network in east-central Illinois, Huff and Schickedanz
(1970) found that the combination of thunderstorms and rainshowers accounted
for 88% o E the May-September rainfall and were associated with 87% of the
storm occurrences. From October to April the thunderstorm-rainshower
combination were observed with 40% of the storm occurrences, but 55% of the
total precipitation. Stable-type rains accounted for about S0% of all
precipitation and storm occurrence in the cold season. Snow and rain
mixed with snow were associated with 50% of the cold-season storms, but
only 14% of the total seasonal precipitation.
3. PRECIPITATION GRADIENTS
The variation of point rainfall with distance is another method of
evaluating spatial variability of precipitation. Results from studies in
Illinois (Huff, 1967), Florida (Woodley et al., 1975), and the southwest
United States (Osborn et al., 1980) are presented (Table S). The Illinois
analysis had a total of 186 storms in the period 1950-1954 from two networks
over flat agricultural lands. One network consisted of 25 gages in 260 km2
and the other had 50 gages in 260 km 2. All analysis were confined to
convective rainfall occurring from spring to fall with durations of 24 hours
or less. Synoptically, the precipitation ranged from air mass showers to
organized mesoscale systems to some large-scale precipitation events. The
Florida data consisted of 127 storms collected during the summers of 1971
_71
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a,_d 1973 as part of the Florida Area Cumulus Experiment. This raingage
network had 186 separate gage locations spread over 570 km2 of flat
agricultural land. The dominant rain type during the period was air mass
showers. The Southwest _lited States data was derived from the 150 km2
_alnut Gulch Experimental Watershed in southeastern Arizona with 95 gages
and the 174 km2 Alamogordo Creek Experimental Watershed in eastern New
Mexico with 65 gages. The precipitation gradient presented from the last
two networks represent individual air mass thunderstorms.
Table 3 presents the percent changes in rainfall with distance
normalized by dividing from a central gage. The I11inois data was stratified
by areal average rainfall and showed that the relative variability decreased
with increased rainfall volume. This is reflected by the changes in the
ralnfall gradient for those storms which had network average rainfall of
2.5, 6.5, and 25 mm which are average curves. Huff, also, calculated
extreme precipitation gradients which are expected to occur less than 5%
of the time. Such a gradient for a 25-ramstorm is given in Table 3. The
extreme gradient decreases much more rapidly than the average curve. For
example, at 10 km for an average gradient the precipitation would be
expected to be 74% of the central gage, whereas in an extreme gradient
situation the precipitation at I0 km is 36% o£ the central gage. The
extreme gradients are about 2.5 times the average values.
The Florida data was analyzed for N-S and E-W profiles o£ precipitation
change with distance. These profiles were averaged for Table 3, since the
results suggested symnetry in all directions and the differences were minor.
The variation of precipitation with distance changes rapidly, and by I0 km
only 17% of the point maximum precipitation is expected, on the average.
1983016998-157
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The average Florida gradient is more extreme than the average Illinois
curves, and are more comparable to the extreme Illinois curves. This
reflects the predominate air mass shower activity in Florida.
The Arizona and New Mexico data presented in Table 3 represent the
precipitation gradients from extreme air mass thunderstorms derived from
area-depth curves (Osborn et al., 1980). As a result, the values represent
smoothed gradients for these extreme events. The gradient for the storm
over Walnut Gulch, Arizona, resembles the extreme 25-mm gradient in
Illinois for the first 6 km, but then the gradient changes sharply and
resembles the average Florida curve. The precipitation gradient over
Alamogordo Creek, New Mexico, is relatively smooth and falls between the
6.3- and 25-mm Illinois gradients. Thus, for individual storms extremely
sharp changes in precipitation gradient can be anticipated.
AveraGe monthly and seasonal precipitation gradients have been
calculated by Huff (1971) for Illinois. The percent change of precipitation
with distance depended upon the average precipitation for the area, with the
sharper gradients occurring with lighter rainfalls. Extreme percent
differences of as much as 65% over 16 km for monthly values and 15 to
20% over 16 km for seasonal values can be expected. On the average, in
Illinois monthly differences of 25 to 35% can be expected in the warm
season (May to Septenber) and i0 to 15% differences are found in the cold
season (October to April). Woodley et al. (1975) for 5 months of data in
Florida measured an extreme gradient of 355 mm in 6 km. Thus, individual
months or seasons, especially in those regions characterized by convective
rainfall, can expect extreme changes in precipitation amounts over relatively
short distances for individual storms, months, or seasons.
_73
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TABLE 3. Precipitation Gradients for Illinois, Florida, and
Southwest United States Expressed as Percent Change
Illinois Florida Arizona New Mexico
Average Extreme
Distance 2.5 mm 6.3 mm 25 mm 25 mm Average Storm Storm
1 57 83 90 76 73 80 95
2 37 71 86 66 59 69 90
3 24 63 83 57 48 60 85
4 14 57 80 53 40 50 80
5 0 52 79 49 33 45 76
6 0 48 78 45 28 42 71
7 0 45 77 43 24 35 67
8 0 43 76 40 21 25 63
9 0 42 75 38 19 17 60
i0 0 41 74 36 17 ii 57
4. CORR£LATION ANALYSIS
Annual--Annual correlation patterns were obtained for Illinois usin&
56 long-term stations (Huff, 1979). The results showed zhat the correlation
between raingages decreases faster in some direction than in others. These
directional differences were primarily due to prevailing storm movements,
but the correlations can also be affected by topography and other factors.
These results indicated that the optimum raingage spacing for the measurement
of annual precipitation in Illinois would require a greater density of
raingages in north and south directions than in west and east directions to
maintain an equivalent degree of measurement accuracy in all directions.
Table 4 shows median correlation coefficients in each of 8 directions
for all stations combined over distances of 40 to 240 km. _e largest
- correlation coefficients at all four distances occurred with NE, E, SW, and
W directions, which is in agreement with expectancies from the standpoint
of prevailing storm movement. However, differences among directions are not
D.74
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exceptionally large. For example, the highest correlation at 80 km
was 0.76 and the lowest was 0.68. These account for 58' and 46%,
respectively, of the variance between point precipitation measurements
separated by this distance. For all directions combined, the coefficients
of 0.90, 0.72, 0.58, and 0.45 at distances of 40, 80, 160, and 240 km account
for 81%, 52%, 46%, and 20% of the variance. Thus, the correlation decay
with distance, and, therefore, the representativeness of point precipitation
measurements, decreases quite rapidly.
TABLE 4. Correlation Decay of Annual Precipitation with
Distance and Direction for Illinois
Median coefficient at given distance (km)
Direction 40 80 160 240
NE 0.93 0.76 0.63 0.52
E 0.92 0.75 0.60 0.55
SE 0.89 0.71 0.57 0.38
S 0.88 0.69 0.53 0.38
SW 0.90 0.73 0.62 0.53
W 0.90 0.73 0.60 0.50
I_ 0.85 0.68 0.51 0.33 ,
N 0.89 0.72 0.55 0.38
All directions 0.90 0.72 0.58 0.45
combined
Monthl[ and Seasonal--Huff (1979) used data from two dense networks
in east central and southern Illinois to investigate monthly and seasonal
correlation patterns. Analyses were restricted to the May-September period.
Convective precipitation dominates in this period and the spatial variability
in rainfall was obtained (Huff, 1966) Correlation coefficients were
calculated for distances of 3.2 to 32 km. Results of the monthly and
seasonal analyses combining data from _th networks are summarized in
D-75
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Table S. Only small differences occurred between monthly and seasonal
correlation relations so that a total storm sampling network would satisfy
sampling for both periods.
TABLE 5. Average Monthly and Seasonal Correlations _or
May-September in Illinois
Average correlation coefficient at given distances (Pun)
Period 3.2 6.4 9.6 12.8 16.0 19.2 Z4.0 32.0
Monthly 0.95 0.91 0.89 0.86 0.84 0.83 0.81 0.78
Seasonal 0.95 0.91 0.89 0.87 0.86 0.85 0.84 0.81
Storm--Huff (1979) analyzed the spatial correlation relationships in
storms, using data from two Illinois dense raingage networks to provide a
range of measurements that included l-min and 10-sin average rainfall rates
in addition to total storm rainfall. The two networks were 260 and 1000 km2.
Analyses were made of the effects synoptic weather type, storm intensity,
and duration have upon the spatial distribution of storm precipitation, and
are summarized in Table 6.
The data were separated into three basic synoptic storm types through
use of published synoptic weather maps of the National Weather Service.
Types included frontal storms, low center passages, and air mass storms.
Analyses did not show substantial differences in the patterns associated
with the various frontal types and squall lines, so all were combined in
the frontal storm group (Huff and Shipp, 1969). Low center storms shows
little variation with distance, frontal storms decrease somewhat with
distance, and the correlation in air mass storms decreases to 0.74 at 16 km.
The correlation patterns for the synoptic conditions (not shown} indicate
striking differe1_cesbetween air mass storms and low centers. With low
i>76 "
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centers the correlation coefficient exceeds 0.90 over the entire 1000 km_
network, whereas in air mass storms it decreases to less than 0.60 in
some directions only 16 km from the central gage.
The storm duration relations in Table 6 are interesting. Correlation
decay decreases with increas_.ng duration with storms lasting up to 12 hours,
then the trend reverses. A similar behavior was observed in the October-April
storms and on other networks, the reversal appears to be real rather than a
sampling vagary present in this particular sample of storms. A possible
explanation is that the !ong duration storms are usually associated with
extensive synoptic storm systems, and storm movements across the network
are more likely to shift during these lengthy storm periods as the weather
system approaches and passes.
The mean rainfall groupings in Table 6 indicate that average precipitation
within a sampling area has very little effect upon point-to-point correlations.
The trend of correlation is very erratic with increasing mean rainfali, and
is relatively low in three of the five data groups. Erratic trends and
relatively low correlation coefficients were also found during the October-April
period.
At the bottom of Table 6 relations are shown for 1-min and 10-min
rainfall rates _or comparison with grouped storm relations. The 1- and 10-min
correlations show rapid decay with distance indicating the great variability
in rainfall rates within storms.
5. SYNOPTICS
Generally, sunzner or warm season storms provide the most rainfall
,ariability in the mid latitudes (_ff and Schicgedanz, 1970), because of
_77
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TABLE 6, Variation of Correlation Coefficient with Distance about
Central Gage in Illinois during _y-September Storms
Average correlation coefficient for given distance (km)
Group _ 1.6 5.2 6.4 0.6 12.8 16.0
Fronts 195 0.98 0.96 0.94 0.91 0.88 0.86
Low centers 28 1.00- 0.99+ 0.99 0.98 0.97 0.96
Air mass storms 73 0.97 0.94 0.87 0.79 0.76 0.74
3 hour 184 0.96 0.91 0.82 0.75 0.70 0.65
8.1-6.0 hour 61 0.97 0.95 0.90 0.86 0.81 0.76
6.1-12.0 hour 29 0.98 0.96 0.93 0.91 0.89 0.87
12.1-24.0 hour 19 0.97 0.95 0.82 0.72 0,69 0.66
0.CI-0.10 inch 111 0.96 0.95 0.90 0.88 0,87 0.82
0.11-0.25 inch 55 0.64 0.22 0.05 -0.02 -0.06 -0.I0
0.26-0.50 inch 53 0.86 0.69 0.32 0.II 0.06 0.03
C._l-l.00 1,tch 36 0.84 0.68 0.38 0.22 0.12 0.06
>1.00 inch 19 0.96 0.95 0.88 0.82 0.77 0.71
1-min rain rate
(Goose Creek) 3142 0.77 0.60 0.40 0.31
lO-min rain rate 2892 0.76 0.61 0.44 0.58
the convective nature of many of the rain events. A study of the general
weather types and of some of the pertinent sur_nertime precipitation
characteristics was done for METROMEX(Vogel, 1977; Vogel and Huff, 1978)
using available synoptic and mesoscale data for each of the 530 rain events
or "stdrms" which occurred during the 5-sur_mer period from 1971 to 1975.
Each storm was classified into general weather types which best defined
the rain-producing mechanism of each storm. The eight storm types are given
in Table 7. A complete definition of each storm type is given in Vogel (1977).
The HETROHEX raingage network consisted o£ 222 raingages distributed e_enly
over 5100 km2 surrounding St. Louis. The network was circular and had a
radius of 40 km.
The storm type with the greatest frequency of occurrence were air
mass storms which made up 27% of all the storms. Air mass storms had no
apparent large-scale or mesoscale support and were usually widely scatter to
,L
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scattered and s_eak. However, these storm, even though they were observed
most f_equently, accounted for only 2% of the total precipitation. The
average network mean rainfall for air mass storms was 0.2 mm and the
average rainfall recorded in only those gages with rain was 2.8 mm. TheJe
storms covered about 7% or 360 km2. The individual convective entities
covered an area between 20 and 70 km2. At a point these storm can provide
some locally heavy rains, in excess o£ 12 nun, but they made up only a small
percentage of the storm rainfall over the region for individual events or
for a sumer. In southwestern United States, which is a semi-arid to
arid area, extreme spatial variability has been ob_er¢_d over small areas
(Osborn et al., 1980). Such air mass rains typically make 4p a large part
of the annual rainfall.
The next most frequent storm type was _,quall zones which consisted of
semi-organized to organized clusters or groups of showers _nd/or thunderstorms
with motion continuity in time and space. Squall zone storms comprised 25%
of the storms and 25% of the total sun,net rainfall. On t_.e average, _hey
covered slightly more than half of the network, had a network areal average
rainfall of 3.4 mm, and those gages with rain in the network averaged 6.4 mm.
Squall line storms were the next most frequent storm type over _t_TRO_tEX.
The squall lines were usually intense, well organized lines o£ convection
accompanied by strong, upper-air i_pulses. Even though these stozms only
made up 15% of the storms, 51% of all the rainfall was recorded during these
storms. The average network rainfall in squall lines was 11.9 ,,n, for only
those gages with rain the average gage amount was 15.7 mm, and 76% of the
network had rainfall amounts of 0.75 mm or more. Squall line and sqLlall zone
storms were the only two storm ty_es which, o,_ the average, covered more tha"
_79
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half of the network. Cold fronts occurred almost as frequently as
squall l_nes (14%). The rains associated with these storms were often
well organized, but occasionally cold fronts moved across the network
with only widely scattered convective elements and light rain amounts.
Cold front storms accounted for 12% of the total r_infall, had network
average rains of S.l mm, in only those gages with rain the average _oint
rainfall was 9.4 mm, and the average areal coverage was 3S%. Overall, squall
l_nes, squall zones, and cold front storms were often well organized, covered
large portions of the network, and consisted of convective elements with
locally intense rain rates with large spatial and temporal variations in
time and space within the storm and for the whole storm.
In addition, squall line, squall zore, and cold front storms accounted
for 54% of all storms which traversed the network, but 88% of the total
summer rainfall. For reasonable measurements of climatic precipitation
amounts in the Midwest or in regions with a similar climate, it is necessary
to be able to measure the rainfall within these _to_ 3. Other areas receive
a significant portion of monthly, seasonal, or annual rainfall fron. air mass
storms, and to adequately measure rainfall in these regions, it is necessary
to be able to detineate rainfall amounts from these storms. Thus, to
represent the preci@itation amounts from convective storms ic is necessary
to resolve rainfall amounts frum widely scattered air mass storms to well
developed showers and thunderstorms organized into meso- and large-scale
atmospheric disturbances.
D_0
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gTABLE 7. Summary of Precipitation Results from Synoptic
Analysis of 1971-1975 METROMEX Sununers
Percent
frequency Percent Storm Percent of v
of weather of total point average storm area with
Weather T_pe t_tpes precipitation precipitation (mm) precipitation
Gages with
All gages precipitation
Squall line 15 51 11.9 15.7 76
Squall zone 25 25 3.4 6.4 52
Cold front 14 12 3.i 9.4 33
Stationary front 6 7 5.9 10.9 58
Warm front 4 2 1.6 4.1 56
l:_'e 6 Post 8 1.5 07 3.3 20
frontal
Air mass 27 1,5 0°2 2.8 7
Low 1 + 1°3 5.i 25
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Microwave Radiometry Sampling Problems Demonstrated With Nimbus 5
Rain Rates versus GATE Data
E. Raschke and E. Ruprecht
Institue fur Geophysik und Meteorologie,
Universitat Koln, F.R.G.
i. Introduction
Sampling problems raise large difficulties for the precipitation
measurements from space. In the main rain producing area,
the tropics, rainfall processes are organized in scales
which can be hardly resolved by the microwave radiometers
on board of satellites. Even in the clou_ clusters, which
mark significant, large extended signals in the visible and
infrared images, the precipitation areas cover only a small
region. Our analysis of the cloud clusters over the W-Pacific
Ocean revealed that more than 50% of the area of a typical Western
Pacific cluster are without rain (Ruprecht and Gray, 1976).
The concentration of the rainfall is sean from the two figures
of that analysis (fig. I + 2). The radar observations during
GATE generally confirmed those results (Houze and Cheng, 1977).
In this study the rainfall was calculated from Nimbus V microwave
data at 19.35 GHz and the results were compared with the GATE
radar rainfall. It will be shown how the results can be improved
if the rain areas within the field of view of the ESMR are
determined b7 additional observations and lead to a correction
of the microwave brightness temperature. A first order method
is developed which uses simultaneous IR data for the determination
of the rain areas. The method will be demonstrated on a few
case studies.
2 Data
Five days (Aug. 31, Sept. 2, 4, 5, 7, 1974) are chosen out of the
21 days of phase III of GATE. During these days the subsatellite
t
path of Nimbus V was direct over or very close to the GATE B-area.
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I I
Typicol
:-- ClusterWidth _;
Fig.l Area distribution of rainfall intensity within the typical
Western Pacific cloud cluster (Ruprecht and Gray, 1976)
WESTERN PACIFIC CLOUDCLUSTER
Hourly RoInfoll
I
i:l/I
,o 1 II I
0 Ol 04 OI O_ I0 OJ 1.4 II IJ _J_ U mira
0 t S $0 _0 _0 40 IO mm/m
Fig. 2 Western Pacific cloud cluster cumulative rainfall vs. hourly
rainfall intensity rainfall amount. Curves b and c portray
the cumulative frequency of rainfall vs. rain hours (curve b)
add for all hours (curve c) (Ruprecht and Gray, 1976)
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The microwave radiances are available once a day at noon with a
spatial resclution of 25 x 25 km near nadir.
The rainfall data are derived from radar observations
(Hudlow and Patterson, 1979). They are given for each hour
with a spatial resolution of 28 x 28 km. All 148 data fields
of the so called "Master Array" are used.
The Nimbus V data are rearranged in a grid systen with a spatial
resolution similar to the radar rainfall data. For the 3 days -
Aug. 31, Sept. 2 and 7 - the resolution is 28 x 28 km. For the
other two days when the subsatellite path not directly cross the
"Master Array" the observations of 2 data fields are averaged to
give a resolution of 28 x 56 km.
3. Theoretical aspects
The equation of radiative transfer for the microwave region
is iteratively solved (Jung, 1980) with the following assumptions
and parameters.
a) The vertical profiles of temperatures and humidities are
given by the GATE B-scale mean of phas_ I_I. A small
correction was applied to the temperature profiles in the
rain area given by Gray (1977). Constant mixing ratios are
assumed for CO2 and 02 .
b) During the observation period the surface winds were not
stronger over the GATE area than 7 m/s, thus we assumed
a smooth ocean surface and undisturbed Fresne!-reflection.
c) The rain clouds are modelled with 2 layers: the lower
layer is a pure rain cloua with a Marshall-Palmer rain drcp
distribution, the upper layer has a thickness of 1 km and
contains either cloud drops with a liquid water cot,tent of
- 0.i g/m ) or a Marshall-Palmer ice particle distribution for
an equivalent rain rate of 5 mm/h. The top heights of the
clouds, that is the top of the upper layer, is determined
from the radiation temperature in the IR.
t
,L
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4. Correction method
The first test of the derived rainfall rates was done with
averaged data. The rainfall rates were calculated for each
data field of the "Master Array" and then averaged. These
mean rainfall rates for each of the 5 days are compared with
the mean radar rainfall in Fig. 3. The curve depicts the
theoretically derived relation between microwave brightness
temperatures and rainfall rates for clouds with top heights
above 5 km.
It is obvious that the rainfall rates will be underestimated
if the theoretical curve is applied. That is also true for
all individual data fields as shown by the error bars
(standard deviation). The results in Fig. 3 can also be
interpreted in this way that the observed brightness temperatures
are too small for the given rainfall rates. We believe that
the main reason for this underestimation is due to the fact
that the microwave data with a spatial resolution of
25 x 25 km cannot resolve the individual rain clouds or cells
but give an average over an area with rain and large portion_
without rain(beam filling problem).
It is assume that the observed brightness temperature TRG
consists of 2 components: the brightness temperature of the
rain area TRRand of the non-raining area TRK. Ic _s further
assumed that TRG is an area-weighted mean of these two
components:
TRG = f TRR + (i - f) TRK (I)
_ f = horizontal fractional area of the rain clouds.
From Dq. (I) TRR can be calculated with the knowledge of f.
D_7
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Fig. 3: Mean brightness temperatures against mean radar
rainfall rates averaged over all data fields with
mean cloud top heights greater _han 5.5 km. The
bars give the standard dsviation (full lines =
theoretically derived curve).
The determination of f is based on the general kngwled_e about
the nature and the distribution of clouds in the _ropics and
especially on the observations during GATE. The following in-
formation can be used:
a) Clouds with tops below 3.5 km produce no rain
(e.g. Eiehl, 1979),
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b) During Phase III of GATE only 0.25 of the total rain was
observed in areas with echo top heights below 5.5 km
(Cheng and Houze, 1979).
c) In t_e presence of deep convective clouds in the GATE
B-area rain occured only beneath those clouds with tnp
heights above 8.8 km ( TIR<247 K ) (Stout et al., 1979).
d) Nearly 50% of the area with deep convective clouds is
non-raining (Cheng and Rodenhuis, 1977).
e) From the radar observations the fractional coverage of
each data field with rain rates greater than 0,5 mm/h
is given.
Based on these informations four criteria are assumed to
determine the horizontal fractional area of rain cloud f:
Criterion Tnfoneatlon Assumption about the tractional
!cloud distribution coverage f
1 ml_ all J we
1 a) no fractional coverage
of all clouds with
h) 3.5 km
2 b) no fractional coverage
of all clouds vit_
h > S.S km
3a) a)+c) shallow clouds are fractional coverage
predominant of all clouds with
fractional coverage of h • 3.5 km
deep cloud h > 8.8 km
is less than 20 t
3b) d) dee_ clouds are 50' t of the
jpredom/nant fractional coverage
fractional coverage of of all clouds with
deep clouds h • 8.e km h • 8.8 km
Is greater than 80 t
3c) c) fractional coverage fractional coverage
of deep L_ouds area of all clouds
(h) 8.8 km) t8 with h • 8,8 km
between 20 and 80 t
4 e) no fractional coverage
of radar rainfall
_ rate > O.S ms/hr
h = cloud top height
.,I
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The threshold (80%) to distinguish the different cloud types
in criterion 3 were chosen after a careful study of our data.
The brightness temperature for the non-raining areas TRK was
derived from the observed temperatures for the data fields
without radar rainfall. The average of 160 K was adopted as
a constant value for all non-raining areas.
5. Results
For each data field the observed brightness temperature is
corrected applying criterion i to 4. The top heights of the
clouds are determined from the IR observations from SMS 1
_ith a spatial resolution of 7.5 x 3.5 km. The rainfall rates
are computed with the corrected temperatures for each data field.
The results are shown in Tab. I. The first 3 columns give the
• technical informations, in the 4th and 5th column the comparison
is shown between the calculated rainfall rates and the radar
rainfall given as total water output over the "Master Array"
in absolute (column 4) and relative (column _) values.
With the uncorrected brightness temperatures the rainfall
rates are underestimated by more than 505. The correction
method 3 gives a drastic improvement although then a large
deficit is sometimes encountered.
The frequency distributions shown in column 6 give a hint, why
the calculated rainfall is underestimated: the frequencies
of the intense and low rainfall rates are too small.
It is remarkable that the correction 4, based on the radar
rainfall itself, does not give an improvement. The horizontal
movement of the disturbances increases the rain area at the sur-
face when averaging is done over s finite time period, thus f
is still too large after the correction.
The results have shown that it is principally possible to over-
come some of the sampling problems by applying such a simple
b
,L
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correction method to the brightness temperatures. The method
will be further tested with more GATE data and if data available
for other regions. Besides the space sampling problem there
exist also time sampling problems. In Cologne we are working
on that problem although not yet with rainfall data but with
radi&tion observations. I shall show a result which may also
be applied to rainfall. The global radiation measurements
Table I: Comparison of the total water output over the
"Master Array" calculated by the radar rainfall and
the computed rainfall rates wltb different correction
schemes.
DescrApLlon of the O|te GrOund Total watsr Procl_enc¥ d_JtributXon
data TLme reaolutton o.tp_L over the of Lha Tit. rates
31.o|.74 2| z 28
/ida/ fiLflfall 12-13 _ 5.-" 10 1 ] :)
.ncorrectad T U _.o 18 4 4 3
T X ccrreet;oh- to 1 3.o 5JJ 6 _) ]
T___ correction to 2 I_._J3 13.5 49 1 ? S
T; _ correct,oh to ] 4.) 04 3 | t I
T_ corrcctloa to 4 ].0 59 3 5 6
_Lq
o2.o9.74 28 x 20
,a".ar raAnfalZ 12014.0o 34.4 h 35 25 45 lo 6
_ncorrected ? 14.3 J 41 2| 15 19 2
T._ corrcct;c_JRto 1 14.0 43 _? 1T 19 2
'T :__ correction to 2 13.oo 16.5 48 21 26 ;1 _L
T_._'*J correct,on to 3 2o.t 61 27 17 _3 7 1
TRR correction to 4 16.8 41 :[3 34 31 4
o?.o$.?4 21l x 28
_r ::tracked T 1.2 42 5 3 4
.- . c_rree_o_to 1 |.o ST 5 4 6
_P correction to 2 12.47 ].1 59 3 6 6
Tt. p. cc,rcc,,on to 3 3.1 6o * 5 6
T.a'_ corrtct_on to 4 3.4 68 $ 4 6
to4.os.74 Si • lO
rad,,r rr.;nfa_l 11.-14,o_ 14.J 11 ¢i 3 i 'l
.:,co_ retted T ?.;I 49 ¢ lo _ I
TR_ c_,rrec_:lo_llto 1 8.1 55 5 _ ] iT.. cor_*¢t_,oh tO | !1.11 8.S $8 5 10 4 I
,S.o_.?¢ Si • 3tl J _"
radar rainfall 12.-13.04 I?,S 16 ) 1_ 4 5
,r.:orre¢ ted T rT.l 13 4 O _? S
Tl__ corract_o_tto 1 IS.] 75 9 8 tO $
T_. _" correction to it 12.31 I9.1 ?$ 1 t It1 $
T_ oorrect_on to ) 12.1 11_ 9 4 I? 1, ._
._ :t corr_c_oa to 4 _9.1 Io6 4 S L [
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for 2 years every minute at Zurich are used to derive a simpl(
model which is applied to calculate the daily sum of the
radiation with only a few individual observations. Fig. 4
she': the relative error with the integration time for
1 and _ sampling points per day. The error for actual cases
can be large but they decrease after a week of integration.
Similar studies are planned for the precipitation thus is
will be possible to derive realistic climatological
rainfall patterns with only a few observationJ per day.
GLOBAL RADIATION
:30 ZURICH SEPT.1 - OCT. 1/,, 1966
25
20 1 SANPLINGPOINT
15
10
5 ,,,.%
o 0
= i 4 I 12 16 20 24 211 "3}- "]6"" -E0" "4"4"
=. -3 I
I TIME(DAY)
_10
/ 3 SAMPLING POINTS
-15 e!
!
-20
-25
-]0
Fig. 4: Relative errors with integration fine of the global
radiation derived from I and 3 observationsper day.
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I. INTRODUCTION 2. DATA BASE
Rain estimation from apace affords the In conjunction with the Florida Area Cumulus
hydrologic community the opportunity to monitor Experiment (FACE), a weather modificatlo_n project,
precipitation over time and apace scales not before raingages were deployed over a 13000 km" area in
possible from In situ means. To be able to estimate south, central Florida. The approximate gage
accurately the precipitation over very large areas locations are shown in figure 1. There were I00
and for long periods of time offers the rainssges operating in the quadrilateral area of the
agriculturalist s solid input of the most crucial FACE target during the summer of 1978.
variable in crop prediction models. Likewise,
hydrologists can better assess the water supply Data are recorded in 5-minute increments and
through estimates of precipitation over large for this exercise were Integrated over 30 minute
uninstru_nted watersheds. Climatologists also have periods. The analysis was carried out from 1200 to
an interest. Through monthly precipitation 2100 1coal daylight time.
estimates over the tropics1 oceans, climatologists
can more accurately determine the energy budget of For the purpose of this analysts, the data
the earthes climate machine. There is indeed a wide points were transferred to an evenly-spaced grid.
range of interest in rain estimation, end, as a This was done by applying objective analysis
consequence, Just as wide a range of scales of routines described by Cresssan (1959). Basically
interest. This leads to the question of whether or the scheme works as follows: The area is subdivided
not existing techniques supply the required into • grid system with points spaced every 11 ice.
accuracies at the various scales of interest. These represent centroids to areas of influence of
each rainEale value. A computer program is used to
In this paper a method which objectively search out the two raingage locations closest to the
analyzes the performance of rain estimation gridpolnt and a weighting function is derived based
tenhntques is described. It is applicable to any on the relative distance of these iages. If e
form of rain estimates but, for the sake of brevity, ralngase falls within 2 kn of the gridpolnt, the
only results from the Grlfflth/Woodley satellite actual gage value is assigned to that iridpotnt.
rain estlmetion technique are tested in this study. The distribution of iridpoints using such a scheme
Rain estimates over south Florida are compared over is depicted in figure 2. Bl-linear lnterpolat!on Is
a 9350 W_" area equipped with rein gages at s 11 km then used to derive 2 intervening values; leading to
spacing. Several statistical tests, outlined by one ground value every 3.7 km.
Flueck (1981) and Huff (1970) are conducted on the
error (S-G) for various space and time scales.
Results, althouih preliminary, allow the community
to objectively determine the feasibility of the use
of satellite rain estimates at various scales of
interest.
I 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 0 0 Q 0
J
| O n O 0 0 O 0 0 D 0 0
u, 0 0 a a • • 0 D • 0 0
• 0 0 • D Q B • • • a
• * * 0 0 • • 0 a O o 0 0 O
• , • • * -, 13)B u
7i_ ,_. _id for _/',_ Cressm_-i_teI_ooZ_e8
• • • ..... • • r_in_age val-w_
Nomlnally,lntrere_ estelllte Ime|ery is
.a recorded every 30 minutes. Full resolution Irid
_ _m spacing is approximately 8 km (i.e. two objectively
analysed sale values on a side). This allows us to
E'i_.r_ 1. Reeo_Y._l z_Y._c_e l.o_(zt'_o_._ _.n compare, one to one, ground values and satellite
_:_¢ rACE _c_get _,,',eu. derived values over common area enO time s_ales.
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The satellite technique used for this and
demonstration is the Grlffith/Woc_ley convective d : $-_; (2>
rain estimation technique. It is a
computer-automated, life history technique described where S is the mean satellite and G is the mean ga6e
in these proceedings (Orlftlth & Woodley, 1981). estimate. The mean square error can be decomposed
This technique was empirically derived over south into the standard deviation (Vat) and the bias (B)
Florida and applicability of the results of these of the difference, d;
error analyses to areas climatically dissimilar to
Florida should be questioned. Ultimately, the HSE(d) : Var(d) + B2(d). (3)
performance oi any rain estimation technique should
be tested over various climate regimes. Because we used only a small subset of the total
FACE sample, all results shown here should be viewed
For the purpose of this workshop, 13 FACE as preliminary.
oases in 1978 were processed. Comparisons were made
over ; subareas beginning with the single pzxel In performing the linear flts we regressed
resolution at 55 km . It should be noted that all the satellite-inferred rainfall Is the dependent
error analyses are the combined effect of errors due variable and the gage-estimated rainfall as the
to thesatellite technique and errors inherent in independent variable. Zn order to present tne worst
the sampling of rainfall at this raingage density, possible case, points for which both the satellite
Work by Huff (1970) suggests that in basins (<1500 and gage values wore zero were not used. Both the
10m2) instrumented with one gage every 55 _-m2, the satellite and gage estimates were accumulate_ over
sampling error due to ralnKage density can be as the 16 combinations or the q space and ; time scales
large as 40_ in light rain cases (< 2 mm). discussed in section 2. Results of the linear f_ts
are shown in Figure q and Table 1. Figure q _s a
The grid array used for the satellite plot of the correlation coefficient as a function of
estimates is shown in figure 3. Note the area Is area (along the abscissa) and period of accumulation
within the boundaries of the ground network in order (the family of curves). As can be seen, the
to eliminate any trending caused by the objective correlation coefficient improves as either the
analysis scheme. The subareas of comparison between length of the calculation or the area of interest
the satellite-inferred and raingage-derived increases, and ranges from 0 at halt-hourly
rainfalls are a_so shown; the_e areas are: I) each estimates for one pix_l to .92 for 6-hourly
full resolution _lxel (55 Am'), 2) four plxels estimates over 9350 km . The values in Table I show
combined (220 km ), _) the four quadrants of the that the slope approaches 1.00 as the space and time
target area (2200 Am'), and 4) the full rectangular parameters increase. For e given time period the
Ires covering most of the target (9350 Am2). The regression intercept decreases as a function of
temporal resolution is similarly degraded from the network size. For a given area, though, the
best satellite resolution of 1/2 hr through 1-112, preliminary results show I different trend. At the
3, and 6 hr comparisons, two smallest areas the intercept increases With
time, whereas for the two largest areas the
Intercept initially increases and then decreases as
the period of calculation lengthens. It is possible
that the intercept results for the two smallest
areas would show the same trend if longer time
I periods were included in the analysis.LO $_m.d
• OJ 3_-, /i
; 0,1
IS1m,
s_dSa_o.s of eonToarison in the FACE o.l
Ca'gee oJ'ea, co /
_. STATISTICAL ANALYSES AND RESULTS
Figure 4. Corr_luCion coefficiente over v_tn_ing
The data were analyzed by _ittinK m linear cir_ _ space scaZee.
° regression and by computing the mean square error.
._ For the linear regression analyses the slope, The results tar the mean square error are
_ _tercept and correlation coofflcient were computed shown in Ftlurss 5 and 6 for the bias and standard
in the usual manner. The mean square error, H_E, is deviation of the difference respectively. In these
deflnec as figures, both the bias inO the standard deviation
', have been normalized by the mean gage value for the
HSE(d) • (di)2/(n-1) (I) basin of interest.
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Mean gage values are shown in Table 2. The mean TABLE I
bias of the error is roughly 0.15 for all network
sizes at 1/2, 1-1/2 and 3 hours; that is, rhe Slope (top line) and intercept (bateau line) values
satellite estimates are systematically 15% higher for the linear regressions SS S runt[ton of gpsce
than the mean gage value. The mean bias decreases (A tun=) and elm (T h).
to 0 for all network sizes accumulated over 6 hours.
Similar to what was seen with the linear regre;31ons,
the standard deviation of the error again decre'+ses TX 55 220 2220 9350as time and ,pace increase.
O.ZS 1/2 .0, .06 .37 .80
0.20 _ :_.,_ 1.63 1.18 .q6 .1.
0.15 _._...I *_. I-1/2 • lJ .21 .62 1.07
]l Iz 0.10 3.10 Z.33 .87 .15
0 _.4
0.05 3 .am..
_... 3 .28 .37 .66 .97
0.00 .... • ............ _.2 3.33 1.63 .56
= =' =_ =f
/AEA (met
F{g_,_ 8. S_datemut_c ez'_or over uurylng ti_e 6 .38 ._7 .gz 1.23
_md space scales.
q.90 3.80 .q2 -1.5_
1.0 __ Before an accurate assessment of the error,• in the GriffithlWoodley satellite technique can be
Z.O .-----,-,- --_, made. all 51 experimental case days of FACE will be
!_ ! ___,_, processed. At that time, work by Barnston and
lS Thomas (NOAA/ERL) will provzde a ground truth data
[1_ ,et based on a hybrid system of raingages and radartO which will potentially achieve a density or one
_1 ' . value every 12 km=, thus reducing any errors
,ttribute_ to the sampling of rainfall from
0.$ 1 ground-ba,ed systems. Ultimately, an accurate
analysis mu,t be performed separating the error,
o.o derived from the ground measurements and those
m _ # _ derived from the satellite estimation technique.
mEA(m_)
Figure 6. Sc_o_ing erro_ over varying time
_nd space ,caleB.
TITUS 2
Mean ISle rainfalls (am) u a funet::Loa Of qmee
III. FUTURE WORK (A ks') and tim (T h).
We intend to use the Statistical Package for T_ i
the Social Sciences (SPa3) (Nie 2} _=i. 1975) to fit \ SS 220 2220 t3SO
= multivariate regression to these mean square error
data. The regression would take the form
I/2 1.4q t.10 0.59 0._2
_+ " b0 + bar + b2 A + b3 T + b_RA + bs_T + beaT +
b7X2 + .... (4)
1ol/2 2.86 2.]3 1.qO 1.18
where E is mean square error, _ is mean rain in the
network, A the area o_ the network, T the length o£ ] _.72 q.O0 3.01 2.T_the calculation and X represents higher order terms
in these variables. This regression would summarize
- the results shown in Figures 5 and 6 and, moreover,
_- would permit any potential user to ascertain the 6 I.!0 7.36 6,_ i.(N
error inherent in using our satellite technique over
the tlme and apace scales of the user's interest.
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A verification methoO to assess the relative
error in rainfall techniques over a spectrum of
spatlal and temporal resolutlons has been proposed.
%nltlal results from the verification analysts show
an avera&e systematic error of 155 for the
Grifflth/Woodley rain estimation technique. An
Improvement was found for lncreasln B temporaJ and
spatial scales. A useful data set Is offered for
other experimenters to compare their results over a
densely instrumented area. Lastly, we acknowledge
the need to quantify the errors in techniques to
estimate rainfall from remote platforms.
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THE DIFFERENTIALREFLECTIVITYDUAL POLARIZATIONMETHOD
OF RAINFALLMEASUREMENTS
ThomasA. Seligaand V. N. Brlngi
AtmosphericSciencesProgramand Departmentof ElectricalEngineering
The Ohio StateUniversity
Columbus,OH 43210
ABSTRACT
Measurementsof reflectivityat horizontal(ZH)and vertical(ZV) polarizationsprovide
adequateinformationnecessaryto _nferthe two parametersof an exponentialraindropsizedistribution
(NO, Do) where the distributionis givenby N(D) = Noexp(-3.67O/Do). This distributionin turn enables
one tocomput_watercontentor stillair rainfallrates. The physicalbasisof the radartechniqueis
outlinedand illustratedtheoretically,and experimentalresults,comparingradar-derlvedrainfallrates
with raingaugeand dlsdrometermeasurements,are reviewed. The techniqueshouldproveusefulfor many
meteorologicaland hydrologicalpurposes,includinggroundtruthmeasurementsof rainfallrate over the
oceanfor comparisonwith satellite-relatedobservations.
I. INTROOUCTION factor,yieldsestimatesof the two parameters
(NO, DO) of an assumedexponential drop size
The accuratemeasurementof rainfall distribution.
by remotesensing,especiallyby satelllte,is
fundamentallyimportantto an improvedunder- N(D)• Noexp(-3.670/0o) m")cm'l (3)
standingof climate,earthresourcesand atmos-
pheric-oceanicprocesses. [Martinand Scherer, D is the equivalentsphericaldiameterof the
1973;Wllheltet el., 1977;Viezeeet el., 1978; drops in cm and Om is the maximumdrop size dia-
Izreel,Ig79]. Althougha numberof satellite meter. Also,althoughthisdistributionis not
measurementschemeshave been devisedfor this alwaysapplicable,It has been found to be re-
purpose,theyall sufferfromone or moreatten- presentatlveof most rainfalleventsand is
dent problems as outlined by Atlas (1980). commonlyused by meteorologists.
These problems result from effects of clouds and
variationsin humidity,variationsin effective Rainfallrate (R)and volumetricwater
rain layerextent,limitedspatialresolution content(MS are relatedto N(O) as follows:
and limitedtemporalresolution. In addition,
every technique employed thus far dependsupon tO m
empirical hypotheses which require ground truth R • 0.6WJo D)v(D)N(D)dD mmh"z (4)obse vationsfor t tingand evaluatio . This
paperaddressesthis latterneed throughthe
considerationand exploitationof the rece,tly
developeddifferentialreflectlvlty(ZDR)radar M • _ "inom D3N(D)dD g -
m-) is)
techniqueintroducedby Sellgaand Bringl(1976)
for the quantitativeground-basedmeasurementof
rainfall, wherev(D) is the terminalvelocityof the drops
(m- s'l). Note that N(D)or equivalentlyrain-
2. REVIEWOF THEORY fall is describedby two parametersand, there-
fore,at leasttwo radarobservablesare required
Th_ ZDR radar techniqueutilizes to obtainestimatesof them. It ',sfor this rea-
measurementsof reflectivlVfactorat horizon- son that the conventionalradarmethodof measuring
tel (ZH)and vertical(ZV) polarizationsto rainfallusing Z-R relationships[Batten,1973;
quantifyrainfallintensityand estimatedrop Wilsonand Brandes,1979)fails to quantifyrain-
slze distributions.ZOR is givenby fall rate adequately.
ZDR- I0 log ZH/Zv dB (I) The ZDRsignal derives from the non-
sphericalshapeand nearlyc_n allgrwnentof
- ;; rDm raindropsfallingat tePminalvelocltyin the
ZH,v• Jo°H,VN(D)dD cmSm") (Z) atanosphere.Further_re, sinceeachralndeophdsIts own characteristicoblatespheroidalshape
[Prup_cherand Beard, Ig71],ZOR is uniquelya
and,when combinedwith eitherreflectivlty measureof drop slze,or, as in the case of an
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exponential distribution, tt can be used to esti- the range 0.! - 0.3dB when around 60 or more tnde-
mate Do. Introducing either reflectivlty factor pendent pairs of hlghly correlated samples are
ZH,V then glves Ho as 111ustrated In Fig. I. e,pl:yed. Thus, a typlcal I_m n_eteorological
radar should be capable of measuring ZOR to very
60 40 good accuracy in 0.4 - 1.Os at a single range
gate, corresponding to times for Independence
_ - ,o between pulse pairs rangtng between 7 - 15ms.
Spatlal averaging am_ frequency dlverslty technl-
- ques my be employed to reduce the time pertod
_o _o z° required for measurlng ZOR. A corresponding
4_ 16o _," standard error of ZH,v would be l.dB.
4o -?0 5 =, [ 1 i l
,:1 / :o, .. -
_. CroIs CorrelottOn ,0
o/ / o , /,'0 _J
0 "_ ' ..... .J ,_0 Oq0 005 0*0 OI_ 020 02_ 030 03_ 0 0 20 iO 60 BO iO0
Medion OrO0 S,ze Oiomell_ Oo (cm) Number 2f Somplel, M
r{_u-_ 1. _o_etic_Z baaia f_ tho 7,DR F£Vuzi 2. 8_ _v_t£o_ o:" t_ equate
This theory can be used to derive an equation 4. THEORETICAL STANDARDERRORSOF
for P RAINFALL RATE ESTIMATES
It Is of Interest to estimate the
6.82 X 10 .3 ZH h. ! standard or random error of the ratnfa11 rate
(ZDR + 0.47) z._s derived f_m ZDR measurements. Applytng analysts
of vartance [Barford, 1967] to Eq. (6) gives a
0.5 S ZOR <_ 4.8dB (6) fractional standard deviation (FSD) of R
where ZH(mmSm"a) and ZOR(dB), I
FSD - I0.053 Var(lO ]og ZH) +
3. THE ZOR RADARSIGNAL I
(2"45)2Var(ZOR) I _Several schemes are available to [<ZDR> + 0.47]z
measure ZOR [Brtngt et a1., 1980]. The most
desirable scheme uttllzes pulse-to-pulse switch-
trig between polarizations and a squire-law or Var represents variance and < • refers to the
po_r esttNtor, sample mean. Thus, a typtcll FSO of a single
radar-derived ratnfall esZtmte _ould be 243 for] .,,...,v..,o,,z.,.°o..,z.,ZOR" 10 10g _ A_,/1 _: A_t (7) 0.04. Introduction of ttme and/or spatial aver-t-1 t-1 aging,ould further reducerSOby l//l Whirl N
ts the total number of Independent contiguous
where AH_,Vt, t-1, m are p_trwtse sets of tnde* samples. Thts r_sult tw/)lles that random errors
pendent1# c6r_'elited samples of the scattered tn radar R'S Should be Insignificant when applied
stgnal amplitudes at horizontal and verttcal to most sparta1 and tin, oral scales of radar
polertsattons, respectively, and mts the number meteorological or climatological t_ortince.
of Independent sample patti available. Thts
estimator ts asymptotically unbiased and has a 5, OTHER ERRORS
- theo_lttcll standard deviation is gtven tn Ftg. 2.
Note t_t the _reiter the correlatlon between the In addition to the $tatlstlcil virli-
"; i_plttude samples the better the esttmatm" of ZOR. blltty discussed above, systemttc btases tn the
0its obtained wtth the Chtlbelton Radar facility, esttmate of R may also occur. These may be due
operated by the 5¢tence ReSHrch Counctl of the to many sources, but the most Important ones are
U_ited KingdOm, shm_d that thts corrolatton ts expected to be ¢altbrltton errors tn Z_ and ZOR,COnSistently hlgh (>0.90) end not very dependent Oevtettons from the exponential drop ..}I dtstrt-
on ZoR when pulse-to-pulse melsurlments Of ZH,v button, raindrop oscillation, ritndrop cinttn 9
are used. These results Indicate that tt Is and brim-filling problems, could also lead to
reisonable to expect standard errors for ZOl tn error% boih statistical and systMvitlc. All of
D_99
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these factors requtre attention and care tn radar mates over two separate SSO km2 lreas (see Ftg. 3)
destgn and operation tn order to understand com- whtch conta|ned 26 and 27 gauges each. Thts gauge
pletely the limitations of the method. Neverthe- denstl_y ts expected to produce around a 5% standard
less, results to date are very encouregtng as are error tn the average ratnfa11 rate over these areas
shown tn the fo|lowtng sections, when 8vereged over a 1 h ttme pertod. Therefore,
the gauge results provtde a good standard for corn-
6. CHILL RADAR: _I_UGE C0_I_ARISOHS parlson If a ralnfall event over the two areas
lasts for around I h. These condltlons were wt
Follow1_ the flrst _asu_e*_ts of on thls day an4 produced the results shown In
tZ_:[Sellga and Brlngl, Ig79] In 0k]ah_ wlth Tables I and 2 whlch compare ralnFa11 rates In eachCHILL r dar, operated by the I3]tno|s State of the two 550 km2 se t rs and thetr seven subs ctors.
_mter Survey, to conftm the existence and prac- R obtatned from the IOR technique and two Z - R
ttcallty of measuring ZDR, a co_arattve radar- relationships. [_7" 486 R1"37 due to Jones (1956)
ratngauge experiment was planned tn the Chtcago and Z - 187 R"" a caltbreted relationship] are
,_t_pollt_n area dur1_ August 1978. On August9 also 11sted along wlth the ralngauge v81ues and
thls (Jh4csgoexper4_nt led to an opportunlty to the ratlos of radar-derlved va]ues to the ra1_auge
compare t1_averag_ radar ralnfa11 rate estl- va|ues.
/ /
!
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Table I Table 1
blMfsll late (mr -I) Iknlod H the Zoi I Teck_iq_e (tiM), Jo_e_' blmfsl| hie (mar "l) bead e_ lke Z_I 1'e(blq_ (tIM), J_'(lllla) l-I lelll_enlhipl (Ill). lllnfleje Cllibrelad l-I l@lltlO_-
(llJ_l) Z-I lel_llonlhlpl (lla), flllnl_Ule Clllllrllad Ioi lelllllm- Iklp (II_i) _nd lllllllnl_Ule _lel,rk SIc) for lqlo_ II ind ItllJhlp (I_i) _nd Ike lal_liUle Nel-erk (aG) f r elZ, I lad IIi
Sublectilr ANSl 11_. Slam 4UarlllOn vii lh 20 llll. lubleCllar larell _I_ ' llelrlldlMIPlllellWSll 40 lie.
Alp'eat (lug) NO. et (era kr -I) Ares (US 1) P_e. ef (ms Jr "j) tZN/tC m_t/tG |ZII/I _
Ill • ll.S GlmleJ tG tin l_t l_ll tZOll/lIc l_a/jIG lztll_ S_j- YI.S Glqel llc tin I_.I tit
s_ , s._ ,.s _.z z.m o.s, ,.zs o.so Szl s t.z t.s I.O o., i.zs _.1¢ 0._4
112 $ I.I l.l I.I 1.4 0.IT 0.Tel a.ll Ill S 1.3 l.S I.I 0.1l l.ll l.Sl 0.Yl
Ill S 1.0 1.4 ;_.! 0.I) 0.70 1.01 0.4l Ill 4 I.I l.l 1.7 O.l I.M 1.46 0.ll)
-_ Ill l l.l) 1.0 :l.l 1.4 1.0S 1.14 0.14 lib 4 I.$ l.J l.S 0,I' I._ 1.41 0.sY
Ill l l.l) l.O _.1 l.l 0.11J I.II 0.SI IIi 4 l.l I.I l.l 0.9 l.O/ l.ll 0.S4
Iii 4 I.II I.I .1.1 I•I _.10 1.10 0.S0 IIi I I.I 1.4 l.l 0.I 1.19 I.$1 O.ll
l|9 l 1.4 |.0 l.l 4.S 0.81 I S0 0.ll If? S 1.0 1.4 l.l 0.? 1.4a I.I0 0•10
$1(lla) el, I.I0, 1.40 l.ll l.l; 0.19 I.II IS.If IIzISS0) Z?" I.II_, I•41 1.64) 0.ll 1.16 a.l? l.td
• IIIIi, 10 llOlel _@ire l_ui_ll IS ] 841)14:1111ll#blellllPlIlls I_II. I) " II l_, _ 1141111 lNlareI le ) 8411o4:o111ll41_Jlelllgll(I_ I_iI. I).
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Comparative statistics of the retn- that their analysts ts besed on storms of constd-
fall data presented in Tables I and 2 are given erebly longer duration (typically S hours or
tn Table 3. lorKJer) than considered here.
y,vs. ] 7. CHILL ILADAR: DISOROMETERCl'_IPA_;_Ofd_
CemflnYltJ_l Scatt|tlcs ef Jllnfal)
Dltn Presented %n T,b|e| I ,rid 2 Off August 2, 1978, at app,-oximtely
17:40 CST. a strong convective storm Ippro4c_,. '
_l_tte |s tiMEs| Sl S_ Avermle the radar site directly from the West. The c._ -"
" mS operating tn the ZOR mode, step-scinnt.*
•tzoa*J,,c, o.;* 1.1_ ,.oz elevation at 1° steps every 8 s. During t'.-. _,_
,eczt./,_;. i.s6 l.s, l.ss of radar nmlsuremnts, three dtsttnct low _ _-_.
tton irKjle data sets of ZH and ZOR v,lre o3t -
,xzn,/,ic) o.s7 a _ o.&z from which rainfall rate profiles with rare: . 1(
,IIZNJlt G, 0.17 1.16 0.1_S be derived. Simultaneously, the dJsdromter,which was located at the radar site, recorded the
,t_t/i c, i.z8 I.s7 l.sz reinfa!l tntanstt, y as the store moved over the
,tzj/m c, o.sz e._4 o.se stte fr_ WeSt tO East. This combination ofmeesuremnts provtded an opportunity tO c_pare
A;_r=le the radar-derived range-dependent, rainfall rates
difference" wtth the ttme-de_ndent, dtsdrometer-dertved ra i n-
i I . tzl I z_t z_ zn fall rates. In this event, I meaningful comparison
tl " "_$ 40_ 4st 41.sl is possible, tf the stOre is in steady state andif both measurements can be translated intO a
si - _zJ_ s_s .t 4n commonrange or time axis through an appropriate
Fr,ct*_,-, st,a- transfomatlon.
davd Devllliml'"
I • Izl I lOqb li.St IS,n FIg. 4 shews Z0R and ZH as I function
of range for the last (storm nearest to the reO_r)
m. _j Z*t )_.Sl It. St radar scin prior tO the store reaching the site.
t - tzt Is.IS 141 is.il Also shown Is _ for the prevlous scan _Ich
_cur_ 4 mln earlier. C_Jrlson of the
• _ _ pc, . %1 ,.) profiles constitutes i East of whether the storm
_-i_ _llSIn s_dy state. Clearly, both _re very
slmllir in structure, supporting the steady state
• " FSD " Standard Oevtmt_en ef (&/_G)/¢ll/_G _ v_re mssdq)tton.
I • RIDII, I_ or IZA.
I I I I l 1 _ I /?
Two different ratio estimates are considered, Z_ -1 e"_
vtz" <R>/_RG_ and <R/RG) "ere R n°_ refers to _ /_J_-- /-Z_(t-4mm)HS n_
RZDR. R_I or RZR. Averages Uf these .re obtained _ _F __ 44 _
average ts also shown in the last column of Table 3
which dtmonstretas the superiority of the ZOR
technique over use of Z-R relationships. _e
that Jones' Z- R relationship systematically ,o_- _a U -o _-z, -_
underosttmtes the gauge rainfall rite while the _..J_-L. [ I l I i
calibrated Z-R relationship overesttites the , I s 4 s I r o
gauge ralnratm. An esttlte of the relative I_nge, km
average difference bet_n gauge and radar dertved
retnfall rites ts also given tn Table 3. Thts F_-_ #. ZD/?_d Z_ _ze= J't_t_on. o_ _ge.
dtfferance Is defined as Zg ,.,_: e-4 _f._r._ f._ ,=Y_o eko_m r.o
I_1" Ril *_iorRGt and Rt • RZDRt, RZRt The retell11 rite ¢(xi_lrtsons are
shotm In Ftg. 5 where the dtsdromter ttN data
The ZOR technique ytelds considerably lo_er aver- ts transformed unlfomly over ramie according htor.l.age dtfflrrtnces (22_1) than either of the two Z-R the mn asttNte of the Store'S s_HId, 18 km
relattGnihtps. Thts sam statistic _Is esttmlted Note that the dtsdroaeter data is lagged so U tO
it 63% by Wilson and |rlndes (1979) based on date co-locate the tti) peeks of R It ranges z.as and
frail 14 storm using Z-R relationships to lit1- 3.15 k_. Also shove in tl_, figure.Is R derived
mite ratnratoI. Finally, Table 3 1tits till fr_ the relationship It1 • _0 R;'0. The corrals-
frettloM| Standlrd devtlttofls (FSO) of radar to tton be_ltln the radar and dlsdt_eter proftles in
gauge rattos daftned as e(R/RG)/cR/R G) it_-e the ramie interval Z - 4 Inn Is very _d. O_ the
" other ._lnd, the Z- R relationship IS u_ble to
R • RZ_, R_ or RZ_ aN _I(R/R G) tS the vertince r_uce the large veriabt|tty of R recc, rded by
of R/RG. Again, the ZOe technique gtves a lewIr the dt_romter.
FSO th4n either Z- k rtTattonshtp thOugh these
vlluIs are also quite sill. W11SOn end 8rindes The ft_s_ tm dtsdro_eter p44ks In R
(197g) obtetned an _sttmte of 30_ for the sam at 100 end 38 m hr'" ire tn excellent egreemet
statistic baaed on dill fr_ 14 stoma. Note wtth Um ftret t_o rlKIar I_lks at lO0 and S2 m hr "_.
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Overall Comparison of the stom strut-S 1 I ture would be vet7 gOOd tf a spread between the
; I o_,.m, tw j fro_t and rear of the storm as seen by the radar
v v +Pro= occurred. Such an effect ts not unreasonable in
_ _ _ &= convective Stores and could ,xplatn the dtscrep,n-IOO / cJes Jn the proftles with range. F|g. 6 illustrates
peaks) are extended over range to accoumodete such
spreading. This ftgure clearly Illustrates thata very goOd :o_artson beb_ln the radar and dt$-
_ _ drometer _easure_nts resulted.
_ / _:o _. _.._-=.. | 8. CmLS0LT0._ ,_ mS0,0.ETER
,0 I ' ' 9
f tl I
u + _ A current cooperative research p_gr_
_' W _ 0 I App)eton Ll_boratory resu|ted In meesul'tment$ of
dlsdro_ttr-dertved rainfall drop s|ze distribu-
tions at a fixed stte w|th the radar b(lll directed
over the dtsdroleter. Although thts effort his
y|elded a ltmtted data set which has not been cam-
pletely a_lyzed yet, the results are very encour-
t ] I _ ) agtng tn that ca|cu]ated values of ZOR, obtetnedI $ t a I
Ronge, knl from the disdrolwter masuremnts and Pruppecher
and S+ard's drop shapes, correlate very W111 with
the radar measurements of ZOR. Thts result is
?h_t_a'e 5. R¢_=, _ d_d_me_:az. _nfa_ _==_. shown In Ftg. 7 and provides strong confir_tton
Xo¢l ZqR'm _>_Z{_ _ p_cx_=e _ that ZOR actually does est|_te dro_ stze. It tS
_-'k_.Z_ at R =m _ed _o a clur from these mature°hiS and the Itmtted
_-R re_¢,.:om_p-_wP£u*d ra_,. CHILL _esults= presented pr@vJously, that the ZOR
technique haS g_at potential foe p_uctng a
The thtrd peek, hoover, ts considerably dtffer- significant tmrovl_lnt tn radar's eb|ltty to
ant utah the dJsdro_etlr end radar values betng quanttfy rainfall.
34 and 100 m hr';, respectively. Considering
the ttm dally between the dtsdromter and radar 2.0
observations, thts single mLJor dtscrlpancy out
of _ree pe_k values could Ns|ly OCCUr because
of the n_tur|l variability of the store between
the tim of the radar measurlme_..ts and the time
the storm passed over the radar (dtsdro_ter) 1.6
stte.
1.2
I00 _
_ "- o+
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il t --
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g. RADARMF.ASUREHENTSFOR GROUHOTRUTH vehicles; scaveng|ng of gaseous a,_l
particulate atr pollutants.
Should future experiments continue
to support the ZDR radar technique as aft accurate, 11. CONCLUSIONS
reliable method of measuring rainfall, radar
would then be tdeally suited for ground truth The concept of IqDloytng dual 11near
obser_0attons of ralnfa11 for c(xq)ertson with polarization measuremnts of radar reflecttvtty
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• Availability of other radar observmbles approach are Identified and, alth_gh not sPiel-
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Abstract
Severalmethodsused to estimaterainfallrate R are surveyed. The distribu-
tion N(D) of dropsizesis of centralimportancein determiningthe reflectivity
factorZ, attenuationrate K, and R. With single parametermeasurementtechniques
eitherof the remotelysensedparametersZ or K can be used to estimateR when
gross assumptionson N(D) can be made. If N(D) can be describedby a two parameter
distribution,dual measurementtechniquescan better estimateR withoutinvoking
these coarseassumptions. A reviewis made of three techniqueswherebytwo vari-
ablesmight be measured: (1) dual wavelengthin which Z and K are remotely
measured,(2) dual polarizationin which reflectivityis measuredwith two ortho-
gonal polarizationsand (3) rain gage-radarcombinationswherebyin situ point
measurementsof R and radar measurementof Z or R are combinedto obtain a better
assessmentof rain over areas betweengages.
I. INTRODUCTION
Accurateestimatesof rainfallrate R and/orcloud liquidwater contentM
requiresdetailedknowledgeof the liquidwater dropsizedistributionN(D).
Althoughradar techniqueshave practicallimitationsand its accuracyin rainfall
rate estimationis highly suspect,it has the decidedadvantageof remotely
surveyingvast areas and makingmillionsof measurementsin minutes. Radars in
combinationwith satellites,rain gages,and other instrumentsmay give the sought
for accuracyof rainfallestimatewith the ease of data collectioninherentin
remotesensing.
To accuratelycharacterizerelationsbetweenwater densityand cloud dynamics
with good spatialresolution,and to reliablysense the threatof unusualbut
significantevents such as floods,there have been and still are effortsunder
way to improvethe accuracyby which radar can betterestimaterainfall.
2. RAINDROPSIZE DISTRIBUTION
Srivastava(1971)has determinedthe steadystate N(D) for raindropsgen-
eratedby their breakupand coalescence(Fig. l). He shows that the steadystate
N(D) is independentof the assumedinitialdistributionbut dependsupon the
liquidwater content. Calculationsby Srivastava(1967)show that exponential
distributionsare quasi-stablewith respectto coalescensein that they change
ratherslowlywhereas narrowdistributionstend ratherrapidlytowardthe expo-
_ nentialshape. Although the steady-statedistributionsshown on Fig. l are not
exponential,they can be fittedby truncatedexponentialfunctionsat least over
the dropsizerange which contributesmost to Z, R, and M. Thus, the use of
exponentialdistributionsin radar estimatesof rainfallis justified,and two
parametersof the exponentialfunctionwould only need to be estimated. At
largerR a third parameter,Dmax, may be requiredto accuratelyestimateR, Z,
and M.
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Figure I. Steady state raindrop size o
spectra assuming coalescence and spon- o , 2 _ • _ _ , oO_OP DIAMETER 0 (ram)
taneous breakup of large drops. The
Marshall-Palmer exponential distribu-
tions for two rain rates are shown for Figure 2. The integrand of the rainfall
comparison. Dashed line is an exponen- ,_ateequation (3) showing which drops
tial speotrum truncated at Dmax=6.5 n_n. contribute most for an exponential
After Srivastava (I974). dropsize distribution.
3. RAINFALL RATE
Gunn and Kinzer (1949) made precise measurements on the terminal velocity
Wto of water droplets in stagnant air at sea level. These data are commonly used
in calculating the rainfall rate, on the ground, from N(D), and in deriving the
Doppler velocity power spectra for vertically pointed radars. A useful approxi-
mation to the data for Wto is
Wto(D) = 9.65 - 10.3 exp [-600D] (m.s-l) (1)
(Atlas et al. 1973), where D is drop diameter (m). If D lies between 6xlO"4 and
5.8xlO'3E, there is less than 2 percent error from the measured values of Gunn
and Kinzer. We shall find it useful to have a power law fit for wt(D) data.
Atlas and Ulbrich (1977) show that
Wto(D) : 386.6D0'67 for 5xlO-4 < D < 5xlO-3 m (2)
fits the data of Gunn and Kinzer in the indicated range of D. An exponent of 0.5
in (2) would be expected from theory, but this holds true only for the very
. smallest diameter (0.3 mm) drops which remain spherical. Rainfall rate R is
obtained from
R = "6 D3N(D)wt(D)dD (3)
: We can derive a relation between R and the two parameters of an exponential
distribution of drop diameters by substituting (1) into (3) which gives, after ,
integration, the following formula for R
D.I06
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where DO is the median volumedrop diameterand MKS units are impliedthroughout.
NO is the numberdensityper upit diameterfor D-*o. This formulaappliesonly if
the exponentialN(D) is steep enough so that contributionsto R from diameters
largerthan Dma..are insignificant.
It is instructiveto show the drop diametersthat contribute;hOStto the
rain. So we have plottedon Fig. 2 the rainfallrate integrandof (3) assuming
an exponentialdropsizedistribution. We see thateven for the highestrain rate
shown in the figure,most contributionto rain comes fromdrops havingdiameters
less than 6 nm. Thus, significantrain comes from a narrowrange of dropsizes
(0.5_6mm). This fact is of importancewhen power law equationsare fittedto
scattercross section-dropdiametercurves. However,R has been computedusing
the M-P distribution,and this is steeperthan the steadystate spectraespecially
at largeR. Flatterspectra,as shown in Fig. l, may have importantcontribution
from drops of diameternear Dmax.
4. SINGLEPARAMETERMEASUREMENTTO ESTIMATERAINFALLRATE
In this section,we discussmethodswhereby remotemeasurementof one parameter
such as reflectivityfactorZ, or attenuationrate K, is used to estimaterainfall
rate.
4.1 R, Z Relations
The remotemeasurementof R has considerablepracticalinterest. For many
years radarmeteorologistshave attemptedto find a usefulformulathat relatesR
to the radarmeasuredparameterZ. Unfortunately,there is no universalrelation-
ship connectingthese parametersalthoughit is commonexperiencethat larger
rainfallrates producemore intenseechoes. By examiningEq. (4) we see that,
for the exponentialdropsizedistribution,we need to measure2 parametersin
order to obtain R. Thus, the radar determinedvalue of Z alone cannotprovidea
uniquemeasurementof R unlesseitherNO or Do was uniquelyrelatedto R or to
one another.
There has been considerableeffort to establishwhethersome of the dropsize
distributionparametersmight be known given the type of rain (i.e.,stratiform,
thunderstorm,etc.). Measurementof dropsizedistributionsaroundthe globe
under differentclimaticconditionswere made, and Battan (1973)lists no less
than 69 differentR, Z relations! Even when rain conditionswere supposedlythe
same (stratiform),Atlas and Chmela (1957)show considerablevariabilityin the
R, Z relations. For example,their data show the same reflectivityfactorZ
could be associatedwith an R of 33 mm/hr or II mm/hr,a possible300 percent
error dependinguponwhich measureddropsizedistributionis used.
It is quite difficultto calibrateradars to within ±l dB so there could be
a systematicbias in the radar measuredreflectivity. Some of this error can be
compensatedby choosingan appropriat_R, Z relation. Accordingto Cain and
Smith (1976),the relationZ=155 Rl._° removedany pervasivebias in the radar
• estimatedrainfallRER, whereasin FloridaWoodley et al. (1975)reportedthe
t Miami R, Z relationZ:300 Rl.4 worked better. We s_ recognizethat even if
the dropsizedistributionwas the same at two differentlocations,errors in ,
D.I07
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radarcalibrationcan lead the meteorologistto developan appropriate,but
differentR, Z relationsthat apply to each region. In order to developan
appropriateR, Z relation,radarsneed to be accuratelycalibratedso that other
radarscan use a commonZ, R relationthatmay dependonly upon differentmeteoro-
logicalconditionsand not upon the radar used.
In spiteof the superfluityof R, Z relations,many of them do not differ
greatlyat rainfallrates between20 and 200 mm/hr (for furtherillustrationsand
discussion,see Fig. 5 and Sec. 5.1). For stratiformrain, the Marshall-Palmer
(M-P) relation(1948)
Z = 200 RI'6 (5)
with R in mm/hr and Z in mm6m"3 has pruvenquite useful. Laws and Parsons (1943)
dropsizespectralmeasurementsgive
Z : 400RTM (6)
More recently Joss and Waldvogel (1970) have used
Z : 300RI'5 (7)
and showeda 42 percentstandarddeviation(S.D.)betweenradar and disdrometer
measureddaily rainfallaccumulationsfor 47 days of rain eventsthroughoutthe
1967year. When they consideredthose 25 days in which rain accumulationwas
largerthan lO mm, the S.D. reducedto 28 percent. The use of three differentR,
Z relations(one for drizzle,one for widespreadrain, and one for thunderstorms)
doubledthe accuracyof radarmeasuredamountsof precipitation(S.D. : 13 percent)!
Althoughthe use of (5), (6),or (7) may producelarge dispersionfrom the
actualrain ratemeasuredby a gage, the accuracyof rainfallmeasurementscan be
greatlyimprovedby averagingin space or time. Leber,Merrit,and Robertson
(1961)used (5) to obtain hourlyaveragesof lO-cm radar rain rate duringextremely
heavy rain,and integratedthese hourlyaveragesto producea 24-hourisohyetal
map that comparedvery well with accumulatedrainfallobtainedfrom a dense
networkof rain gages.
4.2 AttenuationMethod
Communicationengineersand radar meteorologistshave observed,for a wide
rangeof rainfallrates and rain type, a consistentrelationshipbetweenmicrowave
attenuationapd rainfallratemeasuredwith rain gages along the path of communica-
tion. Thus accuratemeasureof attenuationmight be used to obtain reasonable
estimatesof R withoutaprioriinformationon N(D).
It can be shown that if the extinctioncross sectionat(D) i_ well approxi-
mated by a power law dependenceuponD in the range of diameterswhich contribute
significantlyto K, then liquidwater contentM and K would also be relatedby a
power law,a resultthat is consistentwith many experiments.Moreover,it can
be demonstratedthat the power law approximation,
_t(D) , CDn (8)
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for or(D) leads to a rainfallrate versusattenuationrate thatcan be independent
of dropsizedistribution! Atlas and Ulbrich (1974)first illustratedthat the Y
power law dependencebetweenmicrowaveattenuationand rainfallrate impliesthe
' "effective"power law dependencegiven by (8).
Now let's examineagain the rainfallrate formula(3). In order to have R
expressedas an integralof a power law functionof D, we are motivatedto use the
approximation(2) for terminalvelocityWto. Using (2) in (3)yields
¢o
_I386"6) f D3"67R = 6 . N(D)dD (9)
0
Substitution of (8) into the attenuation rate formula
oo
K = 4.34 x lO3 I N(D) or(D) dD dBk_ (lO)
-o
gives
CO
K = 4.34 x 103C f N(D) DndD (ll)
t/
0
Comparisonof (9) and (ll) immediatelyshows that if the Qower exponentn had a
value equal to 3.67 then R and K would be linearlyrelatedand,moreover,this
relationwould be independentof dropsizedistribution!
Atlas and Ulbrich(1974)fittedWaldteufel's(1973)numericallycomputedK, R
valueswith a power law in the R intervall-lO0mm/hr. From these fittedcurves,
they have obtainedvaluesof C and n for a wide rangeof wavelengths(O.l-lOcm)
and temperature(0-40°). These data (Fig. 3) show that n = 3.67 for _= 0.88 cm.
Any wavelengthnear l cm would
similarlyshow that attenuationand
I:'REQUENCY (GHZ)
rainfallrate relationsare relatively _oozoo ,co 6o 4o30 zo ,5 ,o 5
independentof the dropsizedistribu- 6[ , ,., r.......... , , -tions. This conclusionis quickly E --, 40.
acceptedif one refersto Fig. 4 which _- },,o,(m<oo
plots attenuationrate versusrainfall ....c ,a._._, _ 20
rate for 4 wavelengths. The circles 4- , ,6
are K and R values numericallycomputed o..,o-.,8._ .;Sk.- ", _ ,_
usingmeasureddropsizedistributions 3 _17 ,_. _ ,2
(204of them for 3 days) and the exact _.,? _,_, ,,o- _,o40" ./zt \ ", _ \
attenuationcross sectionsfor each ,.'." ',',.,a., 8drop diameterat T = lO°C. These o..,o._.. ,o. ,,
/11
numericalvaluesform the scattergram , _" o..,,_
and lines are best fit of a log-log "'."., 2
regressionto the equationK=(_R6. _ , ,________L___________ _ , "'_-_, o
The regressionequationsand the ,o-' z 3 _ _ 6,8,, _ _ • _ 6 Teg,oWAVELE _IG IH (cm)
averagepercentdeviationof R are
shown in the upper inset tableof
Fig.4. Note how closelypacked the
data are for _,=0.86 cm in spiteof F_;_uz,e J. Cu.r_e8of "effeoti_e"C _d
the large numberof differentdrop n _n cz_e_z_on ez,o_ _eo_o_ q_=CD_
spectraused and that at _= 3.22 cm, versus _veleng_h an_ ¢e_era_u_re.
: a largerscatterthatmight be attribu- _, _ _n _ o_ om_ _ D _ _n om .
ted to differencesin dropsizespectra. (_rom Atlas a_ Ulbz_ch, 19?_).
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: ,(c_) K.. Avc'_.a, _AP -Io' Figure 4. Scattergrams and regression
i os6 o.ag.'_ ee ._ lines of K versus R at indicated wave-
iz_o_o_R''°I 93 ._,____86 _ l_ngths. Inset table gives regression
.10 M I 778 0 04"teR'" 124 __r f
,zzloo,os,..Izog/ /" ©_ -.°° equations and average errors in R(from Atlas and Ulbrich, 1977).
,E,,,..o.: ..4, ./ _
-,o° ./..... / ,o,--,o-,
--_ io' " . -- - .. _ 5. DUAL PARAMETER MEASUREMENT TO
_/'-- / /___ / ,o"d78 " - ESTIMATE RAINFALL RATE
• - . "." We now turn our attention to methods
_o-'-_o" whereby measurement of two variables can
_ ._ ..,L_7", be used to deduce others. For example,
",f _ measurement of the two r_motely sensed
"v/' "._ variables, attenuation rate and reflec-iO-Z_ i0-1
?j"." tivity, can in principle be used to inferrainfall rate, liquid water content, or_o"- _o_- any other variable that is derived froma two parameter dropsize distribution.Atlas and Chmela (1957) were first to
I .2" i i I i develop a rain parameter diagram which
_o-' _o" _o° _o' to' permits one to obtain the rain parameters
RAINFALL RATE (mm/hr) R, M, D_, and Z from any pair of the
set. A_las and Ulbrich (1974) and
Ulbrich and Atlas (1978) developed a more general and accurate rain parameter
diagram which added microwave attenuation K and optical extinction rate z (m-l)
to the other four parameters, thus permitting one to deduce all six parameters
from measurement of any pair. The underlying principle is that measurement of any
two variables can be used to completely specify a two parameter dropsize distri-
bution.
5.1 Rain Parameter Diagram
Before we proceed, it is well to examine one of the rain parameter diagrams
(Fig. 5). Although Fig. 5 is specialized for _ = 3.22 cm and T = IO°C, it does
illustrate the interrelationships between K, Z, R, and DO for an assumed exponen-
tial diTop_iz_ distribution. For example, a measurement of K = lO-IdB/km and
Z=2xlO_mm°/mJ gives a rainfall rate estimate slightly larger than lO mm/hr and a
DO slightly smaller than l mm. The heavy lines in the figure are approximate rain
parameter curves:
K = 8.6l x IO"4 Z0'405 R0'595 (dB/km) (12)
--4
._ where Z is in mm6m"3 and R in mm/hr units. The agreement is good in those regions
- (shaded) within which most measured dropsize distributions fall and at high
.- rainfall rates.
For accuracy we may need to estimate K over l_on_Lpaths_nd thus we consider
: path averaged values _, K to estimate R. Because K, Z, and R are Invariant with
_II0
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respect to the placement of drops
too v the path (provided the number and sizes
x° _ of drops remain the same although placed
•:_ a_.ywherealong the path and the range
io .:_iii!!_interval over which the average is taken
i _ooO .:_!iiii_:'! is small compared to the range to it), we
might expect the path averaged R could be
retrieved_fro_mZ and K. The use of path
oJ averages Z, K in a rain para_meterdiagram
will not, in general, give R but at a
_//__O°o___ wavelength of 0.88 cm this is true.
I • x
o.o,, /
z Apart from the weighting given by
w
= th_ beam pattern function, the measured
---_ mo_,o,d z. 3,_'" reflectivity factor Ze does not depend on
ooot =:_i_ ...........,°,,,a,,-pQ,_,,z.zooR" how the scatterers are distributed across
•'_:_:" ......Jo,,-woa_,oq,,z.3ooR" the beam. This is not so for measured
..... Jo_,, z.35aR'" attenuation rates which requires a
...."'_'" /- BoundsAll R,Z _w,
......_/......._ ,,,.....j ........_ .... measure of echo power c ange betw en two
°°°°Jo to* _o2 _ _o4 to5 _o_colinear resolution volumes, and this
REFLECTIVITYFACTOR Z mm6.m -] will depend on how drops are placed
across the beam. For example, if scat-
_=_e 5. _he ?_C_ Fcz?cpne_e?_Z?o_n for terers have nonuniform density across the
e_'pone_ cL_o_ze _a_ (_?orn beam and the more distant ones were
A_ _nd U_b_o_, 197_;. 2_ _;_z_ed behind a group of nearer ones, the mea-
o.z,e_o_8 _e 69 _, fl_e_o_ sured K would be different than if those
o_ B_t_ (1973). 2_e _e_ eo_ same distant scatterers were displaced
_es are _p_o_-_m_e ?_ ?o.z,c_nete? transversely to the beam to a position
e_e_ _e_ _ Eq. (72). aside the clump of nearer ones. Thus,
any dual parameter measurement method
that uses measured K as one of the parameters will have an estimated R strongly
dependent upon the distribution of dropsize density across the beam. Upon further
study, it can be deduced that this is not so for methods such as the dual polariza-
tion technique (see Sec. 3) for which the measured reflectivity and differeptial
reflectivity do not depend as strongly upon the distribution of drop density.
5.2 Dual Wavelength Method
Because of the practical limitations that direct attenuation measurements
impose on areal coverage of rain, investigators have turned to dual wavelength (_)
radars in an attempt to remotely measure K. The dual L technique does not limit
attenuation measurements to L near l cm. Rather, it allows remote measurement of Z
and K from which one can determine two parameters of the dropsize spectra.
Alternately, we can measure effective reflectivity factor at two wavelengths
in which one involves Rayleigh scatter whereas the other wavelength could be
sufficiently short that substantial Mie scatter (i.e., D>_/16) occurs for the
larger drops that comprise the scatter domain. From the differences in measured
reflectivity factors, one can deduce dropsize parameters (Wexler and Atlas, 1963).
Although we have several techniques that could be discussed, we shall confine our
attention to one promising dual wavelength method, i.e., the independent measurement
of Z and K.
D-Ill
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For sake of illustration,we shall assumeN(D) exponentialto show how the
parametersNQ and DO can be determinedfrom measurementof reflectivityfactorZ
and attenuatlonrat_ v We will arrive at two simultaneousequationscontainingNO
and Do along with measuredsamplesof backscatteredpower at two wavelengths,one
long (X_) and nonattenuatingand the other (,I_)short and attenuating. One equation
representsthe attenuationat _s; the other the other the reflectivityfactorat
>,_.We selecta nonattenuatingwavelength(),C)in order to simplifythe problem
althoughtwo attenuatingwavelengthscan be used (Goldhirshand Katz, 1974).
The path averagedshort wavelengthattenuationratek is,S
/ e-3.67D/D0 lNo at(D) dD (m") (13)
For precision,(13) needs to be numericallyevaluatedbecauseot(D) is not an
analyticfunction. But, as we have discussedpreviously,it can be approximatedby
a power law in the rangeof drop diametersthat contributesignificantlyto rainfall
rate. Thus substituting(8) into (13)and integrating,we obtain
k's= ?(n+l)C'NoDon+I/(3.67)n+l (14)
where C' = 102n-4C, and Do is in meters.
Likewise,the path averagedreflectivityfactor is
, (°o),__ : No( ) _ (15)IN
" We thus have two equationsand two unknowns.f_I0°" i0o,
_o l.et'sdivide (14) by (15) to eliminateNo
Z,'No
_-4.34....xI03(n+I)C'/Do dB <16)
_ Z 6! _k'_':-6"i/ km.m3
__lO" iO"
_ R,,2, _ and thus Dn (in meters) is _determined_
d _L x.322cm(T.,o.m '_ directlyf_om the ratio of Ks to Z. The
,aa x.3ocm(T.,a.c) 4.34 factorin (16) arises becausewe have
_ T _.soc_(T.,8.c, expressedK_ in decibel(dB/km)unit_.
The ratio (16) is plottedon Fig. 6 for
o-. ,o-' two attenuatingwavelengths__ = 5 and
; 3 cm at T : 18°C using C and _ values
z obtainedfrom Fig. 3.W
¢-
i I We observethat Ks/Z changesby aPATMAVCRAG(O,.P factor of 5 over the range (2-.300mm/hr)
2 _O 30_ RAINF&I.I.Rlk?_'l_(mm/hr) of significantpath averagedrainfallrate
• _ L I & I IO.,L
o , 2 3 _ IT. This is not a ver__vlarge span consider--
MIrDIANVOLUME OlAMFTEROe(mm) ing errors in Z and KS less than 1 dB are
._ difficultto achieveand at this level
could cause significanterror in IT.
P/._z,e_. _th {.n_e_iz,cz_ecZr,t_enuczl;/.onFor more detaileddiscussionon errors
_e _ef_ee_6_6tyfao_o_._6o _ and requirementson the radar,see Gold-
czmdnoz'm_)'_ed_'e.f_eo_/.z)g._y.f'aotoz,hirsh (1975). But, it is importantto
"Z/No_e medium uo_umedrop di_eter, note here thatwe are focusingour atten-
; Bainfcz_y,czi:e_ocz)eY._o_y .foz,_he tion on path averagedvaluesand these
M-P _c_e o.f'No : 8x10_ m-_. might be estimatedwith greateraccuracy ..
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6.0| ' • i , 'l l v w -30
than point (i.e. resolution volume) F ]
' T.5"C |
estimates of Z and K_. Still the radar 55 N-I-,O zo
needs to be well callbrated and the _=I _
dual wavelength radar might well be 5.o 59 40 N
supplemented with a smal] number of / jOtog(Z,/No_ | o_
rain gages for purposes of calibration• _ 45 EXACTTMEORY / /49"1"600
-- IO.,..em.)/ /However, if one considers the measure- =
ment of attenuation at two wavelengths, N°40 / / }9-:-70precise bsol te calibration is not
-_ required, but relative powers need to _ / GANS _ - eO _"_ 3.5 APPAOX;MATIObe accurately measured Then path _- z9 -
• o / to.,,,_omm_/"_
averaged estimates can be used to _ 30 / //%, ,,--9oconsid rable advantage•
Q: / // EXACTTHEORY
.jz._ / / ©...,m.) -9--,oo_5.3 Dual Polarization _< No
This scheme, which also attempts w
to estimate two parameters of the w
" 1.5 -ll--12o
&4. Ndropsize distribution, uses information
of echo intensity of two orthogonally ,.o , - -z,--_3o_
polarized waves. Each transmitted / ==
pulse has alternate horizontal and /
vertical polarizations, and echoes am / R=AINFAL_LRA_TE R (m=m/h=r)_ _
1_4 0
received in the respective principal J .o_ z.o ,3._so.4,37.o3o_.o5_.o
plane of polarization are processed ° ro ' _ L , J _ _ -,_o• 0.5 t.O i 5 2.O 2,5 3.0 3.5 4.0
DIAMETER Dot (ram)
The basis for the dual polarize- Figure 7. Variations of ZOR and nor-
tion scheme is the observation that realizedhoricon_a_ reflea-tiuitydrops are not spherical, but have an
10 log (ZH/N_) with D_t,. N_ is in
oblate spheroidal shape In still air . _ _" ,
• ' _nst8 of m-3 am -1 and ZEcmG/m 3. R
without strong static electric fields,
and dBZ sca_e for No=SXl04 m-3 am-1
the drops fall with their minor axis (from AI-Khatib, 1979).
vertical. Thus, for particles satisfy-
ing the Rayleigh conditions for scatter, we expect larger power echoes for hori-
zontally polarized waves• It can be shown that the ratio of refiectivities ZH/Zv
for horizontally and vertically polarized waves, is a direct measure of Dot the
parameter that specifies the steepness of the truncated exponential distmSution.
A simplified theory attributed to Gans (Igl2), and employed by Seliga and
Bringi (1976) determines the reflectivity of oblate spheroids for incident waves
of either horizontal or vertical polarization. Gans' work is essentially an
extension of the Rayleigh theory for spheres applied to the case of oblate and
prolate spheroids.
Seliga and Bringi (1976) have evaluated the differential reflectivity factor
Zr_n = 1 lO log ZH/Zv for Dm x=10 mm and T=20°C Their results are plotted on Fig
7 where, for comparison, tilemore recent ZDR values are plotted using an exact
theoretical formulation evaluated by AI-Khatib et el. (1979). We see that the
simplified theory agrees well with the more exa_rmulation. The large differ-
ence for Dot greater than 2.5 mm is mostly caused by the difference in Dmax.
When both limits are equal, there is relatively little difference in the entire
, indicated range of Dot (Seliga and Bringi, 1978).
Once we have Dot, we need to determine NQ in order to completely specify the
: dropsize distribution. NO can be determined from measure_nts of ZH or Zv. The .
D.II3
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reflectivity factors Z_,v have been evaluated by AI-Khatib et al.(op.cit) using
the exact formulation tor scattering. We Also plot ZH on F_g. 7 Now both
parameters of the dropsize distribution can be computed from ZH and ZDR measure-
ments and henceforth rainfall rate.
5.3.1 Sample Results
We show here some sample results using the dual polarization technique. The
results (Fig. 8) are for times when the radar elevation angle was low enough to
insure that the radar beam was well below the freezing level so that scatterer_
are most likely raindrops.
Figs. 8a,b are the measured values of ZH and ZDR along a radial through, what
appears to be, several cells. Reflectivity factor extends up to 45 dBZ, and ZDR
is always positive and lies within the expected range as predicted by the theoFeti-
cal values given in Fig. 7. Fhese results in_ediately show that significant
errors (i.e., > l dB) would be made if reflectivity factor values were deduced
from the equivalent spherical diameters. For example, vertically polarized mea-
surements of reflectivity in rain will tend to underestimate the equivalent spherical
drop reflectivity.
Figs. 8c,d show the value of Dot and NO for the same data set. Of particular
importance is the large variability of NO measured with this technique. 'The M-P
value of t_o can be seen to be a poor approximation to the effective values of N
-- , . 0
computed from ZH and ZDR. Fig. 8e shows the ralnfall rate computed from the No
and Do values. Even though NO and Dot have highly irregular spatial dependence,
the rainfall rate is quite systematic and suggests that only two cells produce
significant rain.
5.4 Rain Gage and Radar
Technically, the simplest and most direct way to measure rainfall rate is to
use rain gages--a catchment that measures the depth of water per unit time.
Although tipping buckets and weighing gages are commonly used, they are subject to
significant errors caused by wind (Neff, 1977). The most accurate gage is one
that is flush to the surface (e.g., pit gage). However, even when rain gages are
accurate, they only measure rainfall at a point. Because there may be large
errors in the rain depth at any one gage representing the areal average, hydrolo-
gists have resorted to a network of rain gages and radar to improve areal average
rainfall estimates.
Although radar accuracy of rainfall rate is highly suspect, it has the
decided advantage of surveying remotely vast areas and making millions of measure-
ments in minutes. The cost of a gage network to match these capabilities in
spatial continuity and rates of data sent to a central location _ould be prohibi-
tive. Therefore, meteorologists have combined radar and rain gage data to take
advantage of the best of the two: (1) the accuracy of gage data and, (2) the
spatial coverage of radar data. The improvement, using radar gage combinations,
" to estimate areal average rain, is discussed in Sec.5.4.2. The combination adjusts
radar rainfall estimates with gage samples sprinkled throughout the area surveyed
by radar.
5.4.1 Gage Accuracies for Areal Average Rainfall Depth
Because there is no easy way to establish a true areal average of rainfall
depth, rain gage network accuracy is determined relative to the most dense network ,
_!14
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that can be economically deployed at the time. kuf'f(1970) used a 49 gage netwoI_k
in Illinois for the years 1955-1964, and these gages were deployed over a 100 k__
area. In 1971 and 1973, Woodley et al. (1975) deployed 220 gages over a 510 km_
area in Florida. More recently, Hildebrand eta]. (1979) analyzed gage accuracies
for a network of I09 gages on a 1500 km2 area in Montana during the summer of
1976.
The sampling error E in mm of water represents the absolute difference
between the best estimate of the true mean P of precipitation depth (mm) obtained
from the maximum density of gages and the sample mean precipitation Pg calculated
from the gage amounts for less dense network of gages. This Is a measure of how
accurately a network of gages estimates areal averages of rain depth. In his
study of 10 years of rain gage data, Huff found the error E^to be a function of
mean I_recipitationP, mean area per gage or gage area An(kmZ), area of the network
An(kmZ), and duration T (hr) of the storm. The regression equation
log E : -0.51 + 0.68 log P + 0.94 log Ag - 0.01 log T - 0.75 log An (17)
fits quite well the data for 1955-59, a period in which there was a relatively
large percentage (33 percent) of air mass storms with considerable spatial vari-
ability. The data for 1960-64 had 23 percent air mass showers and consequently
show somewhat smaller error (Huff, IgT0). Higher spatial variability suggests
larger natural dispersion of rainfalls and hence a _drger error for any given
network. The regression equation (17) is plotted on Fig. 9 and shows that error
increases with increasing mean precip#tation depth although the percent error
(E/P) x 100 is seen to decrease. As gage density increases, AQ decreases and
error decreases. Also, plotted in this figure are data from W_odley e__ttal.(1975)
for Flordia in which the predominant rain was from air mass showers and may
explain why errG's w:re larger than the Illinois data which were dominated by
frontal storms, squall lines, and low center storms.
Nevertheless, for those regions
_" wher_ air n_assthunderstorms ,naycontri-
p_"_ _,+_ bute appreciably to the rainfall, Fig.
.oo 9 shuws that in order to have an accuracy
in areal average rainfall of 30 percent
| _ for precipitation greater than I0 mm, a
gage area less than 143 km2 should be
= 20 adequate. However, even this spacing)-
i may be too dense for an economical
o_ ,o_- measurement of rain over large areas
w
2
Figure 9. Absolute differenoe of _ean
areal average rain de_h ¢omputed for
_ Aq • _EA _f£m _A_ ..
L,._c,,o,,A tA a _hinned network of gages having indi.
_ 6 cared area per gage Ag and the depth
" oomputed for _he full d,,,ns_ network.
e
,t
ai
,' AIqI[AL II,H[AN RAiN 01[PTM. P {ram)
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Also plotted on this figure are data from Montana as reported by Hildebrand
et al. (1979). He combined several data sets to give a percent error independent
of P, but we have arbitrarily plotted this percent error at a P=IO mm. The
brackets next to the Montana data aj_ethe mean areas per gage. Based upon this
Montana data, a gage area of ll4 km_ gives an accuracy of 30 percent, a somewhat
larger gage density (smaller Ag) than required in Florida or Illinois for the
same accuracy.
The data accuracy exhibited in Fig. 9 could serve as a guide for determining
gage deployment in absence of radar. Hildebrand suggests that radar used in con-
junction with gages as outlined in the next section only improves gage estimates
when gage areas are larger than 300 km2.
5.4.2 Radar, Rain Gage Combinations
Before we can confidently accept radar estimates of rainfall, we should be
aware of the phenomena that can cause variance from gage estimates. If only
reflectivity facter measurements are available, one needs to choose an appropriate
R, Z relation. As we saw in Fig. 8, parameters NO and D_. of an assumed expo-
._.) .
nential dropsize distribution vary considerably from poln_-to-polnt so one may
also expect the R, Z relation to vary. On the other hand, for areal averages of
rain, there is suggestive evidence that NO and D may b_ appropriately chosen togt +. -
produce an R, Z relation that, in the mean, predlcts _ne average ralnfall measured
by a network of gages.
Fig. lO shows comparison of gage to
radar estimate of water depth GER/RER(_)
at 65 gage locations for a shower observed
6 with the National Severe Storms LabJratory's
•,92 (o) WSR-57 radar located in Central Oklahoma.
9 5 RELATIVED,SPERS,ON.36_ Although, for this day, the GER was 1.38
< _ times higher than the RER, the averageO_ 4 o
== ratio G/R for 14 rain event_ _as 1.05 ,
w=
co3 o o0o when the M-P relation 200 R_._ was used
• o o o
=< = • • o Oo_.,_....;"_ (Brandes and Sirmans, 1976). BecauseI 2 0 0 0
0 • 0 0 _I 0 00 •
,., o_=__eo_ o° daily radar calibrations can be in
< • oO o_,_Oo error, as well as different R, Z rela-
_ tions might be appropriate for different
o , , , , , ,+ , ,., , locations being surveyed by the radar,
o 2o 4o 6o eo _o0mo ,4o,60 ,co2o0 it becomes mandatory to adjust radar
RAOAR RANGE (km) rain estimates in accordance with the
in situ gage measurements. But, as can
be deduced by examining Fig. lO, if few
6 rain gages were used, large errors could
5 G/'7_•_ a (b)
RELATIVE OISPER$10N , 32 % result!
<,+ Figure 10. Range distribution of G/R
¢ ratios using radar measurements
m<3 o ° (a) _ncorrected and (b) corrected for
o
_ 2 • oOOO atmospheric absorption, "ainfaZl atten-F
____ 00 Oo° . o°_ uation, and Biases due _ reflectivitu
,__ . 0o_ ,_ :°.o4++" . 0_:o gradients. (Convective _recipitation,| ° Oct. 10-11, _.974). Relative dispersion
o- , * , , , _ h , , , is the standard deviation expressed0 20 40 60 80 I00 _20 140 *(50 _80 2OO
RADARRANGE(km) as a percentage of the mean (from "'-
Brandes and Sirma_s, 1976).
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An objectiveof the gage-radarrainfallestimationtechniqueis to combine
spa"segage and radar rainfalldata to producea rainfallestimatewith the point
accuracyof the gages and the spatialresolutionand coverageof the radar. The
techniquewould work quite well if the radar measuredthe spatialvariabilityof
R, but in fact it only measuresZ variability(compareFigures8(a) and (e)).
Secondly,the techniqueassumesthat the gagemeasuresan R that fills the resolu-
tion volumeat the individualgage location. The capabilityof the radar to
measureR variationsis not well verifiedbut is reasonableonly if dropsize
distributiondoes not changeappreciablyfrom storm cell to storm cell or within
the cell. However,if the radarmeasuresZDR and ZH or ZV, it will map better
the spatialvariationsin R. Then a few raln gageswould-behelpfulin removing
the pervasivebias due to radar calibrationerror.
Even if the radar poorlymeasuresthe actual variationof rain rate, there
may stillbe value in gage-radarcombinationsif the horizontalscalesof N(D)
are largecomparedto gage spacings. In the studiesof Wilson (1970)and Brandes
(1975),the gage-radarmean rainfallestimateswere more accuratethan the gage
only estimatesfor largearea (29,000kmZ), low-gagedensity(< l gage per 700 km_),
long durationrainfallcases. Brandes (1975)shows that radar-measuredrain
correctedby gage data improvedthe accuracyfrom 24 percentfor gage alone
measurementsto 14 percentfor radar-gagecombinedmeasurementswith gage density
of l gage per 1600 km_.
When gage spacingsare largecomparedto the scalesof N(D), then large
errorscan be made using radar and rain gage combinationsif radar only measures
the spatialvariabilityof Z. However,if it also measuresZDR, then radar
shouldmeasurebetterthe spatialvariabilityof R, and few gageswould be required
to removebias errors.
6. CONCLUSION
Severaltechniquesfor rain ratemeasurementhave been reviewed. It is
concludedthatafter many years of techniquedevelopmentthere is still no satis-
factoryprovenmethod in use to accuratelyestimaterain ratewhen high spatial
resolutionis required. Dual parametermeasurementtechniquesappear to offer
the best possibilityfor rain rate estimation.
If N(D) is controlledby coalesenceand drop breakupand is in steadystate,
Srivastava's(1971)resultsshow that N(D) is only a functionof liquidwater
density. Hence,a one-parameterradar measurement,for exampleZ, would suffice
to estimateR. If N(D)were not in steadystate, this bringsus to some interest-
ing questions. Assumingthat the initialcloud dropsizespectraare known,could
one use time of measurementin the evolutionof the rain cell as a secondmeasure-
ment parameterto estimateR or M from Z? If so, then the parameterstime and Z
are two parametersthat could be used to deducethe spatialvariabilityof R and M,
and a few rain gageswould only be requiredto removeany pervasivebias due to
inaccurateradar calibration. Since the theoreticalresultsof Srivastava(1971)
_ suggestthat the time to reach steadystate dependsupon the initialdistribution,
could rates of changeof Z be useful to estimateN(D) in evolvingraincells?
Observedcloud drops often appear in exponentialdistributionsand evolve
into the steady-staterain spectrashown on Fig. I. Althoughthese spectraare
not exponential,they can be fittedby truncatedexponentialfunctions. With
this view, we see thatas rain spectraare evolving,they can continuouslybe
fittedby an exponentialfunctionbut, in contrastto a fixed NO as in the M-P
D-lIB ""
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distribution,No and Dot would both be variablesthat need to be measured.
Hence, for low rain rates,a two parameterradar measurementshouldsatisfactorily
describethe dropsizedistribution. But as steadystate is approachedat large
R, it will be importantto at least truncatethe spectrumbecauselarge drops
significantlycontributeto R. We then can no longerdescribeN(D) by 2 parameters
unless there is some deterministicrelationbetweenDO, No, and Dmax at largeR.
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GROUI',IDTRUTH FOR OCEAtJIC RAINFALL
Clive E. Dorman
Department of Geological Sc;enccs
San Diego State University
l, It|TRODUCTION
In the past, oceanic rainfall was extrapolated From land and island
measurements. It was uncertain how representative the land measurements
were in local and remote oceanic areas. There were even suggest;ons that
orographic effects raised land measurements significantly higher than oceanic
values. Now, however, several independent oceanic rainfall analyses are
available. Although these analyses are based upon different techniques, they
produce similar values. This agreement suggests that island and coastal
measurements are suitable to calibrate satellite oceanic rainfall (neasurements.
2. CLIMATIC RAINFALL ESTIMATES
There are several independent oceanic rainfall analysis techniques that
agree in details. Perhaps one of the best and most up-to-date land based
measurement analyses is by Baumgardner and Reichel (1975). This modern work
has the advantage of additional data from the expanded station network after
World War II and satellite cloud patterns to guide analysis in remote areas
with no observations. Because of the superior data base, this analysis is
significantly better than earlier land based analyses still cited in literature,
although some were produced in the 1920's and 193O's.
Studies based only upon low island and atolls agree wiLh land stations
analysis. These include studies by Stoddart (1971) and Taylor (1973).
Experienced meteorologists feel that atolls are representative of the open
ocean rainfall. This instinct is confirmed by the plottin_ of lines of low
island measurements when these islands cross large rainfall gradients in the
tropical Pacific. Such plotting yields smooth curves. These curves confirm
that low islands have an lnslgnif!_ant effect nn the measured rainfall (See
Figures 1 and 2, and Table 1).
Satellite cloud analysis correlates well with land and island measured
rainfall patternsD particularly in the lower latitudes. Examples of such
cloud analysis may be found in Sadler, Oda, and Kilonsky (1976). K_'_nsky and
Ramage(1976) took advantage of the strong relationship between tro_ c:t clouds
and rainfall by using atoll measurements to calibrdte satellite cloud analysis
and calculate Pacific tropical ocean ra}nfall.
Open ocean rainfall Intensity has been estimated from satellite radar micro-
wave measurements (Rag, eta..L, 1977). If it is assumed that lhese intensities
are related to the total rainfall, then this analysis correlates with the
others. Unfortunatel X these radar measurements were coarsely averaged over
intensity and over I0- by IO° of latitude and longitude. Still, some limited
confidence of the radar analysis may be gained since large areas are correlated
into patterns ....
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Ships of opportunity present weather observation_ have been used to
estimate rainfall. Barman and Bourke (1979, 1981) and Dorman (1981c) have
constructed estimates for the open ocean based upon temperature corrected
Tucker estimates. A composite may be seen in Figure 3.
Reed and Elliott's (1979) recent analysis disagrees witi_ the above
analyses in pattern and amounts. This analysis user the uncorrected Tucker
estimates to regress present weather observation to one frequency of rain
value. The fact that single frequency of precipitation is not well correlated
with peak rainfall at islands (Lavoie, 1963) is a significant problem For
the technique. Reed and Elliott's analysis increasingly underestimates even
low atoll measurements, exceeding a factor of two or three in the Pacific
Inter-Tropical Convergence Zone (See Figures I and 2, Table I). Reed and
Elliott's rainfall patterns conflict with the corrected Tucker ship based
patterns (Dorman and Bourke, 1979, 1981), satellite cloud patterns (Sadler,
Oba, Kilonsky, I_76), and satellite radar measurements. These and other
criticisms are discussed in Dorman (1980, 1981a, 1981b).
3. GENERAL CLIMATOLOGY
We can use instead the data from the collection of studies which are in
agreement to define the general climatology of oceanic rainfall. Figure 3
shows an annual map composited from Dorman and Bourke (1979, 1981) and
Dorman (1981c). This could be used for general testing of satellite estimates.
It "is important to recognize that suitable averaging scales For the
oceanic rainfall vary considerably. The Pacific has a significantly longer
east-west scale than the Atlantic or the Indian and is more amenable to coarser
averaging. However, the maximum scales are 2° of latitud_ by 5° of longitude
for the open ocean in general. But a l° of latitude by 5 of longitude would
be the maximum for the tropical Atlantic and Indian Oceans with their shorter
scales. Resolving complicated coastal rainfall requires averaging areas
certainly no more than one degree square. In higher rainfall coastal areas,
as on the east side of Central America, even this is too coarse. Averaging
over scales larger than those mentioned here will mask significant variations
and significantly degrade the usefulness of any product.
4. LOCAL VARIATIONS
It would be useful to see if future satellite estimates can successfully
replicate shorter term variations in rainfall. Coastal and island stations
I
could be used to compute time series of the deviation from the n_an to be
compared to a time series of the satellite estimate for that local area. _or
such an investigation, the local area should be restricted to a physically
sensible region. Such an investigation would be Feasible since most oceanic
I climatic areas have reporting meterorological stations From which the data is
readily available.
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IFor variations, a month is perhaps optimal for the basic averaging in
time. In length, a time series of the order five years is appropriate for the
mid-latitudes. However, for areas of high variability and low rainfall,
such as the subtropics, a tlme series of I0 years would be more appropriate.
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JOHNSTON - PUKA PUKA
NO. STATION LATITUDE LONGITUDE MEASURED
I Johnston 16°44N 69_31W 710
2. Palmyra 5°52N 62°06W 4162
3 Washington 4°I_3N 60_'25W 2903
4 Fanning 3°55N 59c23W 2086
5 Christmas I°59N 57°22W 766
6 Malden 4°01 S 55°01W 689
7 Penrhyn 9°O1S 58°03U i393
8 Puka Puka 10°53S 65°49_ 2853
MIDWAY - KAPINGArIARANGI
36 Midway 28°I 3N 77°22W llO0
9 Wake 19°17N 66°39E 965
37 En iwetok ll°21N 62°21E 1470
38 Ujelang 9°42N 61°02E 1980
39 Mokil 6°41N 59°47E 3056
40 Kap ingamarangi l°05N 54°48E 2808
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Figure. 1. Annual rainfall measured at the Line Islands in the central equatonal Pacific.
The smoothness of the fit suggests that small tsiand measurements are representative of
open ocean rainfall. Reed and Elhott's rainfall esumate is aJso plotted for comparison.
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. Figure 2. Midway.Kaplingama_ngL See Figure l caption for explanation.
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Figure 3. Annual oceanic rainfall.
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PRECIPITATIONMEASUREMENTSFOR EARTH-SPACECO_MUNICATIONS:
ACCURACYREQUIREMENTSAND GROUND-TRUTHTECHNIQUES
L. J. Ippollto,NASAHeadquarters
R. Kaul,ORI, Inc.
I. INTRO_CTION meterwave communicationsystemsw_ll be designed
to operateduringmost stratlfom ra|nfa11
The Role oF Ratn on CommunicationLinks periods, but not during heavy convective ratnfall
pertods.
Communicationssystems operating at frequen-
cies tn excess of 10 GHzare degraded significant- Recently, a Global P_del (Crane - 1980) has
ly by rainfall. To provide the tnfomatton needea been developed based on meteorological observe-
for design of these millimeter wave system ttons. Eight medtan point ratnrate cumulative
(deftned tn thts paper as 1u to 100 GHz) NASAhas dtstrtbut|ons have been developed to de_rtbe the
been developing ratn attentuatton models and wrld's ratnfaI1 characteristics. In Europe and
accumlattng data bases of propegatton related the U.So where more data ts available, these
tnfomatton. These data bases have, for the regions have [_en expandedtnto htgher resolu-
most pert, been developed based on the stgnal tton regtons. These distributions cover the range
level measurementsof geostattonary satellite from 2_ (175 hours/year) to 0.0013 (5.3 minutes/
beacons at selected frequencies (Kaul, et el, year). Typically, domesttc communicationsystems
1977). Recentlyo ground-based radar relrlectton operate at 99.5 to 99.99g availability on a path,
measuremnts have been sho_mto be able to develop so the attenuations associated wtth the range
data bases for system destgn (Goldhtrsh° 1978). 0.01 to 0.5% of the year are of most interest to
The ratn attenuation models have now allowea designers.
accuratecorrelatlonbetweenthe ralnrateand the
attenuation. S_Iflc Attenuatlonand EffectlvePath Length
_nerally, the systemdeslgnerIs concerned Giventhe raln rate dlstr1_tlonmodelsor
wlth the annualc_latlve attcnuatlonstatlstlcs measurements,the deslgnermust developthe estl-
to be expectedalongthe se1_ted path. The path mete of the totalattenuationdlstrubutlonfor
mey be pertof eithera terrestrlalor earth- hls s_Iflc systemconflguratlon.A1ternatlvely,
space system. Thts paper wtll _phastze earth- he can makedirect attenuation measurementsof
space system, but stmtlar considerations apply satellite-borne beacon or radtc_etrlc measure-
to terrestrial systems. These cumulative ratn ments of sky temperature. Generally these direct
attenuation statistics Identify, for a given measurementsare not available so the designer
systm ratn mergtn, what percentage of the average develops the attenuation statistics from the ratn
_ar the system w111operate to a specified per- statistics.
formnce level. In addition, tn someInstances,
worst n_nth system perfor_mnce requirements and/ The attenuation associated wlth a mtcro_ve
or the _xtmum outage time are also specified for stgnal passing through a specified volumeof raln
the system designer. The designer ts then con- has been estimated using Mle scattering theory
fronted wtth utilizing the most stringent (01sen, et at - 1978) for various drop $tae
requt_nt to select the system margin. In the distributions. These calculations, along wtth
case of earth-space system, system margin on experimental measurements (Ryde and Kyde - 1945),
the downllnk can be quite expensive. Thts artses have resulted tn the emtrtcal relation.
because the prime powr for powering the sate|-
1lie-berne transmitter ts quite expensive and the _ - a{f)R b{f) dB/km
destgn of large space-qualified antennas ts also
quite expen'tve. where _ ts the spectftc attenuation, R ts the
raln rate In mm/hr and a and b are f_equency
Lar_ Sca1_RmlnModels (and to somedegree reln rate) dependent para-
meters (01sen, et al - 1978).
The Rtce-HolmbergNode1(Rtce aM Holmberg-
1973) is basedupon two ratnfa11 types: convK- The effective path length Le has been devel-
ttve (thunderstom) rains and strattfom (unt° oped to extend the attenuation a_aoctated wtth one
fom).retns. The stdtlsttcal model ts based k11_ter of rain to the total attenuation along
upon the sumsof individual exponential terms for the e_rth-space path. It assumesthat the rain
.; each modeof rainfall. An |ndependent parameter, rate R tS uniform over the hypothetical pith
B, ts uttltzed to sel_et the mount of total length Le. Of course, untfom ratn Is not the
- annual ratnfa|l, N, associated wtth each mode. case, but to a ftrst approximation the total
In thetr ortgtnal paper tney provtde plots of fl attenuation A ts
and R throughout the _rld _sed on meteorological
data. In genera| It Is anticipated that mtllt- A • aRbLed8.
r
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•For frequencies up ¢9 30 GHzL.appears to be rela- TABLEII
ttvely independent of frequency. SUUBAnVOF.e.EA.NO*L
ATTENUATION MILASOREiilENT$
Total Attenuation Implies Ratn Rate , . .
.......ii!i!i!!i iTBasedon the above relations tt ts clear that = ..... :::;:--I 1;an empirical statistical relatton exists betmeenthe total attenuation and the ratn rate measured .-..... _-''_!_. ::
at a point on the surface of the earth. By tn- . ..... :: ..
verttng thts relation -"..... =::--- ii . _! '_ ,, " i" =';
-o : :; ,., ,: .: :: ,:
• _." . _.... ..
and considering the attenuation measurementsmade :,_.............
to date ttts posstble to provtde ground truth ..................
measurementsof the ratn rate being observed by a ..... : ......... I " 'space-borne meteorological monitoring system (see _:'_._ -..-'_-
Sectton I11). In addition, this relation can be ................. I "
utlltzed to estt_te the accuracy required of the ................. , ....
ratn rate measurementsto provide meangtngful .....
design information for system builders (see about 0.05 percent of the ttme. The Japanese
Section II). data tends to fall between the U.S. and European
results. The meanattenuation for 0.01 percent of
Attenuation and Precipitation Measurements the ttme (53 mtnutes per year) ts 11.2 d8 for the
U.S. paths, 4 dB for the Euopaanpaths, and 5.8
Extensive experimental research has been performed dB for Japan. Somevariability between locations
by dtrect measurementof ratn effects on earth- ts to be expected because of the different ob-
space paths beginning tn t_e late 1960's wtth the seP/atton pertods and elevation angles, however,
availability of orbiting propagation beaconson the data does exhtbtt a fairly conslsten trend
geostattonary satellites (Kaul et. al. -1977, 1980 end gtves a good Indication of expectations for an
and Ippollto-1981). The satellites include ATS- opt,rational communications11nk.
5, ATS-6, CTS, the three COMSTARsatellites, ETS-
II, CS, BSE, 5IRIO and OTS. Table I ltsts the The flve U.S. locations have acqutred nearly 15
launch date, orbit l ocatlon and frequencies for station-years of 11.7 GHzsatellite attenuation
each of the satellites, data and the long term attenuation distributions
are shovmFigure 1 (Ippoltto, 1981). The moltt-
TABLEI year distributions demonstrate the 'dual mode'
characteristic of ratn Induced attenuation, where
SATELLITESUTILI'EO FORPROPAGATION the low attenuation values, below about 5 dE tn
STUDIESONEARTH-SPACEPATHS mplttude, are caused by strettform rainfall and
the hlgher attenuation 'tatls' of the distribu-
tion are produced by the more severe convective
_ mglX_
-_. -- _-_- -..- _ ratn usually associate wtth thunderstorm activity.
,,,_ ...... The resulting ratn margins for the four U.S. o
-.-. .. .--.. ,,_ : stations whtch have elevation ang_,esnear 30 are
"." 2.5 + ldS, 11.2 + 2.2dB, and 14.5 dS + 3 dE for
_"*"_ _" '_" "_ ""_ 11nk reltabtltttes of 99.9, 99.99, and 99.995 per-
"'"_ _--- "-" :,_" cent respectively.• mlm wqe
"" '_ A large date base of ratn attenuation measurements
"_" " ....... tn the 20/30 GHzbends also ts avatlaole tn the
m.... _. ... .m ,,m U.S., beginning wtth measurementstn 1974 uttlt-
lel uaAul ,41 111Jl
..._ _. .. ,,.,,. ztng the ATS-6 satellite. _ables III and IV
present 11sttngs of attenuation statistics It
20 and 30 GHzrespectively, for several slant
paths wtth elevation angles ranging from 18,5 to
Table II summrlzes the resu]ts of 11 GHzmeasure- 54.4 degrees. The attenuation ts, as expected,
mints observed tn the United States, Europa and more severe wtth Increasing frequency, Peaching
Japan utilizing the CTSo5IRIO, 8SEand ETS-II very htgh levels at 30 GHz for percent ttmes less
satelltne beaconsat 11.7, 11.6, 11.7, and 11.5 than 0.05. The meanattenuations for 0.5 percent
GHZrespactlvely. The U.S. slant paths tend to o_ the ttme are 2.7 dB and 5.7 dB for 20 and 30
exhibit mopesevere attenuation than the European GHz, and for 0.1 percent of the time are 8.7 dB
slant piths for a gtvan percent time. Thts ts to and 15.8 dS.
be expected slnre the retn conditions are more
sever_ In the U.S. regions, particularly fur A large portion of the slant-path locations 11sted
_ thunders_.omoccurence pertods, ,htch account for above have also acquired retn rate distributions
most of the attenuation observed for less than coincident wtth the attenuation distributions.
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Stmtlar results are observed for most of the U.S.
locations mere the ratn rate data have been
processed and analyze1. The measurementsare
obtained from tlpp|ng bucket ram gauges, and
annual dlstrlbutlons are developed for comparison
tl _th the measuredattenuation distributions. The
next sectton discusses accuracy requirements for
measur mentsof thts type._L. IIJ _P |k ANGJUII
" TABLEIVWAL1PNI. MA _ EL ANGUI#
" _X% / m.om._m ,m - Jura,,!
I _ _ SUHMARYOF 30 GHzANNUAL
'_"_/ a,_,'.mm, vA_.,L x_a. ATTENUATIONEA::::_
• "-,,,, _ .. _
+ .................", ............,
_ _: _, _ ................
v, _ _*mc _1-. , i st ,a _ • -
FIGURE1. HULTI-YEAR11.7 GHzATTENUATION
DISTRIBUTIONSHEASUREDIN THEUNITEDSTATES
lO.O
Ca,m_Mea_l P,_l_mm_ CR_ O_
TABLE! I I _ _ _ a_.¢_ _(I = -_ M - 1_lOmml
SUN(ARYOF 20 GHzANNUAL 1.o "_"0-- CYII_I_OM_
ATTENUATION MEASUREMENTS _____ _lm _ i
m 0.1
;-__ -lit, _ ml- llc _ii. <I _I _m tl •
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RAIN RATE IN MMIHR
Ftgure 2.pr_sents three measuredPath Pate dis-
tributions for Greenbelt, Nlryland observed FIGURE2. RAIN RATEDISTRIBUTIONS
., durtng CTSobservations for a three year pertod.
(The soltd and dished prediction curves on the GREENBELT,HARYLAND
, flgurll w111 he discussed in a |lter sectlon.)
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II. ACCURACYREQUIRE)IENTSFORPRECIPITATION The corresponding availability ts approximately
MEASURENENTS 99.7% of a year per ltnk. Ustng the cumulative
ratn rate distribution model developed by Rice-
Designers of future communicationsystems operat- Holmberg (1973) applted to Washington, D.C. (see
tng above 10 GHzwtll desire knowledgeabout the Figure 3), tt appears that measurementaccuracies
long tem statisticsof raln ratesat a 1ocatlon. approaching3 m/hr at an averageraln rateof
Basedon the effectivepath lengthmodel,or I0 mm/hrare requiredovera long periodto
otherm_dels,thesestatisticscan be extendedto developthe statisticalaccuracyrequired.
attenuatlonstatlstlcs.However,It Is reason-
able to ask what accuracyof ralnrate Infoma- Note that the attenuationassoclatedwith thls
tlonthe designerseeks. Thls accuracyIn turn I0mm/hrraln rate can be significant.Uslng
establishes the accuracy required of a space- the Crane model for a 40-degree elevation angle,
bornemeasurementsystem. As a firstestimate the ralnattenuationat 30 GNz is about 15 dB.
of the accuracy required, the following system Celarly thts ts a significant amount of system
destgn wtll be described, power gatn required to assure system operation at
the 9g.5% :eve1. In addition, a small change in
Availability Analysts Approach- Comerctal the rain rate makesa significant change tn the
galn requiredfor systemoperatlon.
Hostdomesticsate111tesystemsoperatingIn the
frequency range from 10 to 30 GHzwtll seek 99.5% Avatlabtlttj, Analysts Approach - Mt)ttAr@
system availability (on two 11nks). Therefore
each earth*space path will require about gg.B% For manymilitary applications, the desired two-
availability. Thts level of availability cortes- link availability ts significantly lower than for
ponds to approximately 18 hours or 3/4 day of domesttc commrctal users. Tyl)tcal values are
cumulative outage each year. Based on the ace- g51[overall o- about 97% for each ltnk. If one
nomtcconsiderations of loss of tariff for periods requires only thts value of availability, then for
of ttme exceeding 18 hours, tt seemslogtcal that Washington, O.C. (Figure 3) a measurementof the
an upper boundof 24 hours would be acceptable, presence or lack of ratn ts required. Thts
measure,ant t. _ch less crlttcal than the comer-
ctal case and probably could be accomplished wtth
a space-borne radtometrtc monitoring system.MICE- HOLMIEMGMODELM - 11_ MIWYM MAxtmiJmOuta9e Ttme Design
i_- 0.1
l e An alternative approach to millimeter wave system
ltnk availability systhests ts to design the
• system to not fat1 more than a gtven numberof
< contiguous mtnu_es tn the average year. Using
• the Weather Services (U.S. Dept. of Commerce-
o 1955) ratn rate.duration-frequency charts, the" 0.1Mi
ratn rate associated wtth thts reln event can be
,_x estimated. For Washington, D.C. If an outage
_. length exceeding 30-minutes per year ls not
< acceptable, the system should be capdble ofI
• o.1 operating through a 60 mm/hratn rate. For a 30
GHzstgnal at 40-degrees elevation angle, 70 dB of '
c attenuation ts encountered.
"_ If thts 30-minute period ts to be accurate tn the
averageyear within+ S minutes,the reln ratesQ.g3
._ Au. MJ,N must be measured to ;" 5 mm/hdurtng a retn event
EVENTS of 60 mm/h. If the i-ccuracy ts only +_10minutes,the error bounds on the ratn rate are about +10
w_ m/hr. Note that for only 1-3/4 hours per _ar
does the ratn rate tn k_shlngton, D.C. exceed
_o.o_ 60 _/h.
To obtain data of the type requtred for thts
$1"MAlrI_MM system design approach nearly continuous space-
borne observations wtll be required. At a min-
D.DOS 1mumtwo observations would I_emade tn each F;-
mtnute parted to be able to resolve the duration
0 m 4o e0 m leo of a rain event to the resolution needed for
thts system design approach.MAIN RATE (MII_H)
--_ FIGURE3. CUNULATIVEDISTRIBUTIONOFRAIN RATE
-' FORUNIFORNANDALL RAIN EVENTS
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DiversitySystemDesignApproa;h Ill. SATELLITEBEACONSFOR GROUNDTRUTH
PRECIPITATIONMEASUREMENTS
Currentlymany proposedmillimeterwave systems
are consideringutilizingsite diversityground The evaluationof rainattenuationfor satellite
stationsin orderto raisethe availabilityof link systemdesignrequiresa detailedknowledge
a communicationsystemfor a givenlevelof of the attenuationfor each groundterminal
systemralnmargin. A sitediversitycommunlca- locationat the specificfrequencyof interest.
tion systemutilizestwo or more groundstations Directlong-termmeasurementsof path attenuation
to simultaneouslyobservethe same satellite for all potentialgroundterminallocationsin an
fromdifferentgeographiclocation. The loca- oeprationaldomesticsatellitenetworkare not
tionsare selectedso the probabilityof an feasible. Over the past severalyearsextensive
intenseraincell(s)simultaneouslyattenuating effortshave been undertakento developreliable
two or more linksis low. This systemdesign techniquesfor the predictionof path rain
resultsin more systemavailabilityand/orthe attenuationfor a givenlocationand frequency,
requirementfor less systemsignalmargin. How- and the recentavailabilityof satellitebeacon
ever, for thesesystemsto be effectivethey measurementshas providedfor the first timea
must operatein the regionof the cumulative data base for validationand refinementof the
statisticcurveswherethe spatially-dependent _redlctionmodels.
convectivestormsare prevalent. Referringto
Figure3, this meansfor periodsof timesless AttenuationPredictionModels
than 0.3% (about24 hours)per year of total
systemdown time. This tlme valueis highly Virtuallyall the predictiontechniquesproposed
dependenton geographiclocation,beingsignifl- use surface-measuredrain Kate as the statistical
cantlyhigherwherethe ratioof thunderstorm variableand assumethe aR_ relationshipdescribed
ralnto totalrainfallis high (Kaul- Ig8O). earlierto determineraln-inducedattenuation.
In general,the predictionmodelscan be expressed
If a diversitysystemis desiredto increasethe In the form
availabilityby a factorof 10 (2.4hoursof
down time per year)it must be able to operate A • aRbL(R) dB
at rain ratesnear 48 mm/h (seeFigure3). If
the accuracyof the factoris to be 10 +2, then whereR Is the raln rate,a and b are the
the ratn rates must be knownto +6 mm/hT Based frequency-dependent constants and L(R) ts an
on the resultspresentedelsewhere(Kaul- 1980) "effective"path lengthparameter,usuallya
at 30 HGz and 40 degreeelevationangle,the specifiedfunctionof R. The path lengthpara-
maximumpossiblediversitygaln availableIs meterL(R) is the couplingfunctionthat develops
about25 dB. Sincethe attenuationon theworst an attenuationdlstrlbutionfrom a specifiedraln
llnkwill be aboutBO dB, a minimumrainmargin ratedistribution,throughthe aboveequation.
of over 35 dB is required in each link assuming The major difference between the various rain
the groundstationsare sufficientlyseparated attenuationpredictionmethodsavallableis In
to giveoptimumdiversitygain. the rationaleused to developthe path length
parameterL(R).
In summary,the precipitationaccuracyrequire-
mentsrequiredfor communicationsystemdesignIs An emplrlcalmethodfor estimatingrain-induced
htghly dependent on the system requirements, outage probabilities on radio-wave paths was
The broad range of possible accuracy requirements developed by Ltn (1977, 1979), The Ltn method
is summarizedIn TableV. Is basedon a 5-mlnpointraln rate ratherthan ,
the l mln or less rain gage integrationtimesof
otherpredictiontechnlques.Two argumentsare
presentedto Justifythe use of the 5-min
averagingtlme. First,the avallablelong-
term rain ratedata published by the National
TABLEV ClimateCenterhave minimumintegrationtimes of
TYPICALRAIN RATEACCURACIESREQUIREDFOR 5 mln, and attemptsto estimateshortertimes
COMMUNICATIONSYSTEMDESIGN from the orlglnalstripchartdataproducesignif-
icantuncertainty.Second,the 5-mlnaveraging
ttme effectivelydevelops a path averagerain
rate distributionfroma pointrain ratedlstrl-
Typeof System RalnRate* butlon;i.e.,the spatialaverageof the rain
rate along the radlo-wavepath can be represented
Commercla]Systems I0_ 3 mm/h by a 5-minaverageof the rain rate at a slngle
M111_ry Systems presenceof rain Dolnton the path.
OutageTime(30_ 5 mln) 60_ 5 mm/h
The effectivepath lengthfrom the Lin method is
DiversitySystem(I• 10_ Z) 48_ 6 mm/h
•Rain rates measuredat surface L(R5) " 263_B36sin B
R5 - 6.2 + 4 - G
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whereR5 is the 5 minutepointrain rate,e is the I+6(D)
slant-pathelevationangle,and G is the ground _- o(D) Rp
terminalelevationabovesea level.
whereD is the horizontalpath lengthand o and 6
Figure4 presentsa comparisonof the attenuation are determinedfrom a best-fitanalysisof the
predictionmodel as calculatedby Lin with terrestrialpathdata. Relativepath profile
measuredattenuationstatisticsfor ?ourlocations curvesfor rainrate as a functionof D were
in the easternUnitedStatesat frequenciesfrom determinedby numericallydifferentiatingy and 6,
11.7to 28.56GHz. The predictioncurvesare then representedby two exponentialfunctions,
seento give verygood agreementwith the over the rangeof D from O to 22.5 km. The effec-
measureddata throughoutthe rangeof comparison, tivepath lengthfor the Cranemodel is:
A rainattenuationpredictionmodel recently i /eUbO- I_
developedby R. K. Craneprovides,for the first L(Rp}-_ _/ 0• O _ d
time,a completelyself-containedprediction
procedurethat is applicableon a globalbasis I /eUbo- I xbeYbd xbeYbO_(Crane-lg80)• The global model is based upon the " cosy _" _ +_'6"--/ d , D
use of geophysicaldata to determinethe surface _ZZ.5
pointrain rate,point-to-pathvariationsin rain
rate,and the heightdependencyof attenuation where d, U, X, and Y are empiricalconstantsthat
giventhe surfacepointrain rateor the percent- dependon Rp.
age of the year the attenuationvalueis ex-
ceeded. The modelalso providesestimatesof the Upperand lowerboundson the annualattenuation
expectedyear-to-yearand station-to-station distributionpredictionwere developedby combin-
variationsof the attenuationpredictionfor a ing the statisticalvariancesof each stepin the
givenpercentof theyear. modeldevelopment.Figure5 presentsthe global
modelmean predictionand boundsfor severallo-
Surfacepointrain ratedata for the UnitedStates cationsand frequencies,comparedwith measured
and globalsourceswere used to produce10 rain attenuationdistributionsat thoselocations•All
rateclimateregionsfor the landand watersur- of the predictionsshow excellentcorrelation
raceareason Earth. The boundariesfor each with the measureddata,exceptfor the Blacksburg,
climateregionwereadjustedfor expectedvaria- Va., distributionsat 28.56GHz. The globalmodel
tlonsin terrain,stormtype,stormmotion,and developsa predictioncurvedown to 0.001 percent
atmospherecirculation.The continentalUnited and tendsto reproducethe tailsof the curve
Statesclimateregion(regionD) was further consistentlywell. The sharpdropoff_in the
subdividedIntoregionsDI, D2, and D3 because measureddata fromAustin,Tex.are most likely
of the extensiveamountof surfaceraindata causedby the noisecharacteristicsof the re-
availableand the wide variationsobserved ceiversystemsas the rain attenuationdrivesthe
throughoutthe region, receiversignalleveldown to its threshold.
The Cranemodelrelatesthe surfacepointrain The globalmodelhas yet to be extensivelyvale-
rate Ro toa path-averagedrain rate_ throughan dated by directmeasurementsfrom otherregions
effectivepathaveragefactordeterminedempirl- of theworld suchas Europeor Asia;however,the
callyfrom terrestrialmeasurementsof rain rate resultsfromover a dozenU.S. locationsat fre-
at pathlengthsup to 22.5km. The resultingre- quenclesfrom Ii to30 GHz haveshownvery good
latlonshlpwas modeledby a powerlaw expression: resultsto date.
: 1
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FIGURE4. COMPARISONOF LIN MODELWITH MEASUREDDATA
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Ground Truth Measurements The prediction error, or uncertainty, of the path
average rain rate caused by the measurement un-
The availability of satellite beacons on geosta- certainty of the attenuation can be determined
tionary communications satellites and the recent by assuming typical values for a, b, H and e.
success in the development rain rate provides an Table VI shows the expected "_error for a given
interesting opportunity to measure precipitation value of path average rain rate, Rv, for an
quantities from slant-path attenuation measure- assumed Marshall-Palmer rain distribution at
ments. That is, if the processes described in 2O°C, H • 4 km, and e - 30 degrees. The attenua-
the previous section are reversed, then rain rate tion measurement error is set at + i dB, which is
distributions should be derivable from attenuation a realistic number based on operating beacon re-
measurements on a slant path. ceiver systems. Values are given for three fre-
quencies, 11.7, 20 and 30 Glls. The errors are
S1n91e Frequency,Beacon Method seen to be quite large for low rain rates, but
become acceptable at rates above about 20 mm/h at
Consider a single beacon at frequency fl, re- 11.7 GHs, and about 5 mm/h at 30 GHz. The upper
ceive(lat the surface at an elevation angle e. bound of the measurement is determined by the
The measured attenuation can then be modeled as dynamic range of the receiver system, but typic-
ally a 30 dB margin is a reasonable value.
A • aRbLe (i)
Dual Frequenc_ Beacon Method
translating this result to the vertical direction
(e - go°), The path length dependence of Rv can be elimi-
aRvbH hated by employing dual frequency beacons inAv • (2) place of the single frequency system descr bed
where H is the vertical storm height predicted TABLE VI
from the ef?ective path length Le. Since SINGLE FREQUENCY BEACON METHOD
Av • sin 8 A (3) m_l_s. WC,_L-PAU_eDmI[lUT_WA__C
H-_, O- ]00EGES
the predicted path average rain rate in the AnF.lqJ_T]OllMF.A$_J]I[/IENI[RI[ORrio|
vertical direction, Rv, Is given by solving for ,,, _ j
AvtRxl! ILl 6w1 I 20 swZ 50 ;wZRv in eq. (2) and using Eq's. (i) and (3), i.e. ,,....,
I/b i ._- _6_" ,_ ;6 _.,_ _6 _, ,,_
Rv" "L_J s _ 9 i. 5 _., . , 1,3 2_
Therefore, the rain rate can be predicted as long
as Le (or H) is available. These can be found 10 _ 72 7_ 7 2 s _ 15 _.) I}
from one of the prediction models described _ s 6.3 32 is 2._ _ sl lz
above, such as the L(RS) of L1n or the L(Rp) ofCrane. _ 9 5.7 19 2q 2.2 l _ _,: ;
SO 17 S 10 _2 5 10
100 ]_ _ q 91 1,9 2
mmm
,_,:_."': . :.-'.,:.-,
! '" "'" : ::......
o_ ,_ll.l )- _ ... t,m
%
FIGURE 5. COMPARISON OF ClLANEMODEL WITH MEASURED DATA
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above. Considera dual frequencybeacontrans- end by a 25% maximumerror,and at the upperend
mission,at fr_uenciesfl and f2 (f2 > fl), by a 30 dB systemrain fademargin. The range is
receiv_ at the surfaceat an elevationangleO. frequencydependent,with 11.7GHz coveringa
The measuredattenuationsare then higherrange,up to B2 mm/h,and 30 GHz coveringdown to 6 mm/h. A frequencycan be selectedto
b2 meet the rangeof coveragedesired,or multiple
at f2: A2 • a2 R Le2 frequenciescan be selectedto coverthe completerangeof expectedrainrates. The upper li it
can be extendedsomewhat,however,measurements
bl for rainratesabove 100mm/h w_)uldbe quite
at f1: AI = aI R Lei difficultto achievewith presentand projected
near term technology.
Takingthe ratioand solvingforRv, as before
The dual frequencymethod,employing30/20GHz
I beacons,is seento produceunacceptablyhigh
rA,'zLe! l_ errorsat all rain ratevalues,and does not
Rv•LA! a2 Lez l. appearas an attractivealternative.
For Lel = LeZ,which is not strictlytrue,but is
a reasonablefirstorderapproximationfor f2 Ind
fl closeto each ether: TABLEVIII
SU)4_IARY
ra__ ]bZ-bl SATELLITEBEACONSFOR GROUNDTRUTH.
R,•L,z-_-j PRECIPITATIONMEASUREMENTS
The pathaveragerainrate Is seen to be a func-
tionof the attenuationratioonly,with the fre-
quencydependentconstantsel, a2, bI and b2. SINGLEFREQ_NCYIqETHOD
The predictionerrorof the dual frequencybeacon I _IEASUREIqENT_G( FORZS%ORLESSERRORINR
methodis_ch greaterthan the singlefrequency WITHA 30oBRAINMARGIN:
method,as shownby TableVII. The uncertainty
in pathaveragerain rate,_, is unacceptably ii.7GHz _ 2qTO_ _HR
largefor Be + I dB attenuationmeasurement 20 GHz -- I0TO17_/q/MR
error,and Iss'tlllexcessiveevenwhen a + .5dB
errorIs assumed. The problemoccursbecause 30 GHI w 6 TO19PIq/HR
the ratioof two attenuationsis rt,quired,and
_e _ case addltlveerrorcan be quitehigh, O_L_F_Q_NCYM_'THOI)
particularlyfor low loathrainrates.
_ UBCC_T_LYHIGHERRORSINRFORA
TABLEVII )0/20lHzB_ACONSYSTEM
DUAL FREQUENCYBEACONMET_M)D ' -_
_SUFIXTION:MARSII_L-PA_RI)ISTRIBLTTIOIqAT20o_
IV. LONG-TERMSTATISTICSOVER LARGEARBS
_R (m/w,) A space-borneprecipitationmonitoringsystemPATN AV|RAII_
_,. ,Are A_ _ ,_o_ ,._o_ has decid_ advantagesover ground-based
_, om _m in,o, (,,o, systems. The primaryadvantagesare the ability
tomake measurementsovera long periodwithout
the need to manuallycollectthedata and to
lO LS 7 1_ )8 unlfomly observelargeareas. The measurements
requiredare the surfacepointrain rate over
_I 15 6g 29 a spatialdimensionsmallerthan the dimension
of convectivecells (lessthenseveralkilo-
metersin the easternU.S.).
3O _ 2q Sg _7
Long-TermStatistlcs
GroundTruthMeasurementsSummary The year-to-yearvarlabllltyof the rain rate
statisticsis significantenoughto introduce
TableVIII presentsa summaryof groundtruth significanterrorIn rainrate data basesmade
- precll_Itatlonmeasurementsfrom satellitebeacons, over a oerl_ of less than IOyears. For
for both the stngle and dual frequencymethods example, hurricaneBelle significantlyshifted
"_ discussedabove. The measurementrangefor the the annualstatisticduringBe periodJune 1976
-" singlefr_uency system,isdefinedat the lower to .MayIg77 in New Jersey(Cox,at al - Ig7g).
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and researcherssponsoredby NASA,it is be-
lievedthatat leasta 10-yeardata base is Bloch,S.C.,D. Davidsonand D. D. Tang (1978),
requiredto developmedianannualstatisticsof "Raln-AttenuatlonExperiencedWith the Tampa
sufflcientaccuracyto be meaningfulin communi- TriadUsing 19-GHZCOMSTARSatelliteBeacon
cationsystemlinkcalculations.Of course,if Signals,"ConferenceRecord,EASCON78,
worstnw)nthor longestoutagestatisticsare Arlington,VA, p. 379.
needed,the data basemust be able to generate Cox, D.C.,H.W. Arnoldand A.J.Rustako,Jr.
thesefor use by the systemdesigner. (1979),"Attenuationand Depolarizationof Rain
and Ice Along InclinedRadioPathsThroughthe
World-WideStatlstlcs Atmosphereat FrequenclesAbove 10GHz,"
ConferenceRecord,EA_CON79, Arlington,VA,
To date the modelsdevelopedfor estimatingcom- p. 56.
municatlonsystemlinkattenuationshave been Crane,R.K. (1980),"Predictionof Attenuationby
quitecoarsein beingable to discmminatebe- Rain,"IEEETrans.Comm.,Voi. C0(%28,No. g,
tweenthe rain ratesin variousregions. The September1980,p. 1717.
climateregionD of the Globalmodel (Crane- Goldhirsh,J. (1978),"TheUse of Radarat NOn-
1980)is separatedby a ratioof 3.5 at C.OI per- AttenuatinqWavelengthsas a Tool for the Esti-
centof the year from climateregionsC and E. marionof RainAttenuationat FrequenciesAbove
At 12 GMz thls resultsina variationin attenua- IO GHz,"EASCON79 Record,Arlington,VA,
tionof 4.3 dB, witha highervariationat September25-27,p. 48.
higherfrequencies.Becauseof thiswide versa- Ippolito,L.J. (1981),"RadioPropagationfor Space
tlonand the availabilityof ground-basedrain CoemJnications,"Proc. IEEE,Vol. 69, No. 6,
ratedata,the climateregionD has been resolveO June.
into 3 regionsin the U.S. Inmost areasof the Kaul,R. (1980),"Extensionof an EmpiricalSite
world,this is not possiblebecauseof the lack DiversityRelationto VaryingRain Regionsand
of data. Frequencies,"URSI Comm.F Open S)n,posium,
Lennoxville,Quebec,Canada,p. 4.13.1.
Oro_raphicEffects Kaul,R., D. Rogersand J. Bremer(1977),"A
Compendiumof MillimeterWave Propagation
The _bilityof a space-borneprecipitationmona- StudiesPerformedby NASA"ORI, Inc.,TR 1278,
totingsystemcapableof resolvingconvective November.
rain cellswould be of significantvalue to llnk Kaul,R., R. Wallaceand G. Kinal (1980),"A Pro_a-
designersplanningsitediversitysystems, gatlonEffectsHandbookfor SatelllteSystem
Measurementsmade in Florida(Block,at. el. - Design,"NASA Headquarters,Washlngton,D.C.,
1978)and in Germany(Rucker- 1980)have shown ORI TR 1679.March.
a wide variationbetweenthecumu)ativeattenua- Lln, S.H. (1977),"NationwideLong Term Rain Rate
tlonstatisticsobservedat differentsitesand Statisticsand EmpiricalCalculationsof II GHz
in differentazimuthaldirections,respectively. MicrowaveRaln Atten,Jat_on,"B.S.T.J.,Vol. 56,
If it is true that the rain ratedistribution No. g, p. 1581.
variessignificantlywlth geographiclocation Lln, S.H. (1979),"EmpiricalRainAttenuationModel
while the totalamountof precipitationis for Earth-SatellltePaths,"IEEETrans.Com_:..,
uniform,then the siteswith the most low rain Vol.C04-27,May, p. 812.
rateprecipitation:re more desirable. In the Olsen,R.L.,D.V. Rogersand D.B. Hodge(Ig7B)
case of Tampa,Floridathe presenceof the "TheaRb Relationin the Calculationof Raln
city'sheat and the cool TampaBay made some Attenuation,"IZEE Trans.Ant. Prop.,Vol.
sitesmuchmore desirablethan others. In the AP-Z6,p. 318.
case in Germany,the linkon the east sideof the Rice,P.L.and N.R. Holmberg(1973),"Cumulative
RhineValleyshowedlessattenuation. TimeStatisticsof SurfacePoint-Rainfall
Rates,"IEEE Trans.Comm. Tech.,Vol.COM-21,
A spacebornemonitorcouldmap thesedesirable No. I0, _'_T.
locations,and if sites_hlch had low rain rates Rucker,F. (1980),"SimultaneousPropagationMeas-
couldbe found,It mighteliminatethe need for urementsfin the 12-GHZBand on the SIRIOand
an additional ground station. The savings OTSSatellite Links," U_SI Comm.F Open Slmpo-
associated with one less ground station in most slum, Lennoxvtlle, Quebec, Canada, p. 4.1.1.
high-availabilltysystemswouldbe very sub- Ryde, J.W.and O. Ryde (1945),"Attenuationof
$tantltl. Centimeterand MillimeterWavesby Rain,Hail,
Fogs and Clouds,"Rpt. No. 8670,Res. Lab. of the
V. SUMMARY GeneralElectricCo., Wembley,England.
U.S. Dept.of Commerce(19S5),"RainfallIntensity-
This paperhas identifiedtypicalralnrate Duratlon-FrequencyCurves,"TechnicalPaper
measurementaccuraciesrequiredfor communication No. ZS, Washington,D.C.
system design. In addition, the accuracies
attainablefrom satellitebeaconmeasurements
have been estimated and a sampleof the exbert-
. mental data has been presented.
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A LIFE HISTORY _THOD FOR ESTIMATING CONVECTIVE RAINFALL
David W. Martin
Space Science and Engineering Cenrer
Hadiqon, Wisconsin
i. INTRODUCTION 3. APPLICATION IN GATE
Rainfall was regarded from the To calculate the roefflctence ao
vary beglnnin$ am one of the more important and a I, two days of SMS-I visible and infrared
observations to be made for the Global Acmo- imalas were matched in time and space to call-
spheric Research Program Atlantic Tropical braced radar observations from the GATE ship
Experiment:--but one of the =met difficult Coo, Oceanographer. Using an interactive image pro-
for the measurements of this most variable ceasing system, cumulonimbus clouds in each
par=mater had to be made continuously, across sequence were identified. Their areas and the
large areas and over the sea. Ships could not corresponding ralnrates then _era measured,
provide the needed resolution nor could avail- picture by picture, for the whole lifetime of
able radars provide the needed breadth of the cloud. Results are s,_a_rize) in Table I.
coveraaa. Microwave observations from the
Nimbus-5 satellite offered soma hope. Another Table 1
possibility was sullested by the results of
uny comparisons between rainfall and the Coefficients of the Visible and Infrared hinfall
clouds seen in satellite pictures. Of partic- Relations
ular interest were those comparisons made by
Stkder (1972) and by Woodley and Sancho (1971), Infrared Visible
who employed sequences of pictures from the Number of clouds ]4 23
first geostationary satellites. Both found a Number of imase pairs 329 219
ianeral correspondence between rain and the a o [lO-7m e-l] 5.4 5.2
convective clouds visible in satellite pictures, a 1 [10-3u] _ 2.8 2.5
• X [103mJe "I] 3 ] 1" 3.3 2.3Woodlay and Sancho demonstrated in addition that a° . [_A/Stl [10 m s" J 1.9 1.3the alreewnt was best for |rowins clouds. This • 1
belan a collaboration between the University of
Wisconsin and the Environmental Research The last two lines of Table 1 co=-
Laboratory to develop aethoda to infer GATE pare the averale contribution of each tars co
rainfall from leostationary satellite iulea, the totaul rainfall. For the clouds measured.
The present paper sunnarizee the method which area chanla accounted for about 1/3 of the total
evolved at _;ieconsln and is described in the variance in rainfall, a fraction which milht be
paper by Stout e__C_. (1979). silnificent in flash flood forscastlnl, for
example, where timinl Is i=portant. The cur-
2. BASIn OF THE WTSCONSIN APPROACM relation of area with rainfall increased for
area lasling rainfall up to 1 to 1 1/2 h
We aseusm that I) most GATE rain (FIB. I), and ranled up :o 0.9. The standard
cows from cumulonimbus clouds, 2) cb's can error is bO% for visible, 75% for infrared.
readily be identlfled--on _ha basis of growth, Thus for one cloud for one-half hour the
mov_nt end texture, in addition to tempera- expected error te 60 to 75% of the rain estimate.
cure or brilhtneee--i, a sequence of infrared This error would tend to diminish in proportion
or visible i,,=|aa, anJ 3) cb area can be approx- to the inverse of the square root of the sample
imetad by s sinsle threshold contour of romper- size.
acute or brizhtneea. To a first approximttlon,
the rainrste R for a cb than is liven by A_ a text of this method rainfall
was estimated for four days of GATE, including
R - a° • A + a 1 • _A/&t. on_ of the calibration days (overlap amounted _o
1/6 of the celt dace). The correlation of
satellite rainfall regressed against radar rain-
A is cloud area, _A/_t is time
fall, both averaged over an area of -105 km 2,
rate of change of ares, a o and a 1 are empirical
coefficients, and the units of R are voluae was 0.84 (see Fi B. 2). Hinus 0.05 nm is :he
divided by time. Area is defined by thresholds intercept value, 0.91 is the elope end the
of temperature and albedo: 245 K end 45%. standard error _f estimate is 1/4 ms. about 30%
of the hourly avera|e rainrate. Satellite rain-These were selected (mlinly on the basts of
observations near Miami) co exclude the bulk of fall tended to be smoother than radar rainfall
cloud material which contributes only • trivial and _lsplace_ slilhtly Coward the north and
northwest (Fil. 3). Otherwise patterns of 24 h
amount to total rainfall, rainfall were in remarkable agreement.
• i
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4. SUMI'_RY
-I The main weaknesses of thll method
aside from those (ncrtns£c to the v_,slble--
8_ . -- inlrared methode, are em follows:0
0
I 8. It yam designed for GATE end so
-J 2 "_ 8 ......
_: .... gar hie only been applied In
the GATE area.t_J
p3 "';, b. It ignores rein frol strattfot-m
4 end wlt'l convective clouds,
Au|ustlne et el. (1981) have
' , ' . , , _ . • shmm that under so-=. regimes
tOO ,30 ,60 J90 this csnbe, Zsrs,_,rt of
LEVEL total rainfall.
b . , , • I) . , , c. It's inflexible.
'_ .... d. It dmnd= much sell1 8_d con-
'_ ,L_" i! ._3-_ i! i ] _. .trs.,th. o, the.shod 1,. i. the .,.,ztc-
;I i; i; i; ii !/1 ., o, ,°...==..=,makes full use of the hlgh time end space rams-2 lutton and large dlmemJ.c rsn|e of Seoetetlonat-y
• 3t ,"" :; '_. _'; ._ Z" . satellite data, Finally, tr yield., volumetric
tO0 130 160 190 This reviw a_d comparisons with
LEVEL other techniques e_gseet savers1 possibilities
for i.,provin8 the 8chl described here. First,
FI:_ 1. CO_={O_le l:_=_ Pol.sF4tr_o the growth tern ¢ouZd yell be dropped in epplto
_m.cz¢,l _ oloud oa._n. AJ'_ _8 _(zmua.td _ cetlons st synoptlc end Israer scaZee, for •
_"_a_:_Zd 74_)eZ,a, _ _Z ¢otm_, _cza-d._ng great gain in 8iaq)llclty. Second. the measure-
a_ Ch_ o])#o_n=. Co_,._,_a cz_ o,aZouZatad sent of cloud area could be euto_ated. _ts
for r,_.sr4 _,_ga, _,a_=ed _.n _ a_o,_ f_ ought to Sllintfic_mtly speed the procesetn8 of
0_I_. A_ aZon_ _t_ Upp4Z' o;'c1_:e _"k i_mSts, Third. vhere accuracy is critics1, the
_t_z_ o_a oOmgpc:_c_ r,O =_r_e_ld Laue18 addition of mean cloud temperature or brightness,
_o't' ,'_a_._ 0_o ,M'. a) F_a_b_d. b/ In_czz_d. etmtdatrd deviation of temperature or brightness
and cloud thickness ter_m mlght stlnificsntly
/Jprove the assignee for any partlcuZar cloud,
; .... SATI[L.ktTIr RAIN It STIM&TI[ S
a)0 , -- SAOAIIt MtA $iJlq[ O CAiN
I I _ / "
:'. :_
2/
, o , ,, t
| S([PY 4 S_[PT $ MIW 9 SLIP?
08"30'ff, _3"30';/ Hom'_ _,n_ cz_ pMf_t_d cZ_g t_ue cb_o4.8*a.
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COMBINED VISIBLE AND IR TECHNIQUE FOR THE ESTIMATION
OF RAIN AMOUNTS FROM GOES DATA
G. L. Austin and S Lovejoy
McGill Radar Weather Observatory
Macdonald College, Ste. Anne de Bellevue, Que., Canada H9X IC0
i. INTRODUCTION 2. DATA BASE
The remote sensing of rain amounts is The radar data used in this analysis
clearly of great interest not only to those con- are from the GATE experiment from CCGS Quadra and
cerned with climate modelling but also for a from Mo.ltrealfrom the McGill Radar Weather Ob-
great variety of operational applications, in- servatory. The digital GOES data for the aPpro-
cluding hydrology, hydroelectricity and agrl- priate times and locations were obtained from the
culture. While the microwave radiometer repre- University of Wisconsin, through the good offlces
sents the most obvious technique in that the of Dr. Don Wylie.
hydrometeorsare sensed directly, we believe that
poor spatial and temporal resolution, together 3. ANALYSIS
with the problems associated with the estimation
of effective rain layer height make visible and We believe the estimation of rain
IR techniques more promising at the present time, amount from satellite data depends upon two sep-
arable steps: i) the delineation of the areas
A comprehensive revlew of satellite of rain, and 2) the estimation of the rain rate
-ainfall estimation methods up to 1973 was given that the area is known. A problem with
gathered by Martin and Scherer (1973). Signi- this type of analysis is that it is necessary to
ficant work was subsequently published by compare error statistics for different techniques
Reynolds and Vonder Hear (1973), Griffith and and there seems to be no generally accepted best
Woodley ()g73), Follansbee and Oliver (1975) and statistic to characterize the errors. The main
Kilonsky and Ramage (1976). More recently, Stout possibilities seem to be the bias (B) or mean
et al (1979) and Griffith et al (1978) introduced ratio, the error factor (ER) and the root mean
the concept of the rate of areal change in re- square error (Erms). For a perfect technique
fining rainfall measurements. Scofield and
Oliver (1977) devised a procedure in the form of B • ER • I and Erms = 0
a flow diagram in order to ascribe a rainfall
rate to cumulonimbus clouds. Wylie (1979) 4. THE RAIN AREA ESTIMATION SCHEME
attempted, with so_ success, to apply the Stout
et al technique to the Montreal region. The satellite visibte and IR data were
remapped onto the radar coordinate system with a
Of significant in_ortance are the con- spatial resolution of 4 km x 4 km and an inten-
cbudl,g remarks of the review paper by Martin sity resolution of 25 levels. The two-
and Scherer (1973): "Based on bivariate fre- dimensional frequency matrix was then calculated
quency distribution of brightness versus tempera- separately for the raining and non-raining loca-
ture, Gruber concluded that brightness enhancing tions as defined by radar. Typical samples are
or infrared technique al_ne may be inadequate to shown in Figs. la and lb. The ratio of raining
deduce details of convective activity.... This to non-ralning points was then found and plotted
implies that better estimates of rainfall will as a percentage accuracy or prooability of rain
come from visible and IR observations eo_6_aH as shown in Fig. Ic, where the greater-than-SO%
than from either used alone". However, with the contour has been plotted. Errors as described
exception of a note on image differencing by above were then calculated for GATE and Montreal
Reynolds (1978) this recommendation had been ig- data. Figure 2 shows the resulting satellite and
noted until the two wavelength pattern recogn_- radar rain maps for GATE and Montreal.
tion technique of Lovejoy and Austin (197ga) was
introduced. 5. THE _IN RATE ESTIMATION SCHEME
The latIer technique identifies clouds Several techniques for the estimation
with high probability of rain aS those which have of instantaneous rainfall rate were tried. For
large opttcal and presunwiblyphysical thickness example, the probability of rain is slightly
as measured by the vlslble aIbedo in comparison correlated wlth the rainfall rate. However, we
with their height, determined by the Intensity have concluded that, since the visible and IR
of the IR emission, wavelengths primarily respond to the relat4ve
abundance of cloud droplets and not to precipita-
tion sized particles, that it is unreal(stlc to
expect good, or even half-sensible, rainfall rate
estimates.
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Fig. la
Frequencyplot of no-raindistributionfor GATE
day 1300 C_T. Horizontal axis is visible data
on scale0-I,and verticalaxis temperaturealso
nor_lized on scale 0-1.
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, • , • • • _ • , _ * • = • o • * • * * * _ • * •
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Fig. Ib " E)
Similar to la, for rain data•
I
.t
, • e • _ o o ¢ o * , _ • * _ o * * * * * • * •
• , ¢ ,, c __• * • * _, * • * * • • • , • * , r -o_
g I
............ .......
. . ...........__.._z_,.._" ...... _ ....... ,,,",
o _ _ . , * , ,, • T' ," • . . _ _ , * , O * * * • @ '" ; *'"
.... : ii ..... ,o
• : .... _ow,_
. , , , ' ; :_'..',_',,::_,r_, (top) The satelliterainmap producedby the
.......... _ , , , • , optimizationof the data in Fig. I. Vertical
' ' ' ' ' ' ' '' ' ' ' ° ' ' ' linesare radarrain ._._._,horizontallinesare
satelliterain areas. The radar rangeis 180 km.
Fig. Ic Notethat the percentageerror (in thiscase -
- 15.2%)is not the percentageof the stripedareas
-- Elementsof Fig. Ib as a percentageof Fig. la to cross-hatchedareas,but Is the percentageof
plusFig. Ib, with the resultingoptimumbound- the stripedareasto areascross-hatchedor blank
ary sketchedin. Any combinationof visible (thelatterrepresentedsatelliteand radaragree-
and IRvalueswithinthis boundaryresultedin meaton no-raln).
a satelliterainpoint. Anythingoutsidere- (bottom) A satel,iterainmap of Montreal,day
ultedin a no-rainpoint. The resultingmap is 180, 1977,at 1630GMT, showingan activecumulus
shownin Fig.Z. band. The radarrangeis 180 km.
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Consequently, we sought to answer the 7. CONCLUSIONS
question for a radar sized (400 km x 400 km)
piece of real estate how great an error was In agreement with other researchers, we
introduced by assuming a constant or cllmato- have found that GOESinfrared and visible imagery
logicalrainfallrate for thoseareaswhichwere can be used both for ralnarea and amountes.*i_a-
rainingand zeroelsewhere. Singleimages(each tion. By usingdata for longtime periodsin
half-hour)and two-houraccumulationsfor GATE both GATE and Montreal,the variabllityof raln
and Montrealwere attempted. The techniquewas amountestimatesfrom knownareasof raincan be
to assumethatthe radardata delineatedthe computed,and, due to the highcorrelation
rainingarea exactlyand then to computethe (correlationcoefficient_ 0.88,0.91 respectively)
fluxof rain basedon this areaand a c11mato- betweenrainarea and rain amount,this variabil-
logicalrain rateand comparewith the flux from ity is shown to be of the sameorderof magnitude
the full radardata (3-kmCAPRI). when comparedto the errorsinvolvedin the exist-
ing satelliterainamountestimationtechniques.
6. RESULTS When this variabilityiscoupledwith errorsin
the area estimationby two-dimensionalpattern
Table I indicatesthe magnitudesof matching,reasonableaccuracyfor rainamount
theerrorsinherentin the techniquesdescribed estimationis obtained. Thesefactssupportthe
in (4) and (5) above, hypothesisthat GOES IRand visibledata are good
for determiningrain areas,but poor for deter-
For comparison,errorstatisticsby miningrain rates.
differentauthorsfor satelliterainestimation
schemesare shownin Table2 For Montreal,we may roughlyestimate
the contribut+onsto E_,_ fromdifferentsources
NumbcrWc_ul,v+ as follows: 5% from th_'+gaugeto radarmeasure-
_+otd,,_ men_,22% for radararea to satellitearea,andlccumublled I ;_ 4 _ I0 I..+
Num_r_uence$ 44% for the satellitearea to the satellite
o,f_¢umuJ-laddat=3211146 S9 211 I.+ S amount,yielding,for independentprocesses,49%
p,+ o9= ogu om o9_ o94 o9) for the totalprocess,for estimatesbasedon
p,, o15 o(w o6} oTz o62 o_ singlesetsof IR and visibleimages.E_, 041 037 03} 033 0;_._ 0_0
. 10'2 079 071 0f_ 0J9 0410J_3 141 l_ i }4 _17 =16 8. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
E. 174 lJ6 149 147 IL_9 129
_= I 30 0.?O 0 I_. 0 38 O33 033
Helpfuldiscussionswith Don Wylie,
FredMosherand Dave Martin,of the Universityof
Tablei Wisconsin,are acknowledged.The pro.iectwas
supportedby AES throughthe good officesof
Statisticsdeterminedby the Quadraradarfor Mr. GrahamMorrissey
PhaseIll of GATE accumulatedfor various
lengthsof time.
AuIho¢ Follushea S¢ofmdd
kadOliver lad Oliver Wyhe SIou_e; ,I
(19?J)" ( IgT'Tb)'" C.+_the*'=/ (19711) ( 19711)2 (19"/9) (
Techolque NepCuln_s_s Hil_orylind [.,_ti/l_ meuurements Expindinll ExplndmI anvils
syrml_=¢ anvils
d.C.
Rel_o_ A_o_mu_,Cn_'Ipa, Noah _ Montre"_ GATE
_omh Carolina Cm',_m_
5_ofmm(km =) ~10_ ~10_ -liP -10= -liP _6_ tO_ _I0+
Muml_rof
tadumtcet
Num_r W'd=ul
pomcsuiad 2_$ 4 _3 II 37 43 5 _ 3_ 219 329 62 II
T,meo(accumula-
liOn "dldy" 6h "'hourly" "dilly" "hourly ' 'dilly" I_ h ;1 h I h 6h
Typeotdil_ used v,s IIRJ I_(h IR andv_u vis vls vii IR v,s IR vl_ IR vit IR IR IRE_,= 131 1 122 044 -- 51146 62 76 32 _3
a Ill III 0113 I1_ 270 113190 -- --
E. 186 2.61 1.611 2.11 3 *I 1 39 1 95 -- --
" Theafro4"ItlureshavebeencomputedfromFolllasheeandOh.+r 119?._.Tibet _. J. 4)
"* Thiscolumnhasl_en compmedonlhel_Is_sof lheonlynunfullImounl lllll$|ICscOflllmnedineIlher_coI_4_Id ind ObverI 19"r_l
or 19'7"C0).Ilml at. fromF'_I.I I of Scolleldlad Oliver(19"/'7"0)
+ 1"11111irl lhe Iverlll E_, ++luresfor tho _ve _quencet. liken from Wylie( UJr78T_al)le;t)
Table2.
Comparisonof the errorstatisticsobtainedby variousresearchersin satelliterainamountestimation.
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VISIBLE AND INFRAREDTECHNIQUESFOR FLASH FLOOD,
HYDROLOGICAL,AND AGRICULTURALAPPLICATIONS
Roderick A. Scofield
Applications Laboratory
National Earth Satellite Service, NOAA
Washington, D.C.
I. Introduction
This paper discusses the use of visible and infrared techniques for
estimating precipitation for flash flood, hydrological, and agricultural
applications. The visible and infrared technique discussed was developed by
Scofield and Oliver. Satellite-derived rainfall :.stimatesmay supplement other
data or, in some important cases, may be the only data available. In this
paper, the Scofield/Oliver convective rainfall technique is used for analyzing
a half-hour period of heavy rainfall during a Chicago flash flood event. The
results of a real-time hydrological application of the Scofield/Oliver technique
for the Hurricane Allen event are also presented. Finally, the paper very
briefly discusses visible and IR techniques for agricultural applications.
2. Scofiel.d/OliverTechnique
Scofield and Oliver (1976, 1977, 1978, and 1980) have developed a technique
that gives half-hourly or hourly rainfall estimates from convective systems by
using GOES IR and high resolution visible pictures. The Scofield/Oliver technique
is presented in the form of a decision tree which an analyst uses to determine
rainfall estimates. The technique was designed for deep convect<ve systems that
occur in tropical air masses with high tropopauses, and it is applied using IR
pictures displayed according to the digital enhancement curve (Mb curve).
Medium6ray
- .
Figure I. Enhanced infrared imagery (Mb curve),
OgO0 GMT, September 12, 1978. ,
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An example of a thunderstorm system displayed with such a curve is shown
in Figure I. The picture shows the temperatures associated with each of the
contours in the Mb curve: medium gray (-32 to -41°C) represents the warmest
tops, white (below -80°C), the coldest.
Estimates of convective rainfall are done by comparing the changes in two
consecutive pictures, both IR and high resolution visible. The technique is
divided into two main parts: (1) the active portion of the convective system
is identified, and (2) the half-hourly convective rairfall estimate is computed
for the active portion from the meteorological factors in the following equation:
Rainfall Estimate (inches) = (Cloud-top temperature and cloud growth
factor or divergence aloft factor +
overshooting top factor + merger factor
+ saturated environment factor)
X
Observed surface to 500 mb precipitable water
1.5 (standard surface to 500 mb precipitable
water for the technique)
Details on how to compute these meteorological factors are found in the
following references: Scofield and Oliver, 1977 and 1980.
3. The Chicaqo Rainstorm, June 13-14, 1976
An unusually good opportunity for a test of this technique was presented by
a severe thunderstorm that dumped torrential rains over an area around Chicago;
the area contains 300 rain gauges at a 2-nm spacing belonging to the Illinois
State Water Survey.
..... L'A"K£:MICHIGAN:
Figure 2. Enhanced infrared imagery (Cb curve),
2245 GMT, June 13, 1976. "-
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Figure 3.. One-km visible imagery, 2300 GMT,
June 13, 1976.
- 13JUN76 2315z--
Figure 4. Enhanced infrared imagery (Cb curve),
2315 GMT, June 13, 1976.
t
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A 30-minuteperiod between2245 and 2315 GMT was selectedfor comparingthe
estimatedisohyetswith the 300 rain gauge observations. The enhancedIR imagery
for 2245 and 2315 GMT is shown in Figures2 and 4; the l-km visibleimageryfor
2300 GMT is displayedin Figure3. The enhanced IR imageryin Figure2 shows the
activearea of the thunderstormat A is very cold (blackcontour:-58 to -62°C);
rainfallestimateswere computedover this active area. At 2300 GMT (Figure3),
the l-km visibleimageryshows the activearea of the storm as brightand
textured;this activearea is dashed. Overshootingtops are observedat 0 and
T. The enhancedIR imageryat 2315 GMT in Figure4 shows that the temperatures
have becomecolderat A (around-65°C)and have reachedthe repeatgray level
enhancement(-62 to -80°C). This repeatgray level area grew in size, <I/3o
latitudeduringthe half-hourinterval. A circularblack area surroundsthe
repeatgray level area.
The half-hourlyestimatedisohyetalanalysisbetween2245 and 2315 GMT super-
imposedon the rain gauge observationsis shown in Figure 5 where the dots locate
the rain gauges. The rain gauge valuesare in inchesand "M" means the rain
gauge observationis missing. The overshootingtops in Figure3 were used to
producethe small areas of maximumrainfallin Figure5 whose sizes range from
near 2x2 nm at 0 to near 5x5 nm at T. In this case, the estimatescomparedto
the observedappear to be good.
4. Hurric#neAllen._August 9-12, 1980
On August 9-12, 1980, the Scofield/Olivertechniquewas appliedin real-time
to HurricaneAllen as he moved westwardfrom the Gulf of Mexico throughsouthern
•M .M . .
' ' 01
.0 I
M
• o,.I . .
o • • .M i • •
O. " .M"
Figure 5, Estimated/observed rain_all, 2245-
2315 GMT,June 13, 1976; isolines
represent estimated isohyets (inches);
t dots locatethe rain gauges;rain gauge
valuesare in inches;"M" means the ,,
rain gauge observationis missing•
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11AUG80 0130z
FigureB. Enhancedinfraredimagery(Mb curve),
0130 GMT, August II, 1980.
Texas and into northernMexico. As an aid in evaluatingthe floo_ potential,
estimatedisohyetswere producedby NESS meteorologistsin the SynopticAnalysis
Branch in Washington,D.C., and transmittedto the River ForecastCenter in
Dallas-FortWorth a'i the WeatherServiceForecastOfficesin San Antonioand
Lubbock. The periodof heaviestrainfalloccurredalong a convectivecloud band
shown in Figure6 betweenA and A'. Twenty-fourhourobservedand estimated
rainfallamountsendingat 1200 GMT, August II, are displayedin Figures7 and 8,
respectively.As can be seen from comparingthe figures,the estimatedrainfall
patternand amountsover southernTexas were quite good especiallyalong the
heavy rainfallband betweenA and A'.
5. AgriculturalApplications
AgRISTARS(Agricultureand ResourcesInventorySurveysThroughAerospace
Ren_teSensing)requiresthat visibleand infraredprecipitationestimation
techniquesbe developedfor agricultureapplicationaroundthe world. Such an
_ effortencompassesfour regimes: convective,tropicalstorm,monsoon,and
extratropicalstorm. Therefore,precipitationestimationtechniquesmust be
- ' develoFadfor rainfalleve.itsoccurringfrom cumuliformclouds,stratiform
clouds,and stratiformclouds with embeddedcumuliformclouds. Both geo-
stationaryand polar-orbitalsatellitedata are to be used in the technique
development. However,for the countrieswhere geostationarysatellitedata
are not available,techniquesusing polar-orbitaldata alone will be developed.
The principalongoingprecipitationestimationtechniqueresearchand develop-
ment activitiesusing visibleand IR data are _hown in Table I. Of course, .
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the techniques in Table 1 will eventually be combined with microwave techniques
in order to develop the best overall global precipitation estimation algorithms.
6. Conclusions
In this paper, the Scofield/Oliver technique was applied successfully to a
flash flood producing thunderstorm over Chicago and to Hurricane Allen as he
crossed southern Texas. Despite these successes, additional research is
required before the technique becomescompletely operational. Wehave plans
to apply, develop, test, and verify this technique on NESS's Interactive Flash
Flood Analyzer.
NESShas the mission to develop precipitation estimation techniques for
the agricultural community. Therefore, a goal of AgRISTARSis to implem =t
the best and most efficient techniques into pilot operation and a large-scale
applications test for agricultural users by 1984.
• . {
,4
14
!
Figure7. 24-hourobservedrainfallin inchesending
" at 1200 GMT,August II, 1980.
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Figure 8. 24-hour satellite-derived rainfall estimate
in inches ending at 1200 GMT, August II, 1981.
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THE ESTIMATION OF CCP /ECTIVE PRECIPITATION F_O_ GOES
I_AGER_ WITH THE GRIFFITH/WOODLEY TECHNIQUE
Cecilia G. Grifflth and William L. _x>dley
Office of Weather Research and Modlfication
NOAA/ERL, Boulder, Colorado
programs required to produce the estimates are i)
i. INTR(XXETIGN the image navigation program (NAVICATION), iS) the
cloud isolation and tracking program (TRACE;, ill)
Agriculturalists, climatologists, the program _hich compiles cloud life histories and
h_rologists and meteorologists have many research calculates volumetric rain production for each cloud
and operational needs. A common r_ire_nt of (TRACER) and iv} the rain mapping program (RAINFAP).
these diverse fields is the accurate &Id timely
estimation of precipitation. Yet, it is often Although the technique was derived in south
diffic,Jltto obtain such estimates by conventional Florida, it has been successfully used for
means. The advent of satellite remote sensing extra-troplcal convection, once environmental
however has opened the possibility of making rain differences have been accounted for.
estimates over tiaraand space scales never before
available. Tnls paper gives an overview of a 3. VERIFICATION
computer-automated technique that estimates
_ertJme convective rainfall from the thermal Verif_catlon of the satellite estimates is
infrared imagery of geosynchronous satellites. The made with the best ground data available. This has
rudiments of the technique, the application: _o dat* been gages, rMar or a combination of the two.
future studies are reviewed in this pa[_r. Verification is judged on three aspects:
2. TELI_IQL_ o correspondence bet_en sate[i:te-lnferred
ground estimates of the amount of rain
The derivation and verification of a (usually area average depth) over a given
te:hnlgue to estimate summertime convective rainfall region (Figure I)
_rom geosynchronous satellite data has been o tam[_ral coincidence of the rain maxima and
described in detail in Grifflth et al. (1978). minima in the time series of the satellite
Briefly, thermal infrared images were calibrated by and ground rainfall _Figure 2_ and
a combined system of gage and radar data in south o spatial coincidence of th= raln cores and no
Florida to produce an empirical, diagnostic rain areas of the satellite- and
setsilite rain estimation scheme. Satellite clouds ground-derived isohyets _Figure 3).
and radar echoes were found to follow a life cycle
in which each grew to a maximum area and then
decreased in area until it disappeared below the eamrk,s,_.,,,c_e
cloud or echo definition threshold of -_°C for _I
clouds or 1 mm h-_ for echoes. _1_ere is an offset sol-
between the echo life history and the cloud life
history which is important because it _ompensa_es
for oonteminac_on from cold but inactive cirrus. :: '/
.-
Radar echoes within 9_ n ml o._ alaml were
mltChod to clouds on the corresponding infrared _ ;: VERIFICATION:TO.T_ RAIN OUTPUT
L_e for a number of sequences of satellite ,, ' ./' ,--0m.om,
pictures. The resulting empirical rela.ionshiI_ _ :o v_ ,._,,
_t_ parameters measured fro_ the sat.=lllte image _m • "/ .
and ra_'.Eall nave tSe following properties: J t. .'/./o Paining clouds are those which are as cold or _: ' .
colder than-2,°C. 1_ . / .
o Rainfall is directly proport_ real _. cloud s_. . /' ,
arsaon anygiv, picture.. ._ ._...o Rainfall is inversely proportional to cloudtop tmperature, z ' . *
o pa_,_fall Is a function of cloud l'_:P ¢_le, o : , ,o _4 _l _ _ _ :4 _ ,: _ so
that is, more rain is inferred :n " ,_ early Mm_,_,,_.,,_
"_ stage of a cloud'. _ '.,:story than i_ U,e later
- stage.
_e technique is _ully =utomated so that o,_aa_=t_4._= a.d gaga _=,t ._a _=:u" .f_t
eitimates can _ made routinely over large areas a,:d ao_,PeZa_n eo#ff_oie.= _'a s_c_ on _he
from diqltal satellite data. The four computer aea_e_, d_gr_..
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_i_e 2. An e_le of _z_on on _he _si_ Figure _. Az,ea_ over which _ _ff_/_oo_l_
of te_ooral ooincidence of the satellite technique has bee_ applied. Refer _o _le 1
(solid) and radar (d_shed) _ime series, for _he aaronyms a_d period of aalcu_ion.
'me first two are relatively easy tc achieve hurricanes, comparison with ground data are possible
with this technique, the latter is more difficult for all of these. Several statistics for the amount
because there is not a unique relationship between comparisons are shown in Table 2. _he number of
instantaneous cloud top temperature and integrated cases represented by "N" in the table are days for
surface rainfall. GATE, period for HIPLEX and FACE (_hich ranges from
3.5 to 16 hours) and storm event for hurricanes and
4. _t_L]_CATI(:I_%_ flash floods. The bias, root mean square error
linear least squares fit parameters are shown for
Rain estimates have been made over a number each sample. Ground data are radar for GATE, a
of time and space scales shown in Table 1 and Figure combination of gages and radar for the Johnstown
flash flood and gege data for the remaining samples.
4, respectively. (For more detail the reader is Bias (B) is defined as _S/_G _here S is the total
referred to Waters et all., 1978; Woodley et al,, satellite-inferred rain-depth (ram)over the period
•=/o; Woodley et al., 1979; Woodley et al_--,]'98_; of calculation and G is the total ground rainfall
_rifflth et al_'_, 1981; Augustine et a-_.'_1981, and for the same _eriod. Tns root mean square error
Jarvinen _-_riffith, 1981.) Wi]_ _]_eexception of (ER_S) isthe 13_CS work and several calculations for
Mea o_ Cumullt,ve Rmnf_l
Texel Hiple_ Site
June 30, 1978
1800Z - 2230Z
_41tlllitlMnferredRlmflll
(Ue_ngFloridaRe#mo_mh,p) GageMta_red Rainfall
k
¥i_._r_3. An e_le of _erifieation on _he baeis of isohyets for satellite (left; znd 3age (right)
$$tir_tee of rainfall.
i
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TABLE i
APPLICATIONS OF THE GRIFFITH/WDODLE¥ TECI_IQUE
AREA PERIOD
Global Atmospheric Research Project's June 27 to Sept. 2_, 1974
A_-tlanticT_ropicalE_xperiment(GATE)
Florida Area Cumul,_sExperiment Selected days June to September
(FACE) 1972 to 1980
Equatorial Pacific Ocean Climate 2-1/4 days November, 1978
Studies (EIK3CS) 3% days November, 1979
H_!IghPlains Ex._periment(HIPLEXJ Selected days, May to July
1976 to 1978
Hurricanes Selects4 storms 1969 to present
Flash floods 81g Thompson, CO 7/31 - 8/1, 1976
Johnstown, PA July 19-2_, 1977
average the technique a_roxime=es fairly well the
ground data. The biases are close to 1._, the
value for a perfect correspondence and, with the
for S and G as before. In calculating the linear exception of the GATE and dense HIPLEX resultS, the
fits, the ground data have been used as the root mean square error Is small. (Tnls technique
consistently m1,_erestlmatedthe radar rainfall
independent variable, and both.satellite _ ground during Phase 2 of GATE, due to rain from shallow
rainfalls are mean ralnrates (mm/h) averaged over
the period of calculation and the area of interest convection. The root mean square error for the
of each case. In the dense HIPL_, networks the gage dense HIPLEX data Is dominated by one light raln
spacing ranges from 2_ to 150 km /gage, while the case in which the average raln In the gage network
was e.Oel mm/h and the satellite inferred S.el mm/h.
sparse gage networks have a spacing an order of
magnitude larger (14_ to 2"_ km*/gage). In FACE Without this case, the root mean square error is
the spacing Is 12_ km /gage, whereas the balance of 0.78.) In the linear fits, the correlations are all
the gage data are available cllmetologlcal data at a 8.8 or greater. With the exception of the sparse
coarser spacing.
TABLE 2
ERROR STATISTICS FOR APPLICATIONS
OF THE GRIFFITH/WOODLEY TECHNIQUE
LCEATZON N s _s R s_P_. ZNTr.RCF.PT
GATE 53 8.84 C.79 _.87 0.97 -i.47
MIPL_X i5 8.77 2,81 @.9@ @_62 _.ff7
(dense)
FACE Ii 0.88 _.42 @.95 1.18 -0.23
HIPLEx 9 8.9e _.55 _.78 I.ei -e.z7
(sparse)
_RRI_ 3 i.08 0.06 I._ 8.89 _.18
FL%SH FLC_D 2 I.39 _.48 _.99 _.89 23.93
" PERFECT
COKKOS_0HD[NCE 1._ _._ 1._ 1._e 1._
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HIPLEX network, the slopes are all close to I._. measures of gross ralnfall. Thzs past season a new
(The relatlvley large slope for the dense network product has been added. It shows a
results may be more indicative of sampling errors satlllte--inferredrain profile along a hypothetical
due to the ground data than to errors inherent in coastline which is perpendicular to the direction of
the satellite technique.) The intercepts of the storm motion (Figure 5). In this figure distance
Ca%TEand flash flood date show the effects of the from the storm's eye along the hypothetical
satellite's underestJ_tion of GATE Phase 2 (noted coastline is plotted on the abcissa and rainfall in
above) and overestimation of the flash flood cases, inches is plotted along the ordinate. J_ctualgage
All other intercepts are close to zero. data for the passage of Greta (1978) through the
country of Belize, Central America are given Ln the
There is also evidence that the technique solid line and three satellite estimates at @, 6 and
performs better on heavier rain than on light rains. 15 h prior to landfall are shown in the rasalnlng
(See Grifflth etal., 1981.) In comparing 12 heavy curve.. Initial results (for Greta and Allan, 1988)
rains to 12 lig-l_t-_alnsfrom the HIPLEX data set, _ indicate that peak rainfalls and total rainfalls
found that the blas and root mean square error were inferred by the satellite are remarkably close to
much larger for the light rain cases. The bias was gage results, but that the satellite technique tends
2.38 for light rains, but 1.28 for heavy; the root to calculate too much rain to the left of the
mean square error was 3.62 for the light rains and hurricanes eye and too little in the region
1.58 for the heavy, immediately to the right of the eye. These
discrepancies may be due to the effect of the land
Temporal comparisons of satellite m_d ground on the storm's low-level circulation.
rainfall time series show that satellite estimates
are usually within 3g to 60 minutes of the ground 5. CURRENT A_D F_ STtDIES
rainfall maxima and minima. (Note that the temporal
resolution of the satellite data is usually _ Ongoing research is involved in asaesslng
minutes, so that this quoted figure is for the the applicability of the technique to several
nominal resolution of the satellite data. The lag different problem. In the context of _gRISTARS we
naturally is a function of the temporal resolution are determining the eppllcabillty of the technique
of the satellite imagery.) The satellite offset to agricultural users for both summertime and
Id_ok_no bias toward preceding or lagging the ground wintertime precipitation. Secondly, the extre-arse
data. effects of cloud seeding will be quantified by use
,_ of this technique for the area surrounding the
: _ Florida Area Cumulus Experiment (FACE) o Thirdly, a
m | study to determine the accuracy of the technique
._/.f.-. r_._. _ a function of space and tLme is addressed in
/_ another paper for this Workshop (l_ley, Grifflth
_ and mitin, 19el). And lastly, initial efforts have
'_ , ^ been made t u e satellite rain estimates from this
-j" m .f attenuation in the SEASAT SASS sensor (FiQure 6).
Fico derived from the SKKSAT 38 GHz passive
mlcrowsve radiemetar (SMdR). The right side shots
rainfall In_erred with the Woodley/Griffith
_7' technique by using the _t.SAT themal infrared
"' ----_I_0) _i"_'I,_; _ channel on the VIP.q. With the exception of the 1/2 °latitude displacement, the extent and lo_etion of
' _ I I i , , , . I I I * I
. _4 _ o a_ ,4 ., ,de the cores in the patterns are similar, elthotgh the
r_ ' intensities of the cores are higher for the
u_. 0_.c_ (m) -,_,_ data. Comparisons such as this one will be used to
assess the accuracy of our inferred Isohyets Ln
Fi_n_ ,5. C_Z r_xinprofi_e for o _faZZi._ hurricanes.
8,',_.ZZi_e _,z ame 8_m_ for h_rrie_m8 Gret=,
9/_9/78. C_Ha _a-Z_ _r_ _ b_ t_ ,oZid AUgustina, J.A. C.G. Griffith, W.L. W_ey and
Zir_ _ _hu._#antaZZi_e-infarmd profiZ_e for
O, 8, m,_ 15 _,_s p_ior f.o Z<z_aZZ _'e s_vn J.G. Aeitin, 1981: Insights into errors of
in _ s,_nin; _.._,_. SMS-inferred GATE convective rainfall. Acceptedfor publication,_. Appl.Matso.__r.,2_O_,Ouoe.
Grtfftth, C.G., W.L. I_ley, P.G. Grubs, D.W.
During the last meral hurricane _assona Martin, J. Stout and D.N. Sikder, 1978: Rain
the technique has been used guui-oparationelly for estimation from gecsynthronous satellite imagery
landfalllng hurricanes. _ product _or this - visible and infrired studies. /_m. _. R_v.,
application tss • tIperature contoured satellite
l_e and thr_e gross measures of atom rainfall 106, 1152-1171.
- vllich Were c_mputed on the basil of a single imeqe:
.; total vola_atric output, area-average depth and Griffith, C.G., J.a. Augustine and W.L. k_ley,
average rain potential of the store. The hurricane 1981: Satellite rein estimation in the U.S. HLgh
verification results previously _h_n indicate 8t_h PlaLns. .7. ARpl. Matecr., 2_O_,53-66.
close corre_ence bet_ Satallite and gage
utimates that much confidence can be given to these Jarvinen, B.R. and C.G. Griffith, 19el: Forecasting
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Fi_, #. R=n _e_ inf,_d ho, v_,ive _o,o_, Cleft) a_d _he_ab infrared(_ghC)charmers on the
S_ASAT for hurriocoaoFiao (1979) in _h_ Pacific Ocean. Con_oure ar_ incremented by _ mm/h for the
_orowa_e and 5 _en/hfor _he IR data.
rainfall in tropical cyclones using digitized Woodley, ;_.L., J.A. Augustine, S.P. Browner and C.G.
infrared satellite data. Submitted to _n. Wea. Grlfflth, 1979: Inference of rainfall in _eathei
Rev. modification experiments using satellite
imagery. Preprlnt Vol.: 7th Conf. on
Waters, M.P., III, C.G. Griffith and W.L. Woodley, Inedver_ent and Planned Weather Modification,
1978: Use of digital g®stattonary satellite Amer. Meteor. Soc., Boston, t_, 1_4-195.
l,_Rery for teal-time estimation of hurricane
rain potential in landfallln_ storms. Vol. of Woodley, W.f.., C.G. Griffith, J.S. Griffin and $.C.
Con'f. Papers: llth Tech. Conf. on Hurricanes and Stromatt, 198_: The inference of GATE convective
Tropical Reteor., ;_. Mel:eor. Soc., Boston, rainfall from _S-1 imagery. J. A__. Meteor.,
R_,, 198-203. 19, 388-498.
kloodley,W.L., C.G. Grifflth, J. Griffin and J. Woodle_,,W.5., C.G. Grifflth and J.G. _eltln, 1981:
Akug_tlne, _978s _atelllte raAn estL_atlon in A s_andard verification for ralnfail estimation
the Big Tho_peon and Johnsto_ flash floods, fro_ remote platform. Workshop o_
- Preprint Vol.: Conf. on Flash Floods, Precipitation _easur_ent from S_ace,
itydro_teoroloqtcal Aapects, /_,er. _eteor. Soc., _.qi_._ard, Greenbelt, MD.
J BOlt:on,_%%,44-51.
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! lntroOuction
Since 1969 we have nap an active interest in tn_ University of _ristol
in improveO rainfall monitoring using satellite ano conventional Oata. uur
research has aimeO to Oesign anO Oevalop a methoo to:
(a) Provide rainfall evaluations more uniform_ accurate anO complete than
coulO have been deriveO from satellite or conventional oats alone;
(O) Serve current operational environmental programmes in countries with
special needs for improveO rainfall Oata;
(c) Invoke either polar-orbiting &/o_ geostationary imagery as the satellite
inputs;
(d) Utilise GloOal Telecommunication System (GT5) SYNQP messages as the
basic conventional date inputs;
(e) Be applicable to any anO all types of weather situations in the
operational areas;
(f) 8e unOemanOing in harOware anO software so as to be an option available
for use even by nations or agencies with very limiteO financial
resourceso
Our most basic intention has been to capitalise simultaneously on the
more Oesirable characteristics of reingauge an_ satellite clouO-image data
in our attempts to achieve these goals. These chararteristics involve the
following consiOsrations:
(a) Raingauge Oata are relatively accurate measurements of rainfall
accumulates through timew but are notoriously location-specific. This
is a serious disadvantage where such a spatially noisy weather
parameter is concernea.
(b) Satellite data give spatially complete aria Oetaile_ pictures of the
distributions of clouasw from which useful assessments of rainfall may
be Oeaucible. However_ rain areas and amounts can be very aifficult
to evaluate with confiaenca owing to wise variations in rain rates
from apparently similar cloua fieloa.
We have sought to make t_e east possible use of _he two types of base
aata9 and to compensate for the inherent oeficiencies of eachj by using
_aingauge Oats aa the bases for our rslnfell mape_ ena improving the shapes
of iaohyets in conventional data-sparse areas through extrapolations of
- observeO clouO/reinfall _olationehipa f_om gauged into ungauge_ areas. We
have _evelope_ "floating" schemes to help us make suitable allowances both
for cllmatological variations9 and Oay-to-Oey oiffarences in clouO/rein
relationships.
Although the present Bristol _,ethoO (hark IV) retains the climatological
[Nl60
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/statistical heart of its preOecessocsp it relies heavily uoon the meteorol-
ogical knowieoge anO skill of the analyst. Consequently_ it -as Oee_ oes-
criOeo recently as "an extension of classical synoptic meteoroloqy I involvimq
as it Ooes a stronq element of qualitative 3u_qementa OaseO. on a variety of
types of wea;ner observations t ano executeO as it is _ thin a framework of
yules anO oract±ces evolveO lar_el_ th_ou£n practical experience". (Barrett_
_n _ress).
ii Significant staqes in t_e Oevelopment of the Bristol MethoO.
The Bristol MethoO of impyoveO rainfall monitoring through the integrat-
ion of conventional data and _olar-orbiting satellite imagery (see Fig. I)
haO its origins in a climatological (monthly accumulateO rainfall) technique
OescriOeo by @arrett (19709 1971). _stimat:on anO mapping of rainfall with-
in shorter, meteorological, time-frames using suc_ a clouO-inoex tecnnique in
w_ich satallite-vieweO clouO is evaluateO in terms of clouO area anO tyoa,
ano the likely associateO intensities anO frequencies of rain, was attempteO
first for Northern Sumatra (Barrett, 1975a, 1977a). SuOsequently other
stuOies have _een unOertaken in North-east Oman (Barrett, 1977h & 1978), anO
most extensively anO continuouslyp in North-west Africa (8arrett 19?6_ 1977c,
19770s anO Barrett & Lounis_ 1979, Barrett 1980; for a generalsummary see
Barratt_ in Or.as). Significant stages in the Oevslo_ment of the @ristol
app,-bach from its early experimental stages to its currant operational use
in North-west Africa may Oe summariseO as follows:
1. The Bristol Meth@Oa Mark I.
Calibration of clouO inOices was undertaken for gria squares lacking
rainfall stations (satcells) through the clouO-inOex: oDserveO rainfall
relationships estaOlishaO for a series of squares containing inaiviOual
rainfall stations (gacslls) throug_ a se_ecteO "historic" parioO on a once-
Oaily sampling basis. Unlike similar methoOs Oevelo_aa in the USA (see e.g.,
follansOea, 1973; Follans_ea & Oliver_ 19?5)_ the @ristol Methoa incoroor_-
tea, from its outset, a "floating" Oevica to accommoaate the variable rel_=
tionshiO between satellite-image_ clou_ ana surface-measure_ rainfall. In
Mark I the historic cloud-inOex:o_sarveO rainfall regressions were contourea
by confiasnca limits to achieve suitable floats of rainfall estimates fo_
each satcall as _aquireo.
2. The @ristol PIathoO; Hark.ll.
This aiffarea from Mar_ i in two important respects, first_ clouO-inoex:
oOservaa rainfall _egressions were _e_a_ea fo_ ("mor_hoclimatic") ragioms_
each emOracing several gacells, not or ino_viaual gace_s as in Mark I.
ORIG, i_', _ . . "'
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ubtazn h_jh resulutzon ..ecu_,e ,.l:_
polar-orDitin,j satellztu ,les_,,.], _ f,,'-
J.matjes for tzme (_) 5J.IjIli_J. kdtlL IJo/ji.tzLct'_5
I
t f!
Subdivide area into /P
gacells and satcells
uverlay _ateliitc _.la,j,:.
with gr_d square mob,
Oetermine saitable scales _
for clouO type and cover '
Construct simple station muu_,L_
Oepictino selected weather
observatzons for all Z'epul'tlr.j q,.c_:ll_
Oetermine suitaule ] |
imorphoclimetzc weights • -fat each cell
AOjust rainfall oOservat.J.un.., 1
using morphoclimatic weiqhts
I
Establish cloud indices fuL ull I
raincloud-affected gr_d squa_noJfor time (t)
l
Calculat_ mean claus ind±ce_
anO oOse_veO rainfall _._unto
for each raincluud system
I_reparo Global Regression J
[.1o_el relating clouU inoicos
and cbserveO rainfall
Translate satcell cloud ind_c,,s
into _ainfall estzmatus v_u
,_lobal ,_egress_m I',odel
ii
1
Compare mapped rainfall t'_ulu
for time (t) with time (t*121,=j
and Interpolate f:xtr._ _StllhbL{'5
t'_ allow for clouO mvt/uv,_l
._
- d_adjusc rJznfaal _,O_u_v_C_u_,. I
ano estimates u_L_cj r,*otp;_ucL_i*oL_.[_ei3hts to ubtai,_ flnal rai_,_ol_ .,_,_
Figure I. Flow diagram for tee 3r_stol MethoO in its most recent
: rote (_ark IV).
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This was necessitate_ Oy the much lower numOer of rain Oays at each g_uge in
the semi-ario environment of hortn-east Cman than haO Oeen recoroeo _n Nora-
west Sumatra. 5econOj "floating" of oaily rainfall estlmates for satcells
was achleveo through the use of regressions contouraq parallel to the compu-
teO regression lines (Fig. 2), not suO-parallel &/or oblique as the conflO-
ence limits in _,ark I haO Oeen. The change was maOe partly to achieve more
realistic estimates at the intense enO of the rain-rate spectrump anO partly
to avoiO certain questionaole statistical assumptions necessitated Oy the
confiOence ltmlt approach. Howeverj the new meteorological assumption (that
rain-clouO systems might be expecteO to precipitate everywhere more or less
heavily than the norm) were also open to questionj especially where rain-
m rates _#ere lowo
3, The 8ristol MethoO i PJark Ill.
This again advanceO on its immediate preOecessor in two waysj necessit-
ataO Oy its application over much wider_ less well-gauged areas than Marks
I & If. Firstj its temporal resolution was _oubled in orOer to give 12 hr
rainfall aata. $econO_ its spatial performance was ImproveO through routines
following# Out more flexible than those suggesteO first by FollansOee (1976)
to accommodate as well ms possible the implzcations of rain-clouO system
movement &/or Oevelopmsnt between the times of the neat-piece" analyses
based directly on twice-Oaily satellite imagery. Although applleO usually
to polar-orOiting (visible &/or infrarsO Lmsgeryj tests have OemonstrateO
that Rark Ill is (even more) viable _f basso on mote frequent _eteosat
imagery (8arrettj 1980).
4. Germane work of a similar nature was unOertaken in the early Ig70s with
the aim of not estimatingj but preaictingp rainfall totais. (Berrett_ 1973_
1975b). This work was not carrieO forwarO because of the greater interest
exhiblteO by the user community zn post-event Oata. Howeverj the pre-event
results are of significance in the present context because they werJ derived
from miO-latituae studies covering parts of south-west Irslana ena south-
west England.
Ill The BristolMethoO I'_ark_iV
Current work unOer tne umorslla of the AuMISTA_S Iroject (NE_S, 1980;
seeks to"-
(a) Oemonstrete the viaOility of the dristol approach in mioole letttuOe
(cyclonic frontal) areao_
(b) Review the requirements anq bases for local regional caliOrat_on_ ano
(c) Move toweros a form of the _ethoo _,hich coulO Oe trensfsrteO convenlently
3 to an interactive system so that it might be more repiOly ap_l_eo to
CNI63
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F.t_. A regression diagram for part of north-west Africa as uses
to "float" rainfall estimates for satceils in relation to
9acall-evidence. In this example a gacell cloud inOax (a)
and rainfall observation (c7 locates point (17 on the ope_-
ative regression surface. A transparent overlay is moved u_
so that the climatic regresqion (markaO by the taggeO line)
in*srsects (17. For an associates satcellp the ciouO index
(b) is translated into a rainfall estimate (d7 t_rough point
(27, which_ like (17_ lies on the operative regression surface.
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ri_ur_ 3. Annual verification statistics for Ib stations in north-east
Oman, I_75.
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Large areas Oy a minzmum of _nalysts and support staff. _e
Although our present stuO_es are, as yet, Incomolete, it is not too
_arly to propose that:
I. A "gloOal Regression _oOel" can Oe used to oOvzats the neeo for time-
consuming caliOration cf the methoo for each new area of application;
r
2. The first ,results of the use of Mark IV in a mzO-latltuOe test ar_a
($oaln - France - England) appear very promising; anO
3. _unning a Jerivative of the Bristol MethoO, Mark IV, on a suitaDls
interactive .'ystem woulO yielO Omtter results than the longhanO ("eye-
bail"l MsthoO, for this woulO pez_i= more flexible contouring for
oOvious rainfall greaients than at present.
IV Verification of Results.
The forms of the results have been aictateO mainly Dy the purposes :or
w_ich they were compileO. They may h_ rmpresent.D_ as _ollow_:
(el Mark I: Annual tun-off Oata from river _ugirg stations at the outlets
or two Oamins in northern Sumatra ehoweO that aateilitm rainfall estim-
ates over those basins proviaeO 7g.2 & B7.8_ of O_ain average rainfall.
(b) Mark II: Oats from 15 reserves verification stations in north-east
Omen sho_eO that annual rainfall estimates from _atellite eviOence
ware strongly correlates with oOserveO rainfall (Fig. 3); annual rain-
fell estimates for the 13 stations averageO 97._ of oOservmd rainfall.
(c) Ral'k III: Satellite indications of slgnificant rainfall events in
north-_st Africa have Omen vmrifioo mostly Oy vegetation response;
have eviOenco of no major rainfall events in over 2 years that we have
J
not tOentzfieO in our satellite-lmproveO rainfall maps. (See Fig. 4).
(0) Mark IV: First results in our AgHISTA_5 stuay in Western Europe are
representeo in Fig. 5. _ nave yet to e9tabllsh now much of an Improve-
ment these Oata represent over t_ose _ich woulO have Omen e_nievea
through stanoerO interpolation techniques.
Problems ana prospects.
The _iggest proOl$m we have grappleO witl_ is how we might east accommo-
Oats the changes _ich ta_e place in claus fielos from one imaging time te
another_ especially _en these are as much a_ 5 or 12 hr apart. Th.ts Poses
special problems for sutomatlon: mean Orlgntneas (averegeo through t_me) tells
us relat_wly little sOou_ claus types, _ilst texture, _ch is so informa-
tive on clouO type in instant_m_ous images, _ulO be unOepenoeola in cnmposzte1
, _mages. Such Oifficulties lea_ us to Oelteve that full automation or • methoO
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like ours cannot be contemplated yet.
Further proOlems involve the ways in whicm we mzgnt increase the physi-
cal directness of the Bristol Methoaj anO improve our assessments of c duos
in the aOsence of ground truth. Physical moOels of key weather sCructu es
are generally unhelpful in analyses of day-to-Oay situations, in which the
atmosohere usually Oehaves in a suDOued and relatively nondescript way.
Aoditzonal parameters (e.g. preclpitaOle water) might usefully guide the
analyst uslng an interactive system for his operations: Out no operational
method can utilise data or Oata types which are unavailable locally or
through local channels.
In conclusion, we sea the 8rijtol Method as an organically-evolving
optimization technique for rainfall monitoring in conventional data-sparse
areas, to be useO until a more physically-direct methoO (microwave, raOar?)
becomes availaOle to every user. However, we a_e also confident that much
of our experience will continue to Oe relevant to the future proOlems of cal-
iOration of new satellite rainfall data, and the integration of satellite
data with grounO truth.
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INFERENCE OF PRECIPITATION THROUGHTHERHAL INFRARED
HEASUREHENTSOF S01L H01STURE
BY
Peter J. Wetzel
David Atlas
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
Laboratory for Atmospheric Sciences
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771
Remote sensing estimates of area fo:lowing irrigation° The data suggest
average precipitation have particular that ;oil moisture information is contained
usefulness to agricultural and climato- in such parameters as the area integral
logical applications. Estimates obtained under the diurnal curve, the slopes at
by means of active or passive microwaves, various times, the difference between
infrared and visible sensors may be maximum and minimum temperatures, and the
augmented and improved using Indirect lag time of the maximum behind local noon.
measures of precipitation, such as the
change in near-surface soil moisture I°F J ' ' ' 1
content caused by a particular event, r -- PRt-IMM,OATION-10JULy1170
Obviously, measurements of soil moisture _ _"-'OAV'OAV3 _ _
-- I e_ DAY _ _ FSTAIIIT OF IRRIGATION
uslng Infrared radiances do not provide _ " .--_o^v7
-,0,- __,j -precipitation Information In real time _ - s_o,=
before the observation can be made. L -_o,,
However, the resultant estimate of _,o
precipitation Is a time-integrated value =LOR
which can provide a significant savings u =_,_.__-------/._.,'#_._': _R___A_ _<_."_'_
in data handling and can overcome
virtually a11 of the sampling problems =0_.
: associated with the monitoring of precipi- _0, , , , a , r , , I I ,
ration through storms of long duration. 0 = , = , ,0 ,, ,, ,, ,, _ =2 ,LOCAL TIME (HOURS/
Thermal Infrared observations of soll F_'g(_te 1. PLtRna( v_._z(ion o_ .l(_fa:_.
moisture have been attempted in the past tempc/ut.¢(_e ove._, a bare 60,(2. fieZd aS
using sun-synchronous polar orbiting m_uJtEd by a lhe_moco_plE. In&_cat_.d oJt_.
satel I ite data, such as t he Heat Capacl ty _om£ of the p_._mE¢_J_ me_ab_e from
Happing Hisslon (HCMH, e.g., Harlan, 1980), .qgo_qnc_onou_ 6atgU_iJ_¢_ _h_ch a_e 6_._._Z*
however, such observations are !imited t__v_, to _o_Z mottle. Oa_ reinforced
by twice-daily temporal resolution of the f_om Sck_gge et a_. /197_].
surface temperature wave. As shown in
Figure I, there are a wide variety of
signatures sensitive to soil moisture In order to determine which physical
which polar orbiters cannot detect, but parameters are most sensitive to soil
_ which are observable from geosynchronous moisture and which are less prone t_
._ satellites. Figure I, extracted from interference by seasonal changes, atmos-
Schmugge et ai. (1_78), represents in- pherlc effects, vegetation cover, etc.,
situ observations of surface temperature a numerical model was employed. The
over a bare soil field in Arizona which model is an updated version of the
was monitored during the drying cycle boundary layer/earth's surface model of
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Wetzel (1978). Results of the modeling A simple algorithm has been developed
effort have shown that a normalized relating an average value of B for all
morning slope parameter, surface types, along with the observed
geostrophic wind speed, to soil moisture
content W/Ws. Model results show that
(dTs/dHs) :here is a parameter, to be called A,
B = (1) which has a simple linear relationship to
(dTs/dHs)dry geostrophic wind speed as follows:
has the optimum characteristics for (dTs/dHs)we t
detecting soil moisture. Here dTs/dH s is A ,, "= 0.37 + 0.012 Vg (2)
the change of surface temperature with (dTs/dHs)drysolar radiation absorbed by the surface,
as measured at mid-morning (0800-1000 local
time). This slope parameter, when normal- where Vg is the surface geostrophic wind
ized by its dry soil value, is quite velocity in meters per second. When B
insensitive to surface characteristics for is normalized by the parameter A in the
non-forested surfaces. Figure 2 is a plot manner shown in Figure 3, the resulting
of model calculations of B us. fractional family of curves for all wind speeds fall
soil water content, where Ws is the within a narrow range which can be closely
saturation or field capacity value of represented by a single mean curve. Thus,
water content for a unit soil column of when A is determined using (2) and B is
specified depth adjacent to the surface, measured from the satellite (using a
Calculations for several wind speeds and predetermined value of (dTs/dHs)dry from
two generalized surface cover types are a library of previous measurements}, the
shown. These results, as well as the soil moisture may be obtained from a single
results of many other experiments in which regression equation fit to the curve in
atmospheric, s Face and soil variables Figure 3.
were systematically varied, indicate that
the parameter B is primarily sensitive
only to soil moisture and wind speed.
10_ . r _ *
,- _\_, '... - w/w, " _,,. ,
B _\ . .c
"_x .....
(¢IT,/dH,) 7 w _'\I= - ..... - .
e- _ "
GEOS3"ROPHIC WINO _\ %_ C j 0L , 1 _ _ J
I ...... . ,,,;; ,_-A7 _-A
4 - Ie ,, P_lurlldeee_ _"A 2
C i _fO(W/tsll grill
_. , , . , , . Figure 3. Mor_ng s_ope parameter
o _ , e s ,o averaged for a_l non-rotated 6_rfac_6
w/w, and no_m_zcd to both dry and w_t
_oi_ extreme value. C_rv_ fo_
F_u_e 2. Norma£ized morning _£ope peJ_a- _ind speed_ #_re represented by the
m_Jt v_. _o/£ mo/stu._e. No_P. tl,cut A, the mean cu._ue and _tandard deviation
_ting val_e of 8 for _atu_ated _oil i_ shown.
dependen_ on geo_t)tophic _ind _pced. W
Ch_ o_b _o_.£ moi_t_ corut_nX"(g/cmz} for
the top 15 amof _o_l, W_i_ the aat_a_on
u_ae of w.
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In order to then estimate precipi-
tation, one invokes the assumption that .....
the soil moisture content is directly .......... =_.,o..
proportional to the antecedent precipi- ,:" ....... o.. , ...........
7124 "'" " 71_
ration index, API, which is defined by _, ",,," , -
• I¢,.iBlanchard et al. (1981): .... ,- _,, ,.
• • % *
_...'... -.. •
•, p .829 + API i.1 k, (3) ", . ..':'... ""_V,"API i i -' ', , ;'"':: _:_:--'_--,
?/24 T_MI I -- 711_ T_k4P (_J 7/'_ TIMP - ?tl 1 T_MP {e_)
where P is the Z4-hour precipitation for F_gu_e 4. From H_n (1980). Wet
day i. Based on data from an Oklahoma nt_nu_ c/)ty _o_ c_zyJ_LmEHCMM IR tempe;t-
watershed, the exponent of P is reduced o_tuX¢ vS, a_ttEcEdEr_ precip_ta/_.on
from unity to account for direct surface _ndEx. l_n (e2_ 7/21.
runoff. The API value is related to the
water content in a soil layer, the
thickness of which is dependent on
specification of the depletion coefficient
k. One then measures API through a series REFERENCES
of days during which precipitation fell
and inverts (3) to obtain P. Blanchard, B. J., M. J. Farland, T J.
Schmugge, and E, Rhoades, 1981:
Using precipitation data from a rain Estimation of soil moisture with
gauge network in Oklahoma, Harlan (1980) API algorithm and microwave emission.
found a correlation between API and the Accepted for publication En Water
difference between pre-rain and post- Resour. Bull.
rain afternoon infrared surface temper-
atures measured from the HCMMsatellite Marian, J. C., 1980: Dryland pasture and
(see Figure 4). At the netv, ork stations crop conditions as seen by HCMM,
which received the most precipitation, the Report to HCMM investigators meeting•
same regression slope appears to apply November 24-26, 1980, NASA/GSFC,
even 8 days after the precipitation. Greenbelt, MD.
Having established the existence of a
correlation between surface temperature Schmugge, T., B. Blanchard, A. Anderson,
and API, the next step is to attempt to and J. Wang, 1978: Soil moisture
estimate API quantitatively by applying sensing with aircraft observations
the algo, ithm described above on the NASA/ of the diurnal range of surface
GLAS interactive image processing system, temperature. Water Resour. Bull.,
This process is currently underway using 14, 169-178.
geosynchronous satellite and rain gauge
data for the same case studied by Harlan Wetzel, P. J,, 1978: A detailed paramet-
(1980). At the minimum, it is expected erization of the atmospheric boundary
that several classes of soil moisture layer, Atmospheric Science Paper
can be distinguished which will provide No. 302, Colorado State University,
useful area-average informatior for 195 pp.
input to climate models and agricultural
data sets.
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A Survey of Passive Microwave and Hybrid Remote Sensing of Precipitation
J. A. Weinman
Department of Meteorology
University of Wisconsin (Madison)
and
T. T. Wilheit
Microwave Sensor Branch
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, MD 20771
Introduction
Rainfall is a key element in our understanding of climate because the
release of latent heat affects the energy budget of the atmosphere. Climate
zones are frequently classified by their rainfall patterns, Koppen (1918)
because the availability of rain water has a profound effect on vegetation
patterns and on crop yields. The economic benefit of accurate crop
yield forecasts has been widely recognized in recent years, see AgRISTARS
(1979), and rainfall is the major determinant which fluctuates from one
year to the next. Microwave radiometry from satellites has been used to
remotely measure rainfall from Nimbus-5 (19 GHz H polarization), Nimbus-6
(37 GHz H and V polarization) and Nimbus-7 (6.6, 10.7, 18, 21, 37 GHz).
The physics of microwave radiative transfer is well understood so that
causal models can be assembled whlch relate the observed brightness
temperatures to assumed distributions _f hydrometeors (both liquid and
ice) non-precipitatlng cloud (only liquid needs to be considered), water
vapor oxygen an_ surface conditions. Present models assume a Marshall
Palmer (1948) size distribution of liquid hydrometeors from the surface
to the freezing level (near the O'C isotherm) and a variable thickness
of frozen hydrometeors above that with various reasonable distribution
of the other relavant constituents. The validity of such models is a
critical issue here. All uncertainties in the rain rate retrieval algo-
rithms can be expressed in terms of specific model uncertainties which
can be _ddresse_ through appropriate measurements. Those factors which
must be known to achieve unambiguous results can be identified so that
rainfall measuring algorithms can be developed and improved. The emis-
sivity of the underlying surface signlficat.tly affects the contrast that
may be measured betweeen areas covered by rain and those which are dry
so that rainfall estimates over l.nd and sea must be investigated with
somewhat differing algorithms.
Rain Over Ocean
Microwave radiometry offers a particularly quantitative method of measuring
rain over the ocean. The emissivity of the ocean surface is low and not
highly variable; it thus provides a good background for observing rain. The
theory and initial validation of this concept was given by Wilhelt et al.
'1979). They predicted brightness temperature/rain race relationships
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based on the previously described model for 19.35 GHz down receiving and
for both 19.35 and 37 G_z upward viewing. All three combinations compared
very favorably with observations with the freeezing level at 4 Km; the model
was not verified at any other freezing level. The freezing level dependence
of the model has not been verified and remains an open issue. Eso et al.
(1976) fouvd in using climatological freezing levels in producing an oceanic
rainfall at:as that the freezing level dependence of the model seemed
excessive a_d were forced to make ad hoc adjustments to the freezing levels
to obtain reasonable results. The open issues are:
a. The effect of partial beam filling
b. Typical non-precipltatlng cloud liquid content and temperature
c. The use of _ultiple frequencies to address model uncertainties
Rain Over Laud
The large and variab] _ emissivity of land surfaces makes microwave measurement
of rain rate over land much more difficult. However, rainfall estimates may
be derived over land from 37 GHz measurements obtained at both polarizations.
Besides rainfall rate, the measured brightness temperatures depend significantly
on soil moisture, surface temperature, height and horizontal distribution of the
hydrometeor column and the distributing non-precipitating water. Rogers et al.
(1979), Hall et al. (1980) and Weinman and Guetter (1977) showed that both
water on the ground and precipitation have low brightness temperatures; however,
the brightness temperature emerging from wet ground is polarized, whereas that
from precipitation is unpolarized. Further discrimination has been achieved by
utilizing colocated infrared images to identify cold high clouds so that wet
surfaces are no_ erroneously classified as rain. Radiative transfer theory
suggests that the brightness temperature at 37 GHz becomes insensitive to changes
in rainfall rate once rainfall rates exceed 8 I/hr. Regions where rainfall is
heavy can be identified, but quantitative inferences are difficult to make. Hail
et al. (1980) attempted to overcome this limitation by empirically incorporating
infrared cloud top brightness temperatures in his rainfall algorithm to estimate
heavy rainfall.
Besides the problems posed by satellite remote sensing techniques, reliable
quantitative radac data was difficult to obtain at the time that data from
Nimbus-6 was obtained. Nimbus-7 should provide data of comparable quality,
but the quality of radar data that NOAA can provide should now be considerably
better. It should be oorne in _nd that a valid test of the efficacy of
microwave radio_etric measurements requires that the limited number of Nimbus
overflights must coincide with the occurrence of rainfall in an area that is
monitored by a calibrated digital radar. The coincidence of these events has
limited the opportunities to test cainfall measuring algorithms in the past.
In au atter_t to expand the tempting successes at 37 GHz, higher frequency
measurements (92, 183 OKz) have been _ade from aircraft platforms. Here a
-_ basic qualitative difference has been noted. In convective precipitation
i extremely low (<lSO'K) brightness temperatures have been noted which can
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be accounted for in the radiative transfer models by the frozen hydrometeors
above the 0"C isotherm. The observations near the strong water vapor llne
at 183 GHz also give information as to the height of the frozen hydrometeors
and have indicated heights of at least 9 Km. On the basis of these observa-
tions, the 85 GHz channel on the microwave !_ager which is to be launched
in 1984 ou the DMSP satellite should provide excellent maps of convective
rainfall.
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Fort Collins. CO 80523
1. INTRODUCTION over the tropical oceans from the 1974 GATE ex-
periment Smith and Kidder (1978) studied the tm-
For practical realization of new information prove_,nt of precipitation esttmatfon by use of
on prectpitaLloe during thts dt_:ade, satelltte concurrent tnfrmred maasura_ts to correct for
observing systems must be coupled tnto surface- microwave field-of-vim "smearing", They used
based observations and computer models of weather 5 cm shtp radar estimates of precipitation as
system as they develop. Objections of the _re- "truth". A sequence of their results are shown
cipitation estimation methods vary _roa local In Figures 1 to 4.
scale applications relat_,d to f],'a ;_ and agricul-
ture; tO problem of t_e cltmatO|_KJy of ]atent
heat release tn the , _losphere ova' the oceans.
I In all cases methods ir_ available to coqbtne _ Iq.Allq3MlS
the satelltte/surface-b_sed/modol capabilities. _l ,i_u_
Thts paper outltnes and proposes several such $_:_mLmmUPrecipitation Estimation Ptlot Studies (PEPS).The combined m_hods provide opportunity for l,
neertem data sets n eded for climate research
and weather forecasting (COSPNI, 1980). e_mlaa¢,-a_,'_\ J I
methods are analogous to those encountered In nkseml
tho 'ssImilatIon °f r't' t--"turo s°undings -_ __
from satellites wtth conventional rawtnsondos.
Namely. _smrt" analysis methods ire rt_lutra .
These are often optimized when "guided" by pre- __lJ_;r_ _'w
existing clImatologtes or by e_ar-re|ltim /_-_,-_--_
physical model Output. _ _ #_,umlio-lwm)
es(tmatton do not Ctr:_,vent the need fur thor-
ough saap_tngstudtes and well calibrated Instru-
mentation. These key topics are addressed by
other papers In the workshop. Our paler does
eaphastze the use of satellite measurlnts In
the 1980's to detemlne precipitation frequencies
(see Kidder, IM1, this workshop) rather _han Figure 1. Depict1. n of first trtspectral study of
-_ rates or amunts. Given the ;roqueflcies fro_ satellite da_a ano ship redor data from the GATE.
the satellites we rely o_ the ground-based and/or
mdo14 to ascribe rates and thus e:timate
amouflts of precipitation.
Z. PHYSICAL UI_ERSTANOINGOF PRECZPT-AT|Oh
ESTZlMTZONAT THE LOCALSCALE
" [Iddor _nd Yonder Hair (1976), Scherer and
Hudlow (1971) and others began case study of
. combined satellite vlstble. Infrared, and passive
otcro_ive maasurtmeflts free satellites with
_eather radar data In the early !970's as the
satellite _ata beca_ available. Using data
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Rogerset el. (1979),Ourkee (]g80) and others
CO-LOCATEOO_ff_.lWm[nYeoR_Z4S Jlooc_rr Lave addresse-_t-_ecomplexltlesof use of passive
microwave measurementsfrom satellites over land.
During the 1980Ls vtstble and infrared radiance
measurementsfrom sate111tes(especlallythe geo-
stationary)wi11 continueto be the most common
satellite data set. Reynolds and Smith (1979)
pioneeredthe quantltatlvecomputercomblnatlon
of hlgh tlme frequencyconcurrentsate111teand
.cmRAOU_ radar data sets. Figures _ to 7 dtsplay examples
of such sate111t_/radarcombinationsduringa
localscalestormsystemIn westernKansas.
INFRARED MICROWAVE
Figure 2. Display of co-located O.5um, 11um,
1.55 cmsatellite data and 5 cmradar using the
C.S.U. man-computer-Interactive AOVISARsystem.
MULTI-SPECTRALDIAGNOSISOF FRECIPITATINGR[(_ON
SHORI"WW[/ LOI_'_tlAVE
FOV'S
_v_ / Ax .
iI_t x
// ,,,
II _\/*'MICROV_V['_'\
I_ ,_'_ Fov \
lI/ _ _ \ Figure5. OlgltalGOES Imge of severeconvecthe
storm over Western Kansas (Reynolds, private
communication).
Ffgure 3. The microwave F0V problem and a solution.
RAIN RATE OI_I'RIBUTION$ (542 FOV$)
N-RI MEAIJIqD_ (1848IO'mik")
moN
;'n
t meAOWI_- _ ¢¢_m[¢1'110(tlPII4. IOe mI V* I
zO
! II! 3 4 S e ? e e io fl iii 13
•-_ RAINFALLRATE(mmlh)
- (_I_LI.I_IN PARENTHE_SARETOTALINTB_ATEDRAINFALL) Ftgure 6. Superimposeddtgttal radar and GOES
data noted tn Ftgure 5 Illustrating the combined
Figure4. Resultsof the FOV correctionpre- radar/sete111teapproachfor preclpltatlon
sented by Ktdder and Smtth (1978). estimation.
t
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Figure 7. A second image following Figure 6 In II_.. _ m ,= t== u= u= wm =m_ =_ z_ z_ am m
time to illustrate the time-dependent capability _.mem_m4-_m.m. _s
of the method. Figure g. Equivalent black-body temperatures at
Physical interpretatior of the satellite data 1.55 cm as would be viewed from a satellite; based
for precipitation purposes is presently under on cloud model and radiative transfer model calcu-
study at C.S.U. Sophisticated radiative transfer lations.
models are coupled with a Z-D cloud model [Hall,
(Ig80)] In order to better Interpret the remote
measurements from the satellites. Smith et al.
(Ig81) describe the simulated radiances t_-at-_ould
be measured by a satellite viewing precipitating
clouds having certain physical characteristics
and rates of change. Figures 8 and 9 from this
study describe the spectral reflectance (near _ C_CI)iI_-)), TIME.IgO0.
visible wavelengths) and spectral emittance ioi-_................., ........,...................
(wavelengths in the microwave) from clouds simu- P
lated as in Figures lO to 12.
I0_
'"
\ ;
09 ,,
C5 C
U |"
Z 06 _1 i_
o_ ...c_. ',, ! \\ ,_,_, ............................ .,....,...,
I _" ',__.'_X, ' " "' '= =' = =' " ='="' _=
02 • _\ -,,\ -_ m
_\'"_'_ _ Figure lO. Cloud dropl=t concentration (per cm3)
- o, \), __\\
\), _,,._ at t • IgO0 sec produc , from the Hall 2-D cloud
-_ ",_ • "_'_ model.
05 I0 iS 20 2S 3040S060
Figure 8. Spectral reflectance of monomodal and
blmodal droplet distributions to simulate satel-
lite measurements (after Smith et el., Ig80).
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) _ MW TR;J_ISSI','ITYI_CS;_I The next step in a comblned estimation method
o ' , , , , ,-,-T . , ,-_ , , , , , , ' _ is to incorporate the surface based raingauge net-
_L works into the techniques. Figure 13 displays the
- density of such ground data over a typical agri-
. cultural area. In certain cases, for research or
. special l cal ne ds, a very h h spatial resolu-
_. _ tion network is available. Figure 14 displays in-
. frared satellite measurements of major convective
_. storms over the 1979 Texas HIPLEX "mesonet". At
this small scale the combined use of satellite
_" -_ and surface data is apparent. We use gauges lo-
cated at designated points to determine localized
I_ ] rain rate and satellite data to ascribe these rates
to a specific area.
"}_I--
T
" I
II-
Jm._Tr_wumm_n;
Figure II. Relative humidity vs. height from the
Hall cloud model.
Tll_. 1600. LD,I_. 11 C0/£- 0.00
,o-|,o,.i .................................._ _. . .'*' :
ii / ,|w' Figure 13, Existing distribution of surface rain-
or more frequently via satellite data collection
v_ platforms. This illustrates the potential of com-
bined satellite/surface site precipitation deter-
II_to" r III mlnation methods.
lilt"
_lllll_,.4,,=JIg,.m.i'lillilll.i.il.ll&li| .,w_li.-,i=,i,,,il,,il,lll* lllll I lit
IIe ll' I@ ll_ i,"
III llllll
Figure 12, Example of the cloud model's time.
dependent dropslze dlstrlbution.
' Figure 14, Digital image of concurrent GOES infra-
red data and surface mesonet stations with isohyets
of precipitation during merging storm sltuetion
(after Reynolds).
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Of special note in the case of this Texas
mesonet is that the surface gauges report their
data innear-realtimevia satellite. Thesesatel-|iteData CollectionPlatformsare shownin
Figures15 to IB. At ColoradoStateUniversity
a smallsate]liteearthstationreceivesboth the
satelliteimageryand DCP data (frommore than
lOO stations).This importantbreakthroughin-
surespracticalnear-rea]timeprocessingof com-
binedsystemdata into the precipitationestimates.
The centralU.S. rairlgaugenetworkdiscussedin
Figure13 is a candidatefor data collectlonvia
satel|ite.
i
t
--r,l
;igure15. One of the satellitedatacollection
platformsof the Waterand PowerResourcesService.
Figure18, Displayof DCP weatherdata after
receptionvia satelliteat C.S.U.'ssatellite
earthstation,
In summary,the "smart"or optimumprecipita-
tion estimationmethodat the localscaleduring
the 1980'sshouldincludemulti-spectralsatellite
measurementscombinedwith surfacegaugenetworks
and radar where available. Radar data and computer
models of clouds can guide the interpretation of
the remotelysensed,yet spatiallycontiguous,
satellitedata as well as the "in sltu"pointdata
from the ralngauges.
3. CLIMATOLOGICALESTIMATESOF PRECIPITATIONOVER
- LARGER EGIONS
.._ ' _mmmm
The U.S.ClimateProgram(1980)and the World
ClimateResearchProgramexpress strongrequire-
Fl9u_ 16. Close-upof theWFRS solarcellsand ments for the monthly,seasonaland annualaverages
satellitetransmitterantenna, and variancesof precipitationover land and ocean.
Thes_estlmates of importantdlabatlcheat-
ing processesin the atmosphere.Interannualvari-
abilityinformationis the primarygoal. Thus,t
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stableestimatesover 10-20yearswith high WeatherExperment. An InternationalSatellite
relativeaccuracyare required. CloudClimatologyProgram(ISCCP)(Ig81)underthe
_re consideringcombinedsatelllte/surface/ WCRPwill be underwayusingthesesatellitesand
modelsystemcontributionsto thoseobjectives will preprocessthe vast amountsof data {>S x 106
it is usefulto reviewthe state-of-the-artof BPS) they transmit. This will providean excellent
the non-satelliteprecipitationestimates, opportunityfor the pilotstudieson precipitation
FigureIg and Tablel fromReed and Elliott estimationproposedin the conclusionto this
{lg7g) and Dormanand Bourke (lgaO) are repre- paper.
sentative of the ocean case. For climate pur- Over land the reader is referred to the various
posestheirmean annualand seasonalresults atlasesand tabulationsof precipitationcommonly
are usefulov-'e'_-thoseoceanswherea modest available.Note thatthe U.S. networkdisplayed
sampleof ship and smallislanddataare avail- in Figure13 is the most denseralngaugenetwork
able. Theirmethoduses onlyprecipitationfre- deployedover any largeland region. Thus.again
quencyvaluesfrom thesesurfacedata setsand a co_d)Inedsatelllte/surfacesystem for preclpl-
ascribesa rateassumedto representthe region tatlonestimationis required{seealso papers
and seasonto determinethe averageamountof by Barrettand Ramagein thisworkshop).
precipitation. In summary,the l,q)rovedprecipitationesti-
matesover landand ocean can be obtainedfrom
a combinationof satell,teprecipitationfrequen-
ON THE ANNUAL AND SEASONALDISTRIBUTION cles[Kidderand VonderHear {1977)]with the
"ship-plus"or "land-gauge-plus"methods. Examples
OFOCEANICPRECIPITATION of the individualmaps are shownin Figure20,
Theirco,d)Inatlonby a "smart"methodcan provide
an excellentmean and variancedata set for
REEDANd ELLIOTT (1979,J_J:bt_LY_.J_) climatemodelsand diagnostics.
_RANDOMERROR IN THESE DATA --- MAY AP- _ .... ;"PROACH+_10_ FOR MIDLATITUDES WITHA __'" '_'"" '-
SREATERUNCERTAINTY IN TROPICAI. REGIONS ,_._E_._-_,_a___:
.... SYSTB_TIC BIAS --- HAS BEEN ELIMI- (.) r.,.., oe,..i,i.t,_ (_ ,.,c., of_.. ......... )for the am Oeeeeber t972 tht'o_qjh Febr_iy 107) 14
NATEDR derlvld item II_ 2__ dllll. The _ml lind m;dllillhle_e_at_e here Meee ,,veeqid lifterKidder ald
velar _r (1t71)].
(FORTHENORTHATLANTICA_ NORTHPACIFIC)
Flgurelg. The state-of-the-artof non-satelllte ___7
precipitationestimationaethodsover the ocean. (b) Pi_y of pr_l_li.n (IR _rc_! of olmea_pali_,_le)
fit the IllGam Beceli_-Febrlmt, y freB _ehip Okeer_ntla_4m
_ al mo_. _ve_L _ Lailef _ld (19_)].
,,'t
"-..:_..... ;,_.-'_'"_ _ ,_ ,, _. ..
&i) _ vlMtii (_l, ,,in.sty, r_r_) dlmiri_l I,_ll e#
Y_l. lcm_umm_ar,,i_.i(Ul_Tim_umhmm _ pfetl_ltal_ _l i_ ,f_le*ll _rili_e .@ t_,rih
(lt)t)).
bm i I I- i1'1 II i I i'l I_lil
i i .ill (MM) i illl i)
q_m,4m'm
(,,Ion _m I Figure 20, Comparisonof quasi-global estimates
_'_'_ of precipitationfrequencyfrom a satelllteand
_._._w ,_ _m ship data and precipitationamount from non-
satellitesources,illustratingthe potentialof
combinationof the existingmethods.
Obviously,over the oceanssatelliteestl- 4. SPECIALUSE OF FORECASTMODELOUTPUT
matesof frequencyalonecan play a very signi-
ficantrole whencombinedwith the surface data, The climatology of specific forecast variables
Thiswouldallow_-ll"_'o'_Tdoceansto be observed outputby high resolutlonprimitiveequationfore-
each season in con-'_'_asto the present non- cast models should be examined as potential con-
_l_e situationwhichyieldsonly seasonal tributlonto a combined precipitationestimation
_hfor northernoceans, technique. The gridmesh {potentialdata set)
ould_d_In the mld-1980's of the U.S. LFM is superl®osed inan infrared
the earthwill be glr_ledonce againwith a net- satelliteimagesequenceIn Figures21 to 23.
, Work of S geostatlonarysatellites,as was the This illustratesthe densityof potentialdata.
case for the firsttimeduringthe Ig7gGlobal A QuantatlvePrecipitationForecast(QPF)is
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' producedby thismodelevery6 hours. Do these
datacomposea valuableinputto precipitation
climatologieswhen aggregatedon a daily,weekly
or seasonalbasis? Can they be adjustedfor
model bias?
Fiqure23. Anotherzoomof Figure21.
S. SUMI_ARY
Optimumanalaysismethodsare neededto com-
bine satellite,surfaceand model data intothe
Figure21. DigitaldlspIayof the LFM gridmesh improvedestimatesof precipitationeededin the
on a GOES infraredimage(afterBuss and Laybe, lg80's. Suchcombinedsystemsprovidethe besC
personalcommunication),illustratingthe poten- opportunityfor neartermimprovementsbeyondpre-
tialof combinedsatelllteand numericalmodel sentmethodsdescribedin this workshop. At
outputfor precipitationestimation, localscalessat¢11ite,digitalradarand gauge
mesonetvaluesmightbe combinedoptimallyusing
a computer-man-lnteractiveapproach. The man may
be guidedby a 2-D cloudmodeloutputduringthe
interactiveprocessto overcomethe inherent
physicalvariabilitiesand cloudconditionsen-
countered.
For practicalprocessingof the combined
systemdat_ ralngaugeson land (andperhapsship
reports)shouldbe transmittedvia present-day
satelliteData CollectionSystems.
The potentialuse of relativelyhigh resolu- 'i
tion modelforecastsof quantitativeprecipita-
tion shouldbe exploredas an additionto the
combinedsystemfor all scalesgreaterthanthe
local area hourly,
Two_reclpitatton Estimation Pilot Studies
(PEPS) s_Ould be initiated under _he HyBro/Agro
and National Climate Program auspices to define,
develop and test the new methodsof precipitation
estimation using combined spaceborne and conven-
tional data sets. One study at the local scale
and one at the regional climate scale s.ould
define the concept of subdivision of the problem
into those situations encounteredover specific
regions of the world (2<n<10). For both the
nearterm and longterm the best combination of data
sets to estimateprecipitationover each distinct
regionshouldbe selectedand demonstrationex-
Figure 22. A computer zoomof Figure 21 illus- periments developed,
trattng the potential satellite/weather model
- methodat the local scale. 6. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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COMBININGVISIBLEAND INFRAREDTECHNIQUESWITH LA_IFIRFOR
DAILYRAINFALLESTIHATES
Shaun Lovejoy
StormyWeatherGroup,McGIIIUniversity,Montreal,Canada
1. INTRODUCTION ltk et al (1971c)), etc., the Russians concluded
that the accuracy of radiometerestimates of
The productionof rainfallmaps from satellite rainfallratewere low ( 44-70%dependingon the
imagerywould ha_ea significantimpacton many wavelength: Basharlnovet al {197011. They
branchesof meteorology,climatologyand hydrology, furtherconcludedthat usingmultiplewavele-gths
To be successful,a remotesensingdeviceWould wouldnot increaseaccuracysignificantly(Kalash-
have to haveboth high spatialand t_oral res- nlkovand Frolov(1971)).
olutlonIn orderto be commensuratewith the
extraordinaryvarlablllryof rainfall.An obvious In the UnitedStates,rainfallrateswore sought
candidatefor such a device,is the geostationary directly. Allisonet al (19741used an ESHR
visibleand IR satellitesystem{GOES,Heteosat, (ElectrlcaliyScanningMicrowaveRadiometer)
for examle), whichhave highre,oral spatial launchedon NimbusS in 1972 to determinerainfall
resolution(30 mln,,_tkm respectively).Because rates in the followingcategories:Z mm/hr,
thesewavelengthschieflyrespondto clouddrops, 2-7 mm/hr,7 m/hr, usinga cloudmodel. Wllheit
ratherthan raindrops,inferringrainamountsis et al {19771used a more co_q)licatedmodel {with
an indirectprocess,primarilyskillfulin deter- negligiblecloud)to producea I:I relationship
miningrainareas ratherthan rates. Consider- betweenMicrowavebrightness,tenq)eratureand
able interest has therefore been shownin altern- rainfall rate and obtained agreement to within
ative rain-estimating techniques which respond _100% for ratnfa]l in the range 1-25 mm/hr when
directlyto raindrops,suchas the microwave conq)arlngaveragedradardata for four satellite
radiometerspresentlyflyingon NIMBUS7. passes. Smithand Kidder(1978)trieJto In_orove
the Wllheitet al {19771techniqueby Fieldof
However,as discussedin detailelsewhere(Lovejoy View (FOV)characterization.RecentlyVlezeeet
and Austin {lg8O)), and in outline in the first al {lgTg) have assumedthe more modest task of
partof this paper, existingradlomatershave correlatingarea-an,Jtlmo-averagedvertlcally-
neitheradequatetemporalnor spatialresolution, integratedcloud-watercontentwith subsequent
Furthermore,they are inherentlyincapableof rainfall. Here the t.ertlcally-integratedcloud-
maasurlngthe effectiverainlayerheight,with- watercontentwas determinedby assudintno rain
out whichno directraln estimatesare possible, and ignoringthe ice phese. Anotherindirect
Inorderto overcomethe limitationsofboth approachIs thatof Rodgerset al {19791who use
IR/vlslbleand microwaveradlomater-basedtech- m Z-O patter_-_ttchlnltechniqueto distinguish ¢
ntques, we therefore suggest a 'hybrid' scheme ratn areas from wet and dry soil. This paper
whoseaccuracy ts investigated using radar-based atteM_pts to evaluate and complre these diverse
simulations.Such a schemecouldpotentially approachesto the problemof rainfallestimation
combinethe high temporalresolutionof the frtmmicrowaveradlornlters.
vls/IRimagerywith the anticipatedraln rate
estimating ability of the next generation of 3. BRIGHTNESSTEMPERATUREANDRAINFALLRATE
satellite-boron microwave radiometers. A solution
to the problemof estimatingthe effectiverain 3.1 Theoreticalconsiderations
layerheightIs an importantunsolvedproblem,
not addressedhere. Followingthe standardmothodof solutionof the
radiativetransferequation(see Stepene_ko(I_8¢),
2. HISTORICALREVIEW for exa_le), we may deduce the following:
i) the satellitebrightnesstemperatureIs extremely
Ever sincethe launchof a four-channelmicrowave sensitiveto the surfacereflectioncoefficient
radl_ter on Cosmos-243in 1968,a researchgoal {whichis reliablyknownonly over the ocean),
has Hen the determinationof surfacerainfall b) to ¢ good approximation,the temperaturedepends
ratesfrm satellite-determinedmlcro_wavebright- on the integratedpath attenuation(I[)and not on
ness tmratures. While investigatingmicro- the distributionof attenuatingsubstancealong the
_kmvedeterminationof integratedliquidwater, path. For the atmosphere,_Is madeup of four
Akvllonoveet al (1971)reportedthat regions cow)onents:ozone,watervapor,cloudwater,rain
- wlth high valuesof thlsparameterwere "regions water. (Ice isessentiallytransparentat wave-
likelyto produceprecipitation".Howover, lengthsin the microwave'window'0,8_v(_LOcm.)
' following an extensive ground-basedmeasuring Of these four, ozone can be subtracted because
, programInvestlgatlngthe varlabllltyof the of Its smallvalueand smll variability.The
I effectiveraln-layerheight(Gorelikand KAlash- water vaporcontributioncan similarlybe removed
nlkov (Ig71),rainattenuationcoefflclent eitherusingclimatologyor othermlcrowcveor IR
( (Gorellket al (1971a)),integratedcloudwater channels(Smithand Hm_lll{1971)). The result-
content(Gorellket al (Ig71b)),humidity(Gore- ing attenuationwhich is due to raln and cloudonly
t may be written
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v'b clearly the absorption and emission processes
"_ - a R h + k Q taking place in the rain layer are indifferent
to polarization. In such a case, polarization
where h is the thickness of the raining layer, data will yield Infomatlon only on surface
Q is the total integrated cloud water content, polarization (l.e., land or calm water) but no
R is the rainfall rate, k is the mean cloud independent information on the rain layer. In
attenuation coefficient (as a function of wave- this piper we therefore ignore the polarization
length) and a , b _re rain attenuation para- question since it can yield rainfall informitlon
meters (Olsen et al (1978), Atlas and Ulbrich only is a second order effect, i.e., when scatter-
(Ig77), fog"exampl_k Since b is vlrtu611y Ing is important. Furthermore, Weir,nanand
constant for the wavelengths in our mlcrow:ve Guetter (Ig78) have shown that even when
'window' {and Is very dependent on the ),arg(atop scattering is Importlnt that it produces polarize-
part of the drop-size distribution), it is clear tlon effects of only 1-2%, even at high rain rates.
that no quantity of microwave channels can sep- Discussion of polarization beyond the question
irate the rlln-layer height and rain rate co_- of measuring surface properties is therefore mis-
ponents especially since experimentally there is leading.
an _S error in l_ of about+-30% (Crane {Ig71))
and Gorellk et al (Ig71d)). Other channels, 3.Z Models
t.e., IR or visible, suffer from severe scatter-
ing with the result thlt only the top part of the With the exception of the W11helt et al (Ig771
cloud can be sensed (Reynolds et al (Ig75, Ig78) Kxlel, ill observations and models hive cloud
and 8untlng (1978)). Scattering, and thus cloud attenuitions coa_areb!e with rmin attenuations,
geometry, is also an important co_llcatlon for although there Is virtually no actull dlti
microwave wavelengths sNller thin 0.8 m. during precipitation (see, however, Gorollk and
_nlkov (!971)). To evaluate the models,
In particular, it is expected that rloiances from we used GATE radar data to determine the rain-
the 85 GHZ channel (0.33 cm) wlll be very sensitive layer heights ar,d vmrlablllties {Table 1), add-
to the detailed structure of the raining region. Ing in the best Published values for the riln
For exiN1)l_,according to figures in Shifrln and ittenuitl_ coefficient and Its variability, as
Chernyik {19681 at 3 n,/hr the man free Pith well is best values for cloud components and
for scitterlng is 57, 5.), 1.0 km for Wevelengths Iverige GATE Phase III sounding dlta for the
of 1.5, 0.8, 0.4 cm respectively. Thls should water vapour contribution {Tmble 2). The
be tampered with the distlnce through the rain result is COIMDaredwlth the Wllhelt et _l {Ig77)
layer it ¢ 50° viewing angle, which it 3 _m/hr model and the Ulishnikov and Frolov {Ig71)
is 6.3 km in (_ATE (taking h • 4.0 km from Table model In Ftg. 1. Both of these models substmnt-
Z). Therefore at 0.4 cm We can not ignore the tilly over*estimate the rain-layer thickness and
detmlled structure of tl_ermlnln0 region, the W11helt et al (19771 model severely under-
It is worth briefly mentioning the question of e;tlmates the cloud contribution. Also visible
the pollrlzition of the omitted radiation. If in Fig. I are best estimates of the virllbllltles
it a level of I standerd devlatlon. We conclude
we ignore the tiny anisotroPy due to the elllptl- (Table 2) that microweve redlcmtter-b_sed esti-
oil deformation of falling rain drops, then mates of instantaneous rainfall rites have an I_MS
TAJILIE 1. _ m Am_mm ,w mm_w _u_ -*m _ _ mmmam m, m e 30A_ _ UI _D-
-- " ._L: Ji*, I.$len _l,b_llem
)wlame _ Lemmem _eleme _ _ I_ Nine _d,
_ i_llJ6m m#mmk_mfVmmai_ m_m i_¢m_ _ V_ mma I_ ¢m_..m v_m¢_
.urn*air (a) (a) _"0m) ()O (dD) (¢1, _ (km) (_;) gun) Ckm) (y.)
Id_e'$ 0.2? 0")3 4'_ I18 l 16 I'Z4 4. _lil IOt @_L5 2-_$
}d_l'$ &"rip 0-59 4"0_ ?4 )'11 1"94 44n' ii $-)6 Z'O_ ]41
S_0"$ I I) 0_1 3 39 d0 _'37 _41 )'St _5 5.}1 Z03
?d_41,S i'41) 0"91 3"03 61 5"ql_ )'18 1.34 $? 5"?1 1.39 42
10'10'.I 1'92 I 13 3'4Jl _1 7-04 3"1L5 _ M 55 5"89 2'¢4 4,5
I_d_l '_.69 1.53 2.53 _3 10"17 .109 ,1 19 30 _ 91 :_._lT 4)
_0_1 3.19 149 14)4 $3 II 06 $.$a _ 21 N &(M 1 78 4,1
30.&l 4.10 _.15 via $3 13 ?9 7.1_ 1110 5] $-27 2.ll @)
T_iL| 2, To_pee _ees_J¢ _l'_eU_l_e _T 1.5$em a_ue_ win. (8) _ I_llt _ _ _ T_lu $, {b) c_ee w_m ceemmy _a:
(¢) _ CeUPO0qleT _ 0"1_ (Mmmet _ I.I1,,I.81I1!16.,1)_ WArn v_v'Je_ _ • OA're P1ul.adm!11 _ au_llll ($'M I( km" ' ) up I_, lr_p VqLa_t_ 0m
Immer _ a_lm,_lntVlm,Noerv I,,nlqJ_u:y v_'vw,,o men 10_/, ,'mrsmAk_ 1_ I_/. A_ _ _ NSm_r (m_ 7*wJ t)
_..,,_e_. Oeed summeeeee WmoeqNw md Om
mamh° ' A_m_ _ A_mp _rv_lm A_m_ _ A_ _n_m _ a_m_ ev_m _ _ I _.)*
0 _ 0"0 041 0,17 0._10 _ i li 0 I| 16 --
I o-]r_ 0"32 0"41 O'l? 0'14) _ I')? 0".17 27 il_
) 0.111 @)S _ 0,111 0,71 _ .* :'. 0.M _ $)
| 1 I) O-M _ 0.32 0'?1 _ _47 0.'/¢1 11 _J
? 1'49 0-91 _6T 0._ 0.8._ @10 )'01 0.N ))
I0 I _r_ I o3 0.",') 0.40 0.',10 011 )'(Z I U .1_ li_
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error of_70%, which agrees well with the Bash- o _=fas_nmWOvand Froiov(_71)
arinov et al (1970) experimental values (_44-_70%). 0 _qlne,tet=(1977)
v F're_nr GATE _as_.dStuJy
We have not plotted our rain rate against micro-
wave brightness temperature, since the latter
depends on a variety of subsidiary model conditions 14
Such as surface emissibilities and atmospherlc
temperatures and lapse rates, and for large rain i
rates, where scattering is important,On the details
of the rain cell geometry. Uncertainties in all
of these independent parameters can only increase
the error in an operational scheme predicated on 10
the conversion of a microwave brightness tempera-
ture into a rain rate. If a temperature is [
required, approximately 510% accuracy can be _ 8
i
achieved by using the attenuations in Fig. I in
the following formula (if scattering is unlmport- h
ant, t.e.,_._3 dB. 6
1"t=T,vl1-_._)+Ts(1-R}e.:_"
+R'r,v(l-£_)_"_
where To is the microwave brightness temperature,
T Is _he average atmospheric temperature of the
e_Ittlng layer, T_ the surface temperature, R is
the surface refle_tlon coefficient (approx 0.6
for w_er at 1.55) and'I:the net attenuation in
the viewing direction. 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 2830
R (ram _1)
4. The effect of low radiometer spatial and
temporal resolution fig. 1: attenuation (:) as a _unction
of rlln rate dR) with estl_ted one
The varlablllty of R for a glvenqC, dlscussld in standard deviation error bars.
the previous section, was computed over an area
about as s:_ll as radar resolution permits, l.e.,
e,l km2. Although such variation is substantial get a feel for the varlabillty of these parameters,
it may be hoped that averaging cloud water content readers should examine the example shown in Fig. 2
and effective r_In layer height over larger areas calculated from radar data on day 2SI of GATE.
would yield a large reduction In the variation of This figure shows the surface rain rate map
these quantities about their long term means. To (Fig. 2a), the effective raln layer height {Fig. 2b)
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and the echo to_ height (Fig. Zc), the latter
being a Rasure of the cloud verttcal extent. TAJILEJ TNIFms IIIIOR|OFVAAK)GIII&I_AktOIt_tfITIdtAT_TiC|Ik_MIN_
There iS SOmuch structure in each of these that _,o,o()K, .o yes
an _ssu_ttOn of constancy in any Of these pare- _ _n _
_,ters - even averaged of large areas - nould _m " _n_,(%) -o o ,Io ,2o ,Jo
not seem to be adequate. ('_' vmo 2oo joe _/ 'FAY'le,,J_M_el POV't 160 170 II10 220 1040
]n cons|daring the effect of the ratn structure t "mm''_on varlous radiometer FOV's, two rather different ,._w,,,* J_ 2_ 2x_ 1_ _.w
( 'de,_-t ' 26 )_ ]9 )9 _9
effects must be considered. The first is that _ "roy' )2 _ )s 4, J_e
referred to above, where the microwave temperature r_,m._ "m,v_m,
fteld ts averaged over cloud and ra|n areas, an _mm" s_ s7 _ ?z ,_
effect which smooths vmrlattons tn cloud amount
and ratn 'layer hetgh_,. The other effect, of
greatest twortance tn the present generation of Many researchers who have worked wtth SJ91Rdat,
microwave rmdtomters, e.g., the Scanning Multt- find these errors very htgh tn viev of the f_ct
channel Microwave Radto_tar (SMMRonNIMaUS l) ts that the observed brightness tmperatures show
tha_ of incomplete coverage of FOV by rain. For considerable spattal homogeneity and ewe con-
exafr,,le, tn GATEPhase []], we found that for ttnuity betuern satellite pisses 12 hours apart.
FOV's of 20x44 km which ts the best resolution Oe closer examination, thl_ situation ts not as
current|y avmllable (ac 0.81 ), that only 371 I_sradoxtcal as it seems: the primary character-
bed sam rain, and of these, on average, tsttc of convective rainfall ts precisely tts
only zgl of their area _s covered by rain. In fantastic teN)oral and sparta1 variability., and
comparison, the next generetton of satellite-borne thus any masurtng device _ose response ts not
itcro_ve radtocMtar, LN_CR, ts expected to hive highly variable Is unltkely to be an accurate
an F0V of 7x14 km at 0.81 cm. We therefore estt_tor of rainfall.
e_ct the effect of Incomplete F0V coverage to 4.2b LAq_ simulation
be relatively unimportant compared to that of It was anticipated that the partial F0V covera_!
intrinsic r||n layer height and cloud amount problw would be largely overcom by the t_-
variations, proved LNqRq _lsolutton. We therefore tncluded
In order to vertfy thts conjecture, we simulated t,_,_ cloud and Path ]ayer hetght variations tnthe LN_ simulation since these *ere likely tobOth SHNRand LNd_ performnce ustng GATE radar
data. be the pr_ncdple causes of error If LNRqR is used
e,.:a S_lR simulation for ratnfall esttmtes.
In this case, tt appeared ".hat the key sourc_ of To make *'e simulation, _ made the following
error tn rsln estimates _muld be the variation of assumptions: t) an 8x8 km F0V, tt) a 1.as cm
fraction41 F0V coverage of umttttng substance mavelength, _.tt) a S0o vtewtng angle. Th_ other
other thin blckground known as the "duty factor" mavelengths uere tncluded only tI_ltctt|y by
(Stepanenko (196_b)). k_ therefore tgnored |ssumtng that they could accuretelj estimate the
variations In effective ratn layer height and total cloud and humidity attenuations. As the
cloud amounts, and dtrectly applt :a the Mtlhett detatled discussion tn LoveJoy and Austin (|gI0)
et al (1977) rein*rate/brightness t_qxlroture indicates, such a _etamtnatton ts theorettcllly
rolatlonshtp for a 4*km freeztng layer. The Possible, although should be quite difficult tn
simulation _ls made by using thts rolattonshlp practice due prtmrtly to the difficulty in
to convert 4x4 km radar PPI scans Into brightness eccurete|y masurtng the effective cloud tempera-
t_qxlraturo ftelds, and then integrating these turn. Neither dtd we take tnto expltc|t account
over the radiometer antenna beam pattern dram to the polarization of the radiances, since we only
a 6 d8 level, conslder_ the rinse of mission over an ocean
surface _d_ro the surface mlsstvtty Is _11
We mare thus able to evaluate the accuracy of the knee. end ts near|y constant.
"dlrec*" technique (assuming unlfom ratn over
the entl_l F0V) as _e11 as that of "F0V" technique To perfom the simulation, we used 4x4 km resolu-
(whiCh assures rata on?y over the fraction tton radar data of the types shove tn Figs. 2a,
actullly reining). This latter technique mas b, c: | km CAPPI's, effective rain layer hetght
SWgested by _lltth and Ktdder (1978), and could maps, and KhO tO9 hetght maps. These _ero con-
only be practical tf sam independent "FOY _erted to 4x4 km attention ftelds by assuming
Characterization" Or detemtnitton of Kd mas a _loud density of 0.3 kS/m2 extending from th-
possible, KhO top dote to I km abOve the ground, and 4
humtdtty proC_.le varying from 80I at ground
Ustng random nu-ber generators, we could stmulate to |00S it the echo top. The 4x4 kll attlmuetlon
aflUmne noise and duty factor errors. Stittstt¢s fteld mas converted to an 8x8 km fteld by 4v_reg.
gtvlng the results aPe sho_ tn Table 3 if_er tag the resulting mtcromave tlmberlture aim con-
empirical Mrmval of btas (over 301) resulting versing the averse4 tlmPdreture b4ck Into a_tenu4*
fr_l non-un|forll rain. Advantages of this mthod tton. The relationship used ues the staple lso-
are tM onomous data base available (in our thrall - rio scattertl_ mndelo fairly ippre_rtate
- st_ly _e used 30.000 data potnts) as ue11 as the fOr thtS case. The resultln 9 rain rate-attenuation
aHonte of MVtgdtton and caTtbretlon problems ,lllattonship Is graphed In F|g.J vtth | standard
(stnce the radar data 'v_rtfted' the 51mulatton). devtatlcm error Mrs. For |gtven ella rate, the
V_ cm¢luded that for tndlvtduat FOV's. errors attenuation error ts ab_t .9 35I for R(5 m/hr.
of _ Z00_ roSul t, vtth Scant ll_rovemnt w_th and for a gt yen. atte,m_tton, the revulttng error
FOr ¢hars¢te.'tzjtton for errors in esttmttng K, tn R Is a_out _70_. For the sllghtl_ dlffersnt
]N_SS, state thts technique mlq_ltftes the error_, mdel used to construct TIole 2 on a Ix! ka scale
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sun-synchrOnous orbits. The geometry is such that
;or the regions between_60° latitude, the sat-
ellite covers25%of the regiontwicea day, 50%
30 .._- once a day- and the remaindernot at all. This
. .--" low samplingrate raisestwo separatequestions.
-" " The first is the accuracyof dailyrainfall
- -" amountestimates if only one or two instantaneous
problemis that of estimatingseasonal or climato-
logicalrainfall(e.g.,Rao et al (1976)). In
il //7/I//'/" .- _" this case, the chief problem is that of the tt-
urnalvariationin rain rate and the fact that
sun-synchronous satellites alwayspass a given
point at the same(local) time of day. The size
of the bias in cllmetologlcalraln ratesfrom
t this so,rce was found to be approximately a factor
3 in GATE PhaseIII. Frank(Ig7g)founda varia-
ion of approximatelyfactor1.5 for the entire
_. .-'_ GATE experiment,indicatingthataveragingeven'
_-/"'_ over fairly long timeperiods(approx.3 months)
will not removethiseffect. Furthermore,we
may expectthe diurnalvariationto be _ function
o_ , , , . of ge.'_lrophtcal location as well as season.
o _ t _ _ J Probablythe mOStpertinentdata on this effect
e.,_w_ I ts to be found tn Jordan (1980), who used shtp
_='_ reports to investigate oceanic rainfall off the
ee'rorTMrl|nrdt_bie_l(_lljWfd(_J.jttenuitlohlthet)fl)t'(1_ UtlcwrVeLNqgw|thtflallttoetOne|tMidard _tetlan _st coast of Africat for four regions. For al 1
regtons, all seasons, he obtained an average dt-
the corresponding values are__30%,:_70%. This urnal variation factor of 1.7. For a given
indicates that the LAMMRantenna size does not season, however, variations between 1.3 and 4.4
significantly contribute to the error in a single were found depending on the location and for a
FOV. The limitingerroris the rain layerheight given 1ocatlonvariationwith seasonwas of e.
variability,which ts about:_60% at a Ixl km scale, similar magnitude. These resultsunanW_Iguously
Itshouldbe stressedthat this Is the accuracy indicatethatthe diurnalvariationis not on;y
assuming that data of the type shownin Flg.J is large, but also variable in timeand space.
available - i.e., a_suming somesource of calibra-
tion such as a radar or ratngage. The size of the diurnal variation in ratnfall
suggests thata onceor twicedailyrainfallrate
As a veryminimum- even if directrainfallground estimatewill give littleideaof totalrainfall
tr.,thIs not avall_hle- some estimateof the duringa 12- or 24-hourperiod. Tnis suspicion
effective rain layer height is required. As dis- was verifiedby comparing12-houracc_latlons
cussedearlier,suchestimatescannotbe supplied of rainfallOver approximatelyI0j k_ with that
by any knownremote sensing technique other than estimated by assuming a constant rain rate for
radar. 12 hours: average accuracies of apprnx.:_ 300%
were found, depending somewhaton the timeof
For estimates of the accuri_cyof the LA/dHRover a day of the satellite pass.large area (here 40,000 kaF), we need to lnvestt-
gate the spatialvariabilityof the effective 5. COMBINING[.N_RWITH VIS/IRYECHNIQUES
rmlnlayerheight. Inour sampleof 21 GATE,
PhaseIII 3-0 radarscans,we determinedh • 3.50 Ir_orderto overcomethe problemof low sampling
).5_, I.e.,_*_16%.Therewas no apparentdiurnal rate,eithermany (perhapsI0) LA@t_(R'swill be
variationalthoughthis Is a small sampleto estl- requiredor someotherhigh temporalresolution
mate such a variation. This variation represents data source must be used as a supplement. Here
a much smaller variation than the 1xi km_60% varta- we propose that the vtstble/IR data available
tton and also showsthat h showslittle systemttc every half hour from the GOESsatellites is an
variationas e functionof time. Theseconcluslons attractiveposslbillty.First,becausea variety
are not surprisingsinceh isa measureof the of vlslble/IRrainestimatingschemasalready
averagerainfallrate gradient,not the rainfall exist(Grlfflthet al (1978),Stout et al (lg7g,
rateitself. To estlmte the LAMMRaccuracyover LoveJoyand Austin(1979a)and Bellonet al
a PPl, we assumd h • 3.50 km, and the cloud (1980)), and second, because as argued in Lovejoy
height• meanecho top • 5.32km. Theseass_- and Austin(Ig7gb)theyrequirefor calibrationthetlon$lead tO an RMS error of j_28%for the _R
rainestl,wmteover a 40,0(0)k_area. This_y mean rain ratefor reiningareas,a numberwhich
decreaseto_ ¢ 20% for I0o k_. Sinceh apPer- the LA#qMRcouldsupplyeveryI;_or 24 huurs.
entlyvariesrandomlyaboutthe main,we may ex- inorderto see if the ideaIs worthpursuing,webertUNqR estimatesto quicklyapproachthe
correct valuewhen theyare accumulatedover firstcalculatedthe diurnalvariationin the mean
successivesatellitepasses- providingthat the raln rate for rainingareas (averagedover 105 kmL_.For IZ,24 hours,the variationaboutthe mean was
8vereg_ effective rain layer height ts known. .+ _, _4% respectively. In other words, almost
: 4.3 T_ral resolutlon all of the diurnalverl_tlonIn rainfallwas
- accountedfor in the diurnalvariationin raining
areas. In LoveJloyand Austin (IgTge) errors of
In the presentand in the foreseeablefuture, N_25% were obtainedfor estlmatgsoi{rain areas
satelll_-_rne microwaveradiometerswill have fromvis/IRdata for reglonsNI0o k_ for single
I_189
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vis/lR image pairs (at night time, with IR data of the rain layer height. Since vlrtually nothing
only, errors of N)70% were obtalned). If raln _c Known about the relationship of the raln layer
areas were estimated every half hour and accumu- helg_t to other meteorological parameters (such
fated for 12 or 24 hours fairly accurate total as the freezing level), or of its variations
area estimates should be obtained. These accumu- wlth season and location, it is clearly premature
lated areas could then be used to estimate rain to expect LAMMR to be the most practical method
accumulations by multiplying by a mean rain rate of obtaining rain amounts by remote means. For
for rainlng areas, example, it may ultimately prove simpler and more
accurate to calibrate the vis/IR techniques dir-
In outline, a LAMMR-vis/IR hybrid scheme might ectly from a sparse raln gage network, rather
work as follows: the LA/4MRwould estimate the than via LAMMR.
mean rain rate for raining areas at every pass
and the _is/IR data the total rain areas. The 6. CONCLUSIONS
final steP in estimating rain amounts could be to
combine the two pieces of information in the It has been argued that a fundamental limitation
optimum manner. If neither datum had errors, and on the accuracy of microwave radionw_terbased
the mean rain rate for raining areas did not vary rainfall estimation is the extreme variability of
in tinw_then rain amounts could be obtained by both cloud amount and effective rain layer height.
s1_ly multiplying the mean rain rate for raining This accuracy is estimated to be of the order of
areas with the total area. However, the mean rain !70% in point rain rate estimates, and is un-
rate for raining areas does fluctuate around the likely to be improved upon by using other wave-
long term mean on a time scale of several days. lengths or polarizations. Using a simulation
Furthermore, the LA_WqRlain rate estimate will be based on GATE data, it was shown that for FOV's
in error by an amount_V-.20%due to the variation 880 km2, that errors_200% result primarily
of the effective rain layer height about its long due to partial FOV coverage by rain, and that
tam average. The error in total rain areas is scant improvement was affected by FOV character-
expected to be smal_¢r than this because of the ization. However, this effect is of secondary
very high temporal resolution of the GOES data, importance in the case of 64 km2 FOV's (e.g.,
although this point needs further investigation, the LAMMR). In _his case, errors of_20% over
Using the fact that both the long term mean rain- an area_10b km_ are obtained if the long term
fall rate for raining areas, and the mean effect- average effective rain layer height is known.
ive rain layer height appear to be well defined
(i.e., no systematic variation was observed over It was argued that for the purposes of either
GATE Phase Ill) we applied the following auto- daily accumulations or climatological sampling
regressive order I model to estimate the optimum that a single LANMR was insufficient. It was
rain rate for raining areas for the next 12 hour proposed that vi's/IRdata from GOES satellites
period (RI): be used as a natural supplement since these have
high temporal resolution and require the mean
R_ - (R0 - _)a + _ rain rate for raining areas as calibration. It
+ was estimated that for areas of _I05 km2, that
where _is the long term (in this case, 20 day) such a hybrid scheme could achieve accuracies
mean raln rate, and R is the last LAMMR rain of the order of _Z0% in total IZ hour rainfall
rate estimate. 'a' I_ a constant chosen to mini- accumulations - if the long term average effective
mlze the error in R.. When a = O, we obtain an rain layer height was known. However, if it
RMS error of _28%,_l.e., we use only the long proves more accurate, and simpler to estimate
term average rain rate. When a = I, we obtain an the mean rain rate for raining areas directly
RMS error of _40%, i.e., when only the most recent s_t,al+_ PPl(_lO'km+) FOV(_lO_kms)
LAMMR rain rate is used. The optimum 'a' was _.3
which resulted in RMS errors of _ 24%. Since Ram rile-lem_mlurecon_n,on
_:_rlcy ZO" 70
this puts a small weight on the most recent LAMMR Errorduelolowspa_,llresuluho. 40 200
rain rate, we expect little increase in this error COmblfl_(insllnlanlw_tls)A_urlcytSO 210
if a random _ 20% rain "_te error is added to Ro Ermrd_lolowle,nporalresolul,on(every 12 houri) _0 310
aS we would expect in an operatlonal scheme. Combln_(l_l)_li_y: 90 )70
Indeed, computer simulations of this procedure C*,n,_,olocy(_hou.) 90 _O0
yleld an RMS error of _ 25% when such an error _s A,_ Im_¢o,$1an!(l_hours) 20 I_0
added. Since thls figure holds for a 40,000 km_ ^_a l,n_¢ons,anl(,,+sta.lancous) 60 2_
area, it is _ike_v to be reduced to_ 20% for an
area of_lO _ km_. This Is probably a good *This figure depends on how the effective
estimate of the error of rain accumulatlon esti- rain-layer height varies as a function of
mates since it is expected that the total rain space. The effective rain-layer height
areas will be e:timated considerably more accur- averaged over a PPl was determined to be
ately than this. Since _hese estimates are 3.50±0.52 km or ±15% (at 1.55 cm). Since
11kely to be independent they ought to add as thls is the chief source of varlabllity
a sum of squares, and therefore result in total In raln estimates, we have rounded this
errors of the same order. It should be remembered to the nearest 10% and used it directly.
that t_ese figures correspond to areas of approx ;Com_Inatlon of errors from rows I, 2.I0 km and that the method is entirely dependent
on the assumption that the long term average ,Combination of errors from rows I, _, 6.
effective rain layer height is known A con-
sequence of this fact is that the accuracy of, Table 4: A comparison of rain estimation
for example, monthly rainfall w111 be limited accuracy for different spatial scales (in %)
estimation techniques and for each
not by the random errors discussed here, but by princlpal source of error, rounded to thebiases introduced from insufficient knowledge
nearest 10%.
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than tO estimate the effective rain layer height,
this hybridschemewouldclearlybe unnecessary. Gorelik,C.G.,V.V.Kalashnikovand Yu.A. Frolov,
Table4 comparessomeof theseerrors,including 1971d: Possibilityof precipitationzone
thoseof an "areax constdnt"techniquewhich identificationfrommeteorologica_atellites.
estimatesrainfallby n_Jltiplyingthe rain a_ea Advancesin SatelliteMeteorology,Wiley&
by the longterm mean rain ratefor raining Sons,N.Y. 29-39.
areas. This Is the 11kelyaccuracyof a vis/IR Grlfflth,C.G.,W.L. Woodley,P.G. Grube,D.W
techniquegiventhat the mean rain rata for Martin,J. Stouta_J D.N Sikdar,1918: Rain
rainingareasis known. Thls is a convenient estimationfrom geosynchronousatellite
benchmarkby whichthe accuracyrain estimating imagery. Non. Wea. Rev.,106, 1153-I171.
techniquesmay be judged,sinceit is probably Jordan,C.L. 1980: Diurnalvariationsof prec-
ipitationin the easterntropicalAtlantic,
notfar fromwhat is currentlyavailableby MOrt.Wea. Rev. 108, 1065°1067.
combinlngvis/IRdatawith raingageor radar
calibration. Kalashnlkov,V.V.and Yu.A.Frolov,1971: Pros-
Pectsfor determininorain inte_sltlesby the
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Using Underwater Ambient Noise Levels
to Measure Rainfall Rate: A Review
Jeffrey A. Nystuen
Scripps Institution of Oceanography
April 1981
Abstract
A brief description of other methods of rainfall
measurement at the sea surface is given. The general
underwater ambient noise background of the ocean is
described. The physics of noise generation by bubbles
and splashes is reviewed. Monitoring underwater ambient
noise levels to measure rainfall rate requires that the
spectral shapes of the noise from wind and rain be
different or at least distinguishable. This would allow
the rain noise to be separated from the wind noise and
then hopefully it can be correlated with rainfall rate.
Different spectral shapes are observed experimentally•
P
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Rainfall is one of the parameters most often cited when one describes the
climate of a region. Accurate rainfall measurements are needed for such things
as local weather forcasting, measuring latent heat release and assessing flood
potential from individual storms. Intense rainfall is also an indication of
upward mass flux. These are important parameters for the global heat and water
budgets and are vital inputs into circulation models.
Unfortunately because of the extreme cpatial and temporal variability of
rain, accurate rainfall measurements are hard to make. This is especially true
on a global scale since roughly 80% of the earth's precipation occurs over the
ocean where only 10% of the weather stations are located (Kidder and VanderHaar,
1977). Satellite techniques using visible and infrared imagery, microwave
radiometers and satellite-mounted radars have been proposed. These techniques
should be able to improve global rainfall measurements drammatically as they
provide relatively complete and uniform coverage. One of the current limitations
is the lack of accurate ground truth needed for calibration. This is especially
true over the ocean,
There are several methods chat are used to measure rainfall at the sea surface,
Ship-board raingages ace widely used but ar_ affected by sea spray, platform
instabilities and ship-lnduced wind effects. Other ship measurements, such as
the measurement of the dilution of seawater of attenuation from lidars, haven't
been widely used. Data from island weather stations can also be used to estimate
oceanic rainfall. Unfortunately ther are very few islands and vast areas of open
ocean. In addition, orographic effects, especially in the tropics, bias the
results. Nevertheless extrapolations using rain rates and weather reports from
ships and nearby land stations co map rainfall over the ocean have been made
(Reed and Elliot, 1973).
Land or ship based radars can also give an estimate of rainfall. Conventional
weather radars measure the radar reflectivity factor, Z. The radar reflectivity
factor is dependant on the drop size distribution of the rain:
(I) Z = 106_D6N(D)dD
where N(D) is the drop size distribution and D is the drop diameter. Rainfall
rate is also dependant on the drop size distribution, but it is a different
moment of the drop size distribution.
17 D3N(
(2) R = 0.6w D)v(D)dD • 0.006n f(D)N(D)dD ,
O
where v(D) • 965 - 1030exp(-6D) in cm/sec is the raindrop fall velocity and
%,
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f(D) - 1767D 3"67 is am approximation proposed by Atlas and Ulbrich (1977). The
I
drop size distribution is usually defined by two parameters, typically
(3) N(D) - S exp(-JtD) ,O
where .t_- 3.67/D ° and DO is the median diameter of the distribution. Ulbrlck
and Atlas (1978) note that there are other measurable quantities (optical
extinction, liquid water content and attenuation) that are monents of the
drop size distribution. They suggest that in order to measure rainfall rate
accurately independent measurements of at least two of the above quantttes
are required. Once two are determined then all of the rest are determined.
x Unfortunately weather radars measure only one quantity, radar reflectlvlty,
with a resulting error in rainfall rate of roughly 25-50%'_
One possible method to measure rainfall rate over water is to monitor
the ambient noise level underwater. This _aethod has not been developed although
there are reports of significant increase in ambient noise du_ing rain storms
(Heindsman, Smith and Arneson, 1955 and Bom, 1968). Franz (1959) proposed
a theory of sound generation from splashes which will be reviewed in this
paper. Other mechanisms for sound production will also be discussed.
Potentially this method would allow rainfall measurements to be made at any
location in the oceans where it is possible to moor a hydrophone.
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The Underwater Sound Spectrum
The underwater ambient noise spectrum of the ocean has been extensively
studied. Wenz (1962) describes it and suggests possible noise sources in different
frequency bands. His summary is given in figure one.
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Turbulent pressure fluxuatlons in the atmosphere near the ocean surface and
in the turbulent ocean surface layer are the most often cited sources of
noise below 20 hertz. This can be attributed to the wind (Wilson, 1979).
For slightly higher frequencies, twenty to several hundred hertz, shipping
or industrial noise is often dominant, even in the deep ocean. As frequency
increases shipping noise dimishes until, at roughly one kilohertz, wind
noise due to "surface agitation" becomes dominant. Nearby ships can still
contribute significant noise as high as 15 k/_z (Evans, 1980).
The Knudsen relation is used to describe the noise due to wind between
500 Hz and 25 kHz (K_udsen, Alford and Emling, 1o48; Wenz, 1971). Roughly,
the relation states that the ambient noise spectrum levels decrease 5 dB per
octave with increasing frequency and increase 5 dB with each doubling of the
wind. In figure one various spectrum levels are shown for different Beaufort
wind £orces, usually spectrum levels are given for different sea states. A
typical measured ambient noise spectrum is shown in figure two. One to 25kHz
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,_- "+[ ]_ .., 2 - 2.5.7.5
"¢ ",,_ ,_f _ _ 3- 7.5- ,_.5
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Figure 2 Ftc.QUI_NCV{H_) from Perrone (1969)
is the _requency band where raln_all measur_ent is possible. Figure one
shows heavy raln Is the dominant noise source when i_ is present st these frequencies.
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Helndsman ec al, (!955) noted a 25 dB increase in the amblenc nol_e level
during a heavy cr_nders_orm in the Long Island Sound. Bom's results of ambient
noise level increase during four rain periods in a small lake in Italy are
shown in figure three.
Above 25 kHz there are very few measurements. In fact the curves shown
in figure one are extrapolated from lower frequencies. Between 50 and I00 kXz
molecular thermal agitation obscures other noise sources. The spectrum
level due to _hermal agitation was predicted by Mellen (1952). Re used classical
statistical mechanics to derive _he following relation for mean squared
pressure per unit frequency:
4 f2
(4) • p2> df = ----_--- kT (ec) df ,
c
where f is _requency, c is _he speed of sound in water, T Is temperature,
_s densA_y and k • 1.37 x 10 -23 joules/deg. When appropriate values are inserted
into (4), it becomes
4
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(5) L- -35 + 201og f in dB re l_Pa,
where f Y, 1 kHz and L is the sound pressure spectrum level. The thermal
noise spectrum has a slope of +6 dB/octave.
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Noise from Wind and Rain
In order to use ambient noise levels tn measure rainfall rate, it is
necceeary to choose a frequency band where the wind has a red Knudsan
spectrum and rain has a "white-ish" spectrum. This fact would allow
separation of the two noise sources and permit quantification of rainfall
rate. Above A few kilohertz these spectral shapes are observed, h_wever
the mechanisms by which the rain and the wind generate acoustic noise are not
w111 defined. This is especially true for noise generation by wind.
Breaking w_,ves are the most obvious possible source for wind noise
although as wind speed increases the ambient noise level begins to rise even
before whitecaps are present. Studies have been made that show a relationship
between the fraction of the ocean surface covered by whitecaps, W, and the ten
meter elevatlon wind speed, UI0. Honahan end Hulrcheartalgh (1980) summarize
the expermental results as shown in figure 4 and determine the following
relet ionshlp.
(6) W- 3.84 x i0-6 UIOTM
Honehan and Davidson (1979) suggest that whitecap coverage may be slightly
greater when the atmosphere is that=ally unstable. Shaw, Watts and Rossby (1978)
measured the underwater noise level, I,. with respect to the wind speed.
They determined that at 5 kHz
(7) 20 log Y- 1.01 L - 30.4 ,
where V is wind speed in knots end L is in dB re I Ps. Equations (6) and (7)
can be combined to give
(8) L - 5.88 log w + 68.2
The ambient noise data at 1 kHz shown in figure 2 was converted to whitecap
coverage using equation (6), It is presented in figure 5 with equation (8)
superimposed. These filures suggest that whitecaps are a major source for
winS-genera ted noise.
Whitecaps generate noise from bubble fon_ation end spray. Bubbles lenerate
acoustic waves when agitated. In addition as bubbles break, s_all water droplets
ere created. Wu (1981) sulmaries severe1 studies of bubble populations in
the ccean surface _ters. These studies show bubbles ere present in large
numbers even st low wind speeds or calm conditions. /us wind speed increases
the total number of bubbles present increases and the bubble sl:e distribution
shifts. At hlgher wind speed the bubble population has proportionally more
large bubbles. This may be due to coalescense ot mll bubbles or ,,ore efficient
entrainment of a£r by breaking _ves. Filure 6 shows data from Hedwln (1970).
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Figure 7 is a sum_lry from Wu (1981). Blanchard and Woodcock (1957) attempted
tr_ measure bubble populations in :he surf. Their technique deliberately
excluded large milllme_.er sized bubbles which rise to the surface quickly.
Results from Blanchard and Woodcock appear in figure 6. Thorpe and Stubbs (1979)
used bubble clouds from breaking waves to attempt to measure a vertical v,'_ciry
for mlxin S of surface water. They determined that the depth, d, that a bubble
cloud penetrates is related to the wind speed.
(9) d = 0.4 (UlO - 250) ,
where UIO is in cm/see.
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Most bubbles are created by entrainment of air by breaking waves however
several other mechanisms have been suggested (Blanchard and woodcock, 1957;
Medwin, 1970). These mechanisms include: bubbles entrained from falling drops,
bubbles created from "floating" water drops skimming across the surface when
the water has been violently agitated, bubbles created from biological sources
such as during photosynthesis and bubbles entrained by continental aerosols.
0ene.'ally surface waters are supersatuzated with air and so it might be possible
for pressure fluxuaCions due co surface waves to generate bubbles, although
Blanchard and Woodcock note chat even in supersaturated conditions bubbles
with diameters less than 30_ tend co dissolve.
The generation of an acoustic signal from bubbles has been investigated
by several authors. A very extensive study was done by Strasberg (1956).
Re notes chat there are many different modes of oscillation for each bubble.
While any mode can by excited only the zeroth mode, a volumetric pulsation,
contributes significantly co the acoustic field. The contribution to the sound
spectrum by any given bubble is likely Co be at that bubble's resonant
frequency. The resonant frequency, fo' is derived in Appendix B an is given as
(10) fo "1 - /_a
_-
where Po is the ambient pressure at the bubble's depth,_ is the ratio of
s'veclflc heats in the bub'-_eand is equal to 1.4 for air in water,(, is the
water density and a° is the mean bubble radius. The bubble response is sharply
peaked at the resonant frequency as shown in figure 8.
i
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The magnitude of the bubble oscillation is a much more difficult
f
problem. Strasberg suggests that the appropriate equation to consider is
(ll) M_ + Re + K(v - Vo) - Pe(t) - Po ,
where v = v(t) Is the bubble volume, V° is the equilibrium bubble volume, Pe(t)
is an external pressure forcing term, Po is the equilibrim pressure M = @/(4_a o)
ia an inertial coefficient, K =_Po/Vo is a stiffness coefficient and R
is a resistive coefficient that has a complicated form which varies with bubble
size and frequency. The sound pressure radiated by the bubble, at a distance
r from the bubble, is
(I_) Pa=•_/(4_r)
Equation (12) is derived in Appendix B. Equation (II) suggests that the form of
the external forcing, Pe(t), is important. Strasberg considered a short
pulse, a somewhat longer pulse and an external pressure that fhxuates
sinusoldally. His solution for a short pulse is
(13) Ps= P*exp(-'_fot)cos(_t -_) ,
where
p, ._fro /¢2 + 4_fo2(V, Vo)2_ _ ,
- arctanE- / 2.fo(v- Vo) and
_" = dissipation constant = 0,014 + 4.5 x lO-4f _.
O
The solution for the longer pulse is
t
(14) PS " (an/r) _Pt(t) - 2,f° _ Pt(E) exp(-_foI(t -_) sin 2Wfo(t-K) dT_0
where P t(t) - Pe(t) - Po" Finally the solution for a sinusoldal external
pressure fluxuatlon of the form Pe(t) = Po + Pa cos (2rrft) is
q f"
Equation (15) is determined by another method in Appendix B.
The relationship that the above solutions have with the real ocean is
currently speculative. Surface gravity waves and =urbulant pressure fluxuatlons
certainly provide a fluxuatlng external pressure field but at much lower
frequencies than the resonant frequency of a typical bubble. Turbulent pressure
fluxuatlons may extend as high as 20 Hz however a 100v_bubble resonants at 35kHz.
A pressure pulse is possible from "crashing" waves and maybe the pressure pulses
from smaller splashes or even other bubbles is enough to make a bubble
resonant. The most likely source of bubble agitation is from the violent
injection of air bubbles into the water by crashing waves. Thorpe and Scubbs
(1979) note ocasional bubble clouds extending much deeper Into the water column
than the mean bubble cloud level suggested by their equation (eqn. (9)).
These bubble clouds are likely Co be caused by breaking waves.
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i If external forcing is ignored and we assume a bubble is oscillating, it
is possible to predict the amplitude of that oscillation and thus predict a
root mean square pressure at a distance r from the bubble. This calculation
is done in Appendix B wlth the following result:
(16) p = 3 ¥Po(_ao)t-ms
2r
where @a is the amplitude of the oscilation of the bubble radius. In ordero
to make a prediction for the underwater pressure spectrum from bubbles it is
neccesary to make a few assumptions. A bubble size distribution per unit area,
D(ao) , is required. Bubble size distributions are given in figure 7, however
not all of the bubbles are actively resonancing and so an active bubble size
d_stribution, _(ao)D(ao) , where _(a o) is a small parameter, will be assumed.
The bubble field needs to be uniform at the ocean surface. This might not
be true since Arase and Arase (1968) note a directional dependence of ambient
noise and other authors claim to be able to detect individual breaking waves.
However if the hydrophone measuring the pressure spectrum is deep enough
this should be a good assumption. A frequency dependant signal attentuation
factor, e-mr , is required. This is discussed in Appendix C. Finally equation
(i0) is used to relate bubble radius to frequency.
Applying all of these assumptions the measured rms pressure should be
- _ _ (F-Po)rms_bub_'(a)D(a) e-mrdA da(17) (P-Po)rms-hydro BSD surface
This calculation i_ done in Appendix B and gives
(18) (PlFo)rms_ h - _ (3_Po_) _aED(a)(i/m) e-mh da
BSD
The pressure per unit frequency, L, is
(19) L - (3#PoI) e_D a e-rob (i/m) ,
where _, F, D, a and m are all frequency dependent.
L/(#F) is graphed in figure 9 using the bubble size distributions of Medwin
at sea state one and Johnson and Cooke at sea state five (figure 7). Except
possible between I0 and 20 kHz, figure 9 does not look like the measured spectrums
for wi',dnoise, however I and @ are likely to be increasing functions of
.frequency and so they may "straighten out" a graph of L vs. frequency.
Furthermore measured spectrums do not extend above 20 kHz. Measured spectrums
show an influence of wind as low as 400 Hz. If bubbles are responsible for wind
- noise then bubbles much larger than those measured in the bubble populations
discussed in this paper are needed. To resonant at 400 Hz. a bubble has to
have a radius of 9 mm. Such large bubbles could be formed but they would rise
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Figure 9. Presure spectrum from bubbles divided by (Ci)
quickly to the surface. The bubble;populations mentioned in this _aper were
measured a_ depths between 0:7 and 1.8 meters. Large bubbles may not penetrate
that deep into the water column. Blanchard and Woodcock delibrately excluded
large bubbles from their measurements.
In addition to bubbles there are two other explanations for noise due
to wind. Marsh (1963) suggests the Knudsen spectrum is due to pressure
fluxuations from surface waves. If this is a mechanism for noise generation it
is only applicable at very low frequency. In addition other authors note
that the sound spectrum is better correlated with wind speed than wave height.
Wilson (1980) suggests the noise from wind is due to sea spray striking the
surface. This is a definate noise source but does not have a Knudsen spectral
shape. It seems likely that the noise from wind is due to a combination of
bubble oscillation and _plashing.
The theory of noise generation due to splashing was worked out by Franz (1959).
This is obviously the source of noise from rain. Franz studied the entry
of individual drops into the water and considered sound production from the
impact at the surface, the vibration of the drop as it e'_ters the water,
secondary splashes from droplets thrown up by the intlal drop, resonant vibration
of cavities open to the air and the oscillation of air bubbles entrained by the
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drop. He concluded that only the impact at the surface and the oscillation of
. entrained air bubbles contribute sigt_ificantly to the observed underwater
noise. The magnitude of the impact component varied with fall velocity and
drop size, however it was reproducable if those two parameters were fixed.
The bubble contribution was not predictable varying in both magnitude and
frequency. For a given drop, if a bubble occurs, then the bubble contribution
to the sound field is equal to the impact contribution, however bubbles are not
usually formed, especially at high impact velocities. For this reason Franz
developed a theory for splashes considering only the impact at the surface.
Franz claims that there are two stages to consider for the impact of a
raindrop. These are a "supersonic" stage when the drop acts as a simple sound
source and a "subsonic" stage when the drop is a dipole source. The duration
of the "supersonic" phase is "the time which the rate of growth of the wetzed
area is supersonic" and is given by
(20) au
tm--
2c2
where u is the vertical impact velocity, a is the radius and c is the speed of
sound in water. For an average raindrop t = 2 x ZO-9 seconds. Franz uses
geometry to predict the pressure from a drop because of "supersonic" flow:
The duration of this phase is so short that its influence on the pressure field
ia questionable.
A drop hitting the surface quic_.y passes through the phase when it can
be considered a simple source. Instead the surface must be considered. The
drop looks llke a distributed sound source Just below the surface (introducing
volume) and an image (sink) Just above the surface. This may be thought of as
a set of simple sources on the rapidly expanding splash and a set of out of
;_.isereflections off, the surface which look like aset of sinks Just above the
surface. The entire splash can be approximated as a dipole source with
vertical axis. If a drop enters the water at an angle then Franz suggests
that it be considered a quadrupole source.
The expected pressure at a hydrophone due to splashes is derived in
Appendix D as
,,. E. surface 2_r 2 '+2_f_ as
where @ is the angle between the vertical and the path connecting the surface
patch dS with the hydrophone. The intensity, I, is defined as the total water-
%,
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borne sound energy per unit tlme per unlt area at the surface. If the
hydrophone is dlrectly beneath a circular spray area then (22) can be integrated
(Appendix D) to give the mean square pressure as
8 Ir 2 f2 h 2 J
where h is the hydrophone depth and _ is the angle between the vertical and
the path between the edge of the plash zone and the hydrophone. The second
term In the brackets is a near fleld correcclon that can be neglected if the
hydrophone Is at a sufficient depth below the su.face.
The rate at which sound pressure is produced in racer is proportlonal to
the kinetic energy of the falling drops. Franz uses
(24) z - (112)_ R u2 .3 (_.I_) ,
where u is the impact velocity, R Is the volume of the drops striking the surface
per unlt time per unit area, M = u/c is the math mumber, E is the total sound
energy transmitted into the water and T is the kinetic energy of the drop at
impact times the ratio of the liquid density to the droplet density, T = (i/2)_Ru2dSdt.
The ratio E/TM3 is a measure of the conversion of kinetic energy to acoustic
energy and is a functlor of drop radius, impact velocity and frequency. Franz's
experimental determination of thls ratio _s shown in figure i0.
io"
Franz (1959)104
i i ......
FIo. _ The _in_msinni_,s_r._' ,le_._"o_rE: ,oundener_-
radatedm,o _h__raterb) "he:m_c_o; sm_iearopietsof wstcr
or by the _ ol a Lprayof._Le:tin,pilLs.
Neglecting the near field correction term equation (23) can be _rcttten in
terms of pressure per unit frequency, L, where L is in dB relative to 1FPa.
(25) L = 120 + 10 Iog_(3/4) _2Rc2u4 a [__jE(_)_(I- cos2<)
Equation (25) is for a circular spray area directly above the hydrophone. It
can by generalized to give the sound pressure per unlt frequency for a small
spray area, S, where the distance between the spray area and the hydrophone is
large compared to a linear dimension of S. It is
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(26) L " 120 + I0 l°gI3_ R u4a4C2 TE(J)M3 Jl'c°s°lIT
where 4"I.is the solid angle subtended by the spray area S. (see Appendix D)
Franz's theoretical prediction for the sound pressure spectrum due to rain
is shown in figure ii. The levels in figure Ii are lower than the ambient
noise levels observed by Bom (1969) and Helndsman et el. (1955). This may
be because those measurements were made in shallow water. The sound spectrum
is usually 5 - i0 dB higher in shallow water than in deep water probably because
of bottom effects.
_!6°1='=I I I- -7
"_.. _ol ,°_"_'-. J ->-.,>,d
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Ocher Considerations
There are several ocher influences on the underwater noise levels. One
of these is the noise due Co marine llfe, prlclply snapping shrimp and croakers
(a type of fish). Figure 12 shows chat over shrimp beds this noise is significant.
MA STAr(
_._._ "_. Albers (1965)
I I ,,
I | 0.4 l | 4 I0 |@
NtHtGt_'W _I
a'_./#J'--AversllenoiJespeetrsovera shrimpbed,
Snapping shrimp and croakers are found mostly in shallow water or harbors and
so co ellmlnace this sound source ambient noise should be monitored in deep
water or in locatlons where chase organlsn_ are not active, It is possible
chaC ocher marine organlsms such as porpoises mlght make an ocaslonal noise
at high frequency, however Chase sound_ are usually distlnctlve and can be
easily removed from data.
Ambient noise does show some depth dependence. Perrone (1970) notes chac
deep ( 5 km) hydrophones record noise levels 4 - 8 dB less than shallower ones,
especially at higher frequencies. This is probably due to attenuation (Appendix
C). Deep hydrophones would also tend co "average out" the influence of individual
breaking waves or very intense, very local rain patches.
Monohan and Z/eclow (1969) note that whitecaps last longer in salt water
than in fresh water, roughly 50% longer, rhls may be because there are relatively
more small bubbles for_ed in salt water. As a result the ambient noise levels
in fresh and salt water may be different. Temperature also effects the lifetime
of whitecaps. As a result of this fact the ambient noise level in cold water
may be hi_her than in warm water.
Noise from breaking surf has not been considered. It is likely to
be a large signal where i_ is present.
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Conclusion
Honitorir.g underwater noise levels can be used to detect rain. To
quantify rainfall rate requires that we assume the noise due to wind has a
well defined spectral shape, the Knudsen spectrum, and that rain noise has
• different spectral shape, a whtte-ish spectrum. The difference in spectral
shapes would allow these two noise sources to be separated. Rainfall rate
could then be correlated to underwater noise. These spectral shapes have
been observed experimentally but a better understanding of the physics of
sound generation by wind and rain is desirable.
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Appendix A : General Acoustic Theory (Lighthi11, 1978)
I. _,;aveEquation
The momentumend continuity equations are $_ven as
_--_+_.v_ - -_¢Ft
(xz)
 œ Cc_)- 0)t
TheJe can be Linear£zed to &lye
_u
(_)
_-_ " -_n v. U)t
Introduce a velocity potential, _, such that
Use (A3) to revrlte (A2) as
F - Po" - (% _t
CA4)
,e.
_t - fo X7
Nov assume P - P(_ ) and expand about _o"
(A.5) P " P(_O ) + ca-_o ) P/Ca O) + ... which means
_ " r'Ceo) ae(x6) 3 c _ t
Use (A6) to convert (A4) into thq wave equation
(aT) _-_ c 2
_t 2 " V2_
where c - P'_o) is the speed O_ sound.
2. S:Lmple Source
An oscillating bubble may be thought of as a simple sound source. For a
simple source
t_slng (AS), equation (A7) can be _rltten in spherical coordinates as
- ;_2 :_
-- ¢^_) --_ ¢_'!_)- c2 -- cr_))t Jr 2
which t_s the general solution
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(xl0) r_ = f(r - ct) + g(r + ct)
The bubble is • source (out_'ard moving wave) and so let g = 0. Our solution is
= m(t - r/c)
(All) _ - 41Tr
where m(t) signifies the volume outflow from the source (source strength).
Combining (A4) wlth (All) gives
e - Po " _(c - r/c) 1_GTrr
CAJ2)
q(t) = _om(t)
Thti is the fundamental equation for a simple source.
3. Acoustic Intensity, Dipole Source
At • dlscance r from the source the flow Chroush the area 4 r 2 is
(A13) 4nr'2 a_ . m(c - r/c) + (r/c) 4,(t - r/c) by eqn. (All)
_r
Combining (A13) with (A12) gives
= _ (foC)-I 1 [ _(t = r/c) + (c/r) q(t - r/c)](A14) Ur r " 4n-'-'_
Far from the source only the first tern In brackets is important and so
(A15) u r = ( _oc)-l(p - po)
Acoustic intensity, I, is defined as the rate of transport of acoustic energy
and is given as
(Ai6) _ = (e - eo)
In the far field the acoustic intensity of a simple source Is
(A17) ___ l - (eoc)'l(p - po )2
This equation Is also valid as an lineerlzatlon of the far _leld acousClc Intensity
of a dipole. The far field pressuze from • dipole source Is found by considering
t simple sink and a simple source separated by a small distance A4* r.
. I 1
(A18) P " Po [_(c - r/c) _ ] - [_(c - r'/c) _ ]
J_------_.J+q By geometry (figure A1), the distance
-lco_ r - r' is approximated by -JcoseP
end so (A18) con be expressed as •
H
Figure AL. derivative.
<,19) F ° - (jco,, t4(:- or
i
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(A19) P " PO cos_ [J[ _(t - r/c) l__k_ + J[ _i°(t - r/c) _ ]4nr 2
In _he far field (,,,,J /c a_ 1), CA19) reduces to
(X_O) l' - e . cos_____o
o 4 ,n r c
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AppendLx E : Acoustic Theory of Bubbles OF POOR QUALITY
1. Sound Pressure from a Subble
Llghtht11 suSgssr.o :hat for sound fro-. an oscillating bubble _hac equation
(A13) be written as
(el) ,,(c) = 4Trr 2 _ = _{t)
vhere v(:.) is the voluaie of the bubble.
_hen (Ul) is combined with (A12) we lec the form liven in the text,
(B2) ? - Po 4rrr
2. Resonant Frequent7 of • Bubble
Zf the bubble is mall enoush the pressure outside the bubble w111 oe
equal to the pressure inside the bubble. Consider a fluxuetins external pressure
field o5 the for-.
-L,.
(B3) 1'e(c) - 1,0 + pa e
The velocity potential outside ,n osciletin| bubble has the form
(S4) _ . A eL(kr -_c)
vhlcb Is related co pressure by equ•tlon (A4). Inside the b_bble
(B.5) PV_ " constant
where ]_ is the ratio of specific heats In the bubble. _- 1.4 for air bubbles
In _ter. DlfferentlaCln| (E._) |Ires
d1, PoY dv 3_1' ° de(s6) _ - .dt V dl: • dt
o o
where e(t) is the bubble radius and a ° is _he equillbriu', bubble radius.
Substl_ucin| (B3) into (B6) Che pressure lnslde the bubble is
3 _ r o&
(57) Pl,nside " 1,o - I. So'°
Cont'/nul_y of pressure st th/, -,urfacs of the bubble _pltts
31P&
o } + P • -1"_c + i_-_) s _ka " l,a t(BS) PO - i aO_ " Pou_side, " Po • a--
which simplifies to
3_rP ;
- (19) - i _ * (ra + _ l"a)e-l_t
._ ao_ a
-' iX ve assu_e e _'ka = 1.
The radial veloctty, l, ac _he b_bble surface Ls also con_in_,ous and so from (_4)
D_214
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4
t
(BAO) & . _ • - A(I_/a = t/a 2) •
rma
Combintn| (B9) and (_10) lives
...__,,., 3_'e ° 3 ;'t,
(BII) Pa + _--A - _A+ £ a--_° A&2 c
where ¢ - _/k Is the sound velocit 7. SolvL_$ for A |lve8
,(s12) ^ . a where2
(BL3) _o " _ and
3Y?
(|14) B - o is the radiation reetsrance load on =
=¢ ¢
spherical surface. Equation (B13) deflnes the resonance frequency for = bubble
end Is mentioned as equetlon (10) in the text. Equation (15) is derived by
eubst£tutin$ (B12) Into (k4).
3. Amplitude of Osc£1latioQ
ASsume that; thl rmdlus of an o_=illktln| bubble is |ivet_ by
(B15) • = e° + (eao)e-i*Jt
where #a ° ie the amplitude of osclZlation and e_ is a sualL parameter that
is probably frequency dependant. The pressure !aside the bubble cln be
wTitteu 8a
-L,.b t
(F16) Plnslde " Po + P1m
_sin$ "B6) this is e_.Jal to
3 YPo .
(B17) Plnslde " Po + _ •
Iro,= (A4) and (B4) che pressure outside the bubble is
(118) Poutstde 1; Po r
Applying; continuity of pressure at r = a and substituttn| for | usin 8 (B15),
It is possible ¢o solve for A usin| (B17) and (118).
31"F a
(e,19) ^ . o • l(,,,_
Therefore from (A4) end (B_) _he pressure due co an osctllattn s bubble at a
disCance r from the bubble is 8ivan as
D.215
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3_'Poao_ ikr - i_t
(S20) P " r •
This means thac the amplitude of oscilation is
3 _'Po ( _ ao)(B21) P -
= r
which ls a form mentioned by Strasber 8 (1956) and Nenz (1_62)The -c_c mean
square pressure is 3 t'P 6 a
o o
(B22) Prms = 2r
4. Sound Spectrum due to Bubbles ac the Ocean Surface
Startin S with equation (17) of the text.
SubstlCutln$ for (P - Po)rms_b (equation B22) and for dAl(B23) becomes
(S24) I
_'(a)D(a)e-mr(r2tanBded_')daP - Po " (3_Po_ ao) r
BSD o o
rsecSd@
h _ _// The hydrophone depth, h , equals r cos_
and so
H
Figure B1. 2w _2
_3 .aoJ-D(a) I _h sin_ e_nhsecSdOd_Od"(B25) P " Po = _ YPo cos20
BSD o o
By substitution, x • secO, this becomes
(B26) P " Po " BS_ 3 UP O aOe/?_'D(a) l_h • "mhx dx da
and so
(B27) P " Po " I (3 YPo'rr) _ afD(a)(I/m) c -mh da
BSD
Note: BSD = bubFle size dtscribuclon
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Appendix C : Attenuation of Sound in Sea Water (Urick, 1975)
Attenuation of acoustic intensity is expodential.
-nr
(el) 12 - II •
Urlck describes attenuation as total intensity loss (TL) in decibels.
(C2) TL- I0 log (Ii/l2) - i0 lo810 e (nr)
Url=k defines a logarithmic absprptlon coefflclent,o(, as
(C3) oc = 10 n lo810 e - 4.35 n
Attenuation of sound in sea water is primarily from three processes.
These are shear viscosity, volume viscosity and the ionic relaxation of magnesium
sulfate ions. Shear viscosity accounts for one third of the absorption actually
measured in distilled water. It was first studied by Rayleigh who concluded that
(CA) o_ = 16 rt2/_s f2
3fc 3
where Ms is the shear viscosity coefficient = 0.01 in water. Volume viscosity
accounts for two thirds of the absorption in dlstil!ed water and is given by
4W 2 f2(C5) e_ " 3 "_v¢c
whereja v is the volu,,e viscosity coefficient - 0.028. The ionic relaxation
of MgSO4 is a dissociation - reassociation process, involving a finite time
interval called the relaxation time, in which the MgSO 4 ions in solution i
dissociate under .the pressure of a sound wave. Urick gives the total absorption
_p
coefficient for sea water as
S fT f2 f2
(C6) t_ -A 2 f2 + B -_ in dB/kydfT + fT
where A - i.86 x 10-2 , a constant
B - 2.68 x 10-2 , a constant
S " salinity in parts per mille (%-)
f = frequency in kilohertz
fT " 21.9 x 10(6 - 1520/T) , the relaxation frequency in kilohertz
and T = temperature in degrees Kelvin
, D.217
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' Figure CI is a graph of theoretical curves.
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l_requ_ncy, kHz
_l. fl_ Attenualion coe._'ient in sea_oater ama fundicn of frequencv
and temperature, according to t/te formulas of Thorp and 3chulkin and
Marsh for a mLinitvnf35 ppt.
For this paper attenuation is expressed as
(C7) (P2- P2o ) " (P1 - Plo ) e-mr or
(C8) ¢L = 20 log = 20 mr loglo e = 0< r
P2o
ar.d so
(C9) m - 0.115 =r w.
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Appendix D : Acoustic Theory of Spray (Franz, 1959)
1. Energy Radiated by a Single Splash
A splash striking the water surface acts like an ,coustic dipole source
(Appendix A). The intensity (energy flux) measured at a hydrophone at a distance
r from the drop is determined fzom equations (A17) and (A20):
. i ( oo28V
where 9 can nov be thought of as the angle between the vertical and a path
onnecting the hydrophone and the splash. The total energy radiated into the
water is found by integrating I over a hemisphere of radius r.
S
"'Q he_alshere
2n w/2
16rr 2 d_d_dc
_10 0 0
2 •
since dS = r s_nedgd_. Equation (D2) is integrated to give
I.Q
(D3) Es = _ c 24n c2 dC
Substituting back in for (P - Po) 2 (eqn. A!0) we get
1 2rrr2. I (P - Po )2 dt(D4) Es = _ c 3cos2_ -.o
where (P - Po ) is the pressure measured at the hydrophone.
2. Mean Square Pressure from Spray
The to_sl acoustic energy radiating into the water from a spray can be
written as
(Dh) E - _ f I dS dt
t S
where I is the total water-borne sound energy per uniC area per unit time at
the free surface. Equations (D4) and (DS) can be combined to give
)2 I .3 # c_I cos2_(D6) (P " Po " 2 ,T r 2
dS
surface
We have integrated over all drops hi_tlng the surface. Franz included a near-fleld
correction term in his equation. His experimental apparatus required such a
D-219
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term. When the near-field correction term is included (D6) b_comes
(D7) (P - Po)2 = cos2_ [1 + ] dS2_ r 2
surface
rsec 0 d6
,
rd_ Figure DI.
A circular splash area of radius hcan_ as show in figure D1 is the
first case considered. In this case
(D6) dS- (rsec_de_)Crsin_d_)
Equation (D7) becomes
2n" _ 2
(P - Po 2 _rr
(09)
c2(I
4
- -_ [(1 - cos2,_) + - cos._) ]
8 _2f2 h2
Again, the second term in (D9) is a near field correction term chac can
be neglected if the hydrophone is many wave lengths under the surface, h >> c/2wf.
L is defined as the sound pressure In an one hertz band relative to
1 fPa. The sound energy is an one hertz band con be written as E(f)df.
This can also L_evrlcten as
a
(DIO) E(O) dO " E(O) _-df
where _ . af. From the definition of L
U
P2
(D!I) L = 20 log p_ - 201ogP 2 - 201ogPl = -35 + 20 logP 2
Equation (25) of the cexc is derived by comblnln 8 the far field
- approximarlon of equation (Dg) wlrh equaclons (24) and (Dll).
\
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(D12) L - 120 + 10 log[(3/4)-e2Ru4a/L(-_l2 (i - cos2at )]
c \Dr/
In order to calculate the ambient noise from a small spray area, S, we
need to assume thac r is large compared to _ linear diJnenslon of S.
Equation (D6) becomes
(1313) (P - PO)2 - --_.._I cos2_ S..2
r
area $
t The solid angle subtended by the
_a rain area ts
rea $ ' S_.__ $cos3_
h (D14) fU" r2 " h2
Solve (DI4) z'or S and substitute into
Filure D2. equation (D13) to get the sound
pressure spectrum from a small patch of spray.
,o,,,
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ON THE MEASUREMENT OF PRECIPITATION FREQUENCIES
BY PASSIVE MICROWAVE RADIOMETERY
Stanley Q. Kidder
Laboratory for Atmospherzc Research
University of Illinois
Urbana IL 61801
I. INTRODUCTION Precipitating areas such as the ITCZ and
frontal systems appeared distinctly grey
gnowledge of global precipitation is against the white background of the
of fundamental importance to the study of ocean. Scattering calculations soon
climate and climate dynamics. Any appeared (Wilheit et al., 1977) which
program to observe climate with satellite gave the rainfall rata eve: the ocean as
instrumentation must include a function of microwave brightness
precipitation measurements. Many such temperature and freezing level (used as
attempts have been made, starting from an indicator of the thickness of the rain
the earliest observation of reflected layer.) The Initial enthusiasm waned
solar radiation. Since rain falls from somewhat, however, when it was discovered
clouds, knowledge of cloud location is a that rainfall was being undarestlmated,
first step toward precipitation largely because of the beam filling
estzmation. However, most clouds are not problem. The footprint of the Nimbus 5
raining. One must look, then, to Electrically Scanning Microwave
information other than simply the Radiometer (ESMR5) i8 about 500 km_--much
presence of clouds to determine larg_ than the scale of many
precipitation. Among the attributes precipitation shafts. Due to the
utilized for this purpose ire visible nonlinearity of the calibration curve,
btightnea8, cloud type, cloud area, and this result& in an underestimation of the
cloud growth rate. W_th the introduction rainfall rate. Adler and Hedgers (1977)
of infrared observations, more parameters were forced to use an empirical (higher)
became available for study: cloud top calibration curve to estimate
temperature, time rate of change of precipitation in tropical storms, for
temperature, and growth rate the area example.
enclosed by selected isotherms. Martin Frequently overlooked, however, is
and $cherer (1973) have summarized many the fact that passive microwave
of these techniques. The principal observations do a good Job in defining
difficulty with these methods of the area of precipitation. Comparison
estimating precipxtation is that none of with radar ethos showed that ESMR5 data
them directly sense raindrops. The matched the echo areas well (Fig. I).
instzuments sense only the top-most part Ridder and Vender Hast (1977), using a
of the cloud, and precipitation must be simple thresholding technique, analyzed
inferred. With "e launch of Nimbus 5 in three months of ESMIt5 data during the
December 1972 and Nimbus G in 3uns 1975, period December 1972 through Feburary
observations became available in a new 1973 to calculate the frequency of
window, the radio window. In the precipitation in the tropical oceans
vicinity of 1 cm clouds are nearly (Pig. 2). Their calculations compared
transparent, but raindrops interact favorably with both climatology and
strongly with the radiation salaam. Thus independent observations of the frequency
it is possible to directly sense the of highly reflective clouds (Ramaqe,
presence of precipitation-size drops. 19751.
The thesis of this paper is that these Detecting precipitation over land is
simple, direct measurements of complicated by nonuniformity of
precipitation should be plat of any background and lack of contraatl light
future climate observing system, rain and warm ground both appear dark
(warm) in ESMR5 images. These problems
" 2. PRECIPITATION FREOGENCIES were partially solved by the ESMR on
Nimbus _ (ESMR6). It had a higher
The first microwave images of ths frequency (37 GNz versus 19 GNs) which
earth (e.g. Thaon, 1973s Allison et al., caused brightnae8 temperature to decrease
1974I Wilheit at al., 1976) offere-"_---t'_e rapidly with rainfall rate. Thus rain
exciting poml-'_Ity of maasuring appears bright rcold) against the
precipitation over the ocean, background of warn earth. ESMR6 also
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28 JUN 1974 13Z ESMR5 OCEANOGRAPHER RADAR
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0 3 6 9ms _" RANGE• 233 km
fIGURE 1. (a) Precipitation rate over :ircle in (a) is the 233 km range of the
the GATE a_'ray as estimated from Nimbus 5 radar. (After Ridder and Vonder Haar,
ESI4R data. (b) Nearly-coincident radar 1976. )
data from the ship Oceanographer. The
30 -I0 120 140 ItSO 180 160 140 120 I00 80 60 40 _0 O :_O 40 60 IO I00
r ,/, _r_._,_-, , , i,_ ir_ v__a__.._,_. , ,i_ 1'_ _ ,_ _.__, , , ,i _°
=oF" '",_" " \ o"-_,_,,"_J,,?_.3",, _ 2.. _ v_.__ _2o
_oL l._ _ _ 1_t __ CC_-I I I I\! 3o
rIGUP.E 2. Precipitation frequencies from date. (&fear Ridder and Vonder Raar,
the period December 1972 through february 1977.)
1973 as estimated from Nimbus 5 ESMR
made dual polarisation Neaurements, that new instruments such as LAF.qR (Large
which could be used to separate rain from &ntenna Multifrequency Hlcro_ave
standing water. Durkee (1980), using a _adiometer) plus additional research will
statistical technique to determine a solve these problem_.
threshold temperature and polarization
differences to eliminate water surfaces, 3. CONCLUSIONS
yam able to define reining areas in the
north central U.S. during the sunuaer of _or climate monitoring it Ls
1975 (Fig. 3). Re also wen successful at necessary _o employ stabile, accurate,
determ/ning precipitation frequencies _ong-liv_ inatr_nts. _lectrically
(rig. 4). Rodgers et al. (1979), alSO scanning microwave radiometers, which
using a statistical technique, mapped hive no moving parts, have shown
raining areas in the southeastern U.S. themselves to be such instruments on
- They found, however, that dew and wet Nimbus S and Nimbu| 6. In sddLtlon,
ground could cause problems, there must exist proven retrieval
There still remain situations Ln algorithms which yield useful perimeters.
which psselve microwave radiometery has Precipttatlon frequency is not as
not been used to detect precipitation, imdiately attractive as precip_tation
Frozen precipitation is not amount, but it is adequate for many
well-detected, and liquid precipitation climate putposel. The statistical
over cold land (Y less than 288 X) has retrieval algorithms for precipitation
not been Masured. It is hoped, however, frequency have shown good results in two
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DETECTION OF RAINFALL RATES UTILIZING
SPACEBORNE MICROWAVE RADIOMETERS
Hsiao-hua K. Burke
Kenneth R. Hardy, and
Nancy K. Tripp
ENVIRON_NTAL RESEARCH & TECHNOLOGY, INC.
696 Virginia Road, Concord, Massachusetts 01742
ABSTRA6T
Over most of the microwave spectrum, r_indrops both absorb and
scatter radiation producing large changes in brightness temperatures
relative to clear or cloudy conditions. Since the structure of rain
varies substantially for different rain rates and climatological
backgrounds, the raindrop size distribution, the rain layer thickness
and the ice clouds above the rain layer are all important inputs to
the model computations. The subsequent m,deling involves applying the
Mie theory to derive the absorption and scattering effects and the
radiative transfer computations to derive the brightness temperature.
The radiative transfer calculation is based upon a variational
iteratiave approach which takes account of the multiple scattering
effect of the rain layer. Results over both ocean and land
backgrounds are demonstrated. It is shown that over ocean background,
which is "cold" in the microwave region, lower frequencies are
sufficiently sensitive to rain conditions. Over land background,
higher frequencies have to be utilized in order to obtain the
sensitivity to rain rates.
It is also demonstrated that by using discrimination t_sts of the
radiometric data, the rain/no rain decision can be made and the
r_infall rate can be retrieved from a statistical inversion
technique. The shortcomings of this technique are: (I) the
assumption of a homogenous field of view at different wavelengths can
be erroneous, (2) the actual physical structure of the rain layer may
be significantly different from the one used in the climatological
approach, and (3) the additional uncertainty which may be introduced
because of the limitations of the radiative transfer algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
The basic concept of rain determination utilizing passive
microwave measurements relies upon increases in absorption and/or
_ increases in scattering of the raindrops which produce signatures very
different from those found in the absence of rain. At lower
frequencies, such as 19.35 GHz, rain is highly absorptive and produces
increasingly warm brightness temperatures over cold backgrounds such
as the oceans. Wilheit et el. (1977) developed a technique of
interpreting rain rate over oceans from data sensed by the
Electrically Scanning Microwave Radiometer on-board Nimbus-5 (ESMRb);
this instrument has a frequency of 19.35 GHz and senses the upwelling ..
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gradiation emitted _y the earth and its atmosphere. AC higher
frequencies, scattering effects from the rain become more pronounced
and can produce cooling effects relative to warm backgrounds such as
land (Savage 1978). Since the effects of absorption and scattering
increase with increasing rainfall rates at microwave frequencies,
there is a basis for the hypothesis that proper utilization and
interpretation of multifrequency microwave measurements will permit
estimation of rain rate values over both ocean and land surfaces.
2. THEORETICAL MODEL
2.1 Physical Model
The structure of a rain layer varies substantially for different
rain rates and climatological backgrounds. Therefore, physical
properties of the precipitation layer have to be carefully defined
prior to model simulation. Drop size distribution, rain layer
thickness, and the existence of water or ice clouds of the rain layer
are all factors which can have a considerable impact on the radiative
signature.
To accommodate the variety of raindrop size distributions, the
distribution derived by Deirmendjian (1964) was used to fit the
empirically observed spectra of Laws and Parsons (1943). At low rain
rates, the distribution is usually narrower with fewer large drops.
Similarly, the mode radius generally increases with increasing rain
rate. These characteristics are incorporated into the model
distribution by calculating the shape parameters as a function of rain
rate.
The thickness of the rain layer and its coexistence with water
and the clouds are considered next. For weak storms with low rain
rates, the top of the rain layer generally does not exceed the 0oc
isotherm. Rowever, for more intense convective storms with high rain
rate, the thickness of the effective rain layer grows with the
_ddition of supercooled water above the freezing level. The height of
this supercooled layer is primarily a function of the convective
forces at work in the storm. These forces are variable, but in
general, are correlated with rain rate as well as climatological
factors. For example, the potential for convection is typically
greater over land than water. In addition, the convective forces vary
with latitude, reaching maximum strength over the mid-latitudes.
2.2 Radiative Transfer Model
The effects of hydrometeors on microwave radiation can now be
carried out. Calculation of the absorption and scattering effects of
rain are based on the Mie theory. The approach of Gaut and
Reifenstein (1971) incorporates the Mie theory, computes the
efficiency factors, and integrates across specified drop size
distributions to determine the total extinction, absorption and single
scattering albedo for each atmospheric layer. The computation of
brightness temperatures for rain conditions then involves solving the
radiative transfer equation. The variational-iterative approach
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(Sze 1976; Burke and Sze 1977) is used. This method provides a direct
way for construction of an approximate solution for the source
function, and then through iterations, a solution Co the desired
accuracy is obtained. Using this approach, it was possible to compute
brightness temperatures for a wide range of rain and atmospheric
conditions and to determine the sensitivity of microwave radiometers
to realistic precipitation situations.
3. RESULTS
3.1 Results of Inversion from Simulated Precipitaton Data
The basic tool used for retrieving rain rate estimates from the
brightness temperatures is the Statistical Parameter Inversion Method
(e.g., Gaut 1967). The method seeks out significant statistical
correlations between the simulated brightness temperatures and their
associated par-meters. It starts from an ensemble of simulated
scenes. These scenes are represented by brightness tempertures
associated with the physical par-meters. The resulting corelations
are contained in an inversion matrix.
Tests for rain rate inversion are carried out by utilizing
brightness temperatures of 19 GHz H (Horizontal), 22 GRz V (Vertical)
and 37 GHz (V and H) over the ocean and 37 GHz and 85.5 GHz (both V)
over land. These are the channels to be used on a microwave
radiometer sensor on-board a future Defense Meteorolc_ical Satellite
Program (DMSP) satellite. The sensor's look angle wi_h respect to the
earth's surface is a constant of 53°.
A no rain or maybe rain decision test is carried out first. An
example is demonstrated for a summer tropical ocean background. If
either TB (37 GHz V) - TB (37 GHz H) < 25OK or TB (19 G_z H)>I90OK,
inversion for rain care estimate will be carried out. Th_ simulated
brightness temperatures as a function of rain rate for four different
channels are presented in Figure I. The scatter of the simulated data
is mainly due to surface variabilities (temperature and wind speed) at
lower rain rates and various cloud and ice cont-minations at higher
rain rates. The overall rms error of inversion is approximately
1.5 mm/hr.
Similar procedures are carried out for a mid-latitude land
background of spring and fall. If TB (37 V) < 270OK, inversion
=or the rain rate estimate will be carried out. The simulated
brightness temperatures as a function of rain rate are presented in
Figure 2. The scatter of the simulated data is greater than that for
an ocean background. The reasons are twofold. First, the land
. background is much warmer in the microwave range and thus produce more
relative noise in the data. Secondly, the mid-latitude region
(250 - 55° latitude) includes a wider range of climate variations
which results in different physical structures of the rain layers.
The overall rms error of inversion is close to 3 mm/hr.
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4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The results of this investigation show that it is feasible to map
surface rainfall rates using a multifrequency passive microwave
satellite sensor system. Over an ocean background, the rainfall
retrieval is more accurate due to the f_ct thet thermal emission from
rain is more pronounced against the radiometrically cold ocean
background. Over land background, higher frequency sensors are needed
in order to observe radlometric cooling due to the scattering effect
from precipitation-size droplets.
Many aspects of the remote sensing of rainfall using passive
microwave sensors still require further investigation. One example is
the model for rain layer thickness as a function of the rainfall rate
and climate region. _n this paper, the model was adopted from Crane
and Blood (1977); it is based on long-term etatistics which indicate
that the thickness of the rain layer (or the region of wet particles)
increases as mote intensive convective storms with higher rain rate
develops. However, there are also other controversial theories; for
example, Wilheit et al. (1977) assummed constant rain layer thickness
and Lovejoy and Austin (1980) defined an effective rain layer
thickness which decreases significantly with rainfall rate and becomes
much less than the height of the freezing level. Thus, detailed
studies of the physical structures of the rain layer at various rain
rates for different climates are urgently required since these
structures impact substantially on the response of microwave
radiometers.
Another problem arises because a typical satellite field of view
for microwve sensors can be larger than the rain cell size. Moreover,
there is usually only one antenna for the multi-channel radiometer
system which results in different ground resolutions for different
frequencies. Rosenkranz (1978) has a_tempted to use a space filter
technique to characterize the resulting remote sensing syste_t by an
impulse response matrix in ordering space or by a trandfer m_trix in
frequency space. Improvement of the sensor spatial resolution or the
use of higher frequencies can also be a solution to this partial
beamfill problem.
In addition to the physlcal rain model and the field of view
problems, the radiative transfer algorithm can also be a challenging
area eapecially at higher frequencies due to the more complex
scattering effects of rain droplets and the lack of data. The rms
inversion errors presented are only meant for mathematical consistency
and may not be true for the reel world because of the above problems.
Further research efforts should include both theoretical and
experimental prosrams in order to evaluate more completely the value
of radiometric techniques for the monitoring and mapping of rainfall
over both ocean and land surfaces.
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Figure 1, Simulated brightness temperatures at 19.35 GH7 CH),
22.235 GHz (V), 37 GHZ CV and H) for a look angle of 53 ° as a
function of rain rate over a tropical ocean background during
the summer.
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Figure 2, Simulated brightness temperatures at 37 GHZ (V)
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and 85,5 GH_- (V) for a look angle of 53° as a function of
C rain rate for a mid-latitude land background during the
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The Utilization of Satellite Passive
Microwave Sensors to Monitor
Synoptic Scale Rainfall
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1. Introduction
Consideringtoday'ssatellitetechnology, cyclones. The intensificationof tropical
the only reallstlcmethodof monitoringsynoptic cyclonesare relatedto the interactionof
scale (approximatetime _caleof 10 h and space convectlon-scalep-_"!oltatlonand the synoptic
scaleof I000 km) rainfall,particularlyover scaleflow field L _r,-evand Eliasen,1964).
water,is throughthe utlllzationof passive Withoutthe energyp_,;v._eJby latentheat
microwavesensorsflownon the polarorbiting release,tropicalcyc;ope_couldnot be
sate111tes.It has not been vigorouslydemon- maintainedand hurricanesand typhoonscoulo
stratedthatvlslbleand infraredsensorsflown not be generated. The observationof precipi-
on the polarorbitingsatellitescan be used to tationin tropicaldisturbancesis_herefore,
monitorra!,_fallfrommeasurementsof cloudtop of obviousimportance.
temperaturec'rbrightness.There is sometimes
ve_, littledtffere.,,ce betweenthe visibleand Latentheat releasein extratropicalstnrms
Inf_-_redsignaturesof preclpltatingand non- is not relatedso closelyto stormenergetics
Precipitatingclouds,partlcularlythe upperand as is the casewith tropicalsystems. Extra-
middletroposphericloudsproducingstratlfled tropicalcyclogeneslscan be modelled
rainfall. However,thereappearsto be more successfullyusinga dry modelatmosphere.
promisein usingthe infraredand visiblesensors Baroclinlcinstabilityis the principal
to monitorconvectiverainfallif the cloud mechanismof development.However,rapid
signaturesare measuredat a shorterinterval cyclogenesisand intensificationappearsto be
fromgeosynchronousatellites{Negriand Adler, relatedto the releaseof latentheat,which
1980;Scofieldand Oliver,IgTg;Griffithet el., enhancesthe upwardverticalmotionsand there-
1978)althoughthis techniqueagainfailsfor by acceleratesthe conversionof potentialto
stratiformrain. kineticenergy(Danard,I%4). Inaddition,if
adequatemoistureis available,the magnitude
To demonstratethe successof utilizing of the latentheat releasein the rain shieldof
passivemicrowavesensorsin monitoring an extrat.opicalstormshouldbe an indicator
synopticscale rainfall,two studieswill be of the intensityof the upwardverticalmotion
highlightedinwhich ElectricallyScanningMicro- and hence,also an indicatorof the energy
wave Radiometer(ESMR-5and 6) on board NirabusS conversionwhich leadsto intensification.
and 6 were employedusing a Langrangianframeof
referencefor the purposeof monitoringrainfall Estimatesof rainfallrate over oceanscan
andmonitoringandpredictingstormintensity.The be made with data fromNimbus5 Electrically
firststudysuggestsa methodof utilizingESMR-S ScanningMicrowaveRadiometer(ESHR-S). This
measurementsto quantlzerainfalloverwater instrumentis a passivemicrowaveradiometer
withintropicaland extratroplcalstorms and to measuringemittedradiationin the 19.35GHz
use thesemeasurementsto monitorand possibly (I.$5cm) regionwith a spatialresolution
predictstormintensity{Adlerand Rodgers,1975; of 25 km at nadir. A descriptionof the in-
Adlerand Rodgers,I977;and Rodgersand Adlor, strumentand a discussionof the relevant
1981). physicalrelationshipsare givenby Wllhelt
(1972). Overwater,the microwaveradiation
The secondstudy suggestsa methodof monitor- emittedby the earthand at_nosphere(expressed
- Ing the coverageand movementof synopticrainover in termsof brightnessten_)erature,T_) is
__ landby employingESMR-6(Rodgerset el., Ig7g). affectedprimarilyby the stateof the sea
surface,atmosphericwater vapor,and atmos-
- 2. ESMR-SStudy _erlc liquidwater. Llq,_Idwater,_n the fom
of drops of the size associated w_th r_tn, ts
- The r_lease of latent heat through condensa- the dominating factorin the variatio:, of T4
tionand precipitationis importantIn the over water.
• energettcs of both tropicaland extratroplcal
I_2_
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OF POOR QUALITy therainfall characteristics(e.g., L_c,ra_,_ f
a. Tropical Cyclones rates, height of the effective rain layer) are
similarappearsjustifiable.Therefore, an
i. Datapreparationand calculation empiricalrelationshipderivedfrom a data
,,method set takenundersimilarenvironmentalconditions
shouldbe valid for use In calculationsof
l Brightnesstempe,'ature-rainfallrate rainfallfor westernPacificOceandisturbances.
relationship
However,to estimaterain rate inwestern
Wilheltet al. (1977)derivedan E)R-5 TB Pacifictyphoonswhere the averagefreezing
rainfallrelationshipfor 1g.3$GHz usinga levelIs _5 km {Frank,1977;Bell and Kar-Sing,
radiativetransfer_odal. The modelassumesa 1973),the heightof the effectiverainlayer
Marshall-Palmerdrop sizedistributionand must be raised. Sincethereare no simultaneous
limitsthe verticalextentof the rainto the ESMR-5T_and radarmeasurementsof rain rate
heightof the 0OC isotherm(freezlnglevel inweste)'nPacifictyphoons,tho derived
height). A layerof 25 x I0-3g on-Z liquid empiricalrelationshipwas adjustedaccording
watercontent{LWC)is assumedfor 0.5 km to calculationsof WllhelCet al. (1977).
layerJust belowthe freezinglevel. A relative
humidityprofilelinearlydecreasingfrom I00$ Anotheradvantageof the amplrical
at the freezinglevelto 80% at the surfaceis approachis that it helpsalleviatethe field
used. U_elllng radianceis then calculated of view problem. The radar-estimatedrainfall
for variousrainfallratesand for various rate valueswere availablewith a much higher
freezinglevel;leights.The calculated horizontalresolutionthanthe ESMR-5data.
radiance,convertibleto T_ also containsthe Each satellitedata pointIs comparedto the
implicitassumtlon that f_om a satellitedata averagerainfallratewithinthe ()R-5 IFOV
p_rspective,the InstantaneousFieldnf View rathernthan assuminga constantrainfallrate
(IFOV)is filledwith rain at a constant over the aria as was done in the modelcalcu-
rainfallrate. The beam-fillingproblem,the latlons.
lackof Infor_wstlon amountof cloudLWC
and water vaporcontributeto errorsand o Methodof calculation
uncertaintiesin estimatingrainfallrate from
()R-5 TB values(Lovejoyand Austin,IgaO). Aftera sNll adjustment,to the (SMR-5TO
for scan angleand diurnalvariation(Adler
Preliminarycalculationsindicatedthat the and Rodgere,1977),the rain rate for each scan
totalstem rainfallcalculatedusingthe model- pointof each satellitepassconfinedto a
derivedrelationshipfor the appropriate circulararea of 444 km radiuscenteredat
freezinglevelheightsgave valdessystematl- the tropicalcyclonecanterof circulation,was
callytoo low inco_parlsonwith previous c_utad using the adjusteden_)Irlcalrelation-
studies using tn-sttu measurements. This was ship. The center of circulation was based on
true even for _fcases typhoons where the the microwave image and concurrent THIR image
scale of the precipitation was large enoughso and storm locatton from 1973_ 1974 and 1975
that the field of view problem were minimized Annual Typhoon I_mport. The center of ctrcula-
In order to avoid these problems, an eAq)irlcal tion is usually well deftned tn the microwave
relationship derived by con_)artng ESMR-5Ta data, particularly for more mature system.
values with radar°estimated ratnfall rat:s_was For disturbances and depressions, a center of
used. circulationIs less discerniblein the images
and usually not documentedin the Annual )
The ESMR-5Tn-radar comparisons were made Typho_,:Report. However, tt can be estimated
on June 20 and J(Ily 7, 1973, and June 24 and _rromthe curvature of the rain bands as
25, lg74, whendisturbed, with synoptic-scale observed from ESMR-5. No horizontal
rain,was occurringoff the Floridacoast. The variationof the temperatureand moisturepro-
rainratesin thesedisturbanceswe_ measured filesand the rain-layerdepthwas considered
by a calibrateddigitizedNationalWeather even for maturestormswhen substantial
Servic_WSR-57radarat Miami. The rain horizontalg_adlentsof thesepara_ters are
systemsobservedby the (SMR-$and the radar presentnear the center.
had Nny featuresin comon with the dlstur-
bancas and depressions observed in the Western The late, t neat release (LHR) over an area
Pacific. The average temereture (the is given by
average freezing level ts _4.5 lu,) and moisture
profiles for the ratn-co_)artson used were LHR• Lc _'Rda, (1)
quite statler to what Is found In the average J
western Pactftc disturbance or depression _A
(Gray et el., 1975). Although the freezing where o is the densl;y of the ratn (assu_d to
livel height is not a very good_asure of be equal to 1.0 x lOJ kg m-3), L the latent
rain-layer depth, especially tn convective heat of co,_densatton (2.5 x 106 J kg'1), da the
situations where ltqutd water droplets can tncrmntal area, and A the area of intagrattor,.
exist at t4Hq_QretureSat least as cold as -10 The integration ts performd over ctrcular
to -lS°C. it may be a good relattve measure of areas of redtt 111,222. 333 and 444 km f_
reln-li_yerdepthaveragedover a large area the centerof circulation.As previously
(suchas a tropicaldisturbanceor typhoon), mantloned,the-rainfallrateR was detemlned
Sincethe temperatureand moistureprofiles fromthe rainfallrateand ESMR-5Ta empirical
for the ESIdR-$Tm-redarccwmarisoncasesappear relationship.In additionto stom"LHR
similarto those'forwesternPacificdlstur- calculations,the radial
bence$and depressions,the assumtlon that
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distrlbutiOnSofrainfallcontributed°fainfallbyraterainandratesthe,5fractiOnmmh-I example,TyphoonPatsy(Octoberg, 1973),which
,,c_ a smallstorm1:hathad a m_xlmumsurface
thereaftercalledthe precipitationintensity w_nd up to40 m _z that correspondedwith LHRparameter(PIP)], are alsoexaminedin oT only 3.0 x 10 *iV.
referenceto tropicalcycloneintensity.
Adlerand Rodgers(1977)discussedsources It was shown fromcase Studies(Rodgers
and the possiblemagnitudeof the errors and Adler,198l)that the ESMR-6observations
affecting_he £SMR-5derivedrainfa]lpare- couldbe used tomonitortroPlcalcyclone
meters. Becauseof the sensitivityof the Intens*ficationpriorto the timewhen the
absolutevaluesof theserainfallparametersto tropicalcyclonewas firstnamed (storm
{)ossiblerrorsdue to the ESMR-5IFOV,scan stageor greaterwith maximumwinds>17 m s-l)
angle,ESMR-5Tn rainfallrate relatlonship, and sometimespriorto the aircraft-
selectionof raTndepthand ESMR-5calibration, reconnaissanceflights" To illustratethis
the en_)haslsin this paperis on relative further,Fig.2 shows the LHR valuefor each
changeswith timeand on spatialvariationsin tropicalcycloneobservationrelativeto the
the samestorm, timewhen the troplcalcyclonewas firstnamed.
The heavy line in the middlerepresentsthis
o Case Studydata referencetime and the negative(positive)
nun_)ersrepresentthe numberof day,.priortO
Therewere 71 E_R-5 observationsof 21 (after)the namingof the tropicalcyclone.
western end eastern North Pacific Ocean The dots represent tropical cyclone observe-
trOPicalcyclonesat differentstagesof tionswith maximumwinds <32 m s-I and the
developmentduring1973,1974and 1975. There trianglesrepresenttropicalcycloneobserve-
are 49 observationsof 18 westernPacific tlonswith maximumwinds greateror equalto
tropical cyclones and 22 observations of 3 32 m s-1. Ctrcles around triangles and dots
easternPacifictroplcalcyclones. No attempt indicatesmalltropicalcyclones. All tropical
was made to includeNo_tnAtlantictropical cyclonesoccurringprior to the time that
cyclones due to the lack of ESMR-Sobservations the tropical cyclone was first named, of
causedby a sate111teinterrogtlon problem course,are less thanstorm stage. The
over the AtlanticOceanand the smallnunW_er solid11ne is a quadraticfit to the data
of tropicalcyclonesdurl,ngthe yearsESMR-5 givenby
was operating. The samoanof ESHR-5observa-
tionsof the westernPacificOceantropical LHR • I. 8947*-0.00086 h +0.00018h2 (2)cyclones tn thisstudywas restrictedto an
area located between the equator and 25ONand
east of 125°E. This eliminatedstor_ whlch whereLHR Is latentheat releaseIn lOlaWand
had recurvedor crossed_he PhilippineIslands. h is hoursbeginningat day -5 and continuing
Over boththe easternand westernPacific consecutivelyto day +5. The correlation
Oceans,a restrictionwas made on the widthof coefficientiS 0.73with an averigeerror
the ESMR-5swaththatwas used in each obser- estimatein the LHR of 2.08 x lO'_g.
vatlon. As previouslymentioned,onlystorms
that fellwithin40o of nadir (_,2000km ground The fittedcurve in Fig. 2 suggeststhat
swath)were used. This allowedsome storm the increasein the stormLHR beginsone to
observationsto be lostbetweenswaths. Since two days prior to the time the stormis named.
ESMR-5was operationalonly partof the time Thls indicatesthat the increase fn LHR may
betweenDecember1972an_ January1975and precedetropicalcycloneintensification.After
becasueof the narrowswathand imposedgeo- the tropicalcyclonebeco_s named,LHR is
graphicrestriction,only71 [SI_R-5tt_Dical seen tO continueto increasewith timeeven
cyclone observations were available for thts though there are a few observations (someof
study, which are /SMR-5observationsof small troplcal
cyclones)that indicatelow LHR values.
ti. Results Therefore,It ts suggested from thlS sample of
western Pacifictropicalcyclones that ESMR-5
o LHR derived LHRobservations can be used to _elp
detect tropical cyclone intensification 1-2
Fig.l, whichshowsthe relationbetween days priorto stormstage. This information
IntJnslty[maximumwinds (m s-l)]andLHR for could,therefore,supplementinformation
t circulararea 444 km in radius,indicates obtainedfromcurrentaircraftreconnaissance
a positlvecorrelation.The crossmarksdepict flight_.
tropicaldlsturbancmswlth theirintensity
arbitrarllyplottedat I0 m s"I. Circled o PIP end RadialDistributionof Rainfall
crossesand clotsdepictsmallstormsas reported
in the AnnualTyphoonReports. All values Flg, 3 (sameformat as Fig. I)o which
are calculatldbasedon thl S k,_fi'eezlnglevel Sh_S the relationbetweenstormintensityand
_ rllatlonship.THereis a largescatterIn the PIP valueindicatesa similarposltfve,but
dligrims,but thereIs stillan obvious a poorercorrelationthan that inFig. I. The
-:, corre1_tlonbetweenstormIntenaltjand store linearcorrelationcoefficientwas 0.52 with
-" LHR. .,;e ltmlar cor_llatton coefficient was an average e[ror esttNte in the maxi_ wind0.71with an averageerrorestimatein the of 12.2m s" . The F ratiotest determined
ma_Im_mwind of I0.Im S"m. Th¢ F ritlotest thisrelationshipalso to be significantat
dmtermlnedthisrelationshipto be significant the I% level. For weak system (whose
at the I% level. Ambiguousresultsoccur, strengthIs less thanor e(lualto a depression)
hmwever,whenobserving small siam. For the PiP average is "v0.24 even though there are
four values >0.35. Thts indicates that the
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rain in the weak and develop_n 9 storm 1_ possible errors, emphasis will be on relative
primarily 11ght (rain rates _S mm h-l). This changes. One of the largest source of errors
does not rule out small, intense Showers, but in this study Is that caused by the selection
means that on the scale of the IFOV of ESMR-5 of the rain depth. Because of the v_-lable
(_625 kmZ )relatively light raln prevails. For freezing level w_thin an extratroplcal system,
troplcal cyclones at stronger intensities, the the aboslute value o? ralnfa11 estimates may
PIP increases from an average of 0.33 at storm be more questionable than in the tropicaI
stage to an average of 0.39 at typhoon stage cyclone study. What is needed to resolve th_S
(this includes Super Typhoon Nora). Thus, as problem is independent temperature profile data
the storms intensify, more of the LHR is within the storm as possibly measured from a
being contributed by rainfall rates ,5 mm h-l. mlcrowave sounder.
Typhoon Patsy (October g, 1973), the "small"
typhoon in Fig. 3 has a PIP value of only 0.16 o Case Study
along with a low value of storm LHR.
Observations at seven times were obtained
The variation of rainfall intensity with from September 6-10, 1974. A freezing level
storm intensity is also shown fn Fig. 4. This height of 4 km was _ssumed based on coastal
diagram shows the distribution of volume rain radiosondes and National Heteorologlcal Center
rate per unlt raln rate (unlts In terms of area) (NMC) analyses over the North Atlantic Or.an.
as a function of rain rate for the composite The LHR is calculatedover the area of raln In
tropical cyclone at four different stages of the ctorm's raln shleld, exlcudlng precipitation
deve)op_nt. The numbers within the parenthe- along the trallJng cold front.
sos indicate the number of ESMR-5 observatto.s.
This parameter Js computed for a clrcular area The extratropJcal cyclone case involved
of 444 km distance from the center of clrcu- cyclogenesJs just off the eastern coast of
lation. The area under the curve is the volume NorthAmerica.Twoof the observations show
raln rate In the stor_n,which ts proportional a portion of the raln areas touching the coast.
to LHR. It Is seen that as the composite Surface observations also indicate raln along
tropical cyclone IntensJfles, the area under the coast. Using the surface observations and
the curve grows, indicating rising LHR, and the ESMR-5 data, the raln?a11 rate distribution
there Is also a greater relatlv_ contribution over the land was approximated and Included In
to LHR from raln rates >S mm h" the LHR calculation. These two calculations
will be identified In the presentation of the
Fig. S, which shows the radial distribu- results.
tlon of rain rate for the composite tropical
cyclone at different stages of development, It. Results
illustrates the increase of raln rate wlth
intensiflcatlon (the numbers within the The storm began to develop or,September
parentheses given the number of ESHR-S 7, 1974, Just off New Jersey. During the sub-
observations). It is seen that as a troplcal sequent three days, it moved east-northeastward
cyclone Intenslfles, the ratn rate at all across the Atlantlc Ocean intensifying to a
distances from the center of clrculatlon central pressure of 973 mb, and then weakenlng.
increases. At a radial distance of _80-100 The calculated LHR magnitudes are sho_n in
km from the center of circulation, there Is Ftg. 6 along with the central low pre,,ure of
a maxlmum in rain rate for all stages. There the Storm as an indicator of storm intensity.
Is no indication from these curves that the In Fig. 6, the LHR values are those whtch result
maximum rain rate moves toward the center fr_ the integration over the entlre raln
wlth Increash_g intensity. H_wever, the shleld, The bwo occasions when a portion of
contraction of the raln maximum toward the the raln shleld was over land, so that the
center is weakly observed In the mean ralnfa11 rlte there had to be approxlmated,are
fractional amount of LHR within 222 k_. Shown as circled data points In the dlag,'ams.
This parameter increases from 0.44 et de-
pression stage tO 0.$I at storm _tage to The LHR calculatlor.-are for the area of
?tnally 0.53 at typhoon staGR.. A decrease steady ratn in the storm's ratn shield,
was noted as the mean troptctl cyclone generally located to the northeast, north and
de,eloped from dlstu_Ince (0.47) to hOttest of the storm center. Pr_Ipltatlon
_ep_ssfon (0.44), w_ich _ly be due to the along the trailing cold front is not included.
dlfflculty _n locating the center of cir- In general, the dividing point between cold
culatlon at disturbance stage, front raln and raln shleld precipitation Is
lastly defined in this case. The one excep-
b, [xtratroptcal Cyclones ttonts the last observation, at 12 _qTSepte_er 10. At thts point, the storm was
i. Data preparatlon and calculation very occluded and there were two main areas
of rain. |,_cludtng both areas _n the calcu-
o Brightness tmr|turt-ra_hfall litton results tn the point connected by the
- rate Mllettonshtp solid Itne |n Fig. B. Zf the computation is
perfom_l wtth Just the northernomotst e_a,
In thts study, the LHR was calculated the potnt connected by the dotted line
using the sa,Re method as that used for the results.
t_optcal cyclone study. However, retrial1 rite The ftrst closed isobar (denoting cyclone
was obtained from the E_R*S Tm by ustng the fom_tlon) tS found on the 18 _ Septe_er 7
. radiative transfer model descrTbed by WilheLt
et el, (1977). Again, It must be emphasized surface map, Intensification of the low
that because of the sensitivity of the abso- followed shortly. Before this for_ttofl and
lute values of the rltnfall estt_te to Intensification, the LNR shows an increase of
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over SOl;.Althoughtwo of the p_intsupon
, whichthisobservationIs basedare theones obllquelyviewed37 GHz radiationemittedby
which includethe estimatedland precipitation, wet soil surfacesis polarized(Tv,Th),
the changeis largeenoughand the land whereasradiationemanatingfrom dry landor
contribution_mallenoughthat the observation heavyrainfallareasisessentiallyunpolarized
of the increaseis stillvalid. This implies, (Tv_Th). Moreover.Tm's upwelllngfromdry
at leastin thlscase,that an increaseIn landareasare dlstlng(llShablyhigherthan
LHRprecedes cyclogenests. This is reasonable those from het.vy rainfall areas or wet land
if thereis adequatemoistureavailable. The surfaces. H_.nce,accordingto thesetheoreti-
energyfor developmentis dependenton cal conclusionsrainfallover landcan be at
vertical motions, and the release of condensa- least qualitatively delineated and, therefore,
tlon heatingenhancesthe upwardvertical its Co,eragear.dmovemanf_an be monitored
motionand, therefore,shouldlead to irrespectlveof the land _jckgroundby emoloy-
intensiflc_tlon(Danard,Ig6_41. Ing 37 GHI ,_easurementsfrom the E)R on board
Nimbu._-6.Quantlatlven_asur_nt of rainfall
The maximumLHR tookplaceon September8, over land,usinga 37 GHz radlo_ter, however,
precedingthe periodof most rapidpressure appq.,arslesspromising.
decrease. The store's lowest pressure was
then recorded 24 hours later. Therefore, the It is the purpose of this study to sub-
decreasein LHR ,ccurredbeforethe decreasein _tantlatethe aboveconclusionsand to arrive
atom intensity.Thus in thiscase,there at an algorithmfor the detectionof rainover
appears to be a tendency for changes in LHR land by statistically analyzing £SMR-6data.
to precede tee changes in storm intensity. This statistical analysis wtll be performed by
firstsam,lingthreecategoriesof ES/iR-6
Ftg. 7 shows the area of precipltatlnn TB'S (re,resentlngrainover land.wet landduringthe llfecycleof the storm. This surfaceswithoutrainand dry land surfaces),
parameteralso shOwsthe initialincrease and thentestingthesepopulatlonsfor unlquene_s
the laterdecrease. The maximum_rea is found and separability,and finallydevelopinga
to occurat 03 O_aTSepten_)erg, althoughthe classificationalgorithmto delineaterain
observationimmediatelyprecedingIs almostas over land.
large. This is in contrastto the LHR in
Fig. 6, which ned a sharp peak on September 8. a. The ESI_-6 System
The difference ts in the man rainfall rat_.
The E_IR-6 system flown aboard Nimbus-6
The maxlnv_averagerainfallratecoincides (Wilhelt,1975)receivesthe thermalradiation
with Be maxlnmumLHR in Fig. 6, For the upweillngfrom the earth'ssurfaceand at_s-
integrationover the @ntlreralnshield,the phereIn a iSO MHz band centeredat 37 GHz.
mxin,_ is2.4 m hr-_, Over the ilmjtedarea The antennabeam scanselectricallyan arc of
of _xlmum rainfall,it Is 4.1 nn hr-m. These 70u in 71 stepsaheadof the spacecraftalong
are reasonablevaluesan_ c_._oarewith those a conicalsurfacewith a constantearth Incl-
of Oat;_,_1(Ig64). danceangleof 40o every).3 s. The nominal
resolutionis IO ioncrosstrackand 45 km
It Is Intereftingto note thatcyclogenesis dovmtreck. The Instrumnt_asure$ both
occurredwith the precipitationareaexpanding, horizontaland vertical$>olarlzationco,nponents
but the moan ralnfal)rate holdconstant, by usingt_ separateradlo,nltrlcchannels.
Then as the area continued to enla_eo the _ data are calibrated using warm (instrument ,
ralnfallratealsowent up, producingthe and)lent)and cold (cosmicbackground)inputs
mximum LHR. The decreaseinLHR occurredwith to the radlo_ter.
loweringvaluesof both paran_.ters.
The T_,as observed from the satellite,is
3. [SHR-6 Study dependeflt (_ponthe emission from the earth's
surface modified by the intervening atmosphere.
Savageand Weinman(1975) and Savage The emissivity, a function of the dielectric
et el. (1976) de_,nstratedtheoreticallythat constant,is variable over land surfaces
a 37.0G#(Z(the frequencyat whichthe Nlmus- (depvndlngon vegetation,soil type,solid
6 (gqi_sensor_asures up,welllngradiance)the moisture,etc.)and generallyis large
scatteringby hydromteors Isstrongenough (-.O.g).In rain situations,threecon*tituents
to providea qualitativeestimateof raln contributesignficvntlyto the absorption:
coverageover land. F_rthermore,Welrmlnrind molecularoxygen,water v¢C_rand liquidwater
Guetter(Ig@7)demnstrated fr_ i theoretical droplets. Waterdropletscontributemore
coastdera_lon that the Ul_welli_gradiation significantlyto absorptionand rmittance
at 37.0GHz imr)Ing from ralncloudswas than the otherconstit_ntsand are the only
essentiallyunpolarlzedand, therefore,was In sourceof scatteringat this frequency. Ice
Contrastwith the radiation_natlng from crystalsarc essentiallytransparentat :his
wet surface background. According to the frequency.
elect_gnettc theory, if the emissivity
_ of a surface is reduced *d IflCree,.tng its b. Oata Sa_pltng
dteleatrlc co,stint (as by adding moisture),
then the large emissivityw111 be highly Sl,_J|tane_usgroundstationand radar
polarized when the surface ts viewed obliquely, masu_ments of rain and (S/¢R-6 Tawre ncH_ded
in order to develop an algorithm_hich
Thus, the sumand substance of these classified a given ESHR-6IFOV as rain over
' theoretical investigations is that th_ land, dry land surface or wet lind surface.
(19ha_ytimo sy_ptIc-sca|erainfall cases
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over the southeasternUnitedStateswere Sincethe surfaceemissionis givenby r
usedwheresurfaceralnratedata takenfrom eTs,where e is the surfaceemissivityand Ts
stationsreportinghourlyrainfallamountsand is the surfacethermodynamictemperature,
from the WSR-57radarcoincidedwith Nlm/ous-6 thereis an influenceof Ts on [SMR-Gmeasured
overpassto within5 mln. The surface dry land surfaceTB. A decreaseIn Ts results
te_rature In each of thesecaseswas not In e decreaseIn TR f_omdry grounnand
less than 5o0. Ratn areas were s4mPledwithin consequently, the T_ contrast between dry land
areas delineated as rain by etthe_che ViSR-S7 surfaces and rain oUer land wtll also decrease.
radar (rainrates ,2.5 mmh-l) and/orthe
stationsreportlng_ourlyralrlfallamounts. The Chl-squaretestshowedthat the
The datesand timeof the occurrenceof these E_-6 data fromeach populationwere normally
cases are given in Table 1. Wet land surfaces distributed and the F test showed that the
were S_1_ upwindand adjacentto the rain- populationswere statisticallydistinguishable
cellsobservedon the _R-57 radar,and dry land fromone another(_d)n et if., 197g).
surfaceswere sampledover .ramsmere rain Hmwever,tho F testsho,ved that the difference
had not fallenwithina 24 h period,previous betweenrainfallover land and wet land
to the Ntmpus-6 pass. surface TRS is smaller than those of the
othe_ bwo'palrs. This indicatesthat it will
c. StatisticalAnalysis be more difficultto distinguishan area of
rain over land from wet lindsurfaces.
Irlmntary statlstlcsof the tot_1s_led
data (ESMR-6measurmlnts where surface b. Classification Algorithm
ther_)dvnamtc temperatures were greater than
S°C) 4_ pre!ented tn Table 2. The table gives Since the populations were found to be
for _ch category the sample stze, the meanand statistically dtsttngutshaole and satisfied.
standarddeviationof the horlzonU11yand the C_iusslanfrequencydlstrlbutl_n,the
vcrtlcallypolarizedTm, and the correlation Bayesianclassificationtechniquewas consider-
and the mean dlfferenclbetweenhorizontally ed with the purposeof developingan efflcent
and vertically polarized Tas. These data are and effective classification algorithm to
also shownas a scatterp1_t in Flg.8. In detectand dellnee_ activeralnfallover
thisfigure,the C representsthe mean of the land froedry and wet land surfaces.
_pulatlon and ee_ frequencyconcentration
ellipse encompasses68% (one standard deviation) The kyeslan classifier ts a Gaussian
of the datawithin the populatlon.The parmtrlc _xlmuM llkellh_d quedratlc
ellipsesrevealthe extontof scatteringof classifier._Ich requiresthe knowledgeof
data fromeach population,the correlation the e prioriprobabilitiesfor the occurrence
betweent_ dual polarizationTMs iT, and T) of each class(_a and Hart.1973;Fu
withineach ,ccentriciUo_he illllp_e)oan( et el.. 196g). Itminimizesthe avere0eloss
the extentof overlapemng the populations, due to irisclasslficatlon_lle assumingthat
The threeconcurrentlinesdra_ in this each misclasslflcetionisequallycostly.
figureare the Fisher(Ig38)lineardlscriml-
nant lines,_tch separate_-by-t_vo,the The Bayesian algorithmsalso has the
rainover land area (SR),the dry landsurface capabilityto classifyat a givenconfidence
(Sn).and the Wet landsurface(S,)populations level.
relSresen_by the Tg pairs (TH. Tv).
Thts Ix;-¢am llkelih_ decision rule
It can be seen fr_ Fig. 8 and Table 2 selects one class frm a set of predetemtned
that Tmsfr_ ritn areas over land are colder classes to which a ptxel represented by
than tJ(oseTBs froa dry land surface are,s, x_(Tu, T) most likely belongs. The assoclat-
Further, the difference between the man ed cUnft(lence value measures the distance in
horizontally and vertically polarized T s
froe ratn ames over lend (6.45 K) is _ch probabltsttc term of x from the man pointof the selectod class. The hypothesis that
smaller than that for Wet lind surfaces (16.81 e plxel actually belongs to a selected class
K). Thts ts tn accordance with theoretical ly be accepted or rejected based on this
findings that microwave radiation emerging confidence value. If the confidence value
from hydrometoorsIs essentiallyunpolarlzed Is gr_a_r rJ_41na predete_ned value,the
(Wei,Nn 4rod_et_r, 1977)._reas redlition hypothesl_is _cceptedand the pixelis
eNnatlng fro_wet land surfacesis l_larlzed, put in the selectodclass;otJ_mr_ise,the
It Is also seen f_ Fig.8 thatthe largest hypothesisis rejectodand the plxel Is put
overlapoccursi_,tweenthe data obtainedfrom in the unknc_mclass. _ pro4_lem,of course.
rilnfillareas• i wet lindsurfaces. The is to assi_ the apo_priate valuesfor
reasonfor till s thats_tlmes In s_llng thresheldl_the confidencevaluepirate.".
rainover land,the total,L_w_llingradiance
received by the radiomter containsI direct e. Algorlth-,Evaluation
surface contribution. This may occur _hen
- an IFOVof the [_-6 moesu_nt is p_irtially A casenot p_vi_sly used in s_llng
filledwlth mderate to heavyralnor _ it was testedto verifyqualitativelythe
" is c_letoly filledwith lift riln (back- performanceof the _yeslan clas_ificetlon
gm_d beingWet lind surface). _ns_tly. algorithm. This case consistedof a synptlc-
the Tes for each catogo_ art s_at similar, scalerlln patten_over the southe,_stern
thus p_cing the overlaphet_,eenrainover _ited Stltis(bpt_r 14, 1976),_ich was
lind and wet lind surface classes, observed by the [Salt-6 sensor_(surt'¢ce
thermdp,dmtc tmratu_r-'- ).1sue). Fi_. 0 she_'i
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the rainfall area delineated by the WSR-5; Septeni)er 13, 1976) where surfdce t_ermodynamic
radars and hourly rainfall reporting stations, ten_eratures were >150¢ and there was no
The approximate time of the radar PP[ lmages synoptic-scale ralnfa'J Almost all ptxels
was 1630 Cwm4"T(within 5 rain of the Ntmbus-6 were classified by the algorithm as ra_ over
piss). The reporting ttn_s of the hourly land. An examination of the [SMRo6 vertically
precipitation amounts were 1500, 16OO and _700 polarized TBS showed that the temperatures were
C_4T. The shaded area wlchln the WSR-57 radar below 0oc. Since calibration o,"the nighttime
PP! range (23Z Ju_.)is rainfall area wlth raln data is petter than that of daytime data
rates >2.5 mm h-l. The radars were located at (Wllhelt, 1978), this anoma'y may be
_ycross and Macon, Georgia; Charleston, South attrlbuted to the changes in the surface
Carolina; and Wllmlngton and Cape Hatteras, emlsslvlty caused by the presence of "Jewon
: North Carollna. C.urfacestation data (present the vegetation. The 0600 C_qTNational Weather
weather, temperatures, cloud type and amOunt, Service map indicated that the conditions were
precipitation mount In 3 hours, and wlnd ideal for the fonnatlon of dew. A large
velocity and direction) were taken it 1800 GMT anticyclone centered over Virginia produced
Hourly ratnfa11 Is also sho_m. (See model clear skies, winds less tham 5 kt and dew
tn F:g. g). point temperature differences of less than
3°C over the majority of the reporting stations
The Bayesian (701& confidence) classtfica- in the SOUtheast United States. Therefore,
tlon maps are seen In rtg. lO. Areas of the classtflu, Clon algorithm trained by data
clouds most 11kely ,_roduclngraln are dellneated sampled from Nlmbus-6 daytlme passes can be
by the NtnW)us-6 THIR 11.5 _m channel where en_loyed only when dew ts absent.
equivalent blackbody temperatures T--',270 K
(Shenk et al., 1976). Rain areas IR_t_e 4. Conclusions
absence of rain producing clouds are considered
misclass_ftcattons. Regtons only covered by Constckertng the ltmtatton, of the passtve
clusters of contiguous ptxels classified into microwave sensors to observe rain, It has been
a stngle individual class are shown, since the demonstrated that t_ ts POSSt_'e to monitor
probability of mtsclassifylng clusters Is nJch synoptic scale rainfall over '_ ,,_d and water and
less than that of a single plxel, to quantlze rainfall over wate- in order to
monitor and predict the lntenslty changes of
It is seen by comparing the Bayesian tropical and extratroplcal systems, however,
classification map at 70% confidence level wlth the advent of satellite flown _,Itlfre-
(Fig. (0) with the map delineating observed quency passive microwave sensor that h_d just
rain (Fig. g) that they agree well. No attempt been launched, such ms the NinW_us-7Scanning
was made to verify wet land surfaces. Multifrequency Microwave Radlonwter (_MR) or
that may be launched _urlng the IgBO's that
The Nln d(screpancles found between the have improved IFOV, such as the large Antenna
[SMR-6 observed t,infill and ground observed Multlfrequnncy Microwave Radlo_eter (LfelR)
rainfall is seen over North Caro;tna and or possibly the Advanced Microwave Moisture
southtwestem Georgia. T_e rainfall Indicated Sounder (AMHS), these limitations may be
by E_R-6 over North Car_ltna Ny be suspended greatly reduced.
ltqutd wite" in. the clouds and/or vtrga ahead
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THE [}_P MICR(X'JAVEIMAGEI_(SSt.iI I.-UNFINISHED PLANS
_dzoJ_d C. Saree
I1230 Ke.tV:uchy Rd
PapigJ__on, _JE6S133
rototype, operational software, documenta-
l. INTRODUCTION tion, and options for production of three
flight units. In defining the hardware and
A microwave imaging sensor, the SSMI, is software parameters of the SSMI system.
being built for flight on spacecraft of the Hughes and ERT modelled a large number of
Defense Heteorological Satellite Program (I)/4SP) simulations of precipitation, wlnd-roughened
in the mid 1980s. Although both Fleet ocean surfaces, ocean ice, and surface mois-
Numerical Oceanography Center (FNOC) and AF ture variations, as well as combinations of
Global Veather Central (AFGWC)have software tO these (rain over wind-roughened ocean, clouds
process data from the SSMI into products useful over wet ground, etc). From this simulation
to their operations, no plans have been made to data base came a better specification of the
archive data or products for research programs, required signal-to-noise ratio, spatial resolu-
such as the Climate Observing System and the tion, choices of frequency and polarization,
National Climate Program. This paper, for the calibration accuracy, and so forth. Fortunate-
NASAworkshop on Precipitation Neasurements ly, the phenomenology of some of the environ-
from Space, is intended to summarize the mental parameters (ocean wind speeds, ice
existing major el e_mnts of the $SMI prOgram as cover, precipitation over ocean) was reasonably
background for planning an archival program understood from the literature on previous
useful for climate research, experiments. The contractor was encouraged to
use the results from NASA's E;ectrically
2. REQUIREMENTS Scanned Hicrowave Radiometers (EStIRs, NINBUS 5
and 6), microwave sounders (NEHS, SCAI_S), and
During 1578, scientists of the U.S. Navy other microwave instruments (e.g., SMMR) in
and U.S. Air Force, working through USAF's defining the system and its software algo-
Space Division, Los Angeles, specified per- rithms. Some parameters necessarily were based
formance requirements for an imaging micro- to a greater extent on theoretical modelling
wave sensor (the SSHI), to fly on spacecraft (e.g., precipitation). However, the process of
of the Defense Neteorological Satellite specifying the desired result rather than the
Program (0HSP). The requirements were fom- engineering details :s believed, in retrospect,
ulated with the intent of allowing offerors to to have been a good ane. The environmental
propose the best system to meet operational parameters to be derived from the SSHI are
agency needs for cloud and rainfall maps, sea tabulated in Table I.
ice charts, ocean wind charts, and land sur-
face moisture. A software system to process Because no one could guarantee in advance
satellite data bits into radiances (Sensor the complete acc_lracy of all the extraction
Data Records, SDRs) and environmental data algorithms, given the assumptions necessarily
records (EDRs) at Fleet Numerical involved in the _modelling, the con-
Oceanographic Center (FNOC) and AF Global tractor and subcontractor agreed to provide
Ideather Central (AFGWC)was also called for. software to verify the EDRs produced by the
The system was, necessarily, subject to some SSMI system, based on data sources routinely
restrictions of weight, power, volume, data available in the FNOCand AFGWCdata bases.
rate, and so forth imposed by the sp_lcecraft Such data is, of course, overwhelmingly of a
interface and the ground software interface, synoptic nature; the Opportunity to verify the
A contract was signed with Hughes Aircraft algorithms on the basis of data from research
Company in July 1979. Hughes had engaged sources was not contemplated. In the absence
a subcontractor for _ddltional expertise in of synoptic reports of m_lny parameters, verifi-
modelling the radiative signatures of the cation must depend on climatology. As a
phenomena of interest, ERT Inc. The contract result of verification, the numerical values
called for development of a refurbishable
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TASLE 1. S._'tZ ENVIRONtIE_[TALPA_.A/IFTEP,S
PARNIETER ABSOLUTEACCURACV RANGE _ESCLUTZC_
Ocean S_c_ace _nd Speed t 2 m/6 3 - 25 25 _m
Sea Ice
_ea Coue_¢d _ 12% 0 - 100 25 PJ_
?c_ F_J_t _e_,mu_Ccye¢_ I, 2+ 50 kme Locct_on _IA NA 25
P_eci.p_ction Z_e_Cy
Ocean t 5 re ha 0 - 25 25 _
La_d t 5 tin 0 - 25 12.5 hm
Cot.umneatWoXe,_Co_e_
R_n t 2 kg /m_ 0 - 6 25 _
CJLoud tO.1 hg/m_ 0 - I 25
Set,ace _o.c6¢u_e t 3 t 0 - 30 50 /u_
NoCe:ctoad ,oaZe_¢o_eJ_ oue_ t._d _uJtface_ _ "bea_ e_o_'* o_.
in the algorithm equations may _e updated, at Not all the chosen alternatives were, in
the will of the operating agency (FNOC, AFGWC). isolation, the preferred ones. The most conP
Note that the contractor and subcontractor were pelling spacecraft constraint was to use
not obligated to eerform verification or up- effectively a volume on the anti-earth side
date; they were, rather, asked to provide a where I free space external calibration could
tool to permit verification. The tool is be obtained. This requires • deployment into
unlikely to be used often by the operating the scanning position post-launch, after the
agencies beyond the demands of operational heat shields are jettisoned. It also requires
necessity, since research is not thetr input/output of power, signals, telemetry, and
charter. The tool is, however, available for so forth through slip rings These are ele-
those of the research co_uni_y who wish to mints of danger, though careful design can
use it. It is considered • yew valuable part minimize the risk of failure The deploymeot,
of the S_l system. A further discussion of f,o_ever, permits • 2_ by 26 inch (61 by b6 cm)
the verification/update part of the system is antenna rotating in fixed alignment with its
given in section _ of this paper, and in the feed horn, with a hot and a cold (space look)
INIper of Or. H. K. Burke, "Retrieval of Rain calibration during each scan. The scan
Utilizing Satellite Microwave Radiometry pattern is conical, with • local zenith angle
Techniques and Its Verification." of 53" (_5" cone angle), as were the NIMBUS 6
3. HARDMARE ESMRand the 5lCqR. The choice of the conical
scan for both constant footprint size (circu-
All SS#_Ihardware (and som_ software) Is lar at 85 and 37 GHz, elliptical at 22 and
the result of s combination of tradeoffs. In 19 GHz)and preservation of polarization infor-
the SSMI, the following alternatives were con- marion in the signal was both the preferable
sidered (the first of the pair is the chosen and the chosen alternative. The conical scan
alternative): radiometer type (total power/ does, however, limit the data swath width to
Dlcka swlt'ched), resolution (radlomotric/ I_00 km--approximately half the width required
spatial), ground processin_ (simple, fast, for contiguity betwe_n orbits at the equator.
IIn_Nlr/comolex, nonlllnear), antenna-feed con- Accordingly there will be gaps between orbits.
figuration (fixed/variable), calibration
(external/internal), spacecraft mounting Extensive modelling by contractor and sub-
(deployment/fixed), spectral channels (as fw contractor, in response to the parameter
as required/el many as possible), earth Iota- accuracy requirements, led to the following
lion algorithms (polynomial fit to a fe_ choice of data channels: I_.]_ GHz, vertical
mapped points/map all pixals), scan pattern and horizontal polarization (V,M); 22.2_5 GHz
(conical/planar). (V only); 37.0 GHz (V,H); and 8S.5 GHz (V,H).
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The first five channels are, of course, based The reader may observe from Table 2 that
on the merit of commonality with previous the 85 GHz channels are used only in the esti-
satellite and aircraft instruments, as well as mate of parameters over land. Accuracy specifi-
their own merits. The two 85.5 GFlZchannels cations for parameters over OCean can be met by
will provide the first spaceborne observations the use of the lOWer frequency channels. This
in the spectrum beyond the 50-60 GHz 02 absorp- greatly increases the speed of processing over
tion band. They are expected to provide both ocean surfaces, since the 85 GHz pixelS repre-
increased spatial resolution and the increased sent approximately 60_; of the data. (One scan
sensitivity to radiation scattering which per- consists of 64 22 GHz pixels, 128 19 GHz pixels,
mits quantitative estimates of precipitation 128 .37 GHz pixels, and 256 85 GHz pixels. The
over high emissivity surface,;. Though not next scan consists only of 256 85 GHz pixels.
quite at the minimum absorption frequency near Thus 85 GHz data comprises 512 pixels out of
95 GHz, they are close enough for practical 832 in each pair of scans.)
purposes. The combination of f.*equency (wave-
length), antenna size, zenith angle, and signal The $SMI will fly with the normal DMSP
integration time leads to the following set of configuration, that is, a sun-synchronous 833
effective fields-of-view (km): 69 x 44, 60 x 40, km circular orbit with a local sun time near
36 x 29, and 16 x 1_. Although better spatial sunrlse/sunset or near noon/midnight. The
resolution would have been possible, it was instrument c_plement will include a visible
slightly degraded for the sake of better s!gnal- (O. b, - I.l_dm) and thermal infrared (10.5 -
to-noise performance. 12.5_m) imager, as well as a sounder. The
A mQjor constraint, affecting both hardWare infrared sounder (5SH) is similar to the VTPR,
: and software, was a requirement to process I00 with the addition of channels in the 18-30_m
minutes of satellite data (one orbit) in IOO water vapor band. The microwave sounder ($5MT)
seconds of centr, I arithmetic unit (CAU) time has channels centered at 50.5, 53.2, 54.35,
on an AFGWCUNIVAC Itlo co_puter. This demanded 54.q, 58.4, 58.825, and 59._ GHz. Either the
simple, fast algorithms for both preprocessing 55H or the S_w_lTmay be flown with a given SSMI,
and parameter extraction. Earth location of but not both.
picture elements (pixels), for example, is
based on fitting a LaP-range polynomial tO four _. SOFTWARE
mapped pi_.el points. This is • part of the
system in which those who can afford the The SSMI software is organized into four
resources required can make Improvements in the major parts. For our purposes, In describing
data for research purposeS. (The LaGrange poly- them, we nwiy refer to them as SDP, EFE, VER, and
nomlal method is still expected to provide UPD.
location accuracy better than half a pixel.)
Likewise, parameter extraction is bf matrix In the process of producing sensor data
multiplication, uslng only the channels required records from the raw bit stream, the SDP soft-
to meet accuracy specifications. The channel/ ware does Five things. The first is to unpack
algorithm summary is shown in Table 2.
TABLE 2. CH_J_!EL USE $Ut_ARV
ChoJ_ct_ I q Z2 31 S5
Po.eco,mct ¢_.6 V H V V H V H ,
Oce._t Su_,,ce Wind $pe.e.d X -X X X
S_z Ice Condd_o_
Conce_J_on X X X
Age x
Edge. Lo¢=._on 2 Dime.n_ion_ S(,_t_
P_ee,Lp_=ution 1.1ot_i2_
0c¢oa_ X x X X
L_u_d X X X X
Co_c_mnoJcWoXeJCConZcv_
RcLn
Oce._n X X X X
Lo.nd X X X X
C_oc_d
- Oct.o_ X x x x
. Lcznd X X X X
-. Scuc_cccePIow_.ux¢ X X
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and decode the readout _nFormat_on (orbt( number,
time, spacecraft ,dent_?ier, etc), ephemer_ In day to da_ operations with satellite
,nformat_on, and the raw Sensor dEta. The next data, it is necessary to detect changes in sys-
is to calibrate the raw data, converting the tam perfor_nce, due tO sensor degradation, to
vOltage samp)es to brightness temperatures The catastrophic changes in sensor respOnse, to
brightness temperatures are next earth located, noise introduced by, for example, tape recorders
then tagged with a surface type indicator Th_s or transmitters, and, not least, to software
surface type indicator is useful in determining errors _nrroduced by the ground processing
the parameters to be produced, and in screening facility It may not be easy to determine
out the 85 GHz data not required over the oceans, whether the problem is in space or on the
Finally, the antenna pattern correction is ground, or perhaps partially in both places.
applted, to remOve the effect of energy outside Nevertheless, recognition that • problem exists
the central pixel The earth located brightness is the first, essential step The VER _odule.
temperatures, corrected for antenna pattern and designed to be executed every twelve hours,
tagged ,_=th surface type, are called sensor data provides such diagnostic evidence of changes in
records (SDRs). A software option is available the system.
to retain the _5 GHz data _n the rural SDP pro-
cess,ng. At AFGWC, the SORs are Contained in a In addition, it is desirable both tO improve
temporary file, which ceases to exist when the algorithm performance on the basis of empirical
environmental parameters are produced. At FNOC, corrections, and to overcome, to the extent
it is planned to retain the SORs (from all than- possible, sensor degradation. The VER module
nels) in a n_ss storage file of several orbits, can also provide this capability. Let us hfpo °
There are, however, no plans to archive such thes}ze, For examp}p, that ground truth all ca_s
SDRs. clear demonstration that some algorithm has a
bias - some parameter is consistently over-
estin_lted The VER module allows a quantitative
The EPE software has one a_jOr function, modification cf the algorithm to remove the
as well as two _inor ones The First is to cal o bias. It may even be possible to make correc-
cuiate the environmental parameters (environ- lions for a slowly changing component in the
mental data records, EDRs) to the required SSMI sensor - a slowly drifting frequency, for
accuracy, by applying a O-maltrix to the vector example, which would slowly alter the signal
of SDRs. (A D-matrix Is formed from the cot- response to atmospheric Gr surface phenomena.
relation matrix of parameters and brightness
temperatures, multiplied by the inverse of the In an extreme application of the VER module,
correlation matrix Of brightness temperatures it is feasible tO overCOme the complete loss
with each other.) Because the O-matrix tech-
of a data channel_ If, for example, one of the
nique is linear, separate matrices are required 85 GHz data channel- ceased operation, it might
for the high and low ranges or Some parameters, be possible to substitute another channel, or
in order to meet accuracy specifications, to fomulate a new D-mat rix withcut the missing
In addition to producing the EBRs, the EPE 85 RHz data, on empirical grounds. Likewise,
software saves EORs and 5ORs within specified it is conceptually possible to insert into the
areas for verification purposes. In addition, code a new D-matrix for so¢_ parameter not
at the exercise of an option iJ_ the EPE module, included in the specifications - snow depth,
estimates of radiative transmissivity at the for example. Even without an a _ inver o
four frequencies used may be produced. (The sion matrix, one could start wTth a null matrix,
computation of optical depth and transmissivity or identify matrix, and accumulate enough
is a natural product of the model;ing for the statistics From the VER module (modified to
environmental parameters, from which D-matrices accocwnodate the new parameter and its ground
fOr trensmisslvity may be produced.) truth) to err=re at an empirmcal inversion
nVltrix. Obviously, such an emp=rical inver-
At FNOC, the earth-located EDRs are filed s;on matrix =s only as good as the ground truth
in mass storage according tO their latitude- that was used in its formation. In addition,
longitude coordinates. At AFGWC, EORs are it would be difficult to transfer the results
remapped into the AFGWC data grid, a cartesian From such a matrix to a sensor with slightly
grid Superimposed on a polar stereographl¢ different frequencies. In fact, if the sensor
projection Of each hemisphere. Because the upon which such an empirical matrix were based
nominal resolution of the AFGWC grid is _0 km, had drifted away from its original frequoncies,
some EORs are lost in the AFG_C mapping, the matrix might not be transferable to data
from another sensor nominally the same.
The VER software module provides the ability
to verify the EORs produced by the SSHI system. The VER module saves stat;stiCS of ground
This verification iS needed for two reasons, truth and the corresponding E_Rs, but not the
and, in the two different ¢onte_ts, "verifier- actual EDRs and ground truth. It does, ho_-
¢ion" has two slightly different meanings, ever, save the SORs used in the EDR product!on.
D._49
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Three parameters are verified against values of the weights allow a melding of old
ground truth from the FNOCand AFGWCdata bases' and new data according to the user's wish.
ice parameters, ocean surface winds, and sur-
face moisture (actually verified as Antecedent The software prov,Jed under contract also
Precipitation Index, API). The remaining pare- includes a full orbit of simulated data, in-
meters, rain intensity, cloud water content, and cluding representative operational data stream
liquid water content in rain, are verified by errors, such as data dropouts, rime disconti-
comparison to climatology. For the parameters nulties, Sync losses, and missing data. The
verified by comparison tO climatology, a judg- simulated data is based on fifty simulated
ment must be made whether the actual conditions scenes (given in Table 3), and includes realis-
observed were represenr.arive of climatological tic exercise of the other parts of the soft-
values. -__,e. _, well as providing "hands-on"
experience for u._ers of the system.
Research organizations with access to better
sources of ground truth than synoptic data
bases have obvious opportunities to make better
use of the verification tools provided in the
VER module. 5. UNFINISHED PLANS
As is apparent from the preceeding descrip- The following section contains the opinions of
tion, the UPO module, used for update of the the author. They are not official statements
inversion matrices, is closely cOnnected to the of any government agency.
VER module, much as the EPE module is connected
to the SDP software. UPD requires a cOnscious Since the SSMI program began, events have
decision by the operating facility for its occurred which _ill limit its usefulness if
execution. Upon such decision, new matrices some new arrangements are not made. Amongthese
are formed, based on a weighted combinatiOn of events, the lack of definitive results from
the correlation matrices used in the previous SHMRweakens the confidence we might otherwise
O-_trlx, af_d statistics generated from verlfi- have In the SSHI algorithms. In additiOn, the
cation. The weights are set by the inalyst; recent decision to defer the National Oceanic
either weight n_y be a maximum of 2, or minimum Satellite System (NOSS), with its Large Aperture
Of O. Their sum must equal 2. Intermediate Multifrequency Microwave R_diometer (LAP, R),
TABLE _. SUA(JLATIONSCE_IE01STRIBt._ION
OCE_ (_2)
No_t-_d.n (14l
Su,t_ccce u_cnd (14): _.I - 2_.6 eta
C/,.ou.d.uo_e/c (14) : O. 0 - O. &6 kg/mZ
(&): 4.95 - _2.1 _/h,'c
LANO (16)
Non-_,i,n(6)
Su_=c¢ moa_uxe (6)."11 - 2_ ,
C£ou.d uua,_¢,,coM_cn_ (6): 0.07 - O.t7 _'.g/mZ
Rc,i..n (I0]: 3.3 - 15.I mm/h_
Su._ac¢ moa_u_¢ (I0): Inde_,i.na,te- SoX,_ed
CZoud _a,_e,'cco_enX [I0]: Inde_,_(e - 1.05 _g/m_
/._qu,cd _¢u_e_ con_e_ (10}: 0.4 - _.54 _g/m_
ICE (I_)
Non-,t_ ( IZ )
Concen,D_tJ.o_
FXvca("V¢cu_ (:_): 29 - lO_ $
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leaves the SSMI as the only et_crowave imager precip;tation in the tropics, to the ben;fit
planned for space flight =n the 1980's. Ir of both operat:onal and research progr,_ms.
would benefit both operational (tropical storm
analysis and forecasting, ship routing, cloud
•n•lysis •nd forecasting, •gricultural meteor- ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS I wish to th•nk Hrs. H. Koga
ology, water resources management, ccxnmunica- for her prep4ration of the manuscrtpt.
tions management) and research (desertifmcation. 6. REFERENCES
cyclogenesis, storm moisture and heat budgets.
earth radiation budgets, cryosphere monitoring)
areas of environmental science to cooperate in The following short list of references is
using SSMI data. Such cooperation should be condensed to save space. All the authors on the
relatively easy to arrange, since there are no list have multiple contributions in this field,
mljor technical problems ;n doing so. but only a s;ngle reference for each it shown.
My apolngies to the m_ny contributors who are
The major hindrance in making SSMI data not listed at all.
available for climate research programs is the
lack of an archive facility. Such archival is Burke, H K., K.R. Hardy, et el, 1980: Detection
not within the charter of the military meteor- of Rainfall Rates Over Ocean and Land Backgrounds
ologic•l agencies. There are, however, prece- Us=ng Spaceborne Hacro_ave Radiometers. Inter-
dents for archival of OHSP data. Visible and national Conference on Conm_unications, Sedttle,
infrared largely from the OflSP, in the form of WA, June 1980, pp k9.2.1 - _9.2.0.
film strips, is archived by NOAA at the Space
Science and Engineering Center (SSEC). Like- Falcon•, V.J., L.W.Abreu and E.P. Shettle,1979:
wise, precipitating electron _;ata from the SSJ Atmospheric Attenuation of Millimeter
sensor, along with visible imagery of [ha polar and Submilli_eter _avat: Models end Computer
aurorae, are archived at _(orld Data Can_er A, Code. AFGL-TR-79-0253, AF _v_temt Cot_mand,
Boulder. It seems appropriate, therefore, for Hanscom AFB, HA 01731, 78 pp.
_OAA to arrange for archival of SS/41 SgRs, EORs,
verification date, and the currant O-matrices.
The processing software (SOP, EPE, VER, UPO) Hulling•r, J.p., 1973: Microwave Properties
should be nmde available to researchers from of = Calm Sea. Naval Research Lab Report
either the archival facility, or fr_ NTIS. A No. 7110-2, tdashlngton D.C., 6_) pp.
set of docum.antatio._ should be provided to NTIS
for those v_o require technical details. Since
both FNOC (with Control Oeta Corpo'ratlon corn- Paris, J.F., 1971: Transfer of Thermal Ricro-
puters) and AFGWC (with UNIVAC harckwere) ver- waves in the Atmosphere. Oept of Meteorology.
taunt of the software are available it seem Texas Ai,q University, College St•taD*% TX
desirable to archive both. An orbit of SS_l 257 pp.
data will produce about I.] million SORt, end
approximately the same number of CURs. Thus, Savage, R.C.. 1975: The Transfer of Thermal
the St/41 dote and output par•meters for a day Nlcro_aves Through Hyd¢oamtaors. Ph.D. Thesis.
could easily be arch|veal off a single 9-track Dept of Meteorology, University of Wisconsin,
magnetic tape. Establishment of an archive Hadlson, Wisconsin 5]706.
fa_.llity would patois research.on new applica-
tions of SSNI deS•, verification De the basis Sze, N.O.. 1976: Variational Met.ads in
of non-synoptic ground truth, and critical evil- Radiative Transfer Problems J. Quint.
uatlon of the update of inversion matrices The Spectros. Radiat. Transfer, 10, 70).
Oepart_t of 0•fens• I$ already • participant
in the National Climate Program. One o _ the WeinNn, Jan_s A. and P. GueSSer, 1977:
mllitaty meteorological agencies (Naval 0etermi,=ation of Rainfall Oistributioe from
Oceanography Comnd, Air h/either Service) Hi crony•v• Radiation Measured by the NIMBUS-6
should be chosen to act lit OnO's agent in ES/aR. J. Appl. Meteor., 16, p /4]7.
providing SSNI data and products for arciliual.
WIIheit, T.T. et •1, 1977: A satellite
Technique for Quantitatively Mappin_ Rainfall
T't,e author notes that an SSMI In the Rates Over the Oceans, J. Appl. Meteor., 16,
¢usto_lry OMSP orbits will not observe local 551.
conditions during the afternoon. This limita-
tion could be overco_ by flying • modified
SSM.q on an afternoon NOAA spacecraft. Since
the ORSP S02 and NOAA vehicles ere very simillr,
the required modification need not be severe.
This would provide operitlon•l benefits, as well
as Increased research and climate date. In
addition, the prop¢)sal to launch • low altitude
satellite Into • near*equatorial orbit offers
an opportunity to increase observation of
D.25i
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REMOTE SENSING OF STORED PRECIPZTATION,, c. SOIL MOISTURE AND SNOW
T SchmuluP_
Hydr_lolPcal SciencesBrzn_.h
NASA/Goddard SpaceFhiht Center
Greenbelt, Maryland 20"77l
I. INTRODUCI"ION 2. SOIL MOISTURE
After it hasfallen, precipitation canbestored onthe iP,ound 2. I DzelecthcProFrlleS of Soils
in the forms of snow or suit moisture. There have been major
advancesin the remotesensinl of thanequantitiesw,th micro-
The urdque dielectric propertiez of water afford twu pomi-
wave radiometers durinl the 6)lltIcYetalyears.M:crowave bilities for the remote sen_inll of the moisture content in the
radiometers measure the thermaJ emission from the surface at
nucrowave *vavelensths. Th/s enmudon depends on the temper- surface layer of the soil. The dielectric constant (e) for water Js
azure and emimivity of the surface medium The em_vity of an order of magnztude la.,ler than that of dry soils at the longer
the land dept.'.Js on its surface leometry or roulhnem, dielec- microwave _vavelen|shs, ap_oximately 80 compau-ed with 3 or
tric properUesand surface cover. The moisture contentof the 4 for dry soils. As a _.s-Jt the surfaceemisl_ity and reflectivttyfor soils ire stronl funcLiont of their momure content. The
soil hasa stronl effect on itsdielectric constantand thus on its chanle: in emJ_,ivity canbeobservedby pive microwaveap-
emismvity. Similarly, the presenceof snow coverhasa strong proaches,,nd the cha.'llleSin reflect:v:ty can be observed by
effect on the emuis/vity of the land at certain wavelenlphs, act/re microwave approaches.
For the purpoec of this discuss/on the wavelenlth range
from 0.3 cm to $0 cmwifl beconszoeredthe microwavepomon The dependenceof the dielectric constant for a soil on Its
of the spectn_m.The pa_JcuJ_ advantqleSof microwave senSml moi,ture content is shownin Filure I where the resultsof labo-
aru. (a) the tallweather capability, eslx_y tn_ at the lonler ratory measurements at wavelanrd_ of 21 and 1.55 cm are pro-
wavelensU_ (X_ S am), widch is important for any l_riodic oh- sented. The waveleasth dependence is due to the diffavence in
JervaUons from space of these surface parameters; (b) greater the dielectr/c properties of water at tha two wavelenl_ha and in-
penetration depth into th_ soil or mowpack than with opt/caJ dicates that there is a Eruater dielectric difference at the lonller
or infra.-ed senmrs; and (c) the la,'le clumps in the dielectric wavelenltha. At low leveb then; is a slow incm--- with soil
proper_,l of medil suchIll soil and mow producedby clumll_ moisture but abovea cl_tlin level there is a sharp inc_reul in the
m water content, dope of U_ecu.-ve. This bi/.iMar result isdue to the behavior of
the water in the soU. Whenwater is _ added to a sou it is
The bu/c theory relating microwavecm/livily to the_', fig,bUybound to the soil part/ales and in this statv the water
hydrolOl_ plmunetaw wiJJbe preunted 1dangwith data from molecules &_ not free to becomealilned and the dielectric
I1eld and aircraft measu_ement_ to support the theory. Data pmpemes of th_ water are shnilar to :hoseof ice. AJ the layer
from the ESMR on Nimbu_ and tha S-194 L-Band rsdi')m- of water -,roundthe _oil p&t_:le becomeslariat, the binding to
eter on Skylab hal been competed with AJntecedentPrec/pt- the paz_c/edecl_USl 8_ the ware, moiacuies behaveas thay
taUon Ind/ew (APt) to show the sen_/bviWof SlXU:ebolme do in the liquid, hence tha i_ater slopeat the h/Ihe_ soil moil-
obltrvabonl to soil moisture.._LmJluly, data from Ule F._MR ture values. The (zlNdbon del_nds on the soil texture, i.e.,
and SHMR on the Nimbus spaclx.'nlftHavel:)4_rncornpaxedwtth particle sizedbtnbuUon beinI lower for a sandand laqle for a
surfacemnsurementl of mow depth with load rm_dts, clay. Th_ effect h" beendenlonstreted in laboratory me_ure-
merits of the d_lecthc conslant (Lundlen. 1971; Newton, 1976,
The intoner/of the thern_ emidon from the _urfeceat Wangand Schmull_, 1910).
microwave wavelengths is ementia/ly proportiomd to the product
of the temperature and emmivity of the surf_e (Rayleil;h. The ranle of die/ect_dcconstantpre_nted m Filpue I pro,-
Jcenl apl_oximaUon). This pl_luce is commonly ref¢l'_d to U ducal a chWe in emi.mvtly from I_allr than 0.9 ;,'.ra dry sod
brilhtnem temlxeretune. All our n.luJts will be expmued as to l_u than 0.6 for a wet s_J, aiumin I ani*otrop/e soil with a
bdlhmel temperatu_ 'T e ). The v-lue of Ts observedby a smooth ..,rf_.e. _ elumM m emtlnvtty for a _ hasbeen
radiometerat a heq_t h above the IpO_,ndis obeer_d by track m®nted rad_,)metersm rind expef_menLI
_ (Poe et IL. 1971; Blinn el I1.. '972; Newton. 19"_6,lnd NewtonT a = t rT:ky - (I - r)Tsurf) m (I) md kouw, 19SO),a d Oy N,,_ometare in a_mft (_:hmulp
et al., 1974 _ 1976; Esteset al., 1977; Barton, 197_; Bah.
wham r is Uuesurface reflecUvity and r the atmorphenc trans- mnov and Shutko, 1978, and Bu.'ke el s/., 1979) _ satePites
mbmon. The tbrst:erm ts the reflected sky brilhtnem tempera- (EsIJeman and Lin, 1976; and McF_, 1976). In no case
tu_ which dependson wawelenSthand atmospher/econdiUons; were emimhiUesaslow as0.6 oMerved for resJstu_acm. It ,,
the eecond term is the emiion from the surface (I - r = e, the I_l_'ed that L_ is primly due ¢o the effects of su_race
emimivtty); aad the th_ tern is the conmbu_on from the mulltmel wlttch pnmdly I_ the effect of iac_lml the
am_q_hm between the surfaceand the receiver, surface emiaiv_ty.
)
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._ ,/ st=tom which the el¢clnc field el (he wave ,s paral.'dto the F
,, '/_ era,at,n8 surface,wh,le vertical polanzatJon hasan eleclnc_,. i=
-- "'*".... "'" /. - field component perpendicular to the surface As incidence
snide mov_ away from nad,r tl:c vert_aUy polarized emm.vzty
m- ,ncreues uned =t reaches I 0 at wha( corresponds to the
. Brewsterangleof phys=c&loptics ASa result, the difference in_e- • el_ o_t
..a emuu.vlty between wet and dry mile for vert:¢.l polaunzatton
'=" /i,/_t ......=_.... - decreau_sfor off-nadir aneles. Fo[ hohzontaJpolarizal,on me
i difference between wet and dry soils ncms,nsessentially con-
" stant wtlh snide FiJure 2 presents results of field measure.
; ,:. ve_," . mentaconductedat the Beltsvdle/qlJncultu=aJRe_LrCh Center/_, (BARC) verifyin| this behavTorat wavelengthsof 6 (_..)and)
] ,,- _.I ....-'_ and 21 eL-Band) cm (Wanget el., IQJJ0). These results were for
Filure 2a, and in a dry condition, Filure Zb. There is about a
70K difference in Te r_r the 14%difference m the sodmo,s_,ure.
Note the _ood alinement between the ob_rvauons and cLl,*-uJa-
uons. The _emem was maJntam,'.dfor the raneeof pro=lies
o_N_ved m t_,eexperiment (Wan8 el el., 1980).
_/ = •
= -"4'_,_ '" ;0 L ' A vegetaUvecanopy acts as anabsorbml _ayerwhich ab-
sorbsmmG of" me uFweHm8radiation from the sodand au._o
Io,,=_=,u,meel-, ,.ca., emits radiation al its own temperature. The ineptitude of :h_-
F,lure I. Readand Lmq_narypartsof the effecl dependson the amounl of vel;etation and the wave',ahEm
dielectric ¢onst&nt for clay loam sodsat OfOlMlel"VltiOfl.A 1hickcanopywould approximatea La_bertisr
wat_lenlth of 21 cm (LundJen, 1971) black body, i.e., il would haveen elltJseJytty C_)V=tO or :
and 1.55 ¢m (Wang el 81., 19"/8). thow no angularor polen-.tion effects, BashJun=m_,u_ Shulko
(1978) ar_ Kizduudlevet d. (1950_ have reported on otae_av
tJOIISmade jr, i.n,-_,_e,_.C,Rover the 3 to 30 cm wavelengthnmlle
As can be seenm F_ure I there Is s I_eater ranl;eof dlel_c- for a vazierj,of c_cp=. l i,.-_rres_L'sindicate thai for small
1ncconstant for rods at the 21 emwavelenl_t compm'edto the I_ and ipra=mLme -,.=tivt c, Io sou :nomturets 80 to 90%
abetter wavelenjth This (Ict combined with a letter sod mote- of till= expel, led for blum8roan( at wavelenetha i;_=teT than
turn samplin8depth and better abdJtyto l_'neUtte e Vqletativ¢ I 0 era. Broad leaf cultunn, like malure cornor cotton, transmil
canopy make the loneer waveleneth sermonbetter suited for only 20-30_ of the rad_o_ from the sou st wevelenetha
sod mass.re sen_nll. _orter than lO_ and a_04=t60% at the 30cm weveleneth.
They olx_rved 30 to 40_ sen=every for a forest sl the 30 c_m
2 2 Field Measurements wsvelenllth,aJthouehthey did not mention the type or het_'_t
of trees.
The re_ts of fiekl meg=uren_mts by 1.4 and 5 GHz n_li-
omater_ for wet and dry fields ,;re presented m Fieure 2. The In FJl_re 3 r_ults from the BARC expe_ments for rinse
two co_et _pTesent c_¢uLtt_d _lue= of the hortzonUd and covered fields are pmlentnd at the 6 (C-JJwtd) and 2J eL-Band)
vemrAJ poiatizattonl of the emitted rndmt_m with a rad_Uve em waveJeneths. Data for two Ig'Tmhei_lts _ preu=nte_
trt_feT model (WiJh¢lt, 1976) usm8 the rues=tared sod tamper- 3Oct-, m F;INra 3t and 10 cm _r Fieure 3b There u liltle or
atum and monture profdm. Horizontal polenzatiofl zsthat rm cheep, of Ta with aneJe observed at the 6 cm waveleneth for
ovc,I +v,.c,I IsHort_oqtmlJ "_GHz• "Horizontal] GHz
m F 1,1 ,_._ m_
r,._| FIELD .
• ,. ,
1=0 la0 O-=l.Som
_ Mo_lrlJ_ ,v 10%
3Y OAY W_JOMT IJYO_Y WlFId_aT
i •
Oe-. l i i _ ilO A, I L .j
e, e,OeO eeS
FiJu_ 2. The memmd bnehtne= tempe_mm piOtled 88sUet the mcideat a_lJes for a be=5 field;
(a) lad waswet. (b) md wM d.'y, 5."_)o¢_;_rv, es (mtki on_ foe 1.4GHz end dMh4d OMt for 5 GHz)
m calet_tnd re_ults. Ts u _ temperatureat top 2,$ cm =ty_r. From Wan8 _t el., 190Q.
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Figure 3. The measured brighmen temperatures plotted againstthe incident angles for gra_ands;
(i) 30 cm tall grass; (b) 10 cm tall grass. The smooth ctu_es (soUd ones for 1.4 GHz and dx_hed
ones for 5 GHz) are the calculated results aseiming ,.he fields were bare. Tsts soft temperature
at top 2.5 cm layer. From Wang et al.. 1980.
the 30 cm tall 8raas and Te is about that _'hich wes observed for Hand County South Dakota test site, e c_.npared with the re-
the dry field in Figure 2. Also, the_ is lit .le d.ifference between gesalon results for data obtained over the Phoenix and Imperial
the values obtained at different polarizations, as would be ex- Valley a_as in 1973 and 1975. ,'/'heagreement between these
peered for a thick canopy. The 21 cm results display angular independent experiments is very _ood. In each case the correla-
and pol&'ization effects similar to those seen in Figure 2 for the tion between soil moisture in the top 2.5 cm and observed Te
bare fields. Hewever, Ts has increased: the 30cm grass field was _ 0.85. These data were for a ranBeof mrface conditions
him the same moisture content as the wettest of the two bare including fallow fields, wheat, alfalfa, and pasture The scatter
fields, but Ta = 220K compared to 19OK for the bare field. In in the aircraft data presented m Figure 4 arises from anul+ 3er
comparison a dry field would be expected to have Tn = 270K. of souses, one of which is variability in surface characteristics,
Thus, the dyna, iic range between wet and dry fields is reduced such as muf,lmeas and vegetaUve cover; another is the uncer-
by the pn_ence of vegetation from 80K to about 50K. Sitar- tainty of ground measurement& The standard deviation of the
lady, the "pol,_tion difference at 0 = 40° is ,,educed from grovnd measu_.ments is represented by the error bars in Figure
38K to 21K. lk_th of these factors indicate that for i field 4. Tl. numbe,' of samples ranged from 6 to 29 dependb, g on
-- with I den_. 30cm gram cover, _nsitiv_ to soil moisture was the length of the fields. This difficulty of making ac,:urate
reduced to about 60_ of the ba.-e rail c4ul, which is i little les Iround measurements has hampered the _etermmation of the
than the Uansmmvity repotted by the R:._mms. The analyses accurac,, of remote senaln,_ techniques.
of th.e data indicate that tho attenuation can be expressedin
terms of biomau or water content (Jack._n et al., l _80). The 2.4 Space Res_ilts
quantification of _egetation in terms of wavelength _d biomass
paramete_ is I near term objective of our field re_4trch A_ noted in the Introduction, measurements of surface soil
prosnm, moisturecan be usodu a surrogate detector ot recent precipita-
tion, since for most land surfe.ce_ ramfa//is the only mechanism
2.3 Aircraft Results for increuing surface soil moisture. Tht_ relationshiphas been
demonstrated by microwave radiometer_ operating at the I 55
Significant improvements in the understanding of t2_e cm and 2: cm wavelengths from spacecraft platforms In spite
effects of individutl scene p_rameten such as vegetation, surface of the obscuring effect of vegetation strong correlations hive
roullmeu (Choudhury et aL, 1979) ano soil texture (Schmu&ge. been obtemed between satellite br_ghtneas temperatures obser-
19801 on the relationship of brighmeas temperature to soil vitions it these iwo wavelengms and an Antecedent Precipita-
moisture h_ve been achieved usm$ ground-ba_d measore.,,_ents t_on Index (API) det'med by
acquired during controlled experiments. Howev_f, demolmh_
•ion of the potential of pismve mic.owave sensors for estimating AFI, - Pei_ + (APIi_ I X kt)
moisture oq an operational basis must be perfornted with
aircraft and spacecraft senmrs that integrate large areas of natu- where kI is z time dependent recession factor < I and Pt is the
ral, non-ideafized terrair. A series of aircraft experiments per- precipitation on the ith day. The exponent 0.9 takes account
formed over the last several years by a number ef lnvest_laton of runoff. Analysis of ground data has _ cor_lation of oetter
- . have d_.mo.-dtrated,h, .emdtivity o; microwaveradiometersto than 0.8 between AP! end the soil *noL-ture in the top 0.8 m of
soil moisture in _cultunil terrain. Skylab and Nimb,ts satel- thesoil (Blanchald et aL, 1981a).
+; lites have also provided st_plific,_tt restdts f¢_"very Imp areas of
ir,tegratiot.. The 21 cm S-194 radiometer on Skylab had a one m*,ter
antenna producinl a spatial resolution of approximately 110
An example of aircraf, dstl ;, presented m Fitru_ 4. Here kin. Even with this coarse resolvtioN data obtained with this
the results from 9 flights uunng 1976, 1977, and 1978 over a radiometer over the ceatral U..' hasshown I strong correlation
D-2_
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Fiaum 4. 21 cm microwave emiatiwties meuured from anttrcraft platform (alt. = 300m). Data from 9 flights dunng 1976-1978
over a test site m Hand County South Dakota. Tit is the infrared surface temperature measured from the aircraft and
Tso,l zsfrom ground measurements.
with API. For a pab of passes over the same Crack5 days apart 3. SNOWPACK PROPERTIES
in June 1973, there w,,, a 30-$0K increase m Te at the soil
dried following heavy early June rain& An unpublished analysis The majority of the streamfiow in mint areas of the we_em
by Wanll and Schmuue of e set of 5 pastes is presented in Fig- United States i= produced by the melting of the accumulated
ure 5. The 1"1 value for each nonovedappinli footprint is com. mowpack. In orJer to make efficient ate or this snowmelt run-
pared with the averqle of the AP[ values calculated for the met oft', water resoume 8pncies m,,q be able to make early predic-
station= within the footprint. A correlation tnalyds yielded an tion= of the total t',ow. In recent yean satellite determination=of the =now covered area have been used to increase the scou-
r: • 0.7 for the 85 separatefootprints The error bm represent
racy of the early streamfiow forecasts(Ranlo and ltten, 1976;
the standard deviation of the APl values for each footprint and RaNIo, 1975). An additional improvement could be made if it
indicate that the spatl_ variability of the rainfag over the 110 were potable to remotely tense the depth or water equivalent
km footprint of the radiometer is a major cause of the scatter _ of the =now. At the present time this is not po=dble but prelim-
in the data. A radiometer with h_er spaUal remlution and tnary studies with microwave systems indicate that the potential
more frequent coverqle would produce a better correlation, may be there for doir_ thi¢
Other tnalym of the Skylab data in terms of soil moisture have
been reported by F..as[eman and IAn (1976) and McFarland In contrMt to the cue for soil= the bulk dielectric prop.
(1976). ertie= of snow doe= not Ipve an adequate prediction of the
microwave response. For example, the dielectric constant of
Analy ,t, of two yet, of Nimbta-$ ESMR data for t._." =now will be between that of tat (e • 1.0) and ice (e ,, 3.2), the
I_uthern Ilreat plains_;o ha=shown h_ correlation=with APl two componentsof mow, and can be estimated asa function of
under luitable conditions (Blandttrd et el., 1981 b). Filure f is mow density u4inl the standard dielectric mixing formulae.
a .coml_h'tsonof FSMR emLudvitywzth APl for the statesof For a =nowderudtyof 0.._ 17n/era3 tl_ yields a dielectric con-
I_ Oklahonut, and northern Texas usinga 25 km 8rid. sttnt of 2. The I_'_ultingen:_Bivity for smooth surface wou_dbeapproximately 0.98 lind a I very close to thL V.-y'uc_ *em-
"l_ere b a clear correlation between the rellion=of lo _red em_ peratureshould be obe=rved. _ndecdthis ss_oproxim..tel:. ob-
dvtty _tdd_ API, The emimivtty wascalculated by dividin8 served for Ionl wavelenltha (> lO ,_ :.'td thick re•WRacks,
the ESMR Tn by the _xJLmum tit temperature, The best cot- e.&, Iltcien. For shorterwavelen_hs _ m_,-e mterestinll ph¢,
relattonl (r :> 0.8) were obtained for thorn _e,= _n which a hi&h nome_ is observed, volume _attermg by the individual ,ca
- pe_entqle of the ma _'u _voted to the production of winter _ reduce= 1", by scatterS.hi =o_,- of tp_ radiation out of the
..; . wheat _ #_trinl the ea.rly W_q; tnd f,". Tbete m which _mmr field of v{ew. This rut=the eh, _t of introducinii some of
m mlativ_,f flat have limited vqletative rover durinl these the cold sky bdlhtne_ temperattme into the radiometer field of
periods Are•= with more tubed tel_,lLMor more vegetative view, thus reducLnl the observed Ta . Fur the active microwave
cover dtow 8 poor correlation between 1"1and API. These re- c=te volume scatS•fine lreatly increase= the hackscatter from
stdtt indicam that _a_ebome radto,.etezl canre=pondto sup the mow. This effect will becomestmnpr as the wtvdensth in
ice appmachu the I_ dzu in the =now, typtcafiy on the
face moisture chanl_S ,,rid cambe related quantitatively to the order of a mm.
antecedent precipitation.
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Figure 5. Comp='ison of 21 cmSkylab brightnesstemperaturesover the U.S, Great Plamsw=th
API, which were averaged over the 110 km resolution element of the spacecraft sensor.
The X'satefromMcFadand (1976).
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FtlP_re6. Compadsonof Nlmbtav5 ESMR em_vity over the southern Great Plaint. Data from the Remote
Senate Center of Texas A&M Urdvendty (Blanchl.'d et =d.,1981b).
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Expenments to date have indicated thai the microwave tempefat,,re of water through the snow As the wavelength
respon_ of snew Is dependent on a number of parameters, decreases,the bnghtness temperature increasesuntil the dry
depth, graunsize, presenceof hquld water, type and condffJon snow valuesfor the i.5- and 0.8-cm radiometersare reached
of the underlymg media and the wavelengthof the observahon. Slmdarly, at Steamboat Spnngs, the 2 l-cm radiometer hasthe
Examplesof these dependenoesare presentedm Figure 7 whe_ lowest bnghtnesstemperature, mdEatmg that Jt is able to see
resultsfrom radiometers operating m the wavelengthrange 0.8 the wet sod through the snow
to 21 cm aregiven The radiometers were on the NASA Conva,r
900 aurcraft which flew over snow targetsm th_ western U.S. At the glacier, the 2 I-cm and I l-cm radiometers had the
Three stteswtth different sul:strata were overflown. Tht. first of lugbestbnghtness temperatures, and the valuesobservedwere
theseis Bear Lake, on the Utah*Idaho border, which had 15cm m good agteem,:nt with those calculated using the known
o; snowand 25 cm of i.'e over the water The seconds_tewasa dielectric properties for _ceand snow As the wavelength de-
nver valley south of Steamboat Spnngs.Colorado, which had creasesat the glacter, th. L'nghtnesstemperature also decreases,
80 cm of snowover a wet soil. The tlurd s_tewas the South untd the low brightness temperature vaiuesfor the 0.8- and
Cascade Glacier of the state of Waslungton which had 5 meters 1.5-cm radmmeters are reached, which ind2cates that these low
of snow over ice. "[his was at a point near the terminus or the brightness temperaturesare m di_greement w_th the valuescal-
end of the glacier, culated using the bulk dielectric properties for snow and ice.
in this figure TB is plotted ver_asthe wavelengthof the 3.1 Snow Wetness
radiometers. Note the largevariation in brightnesstemperature
observed by the longer wavelength radtometers, indicating their Another important snow property that has a large effect
senrativityto the media underlyingthe rob,, due to the trans, on the microwave responseat the shorter w_velengths is the
parencyof snowat thesewavelengths. The s,,ok'twavelength presenceof liquid water m the snowpack. For dry mow volume
rad,ometers, the 0.8- and 1.5-cm, displayed the least amount of scattering reducesthe observedTa by scattenngsomeof the
variation and, m general, displayed a lower bnghtneut tempera- radiation out of the sensor field of view When there is a f'flm of
ture than the longer ,wavelengthradiometers. This is due to liqmd water on the ice graJnsthe scattenng _sreduced, the
the fact that they were respondingprunardy to the surface medium becomeslossyand behavesradlometncally like a black-
snow. which m general wasdry wtth a density on the order of body In Figure 8 the diurnal variations ofT B are presentedfor
0.2 g/cm 3 The lower bnshtne_s temperature for these wave- a case m which there b some surface melting at mid-day The
length radiometers ts due to a volume _cattering effect caused snow temperature at _6 cm above ground (4 cm below snow sur-
by the snowgrams, face) reached0°C a_ 1030 hours and remained near0°C until
about 2200 hours b_ which tu_e the air temperature had
At Bear Lake, the 21-cm ra.hometer hasthe lowestbnght- dropped down to about -4°C causingthe pack to cool again.
ness temperature, indicating that it is ;ee,-ng the low bnghtness The ground was m a frozen state throughout the diurnal cycle.
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Figure 7. Variation of microwave brightness temperature for snow with radiometer wavelength fSclunu_le, 1973).
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Figure 8. Diurnal variation of microwave bz_htnezs Fiipzre9. Vadat/on microwavebfizhtne==temperature
temperaturemeasun_l from a tower at Steamboat Springs, with mow water equivalent. From tower measuremente
Colorado. From Stile=& Ulzby, 1980. at Steamboat Spring=,Ulaby & S_e=. 1980.
The wether, or percent free water by weight, lag=the air tern- _dze=.Thta there is a zemdt/vityof the microwavere=pons=sto
perature which went above O°C at 900 hour=,and continue=to snowwater equivalent, but this zenit/vity will depend on the
increaseduringpeliods of pozit/ve =drtemperatures. The wet- snow's hJltory and the nature of the underlying medium.
.len wu measured by a caJorimetric technique. The reason for
the dip in free water at 1100 hours i= unknown but doe=to The potel,tial utility of microwave approachesis shown in
some extent foflow the air temperature drop. Very low values Figure l0 where value= ofT e observed by the Scanning Multi-
of Ts are obeerved for the dry snow of the 0.81 cm wavelength, channel Microwave Radiometer (SMMR) operatm$ at a wave-
with a hullo, 80K, _ in Te when the mow become= wet. The length of 0.81 crn on the Nimbus 7 spacecraft are compared with
rise in Tit at the 2.7 cm wavelength is much let= but T_ does surface meuurementz of snow depth for Central Russia (Chang
come cloze to the phyical temperature of the snow. From et =1., 1981). Snow depth values from ground stations were
these results it is dear that microwave approaches can detect used to draw i=ohyett of snow cover, which were then average;I
the pn_ence of liquid water in the mow and thus the onzet of over I" x I" grid cells for comperuton with the similarly aver-
melt in the Pack, whether or not the amount of Liquidwater can aged SMMR Te's. An rz of 0.75 was obtained from the correla-
be determined is a subject for further mzetrch. This lxzlle dlur- tion which is very enco,jrag_g. Similar results were obtained
hal effect wu also obzewed in field me_uremente made in uinl the 1.55 cm and 0.81 crn data from the ESMR's on Nit-
Switzerland (Hofer and MiStier, 1980). hia 5 and 6 (Ran|o et al., 1979). In performing the_ analyzes
it Ltnece=_z7 that the air temperatures are below 0°C to insure
3.2 Snow Water Equivalent that the =z,ow is dry, and to know somethinll of the hi=tory of
the snowpack. These requirement, are complications which
The important que=Uonwhich rem_ b; canthe micro- hinder the applic_ttion of the,e space data for snowpack
wave approt=hel yield a determ_nat/on of the depth and/or obzervat/on=.
water equivalent of the snow? Some studies have shown that
thb lowerinl of Ta at the =hotter wlvelenltla for dry snow i= a These result= are very encourqinl for the po=dble use of
function of snow _]epth (Edlerton et ,I., 1971, Ulaby and Stile=, microwave approaches to remotely monitor snowpack condF
1980). Ftllu_ 9 is a presentation of remdte from experiment= tior_ for both total water content and the pretence of liquid
conducted in Colorado by the Univendty of Kluum which give water. It Ltclear that the latter quantity can be observed with
an indication of this pouibility. The microwave re_por-m were our current understandin$ while the former requires stdl fur-
olx_vad for mowpcka which v'ere trtificiaUy piled. The mow thor re,arch to understand how the effect= of the snowpack
and _r tamperzzur_ ware below OoC during these experiment=, hi=tory on the water equivalent relationship can be taken miD
tboRfore the mOWwU dry. A TI chanle of $0K wU obzerved account.
at the 2.8 cm wavelenlth for snowpa ek chenlp_t of 140 ca. At
.,; ashorter wivelensth, 0.81 ca, there wu aIlXeater Ta chanle
but the curve saturated for water equivalent= gxeate._than 30 cm. 4. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The differance between the two cu:ve= in Filure 9 points up the
difficulty in applyinl these result=, namely the dependence on Results have been presented which show that microwave
mow detuit-/. There wo a factor of two difference in the den- radiometfic approaches axe capable of monitorinl the moisture
ity between the two expefimen'-. The tint haVinll been done content in the surface layer of the soil (5 cm thick), detect/n|
with newly fagen snow withe experiment three wu done with the prezence of liquid water in snow, and hold pro,'ni=eof bein_
twice u der.ze, older mow which presumably had Itrler Brain able to det.-.,mine the water equwalent ot _nowpack, and
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Figure 10. Nimbus7 SMMR 37 GHz (0.8 cm) vertically polarized brightnesstemperaturesversussnow depth measured
in Central Rtuma. The dished curve is from a model assuming snow I_ sizes of 0.4ram. From Clum8 et it., 1981.
delineating areas of rainfall over land. All these parameters 5. REFERENCES
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SPACEBORNE PRECIPITATION RADAR
J. Ecke_n and Ro Meneghini
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
Spaceborne precipitation radar design is shown to be tightly coupled to
the application of the precipitation data. A methodology for selecting
radar parameters is presented. Radar system performance results from
simulations for several radar confIEuratlons are presented. In c|_ studies
thus far, more emphasis has been placed on rain rate retrieval algori_.hms
and sources of errors then on selection or design of specific antenna
and electronics components. Space applications requiring precipitation
in[ormation are categorized as needing either rain rate or rainfall
data. For the latter case, radar beam-averaged rain rates sampled several
times daily will be adequate. Systems which provide rain rates on a
global basis must retrieve the vertical distribution of precipitation.
The accuracy of the retrieved rain intensities is a function of beam-
filling, radar callbratlon, measurement strategy and sampling strategy
(number of independent pulses per dwell time for storm snapshots and
time between snapshots for rainfall). Measurement strategies include
single frequency/unattenuated, single frequency/partlally attenuated p
single and multiple frequency/moderately attenuated, combined radar/
radiometer, dual polarization and the surface reference technique.
Methodologies are of two kinds: (i) assume empirical relations between
radar raflectlvitT, attenuation coefficients and rain rate or (2) assume
two parameter drop size distribution (DSD) and determine the DSD para-
meters from the radar-observables. Radar system design parameters
(antenna, PRFD pulse duration, frequency, etc.) are directly determined
from the meteorological requirements (storm types/dimensionsD accuraclesD
minimum and maximum rain rates). Radar system performance has been
studied using deterministic and statistical models. In general, multiple
wavelengths are needed to provide reasonably accurate (_5%) measurements
over a sufficient range of rain intensities. Range cell beam filling
causes significant uncertainty in rain rate retrieval for large beam
widths (comparable to storm height). Precipitation retrieval for range
cells close to the ground are ground clutter contaminated. Accurate
verelcal profiling is only feasible when the beamwldth is smaller (1/2
_o 1/4) than the storm height. %n practice antenna dimensions for the
narrow beamwidth case are much larger than for wide beamwidths and will
probably be developed for the second generation systems. The more modest
cost and complexity of the wide beamwidth radars are candidates for the
initial effort.
t
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The major tested space-based technique for mapping of precipitation is the
microwave radiometer, The electronically-scanned microwave radiometer (ES_LR)
on Nimbus-5 has provided continuous global surveillance of the Earth since
1973. (I) At the 19 GHz ESME frequency, beam-averaged rain rates are
determined over oceans; over land t.he upwelling radiation from the surface
masks the precipitation eff_ccs and does not permit a direct precipitation
determination. Advanced spsceborne microwave radiometers with large antenna
will not have the beam filling problem of ESMR-5 data. The radiometer deter-
mines the total attenuation by the precipitation in the main lobe. The
specific attenuation is computed by ratiolug the total attenuation to assumed
climatological storm height. The rain rate is determined from an empirical
linear relation between specific attenuation and rain rate. This relation
is approximately independent of drop size at wavelengths of the order of i
to 1,5 cm. The resultant precipitation rates are computed to be in error by
about +50%, Extension of the radiometer technique to observations over land
is under study now. However, it is not expected to result in a quantitative
determination of precipitation intensity despite the fact that the Nimbus-6
ESMR and Nimbus-7 SMMR data have st,own that under some conditions (wet soil)
precipitation can be discerned, The measurements which cannot be made
radiometrically but are feasible for radar are:
--Rain over land
--Vertical distribution o'." rain (profile)
--Determination of storm vertical structure
--Rain intensity measurements over 2 orders of magnitude
In many ways radar and radiometer can complement each other, The optimum
precipitation sensor may be a combination of the two instruments, In
the present paper we discuss the characteristics and performance of
spaceborne precipl.e.ation radar systems,
Although precipitation is an important parameter in many of the space
applications, there presently are no operational models which require
preclpitation da_.a, Various space applications are listed in Table (I)
below.(_)
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Table (i)
, . l ,s , i
Rain Fall Rain Rate
a
Globa_ We_tbar Storm location Global Circulation
Severl t7 Models
Severe Storms Latent heat, Floods, Tropical
Amount of water Cyclone paths
,, m , ,, ,
Climate Latent heat
Sol1 Moisture
| , , .... q, _ m ,
Asriculture Soil Moisture Crop Damge
Water Resources Soll Moisture Floods
Amount of Water
Ocean Processes Ship Routing Oil RIE Safety
Beside each application are tabulated the uses or appropriate rain para-
meters under a heading of either rain fall or rain rates. It is important
to make, the distinction between these two quantities since rain rate data
requires a radar which profiles the precipitation. Rain fall, the time
integral of rain rate_ can be obtained with beam--averaged observations
and in some instances may not be as demanding as a rain rate measurement.
An important part of preclplCatlon determination by radar is the specifi-
cation of the. minimum and maximum rate for which accurate observations
are to be made. This aspect of the problem is highly applications-
or, anted. Consider the statistical data in figure (1) on the percent
of time various rai_ rates are exceeded for a mritime climte. This
dace leads Co the percent of rainfall contributed at those rates as
Indicated in flgura (I). Notice thaC lass than 10% of the total rainfall
ll contributed by rain rates above I0 mm/hr. So that if we are primarily
concerned _rl_h applications _nich need only rainfall, small error would
b@ made by li_Ltlns the maximum rain rates to a relatively low value.
_f ccurg this tTpa reasoning would have co be extended Co ocher rain
re&ion_ and the desired rainfall accuracy decided by the users belt.re
an upper limit was finally dQclded upon. Nevertheless, the philosophy
_; of _Lcklng the prlmry applications and culling the requirements from
them cannot be ovarseacad. The preclplCaClon radar system for a I0 am/hr.
_t_n_a rain rata ll co_,idamSly llmplar and lalS expansive than one
which zmsC detect mini up co 200 mm/hr, ,,-
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The output of precipi_ation radars is global storm snapshots which
are very powerful :eteorologlcal tools. However, from polar low Earth
orbit even wlth very wide svath, each place on Earth is visited at
most 2 times daily. At lower orbital incl/n_tlon, e.go, 50°, this is
increased to 3 or 4 times daily. With a single spacecraft, the utility
of these infrequent snapshots is llml_.ed to such long-llved storm systems
as hurricanes and other tropical cyclones. More frequent coverage
requires either more low earth orbit satellites or use of geosynchronou_
orbit. At these large _osyuchronous orbital distances, the antenna
needed to resolve atorm features is too large ¢o be practical (500 m)
within this century for real aperture radar.
Introduction
The posslbil/ty of observing preclvltatton from a spaceborne radar
has been feasible for many years. (3,4) Approaches have been advanced
including scanning beam and pushbroom optics at frequencies from i0 to
35 GHz. However, until recently complete system simulations had not
been performed so that estimations of radar performance were very
res trl cted.
The design of a spaceborne radar is slm/!ar In many .respects to a ground-
based radar. The scanning beam of the ground radar generates a storm
image by sweeping through the nearby storm at low elevation angle.
Rain properties are inferred from the backscattered -Ignal. From space
the storm is illum/nated at a large incidence angle (_45 °) in order
to have a large swath width. The antenna must rotate fast enough so
that consecutive beam arcs are contiguous. The satellite motion advances
the scanning radar beam through the atmosphere building up a 3-D (RRI/PPI)
Image of the storm. The ways in which the speceborne radar differs
from a Eround-hased cousin are:
--The satelllte-based radar is much further fro_ the storm than the
land-based radar. Consequently, the beamwldths (diffraction limited
antennas) are larger (lover resolution>
--The space-based radar looks down on the storm.
a. In the ca_e of stratlform rain, tha radar penetrates both an
ice layer and a meltlnE layer before reaching the rain layer.
b. The space-based radar beam terminates at the Earth surface
--It is not possibla _o obtain storm drop size distributions with
nearby dlsdromaters, etc.
• The consequences of these key differences constrain rlm radar design
slgnlflcantly.
The lower resolution requlres that che antennas be as large as possible
and frequencies _a hlsh as posslbla In order to minimize _.he beam filling
probLsm. The optimua resolution is of t_ order of the sctnimua storm
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' cell wldth (1 ks). T'ae minimum resolutlon is the average height of
the r_In layer (_4 ks), The incidence of the t;am on the ground has
two negative aspects: (1) _Ight sidelohe control is n_essary in
order to minlm'Lze ground clutter, and (2) those main lobe range bins
wt.ich contact the groun_ are not useful in observing the rain nearest
the ground. On the plus side, he,ever', the ground may provide a reference
; surface for determination of beam-averag,_d attenuation.
A consequence of not knowing the actual drop size distribution within
the storm is that the precipitation retrieval method must either he
indepemtent of dropsize or else two independent measurements of the rain
must be made. If only a single measurement is made, then a drop si_e
distribution must be assumed which results in errors in the retrieved
rain rates. Several strategies are discussed in this paper.
The Relation of Application Requirements .to Radar. System
Preclpitation radar system parameters are directly and tightly coupled to
the applications requirements. Meteot'oloEical program priorities will
provide the keys to the radar system designs. The importance of such
lies in sensor economics; the more stringent the performance requirements,
the greater the system cost. A systems tradm off diagram, figure (2),
illustrates these interrelations. For example, the resolution of the
system is determined by the accuracy requirement through the beam
filling and the t-/pes of storms to be emphasized, etc. The greater
the required accuracy, the more resolution and the larger the antenna.
The oumber of simultaneous radars and their freque_cie_ is affected by
the minimum and maximum rain rates.
0pti_zin8 the radar for a special set of requtre.-..ents does not obviate
surveillance cf other types of storms since performance of these radars
degrades gracefully around the boundary lira/is. Howe_er, at extreme
values of rain rate, only detection of upper range bivs will be possible.
This means that the stor_ cells will be mapped but _uanti_ative information
cannot be obtained. Similarly, for rain intensities ,below the lower
bound, signal-to-clutter problems decrease the accuracy of the determiuatio_
but again, detection is feasible below the optimized design values.
The mathematical formalism for computing the praclpl_ati_n radar parameter_
is very straightforward end has been presented in several technical reports
over the past few years and will not be repeated here. (3) The two major
engineeri_ dectsious which must be made are the antenna conflguratlons
and the slgnal processing strategy. These are discussed in the next
sections of this paper.
Radar Antenna Configurations
Mechanically scanned antennas dwell for a finite time at each resolution
element. Contiguit7 requirements cause t_ dwell time to be reduced as
the IFOV is decreased, th_amblguo_s precipitation radar I_ is constrained
". by the stona height. The _mber of pulses pit resolution cell or in_epen-
den£ samples then decreases vt,-h smaller IFOV. For the IFOV's of 4 ks
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(_lting :Layer height) •pproximstely 13 pulses can be received. If
additional independent samples are needed, several strategle_ are avail-
able. Additional radars can be added each with a separate -_e_d. Using
the same feed, frequency dlversicy methods will permit operatlns multiple
radars through the same feed and receiver. Other •pproach,.._ are the
Jise pulse method of Brook and Krehblel or pulse compression cechnlque.
These last techniques decrease the signal-to-noise ratio wb_ i._cre•sing
the effective number of independent sampl•s and tedu_kn:. _tem sensitivity.
For IFOV of strong convective cell diameter (2 km D), • ccnventicnally
pulsed, single beam radar will receive only A pulses/IFOV. Twen:y-five
beams/radar are needed to integrate 100 pulses co achieve a 10% measuremmnt
accuracy. However, more than 12 beams displacemen: _roduces excessive
distortion with an off-axis pmrabolic antenna.
An alternative geometry is _.he pushbroom or simultaneous _ixad-beam
approach. A phased array antenna is u,ed l_ a multiple beam mode with
a single b_am/radar per IFOV. For ':_'r7 large swath width, thls requires
many more radars than the scannin_ m_)tiple beam; however, the number
of pulses available for integration/ZFGV - 8,000. This _esults in a
variance of approximately 1% in the retrieved bignal making pushbroom
the best confl_racion for achieving high accuracy with high resolution.
At GSFC we _ve studied trc pushbroom conf_.guration and found it to be
-- complex, but fea_ ble.
The scanning multiple beam (whisk broom) system is currently under study.
The off-axis pa:abolic antenna lends i_self to multiple frequency, and
comAned radar/radlometer, as well as dual polarizatlon operation. The
basic antenna is simpler and less expensive than the pushbroom. For
ccarse resolution, the whiskbroom ap_,roach wins. Of course, beam
filling problems will limit system accuracy.
Modelling _F Spat•borne Radars
Soma of the dlffer_nces betwee_ ground-based and spaceborna radars have
been mentioned above. For s_aceborne application,, non-attenuatlng
wavelength radars have several all•advantages. The rutrlcclons of the size
of spat•borne antennas make ie di_'flcult for an S-hend r_._ar to resolve
the more intense reglo-_sof rain race. As the resoluc_o_ r_quirements
, are relaxed, the partially _illed range cells lead to errors caused by
spatial averaging and s_ll slgnal-to-noix ratic_. Apart from Che errors
caused by poor resolution, rain rate determinatio_ ac S-band is hindered by
lower sensitivity and errors in the calibration constant and Z-_ law.
Atcenuating--_mvelength radarc provide batter re_lution for • find
antenna size. 9ovever, i_ uN is meda of the standard rain rate
algorithm for these waveler,_chs, the accuracy of the estimate i, s_:cusly
degraded by errors in the calibration constant and in the k-R, Z-g
relaCLons. In fact, it is well knot:s_(6) c,_ac _henever the _tenu_;.Icn
is significant, the er_or_ in the s_:andardrain rate uClmste a •
usually much |rea.'er Cban that at non-attempting wavelengths. _,e
haw been several proposed solutions Co thAs problem, _.-_t o_ .,,,*.oh
have C_o common features: (I) the metho<'_ make use of Wo o, sore
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independent measurements, at least one of which is directly related
to the attenuation, and (2) the measured attenuation is used to obtain
the DSD or the rain rate thus bypassing the need for using the calibra-
tion constant or the Z-R law. Some of the methods that conform to
this descri tion are the dual wavelength C7-9). thep _ radar-radlometer (I0)
and the surface refere_._e/total atcenuaclon (11-16) methods. It should
be noted that even though the dual-polarlzatlon method(17, 18) has been
used primarily at S-bend frequencies, it may be possible to generalize
it co X-and K-band frequencies.
The discussion above implies that a fairly large number of methods
(including the standard S-bend method) need Co be analyzed for their
potenclal application co spaceborne radars. The survey of the tech-
niques must be done in the context of a spaceborne geometry where
effects such as partial beamfilling, ground clutter and the bright band
can be properly assessed. It is also evident that the performance
of the various methods depends on the radar design parameters such as
the operating frequencies, beamwldth, range resolution, etc. Thus,
the purpose of the model is to aid in selecting the best combinaClon(s)
of radar design-radar algorlthm for a spaceborne radar. For the
remainder of the paper we will discuss the development of such a model,
present several examples from a simplified version of it and finally
describe its application to one of the techniques mentioned above. __
The model is composed of deterministic and statistical sections. In
the former, the mean return power from the rain and the surface are
calculated as functions of distance into the storm. For all cases
we assume that the scanning antenna provides contiguous coverage over
the s_th. This requirement, in turn, places constraints on the resolu-
tion, scan rate and number of samples that are available in each range
bin. The meteorological model can he constructed by using three-dimen-
sional radar-derived reflectivities (obtained, for example, from the
Spandar) or by employing storm models derived from this or comparable
data. For most of the work done thus far at Goddard, simple meteoro-
logical models have been used. Once the number of potential methods
and radar systems have been narrowed, however, the use of actual data
or more realistic storm models are warranted. Among the more important
meteorological parameters that influence spaceborne measurements are:
the finite extent of the precipitation, variable rain rates, the presence
of ice and the bright band. An account of the surface return is also
necessazi since it csn be a major source of error, especially for rain
rate determination Just above the surface.
Among the radar system parameters to be investigated are: the antenna
dimension and gain pattern, the operating frequencies, range resolution
and alternative waveform strategies which include pulse compression(14),
the broad-band radar (15), frequency agility and multi-beam techniques.
T_e various waveform possibilities are of particular importance for high
resolution radar since in these cases a single beam monochromatic radar
does not provide a sufficient number of independent samples to accurately
determine the mean return power.
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i Once the meteorological and radar parameters are set, the mean return power
from the surface and the _drometeors can be computed as a function of range.
These profiles of return power do not in themselves tell us how well the
rain rate can he estimated. They are useful, however, in that they show the
effects of attenuation, clutter, partial beamfillingD etc. More importantly,
the profiles provide the basic input data to the meteorological algorithms.
In figure 3 the range bins and a schematic of the return power are shown for
a down-looklng radar beam of width comparable to the storm height. The
simple storm model used is a horizontal slab of uniform rain rate. In figures
4 and 5, the logarithm of the receiver noise, N, the rain rate, R, and the
surface or clutter return, C, have been plotted at each range bin. The
abscissa is the slant range measured from the storm top downward into the
precipitation. In figure 4 we have chosen an antenna diameter-to-wavelength
ratio, D/A, equal to 300, A - 0.86 cm, R - 10 mm/hr for a 5 km storm height,
700 km satellite altitude and 1000 w peak transmit power. Several features
of the plot are worth noticing. In the first several range bins, the rain
return power increases because of the progressively greater fractional
volume filled with precipitation. After the peak rain return has been reached
(corresponding approximately to the first fully filled bin) it begins decreasing
with a slope proportional to the attenuation coefficient. This behavior
continues until the range bin in the main lobe intercepts the surface; there-
after, the rain returns fall off more rapidly because of the smaller volume
of rain contributing to the hackscattered power. The surface clutter follows
a somewhat reversed progression. This contribu_-ion arises from the backscat-
tered power from the annulus formed by the intersection of concentric spheres
with a flat earth. As the radar pulse propagates through the storm, the
inner and outer diameter of the annulus expands unt_l a portion of it intersects
the main lobe. This intersection corresponds to the bread maximum of the ground
return shown in the figure. From the figure it is evident that unless the
clutter power can be separated from the rain return (by _eans of Doppler
processing, for example), the rain rate can not be estimated at those range
bins near the surface.
In figure 5, D/I = 1000 and all other parameters are unchanged from those in
figure 4. It can be seen that the finer resolution reduces the number of
range cells that are degraded by partial beamfilling or clutter. Furthermore,
with resolutions of this order (I km) the more intense rain rate ceils can
be detected. There are, however, system costs for the improved performance
with antennas of this size such as the increased fabrication difficulty and
cost as well as the need for a more complex system design to provide a
sufficient number of independent samples.
The purpose of the deterndnlstlc model is to simulate the radar return power
from a particular storm. To gauge the capability of the various techniques/
. algorithms to estimate the rain rate or other meteorological parameters, the
_. sources of error must be accounted for. Some of the systematic errors include
heamfill£ng effects and offsets in the radar calibration constant. Random
errors include the variability in the return power as well as variability
in the k-R, Z-R, k-Z laws. These random errors depend on the number of
independent samples (return power) as well as the deviations of the actual
. drop temperature, drop-size and velocity distribution from the assumed values
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(k-R, Z-,_, k-Z laws). The necessary data (with the sources of error included)
is next inserted into one of the meteorological algorithms. By mea_ of a
Monte Carlo simulation, particular realizations of the estimate are computed.
These realizations correspond to the values that the random variables assume
in accordance with prescribed probability density functions. Continuing
in this way over a sufficient number of such realizations, the sample mean
and variance of the estimate are computed. Two examples of the simulation
results are shown in figures 6 and 7. We have used the data from figure 4
to generate figure 6 and the data from figure 5 to generate figure 7. The
algorithm employed is from the surface reference technique. Each plot gives
the mean and standard deviation of the path-i_tegrated rain rate, RAV, (both
normalized by the trua rain rate) as well as the normalized mean and standard
deviation of two estimates of range profiled rain rate, R1, R2. Since RAV is
not a function of range, we obtain single values for the normalized mean
and standard deviation. In the figures, this normalized mean is represented
by a horizontal line. At the end of this line a vertical bar is plotted
of magnitude equal to twice the normalized standard deviation of RAV.
The same conventions are used to display the normalized mean and standard
deviation of RI, R2; in this case, however, we plot these values at each
range bin. A comparison of the two figures shows that the accuracy of the
rain rate estimates is improved by using a higher resolution radar.
Summary
The number of methods and the variety of radar parameters that must be
studied as a first step toward building a spaceborne radar necessitates
the development of a model. It.this manner a systematic analysis can be
carried through to determine the accuracies, dynamic range, and profiling
capabilities of various radar designs and algorithms. _n this paper we
have discussed some of the features of spaceborne _adars and described
a possible model by which these features can be studied.
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I. lntroductxun.
Satellite borne instruments for atmospheric
_p
radiometers operattnR zn the Infrared and mscro.
wa_e spectral regions and observing emission ,e
from earth surface, cloud_ and pre_zpltatlon and
the clear atmo._phere for the chonnel5 set in the
viclnzt_ of strong gas absorption lzne_. These '_
instruments do not provide ranging capability
with the exception ,Jr Indirect measurements of e,
cloud top assuming black body radiation and
thermod}namlc equlllbrium. ,,_. ,,. ,,.. ,,,,.
Direct ranging capabilities have to be
ohtalned from an active system using some form
of tlmtng of a transmitter signal. Microwave Fix. I. Atmospheric attenuation at the earth
radar and Lzdar techniques provides such rang)ng surface In clear alr.
capahlllties but have been implemented only for
sea state and wave height measurements, l_hen of the spectrum with enrphasis))lacedon the IS
applied to atmospheric probing by satellite, and 94 GHt frequency bands for which basic hard-
the microwave radar must rely on narrow antenna ware co, orients and systems have been extensively
_eaR.s prowdlng subsatellzte foot prints compara- developed. Althc, ulh the installation ar)d opera-
ble wlth that obtained by use of infrared radio, tlon of a mIllimetric wavelength radar aboard a
meters. Since any Instrument installed aboard a geostattonary tatellite is not completely unthtnk-
satellite _s severely restricted in terms of able. we will concentrate on a satellite placed
antenna size and available power, this require- in a conventional sun synchronous polar orbit
mevt Is met only by a radar operating at a very located at a moan altitude of _pprox_Ntely 000
short wavelength despite the increased attenua- to 1000 kms.
tton of microwave radiation by hydrometeors at
these frequencies. Fig, l )ho_s the general 2. Attenuation at Millzme,er Wavelengths.
behavior of atmospheric absorption a_ a function In the Ravle=|h region, t.e. D/_ ,O.l where
of radiation wavelength in the centtmetrlc and 0 is the particle di(meter and _ the rldtatlon
mtlltmetrl¢ wave spectral reltion, which al_o wavelength, the attenuation cro_s section of" a
- restricts the choice of wavelengths. Alth_q_h s._erlcal particle is given by
_" the absorption Increases gradually _lth decreasing ?
D INl-k )
wavelength, several acceptable windows at 35. q4. Qt " Qa "
140 and ,m_sslbly 220 Iiit= are apparent.
i Th_s paper will e_plore the performances and with the scattering
lttenult ion term:
characteristics of a satelllte-borne radar
t
oporatznl in this mlllmo,er wavelength region
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ORtGII_!AL Pr_G_ I_
OF POOR QUALITY
(_tc. In% he aSSllll_,Td, %l;int '_t'l'ltcatlon- co_erlng
s
2- D Ik! the subject can be Found In the liter3ture a.i('
3, I Fig. i lndlLate_ tvplC:llre,ult_ for the chan_e
Of i'tenuation .,ith radiatio:, kalelcnlth at the
negligible, The signal attenuation Is different precllllt,_tlon intend'tit's illdlCat?d,
proportional to the liquid water content and as derived fror_ Setzert_ (l_n) computatlon_
controlled by the imaginary part, lM (-I,) of which have been selected as matehlng experimental
the index of refraction of the particle (essen- data quite well, One sees that the absorption
flail)'water or ice). Ill(-k) increases ro,ighl_ coeffJclent increases steadily tip to liilillSliCIIz
with I/I in the centtmetrlc wavelength region and then remain almost constant for hi£her fre-
and then decreases slightly ahove k • I cm. quencie). Note that attenuation in rain con-
Fig. 7 which shows the attenuation produced ditions still increases by a factor of 2 fTo_
by a cloud of liquid droplets, illustrates this 35 Glt: to 94 GH: (from 4 ao I.a "l to B dh km"1
behavior and indicates a temperature effect for lb _P hr "1 rain).
which is considerably reduced at higher frequen-
cies and essentially disappears at 170 or 180 GH=. _'-- ' I ' I ' [ "' I T " V---I---_.
FLocations of the ka-band (35 GHz) and w-band
" 1
(94 GHz) windows are also indicated. I I
t t
t I
"I''.... -,.-.-F l X'f i ,i i ..... "
r/l //.-
IF,L/
,,. _. ,_..i _. i_.., . . ,,. i//if' -'- " ,,,Z-"_'-
II iu Ill I m _'i " I • I - [ i I • I ,OIIilmIi- Gil II II II llI ilI I
l;I. _, liyleilh attenuation by clolds. Note
that the temperature effect disappears Fig. 3. Attenuation by atiospheric gases,
it approxliately 200/300 GHz. clmJds and precipitation at the rates
indiclt i_l.
Raindrops are dlfinitely mit_ide of the
Rayleigh riliols st iilliletric wavelengths so 3. lick Scattering and Reflectivtty.
that the cilculitton of attenuation lit rely In the hyleil h region the blcltcatterinl
on tulle estliire of the distribution of liquid cross _.ection of a sphere is given by
- tiler as a fu,cticm of pirticle size. Although •SOi ldrop ilia dis'.ributions iiy vii'), considerably o • -- W!
k
with the precipitation allure and location, i
i
; tTpicll or conventional functions such as and therefore increases drastically wit l, shorter
MIrshlill Pallet (194g) and Laws lad Pesrsons (1943), radar wavelength. Ikl t is derived frets the
I)-2"#8
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, _ complex index of refraction of _,ater s,hos_ reaY tie have:
+ and imaginary parts vat> appreclabl) from centi- 4 ? 2
? 3r O i k 1 _+_Imetric to mllllmetrlc waves. Ho_ever, !kl does ,_n =
not change sxgniflcantly (approximately O.b to
2 The results of thzs equation are sho_n in Fig. 5
0.9) except for ice (Ikl _ 0.21. This is lllus-
for various LIVCand for both 0.85 cm and 0.33 cm
trated in Fig. 4 which sho_s the relatlonshzp
between the backscatterlng cross section of a wavelengths. For Instance, a cloud containing
water droplet and its diameter at difCerent _ave- 1 mgr m"3 of liquid tater divided _nto I0
- 1_ -I
lengths. One sees that the Raylelgn scatterzng size particles, has a reflectlvlty of 7 10 cm
and 3 10"14cm -I at ks-band and w-band resp,'ctively.dom .n virtually exten.o to 1 mm of diameter
These results should be interpreted in terms of
at w°band (x -- 0.33 era) and to 2 or 3 m_ at k
a act,al droplet size distributions by assessini_band. Therefore a substantial increase of
"ba " weighted"
reflectxvity from X = 0.33 cm to X = 0.85 cm is _. cgscattering mean diameter.
only expected for particle diameter smaller than
I nun; note that the ka hand is still superior to4[ _
to X baud up to a 3 mm sxze. I
I--- .7/ I . o,,,,
tO l +
/ --
I
0 / ,oi* .-
-10 --- - !
-+lJ
-50 L _ _ .. ._-,"_ +0 '_I --
i_
-70
-410 _ tO_ _ -
101_ 100++ I mmj I0 mm#
Fig. 4. Backscattering cross section of water _°n I
i
spheres as a function of diameter for _o_ | i ---_ _..___o._._..-_
0 'I 1 10 lm KIM
the r_dar wavelengths discussed in the
text, Fig. 5. Radar reflectivity of a cloud composed
of droplets having identical size as a
The evaluation of the radar reflectivity, function of that s*.ze for given liouid
,_• in(o) o(D) dO, of a given cloud implies the water content. The cloud reflectivities
specification of its droplet size distribution calculated by Crane (1977) are also
n(D), whicb_aries with the cloud type. To elim- indicated.
inate the need to specify n(D), the &n reflecti-
vity contribution due to a fraction _t of the 4. Detectior, Capabilities of Radar.
liquid water assigned to a given uniform particle In order to assess the performance of a
size can be evaluated from: _n • No, where N given radar for the observation of cloud and
is the ratio between M and the droplets individual precipitation the above reflect_vity estimates
., mass. should be compared with sensitivty threshold of
that radar. The sensitivty of several radars
for distributed targets can be easily compared
I.
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by manipulating the radar equation in the folloalng 100 _ and of course the precipitation reasons.
way. The power denszty 6 at range, R, is g_ven Absorption *,ill limit the possibilit) of
by: detectzng precipitation in the cloud 1o_ levels.
pt G We should remember, however, that the satellite
6 = ----7. _s in an excellent position since it is observing
4_R storms from their top where absorption _s reduced
where Pt zs the transmitted power and C the and this faczlitates penetration of the storm.
antenna gain with respect to an lsotrolnc Therefore, the altitude levels where the intensity
radiator. The received power, Pr' is given by: of hackscattering adequately reflects the inten-
_oAe sity of severity of the storm, are effectively
p=--
r 4_RP reached. The use of two wavelengths proposed
here should a14o offer means to assess the storm
where Ae is the effective area {including ef'iclen-
cy factor} of the receiving antenna. The antenna characteristics or intensity from both absorption
' and reflectivity viewpoints, Indeed, rathergain can be represented by G = 4_R /S where S
is an effective beam cross section derived from than attempting to accurately estimate radar
the antenna radiation nattern and including reflectivity at selected altit.des.
antenna efficiency. The scattering volume, V, by correcting for absorption, it would he more
assuming a target filling the beam completely, appropriate to design general algorithms accept-
is expressed by V - S • h where h = TC/2 ing and processing the whole set of raw data
(T pulse width) is its radial dimension. The input i.e. the vertical profiles of radar return.
This procedure would be directed towards theeffective radar cross section, o, for the whole
scattering volume, V, is given by o, = V. We interpretation of a set of data in terms of storm
therefore have: and cloud parameters useful at the synoptic
scale such as intensity, severity, estimated
Pt h Ap • _____en rainfal: output, etc. This requires that consi-
r
4_R derable effort be devoted to the design of
If we impose the same constraints in terms of representative models For convective or widespread
maximum available power, receiver no_se Figure storms and the processing algorithms.
This approach is not much different inand physical dimensions of the antenna for the
three radars, the minimum reflectivity threshold principle From the use of the methods or algorithms
is identical for the three radars regardless applied to the inversion of atmospheric/earth
of wavelength, pulse length, etc. Such esti- radiation satellite measurements conventionally
mate of reFlectivity sensitivity was made for applied to microwave and infrared radiometer
a pulse radar installeq aboard a satellite orbit- data. The radar technique, however, allows
ing at an altitude of 800 kms. The radar pare- range discrimination.which is not the case for
meters are the following: antenna diameter: the radiative transfer equations as they blindly
los meters, pulse length: 300 meters, receiver include all contributions along a line integral.
bandwidth: 500 KHz,receiver noise figure: 8 db, Note that such emission data could also he
and incoherent signal integration over 50 pulses, obtained at the radar wavelengths by the inter-
The results of these computations show that, in mittent use of the radar receiver as a radiometer.
these conditions, a unity signal-to-noise ratio Although the satellite is located at a
is obtained For a target reflectivity of great distance From the earth, the only region
- 3 lO'llcm "I. If we compare thi_ evaluation with where baekscattering is anticipated is limited
the estimates oF reFlectivity presented in Fig. 5, to the range interval between the earth surface
we see that such radar will be able to detect the and the maximum altitude of clouds or storms.
top oF practically all clouds including fair Therefore the unambiguous range requirement
weather cumulus at the _ • ,33 cm wavelength. The co_on to pulse radars is limited to that range
longer I • .$5 cm wavelength will detect only interval only, which allows that a substantial
the cloud regions where particle's size reaches repetition rate and pulse duty cycle be used.
I_280 ._
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The antenna beam must be narrow, and capable of 5. Conclusion.
heine -_anned aero_, the d_re_tion ot the .atci- _qlllmetric _¢avelengths provide an accepta-
lzte flight in a manner malogous to _ome of thu ble solution for the design of a ._atell_tenorne
microwave sensors aboard the \Imhu_ _ateliltes active microwave equlpmen_. The ranging
for instance. T_,o separate antennas for tran_- capability of the system, the relatively lm_
mlttzng and receivtng are recommended so po_,er consumption for ade_luatc radar sensitl-
that the receiver noise figure ts easll_ optl- vit_ and the enormous potential for the probing
mixed, the lmplementat]on of polarization of clouds and storms on a large scale with,
techniques made simple and the use of the ho_e_er, excellent resolution on both vertical
_eceiver section of the radar s) atem as a and horizontal space, makes it a very attractive
sensitive radiometer made possible. If the solutl, n for future satellite instrument deve-
antenna scanmng angle is limited to *lS ° lopment. The radar sensitivity should be
(approximately Sol) kms swath) the range inter- sufficient to allow detection of the melting
val required by' the maximum atmosphere "thickness" hand high reflectlvity region In a w_de_pread
_lll he approximately' 18 kms, allowln_ a pulse storm despite cloud and precipitation attenua-
repetition period of 120 _s. t_on above the freez]ng level. This would
The satellite is at an altitude of 750 offer a unique means for large scale mapping
to 1000 kms so that the radar signals reach of the O°C level altitude so that barotropIc or
the receiver approximately S ms after they barocllnlc condition in warm front, occlusions
have been transmitted. It _s therefore pro- and other large scale systems could be effective-
posed to keep the transmitting antenna pointed ly probed by the satellite.
in a g_ven direction for 5 or lO ms during A considerable amount of effort has to be
which 50 to 100 pulses will be transmitted, placed on methods for the interpretation of
The transmitter antenna can then start to move the data; however, the theory of absorption
to a different direction while the receiving and scattering of microwave by hydrometeors
antenna still remains in the same poslt_on until ha_ been known for years w_th excellent match-
the last signal l_ received and then move to _ng by f_eld observations. The greatest un-
the next transmtter poslt_on. Such antenna certaanltles are certainly _n the choice of
scanning schemes may be associated w_th complex adequate drop s_ze distributions and in the
mechanical or electronic solutions d_ff_cult assumption of _ce particles' shape, Although
to implement ahoar_ a satellite, but would opts- algorithms for data Interpretation can st_ll be
mze target dwell time. A radar bearawidth of developed on the basis of cloud and precip_-
,_ approximately O.IS to 0.2 degrees ration modeling only, the operation, in
/for a nracr_cal antenna s_ze of known or assumed meteorological conditions, cf
diameter 150 cm) is recormnended. This beam- a dual wavelength system such
width produces a 3 db footprint of 2 to 4 kms as orn_osed here aboard
for a satell_te orbit altitude of 800 kms, and an airplane or the space shuttle, would
the vehicle will move by one footprint in 0.3 provide some of the required empirical data.
to 0.75 s. If we assume that I0 ms are necessary The sea surface reflect_vlty at the chosen
to acquire one slant range profile, I00 separate wavelengths could also be assessed and related
beams covering a SO0 kms swath can be obtained to saa state conditions so that data interpre-
in one second, durxnR winch the satell_te moves ration algorithms could include atmospheric
by approximately b kms. The radar bandwidth absorption of the signal returned by the sur-
is reduced by s_gnal integration which accepts face at the two wavelengths, This procedure can
all the signals for one beam and computes the be carried on unt_l atmospheric absorption
mean signal intensity at S0 gates spaced by is so overwhelmng tha_ no return from the sea
shghtly over 300 meters for instance. The surface is observed.
data rate will then be limited to approximately
5000 bytes s "1 per polarization and wavelength
channel, _'
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POTENTIAL OF DUAL-MEASURE_NTTEC}gqIQUESFOR ACCURATE
DETERMINATIONOF INSTANTANEOUSRAINFALL RATE FROMSPACE
Carlton W. Ulbrich
Department of Physics and Astronomy
Clemson University, Clemson, SC 29631
I. INTRODUCTION
Attempts to remotely measure precipitation to an equation of the form Z = aR8. This is il-
have, in the great majority of the cases, re- lustrated in Fig.1 (at the end of the text) for
lied on the measurement of a single quantity a set o£ 180 raindrop spectra obtained with a Joss
which is then used to deduce the desired pre- type raindrop spectrometer. Although the data
cipitation parameter through a theoretically display a systematic variation of Z with R there
or empirically derived relationship. Wilson is considerable scatter about the regression line
and Brandes (1979) have reviewed the history of Z • 366RI.42. In fact, a comparison of the rain-
the use of radar to measure rainfall by such a fall rate as calculated from this Z-R relation to
method. Similar use of microwave radiometry the actual rainfall rate, as shown in Fig.2, pro-
in the 1.S cm band is discussed by Wilheit, duces an average deviation (without regard for
et al. (1977) and they suggest that the tech- sign) o£ the calculated from the actual R oi 32%.
nique has potential for determining preciptta- Even in this case where Z and R are known (i.e.,
tion amotmts over previously inaccessible can be calculated), the agreement between rain-
ocean areas. These _nd other remote measure- fall rates found from the Z-R relation and tho_
ment methods are quite limited in the accuracy calculated from the drop size spectra is, at best,
with which they can measure precipitation para- fair. The implication is that, due to common var-
meters and the reasons for these limitations iability in naturally occurring drop size spectra,
are revealed through detailed examination of the the relationship between Z and R is not unique,
method by which conventional radar is used for can vary over short time scales and small geograph-
the remote measurement of precipitation. This ical areas, and can therefore lead to large dis-
method has, almost without exception, relied on crepancies between measured and radar-deduced
empirically derived relationships between a rainSall rates.
radar measureable and the precipitation para-
meter of interest. Perhaps the best known of The latter conclusion is supported by the
these techniques determines the rainfall rate R work o£ Olbrich and Atlas (i975, 1977) uho dem-
by use of an empirical relation between R and onstrate that the origins of these discrepancies
the one remote measureable obtainable from con- lie in the form of the drop size distribution.
ventional radar, viz., the reflectivity factor Typical of the analytical for,he used to approx-
Z. The type of empirical relation_ employed are imate real drop size spectra are the exponential
usually of the form Z • aR 8 where a and 8 are form of Marshall and Palmer (1948), the gau_a
constants dependent on geographical location, distribution of _rgian, Hazin and Cao (19S2),
type of rainfall (stratiform, convective, etc.), the modi£ied gaussian distribution of Best (19S0),
and other factors. The accuracy o5 the results &_d the log-normal distribution of Levin (1954).
obtained from this method has been reviewed by The colnon feature of these analytical forms is
Atlas (1964) and Battan (1973). Wilson and that they require at leas_ two parameters to
Brandes (1979) conclude that considerable efgor_ completely specify the distribution. Generally,
is required to produce radar uasurements which three parameters would be required, one parameter
are within a factor o5 two of the true rain- specifying the total number o£ drops per unit vol-
fall 7St of the time. The agreement between ume, a second detemining the mean or indian drop
radar-deduced rainfall amounts and those oh- diameter, and e third indicating the spectral
tatned by other means (e.g., ratngauges) is good breadth of the distribution. However, it is us-
only when avereiing is performed over long periods nelly found that the first two of these parameters
of time or large geographical areas. Individ- are adequate to accurately depict the general ba-
nal measuremnts at a single time and place havtor of the distribution. In such a case, then,
usually involve larger standard errors. In ad- all quantities defined in terms of the size dis-
dition, even in those circumtances where the tribution are dependent on two parameters, each of
type o£ rainfall and geographical location are which is observed in nature to be independent and
. used to define the values for _ and 8, it is highly variable with respect to geographical lo-
common to find very large deviations between cation, rainfall type, and time, _.e., from mo-
radar-deduced and measured rainfall rates with- mant to moment within a given rainfall type.
- in the field of view of the radar. Since a speciSic relationship between these two
size distribution parameters does not in general
The usual procedure for finding the empir- exist, their fluctuations from moment to moment
ical Z - R relations used in such methods is to will be independent and variations in one precip-
calculate Z and R from experimentally observed itation parameter will not be uniquely related to
raindrop size spectra and then fit the results the variation_ in any other parameter.
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To put these ideas in quantltatzve [an- Another precLpita:ion parameter of interest
guage suppose, as an example, that the size dis- zs the lzquld _ater content W(gm-3) which, when
trihution is exponential, z.e., let NCD) be the Eq.(ll is assumed for the slze d1_trihurion N(D),
numuer concentration of drops per unit szze in- zs given by
terval and have the form
W = _ N(D)D3dD = 1.73 x IO'2N D_ (8)N(D) = N e'3"67D/Do (_'3cm'l) (I] o o
o If DO Is eliminated between Eqs. (5) and (8) one
where D(cm) is the raindrop diameter and N_(m-3cm "I) obtains
• V
and Do(cm) are parameters of the dzstributzon.
Wxth this form for N(D), DO is the medxan volume Z = 9.73 x I07N "°'7SWI'75 (g)
diameter and NoDd/3.67 is the total number of o
drops per unit volume, if all raindrop diameters Substitutin_ the Marshall-Palmer value
are possible. The rainfall rate R(mm h"I) is de- NO = 8 x I0" m-3cm-I yields
fined in terms of the size dzstribution by
Z = 2.05 x IOWIV1'75 (i0)
R = 0.6v 7 N(D)v(D)D3dD (2)
0 which is similar to that found empirically by
where v(D) (ms-I) is the fallspeed in still air Marshall and Palmer (1948), and by Sivaramakrishnan
of a raindrop of diameter D. If it is assumed, (1961). As in the case of the Z-R relation Eq.(7),
following Atlas and Ulbrich (1977), that the coefficient in Eq.(lO) is dependent on the
choice for No and hence will be sensitive to fluc-
v(D) = 17.67 D0'67 (3) tuations in this parameter from moment to moment
and between rainfall types and geographical areas•
then, using Eq.(1) for N(D), R becomes Consequently the accuracy with which a Z-W relation
like Eq.(lO) can determine liquzd water contents
R = I 136 N D4"67 (4) will be no better than that with which a Z - R
o o relation can measure rainfall rates. In other
the reflectivity factor Z(rmn6m-3) is given by words, the scatter in the experiment_l data about
an empirical Z - W relation will be similar to
Z = I06 _ N(D)DSdD = 8.03 x IO_N D7 (5) that displayed by the data about an empirical
0 o o Z - R relation. In fact, Ulbrich and Atlas (1975)
It is immediately obvious from inspection of Eqs. have shown that all of the empirical relations
(4) and (S) that R and Z are dependent on both which can be establzshed between pairs of precip-
itation parameters involve scatter in the exper-
_;oaid DO and hence will be dependent on varia-
tions in both of these independently fluctuating imental data which is directly related and of
distribution parameters. Hence, measurement of approximately the same relative magnitude.
Z will not serve to determine R unless a specific For example, the percentage deviation of an ex-
restriction is placed on either No or Do or unless perimental data point from an empirically derived
a relationship between the two is assumed to exist. Z - R relation will be of about the same magni-
For example, if Eq.(4) is solved for DO and the rude and have the same sense as the deviations of
result substituted in Eq.(5) then one obtains this data point from all other empirical relations
between pairs of quantities (e.g., Do - R, Z - W,
Z • 6.635 x lOWN "O'SRI'50 (6) NO - R, etc.). The in_portantimplication of this
o result is that the accuracy with which an empir-
It is clear from this result that although the ical relation employing a single radar measurable
moment-to-moment variations in Do have no influ- can measure a precipitation parameter is inherently
ence on the dependence of Z on R through Eq,(6), limited because it fails to account for the natural
the variations in No do have an influence and variability of both of the size distribution para-
will produce fluctuations in Z even when R re- meters.
mains constant. To proceed further with this type 2. DUAL-_ASURE_NT _THODS
of analysis it is necessary to introduce an
assumption regarding the dependence of NO on R. It is apparent from the above discussion thatFor example, zf it is assumed that NO has a con-
stant value independent of R and equal to the there exists a need for new techniques which will
Marshall and Palmer (1948) value NO - 8 x lO_m-3cm"l zmprove the accuracy of remote measurement of pre-
then Eq.(6) becomes ' cipitation parameters. It is proposed here tha_
this improvement in accuracy could be realized
Z • 235Rl'sO (7) through the use of dual-measurement methods, i.e.,
techniques which involve measurement of two quan-
which is representative of the Z-R relations found titles. To demonstrate why such an approach is
from empirical analyses, e.g., that found in the necessary suppose, as an example, that a dual-
above empirical analysis as well as those found by wavelength radar system is employed which con-
Marshall and Palmer (1948) for stratiform rain, slats of one wavelength for which the Rayleigh
by Joss, et al. (1970) for widespread rain, and approximation is valid (X_lOcm) and another more
by Sivaramakrishnan (1961) for thunderstorm rain. strongly attenuated wavelength (_l-2cm). The
But it is evident from the example given here that longer wavelength serves to determine the reflec-
deviations from Eq.(7) will be commonplace in tivity factor Z within a range gate and compar-
nature because No is frequently observed to de- ison of the power return at the two wavelengths
viate from a constant value and these deviations in adjacent range gates determines the attenua-
tion A, which is defined byare the source og the errors in rainfall rates
found from empirical Z-R relations.
A • 0.4343 ; Qt(D)N(D)dD (Ii)
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where Qt(D)(cm') is the total attenuation cross they lead to the same conclusion, viz., that dual- f
section due to scattering and absorptzon. Atlas measurement systems possess the potential for SiR-
and Ulbrzch (1974) have shown that for most radar nificantly improvzng the accuracy of remote
wavelengths Qt(D) can be represented by the form measurement of precipztation parameters. In ad-
dition, tt is also shown by Olbrlch and Atlas
qt(D) - CDn (12) (1978) that it is not necessary to assume that
the size dxstribution is exponential; any size
when the constant C and exponent n are dependent distribution can be used for which two of the
on wavelength and temperature. In this case, moments can be calculated or are known a priori.
then, uslng Eq.(1) for the size distribution, A This method has been applied to the raindrop
becomes spectra described previously and the comparison of
the rainfall rate calculated from Z and A with the
actual rainfall rate is shown in Fig. 5. It is
A • O.4543Cr(n ˜8Dn  l (15)obvious that there is signzficant improvement
(3.67)n*I o o with the average deviatzon of the calculated R
where r(x) is the complete gamma function. The from the actual R being only St.
measured values of Z and A can then be used in
Eqs.(5) and (15) to find unique solutions for The above method of measuring Z and A by a
NO and DO whzch describe the exponential approx- matched pair of radar beams was originally sug-
zmatton to the size distribution of the drops in gested by Eccles and Atlas (1975) as a means of
the radar pulse volume. That is, if Eqs.(5) and detecting hail. [t is only one example of a
(15) are solved simultaneously for NO and Do il. variety of experimental methods by which rainfall
ten, s of Z and A, one finds rate and other quantities can be measured. Others
have been alluded to by Atlas and Ulbrich (1974)
_)zsA"sDO • (14) and by Goldhirsch and Katz(1974). The latterauthors suggest a measurement method which em-
and _loys a matched pair of radar beams of different
wavelengths with both subject to attenuation.
. _ ZI-YSA-,S Then, provided there are no severe reflectivity
NO _ (15) gradients in the storm under observation, the
where a D and aN are constants and the exponent parameters No and Do can be found from the dif-
s • (6 - n) "1 ferential attenuation of the two beams. The
advantage of this method is that the solutions
The important feature of this approach is for NO and 0o in terms of the attenuations at the
that these solutions for NO and DO are deter- two wavelengths are independent of the radar
mined directly and uniquely from measurements of calibration constants so that knowledge of these
Z and A. The method does not involve assump- constants is not required.
tions about the dependence of either NO or DO Another dual-measurement method suggested
o;_rainfall rate, nor does it require the intro- by Ulbrich and Atlas (1977) employs a combinationduction of empirical relationships between any
two precipitation parameters. Furthermore, since of a radar to measure the reflectivity factor Z
and ltdar to determine the optical extznction
the liquid water content W [Eq. (8)] and the £(km-1) which is defined by
raznfall rate R [Eq.(4)] are each dependent on
NO and Do only, then they too are determined dz-
racily from measurements of Z and A. That is, if _ • ZO _ N(D)D2dD (18)0
Eqs. (14) and (IS) are substituted into Eqs. (4) When Eq.(1) is used for N(D) then Eq.(18) takes
and (8) one obtains the form '
awA_SZ(3"n)s (16) _ - 6.36 x tO'aN D 3 (19)
W
O0
and In this case the solutions for the size distri-
aRAZ.33sz(3.S?-n)s button parameters are especially simple zn thatR = (17) they do not involve wavelength and/or te_erature
dependent quantities, as is the case with the
where a1_ and aR are constants dependent on C and microwave attenuation. These solutions are shown
n. These solutions have been found using a power by Ulbrich and Atlas (1977} to be of the form
law approximetton for the fallspmed law leg.(3}] I/_
and a similar approximation for the total atte_- D - 0.0168 ZI/_Z"
uation cross section [Eq,(12)]. But these simple o (20)
approximations have been used here only for the and
purposes of illustration and they are not a ?Z.3/_EyI_necessary part of the metho , More accurate N • 3.33 x 10 (21)o
values of the rainfall rate and microwave atten-
uation can be found by numerically integrating which can then be substztuted in Eqs,(4) and (8)
- Eq,(2} using the measured raindrop fallspeeds of to yield solutions for R and W, respectively,
.; Gun_ and Kinzer (1949} and _°(II) using the cal- Using measured raindrop size spectra, Ulbrich and
_ culated Mie total attenuatzon cross sections of Atlas (1977} show that this method produces es-
Marker (1973). The results of such calculations timates for R and W which are in excellent agrme-
have been displayed by Ulbrich and Atlas (1978) merit with the experimental data and also produces
on a rain parameter diagram, Although they find an exponential distribution given by No and Do
that the relationships between No, Do, Z, A, W which closely approximates the actual s_ze spec-
and R are net as simple as those given above, trum. In a few cases, the actual size _pectrum
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deviates appreciably from exponentiality, but even Eccles, P.J. and D. Atlas, 1973: A dual wave-
in these cases the method produces values for R length radar hail detector. J. _ppl. Meteor.,
and W which are in very good agreement with ex- l_J.2,pp. 847-854.
periment.
Goldhirscb, J. and I. Katz, I_74: Estimation of
Another dual-measurement method which has raindrop size distributions using multiple
been proposed by Seliga and Brzngi (1976) deter- wavelength radar systems. Radio Sci, 9,
mines the reflectivity factor at orthogonal pol- pp. 439-446.
arizations in rainfall. It is well known that as
raindrop size increases the drop becomes increas- Gunn, R. and G.D. Kinzer, 1949: The terminal
ingly distorted from spherical shape and that veZocitv of fall for water droplets in stag-
drops of this type become more numerous as the nant azr. J. Heterol., 6, pp. 243-248.
rainfall rate increases. Furthermore, obser-
vations indicate that these drops fall with a Joss, J.K. Schram, J.C. Thams, and A. Waldvogel,
preferred orientation. The co'_bination of 1970: On the quantitative determination of
oblateness and preferred orientation when inte- precipitation by radar. Wzssenschaftliche
grated over a drop size distribution result in a Mitteilung Nr. 63. Zurich: Eidgenossische
differential scattering of horizontally and ver_- Komission zum studium der Hagelbildung und
ically polarized electromagnetic waves, Seliga der Hagelabwehr.
and Bringi (1976) have deduced the dependence
of ZDR, the differential refleccivity at orthog- IChrgian, A.K.A., l.P. Mazin and V. CaD, 1952:
onal polarizations, on DO and :_how that it in- Distribution of drops according to size in
creases monotonically as DO increases. They clouds (in Russian). Tr. Tsent. Aerol Observ.,
also demonstrate [Seliga and Bringi (1978)] how _, p. 56.
the method can be used to measure rainfall rates
and find close agreement between radar-measured Levin, L.M., 1954: Size distribution function for
and raingauge-measured rainfall rates [5eliga cloud droplets and rain drops (in Russian).
e t a.I.I.(1980)]. Dok Akad. Nauk. S. S. S. R., 94, pp. 1045-
1053.
3. CONCLUSION
Marker, W., 1973: Attenuation cross sections of
It is clear then from the above discussion water spheres for selected temperatures and
that all of these dual-measurement methods show radar wavelengths. Laboratory for Atmospheric
high promise for measuring precipitation pare- Probing, University of Chicago. (Unpublished
meters with greater accuracy than that which has manuscript).
been possible in the past. However, a truly
adequate test of these methods has yet to be Marshall, J.A. and W.M.K. Palmer, 1948: The
performed in the field. A system typical of distribution of raindrops with size. J.._.
that which could perform such a test would con- Meteorol., 5, pp. 165-166.
sist of a network of ground-based multi-wavelength,
dual-polarization radars, microwave links, optical Seliga, T.A. and V.N. Bringi, 1976: Potential
links (transmissometers or lidara), raingauges, and use of radar reflectivity measurements at
disdroseters. Operation of such a network over a ortho|onel polarizations for measuring pre-
period of at least one year would provide an abun- cipitation. ,J. Appl Meteor,, I..$5, pp. 69-76.
dance of data to determine whether these promising
techniques are indeed capable of measuring precip- Seliga, T.A,, V.N. Bringi and H.H. Al-lO_atib,
itation parameters with the professed accuracy. 1980: Differential reflectivity measurements
The results of such an experiment would also per- of rainfall rate: raingauge comparisons.
mita quantitative, detailed assessment of the re- Preprints 19th Radar Meteor Conf., pp. 440-447.
quirements for satellite-based precipitation meas- American Meteorological Society, Boston, Mess.
uremnt systems. In addition, continued operation
of the system would provide a Srom_d-truth stun- Sivaruakrishnan, M.V., 1961: Studies of rain-
dard with which satellite measurements could be drop size characteristics in different types
compared, of tropical rain using a simple raindrop
recorder. Indian J. Meteor. Geophys., 12.2,
4. I_FEREHCE5 pp. 189-217.
Atlas, O., 1964: Advances in Radar Meteorology, Ulbrich, C.W. and P. Atlas, 1975: The use of
Adv. Geoph_slcs, I_.00,pp, 317-478. radar reflectivity and microwave attenuation to
obtain Improved measurements of precipitation
Atlas, O. and C.W. Ulbrtch, 1974: The physical parameters. Preprints 16th Radar Meteor. Conf.,
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the measurement of rainfall paramsters by com- Boston, Mess,
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Atuo.......is,,B, pp. 275-298. Ulbrich, C.#. and D,Atlas, 1977: A method for moasur-
ing precipitation parameters using radar reflec-
Bettan, L.J,, 1973: Radar Observation of the At- tivlty and optical extinction. Ann. des Telecom.
_, University of Chicago Press, Chicago, IL $_.2, pp. 415-421.
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Fig. Z: Comparison of the rainfall rates found FiE. 3; Comparison of the rainfall rates fo,md
from th_ espi_,cal :-R relation with the actual from : and A with the actual rainfall rates .*or
rain_a:l rates for the spectra described in Fig 1 the spectra described in Fig. 1,
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RAIN RATE MEASUREMENT CAPABILITIES USING A SEASAT TYPE RADAR ALTIMETER
Julius Goldhirsh
The Johns Hopkins Unlversity/Applled Physics Laboratory
Laurel, Maryland 20810
Edward J. Welsh
NASA/Wallops Flight Center
Wallops Island, Virginia 23337
ABSTRACT 2. FORMULATION OF THE 13.5 GHz
RAIN ECHO POWER AT THE ALTIM-
The incorporation in the 13.5 ETER INPUT
GHz Sea|at type radar altimeter of a mode
to measure rain rate is investigated. The radar echo power received
Specifically, an algorithm is developed from a pulse volume filled with a uni-
relating the echo power at the various form rain rate, R, may be expressed by
range bins to the rain rate, taking into the modified Probert-Jonel [1962] radar
consideration Hie scattering and path equation {Goldhirlh, 1979] given by
attenuation. The dependence of the al-
gorithm on rain drop gize di|trlbutlon, c ptr_2G281 r-_nand non-uniform rain structure are ex- P = %1 LtLramined and associated uncertainties de- r i024,21n2
fined.
(2.1)!"
A technique for obtaining f
drop size distribution through the x f(Bo)10-0"2_(kg+kp+kc)dr
(wlttl)
Blll_E_Mmlfltl O_ _l_ It _l _Op of O
the raincell and power difference whale
through the cell is also investigated
together with an associated error anal- c velocity of light (]xlO 8 m/s),
ylil. Pt transmitted power (watts),
A description of the minor r pullewldth (sic),
hardware modifications to the basic l wavelength (m),
Seasat design is given for implementing
the rain measurements. G antenna gain,
i. INTRODUCTION ei,$1 beamwidthl along principal planes(tad),
An optimally designed radar L t transaitted loss factor (<i.0)
located on boa_d a satellite for _aking (IOlllS from transmitted power
rain mealurements near the ground should measurement point to gain mea-
ideally have the followinq features: (I) lurement point),
Be capable of establishing rain taro L r receiver loss factor (<1.0)
profiles as • function of height above (losses from transmitter power
the ground, (2) Establish the rain rate neasurement point to gain mac-
along _rack and also cross track over a lurement point),
slgnificant swath width, (3) Have a spa-
tlal resolution significantly smaller n Hie rain reflectivity (m'1),
than _m scale dimensions of typical rain r ranqe [m),
cells and, (4) Be capable of obtaining
w0rld-wAde samples over a short ti_e kq,kp,k c att6nuation coefficients due
_pan (e.g., 90 ninutes), to ataospherlc gas, precipl-
ration, and clouds, respec-
The technique described here tlvely (dB/km),
any be considered as "pigqyback" to an Bo bandwidth of the receiver, H=.alreadF exlstAnq radar syste= since its
i_pleaentation requires only saner sod- The factor f(B o) represents r.he addi-
itications. The system in sand is the tional loss factor due to the radar re-
Seasat type radar altlmeter operating at ClAver frequency response and has been
f=13.5 GHz [MacArthur, 197S] and tlown calculated by Ooviak aM Zrnic [1979]
aboard the Seasat Satellite. Although for • GaUllian shape receiver response
- not opti:ally designed for possesoin_ and rectangular transmitted pulse re-
all of the above features, such a _odi- |ultinq in,
fled systea would however enable • *first
step look" at L_e rain rate profiles a-
lon_ track at relatively little addition- f(Bo ) w - 2.3 da (2.2)al cOlt. The experimental technique
described here As an extension of the
rain detection mode accepted for Lnclu- alsu_in_ • "_atched f_Iter" case.
sAon An the NOSS altAaeter [Walsh,19$1].
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2.1 Rain .Reflect,ivlty Versus Rain Also plotted in Fig. I is the
hie Relationship case assuming Raylelgh scattering alone
which presumee
The Mie r_flectivity is theo-
retically given by, ,D
<< 1 12.9)
/max_. O(I, DIK(DldD (m-1] 12.31 Under the assumption of 12.91,
whirl o(l,_) is the ecatterlng crone- ,5 r Dmax
eectlon (m4) o': a spherical drop of dl- _ _ _ IKoI2j
D6N(D)dD 12.10)
seater, D, at the wavelength, l, and
N(D)dD is the rain drop isle dlstribu- Dmin
flow defined as the number of drops be- where IK 12 is dependent on the com laxo P
twain diameteJrs D _nd D+dD per unit refractive index of the rain drops [Gunn
volu_e where Dma_ and Dml n are the max- end East, 1954; Ray, 1972] and Is given
imum and mlnlmumAdrop sizes in the pulse by r_i2,0•9in the frequency range
volume. 6 t_o_5 GHI and temperatures of 0° to
200(:. In comparing 0(Mie) with
The rain rate, R, [mm/hr], may 0(Rayleigh) we note rain rate errors of
be theoretically expressed by, 20, 43, and 55% at 10, 30, and I00 mm/hr
respectively.
fmaxB - D3VIDINIDldD 12.41 2.2 Attenuation Versua Rain Rate
_mln
The attenuation coefficient
where V(D) is the terminal velocity of a due to precipitation, kp, iS theoreti-
raindrop of dieter, O (e.g., cm/sec), tally given by,
As a nominal drop size distribution, we
assume a Marshall-Palmer form [1948]
(hereafter referred to as M-P) namely, kp=fDmaxj Cext (I,D)N (D) dD
Id_IXm] 12.11)
N(D) - NO exp(-AO) (2.5) Dml n
where Mo Is fixed and given by, where Cext(l,D_ el the extinction fac-
tor [(d|/k_)cmJ] at the wavelength I and
NO - .0l Ca "4 (2.6) drop diumter, D. Xereafter, the sub-
script p will be deleted for convenience.
the reflectivity, _, and rain rate, R, as kssuJing the Marshall-Palmer fern (2.5)
given by 12.3) and 12.4), respectively, and (2.6), the lntegrand in 12.11) was
were nm_erically computed and are plotted numtrlcally integrated over the diameter
in Figure 1 against one another• The Kte interval .03 to 0.5 ca resulting in the
scattering cross sections in 12.3) were k-R relationship depicted in Fig. 2.
obtained by frequency interpolatin 9 the The extinctiOn factors wtre obtained oy
results of Stephen8 [1961] at Tull°C for frequency interpolating the tabulations
13.5 GHs. The integrendl in 12.3) and of _Klhurlt {1965] (T-20°C)• We note
(2.4) were approximately inteqrated over from Fig. 2 that the k-R relationship
the drop diumter interval .03 to 0.5 cn may similarly be expressed with good
(DILLn _ D_x) which generally repre- approxi_atlon by the empirical relation-senti range of drop diauumtlrl foumd ship,
in rain.
we note from Fig. I that the n k - aR b dB/km (2.12)
veElUl R relationship may be expressed
with good approxi-ation by the relation- where
ship
a - 2.038 x 10 .2
- NmI (mm/_r) 12.7)
b - 1.203 12.13)
where which shove an rma deviation enaller
A = 3.143 e 10 "? 1_-2.22 ca) tJ_an .2 am/hr over the rain rate inter-
val of 1 to 50 m/hr (when compared to
" • - 1.536 (2.8) the calculated M-P CUr'":)
.m
vh_rl nil e•prllled in • _. The fitted 2 3 Uncertainty of Att_e_nuation
curve given by 12.7) is in proxl_Lty of Coefficient and Reflectivit_
the computed c_rve n (Nil) to within an _;1_h Variations in Drop Sill
, n_ deviatAon in rain rate better than Distributions
0.3 mn/hr over the rain rate interval l
" to SO m_/hr. In order to establish a nee-
- s_re of uncertainty due to varlltionl
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Of drop size spectra, an experimental I0, 10, and I00 mm,/hr when comparing the
data base of drop size d_strlbutlon mea- M-P case zelative to the measured re-
sursmen'_s st Wallops Island, virginia gression line.
was examined [Goldhlrsh, 1980]. These
measurements were made with _n electro- Because of the proximity of the
mechanical disdrometer [RowJard, 1976] measured q-R and k-R regression tale-
and cover l0 rain days; 5 during the tzonships with the M-P counterparts, we
sua1=er of 1977 and 5 during th_ fall- will consider the M-P cases tO be the
wlntsr of 1978-79. A cumulative number nominal ones and associate the msasu 4
of approximately 1200 drop size distri- uncertainties in rain rates riven _n the
butionx encompassing 17 hours of rain first row of Table i to the M-P case.
measurements were analyzed. The best
fit results are tabulated in the first 2.4 Influence of Cloud and A_-
row of Table 1 for f-13.5 GHz. The cot- spheric Gaseous Constituents
responding H-P parameters ire given in at ]3.5 GHz
the second row for comparison.
For a nadir pointing rsdqr st
We note rms devlatiun in rain 13.5 GHz the attenuation due to liquid
rates of approximately 50t and 22t for cloud and atmospheric water vapor and
the n-R and k-R relationship, respec- oxygen may be ignored as they amount to
tively, due to deviations of the indivld- a small fraction of a dB.
ual measured distribution relative to the
bast fit case. Since the measurements For liquid cloud st T-0°C (Gunn
were made over significant time du_'ations and East, 1954],
of the storms, different parts of the
precipitation structures were sampled, kc/_0.1 [dB/km/gm/m 3] f=13.5 GHz (2.14)Th best fit results are thus also rep-
resentative of a spatial sampling of the
distributions in rain. where M = the cloud liquid water content
[gm/m 3] . We thus note, for example, that
In Figure 3 are plotted the dis- a ] km thickness .loud with a nominal_y
drometsr best fit q-R relationship high liqt,ld water content of 0.5 gm/m a
(solid curve) plotte_ against the N-P will amount to only 0.3 dB attenuation
curve (dot-dash). We note the _'.wo curves (tw_ way).
are in very close agreement giving per-
csntags differences in rain rates of 10, Similarly the two way nadir
3, and it at I0, 30, and i00 mJm/hr. Also attenuation due to all gaseous constltu-
plotted are the + ms percentage error ants is,
bounds (dashed c_rvss) relative to the
dlsdromater derived regrexs._on relation- P
ship. Jkg dl < 0.2 dB; f=13.5
GHz (2.15)
In Figure 4 are plotted the and noslnally less than 0.1 dB [Cranecorresponding curves for the k-R case.
Again we note the measured best fit 1971].
curve (soli_ line) Co be nearly coinci-
dent with the M-P case (dot-dashed 3. RAIN ECHO POWER LEVELS AT A
SEASAT TYPE ALTIMETER
curve). Percentage differences of ap-
proximately 9, 5, and 2t are observed at
Table 1 Measured and _I-P best fl_ empirical pacameters and
associated rma deviations in rain rs_e
Reflectivity vs R&a,n Rate At'_enuatlon Coeff. vz Ra_,n Rate
n- ARB (m"1) k . aR b _mB)
Rain ,_ate rms Razn Ra_e r_
A B devlatlon a b deviation
(*_) =m/hr (_) mmlhr
M¢as. 2. 174x10 "7 1.620 48.9 6.9 2.428x10 -2 1.170 22.1 2.5
_'P I 3'143x10"7 I 1.536 <1._ 0.3 2.038x10 "2
1,2'J3 02
I I
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3.i Power Levels .Assuming a M-P attenuation is assu,ned to occur. The
Drop Size Distribution rain rate is also assumud uniform both
over the height interval and within the
We shall incorporate the fen- main lobe. Also plotted is the -115 dBm
eral formulations reviewed in the previ- unity signal to noise ratio level.
ous section with the radar parameters for
the Seasat type altimeter assuming the we note the curves for _h _ 0
family of drop size distributions for peak and ultimately fall below noise for
rain corresponds to those of M-P. Sub- increasing rain rates. The peaking is
stitut4ng the forms (2.7) and (2.12) into due to the interplay between two oppos-
(2.1), the radar equation may alternately ing tendencies; namely an increasing
be expressed by, rain rate results in an increased back-
scatter power (the positive 2nd term in
Pr(dBm) . Al+B 1 LOgl0 R &hR b (3.1) (3.1)) and a simultaneous increase of
path attenuation (the negatlve 3rd term
where Al, B1, CI, represent fixe_ radar in (3.1)). At the higher rain rates,the attenuation term dominates. We
parameters and Ah (km) is the one way
path interval through rain. Although r, note a maximum rain rate measurement of
is variable, its range of variation is 55 mm/hr at 5 km and 280 mm/h_ at 1 km
significarJtly small (, i0 _) and hence into the rain.
the contribution to the echo power may be
assumed with good approximation to be 3.2 Uncertainty in Rain Rates from
constant (to less than 0.i dB variation). Power and Power Difference
Measurements Due tc Variations
The Seasat parameters are given _n the Drop Size Distributions
by, We here incorporate the uncer-
Pt " 2 kw tainties in rain rates in (2.7) and(2.12) due to variations of drop size
- 3.2 _sec distribution as elaborated upon in Sec-
r - 800 km tics 2.3 (summarized in Table i). We
alternately express (3.1) by
el,01 - 1.6 ° (2.792xi0 -2 red) (3.2) [ I
G => 40.6 dB (i.148xi04) Pr (dBm) = AI+BIL°gI0 _ Ro(I_61)_L J
Lt => -0.9 dB
Lr => -1.2 dB + Cldh Rbo (i+62)b- (3.6)
Substituting the parameters of where Ro is the nominal rain rate assumed
(3.2) into (2.1) and converting to the to follow the M-P family of distributions,
form (3.1) we obtain, and 61 and 62 are the rain rate uncer-
tainties for the reflectivity and atten-
AI - -116.1 uation coefficient empirical relationsp
B1 - 15.4 (3.3) respectively. These are (from Table i),
C1 = -4.076 x 10-2
b 1.203 I61 = .49
= (3.7)
A nominal value of the noise _ 62 " .22
level for the satelllte altimeter is, In Figure 6 are plotted the
nominal power levels as well as the upper
N - k T Bo F -4- -115 dBm (3.4) and lower unc,rtainty bounds as a func-
tion of rain rate for both the storm top
where (&h-0) and &h=5 km into the rain. The
power level bounds were determined by
k - 1.38xi0 "23 Jcules/°K (Boltzmann's injecting the parameters (3.3) and (3.7)
constant) into (3.6) and selecting the extreme
T - 310°K values relative to the nominal case (i.e.,
F -> 5 dB (noise figure) (3.5) 61-62-0) for each rain rate.
Bo- _ - 3.125xi05 H_ (bandwidth) It may be deduced from Fig.
that a _ower measurement alone at &ha5 km
_ The noise figure slows represents a _ results in both significantly larger un-
dB improv_ent t_ the I0 dB noise fig- certainties and ambiguities due to the
ure for the Seasat case. multivalued nature of the rain rates. A
more meaningful measurement at the larger
In Fi_urs 5 are plotted a ram- rain rates is a power diffelence mes-_re-
ily of curves representing the echo power ment (i.e., attenuation). Referrir, J to
at the altlm_ter as a function Of rain (3.6), the power difference betweer..h-0
rate corresponding to different height and dh is given by,
intervals, Ah, relative to the top of the
b
(i  62)bralncell, 6h - 0, where negligible &P(dB) - Cldh Ro - (3.8)
I_1
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We thus note that the uncertainties as- The factor g is a parameter in-
soclated with the reflectivity vanishes _roduced to characterize changes in Pc
and only those associated with the power and is defined by
difference remains (i.e., (i + _2)b).
In Figure 7 is plotted the nominal power r% 1
difference (3.8) and the corresponding Pc = 2g_'_-'_ (4.4)uncertainty bounds at dh=5 km. The as-
sociated error bounds in rain rate are
within + 22t of the nominal for any Hence g=l corresponds to 0o representing
given p_wer difference measurement, half the beam resolution interval at the
ground. All the other parameters in (4.3)
We conclude from the results have been previously defined.
depicted in Figures 6 and 7 and the
above discussion that it may be far more Equation (4.3) has been humeri-
accurate to ascertain rain rate from the cally integrated for different values of
power difference (attenuation) than a RO and 0o resulting in Figs. 8 and 9. In
power level measurement assuming the Fig. 8 the apparent rain rate Ra at the
condition of beam filling and uniform top of the raincell (Ah=0; no attenuation)
rain rate over the range interval, Ah. is plotted as a function of the peak rain
rate, _for a family of values of 0o.
4. ECHO POWER FOR NON-UNIFORM The apparent rain rate is obtained by
BEAM FILLING computing the p_wer from (4.2) and relat-
ing this power to the Ah-0 curve in Fig.
In this Section we examine the 5 (or by employment of (3.1)). It effec-
capability of ascertaining the rain rate tively represents the presumed rain rate
characteristics for the case in which obtained by assuming uniform beam filling
the altimeter main beam i8 not uniformly with the reduced power level. We note
filled by the rain along the horizontal that the apparent rain rate is critically
extent, dependent on the Gaussian parameters, 0o
and RO, The 00"" case corresponds to
4.1 Power Level8 and Differences the uniform beam filling case.
as a Function of the Rain
Features In Fig. 9, we have plotted
the dB power differences between the top
We assume a rain rate varia- of the rain and 5 km into the rain as a
tion along the ground to be Gaussian in function of the peak rain rate, Ro for
shape (Hedge, 1977] and given by, a family of values of 00. For any given
[ (e-'12I0o o_P'akrain rat'' R°' th" P°w'r dill'fence
R
= Ro exp - (4.1) is dependent on Pc for values down to
= 2.5 km (g < 20) for the given range
o_ rain rates. --At smaller values of 0o
where Ro is the peak rain ra_e aligned (larger g), the attenuation takes place
with the main beam altimeter axis, 0 i8
over the region where the gain pattern
the polar distance parallel to the earth function is relatively uniform (near the
(orthogonal to the main beam axis) and nadir axis) and the power difference is
0o is that distance corresponding to the found to assymptotically approach a
axp(-l) falloff of rain rate (i • 37
Re). " '' " fixed level for each value of RO.
It may be demonstrated [Gold- 4.2 A Technique to Ascertain Scale
D_mensign! 0_t and Peak Rainharsh and Walsh, 1981] that the altime-
ter power i8 given by, RateR°
It i8 demonstrated that a mea-
Pr m Pro F(g,_h, Ro) (4.2) surement of the power at top of the rain
and a power difference measurement
where Pro is the power (2.1) for the uni- through the rain enables the determina-
form rain case at Ah-0, and F is a factor tion of, 0o and Ro. It is tacitly a8-
_i dependent o_ the extent of the rain sum_ that the drop size distributicn
_nhor_geneity within the beam as it af- is that of M-P and the peak of the
facts the reflectivity and the attenua- Gaussian rain cell coincides with the
flea. It i_ given by, main beam axis of the altimeter.
(32_)// I J In Fig. I0 are con.t,uctedF(g,_h,Ro)- exp -$1n2(x2+y 2) constant apparent rain rate isopleth8(dashed lines) of 0o va Re where each
- o o isoplech corresponds to a fixed level
[ ] of Ra in ti,. ,. Also plotted are con-
- exp C'4ga (x 2 + y2)j 8taz._ power difference isopleths (solid
lines) of 0o v8 Ro taken from constant/ t It
[ IJ intersections of these isopleths, in
general, uniquely define the values of
(4.3) Oo and Ro. At power differences of 20
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dB and greater, ambiguities in these Fig. ii, (2) the power differences be-
values may howeve_ arise due to the mul- tween the _chos from the raincell top
tivalued nature of these curves at these and the pulse volume 5 km into the rain,
very hi@h power difference levels. As &P(&h-5); Fig. 12, and (3) the apparent
an example, we note that a power dif- rain rate, Ra (dh=o), from the rain cell
ference of i0 dB and an apparent rain top; Fig. 13. The curves were generated
rate of 20 mm/hr results approximately through the numerical evaluation of (4.5)
in DO - 7 P_ and Ro - 50 mm/hr, for variable D,c_o, and a peak rain rate,
RO - 30 mm/hr. For example, when 0o is
In the event the C&ussian small (Po < 2.5 km), the power difference
rain cell is not coinciden_ with the is noted to be constant (Fig. 12) as the
main beam axis, or the rain cell has main beam sweeps through the Gaussian
more arbitrary scale features as will rain cell. As Do increases, AP undergoes
usually be the case, the technique out- larger variations with d. In addition,
lined here may continue to be used to P(&h-o) (Fig. Ii) undergoes larger vari-
find "equivalent" values of Ro and Do. ations with slope changes for smaller
That is, a measurement of power at dh-o values _f Do.
and power difference will give rise to
an equivalent centrally located Gaus- The peak apparent rain rate,
sian giving the same power levels as Ra, and power difference, _P, may be
the real rain structure, better identified from the signatures of
Fig. 13 and Fig. 12. Hence the values
4.3 power Parameters as a Func- of Ro and Do should then be capable of
tion of Rain Cell Axis Dis- being ascertained using the method des-
placement from Main Beam Axis cribed in Section 4.2.
In the previous section we ex-
amined the very special case in which the 5. DETERMI_'ATION OF DROP SIZE DIS-
main beam altimeter axis coincides with TRIBUTION USING A TW 9 MEASURE-
the peak rain axis, RO, associated with MENT METHOD
the Gaussian rain structure given by
(4.1). Here we consider the case for A technique will be described
which the rain rate axis is displaced, in this section for ascertaining the
average drop size distribution in the
That is, pulse volume through a measurement of
Ialn echo power and power difference
[ (P'dl2] (4.4) over an interval, Ah.R - Ro exp - _Po ] 5.1 Elaboration of the Method
Specifically, we shall examine the power
signature _t the altimeter as the main The technique employs a power
beam moves through the Gaussian struc- measurement at the top of rain cell
ture along a principal rain rate axis. (Ah-o) from which the reflectlvity, _,
For such a geometry, (4.3) becomes, may be deduced. This may be expressed
from (2.1) by,
1 +I
. 161n2 I_81n2
z of parameters multiplying n in (2.1)
(i.e., a constant).
As previously mentioned, n is
theoretically given by (2.3). Similarly
dxdy (4.5) the attenuation coefficient may be de-termined from (2.1) and is observed to
wherb D is given by, be given by
and theoretically it is g_ven by (2.111.
with eI being the altimeter beamwidth,
- and % the angular displacement of the al-
= tlmeter beam axis to the peak rain rata We now assume the drop size
axis. Also, dI and d arm the respective distrlbu_ion may be expressed by the two
distances alon_ the ground, parameter exponential,
As an example, we have plotted
in Figs. 11-13 the following as a rune- N(D) - N O exp (-^D) (5.3)
tion of the beam axi| displacement d: (i)
the power from the ralncell top P(_h-c_;5
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where both A and NO are unknown. It tacitly assumed that an unattenuated
will be demonstrated that a measurement measurement at _h-o is possible, the
of k and q as given by (5.2) and (5.1) rain rate is uniform over ,lh, and uni-
uniquely defines NO and A and hence the formly fills the beam.
drop size distribution. Once (5.3) is
obtained, the rain rate as given by (2.4) In Section 7 an error analysis
is uniquely determined, associated with the above technique is
given.
Substituting (5.3) into (2.3),
_2.11) and (2.4), we obtain the norma- 6. RAIN MEASUREMENT IMPLEMENTATION
lized parameters, FOR A SEASAT TYPE ALTIMETER
n l_max The Seasat radar altimeter a-
_-,j _(X,D)exp(-._)dD (5.4) chieved its 3.125 ns range resolution by
o transmitting a chirped pulse of 3.2 _s
Dmin duration in which the frequency was
k _max linearly swept over a 320 MHz bandwidth
_oo " Cext(_,D)exp(-AD)dD (5.5) around a center frequency cf 13.5 GHz.J
In normal surface tracking operations,
Dmin D the Seasat Altimeter tracked continu-
R _ /max ously utilizing i000 per second chirped
_oo " 6--J D3V(D)exp(-AD)dD (5.6) pulses and produced smoothed range andsurface waveform data every i00 ms.
Dmin The Seasat tracker was updated every 50
ms and we will assume any future el-
Taking the ratio of (5.4) and (5.5), timeter would not allow this disparity
and would output data every 50 ms. The
_nax proposed rain mode would allocate one
_m Cext(_'D)exp(-AD)dD 50 ms interval per second for measure-
ment of rain backecatter using unmodu-
fated CW pulses. No range data would
. in (5.7) be obtained during the CW transmissions
n _axo(X,D)exp(_AD)d D and the tracker would coast, but that
would result in a negligible degrada-
Umin tion of the range and significant wave
As previously mentioned in Section 2, height (SWH) data (data over a 350 m
Cex t and o have been tabulated at 13.5 ground track would be lost every ? km).
GHz as a function of drop diameter. On a 1 second average, the noise in the
The right hand sides of (5.4) through range and SWH measurements would in-
(5.7} may thus be numerically computed crease by approximately 2.5 percent.
as a function of A. The resultant ex- This is considered to be an acceptable
preseions as a function of A are plotted penalty.
in Figs. 14 and 15. As a basis for com-
parison, in Fig. 14 is also plotted the The normal Altimeter acquisi-
tion mode [MacArthur, 1978], used CWM-P rain rate as a function of A (i.e.,
(5.6) with No - .08 cm'4). In Fig. 16 pulses to find the maximum signal and de-
is given, for easy reference, the echo te.-mine its range. The rain measurement
power at Ah-o as a function of the Mie mode would require the incorporation of
reflectivity. It is apparent that a a I0 bit A/D converter An the CW circui-
measurement of k and q and the subse- try. That would permit CW received power
quent ratio k/_ results via Fig. 14 in measurements at a series of altitudes
a unique determination of A. Substitut- above the tracking surface.
ing the value of A in (5.4) or (5.5)
(Fig. 15), we determine No. Once NO and The normal chirped range track-
A are evaluated, we may calculate the ing mode samples 60 range gates spaced at
rain rate, R _iven by (5.6) or the approximately 0.5 m and centered on mean
liquid water content given by, sea level. The same telemetry stream in
the CW mode would allow the sampling of a
30 km interval above the sea surface with
F/max [m_] obe,rvations every 500 m (the approximateM - D3N(D)dD (5.8) range extent of the uncompreseed pulse)to determine the complete profile of the
Dmin rain structure (Figure 17). The mode
would measure radar system noise when the
- The technique described here range was well above the rain, determine
= is identical in general concept to the the location of the bright band neat the
two frequency method examined by Atlas meltlng layer, and then measure the rain
and Ulbrich [1974]# Goldhirsh and Katz beckscattered power which diminishes in
[1974] and Goldhireh [1975]. The diE- range as the attenuation through the
ference here is that we employ a single rain increases.
frequency (instead of two) and examine
the Mie reflectivitiee instead of the 6.1 Altimeter Timin_ for Rain
. Rayleigh values. Furthermore, we have Detection
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Figure 18 indicates the at- As an example in testing the method of
rangement of the transmitted and re- Section 5, Figure 19 indicates the errors
calved pulses in the proposed configure- in the rain rate estimate which would re-
tion. For the first 19/20 of each second, sult from those random errors if the drop
the altimeter would function in its nor- size distribution had been the M-P (NO =
mal manner transmitting chirp pulses. 0.08). The procedure used was to start
Then, during the last 1/20 of each second, with a value of rain rate and use the
the transmitter would switch to the CW R/N o curve from Figure 15 to determine A.
mode and transmit 50 pulses. The decision Then the nominal values of k and q for A
to transmit in the chirp or CW mode must were also determined from Figure 15.
be made just before tranbmission and it These are the values _.hich would result
cannot be changed for reception. As is if there were no random or calibration
shown in Figure 18, the last five pulses errors. The desired random errors were
transmitted in the chirp mode will be added to the nominal k and n values to
lost because they will be still in tran- obtain the "measured" values and their
sit when the mode switch is made. Simi- ratio was taken so the "measured" value
larly, the last five pulses transmitte_ of A could be determined from Figure 14.
in the CW mode will be lost when the Then the measured value of NO can be tom-
transmitter switches back to chirp, putld from either the n/N o or k/N o curve
in Figure 15. Finally, the measured
7. ERROR ANALYSIS FOR DETERMINA- value of rain rate can be determined from
TION OF DROP SIZE DISTRIBUTION the value of NO and the R/N o curve of
Figure 15.
In view of Rayleigh fading and
other system uncertainties, we here con- Values of No of 0.8 and 0.008
sider an error analysis for the method were also used but the errors did not vary
of determining drop size distribution significantly for a particular rain rate.
described in Section 5. Figure 19 indicates that the total random
error on rain rate using this procedure
For purposes of the simulation would generally be less than 5 mm/hr for
we will assume that the bright band occurs rain rates above 5 mm/hr.
just above 5 km from the sea surface pro-
ducing negligible absorption, we also Fuuura satellite altimeters will
assume we have i0 samples spaced at 500 probably employ a PRF higher than i000 I
m intervals over the 5 km extent of the pulses/second. For high sea states, a PRI•
rain structure, as high as 4500 would still furnish inde-
pendent samples for reducing tracking
For soundings by a short pulse noise. For that PRF, 220 CW pulses would
radar, the backscatter return may be be available in 1/20 second and the
modeled as a Rayleigh process in which standard deviations on k and _ would be
the received pulse power is an exponen- 0.03 dB/km and 0.16 dB respectively.
tially distributed _andom variable with Figure 20 shows the resulting errors for
a _tandard deviation equal to the mean. + 0.03 dB/km errors in k. The errors cot-
The predetection filter of the acquisi- _esponding to the random errors in n are
tion circuitry would be narrowed to match not shown but they are reduced from the
it to the pulse 320 KHz bandwidth and re- values in Figure 19 by the same percentages
duce the noise power. That me_ns that as the errors in k. The total random
the signal plus noise would also be an error would generally be below 3 m/hr for
exponentially distributed random variable, rain rates above 3 mm/hr. Also shown in
Figure 20 is the effect of + 1 dB bias
Averages would be made of the Jrrors in system calibration. They would
return power at each range for the 45 result in estimates being biased off by
pulses available in the 50 ms rain mea- about 15t of the rain rate. The system
surement interval. Those averages would shoul._ be able to be calibrated to at
then be normally distributed random vari- iJast _his accuracy.
ablel whose standard deviation would
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USE OF COMBINED RADAR AND RADIOMETER SYSTEMS
IN SPACE FOR PRECIPITATION MEASUREMENT -- SOME IDEAS
Richard K. Moore
Remote Sensing Laboratory
University of Kansas Center for Research, Inc.
Lawrence, Kansas
ABSTRACT
Combined use of a radar and radiometer in space for measurement of
precipitation offers some interesting possibilities. The most obvious
app}ication of the radic_lleter is to measure the attenuation experienced
by the radar signal. To do this one must make certain assumptions about
the distribution of the hydrometeors and temperature in the atmosphere.
The biggest problem with both radiometer and radar in measurement of
precipitation is discrimination against the background emission and scatter-
ing. Over the ocean this discrimination is much easier than over the land.
The use of closely-spaced frequencies permits taking advantage of the more
rapid variation of the atmospheric effects with frequency than the variation
of the surface effects.
The various parameters of atmosphere, surface and system that may be
used for such measurements are outlined here and five systems are postulated
using unmodulated scatterometers and radars with reasonably good range
resolution along with radiometers. The radiometers are always helpful,
even if the radars are capable of measuring precipitation by themselves,
because the radiometers permit estimating the attenuation experienced by
the radar signal and thus improving the estimate of precipitation.
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USE OF COMBINED RADAR AND RADIOMETER SYSTEMS f
IN SPACE FOR PRECIPITATION MEASUREMENT -- SOME IDEAS
R.K. Moore
Remote Sensing Laboratory - University of Kansas Center For Research, Inc.
Lawrence, Kansas
INTRODUCTION
Radars on aircraft and the grot,nd are routlne]y used for precipitation
measurementj]nd muitifrequency microwave radiometers in space have been
used for precipitation measurements. Radiometers and scatterometers have
been used together in space For determining attenuation in the atmosphere
and wind speed over the ocean, but not for precipitation measurement. Thus,
this paper represents not a description of r_sults but rather a proposed
Framework for considering ioint use of active and passive microwave instru-
ments for precipitation measurements from space.
Three fundamental premises underlie this discussion:
(1) We want to measure rainfall over land and sea on a
global scale.
(2) Low-orbit satellites will necessarily only provide
samples of the rainfall but cannot provide continuous
measurement.
(3) Stationary orbit satellites should be used for part of
the system if Feasible, because they can provide nearly
continuous data.
With regard to premise number I, although the desire is to measure
rainfall over both land and sea, a system that would work on either land
or sea alone would be a major improvement, particularly one that would
i work over the sea. t4ith regard to premise number 2, even though we may
: provide a wide swath of coverage from a low-orbit satellite, the orbital
constraints necessarily restrict its measurements to relatively infrequent
0..302
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samples of the precipitation. Therefore it is of more climatological than
forecasting interest. Stationary-orbit satellites would be most des,rable,
but the antennas required to achieve the needed resolution _rom such sys-
tems are so large that the systems are nnt specil;cally considered in the
proposals advanced here. However, one can conceive of such systems using
radar alone if the co_blnation of bear_vldth, range resolution, and speed
resolution can be properly used together.
Beftre proceeding, let us consider the measurements made by the two
instruments and the significant atmospheric and surface parameters that are
measured. The atmospheric pa-ameters are related CO rainfall and the sur-
face parameters govern the background that _ust be discriminated
The power received by the radar P is given by
r
where the subscripts are obvious. The overbars indicate that average powers
must be used because Fading of the signal due to random ;hase addition of
Siqni[icanC conponents from different parts of the volume or surface have no meaning
aCtnospher_c &
surface and must b= averaged out. The average power received fro_ the atmc,_pherc
is given b't
= e)J C4- Jr i2)o . _(h,e)
V
where Pt is the transmitted po_er, k is the wavelength, G is the ,mtenna
gain in the direction of dV, _ is the scattering cross-section per unitv
volume, and r is the ranqe between the radar and dV, T(h,e) is the at_os-
ipherlc transmissivity from height h to the top of the atmt)sDhere ha at _n
angle with the vertical of e and is given by
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Significant
parameters: _ _3_0,:) -_ (_,,e5 -- e_,f:,_.-s_ce (_)a (3)
I
iwhere a(h) is the attenuation coefficient of the atmosphere at height h.
The power received from the surface is given by
-- S(6 = % X G= aAzOo,e3 (4)00; T(O,B) --C4_) } _"_
twhere the only new quantity is the differential scattering coefficient or
t o
Iscattering cross-section per unit area o . These equations may be normalized
to indicate the effect of pulse shape and beamwidth giving
C4,,_ ,J
(4a)
Here Pro is the peak transmitter power, Pt(t) is the pulse shape, g is the
antenna pattern with a maximum value of l, _p is a unit vector in the
irection from the radar to dV. Thus the radar must take advantage of the
ulse shape and the antenna gain (as well as, perhaps, the Doppler frequency)
:o discriminate between the desired signal for a rainfall measurement o
v
Bnd the undesired background o °.
The radiometer measures antenna temperature T which is given in generala
:e rms by
,(,,rs); ,(o,, I"'_= E (e,%)T_ _(ole)+T,,(e)r(o, eS+-T,,,p(e) (5)
i
t
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S_gnifzcant Here 6 is the emissivity of the surface in the direction e relative to
.Datamer ez's :
vert;cal, Ts is the physical temperature of the surface, Tsc is the effec-
tlve temperature of the surface due to scattered radiation from above, and
T is the direct radiation from the atmosphere to the radiometer on the
up
satellite. T is given bysc
where the subscripts i, j refer to two polarizations. Tdn(S) is the downward
radiation from the atmosphere in a direction indicated by s. yij(e,s) is
the scattering coefficient relative to projected area for scattering in the
direction e of radiation incident in the direction s, and d_ is the differ-
s
Yi i ; Yij
ential solid angle in the direction of s. In (6) we must define Tdn, the
downward radiation. It is given by
6_ z
a(h) ; Tsky
where all quantities except Tsky have been defined. Tsky is the effective
microwave temperature of the sky in the direction s. The last term in (5)
is the upwelling radiation temperature which is given by
Tatre(h); Tp(.e) =  ece I (8)T(h,e) 0
One can see from the above discussion that the relevant parameters
for atmospheric measurement are more complicated to extract from the
radiometer measurement than from the radar measurementjhut use of multiple
angles, polarizations and frequencies should make it possible to extract
these. Indeed, various algorithms have been designed to do just this.
_v
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The situation is more complicated even than indicated because the
transmissivlty T and its related quantity the loss L(h,e) may be broken
down into pieces associated with the different kinds of attenuations in the
atmosphere. That is,
(9)
,.J
where L r is the loss due to rain, L I is the loss due to ice particles, Lc
is the loss due to cloud, and L is the loss due to molecular absorptiong
in atmospheric gasses. The problem of separating these is important, both
for the radiometer and the radar, where o also contains terms due to rain,v
ice and cloud that need to be separated if one is to establish the rainfall
rate.
PHENOMENATO EXPLOIT OR OVERCOME
Table 1 is an extensive, but not necessarily complete, list of the
atmosphere and background parameters that either can be used or must be
overcome to measure rainfall with either the active (radar) system or the
passive (radiometer) system, or the two together. Atmospheric parameters
are listed first, some of which are associated with rain and therefore
desirable, and some of which are associated with ice and cloud and there-
fore undesirable. Background parameters associated with the surface are
listed next.
The usual method for measuring precipitation by radar is to measure
the vo]ume scattering cross-section o and relate it to the parameter Zv
: by some empirical relationship of the form
%
R = kRZ
i)-306 (]0)
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These empirical relationships have, of course, been derived on the assumption
=
of various drop-_ize distributions and on the basis of measurements.
One can also relate the rain rate to the loss in the rain by an
empirical relation
The steps required to obtain such a relationship are much more complex than
those associated with (10) because of the complexities indicated in (5)
through (8). Furthermore a model of the variation ot mass per unit volume
of liquid wate_ of drop size_and of tempe ature must be obtained for the
atmosphere as a Function of height before one can obtain a relation like
that of (ll). Note that while (I0) may be used only with radar, (il) may
be used with both radar and radiometer for rain rate determination if suit-
able models are available.
One way to distinguish between the rain backscatter and the ground is
by the frequency variation of the rain backscatter, which is given by
The function S (k) is a constant for wavelength longer than some criticalr
value:
where the critical value is associated with the distinction between the Mie
and Rayleigh scattering regions For the drop sizes encountered in the rain.
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Excess temperature T is defined as the difference betw-en the temperature
ex
observed by the radiometer and the temperature that would be observed if
the atmosphere did not attenuate and emit, Thus, T is the contribution
ex
to the radiometer measured temperature due to the atmosphere. It may be
empirically related to the loss in the atmosphere:
(14)
and through that loss to the rain rate by use of (11).
If the Doppler frequency shift can be measured for the rain, it can
give information about the wind shear and terminal velocity of the raindrops.
In fact, if one could measure the individual Doppler speeds of the failing
raindrops in the absence of wind one could determine the drop size distri-
bution! The Doppler Frequency is, of course, given by
-_¢
,X (IS)
+
Information must also be available about the vo}ume scatter and attenu-
ation by ice particles in cloud and some means must be devised for separating
these effects o.t if either volume scatter or attenuation or a combination
is to be used for determining rain rate.
All of the background parameters must be considered as possible ways
to discriminate against the surface background scatter or emission. The
= subject of variations of the scattering coefficient o° and the emissivity
is beyond the scope of this paper, but it is significant to note in con-
nection with some of the proposed systems that neither varies rapidly with
= Frequency, but both vary significantly with ocean wind speed.
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BASIC MEASUREMENT PROBLEMS
There are two basic measurement problems associated with use of com-
bined radar/radiometer systems for a rain rate determination, as illustrated
in Table 2. The most important physical problem is that of distinguishing
the rain effect from the backgrounds such as surface, cloud_and the bright
band effect associated with water-covered ice particles. Research problems,
however, exist to determine many of the relationships associated with
Table l that are at present poorly defined.
INSTRUMENTS TO CONSIDER
Because a radar can be modulated in various ways and _he modulation
used to set range resolution; and because a radar, if it uses coherent
detection, can measure Doppler frequencies, several kinds of radar systems
need to be considered. Only a single radiometer system exists (although
with many variations). The active systems include those listed in Table 3.
With the different systems of Table 3 or with the radiometer, many
parameters may be varied. Somewhat more parameters are available for varia-
tion with the radar than with the radiometer because of its modulation and
speed-measurement capability. Table 4 lists some of these parameters. Each
of the parameter variations possible has implications for the capability
of the systems to determine rain rate over a wide area. The last item on
the list, the phase between polarizations, is listed with a question mark.
Some researchers have indicated that measuring the relative phase of back-
scatter in different polarizations can give significant information whereas
others feel that such measurements do not give any useful information. Thus
this is a questionable parameter for measurement but could be important.
D_309
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POSTULATED OCEAN SYSTEMS
This section deals with a few sample systems involving both radar
and radiometer postulated for use over the ocean. The reason for separ-
ating these from the possible land and sea systems indicated in the next
section is that the background from the ocean, both for the radar and the
radiometer_ is considerably weaker than it is over land, and more is known
about its variations. Thus, systems that would work over the ocean might
not work over land because of difficulty in discriminating against the
background. Three possible systems are postulated here. Others could, of
course, be conceived, but these are illustrative.
Table 5 lists possible ocean system I, using a radiometer-scatterometer
system at a single frequency in X- or Ku-band. The scatterometer ;s designed
to look in two directions, 90 ° apart_at each element on the surface because
the average scattering coefficient for two such orthogonal looks is related
to wind speed but only slightly related to wind direction. Thus one may
use the scatteromete- for determining wind speed which can then be used for
correcting the radiometer measurement.
The principle of operation is outlined in detail in the table. Note
that the excess temperature used to determine the estimate of loss is based
on the difference between the antenna temperature T and the brightnessa
temperature of the surface TB which itself includes both the emission and
scattering effects on the surface. Since the brightness temperature of the
surface is proportional to wind speed, one must start off wlth an assumed
wlnd speed for this to come up with a first estimate of the loss. Fortunately
the attenuation effects in the atmosphere cause m'.,chlarger variations in
A
antenna temperature than the variations due to wind speed so that L is
D-310
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a reasonable estimate even with an assumed wind speed. Unfortunately, T 8
is also strongly dependent upon surface temperature, and one must obtain
the surface temperature from some. other measurement or at least from clima-
tological data.
The scatterometer measures the power returned,which is corrected by
using L to obtain an estimate of the mean scattering coefficient for the
two _irectlons. The wind speed may then be estimated From this measurement
and this improved estimate of wind speed used to improve the assumed bright-
ness temperature of the surface so that the T is a better value than theex
first estimate. This better value may then be used to estimate the loss
with more precision and the liquid water content estimated from the loss.
In turn, the rain rate may be estimated from the liquid water content. Thus
this system is one that uses the radiometer to determine the rain rate but
corrects the radiometer estimate of T by use of the scatterometer.ex
Table 6 lists another possible ocean system using a d'al-frequency
scatterorneter and a three-frequency radiometer. One would not need as many
radiometer frequencies as indicated, but they are all desirable because
each band is relevant to a different range of rain rate. The dual-frequency
scatterorneter uses the C-band portion to estimate the wind speed because
the C-band signa] is affected only to a very limited extent by attenuation
in the atmosphere. However, the estimate can be improved by use of the
X-band radiometer to estimate the loss at C-band. The w_nd speed determined
from the C-band scatterometer can then be used to estimate both qo and TB
at the other Frequencies used by the scatterometer and radiometer. One then
J
' proceeds to estimate the loss at both the scatterometer frequency and
i
radiometer frequency by use of the excess temperature measured. The received
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power for the higher.-frequency scatterometer is then corrected by using
this loss estimate_and an excess estimated G° is determined by the differ-
ence between the corrected value for the measured o° and that predicted by
use of the C-band data. This excess is then assumed to be not truly due
to G° but rather due to o . With a sultable'atmospheric model one can then
v
0
estimate Z from o and from that estimate the rain rate. One can also
ex
estimate the rain rate from the losses at the various frequencies determined
by the radiometer so that two independent estimates of rain rate, based on
somewhat different uses of the atmospheric model, are obtained. The esti-
mates may then be compared and the best estimate established. Further study
is needed to determine how best to perform this last step.
Table 7 lists a third possible ocean system involving a radar having
modulation to determine the location of the ra!n, but only modest resolution_
and a step-frequency radiometer that can use the frequency variation of the
antenna temperature to distlngulsh the contribution due to the atmosphere
from the contribution from the surface that varies slowly with frequency
(see paper by Harrington in this workshop).
In this case the radar determines the height of the precipitationjwith
an accuracy of 1 or 2 km_and the _v at that height. By knowing the height
of the precipitation one can improve the model used to estimate the losses.
The step-frequency radiometer is then used to estimate the loss. The value
of Z at the height of the radar measurement is determined from o and the
v
rain rate is estimated both from the loss determined by the radiometer and
from the value of Z at the heights where discrimination aga;nst the ground
is assured by range resolution. These estimates are then compared and the
best estimate established.
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Note that a system like this might work over the land but it is much
more certain to work over the sea because of the better discrimination against
background by the radiometer. The radar part would work over the land by
itself.
POSTULATED LAND - SEA SYSTEMS
Because of the stronger backscatcer and emission from the land and
because their variation is greater and not readily tied to a parameter such
as wind speed, a land - sea system has more difficulty discriminating against
the background than does a system that operates over the ocean alone. Two
possible land-tea systems are postulated here.
Table 8 lists the possih' and - sea system number I. The instrument
involves a fine-he;ght-resolution radar operating at X- or Ku-band. Its
capabi!ity for resolving rain would be in the range of 200 to 1200 m. A
step-frequency radiometer is used a]ong with this to help correct the radar
and provide an independent estimate of the attenuation and consequently the
rain rate.
The radar is the primary instrument in this system. It is used to
^
measure an estimate o return power P as a Function of height. The step-r
A
Frequency radiometer i_ then used to determine an estimate of attenuation L.
A single-frequency radiometer would not be satisfactory for this purpose
over land because of the large brightness temperature of the land itself.
However, a radiometer stepping across a narrow band can take advantage of
the fact that the brightness temperature of the surface is less likely to
vary rapidly with frequency than the contribution to the antenna temperature
From the atmosphere. Thus it is the magnitude of the variatlon of T acrossa
A A A
the frequency band that is used to estimate L. L is used to correct P sor
A
that a better estimate of o may be obtained. This is then converted intov
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an estimate of Z as a Function of height.
A
The rain rate R is then estimated from the profile of Z. The rain
A
rate may also be estimated From L, but this estimate is likely to he poorer
than that obtained from the radar measurement. The estimates are then
compared and a best estimate established.
Table 9 illustrates possible land - sea system number 2. This system
uses the step-frequency technique both with an unmodulated scatterometer
and a radiometer. The systems can operate in X- or Ku-band, or perhaps
both. The choice of Frequencies for this system as for others is based on
picking a frequency that is sensitive to the rain parameters and at the
same time Is low enough so that one can see from the satellite well into
the rainlrather than having the signal highly attenuated in the upper part
of the raining region.
In this system the loss is estimated by the step-frequency radiometer
and used to correct the received power for the scatterometer. This corrected
o
received power is used to determine an excess o , which can be related to
the backscatter from the precipitation by using it to estimate , value for
Z. The rain rate then may be estimated From Z. The rain rate may also
be estimated independently from L and the two compared. The reason that
?,
the step-frequency scatterometer can be used for determining o is theex
same as the reason the radiometer can be used for such elpurpose. That is,
the variation of scattering coefficient over the land of" sea is relatively
slow with frequency compared with the variation of scattering from rain.
Since one of the difflculties with such systems is distinguishing the
-_ amount of backscatter and attenuation associated with the "bright band region"
so that it may be removed From the rain estimate, one might be able to use
a cross-polarized receiver for the scatterometer and allow the cross-polarization
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ratio to aid in estimating the bright-band contribution. The cross-polar-
r
ized signal is very low compared with the llke-polarized signal when the
return is from nearly spherical small droplets; whereas in the bright band
where the particles are not so uniformly shaped and are much larger the cross-
polarized signal is also much larger. If this is done, the estimate of the
bright-band contribution to _ is removed from o before estimating Z.V V
CONCLUSIONS
The combined use of a radar _nd a radiometer For measurement of pre-
cipitation offers some interesting possibilities. The most obvious appli-
cation of the radiometer is to measure the attenuation experienced by the
radar. If a multifrequency radiometer is used, one may be able to estimate
a profile of the attenuation, although none of the systems proposed here
call For this except ocean system 2. Otherwise, one must always assume
a model For the vertical distribution of rainfall and other attenuating
hydrometeors.
If it is possible to get the fine altitude resolution of land-sea sys-
tem l, this system probably has the most promise because it does allow
measuring a profile of Z and therefore learning more about the nature of
the rainstorm than would be learned with any of the systems that only deter-
mine an average over the entire height of the storm.
Before any of these systems could be implemented, one needs to conduct
many more detailed studies of the performance of the systems with various
model atmospheres. These detailed studies will also provide information
on the relationships associated with Table I for which m_r_ research is
needed. Many of these relationships are not very well defined at present:
• o a good deal of research is needed to provide accurate enough estlmates
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of the relationship so that the postulated systems could work.
More complex systems could also be postulatedsinvolving large numbers
of frequencies for both the r'dar and the radiometerjand also involving
Doppler frequency measurements for the radar. These systems have not been
discussed here because of time limitations. One should first investigate
the simple systems before looking into the more complicated ones, anyway!
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TABLE1
PHENOMENATOEXPLOITOROVERCOF1E
NAMEOFPHENOt_Er_ON SY_OLIC FOR,"1 ACTtVE PASSIVE
ATMOSPHERICPARAMETERS
RAIN RATE VS RAIN-VOLUME SCATTERING R vs Zq x
RAIN RATE VS RAIN ATTENUATION R vs LR X X
RAIN VOLUME SCATTER VS FREQUENCY (_R VS F X
RAIN ATTENUATION VS FREQUENCY LR vs F X X
RAIN ATTENUATION VS ANGLE OF
INCIDENCE LR vs B X X
RAIN ATTENUATION VS EXCESS
TEMPERATURE LR vs TEX X
J
DOPPLER FREQUENCYSHIFT FD X
VOLUME SCATTER FROM ICE PARTICLES (_Vl VS F X
VOLUME SCATTER FROM CLOUD _C vs F,P X
ATTENUATION BY ICE PARTICLES LI vs F,B X X
ATTENUATION BY CLOUD LC vs F,E) X X
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T_2LEi (CONTINUED)
PHENOMENATOEXPLOITOROVERCOME
NAMEOFPHENOMENON SYMBOLICFORM ACTIVE PASSIVE
BACKGROUNDPARAMETERS
SCATTERING COEFFICIENT VS FREQUENCY O"'_S F X
SCATTERING COEFFICIENT VS ANGLE
OF INCIDENCE _VS @ X
SCATTERING COEFFICIENT VS AZIMUTH
a
ANGLE O"VS _ X
SCATTERING COEFFICIENT VS
POLARIZATION _#VS P X
SCATTERING COEFFICIENT VS OCEAN
WIND SPEED Q;VS U X
EMISSIVITY VS FREQUENCY (VS F X
EMISSIVITY VS ANGLE OF INCIDENCE _VS B X
EMISSIVITY VS SURFACE TEMPERATURE _VS Ts X
EMISSIVITY VS OCEAN WIND SPEED _VS U X
EMISSIVITY VS POLARIZATION _VS P X
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TABLE2
BASICMEASUREMENTPROBLEMS
DISTINGUISHINGRAINEFFECTFROMBACKGROUNDS:
SURFACE FFECTS
CLOUDEFFECTS
BRIGHT-BANDEFFECTS
DETERMINATIONOFPOORLY-DEFINEDR LATIONSINTABLE1
I
TABLE3
ACTIVESYSTEMS--BASICTYPES
-- UNMODULATED SCATTEROMETER WITH NONCOHERENT DETECTION
-- RANGING SCATTEROMETER WITH NONCOHERENT DETECTOR
-- UNMODULATED DOPPLER SCATTEROMETER (COHERENT DETECTOR)
-- RANGE-DOPPLER SCATTEROMETER (MODULATED WITH COHERENT
' DETECTOR)
i I)-319
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TABLE4
ACTIVEANDPASSIVESYSTEMS:
PARAMETERSTO VARYOR DUPLICATE
ACTIVE PASSIVE
FREQUENCY X X
POLaRIZATiON X X
ANGLEOF INCIDENCE X X
AZIMUTHANGLE X X
ANGULAR ESOLUTION X X
RANGERESOLUTION X
SPEEDRESOLUTION X
BISTATIC_NGLE X
INTEGRATIONTIME X X
BANDWIDTH X X
SCANPATTERN X X
PHASEBETWEENPOLARIZATIONS(?) X
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TABLE5
POSSIBLEOCEANSYSTEM1
INSTRUMENT: RAD;_METER - SCATTEROMETER (20RTHOGONAL LOOKS)
FREQUENCY:X-ORKU-BAND
PRINCIPLE:
A A ,_
RAD GETS L FOR ASSUMED U FP3M TEX = TA - TB(U)
&
SCAT MEASURES PR FOR 2 LOOKS
^
CORRECTED TO o-" BY USING L
^ ___
U ESTIMATED FROM o-c
TB(0) USED TO GET TEX
TEX USED TO ESTIMATE L
LIQUID WATER ESTIMATED FROM L
R ESTIMATED FROM LIQUID WATER
(REQUIRES MODEL OF HEIGHT OF PRECIPITATION LAYER)
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TABLE6
POSSIBLEOCEANSYSTEM2
INSTRUMENT: DUAL-FREQUENCY SCATTEROMETER (C-BAND AND X- OR
KU-BAND) + 3-FREQUENCY RADIOMETER (X-BAND, Ku-
BAND, KA-BAND)
PRINCIPLE'.
X-BAND RAD ESTIMATES L AT C-BAND
A,
CORRECTED C-BAND o'" USED TO ESTIMATE
A
U USED TO ESTIMATE
1) X- OR KU-BAND o-_
2) X-, Ku-, KA-BAND TB
TA AND TB USED TO ESTIMATE TEX AT X-, Ku-, KA-BANDS
TEX USED TO ESTIMATE L AT X/KU-BANDSCAT FREQUENCY
._ ,'w
PR FOR X/KU-BAND SCAT CORRECTED BY L
C_o
EX = C_CORRECTED - O'cPREDICTED FOR X/KU-BAND SCAT
A .,'_,T.
Z ESTIMATED FROM O'EX
,A
R ESTIMATED FROM Z
R ESTIMATED FROM L(X), L(Ku), AND/OR L(I_)
: R ESTIMATES COMPARED AND BEST ESTIMATE ESTABLISHED
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TABLE7
POSSIBLEOCEANSYSTEM3
INSTRUMENT: MODEST HEIGHT-RESOLUTION RADAR (X- OR KU-BAND)
+ STEP-FREQUENCY RADIOMETER (X- OR KU-BAND)
PRINCIPLE:
RADAR DETERMINES HEIGHT OF PRECIPITATION
(ACCURACY I-2 KM) AND _ AT THAT HEIGHT
A
STEP-FREQUENCY RADIOMETER USED TO ESTIMATE L
^
Z ESTIMATED FROM
R ESTIMATED FROM t
R ESTIMATED FROM _AT HEIGHTS WHERE _CDOES NOT CONTRIBUTE
R ESTIMATES COMPARED AND BEST ESTIMATE ESTABLISHED
NOTE:THIS SYSTEM MIGHT WORK OVER LAND, BUT IT IS MORE
CERTAIN OVER SEA,
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TABLE8
POSSIBLELAND-SEASYSTEM1
INSTRUMENT:FINE HEIGHT RESOLUTION RADAR (X OR KU-BAND)
(RESOLUTION IN HEIGHT 200-1200 M)
+ STEP-FREQUENCY RADIOMETER (X OR KU-BAND)
PRINCIPLE:
^
RADAR MEASURES PR VS H
RADIOMETER DETERMINES
Z ESTIMATED FROM O_
A
R ESTIMATED FROM Z PROFILE
^
R ESTIMATED FROM L
R ESTIMATES COMPARED AND BEST ESTIMATE ESTABLISHED
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TABLE9
POSSIBLELAND-SEASYSTEM2
INSTRUMENT: STEP-FREQUENCY UNMODULATED SCATTEROMETER + STEP-
FREQUENCY RADIOMETER
FREQUENCY:X ORKU-BAND
PRINCIPLE:
A
L ESTIMATED BY RADIOMETER
PR FOR SCAT CORRECTED BY L
C'_-EXDETERMINED FOR SCAT USING PR (CORRECTED)
A A
Z ESTIMATED FROM EX
R ESTIMATED FROM Z
^
R ESTIMATED FROM L
R ESTIMATES COMPARED AND BEST ESTIMATE ESTABLISHED
POSSIBLEVARIATION:
USE CROSS-POLARIZATION FATIO TO DETERMINE "BRIGHT-
A
BAND" CONTRIBUTION TO O¥X,
SUBTRACT THIS BEFORE ESTIMATING Z
,L
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USE OF THE OPTIMAL POL[RIZATION CONCEPT IN ELECTROMAGNETIC
IMAGING OF HYDROMETEORDISTRIBUTIONS
Wolfgang-M. Boerner
Communications Laboratory, Information Engineering Department
University of Illinois at Chicago Circle
SEO II04, P.O. Box 4348, Chicago IL 60680
ABSTRACT
This paper presents a brief revlsltation of some fundamental physical con-
cepts of optimal polarization characteristics of a transmission path or scatter-
er ensemble of hydrometeors. It wi]l be shown that based upon this optima) po-
larization concept we are certain to expect further definite advances in remote
atmospheric sensing. Here our main objective is to clear]y identify the basic
properties of Kennaugh_s optimal polarization theory.
I. Introduction
In recent years radar meteorology has undergone a dramatic phase of change
using doppler weather radars and a national network of such advanced reJnote sen-
sing systems is imminent [1]. The doppler radars have several advantages above
the currently t,sed incoherent radars, which are invaluable in locating storms,
determining their sizes, and heights. Coherent doppler radars provide additional
information and the mean velocity vector and its dispersion as well as Improved
sensitivity in more precise forecasting of storms and particularly tornadoes.
Although the coherent doppler radars will provide another absolutely required
remote sensing feature, they do not present acure-all of the ultimately most com-
plete atmospheric radar _mote sensing system, In fact, all recent partial ad-
vancements made with experimental dual polarization radar systems [2, 3, 4p 5]
indicate that an integrated doppler radar system, with adaptive dual polarization
facility will represent the ultimate remote sensing system in radar _neteorology of
clear alr turbulance and/or hydrometeors. Thus, we are now in the design and de-
velopment phase of a more complete polarization doppler radar system which most
likely will replace or at least complement doppler and incoherent weather radars
|n the next flve to ten years.
Thus, it is the objective to introduce basic polarization descriptors use-
ful for the complete description of interfaces between various regions of dif-
ferent hydrometeor states within a cloud, storm or tornado, as well as for the
imaging of these entities.
2. Polariza;io.n ' Descriptors
In this brief introduction to optimal polarization descriptors, we will
" schematically Introduce basic definitions (Table I), describing the polariza-
i lion ellipse in time and frequency domain (Fig. I) and its relationship with
the Poincar_ sphere.
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3. Scatterin 9 Ma,,trices:., .[S]I [M]_ [P]
There exist three matrices of specific value to the description of hydro-
meteor ensembles in the coherent and the ;ncoherent cases which are defined
here and the interactions are derived.
3.1 The Scattering Matrix is}
The 2 x 2 complex scattering matrix [S] is relating the polarization vec-
tor of the scattered field hS to the corresponding one of the incident Field
h; through the relation: --
h s - [S] h i (11)
Different representations for is] with absolute and relative phase in the bi-
static and n_nostatic cases are summarized as Follows: in the histatic case,
the scattering matrix with absolute phase is defined by:
ISAA SAB% IISAA Iej'AA ISAB'eJ¢AB%[S]sMA" BA BB/ " SBAI J_BA I B IeJ_ B/ (12)
ISAAIeJ(*AA" *AB) ISABI )
- eJ¢A6
ISBAIeJ(¢BA CAB ) ]SBBIeJ(¢BB" 'AB
" •J_AB [S]sH R (13)
where @AB is the ebsolute phase, [S]s_R is the target scattering matrix with
relativE-phase and it can be written mn the bistatic case as:
,/_AA IeJ ('AA " 'AB ) ISAB I 1[S]sMR _BAI eJ (¢_A CAB) I$_BIeJ(_BB " CAB/ (14)
Eqs. (12), (14) satisfy the reciprocity condition - SBA (IS.s_ gl s AI ,¢AB" CBA ) in the nx)nostatic case. In this paper,S_ are consi_e i_ t_e _no-
static case only.
).2 The Mueller Matricesi
-- i
The Mueller (Stokes reflection) matrix [M], the modified Mueller matrix [M }
are presented in this section. The reconstruction of these matrices from the s_at-
tering matrix elements Is given in Table 2.
The 4 x 4 real Mueller matrix _M] relates the scattered Stokes vector ,s to
the corresponding incident vector _ with the followlng relatlonship:
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s i
9. " [M] ._ (15)
where the Stokes vector is defined in Table I. A similar relationship relating
the modified scattered and incident Stokes vectors is given by:
S m [Mm]&_ (i6)
The relationship between [M] and [Mm] is given by [6]:
[Hm} = [R]IM]IR-I] (lY)
and
[M] = [R-I][Mm][R] ½ ½ 0 0 (la)
The Mueller matrices are 4 x 4 real and asymmetric. The symmetric Muel|er
matrix [M ] can be deduced as follows:
The _eceived power [7], [8 #9] is
p . ½tgSor s r s r s r [O.]gS rr go + gl "11 + g2 g2 " g3 g3 ] " " g ' (19)
s r
where g , g are the scattered wave and receiving antenna Stokes vectors respec-
tively and [Q] is a constant matrix and is given by:
(o0,0[QI-_ o i0 O-
substituting (16) into (19), then
• ,_s]9 i r (20)P " [0.][M]9.i " _r [ ._.r
where [Ms] = [Q][M] is a symmetric Mueller matrix.
3.3 Graves Power Scattering Matrix [P] and its Associated [PH] and [Pv ]
The total " -kscattered power from a target is given by [9]
Pb"h:°""--'" (h;*)Th_' (21)
where hs is the backscattered polarization vector, Substituting (11) into (21):
Pb " (hi)T*[sT]*IS]hi " (hi)T*[pJhi (22)
' _herethe matrix [P] is known as (;raves power scltter_ng matr;x and it is given
' by:
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q I
where a, b are real and c is complex. The reconstruction of the elements of [P]
In terms of the elements oF the scattering matrix [S] is given in Table 2 [10].
The matrix [P] can be decomposed into _wo measurable matrices [PH] and [PV]
where [P] n [pH] + [pv] (,.,)
(he elements of [PH] and [Pi/] in terms of the elements of IS] are aiso shown i,.Table 2 [10].
T_h, 2: aeconstructionof [M|.I,m]. [P].[P,].[_]V
and 0ptiM, II Polarization from IS]
t.] [6] t..,] [6]_.]/"11 " ½{ISAAla+ZlsAIla " Isnla} "ul " ISAAla"12 m21" ½(Is_,,i2 Is. I=)• " "12 IsutZ" "Zl
t
n.13 = m31 = Re(SAASA_ • SAISB_) Mi3 - Re(SAASA_} • ttq3_
n'l_," "mkl • Im(SAASAI '*' SAISIs } "U_ " Im {SAASAi)--½M4, I
"2z " t {,'SAAIa - 21Swmla+ ISllllJ2 ) M22 " ISllllz
m23 • m32 • Re(SA.ASAI " SAlSlb) "23 = Re(SAIISlll) " ½"32
",w" "%a" l,.,s_s_-SAmSm_ "z_ " I'(SA|Sil)""½M_'2
= * J_ = Re{SAAS|_)  JSABI_
_33 r_e (SAASI_ _ I SAI M33
m]k " . m43 • Imt:JAAS|l"i M3W " Im(SAASII _' • "Mk3
e'k/w " m_3  m22" mll "i,_ '" M33 " 2"12
I
[PI" lidM] * [Pv] [IO] co-r0tf.X-POLNulls[6,11]
•" I%.1' • I%1' Co_Ar,TuD[:_,- _o," _""': "'_
tlu i' * lJlPl- . b-IS.vi a * ISvvt:
• b
m
4N i. JSHll I? where: u "
• C:')• ' bN" [$MVI? I /I _,AC' b. end o *
c x - SH_SHv 2A
¢O*POL Nulls
(cV 'V/. "V " '''V'' A - S..
- 1%] - _,,-ISvvi:
V bv m • 2SAil ¢ ,, $AA
cv " SN_Svv
I-P_L Null1,
A $1mSAi • SA_SAi - -C _:
m• ISA,I7 . ISmml_
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4. The Concept of Optimal Poi=rlzation Pairs
It was first shown by Kennaugh (1952) that there exist two pairs of op-
tima; polarizations which can be useful in describing
target properties at one aspect and at one frequency. The concept is based
on lnvariance of polarization state transformation under consideration of re-
ciprocity as we will introduce next,
4.1 Polarization State Transformation
In the follo:_ing we shall limit ourselves excluslvely to the monostatic
case (e " _., $ _'_ ) and we may define the "normalized monostatic scatter-
ing matrix ol wi_h r_lative phase" in.terms of two arbitrary elliptical but
orthogonal polarization base vectors i1A and _B so that with h- t_A_A + I_BI_B
[sihS [sl -
ASl = 0 ( 25)
Thus, assuming reciprocity of the propagation path (SAR ,, SRA) and conservation
of energy, we require five real or seven positive reaT'quan_Ttles to determine [S',
completely [8 #1, #4]. However, we note that in case S B yl S.. i.e. reciprocity
of the propagation paths iS violated, the definition d_ ( _ '25) cannot_ be used [12]
as may be encountered for a propagation path within a highly ionized cloud con-
taining various dense liquid and solid ice states of hydrometeors [13].
Assuming reciprocity holds, there exists an infinite number of general pairs
of orthogonal elli_ ical polarization base vectors I_A, __ and an infinite num-
ber of possible invariant transformations [8 #12 ]. Numerically, the transfor
marion properties of S(A,B) assuming no polarization losses from any one or-
thogonal polarization pair h .. hA_B + _Bt_D to another orthogonal palv h',, h/_l_A,+
hl_B' can be expressed in t_rms of a slngYe complex transformation para'meter p
arid its complex conjugate p_. so that
[S'(A', B')] - [T] T [S(A, B)][T]
and for the normalized representation of the un]t.ary transformation
matrix IT] becomes
I :1- IT] • (1 + ppe)'_ , (26)
I.. where the transformed elements then are given for the aeneral bistatic case by
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S'A,A, = ( I + p0*)"l [SAA + p2SBB + P(SAB + SBA)] UF PCPb,yf_:JALITy
_1
S'A'B'= (l + pp*) [-P*SAA+ PSBB + SAB - pp*SBA]
I (27)
S'B,A, = (I + pp*)- [-P*SAA + PSBB + SBA - oP*SAB)]
I
S'B,B, = (I + pp')" [p.2 SAA + SBB . p. (SAE + SBA)].
satisfying the transformation invariants
det {[S(A, B)]}-det([S'(A', B')]} = invariant, (28)
and
Span{[S(A,B)]}= ISAAI2 + ISAB12+ ISBAI2+ IS_.BI2 = p
I i
•Span{[S'(A'.B')]} = IS'A,A,I2 + IS A,B,]2+ IS'B,A,[2 + IS'B,B,12,.29)
= invariant
we. note that if S.BA = S'A'I_then. S'.,B , = S'B,A, for a11 p; i.e. if reciprocity
•s satisfied for any one pair of or_liogonal poJarizations it is satisfied for
all such pairs. Furthermore, we must emphasize _he important property that
for any one given aspect and for one frequency, the transformation is polari-
zation invariant, i.e. the transformation occurs on one and the same polariza-
tion sphere of radius p = span {[S(A,B)]}. Thus, if [S(A,B)] is known and re-
ciprocity as well as conservation of energy is satisfied, [S'(A', B')] for any
other orthogonal pair h(A', B') can be obtained as is known for example for the
transformation from lib'ear to circular polarization base vectors in Long [14].
In case of polarization losses properties of the coherency matrix need to be
used [l_J, and the transformation will not occur on the same polarization sphere
I)6].
4.2 Calculation of the Optimal Polarizations
It was shown by Kennaugh [8] that there exist twopairsof optimal polarizations,
the Co-polarization Null Pair for which S' , and S'B,B, in (27) vanish and the
Cross-polarization Null Pair for which S' A,A' S'and B'A' vanish. In
Table 2, the optimal polarizatlon (CO-POLAaBnd X-POL) nulls are given in terms of
[S] elements and are represented on the Poincar_ sphere.
Tlble ]: Reconstruction of [S]SM R from [M], [Mm} , [PH ]. [Pv] and
0pt ;mal POIgrlzat ions
-elements of I !from [PA] Ind [Pv ]
,! fro_I.] f_o_["m} II(*'",[S]sMR B-V)
Is.Al J_(m,,• Zm,2°mZ2) _
IsA,!- Ise,,,, _(-,,-.22) _ _ -
- ,_,,I 4(_,,-_o,_-._,__ I
.., I ,.o
, m"1 "°'I/m)l m32 _Re CB
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•" ',"(4'"
v • -Z _ (-J,t}
• • ]•all _. ¢1,:2 0 fll- 3: IIIlerlla¢l_m Fit
r.O..P_l..rod_ Z=I_I. oa,qDImm,R..
,t ./'r_r. i,. 21(,,')'(,"_. ,,"tz • I,,'=t:_,,'' - ,,'°l,,"tz -z,,'l,_,
•Iz,'b')"-L,'Lz • II't
Jt o tl[_ _ . lllllIz .bl|m(.jet), o. , ".w.m(t_')oID_s • o'}
y - -{Zo_(o_" . Ip'Iz •Iil, i(oJ0 t)
• - Itmil'(aah_'l
It should be,noted that the CO-POL and X-POL nulls 1i¢ on one major circle
on the Poincar_ polarlzation sphere and that their locations define the polari-
zation fork (Fig. J). The X-POL nulls are anti-pedal on this sphere lnd the
line joining them bisects the Ingle between the CO-POL nulls as shown in Fig.
_. We note here that th[s unique description of a scatterer under monosi;aK;¢
conditions given for one frequency and aspect is of paran_unt impor_ance to tar-
get description at one aspect and one frequency and its properties have been
overlooked in the past.
;./_ Reconstruction of [S]sMR
The reconstruction of is! from [M], [M_], [P] [P ] and [Pu] or optimalpolite=alone_sshe., ;. Tabl.S_ Thi, means_,ble, _ ,,_ 3 _;ve_ c_p_et, in-
terreletionship between these scattering matrices as well as the optimal I:olari-
zations. From a measurement point of vlew, this is very important because it
suffices to measure one of the metrice._ or the optimal polarization to calculate
the other matrices. The reconstruction of tel MR from the optimal polarizaI:ions
is of greet: importance to target _olarization |ynthes;s. In these Tables, A
and 6 Ire any two etch•genii blses e.g. horizontal and vertlcll. We note here
that in the incoherent or quasi-coherent Case, clustering properties of the CO-
POL nulls need to be taken into consideration as is discussed in Section 6.
_,._ Measurements of IS], IPI and IM]
The measurements of the scltterlng matrices tel, [P], and [M] are intricate,
and various mmthods exist which hive been sun_nlrized rocentl 'rL Joerner, al
1981,,[171. Of particular interest her(: is the measurement Yof_[S] and In etparticular.,
the retrieval of both amplitude and phase of all of the relevant elements of
[S]sHR, i.e. Is.i, Is.l, ISAeIo lsn_,_l,_', *mo,soumlngthat®.. - _o.- O.Since this brle_'t' intrI_luctlon does ai complete treatment,_:e re_'_r _o
the above report and point out only this it is absolutely necessary to measure
the relltive phase between the tw_ co-polarized components in addition to the
• relative phlse between tha_/crossopolarlzad components as well as the amoli-
_.udes of Is_l, Is.I, IsAel, which requirls isolation of at least 2_ to JO dO
between co-/rni:l ¢ro||-polar_ zld chlnnel s. ,.-
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5.0 Optimal Polarizations For Different Target Shapes and Clutter
The C0-POL and X-POL nulls are calculated here For differnt target shapes.
Table 4 shows the calculated nulls for simple shapes, e.g. ideally conducting
Flat plate or sphere, metallich trough, right and left metallic screws. The
optimal polarizations are also calculated for linear targets e.g. horizontal,
vertical, 45° with horizontal as shown in Fig. 4.
Table 5 and 5 show the optimal polarization for sea clutter and snow pack,
respectively.
Table 4: CO-POL and X-POL null for simple target snapes
Sr.ATTrR|NG [S] A_D C_'-POL (C) AhC, X-POL (X)
TARG[_ IIO01FI[D RU[LL[R _h] NULLS O_ POI_JLq[
_TRICES SI_[R[
(i,,O ,
I. ;_111), _.onclu¢ttn_ flit,
plite or $ph_,'ff
, m-, (_.0)
['1" _ _'i o
b. liet.ll|llC t_POtl_l_
C. NBt.#IItc keltl
(rtl_t scr_,.)
- 0
_- G1 "'
d. MltJ111¢ l_Itl
', (left. ICMm)
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T&ble 6: OPTIMAL POLARIZATION OF SNOW-PACK CLUTTER _f
(Using data made available from Report Number RSL 34-3, by Stiles and Ulaby 10/79)
Measured data
Steamboat Spring, Colorado: Ohh = -11.70 dbs
Date: February 21, 1977 ahv = -20.90 dbs
Time: 07:05 o = -10.70 db
Aspect Angle: IO ° vv
Frequency: 3.6Ghz randomly generated relative phases0 < ¢'s_360 °
Z
C
2
Y
I
X /
/
X I
Calculated data
- ¢ = 32.60 °hh chV 28 98
vv hv
Scattering Matrix
--[0:219 + jo.14 0.0902][S] = L°'0902 0.255 + jo. 14U
CO-POL Nu}Is
c 160 7° c _46.61 °C0-POL l: ol " " ' ¢I "
c 19.04o, cCO-POL 2: 02 = ¢2 = "i10"72°
X-POL Nulls
X X
X'POL I: 01 = 90"15°' $1 = 101"57°
" x = 89.85°, $; = _78.43 °X'POL 2: e2
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6. Optimal Polarization for the Quasi-Coherent Case r
In the quasi-coherent time varying case the coherent concept introduced
before c_nnot be used and we need to decompose the Stokes vector into a co-
herent and a non-coherent component as is summarized in Table 7.
Table 7: /_al_|s of ¢_ertmc-,¢o..non¢ol_eren¢ Tt_ VaJ-ylng ClucCer $¢a¢isti¢s
II II I | I I
Peranmcer i OescriocionI il
Avlragl Sl:oku Vec:o_ _l> - g(.d[(=)>]'= gZ " 2 Re < (x[_
S \-2 In < [x(y.*_
I I I I
"y'x 'd_yl y_/ Jyx J y,f,
II I |III J J
Aetacion :e='_ ' ' i j " '" -- _ o )
"-_(gZ Jg)) (g It,_ llRd [_] J _ I_ O'_IL, Jl_iflq'J_ , ,,Jyy,m,_,.
• i i iii II ,
+.¢_Oos i =Icon go gO o 0""_I',_=,, I +I . - -, . -
IV;I \u=.=,==_arI=,= I_Y" \+:+I<== '"
Yl Yll I _ .....
O.lll+_l_ 0111 .+,lall Ill _J, ,Ii _IL '_ll°ll':+,l_]+
tz.a¢ion _o • (d +jyy) z
O'_P<.,I, P - 0 Foe" Ull',_we, p - I For c= _ave
.... =1 = = i I II i
Omjrlm Of CoP I= "_tJxvdvx _ p < I
/Y
_ecri¢ r_pruen* _lo
1_ s_O _sZ
=alim of i_r_lally I . gopolarl=l_ wive an4 • gO _OS_a IllnZ_ _
mi. 'or s. _'?/I_live:mr 3 s in_:
l II III I I _ I I J
"P"" /.I.
_trl= R_r_tat:l_ For |la ¢lu¢cmr e._t_;•
m • I i I | im in I
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As can be observed from Table 7, the completely polarized part
of the partially polarized wave can be represented by one point on the polari-
zation sphere with radius equal to the degree of polarization P and spherical
co-ordinates (P , n/2 - 2T, 2@). The unpolarized part can be represented any-
where inside a sphere with radius (1 - P) representing the intensity of the
unpolarized part. The center of this sphere is the intersection point of the
extended line from the center of the Polarization sphere and the point representing
the completely polarized wave with unit shpere. Thus, we observe that instead of one
isolated point representing the co-polarization nulls, we obtain circluar clus-
ter regions about the location of the "averaged coherent" C0-POL null loca-
tions whose radius is equal to about (1 - P) and represents a measure of in-
coherency. The particular property of the optimal polarization concept applied
to the incoherent clutter case will be of paramount importance to the descrip-
tion and imaging of hydrometeor distributions. Due to the lack of coherent
radar systems with complete polarization diversity, we are not able to pro-
vide any examples at this t;me, and refer to the examples provided for the
cases of sea-clutter and snowpacked terrain clutter provided in Tables 7, 6.
7. Application to the Classification and Ima_in_ of Hydrometeor Distributions
We have introduced the basic background to show how optimal polarization
properties of a scatterer in isolation and/or distribution are of paramount im-
portance for the complete description of radar targets, clutter or voluminous
distributions of particulate scatterers, We have also shown that it is essen-
tial that the relative phase between the two co-polarized channels be measured
which indeed is a difficult request, However, it can be shown that the relative
phase t erm¢ 1 _ _ ;s*o conta;osoptimominformationongeometricaWaswell as mater=a_ pr p a scatterer in specular direction as well as on
the electromagnetic properties of the boundary separating ensembles of different
species of scatterers. It is particularly this property which will become es-
sential in the application of the optimal polarization concept to hydrometeor
classification and imaging.
8. Conclusions and Recommendations
i
We conclude here that the optimal polarization concept is an important
tool for radar classification and imaging of targets in isolation as well as in
ensemble distribution. We have provided computational examples for the CO-POL
and X-POL nulls for some simple as well as for some distributed scatterers.
We require more measurement input data on amplitude as well as phase measurements
of the elements of the relative phase scattering matrix [SJsMR for stationary
and moving distributions of scatterers such as terrain, sea as well as hydro-
meteor distributions so that the optimal polarization concept can be further ad-
vanced.
Specifically, we recommend that one dual polarization radar system for com-
plete measurement of [S] .., be made available to the research community for the
analyses of the optimal o_arization concept as applied to various kind of clut-
ter as well as hydrometeor distributions. Based on such an investigation, we
then will be able to recommend which simplified incomplete dual polarization
radar system can be used on a space platform satisfying cost-benefit considera-
tions.
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BISTATIC RADAR METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE
Fred E. Nathanson
Technology Service Corporation
8555 16th Street
Silver Spring, Md. 20910
In studies of =he best methods for obtaining complete U.S. radar
meteorological coverage or coverage of a particular region such as the
Carribean or portions of the Atlantic Ocean, the use of orbiting active
meterological radar facility at a nominal altitude of 700 kilometers has
been investigated.* While this is adequate to monitor meteorological events
such as hurricmnes, typhoons, or specific storm fronts, it is limited as a
general meteorological tool by the fact that a single satellite only monitors
a given area perhaps twice a day. Coverage for those events would be desired
about five or ten times as frequently.
The technique discussed here is that a radar transmitter with a
moderate size antenna be plac,_d in a geosynchronous orbit with either a
0 ° or a low inclination orbit. The reflected signals from the precipitation
are then received either on a single bea_ from a satellite having a beamwldth
of about 6 ° or preferably with a beam that scans the U.S. in a "raster" pat-
tern with about 0.9 ° beamwidth. While it would seem that a bistatic system
with the transmitter at synchronous altitude and the receivers near the sur-
face would not be a very efficient way of designing a radar system, it is
somewhat surprising that the required power and antenna sizes are not that
great.
Two factors make the meteorological application somewhat more
attractive than the bistatic detection of point targets. First, the bistatlc
reflections of radar signals from precipitation are to a large extent omnldi-
rectional, and while raindrops are spheriods rather than spheres, the rela-
tionship of the reflectlvity of the rain to rainfall rate ,:an be easily de-
rived. The second reason is that the rain echo slgnal level is independent
of range from a receive only radar, and if the bistatic system works at all,
it will work at long ranges. That is, the signals impinging at a passive re-
ceiver resulting from illumination from a geosynchronous satellite, will yield
more or less constant reflective power at reasonable ranges from a ground sta-
tion. While the power intensity at a ground receiver falls off inversely as
the square of the range from the reflectors, the beam volume increases directly
as the square of the range. Obvlously the angular resolution degrades with
increasing range.
* Bucknam, J.N., R. P. Dooley and F. E. Nathanson. "A Shuttle Heteorological
Radar Study" Final Report to NASA GSFC under Contract NAS5-20058 March 1975.
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The reason that the power and aperture sizes are not that great is
related to the volume search mission of a meteorological radar. Since at any
point on the earths surface it is desired to scan a preselected area (or vol-
ume). there is not a significant difference whether that area is scanned wi_h
a short intense beam for a short period of time or the received power is inte-
grated over a long period of time. Basically, the criterion for an area search
is the energy incident on tha_ area in the desired period. It is more efficient
to have the satellite illuminate an area of the U.S. 400 to 700 kilometers in
diameter at one time rather than flood the entire U.S. with a lower power den-
sity. Sinc_ this only requires a I0 to 15 foot aperture at a wavelength of
5 centimeters (C Band), there is no severe demand on satellite state of the
art. Power levels required to detect light rains on the ground are approxi-
mately 250 watts of average radiated power from the satellite which also is
well within the envelope of what has been accomplished. The next sections show
some brief calculations to illustrate this. Due to the geometry involved, it
is only necessary to scan the satellite beam by plus or minus 3° in one plane
and plus or minus 1 1/2 ° in the other plane. This scanning can either be
accomplished mechanically, since it is rather slow, or electronically using
multiple feeds, or by frequency scanning techniques.
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SAMPLE CALCULATIONS-BISTATIC METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE
The P_er Density on the Earth's surface to cover the entire U.S. (~3600 Km
diameter) is:
A
PtGT Dt
: Pden = _ 2 0tCtR12 (1)
where Pt is the gransmit power, the transmit beamwidths are 8t and _t'
and R1 is the distance from =he satellite; If as in Figure i,
8t & 3600 km ; 0.i0 radians0 km
where 36.000 km is approxlamtely geosyncnronous _l_itude.
G : 4_ = 31 dB
t
0re t
Let PT " 60 kw radiated • - 5.5 _sec pul_e duration
- 250 w T - 1.3 msec interpulse periodt
0.6 x 105
Pden = -2
I0 x 1.3 x 10+15 '
- .45 x 10-3 watts/_ : -83 dB watts/M 2
The power reflected toward the receiver, neglecting polarization losses,
is:
Pc_fl = Pden _ " Pden (Vol) (go)
" Pden R2%RR2¢R_RZo
The ground geometry is illustrated in Figure 2 whpre 8R' %R are the receive
beamwidths and Ec is the reflectivity per unit volume, R2 is the range from
precipitation toward the receiver and _R is the range resolution. Yf the
receive aperture has an effective area Ae,
!.)-343
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SYNCHRONOUS SATELLITE
t
600KM
II
FIGURE i - GEOV2TR, OF A DOWNWARD-LOOKING RADAR AT SYNCHRONOUS
= ALTITUDE
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PULSE LENGTH
CI" ZZMUTH
EAMWIDTH
FIGURE 2 - SURFACE RECE,,ER _EONETRY FOR BISTATIC
METEOROLOGICAL RADAR
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PreflAe PdenR28R R2_RARZ°Ae
r 4_R_ 4_'R_ (2)
Pden eRdPRARZ°Aep =
r 4_
Note that Pr is independent of R2. Also,
12
A _ _
e OR_R
then Pden_2_RZo (3)P =
r 4_
At _ = 5.0 cm = C Band
ZO = -79 dB at r = 1 mm/hr
= -70.0 r = 4 mm/hr
If AR ffi1.6 km
In decibel notation from (3)
P = -83 - 13 - 13 + 32 - 79 - ii dBw
r = _ 167 dBw per pulse for full U.S. Coverage at all times
= - 137 dBm per pulse
The receiver sensitivity can be expressed by kTsB where B is
noise bandwidth. For a receiver system noise temperature* of 300 °, an
80 KHz bandwidth,
kT B - - 204 dB + 49 dB + 30 dBm/dBw - - 125 dBm.8
The slgnal-to-nolse ratio per pulse would be - 12 db.
Since this power is not adequate, consider sequential U.S. coverage as
illustrated in Figure 3. Then @t_ t can be reduced by 17 dB, Pden = - 66 dBw/M 2
and Pr = - 120 dBm per -,ise.
• • Pr/Nrec _ S/N ffi5 dB at imm/hr rainfall rate
= 14 dB at 4mm/hr
ffi23 dB at 16mm/hr
For 8 pulses Integrated, a S/N or 5 dB per pulse is adequate. For 16 pulses
integrated about 3 dB is adequate.
* Self contained parametric ampllflers _re currently available with noise
" tenperatures of 75°k at 3.0 GHz and 120 ° at i0 GHz.
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Note that the S/N is independent of th_ receive aperture size
_ since the beam volume increases as the receive aperture decreases, lhus
the receiver aperture size is solely dependent on the desired resolution.
Larger apertures would help sensitivity in the sense that more spatial
averaging could be performed before the final product is delivered. Using
a range resolution of 1.6 km, an angular resolution of 3 km at R2 = 206 "m
. would seem to be adequate and would be better than the current WSSR-57. Then,
@R_ and CR = 3/200 - .015 radians (n.9°) and the required dish size is 3.2
meters (ii'). In practice, 3 meters high by 4 meters wide would be more
than adequate.
TIMING
The timing of the received signals will provide a limitation. To
illustrate this, assume that coverage of the U.S. at 90 minute intervals is
desired. With the coverage illustrated, this allows about 2.8 minutes per
"foor print." If we choose the 0.9 ° receive beamwidth, there are 400 beams
on the horizon of the receiver, and the time allowed for each azimuth at beam
position is 420 milliseconds. If the interpulse period is 1.3 milliseconds
there are about 320 pulse per azimuth position. If we assume that I0 ele-
vation beams are desired there are about 32 pulses _er beamwidth for a single
channel receive system. This is somewhat marginal for accurate averaging of
the reflected signals. A spiral scan could be used for the 2.8 minute per-
iod. Two adjacent range cells could also be averaged. A better design would
be to have multiple simultaneous receive beams to take advantage of the foot-
print being fully illuminated for 2.8 minutes. Since the illuminated area is
well known at any given time, the antenna scan can be planned to look "into"
the footprint as it arrives and look at the opposite direction as it leaves.
Carrier Frequency Selection
A carrier frequency of 6 GHz IC Band) was selected for the sample
calculation. From equation (2), the prodict eR _R Ae will vary inversely as
the square of carrier frequency if either resolution or aperture area are held
constant. Conversely _o increases as the fourth power of frequency. Thus, Pr
increasas as the square of frequency if attenuation in precipitation is neg-
lected. Attenuation in precipitation can usually be neglected at S band
(3GHz). At C band, the coefficient is of the order of .01 db/km/mm/hr. Wlth
the bistatlc geometry, the signal from the satellite only passes through a
small part of the atmosphere. The attenuation is primarily "one-way" through
the receive path and thus is much less than the normal two-way radar attenua-
tion. With a i00 km path of light rain, the attenuation would be about 1.0
db at C band and about 3.0 db at X band (I0 GHz). With a typical 25 km dia-
meter 4 mm/hr rain the attenuation would be about the same. A small amount
of attenuation in the transmit path must be added, as would the increases in
clear atmosphere losses (_ 1 db) going from C to X band. Receiver sensitivity
would also degrade by 1 db. With widesperead rain the reflectlvity increases
faster with rainfall rate that foes attenuation. Intervening storms would be
the problem.
Since the receive system is simpler, a dual frequency system could
• be implemented. This could consist of 6 GHz for measurements of g_eater than
1 mm/hr and perhaps 13.9 for measurements at 0.25 to 4.0 mm/hr. The state of
the precipitation could be determined at closer ranges.
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Since the X band reflectivlty is about 9 db higher than at C
band there remains some (3-4 db) benefit to the X band system. In addi-
tion, the satellite antenna apertur_ acea would be less than i/2 that of
the C band set. For a 500 km footprint, the diameter of the satellite
antenna would be 70-90 wavelengths. This 11-15 ft. at C band or 7-9 ft.
at X band. The weight saving may be significant.
Doppler
The system can have a doppler capability by making the trans-
mitter and the receiver coherent. The ground receiver is in the "foot-
prlnt," and would have an auxilllary horn to receive the transmitted
pulses. The output of the horn is used both as a time reference and to
phase lock the receiver. Since the orbit will be known, corrections can
be made. To achieve doppler accuracy and resclution comparable to NEXRAD
requirements would require larger higher resolution systems.
Horizon
At long range, multipath would be less of a problem, but land
clutter might be more of a problem since the sidelobe reduction would be
"one-way" rather than "two-way." A low sidelobe ground system antenna
would be important. MTI could also be utilized.
Other Variations
If a frequency such as X band is utilized, the attenuation of the
direct 31gnal to the ground radar is a measure of the liquid water content
directly above the ground site. Calibration would be practical _ince there
are at least 32 ground stations receiving the signal on any raster and some
of them would be in non-preclpitating regions. To extend this, a series of
reflectors 2m x 2m can be placed in a circle on small towers at about a 45 °
angle to the vertical. If located i0 km from the receiver sites, the reflec-
tions from these would be about 20 db above the receiver noise in the absence
of rain.
Airborne receive systems could be built for special studies. For
example, the transmitted beams could be diverted to the Carrlbean Sea for
observatlons of new hurricanes. Sea backscatter could also be observe_ to
infer wind patterns.
Conclusions
The ideas presented here are preliminary, but show that it is
practical to design _ Satellite Radar Meteorology Network to cover a large
area such as the U.S. A single synchronous satellite that merely transmits
pulses from a coherent source is all that is needed. Its scan angle is small.
The ground receivers would be relatively simple having no transmitter or high-
ly stab1_ oscillators. There is nc radiation problem on the ground. Ground
receivers can be placed wherever desired and added at low cost. No Sensitivity
Time Control (STC) would be needed. The required dynamic range would be over
20 db less than active radar saving 4-5 bits in A/D conversion. The single
beam radar without doppler would cost about $140K plus another $100K for a
basic doppler capability. Data processing, distribution, displays, etc.
would require additional cost.
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The system is simpler in the sense that many high data rate,
high resolution goals of projected ground based doppler radars have been
compromised. The calculations shown are for a 90 minute data rate rather
than the 2.5 - 5.0 minute systems proposed for tornado detection. The
system output could be combined with the use of ground doppler radars
placed at key locations.
Key areas to be addressed include the correction for attenua-
tion in severe storms, and how to keep heavy land clutter from degrading
performance.
The relatively low data rate and simplicity of the system lends
itself to unattended receivers connected by telephone lines to central
processors.
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ADAPTICELY POINTING SPACEBORNE RADAR FOR
PRECIPITATION MEASUREMENTS
by
David Atlas
Goddard Laboratory for Atmospheric Sciences
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
I. INTRODUCTION 2. THE PROBLEM
The implication of precipitation as one of One of the critical problems faced by any
the key factors in the climate system has radar, and especially by a spaceborne
greatly heightened the interest in measuring system, is the conflict between speed of
it globally, _nd thus from space. While scan or swath width, resolution, and dwell
visible and infrared techniques have been time per resolutio.z element. We require
developed to obtain proxy measurements of the narrowest possible beams to assure
rainfall, the concensus view is that such filling of the instantaneous field of view
methods are not generally applicable to all (IFOV) for accurate measurement of both
precipitation types and climatic regimes the peak and average rain rates and for
(NASA, ]981). On the other hand, it is the discrimination of precipitation echoes
generally conceded that the presently known from surface clutter. The widest possible
limitation3 of passive microwave radiometry swath width is r_quired to assure total
can probably be overcome by the use of coverage of the globe. Together, small
higher resolution over the oceans, but that IFOV and large swath width from an orbiting
the outlook for useful measurements over satellite imply very large scan speeds, but
land is hope]ess (NASA, 1981). This leaves rapid scan ;s inconsistent with obtaining
spaceborne microwave radar as the only a sufficient number of independent pulses
likely general solution to the problem, per IFOV to assure adequate signal to
noise ratio and a good estimate of echo
A variety of approaches to the radar measure- power.
ment of precipitation from space have been
proposed (NASA, 1975; Eckerman, 1975; Is there some way to resolve these conflict-
Eckerman et al., 1978). Basically, these ing requirements? For one thing, it is
all depend on one of three concepts or hardly necessary to spend costly radar
combinations thereof: (I) measurements of energy and time scdnning a wide swath
rain reflectivity, Z, and estimating rain when only a small F-action of the area
rate, R, from a general Z-R relation; Is likely to be occupied by precipitation.
(2) measurement of the attenuation rate, k, Obviously, we need not lo¢'. at cloudless
within the rain itself and relating Pt to regions at all and should s_end as much
rain through an a_propriate k-R relation; time as required in precipitating areas.
and (3) measuring the path integrated
attenuation through the rain by the loss in 3. CONCEPTUAL SOLUTION
echo intensity from a surface reference
echo, the expected loss-free echo being The pr,or discussion suggests an adaptively
estimated from similar adjacent terrain pointing space radar system such as that
or ocean outside the raining area or, over depicted conceptually in Fig. 1.
land, using backscatter cross-sections
measured previously. It is not our purpose At tim_ T I a passive IR imager scans a swath
here to discuss the relative merits of ahead of the spacecraft; an appropriate
these various methods Rather we propose algorithm indicates which clouds are
_ an auxiliary concept of adaptive pointing probably producing precipitation. These
which would greatly aid any candidate locations are then used by the on-board
-_ radar method, antenna controller to program the antenna
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short, the adaptively pointing radar
is used effectively as an optimum
movable rain gage network.
,, In this mode we visualize the radar as
; ..... -....o._, a means of calibrating the precipitation
', "_-... intensity and refining the storm area
,' ". , estimates made by either IR or, duringi "-!
...', the day, by combined visible and IR
"':'°"'" ' ' techniques For precipitation measurements
from space has recently been presented
'"_"'"_*'_s.,.=,,.,,,_,, (NASA, 1981) . It is generally believed
that IR methods provide reasonable
estimates of precipitating areas, although
this author Finds that they tend to over-
estimate the rainfall areas of convective
,_,,_,,,=,,,._,_=,o_,,,,,,_,,=,j storms. This is probably _dvantageous
since it provides an outer bound within
Fig. 1. Schematic of adaptively pointing which the radar search for precipitation! spaceborne precipitation radar; may be confined. In the case of stratl-
see text for details, form precipitation, much less is known
about the relation of IR temperature
scan so that the radar samples clouds A thresholds to actual precipitation.
and B at times T2 and T_, respectively.
In Fig. I we visualize fixed phased array It should be obvious that a radar carried
antennas on either side of the spacecraft aboard a low earth orbitor (LEO) can make
with control of only the beam elevation only two measurements a day. Thus we
angle and rely upon the spacecraft motion shall have to rely on 24 hour per day
to perform the scanning parallel to the IR cloud surveillance from geosynchrono_s
track. However, two dimensional electronic satellites to provide proxy measurements
scanning is desirable For some purposes, with which we expect to account for
Of course, fixed antennas offer considerable diurnal variations of precipitation.
advantages, particularly if they are as
large as we anticipate. Clearly, we have presented only the
outlines of a concept. Much stud_
In any case, we propose that the radar needs to be done before the F_sibility
measurement scenario proceed roughly as of this approach can be properly assessed.
follows: (I) scan suspect cloud region Nevertheless, the method warrants consid-
rapidly to better define actual storm eration since it appears to overcome one
boundary and probable peak than is possible of'the major obstacles which has impeded
with passive schemes; this requires less development of a spaceborne radar since
dwell time than do reflectivity measure- it was first studied by E_nnis (1953)
merits; (2) reposltion beam ko measure peak
reflectivity and an array of selected points 4. REFERENCES
around the peak accurately; the number of
measurements required to obtain a sulfa- Dennis, A. S., 1963: Rainfall determin-
ciently accurate _rea integral needs to be ations by meteorological s_tellite radar.
determined, but is r_t likely to exceed 10 Stanford Research !nstitute, Project
or 20 dependi_g u_on the storm complexity. No. _O80.
With a gaussia_ model storm, 95t of the
rainfall is included within the area Eckerman, J., 1975: Meteorological
encompassed by the echo power contour radar f_cility For the space shuttle.
only 13 db doom from the peak; thus, one tEEE/Natlonal Telecommunications Conf.,
need aOt _easure outside of these bounds New Orleans, Lou siana, Dec.
provided the true peak can he isolated; NASA, 1975: Active microwave workshop
(3) the larger the storm, the mOre uniform report. NASA Report SP-376, pp. 270-367is the rainfall sO that the sampling
density for synoptic sca_e storms may be NASA, 1981: Precipitation measurements
greatly reduced and relatively simple fro_. space. NASA/Goddard Space Flight
sampling patterns may be used. In Center (in press).
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I. INTRODUCTION 2.1 Visible and IR Techniques
The interest in measuring precipi- Visible end IR techniques of estl*
cation globally, and thus fr_l splice, his been marital .-ainfall work surprisingly well nape=Silly
incenslfied by recent intarnetlcnal re,earth For large arms and durations For convective
activities aimed Ill: understanding and predicting rainfall in th e subtropics. For monthly prec010i-
climate. The importance of preoioltatlon in Cation, simple counts of highly reflKtive clouds
ma,ntaining the ._ean global temperature structure provide remarkalmly good estimates. Even for 6
and general circulation may be see., from :he hour average rainfall, the Fractional cloud
=brae prtnci;_ll sources of energy flux to and cover at various lilt thresholds and visible bright-
From the =tJSOSphera over the globe: _) IR hess =ppedsrs to delineate the area of rain wall,
losses to SlUiCe at a rate of 5.1 x SO v _atts; i_ SO that the usa of knGwn climltological rain
(2) latent heating by preciaitetion of lt._ x IO u rites provides volunmtrt¢ 4mgunts. Mort COmlllex
_atCs; and (J)l_eating by =url:_llent diffusion at schemes involve both the area and Its =ime
about 0.7 x I0 _ v_stts (Newell el: el., 1974). derivative, again wi.h s.._e IR threshold. The
AS 1:he kaf heat source, enamel l*s in precipi* P.W. working group Found both advantages and
=alien, which ere undoubtedly triggered by other disadvantages to the methods noted above and
armmalous boundary conditions (e.g., sea surface ochers not mentioned here, but concluded that
ceml_lrature , soil moisture) are strongly impl|* no single visible and/or IR approach can perform
cased in =he chain of events responsible for adequ4tely For climatic purposes in all rag,one.
GI;m4te varsePi]iCv And of course precipitation
_= one Of the key barometers which characterizes LoveJoy end Austin (1_79) argue
cl_m4te and must be predicted. _ _lly cite an pars.aslvely chat the skill'of both visible and
e_tensive list of ocher recNIrementS For obser- tR methods lies almost entirely in their sPility
rations of precipitation, but the ,pAy. should to represent the rainfall area. Based on radar
suffice For present purposes. We hasten to add data, they Find a correlation coefficient of
that not all the needs may be met by spacet_rne spout 0._ between hourly rain areas end rain
oi_servations. :Sere we concentrate on those imlmants in both MOntrlMII and the G.ATIE axper,-
required =o serve in climate _toflltoring and _ant, while area-rain rata correlations ere
research and global weather prediction, negllgib|a (sea S_So Lova_oy, 198|) (_la must
be careful in distinguishing between • good
In spite of the utrome _portlflce "correlation" of _adlr rein areas led rain
of ;_reciDitation, our knowledge of either the 4mounts end the aaility of =he satellite ,m4gery
synQeci¢ or cllmatoIc_iical distributions oF tO Faithfully depict the rain areas.) Th,s is
=recipe=alien over more than _Ot of the glade reasonaP]a because chore is rm oirect _vslcal
;S abysmal. The question we address in tiqis link be_veen either the visible or IR c)rtghtness
_llDer is =he outlook For providing orecipitacJon and rainfall. (The receptions are time dertva o
• easurements of useful accuracy 4nd or :recasion tires of the latter, wPtich reflect _pdraft
velocities, or its _inimu_ value, _hich JS e
_r_ s=ace. _teasure of its maxi.=u_ height.)
2. THE P_IrSENT SITUATION The e_l_ve Findings already suggest
_r present capabilities and future =hit VIS/IR _echriquas ba explo,=ed For che*r
direCt_OnS were recen¢lv reviewed !n a workshop _elatively good rain area depletion ¢agao_llt,es
on "Precilli=ation _easurements from Space" but =hat we usa other _lti_ods such ss s_cr_llve
(_ASA/_SFC, I_|l)0 hereafter referred =0 as P,_. radiometry or radar =_ estimate cha rain rotes.
3t this .r*=ing, =he re_ort of the worksrmp ,s Such 4 ¢omiliflatJon _S also indicated *f either
_Qt yet avai|abta; thuS, the FOllOwing Stitemel_ts of =he letter ins=r_nts ere =o be FlOwn on
must be ¢onsider_l 4s prel imin4ry, althOugh we ,Q_ orllitors, slicking only =_ica Set lay
_4ve sttelRDted tO reflect =he ¢oncensus yanks t_.mDleS Of ri,n rite, Ih Chit evenT, corrections
fsithfully. _or dlur_l variability would have =0 De s4de
, =hrough =he *,_,e Of =he _k _r SeCluence of cloud
imagery From '_OE_,
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".2 ,'licrovvave Red;_etr_ of the kay obstacles .h_ch nave hampered ;)regress
to date. Thes* ere br*efly reviewed bel_,m.
The P._. _rk;ng group on _l;cro_sve
rediometry concluded [hat: (l) #asslve nleasure- ].l ge T ObstaclrJ
ments in the I0-_0 GH:_ region represent a viable
technique for meisurlng rain over the ocean, but One of the mejar pro01ems encountered
(Z) rain over land represents a much more diffi- ;n prevloui prO_OSiKt designs is the Intet_na s_ze
cult problam due to the highly vet:able beck- required to ac._ieve beam filling I.d reduce the
ground. The group also highlighted the 'ollowlnq eff.t¢ts of surface clutter both in the main inn
problems: (t) A negative bial (i.e., rainfall side lobes. Both problems ten be lergely over-
underestimate) end large virience due to the non- come by I sufficiently tergu ante,_ne. To keep
unifor,_ "Jistributio,1 of rainfall or incomplete the enCenne dimensions within bounds, *e hive
f illi_ of the rellt, ,_:ly lerge iflstz.nteneous frequently resorted to shorter _avelengths thin
fleJdi of view (i.e., IF_V of ZO x _;t I_n at _e prefer t,o use in ground-besed systems. Thai
nadir on the Nimbus 0 Electrically Scanning then results in large rainfall attenuation and
/qicro_lve Radiometer); (2) veriebility of the i_tentlelly excessive errors in Ittiinpting _o
effective rain layer height, defined as the l_sth corre¢l for the losses (HiCschfeld end Borden,
integrated lttemJatlon divtded by the surface I_Sk). Proposed solutions have been either (I)
attenuation coefficient. This variability to use t_ v_svelengths, one attenueting and the
decreases .ith increasing area and is believed other not, or two attenuating _avelengthl es i
co be related cllmatologiGilly to the freezing means of controlling the errors. On the other
level, so it appears to rmin a potentially hand, one can exploit the attenuation Is i measure
serious problem only ;n Intense convective of l_th integrated rainfall (Atlas end Ulbricn,
storms; !3) significant end -mrlable mmunts of 1977; Eckerman et el., 1978). A hybrid system
cloud liquid water content which introduce errors with microwave radiometry also appears valuable
in retrieved rain retas and i;leces • low.r bound es • meatus of *stimlcing total attenuation over
on the fete wnich can be detected. A significant the OCeans.
factor omitted from the ebQve ;s the ;3resence of
a mixture of hvdrclmlteOrs of large drops, greupel, A problem which is interwoven with
and hail in the more intense convective storms antenna and bedim StZe end which iS intrinsic to
which .ill surely confound the relatively simple all rider methods is the signal everiging time
retrieval algoritl_s. Of course, unless it _n needed to obtain a reliable estlnulte of the
be essumed thet the rain begins et the freezing echo power. This implies either • high pulse
level, one gets only a melsure (_f the effective repetition frequents (PRF) or 4 very slow scan.
;ntegrel with height end not of the rein intensity The letter in turn reduces the atteineble swath
itself. _idth. The trade-off between high resolution,
seen time, end swath width is • related concern.
Of the IIX)ve problems, it now Pulse to pulse frequency egil;ty (/qirsh_,ll end
appeirs thai the unfilled IIrOV dominates the Hltschfeld, 1_53) or a wide bind "noise" pulse
errors in the [$HR data. Hovlever, i s,,:.ulition (Krehbiel end Brook, 197_) have been suggested
by Lovejoy (I.aS1) using an 8 x S k_ IFOV such solut'ons.
as that anticipated for the LN_R (Large Aper-
ture _lultichlnne_ /qicro_lve Spectr_l_eter) his _/Ith all these prelims in _ind,
shown that the bias be¢_lals negl able and random [ckerman (1_75) end Nlchenson it el., (1_75)
errors vmuld be grlblltly redu¢_:l; i.e., + Z01; proposed I very sophisticeted redar with a
_,/q$ for IZ hr accumulations; these _la'be re- multiplicity of receivi:hl beams, thus achieving ''
duced further !'or extended period climatological high resolution (I ka IFOV), low clutter, adi- _,
iv_riges, ge therefore conclude that eicro_avn quite signkll dwell time, end a _,ide s_ith all
ridiometrv ha, an important role to pliy in space si_Jltanemusly. The key proolems ,*ith the '_'.
;_re¢ipitltion msurenents over the o_elns, li'[ter were high cost and power consu_ltion; ,.
Indeed, its failure over lind is "he key rex_on these factors ere constraints on any spice
to .ons,der st_lceborne rider, systlm. In _hit follies we hive therefore
_)ecked off from such a sophisticated systam v
3. SPAC[IORNE RADAR end consider a variety of less complu opt*ons. "
knother releted consideration is Ice design the ,i
The essential questions ire: (I) system is an add-on to I I_la, ned radar, *.bus
can spaceborne rider provide sufficiently i¢_'.omplishin 9 t_Q purposes at little added ¢oq¢. :
eccurJtl ollservetlons of" rlin over _th lind
I_ OCean? (2) can it replace or supplement ].Z _dl__ 'i r
the VIS/IR nathods which ere eck_ledged ',0
estimlte rein aree bet_:er then fete? &rid i]) ].Z.I _odified Altimeter
h_i Can _e optimize i hybrid systele _,ni-.h
exlloits the best features of the _erious The simliest In_ least costly
_et.h_ls? There ;I little doubt the[ radar could ipirot¢h iS tO incorl:_rlte I rein _lllsurement
- ;_rovlde precision glob41 _istributions of rain _lode in the I].5 GHZ (2.Z c._) SEASAT type rider
.. rite given nO ¢onstrelnts On the n_er of altimeter /Goldhirlh and _alsh, I_81), The
q_scecreft, en'_enni size, and _lr, But -hat retrievel algorithms For recovering rain rite
is ichi -_le .ithin rlulllit,c technc_loglcl& incl an effective drop size distr,butlon ire
and _oneterv bounds? In ulh4t #oIIc_s we out- diSCuSsed in the latter reftrence. In one form,
line ieverel promising apprlklches. 'de nOEl one essentially _lasures echo _er near _he
that some of these were Ireviously _ropoqed ".ol of _he rlin whirl ittenuat_on _l negl,glb'e
in the report Of the Active _1icrotklve -'orkshol lnlt essles constant ri*n rill 3ci.n tO "._e
• (NASA, 1_75}. But let us flrlt _ignlilnt some lur#ice, lh,i ,s I_n :y tn_ ;. - _ Curve ,n
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FiQ. 1. ASSuming cons(ant rain rate with height. 3.2.2 5hort'Wavelen_lth Scannin(_ II_r
cl_e _lecreas_ of signal level with depth ;s also .....
•I _eesure Of ra_ rate. _nder the s_e assump- This systems differs only sl_gh(ly
Cion. the authO'S Sh_ that the ratio of 4ttenu- from the nadir radar altimeter in that it would
arian coefficient, k, to reflectivity, rl, provides scan cross-track to provide a _eJe _,ath measure-
a unique _masure of (he slope or median volume _ent. A short wavnlength (Say 0.8_ ca) would be
dlameter Of the _larshell-Pllmer dro_ size d(stri- used to attair_ the narrowest possibld beams w_tl_
_ul:,on; when this is used with the absolute • reason4Ole size antenna. _ demeter to wave-
value of eisner k or rl, one also gets the inter- length (O/X) -asia of _OC, or a_ antenml of )._* _1
Cept of the distributinn. Of course, the _ould provide 2 km resolution from an 800 k_
ass;_ptlon of constant rain rata with height orOtt. Of course, we ass_ large enough I_0_a_
facilitates the retrieval, but it is also a krf and PRF to get r_!;able measurements ¢lckr. t_
wee_podnt of the method, The authors also treat .;us/ _,al_ _he _lting level. S;n¢_ attenuation
corrections for non-unlfo_ bm fllllng. _'S is likely to reduce the slgr_l behmv noise in
rein rate errors over the range IO to I00 qn/hr m_darete to heavy rain, one _ust assume co_,stancy
are eDout * _ and * 2 nmlhr for in average of of rain rate wlth height below the OcC level as
k_ and Z20 pulses, res_tlvely. Calibration in (,he first method. &a(fl rate _uld be re-
uncertainties Of d| alSO result in Dias c_v_red fr_ t.'_,- rtflectlvity-rain rate relation
errors of 13 to _0_ between I0 end I00 _m/hr. _ljusted to g)._S cm end also frqxm the attenuation
rate. Over the m:un, ratrie_als _uld b4
greatly aided by • mlcrc_mve rmdlommter. This
_'T ..... _** _ .............. _'_ '* _ld be es(_e¢ielly useful in convective storms
..._,mw,_w/ _1 where either radiometer or radar alone is likelytO be confounded by 4 variety of hydrmmlt_Drs| I / .. .... j e3ove the O°C level.
; --...... ... _, _ ! w_'ch -- in'e dual t_s' ele_th ra'er and dual
_. ,'*._,_ -_**_, _*avelan._th radlG-,atr_ in th_ ) c.q end 0.86 em
i ...... .ads,bersua,n.en(l..ta.,el., I_ll). TEe _lthod has b en t_l)lemented in
-_* ! , t i _ ! , ) ,,1_ ; , * * !
_i_ _thod, previously called
"the surface reference te(_hnique,'* *jses th4
scaggerl_ p_porgi_ of ghe surfar.a o_ 4 cali-
r_uat¢ r. E_._ po, u_ _._._._J_¢d co _l o./.CaJmr._, be/glen _; _t for _ete_rOl_liCal ettenuatlo_
_._a_ll v_._J_Jal d_Jl_a_.A_ _ _.hf. COp _lsuremm_ts. _na method depends upon both the
O_ (kf. _ ut_lu._ _ _._& l_L_t fact th4t the i_th-avereged rainfall rate _..lln be
_;o_h4_k _ _l_4k, 19||). determined by _leafls of • direct _easurenmnt of
the ettenaation (Atlae 4ml Ulbrlc--,. 1_77) ar
! 1_e St.&SAT type altimeter would ba the _ss_ptlc_ chat tt'e fixed calibration [_'ge_ '
_,41ifled by 4llQa:atlmi 5_ of the altimeter Pulses in the ground-based attenuation _4t1_4 can :
to the rain mode; i.e., 50 ?uls,_s each of ].2 replace4 by the b4¢kscattering coefflcienr ,)f
_asec or SO0 • vertir_sl resolution. (Note: the the s_rface ((ckert_n et el., 1_)78; _nql_,ni
normal I_lSall ere '*chlrp -4'' with ).l_ nsec or e_ el., |}81). T_O variations of STAR cal_ be
0.;7 • tangle resOlution), US. of the $(ASAT distinguished: the surface cOmperi._n and the
radar _rameters 4leO caeu_ts in 4 manic.am frequency _jllity eat;hods, gOSh Syst_S Can
detectable rain rate of ei_ut I _/hr fNr_ _00 dtili=e tither fix_l or set.nine, real _r
orbit. This is a _err,nal value for _ny OQpplar azlmmth SherpamWI betel. These systems
_r_se$; • threshold rate Qf % O.I mle/hr operate at incidence angles of the order of kO °
•_*_14 be _re u114fu|, in order to achi_e a sufficiently wlde stylish.
Of _urse, the _Ost sat,ova }.2.J.I Surfar.e CclepartsOn _ethed
limitatiOn of tPe 41[imater Is its restricti_
to nadir ae_surmmlflts, Thu_, it mid have '.o rr explain the _ltl_l ve first
be us_l in c_ju_;tiO_ with a wi¢le-s_4Ch Ill or em_e _h4t ;n the Presence of rain the 04ok*
_icro_lve radiometer, In ai_har case, _h4 scattered I_wer fr(m 4 ranpe bin which inter-
r_li_eters would provide astintetes of (_e capes the s,..face is prolmrtionel to the
rain areas while the r_itr _ould provide ntdlr product of thtl bac_scttter_l ¢oefflc_ent of the
rain rate c41;bcarion 41o_g the pastil,re surface _, _, u,, the scattering cross-s_:t_on
trac_. T_e .joi,,t use of the altimeter .ith per unit aru) an4 the attenuation ;4¢tOr, A,
. the "_iCr_ve ea4i_meter iS ;)referable over the The _ _ly fracti_a| loss through the rain.
. oceans oecausa the rad4r ;)roy,des an independent If 4 le¢.ond return D_er _lesure_eflt iS _llde
estimate of the total attenuation. Of c_ursa,' eitPer in the rain-free iris adja-e_t to the
4 high re_olution micr_ve rt4;o_eter also stor_ call or by 4 ;)riot _masure_ent 4t tP_l
;)roundel rain 'ace elti,,_atil o_f n_iir so th4t actual target ;n the e_seflcl of rain, the _ar
;n su,'._ a ¢_flgurat;3n one radar should _e _II ihe orol_r_(on41 to icxm4 ne_ sr.atterin41
cons,dared aS Sup_¢)rtlng the r_lionmter rather coefficlen:, 7¥ Sa_ ._era the difference
_ then vice verS_, 0etween :_ 4nd':Q, ,ill depend on the t_q_t_"al
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! or spatial inhomogeneitieS of t:he surface. A too
ra_io of the C_o measurements aaproximately equels
J AO_/d_. The Skyleb S-193 (Hoore, 1974) and the i_
University of Kansas (Uleby, 1980) data have 1_
shown, however, that for • 10 ken IFOV at; K-bend
and incidence angles greeter than 30 ° , the ratio
_)/G Z exhibits Fairly small spatial fluctuations.
',,us, the ratio of return power measurements
provides ,In estimate _"A From which the path- Tio
a,eriged rein rate is Found by mains of • k-R
I_;, a._ _ m,-dsur_',t _f the path length through
t_ rein. _,." prin¢i,_el problems with P.his _
-.ch._l -re: (I) sensitivity oFG 0 to soil
-.  ;stur, ,no(2) lackof knowledgeof theFot-print size needed to achieve stability in 0".
_AM_rER
"_ The technique can be general ized to _ _ '-_'i.m.-v_
obtain the profiled rain rate. This is ecCo(n- IKIOENC|ANGLI"1_"
plashed by s_;arting with the equation For rain mp-_o,m
rite from an attenuating radar (Hitschfeld end z_ L 1 I I I I . 1 I I
Borden, 195_) and using the attenuation, as a z 4 , j m
determined above, to bound the total error of
the estimet;e. An analysis of the method his
brought out some of its major advantages and F_jts, cP. Z. _ _P.Xa_n _om _ R, _0_:_¢. _/,
drawbacks. Ptoreover, for narrow beint_idths, _ g,'t;o_ _.z_'_._. C _o_ ¢kz STAR
the accuracy of the profi ,ed rain rate is _ (._._,C_(. _luttgl,.dJ_ _._ o,,f.. 1g_I}.
comparable to that of the path-everegod rain
rite. For example, with • rider located on •
low earth orbitor pointing et • J0 ° incidence attenuation _ould be obtained from the radiometry
angle with respect to nadir and with_ ,, 0.8_ ae, while the rider _ould provide • measure of the
Pt " I kw, a stom height of 5 k_ and • standard stor_, height end the range profiled reflectivi-
deviation (s) inO'O of I db. the rein rlJEe Gin ties. From these data the pith-averaged and
be estimalted within about Z0_ of the true value profiled rain rates could be o_tained readily.
For rain rites from 2 to 12 mm/hr. Foe so " 2db In principle, I rider scatterometer which
the range extends from about ; 1:o 12 me/hr. At measures o0 to estimate near surface windspeed
longer wavelengths the range is shifted ul_vard: over the ocean could also be used to obtain
e.g., if ).- 1.87 can end s - I db then Rmi n - 8 oO for use with STAR. indeed one can use STAR
• m/hr and Rmax ,, _ me/hr, itself is i scatteromete¢, but this approith has
not been studied.
To explicitly show the System
performance, the mean return powers from the 3.2.3.2 Frequency A(]ilit_, Rein Radar (FARR)
rain (R) and the surface (C) are plotted in
Fig. Z as • Function of distance into the storm. This variant of the surface reference
_)ere, 0 kin corresponds to the storm top and the technique exploits the week Frequency dependence
region between 6 k_ and 9._ km to the inter- of ground radar reflectivity _0 (O.Z_ dB/GHz at
seCtion of _J_e range bin of the main beam with horizontal polarization). T_o approaches should
the surface. The gradual build up of the raln be considered, pulsed and C_.
return (0 to Z k_) and the rapid decrease (7 to
_)._ k.m) represent regions where the range bins _ith the pulsed FARR the radar
are only i:)ertielly filled with rain. The ranges on the ground range bin. As with the
decrease in the rain return power between Z._ ground comparison method, the received po_er From
and 7 _m is proportional to the total |ttenu-
ation. _here the rms Flue.tuition of O?/o_ ;s the surface range bin in the presence of rain isproportional to the product of the reflectivity,
comparable to this total attenuation, then the the attenuation and the radar constant. _hen
method will be unreliable; this is the major volume scattering from the rain _s negligible
source of error It low rain rates. At high compared with surface scattering, t:he method is
rain rates, _he return power at (:he surface will simplified. The ratio of received power from
be smaller than the noise, so that attenuation two simultaneous observations with slightly
¢ nnot be estimated rellably. Accordingly, a separated Frequencies is proportlonel only t:o
single wavelength STAR would yield a limited the product of t:he ratio of t:he radar constants
dynamic range. Thus STAR requires t_,o wive- and the attenuation factors at the _wo Frequencies.
lengths _o cover a wide enough range. Also, at The calibration constant ratio can _e cons;dared
very low rlin rites where attenuation cannot be as known since it can be measured often during
measured accurately.' one must rely upon use of non-raining intervals. Thus, the measured power
-- t:he ordinary reflectivity-rein rate relations, ratio ;s _roportionll only to (:he logarithm of
the differential attenuation, which ;s propor-
._ It is worth notint that the STAR tion.-I t:o the rein rate. The advantages of
-_ method his been analyzed primarily For rain over t:his approach are the simple algorithm, inde-
; land. Over ocean it is expected to be less ;_endence From veriability of t:he drop size
accurate because of the dependence of-_ on wind distribution, and the fact thee the required
speed for argles other then 10°. For measure- storm height is also obtained by (:he _eisurement.
mints over ocean, a rader-radlometar sensor T_e disidvantage (compared with C_) is the high
appears promising. In this mode the total peak, f_ower, With t:he C_ FARR approach, the
D-356
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radar signal contains contributions from both Since it solves problems common co all. Of _r
the attenuated ground return and the attenuated course, the major concern with this approach is
volume scatter of the rain within the beam. The that of ade=uate sampling. Can we Find a pass=ve
markedly different frequency dependence of the _etection scheme which adequately identifies all
ground reflectivity, prec,pitation attenuation significant precipitation regions, and can we
and precipitation scatter offers the _otential then devise a set of radar sampling scenarios
for separation of these Factors. Palin rate can which insures sufficiently accurate estimates
be determined From either the attinuation or of the total precipitation?
volume reflectivity coefficients. Three measure-
ments are required since there are three unknowns. Initial thinking about the entennl
The advantage of the CW approach is the lower suggested that we use a real aperture in the
peak power than with :he pulse radar. However, vertical direction and synthetic (SAR) in the
the rein retrieval algorithm is camp!Ix, and the along trick dicection. In order to attain =
drop size dependence of the volume reflectlvety sufficiently narrow vertical b_idth, a diameter/
may introduce signifir.ant uncertainty into the wavelingth (O/Z) ratio of about ]00 is desirable,
measurement. Further study is required to giving a nadir beJgewIdth from 600 km orbit of 2km
determine the Feasibility of these concepts and with • 6 meter high antenna at _ • 2 r..m. Wlth a
to assess their relative merit, real aperture, the antenna would thus be e 6 x 6 m
array with fact oriented normal to the track. For
The main advantage of the frequency certain scan-track patterns, the horizontal
agility method over the comparison method is its dimension of the array ten be reduced and the
applicability to ocean and land scenes. It is resolution improved by the use of Doppler beam-
Feasible to use both methods over land to cross- sharpening technidue$. For Doppler brim-sharpening
check the validity of the assumptions and models, to be effective, the bandwidth used to achieve
resolution should be abOut 5 times the bandwidth
].2.; Adaptive Pointing Beam due to random motions of the hydrometeors; this
places • limitation on the minimum pixel dimension
Many microwave antenna configurations that is much more stringent than that due to the
can be used to image precipitation in storms, radar motion Itself. HOwever, in directions
each having advantages and disadvantages depending within, say, 60 ° of the side, resolutions of 2 to
on the required range of rain rate, resolution, ) l_n due to 0oppler beam-sharpening can be
swath wmdth and accuracy. The systems proposed achieved, depending on sl_lcecrift height, provided
include: mechanical, toni•ally scanned, single a spectral width for the random motions of 2 m
beam (Skoinik, $97k) and a pushbroQm, fixed sec "1 is assumed reasonable. Mean velocitles of
simultaneous muItib_ phased array (_klthenson, the hydrometeors will provide mean 0oppler shifts
et el., 197S). Contiguous coverage is obtained that will appear as horizontal displacements of
from these systems; however, it is necessary for their apparent position. Use of this technique,
the tren_itter to be functioning continuously, however, would allow Scanning a wide area of the
Since precipitation nervily covers limited ground with a Fixed conical antenna beam From an
areas, scanning tlme is being wasted while antenna, say, 25 r._ (horizontal) by 6 m (vertical).
average _er and data rates are higher than
needed, and dwell time is too small to attain ;" 01SCUSSION
accuraCl samples. A solution to this problell
is an _daptive Pointing Seam which functions It is clear that the solution to the
only over precipitating clouds (Atlas, 198l). measurement of precipitation with • speceborne
rider is not yet certain. However, the new
The key to such an adaptive concepts presented here provide considerable
approach is either an infrared or microweve promise and deserve to be _'_died mOre carefully
radiometer which scans the horizon ahead of the both theoretically and in ,,'raft trials.
spacecraft and identifies those cloud systems
which are probably precipitating. It is only We have not discussed the use of
necessary For the look-ahead radiometer to long wavelength (k > 5 cm) scanning systems which
sense the presence of rain and control the are essentially Fre_of attenuation because they
subsequent beam position to sample the rain areas would require excessively large antennas to
in some optimal fashion, achieve narrOw beam widths and IFOV's (i.e., 2-)
it nadir). On the other hand, larger beam
widths introduce virtually insuperable pc•blameThe radar receiver and transmitter
antennas are preferably phased arrays which wcth surface clutter and unfilled IFOV*s. Even
with nerrOw beams, however, the retrieval
electrically scan cross-trick through nadir, aJgorltl'111 rests on the existence of a weltThere is a complete system for each side of the
track. Several strategies are Feasible including: defined Z-R relation; elide From the large
a single pencil transmit and receive beam; SCatter about such relations, we know that they
vary markedly with preclpitatlon type and thus
multiple Fixed receive beams; or multiple Stepped wi_h climatic rLc,on.p,_ncil reciive beams and scanned broad transmit
beams, Scanning rates and beam multiplicity
• ust be selected durinq tradeof_ studies. Neither have we dealt with dual
However, the possibilities extend from e detailed wavelength methods such as proposed by Ec¢les
and Atlas (197]) or coldhirsh and _mtz (;97_)
high resolution snapshot of the storm to thereto because: (I) :he non-attenuating wavelengthsterization of features such as boundaries and
peeks, are subject to the same criticisms discussed
above, and (2) at the attenuating wavelengths,
it is difficult _o achieve the kind of accuraciesThe adaptively _ointing concept is
required in shor_ range intervals, especially at
) applicable to any of the measurement algorithms _he lower rainfall rates which contribute most
r*
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